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The Travel and Tourism Research Association (www.ttra.com) is the world’s leading international network 
of professionals in tourism and travel research and marketing. Since 1970, our organisation and its members 
have been to the forefront of the development and application of travel and tourism-related marketing 
information and research worldwide. The TTRA`s growing membership now stands at over 800 practitioners 
and educators in over 20 countries. This unique combination of academics and practitioners offers our 
members exclusive networking opportunities and the possibility of mutually-beneficial industry/education 
collaboration. 
 
The European Chapter of the TTRA ( www.ttra-europe.org) aims to create forums to facilitate the exchange 
of ideas and knowledge between all of our members by  

- increasing the quality, volume and efficiency of tourism research 
- increasing the understanding of the important role of tourism research within the industry 
- increasing the understanding and knowledge of the tourism industry among tourism researches and 

managers 
- contributing to the collection and dissemination of tourism intelligence to researchers, practitioners, 

politicians and educationalists. 
 

Every year, our spring conferences bring us together to meet and to get updated on what is happening in the 
world of tourism research and how those results are being applied in the industry. This exciting annual event 
attracts 130-150 members from all over Europe and beyond, which adds to the diverse, international 
character of our conference. A different theme is chosen every year, and members are actively encouraged 
to submit research papers connected to the theme. Following Helsinki, the 2009 TTRA Europe conference 
will take place in the Netherlands.  
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Introduction 
 
The title of this year’s conference ”Competition in Tourism: Business and Destination Perspectives” set 
out to discuss how destinations and tourism companies could compete successfully. During the last twenty 
years significant changes have taken place in the tourism market. The number of potential tourists has 
increased at a global scale but at the same time competition between destinations and their tourism systems 
has become fiercer. The destinations and tourism businesses aiming at winning in the competition have to 
be able to attract tourists who are more sophisticated than ever before. New ideas are required both at 
destination and company level. In most countries tourism is an industry dominated by small and medium 
sized companies. These actors often focus on daily operations rather than searching for new trends resulting 
in innovations and creative ideas. At destination level the co-operation between the actors in the industry and 
the public sector is often too limited to guarantee success.        
 
The tourism industry is a typical service industry creating important employment and income both in the post-
industrial as in the developing world. In order to secure the employment and income of the tourism industry 
destinations and their tourism sector have to be able to combine good value and profitability with 
environmental and social sustainability.  
 
The competitiveness of both destinations and tourism businesses is related to their competitive potential, 
their management processes as well as their earlier performances. The conference papers aim to deepen 
the understanding of for instance the following elements identified as keys to success at both destination and 
firm level:  

• sustainability 
• processes 
• resources 
• innovations 
• competitive/comparative advantages 
• networking 
• linking past and present 

 
The papers included in the proceedings are divided into two parts. In Part 1 the focus is on tourism 
businesses and the way they try to guarantee their future success. The papers deal with issues such as 
innovations, eBusiness, experiences, the structures and requirements of SMEs, globalisation, travel 
behaviour, as well as specific hospitality and marketing considerations. 
 
Part 2 highlights the work going on in destinations. Paper presenters discuss destinations from a wide variety 
of aspects such as marketing where branding and image emerge as a central theme, strategies and 
development, history and culture. Various methodological approaches are introduced to enhance our 
understanding of the phenomena under inspection.  
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Innovation in small and medium sized tourism enterprises: 
A review of the literature and an agenda for research 
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1. Introduction 
 
Innovation is seen as a major driving force for competitiveness in tourism as well as in other industries 
(Porter 1991; Nordin 2003). Today single tourism businesses as well as destinations compete worldwide for 
innovation and new products to gain strategic advantages and attract new segments of customers.  
Since the beginning of the new millennium, researchers increasingly have began to discuss innovation in 
tourism (Hollenstein 2001; Jacob et al. 2003; Nordin 2003; Klausegger/Salzgeber 2004; Volo 2004; 
Flagestad et al. 2005; Orfila-Sintes et al. 2005; Ottenbacher/Gnoth 2005; Volo 2005; Keller 2006; Novelli et 
al. 2006). All these works differ in their research aim and their object of investigation. While some are 
concentrated on the hotel industry (Jacob et al. 2003; Orfila-Sintes et al. 2005; Ottenbacher/Gnoth 2005) or 
destinations (Flagestad/Hope 2001; Pechlaner et al. 2002; Pikkemaat/Weiermair 2007), others are more 
interested on small and medium sized tourism enterprises (SMTEs) (Hoelzl et al. 2005; Pikkemaat/Peters 
2005). 
Many tourism studies are neither linked to a theoretical innovation approach, such as the entrepreneurial 
approach, the strategic or the R&D approach, nor use a conceptual procedure. So far some conceptual 
works have been done for services (Gallouij/Weinstein 1997; Sundbo 1997; Gallouj 1998) as well as for 
manufacturing (Storey 2000; Drejer 2002) but till today no conceptual discussion have been linked to tourism.  
The purpose of this paper is to deliver an overview of recent innovation research in small and medium sized 
tourism enterprises by carrying out a comprehensive literature review. The paper aims to analyze innovation 
studies which have been carried out for SMTEs as well as for other (non tourism specific) small and medium 
sized enterprises. Introductory, the paper discusses the role of SMES and innovation very cursory. In the 
main part it analyses important scientific journals dealing with innovation, small businesses, and tourism 
within the last five years. These research papers will than be evaluated in terms of their sample, method, 
subject and main results. As a consequence the paper yields a comprehensive literature review of innovation 
research carried out in SMEs and finally provides an agenda for innovation research in small and medium 
sized tourism enterprises.  
 
2. SMEs and innovation 
 
No doubt, small and medium sized enterprises dominate the tourism sector. The European tourism industry 
is a ‘fragmented industry’ as it consists of many SMEs producing and selling undifferentiated products or 
services in a highly competitive marketplace to highly heterogeneous customers. In Europe, SMTEs provide 
on average jobs for six employees, which leads to the fact that not even small but micro1 sized enterprises 
rule the tourism market (WKO 2006). For instance, in Austria which is one of the most important tourism 
destinations worldwide, nearly 90% of all tourism enterprises are micro not even small sized enterprises and 
the quota of medium sized enterprises is below 1% (see table 1).  
  

                                                 
1 According to the EU standards micro sized enterprises are defined by 1 to 9 employees, small sized 
enterprises by 10 to 49 employees, medium sized enterprises by 50 to 249 employees and large sized 
enterprises employ more than 250 people. 
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Number of 
employees 

 Number of tourism 
enterprises 

% 

1-4 Micro 27.860 72.027 
5-9 Micro 6.668 17.240 
10-19 Small 2.570 6.644 
20-49 Small 1.228 3.175 
50-99 Medium 253 0.654 
100-249 Medium 77 0.200 
250-499 Large 16 0.041 
500-999 Large 6 0.016 
1000 and plus Large 1 0.003 

 
  38.680 100 

 
Table 1: Number of SMTEs in Austria (Source: WKO 2006) 
 
Although the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2007 of the World Economic Forum ranks Austria 
as second best - out of a sample of 124 tourism destinations worldwide - regarding the development and 
competitiveness of tourism markets (WKO 2006), Austria is faced with market saturation tendencies, in 
particular in summer tourism. Since the mid of the nineties the turbulence of travel markets have put 
tremendous pressures on tourism enterprises throughout the alpine regions of Europe including Austria to 
better position their services and products in a now highly competitive market. Technology and information, 
the appearance of a large number and variety of travel destinations and decreasing travel costs has changed 
tourism markets over the last two decades. Trying to analyze recent tourism trend literature, one can identify 
some major global trends, such as multiculturalization and globalization, information and multimedia, 
individualism, multi-optional products, convenience, mobility, increased travel experience, shorter but 
intensified stays, health awareness, or quality consciousness (Fesenmaier/Gretzel 2002; Bieger/Laesser 
2003). While some smart entrepreneurs redesigned their enterprises in terms of the product bundle as well 
as in terms of tourism management the majority of tourism entrepreneurs is still characterized by low 
professionalism. Until today many, in particular small tourism entrepreneurs, seem to be swamped with the 
changes on the demand side which is characterized by a hybrid customer whose behavior is completely 
diversified and who brings along travel experiences from all over the world. Consequently, owners/managers 
of tourism enterprises are more than ever forced to pursue clearly defined and focused differentiation 
strategies. In this context the development of innovative products and services becomes of utmost 
importance. 
 Regarding the development of new products and services and innovation strategies of tourism enterprises it 
seems important to differentiate once more between global tourism firms and SMTEs. While the first are 
typically known as international hotel chains, which are managed similar to multinational conglomerates in 
manufacturing, the latter are often known as one-man or one-woman enterprises which do not even know or 
follow any strategy. Amongst other factors this totally different management knowledge is responsible for an 
innovation deficit of SMTEs while the international tourism/hotel industry is characterized by a hyper 
competition in innovation worldwide (Hjalager 2002; Pikkemaat/Peters 2005; Keller 2006). In comparison to 
other industries, research and development expenses or the number of licences or patents registered are 
relatively low in the hotel industry (Hollenstein 2001).  
Due to the dominance of small businesses tourism industry displays special disadvantages in terms of 
innovation and product development: small businesses lack economies of scale and are not able to raise 
profit margins which allow small units to reinvest in research & development, market research, product 
development, skill or creativity enhancement. Secondly, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in 
tourism are still reluctant in terms of cooperation or strategic alliances with other competitors: they are not 
able to gain economies of scope which increases product- and services-variation and thus customers’ 
freedom of choice (Buhalis/Peters 2006). 
After this discussion about the role of SMTEs the next chapter will analyse recent innovation studies carried 
out so far for different industries before chapter four will focus on the small number of innovation studies 
carried out for SMEs in tourism.   
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3. Research studies on innovation and SMEs 
 
As indicated introductory the author used a literature review to deliver an overview of innovation research in 
SMEs. For this purpose important scientific journals which are concentrated on either innovation or SMEs 
have been scanned during the last five years: from 2003 up to the last issue in 2007 or 2008. The only 
exception is the International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business, which had its first volume not 
until 2004. The journal sample used for this paper consists of four journals that are concentrated on 
innovation management, three on small businesses and two on services. The service journals were included 
as the tourism industry is closely linked to the service industry. More in detail, the author reviewed in sum 
224 issues of the following journals presented in table 2 below. 
 
Journal Analyzed period Number of reviewed 

issues 
Number of 
relevant papers  

Creativity and Innovation Management 2003, 12(1) -2008, 
17(1)  

21 8 

European Journal of Innovation 
Management 

2003, 6(1)  - 2008 
11(1) 

21 5 

Journal of Product Innovation 
Management 

2003, 20(1) – 2008, 
25(2) 

32 1 

International Journal of Innovation 
Management 

2003, 7(1) – 
2007, 11 (4) 

20 1 

International Journal of Entrepreneurship 
and Small Business 

2004, 1(1/2) – 2008, 
5(3/4) 

20 2 

Journal of Small Business Management 2003, 41(1) – 2008, 
46(1) 

21 4 

International Small Business Journal 2003, 41(1) – 2008, 
26(1) 

29 4 

International Journal of Service Industry 
Management 

2003, 14(1) – 2007, 
18(5)  

24 - 

The Service Industries Journal  2003, 23(1) – 2008, 
28(2) 

36 1 

  224 26 
 
Table 2: Overview of the literature review 
 
Calculating the percentage rate of papers focussed on innovation in SMEs one gets about 8.5%. After this 
quantitative overview of the literature analysis the author discusses now the 26 papers which are focussed 
on innovation and SMEs. For this procedure the subject, the sample, the method and the main results are 
presented. 
As a first journal, concentrated on innovation management, the Creativity and Innovation Management 
journal was analysed. In sum eight papers were published which discuss innovation in SMEs during 2003 
and 2008. No paper was found for the tourism industry (see table 3).  
 
Author Subject Sample Method Main results 
(Thacker/ 
Hands 
combe 
2003) 

Development of a 
tool (a matrix) for 
SMEs to identify 
their positions in 
the market 

354 managing 
directors of SMEs 
in south Yorkshire 

Empirical:  
question. 

A matrix with the axes 
‘competitive position’ and 
‘industry attractiveness’ 
displayed the position of each 
company. 

(Yap et al. 
2005) 

The effect of 
functional diversity 
on innovation in 
SMEs 

Multiple 
respondents 
(average 4.84) 
within 50 best 
performing SMEs in 
Singapore 

Empirical:  
question. 

Intrapersonal function diversity 
has a positive impact on 
innovation (but reduced for 
bigger firms) while dominant 
function diversity has a negative 
impact on innovation 

(Carpinetti 
et al. 2007) 

Development of a 
conceptual model 
for managing  
and measuring 
performance of  

Main stakeholders 
and 35 SMEs of a 
textile cluster in 
Brazil 

Empirical: 
case study 

The model shows how to 
manage continuous innovation 
of a cluster and how to measure 
performance. 
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SME clusters 
(Salavou/ 
Lioukas 
2003) 

Identification of 
strategic drivers of 
radical product 
innovation 
adoptions in SMEs 

69 SMEs in the 
food and beverage 
industry in Greek 

Empirical: 
question. 

Entrepreneurial orientation 
explains the choice of SMEs to 
adopt radical innovations more 
than technology policy and 
market orientation 

(Mahemba/
de Bruijn 
2003) 

Relationship 
between innovation 
activities and 
growth 
performance of 
SMEs 

150 
owners/managers 
of SMEs in the 
manufacturing 
sector in Tanzania 

Empirical: 
question. 

Innovation activities are 
generated by obtaining external 
support from customers and 
other enterprises, but not from 
government or universities. 
 

(Mc Adam/ 
Keogh 
2004) 

Exploration of the 
transition from 
traditional 
measures to 
creativity and 
innovation 
measures in SMEs 

8 cases of SMEs in 
the manufacturing 
sector 

Empirical: 
case 
studies   

Measures must be continually 
reviewed and developed during 
the transitional period when 
creativity and innovation is 
developed. 
 

(Allocca/ 
Kessler 
2006) 

Test antecedents 
and outcomes for 
innovation speed 
for SMEs   

158 NPD projects 
in several 
technology related 
industries 

Empirical: 
question. 

Positive influence of innovation 
speed on the project outcome. 

(Larsen/ 
Lewis 
2007) 

Examine those 
barriers that 
impede innovation 
in SMEs 

8 small SMEs  in 
the manufacturing 
sector that had 
received an 
innovation award in 
the UK 

Empirical: 
question.  

Most SMEs ignore or live with 
an innovation barrier instead of 
resolve it. The management 
lurches from one crisis to 
another. 

 
Table 3: Literature review of Creativity and Innovation Management 
 
While the papers of Thacker/Handscombe (2003), Yap (2005)and Mc Adam/Keogh (2004) discuss very 
special aspects of innovation in SMEs, the other papers focus on the management of innovation in SMEs 
(Salavou/Lioukas 2003; Carpinetti et al. 2007; Larsen/Lewis 2007)and the relationship between innovation 
activities and performance (Mahemba/de Bruijn 2003; Allocca/Kessler 2006). As methods case studies and 
questionnaires for entrepreneurs dominate.  
As the second journal concentrated on Innovation Management the European Journal of Innovation 
Management was examined.  Within 21 issues only five papers are focussed on the research of innovation 
for SMEs. These papers are presented in table 4. 
 
Author Subject Sample Method Main results 
(Avermaete 
et al. 2003) 

Identification of 
patterns of 
innovation activities 

55 small food 
firms in 
Belgium 

Empirical: 
question. 

Innovations are seldom patented. 
The more capital intensive an 
innovation the greater the firm. 
Regional differences and company 
age influence innovation.    

(Pratali 2003) Development of a 
model that enables 
decision makers to 
evaluate the 
increase in business 
value due to 
technological 
innovations 

No sample Theoretical The model helps to understand the 
market, its customers, products and 
competitors, and reveals the close 
interrelations between technological 
innovations, product quality and 
company know how. 

(Scozzi et al. 
2005) 

Investigate business 
modelling techniques 
which can be used to 
support innovation 
processes within 

19 SMEs in 
Puglia (Italy) 
in different 
industrial 
sectors 

Empirical: 
question. 

Methods and models can teach 
firms how to develop innovations 
and reduce their tendency to act on 
intuitions rather than structured 
knowledge.  Design rationales and 
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SMEs cognitive maps are most relevant. 
(Humphreys 
et al. 2005) 

Exploration of the 
application of 
innovation within 
SMEs 

1 SME Empirical: 
longitudinal 
case study 
with 
quantitative 
and 
qualitative 
data 

In addition to technological 
innovation a broader innovation 
approach which includes people 
and cultural issues is required and 
innovation must be seen as a 
longitudinal development program.  

(Keskin 
2006) 

Relationship among 
market-orientation, 
learning orientation 
and innovativeness 
in SMEs 

157 small 
firms in 
Turkey in 
several 
industries 

Empirical: 
question.  

Market orientation is appropriated 
with learning orientation for firm 
innovativeness and firm 
performance 

 
Table 4: Literature review of the European Journal of Innovation Management 
 
Within this journal the only paper has been found which is limited to a theoretical discussion of innovation in 
SMEs (Pratali 2003). Again questionnaires dominate but one longitudinal case study has been carried out 
which results in the claim for a broader innovation approach which includes beside technological innovation 
also people and cultural issues (Humphreys et al. 2005). The other papers are focussed on aspects of 
innovation management: innovations in SMEs are seldom patented (Avermaete et al. 2003), methods and 
models reduce the tendency to act on intuition (Scozzi et al. 2005), and market/learning orientation increases 
firms innovativeness and performance (Keskin 2006)  
Out from the Journal of Product Innovation Management 32 issues were analyzed between January 2003 
and March 2008. Only one paper treats innovation in SMEs. The very recent theoretical paper of Moultrie et 
al (2007) focuses on the development of an audit tool for SMEs aimed at assessing the design of products 
(Moultrie et al. 2007).  
Also only one paper which is concentrated on SMEs was found in 20 issues of the International Journal of 
Innovation Management between March 2003 and December 2007. The paper of Mark Freel (2005) points 
to the limits of viewing innovation output as a simple function of the volume of its inputs. For this purpose he 
analyzed 597 small manufacturing firms in the UK. His results demonstrate that capability seems to matter at 
least as much as capacity. According to this paper management should stress more on the development of 
human and intellectual capital (Freel 2005).  
Swapping to the journals which are concentrated on small businesses first the 19 issues of the Journal of 
Entrepreneurship and Small Business were analyzed.  From its first edition in 2004 up till issue 2 in 2008 
only two papers deal with innovation and SMEs. Both are recent issues from 2007: one paper deals with the 
development of an innovation strategy for SMES, the other focuses on the relation between innovation and 
the international involvement of SMEs. Roy and Yami (2007) study the case of one SME in the furniture 
industry which made a success of disruptive strategy. They draw two lessons from this case: First, because 
of their characteristics SMEs are very favourable to the development of disruptive strategies. Second, SMEs 
have difficulties in renewing this strategy as they begin to grow due their initial success and new competitors 
imitate the innovation. Both lead to the loss of the - now greater and with stronger competitive pressure 
faced - SME to make new strategic innovations. The study of Jolanda and Hessels (2007) is based on a 
secondary data sample of 1800 Dutch SMEs and finds a positive impact for innovative investments on 
international involvement. While product innovations, strategic attention for innovation and inter-firm 
cooperation are positively related to export behaviour and intensity, product, process and supplier-driven 
innovations are positively related to export behaviour. Moreover, international involvement may stimulate 
firms to invest in product innovation and in new distribution systems.  
The second journal focussed on small businesses is the Journal of Small Business Management where in 21 
issues four papers were detected discussing innovation (see table 5).  
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Author Subject Sample Method Main results 
(Eshima 
2003) 

Impact of public 
policy on innovative 
(program 
awardees) SMEs in 
Japan 

2 Japanese SME 
samples: 198 
program 
awardees and 
198 non-
awardees 

Empirical: 
secondary 
data  

Publicly certified innovative 
SMEs grow faster than 
nonpublicy certified 
innovative SMEs 

(Verhees/ 
Meulenberg 
2004) 

Effect of market 
orientation and 
innovativeness on  
product innovation 
and company 
performance of  
small firms 

152 small rose 
growers in the 
Netherlands 

Empirical: 
question. 

Owner’s innovativeness 
permeates all variables in the 
model and has a positive 
influence on market 
orientation, innovation and 
performance 

(Vermeulen 
2005) 

Main barriers of 
incremental 
product innovation 
of SMEs  

30 financial SMEs Empirical: 
case 
studies and 
exploratory 
interviews 

Financial SMEs have 
problems in terms of 
resources, project-based 
working, incentives, and 
information technology 

(Bhaskaran 
2006) 

Incremental 
innovation and 
business 
performance of 
SMEs 

87 SMEs in the 
seafood industry 
in Victoria, 
Australia 

Empirical: 
question.  

Investing in  developing and 
adopting innovative practices 
lead to better business 
performance 

 
Table 5: Literature review of the Journal of Small Business Management 
 
Two papers listed in table 5 focus on incremental innovations(Verhees/Meulenberg 2004; Vermeulen 2005). 
While Vermeulen (2005) detects resources, project-based working, incentives and information technology as 
main barriers of incremental product innovation of SMEs, Bhaskaran’s (2006) study finds proof that investing 
in developing and adopting innovative practices leads to better performance. Two more drivers of innovation 
are discussed: Eshima (2003) demonstrates that publicly certified innovative SMEs grow faster than non 
publicly certified innovative SMEs and Verhees/Meulenberg (2004) arrive at the conclusion that owner’s 
innovativeness is the most important determinant of innovation and performance. 
A review of the International Small Business Journal yields in 29 issues four papers for innovation in SMEs 
as presented in table 6 below.  
 
Author Subject Sample Method Main results 
(de Jong/ 
Vermeulen 
2006) 

Determinants of 
product innovation 
in small firms 

1250 small firms 
in the Netherlands 
covering 7 
industries 
(manufacturing, 
construction, 
wholesale and 
transport, retail, 
hotel and 
catering, 
knowledge-
intensive and 
financial services) 

Empirical: 
secondary 
data  

Firms from manufacturing, 
knowledge-intensive services 
and financial service 
industries scored better on 
most innovation practices 
and realized new products 
more often compared to firms 
from construction, wholesale 
and transport, retail services 
and hotel and catering 
services 

(Macdonald 
et al. 2007) 

Education and 
training for SMEs 

SMEs and 
universities in 
North England  

Empirical:  
question. 

Universities providing 
education and training 
services for SMEs benefit 
more than participating 
SMEs 

(Freel/ 
Robson 
2004) 

Effect of  firms 
innovation activities 
on their growth 
performance 

1347 small 
manufacturing 
and service  firms 
in Scotland and 

Empirical: 
question. 

Positive relationship between 
novel product innovation and 
employment growth, negative 
relationship between product 
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Northern England innovation and growth in 
sales for manufacturing firms 
but positive relationship 
between growing sales and 
incremental process 
introductions in service firms  

(Zhang et al. 
2006) 

Process of 
organizational 
learning in SMEs 

26 owner-
managers of 
small firms in the 
North West of 
England 

Empirical: 
qualitative 
interview  

While in ‘stable’ firms 
learning is experiential and 
concentrated on individuals 
or small groups, innovative 
firms encourage the 
development of ‘deeper and 
wider’ learning  

 
Table 6: Literature review of the International Small Business Journal 
 
All papers listed in table 6 focus on different aspects of innovation in SMEs. As one of the most interesting 
papers with respect to tourism industry the paper of de Jong/Vermeulen (2006) have to be mentioned. Their 
comparison of small firms in different sectors discuss amongst other results the deficits of hotel and catering 
services regarding innovation practices and the development of new products. Macdonald (2007) represents 
the results that universities providing education and training for SMEs benefit more than the participating 
SMEs while Zhang et al.’s (2006) paper demonstrates that innovative firms encourage the development of 
‘deeper and wider’ learning. Discussing innovation and growth performance Freel/Robson (2004) sum up 
that novel product innovation stimulates employment growth and growing sales incremental innovations.  
Discussing next the journals which are focused on services we were not able to find a single paper on 
innovation regarding SMEs in the International Journal of Service Industry Management. The focus of this 
journal is clearly on the service encounter and service customers. Within 24 issues no paper deals with the 
research of innovation in SMEs in the last five years.  
 Analyzing the second service journal, the 36 issues of the Service Industries Journal, one finds on the one 
hand many papers about the tourism, in particular the hotel industry and on the other hand many papers 
about innovation in services. But regarding innovation in small and medium sized businesses only one paper 
has been published so far. Again, Patrick Vermeulen is involved: together with de Jong and O´Shaughnessy 
he published in 2005 (issue 5) a paper about the key determinants for new product introduction and firm 
performance in small service firms (Vermeulen et al. 2005). In the empirical part 502 persons of small firms 
with less than 100 employees in various service sectors in the Netherlands, completed a questionnaire which 
aimed at measuring seven key determinants of new product introductions and firm’s performance. Results 
show that new product introducers grow (by sales and employees) significantly faster than those firms that 
do not introduce new products.  
In the next chapter the author will analyze innovation studies carried out for SMEs in tourism before a 
conclusion of all studies is presented in the last chapter.  
 
4. Research studies on innovation and SMEs in tourism  
 
In this chapter first the two most important tourism journals are scanned for innovation research regarding 
small and medium sized tourism enterprises. Second, as the result of this procedure is unsatisfactory the 
author uses other recent tourism literature she is familiar with to discuss results of empirical innovation 
studies carried out so far in SMTEs.  
Beginning with the Tourism Management journal and its 33 issues between 2003 (Vol. 24/1) and 2008 
(Vol.29/1) two papers have been published on innovation in tourism (Stamboulis/Skayannis 2003; Orfila-
Sintes et al. 2005) and two more on SMEs in the travel sector (Bastakis et al. 2004; Pansiri 2008). Only one 
paper (Novelli et al. 2006) discusses networks and clusters as a framework providing SMEs with innovative 
opportunities to operate in a competitive tourism environment. Nevertheless, the most cited works on 
innovation research in tourism – but not focused on SMTEs - might have been published in Tourism 
Management before 2003: the papers of Anne-Mette Hjalager in 1997 and 2002 (Hjalager 1997; Hjalager 
2002). Both papers describe innovation types or patterns of innovation and use examples as a method to 
describe or categorize different types of innovation in different tourism settings.  
In the second tourism journal we included in our analysis, the Annals of Tourism Research we found in 21 
issues from 2003 (30/1) up to 2008 (35/1) no single paper which presents research on innovation in small 
and medium sized businesses. Moreover, we found neither a paper on innovation nor on SMTEs.  
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As the author’s research interests lie in the field of innovation research in tourism she is kind of familiar with 
tourism innovation literature and research. As mentioned at the beginning of the paper the number of 
publications on innovation research in tourism increased within the last years, in particular since the new 
millenimum. Reviewing these papers a small number of empirical papers for the hotel industry (Jacob et al. 
2003; Orfila-Sintes et al. 2005; Ottenbacher/Gnoth 2005) as well as for destination issues (Job/Mayer 2005; 
Pechlaner et al. 2006; Pikkemaat/Weiermair 2007) exist. But for all that the majority of research papers 
regarding innovation in tourism is limited to a theoretical discussion of innovation issues (Weiermair/Peters 
2002; Flagestad et al. 2005; Bieger/Weinert 2006; Keller 2006) 
As a consequence of the non satisfactory results of the literature analysis in Tourism Management and 
Annals of Tourism Research the author presents in table 7 a research study which was carried out as a 
dissertation at the University of Innsbruck (Walder 2007), one paper published in the Journal of Quality 
Assurance in Hospitality and Tourism (Pikkemaat/Peters 2005), and two papers published in the AIEST 
conference proceedings (Volo 2004; Hoelzl et al. 2005).  
  
 
Author Subject Sample Method Main results 
(Volo 2004) Entrepreneurs’ 

perception of 
innovation in 
Sicily   

n=12 
owners/mana
gers of  
SMEs in 
Sicily  

Empirical: 
2 focus 
groups, 
each 
including 6 
interviews 

Micro tourism entrepreneurs are not 
able to differentiate among different 
kinds of innovation, such as product, 
process, delivery, organisation, and 
markets and marketing. Most 
innovations are adoptions that 
originate as new technologies 
suggested by suppliers.  
 

(Pikkemaat/ 
Peters 2005) 

Determinants 
of the level of 
innovation in 
small and 
medium sized 
hotels in 
Austria 

n=107 hotel 
owners/mana
gers of 
SMTEs in 
Tyrol  
 

Empirical: 
question. 

Size and the level of quality 
(measured in terms of stars) of a hotel 
as well as a clear defined target 
market have a significant positive 
influence on the level of innovation; 
age of entrepreneur, loyal customers 
and satisfaction of entrepreneurs with 
hotel’s revenue do not influence the 
level of innovation of the small and 
medium sized alpine hotel industry.  
 

(Hoelzl et al. 
2005) 

Creative 
imitation 
processes of 
tourism SMEs  

n=18 small 
and medium 
sized 
accommodati
on providers 
in the 
European 
Alps   

Empirical: 
qualitative 
interviews  

Prerequisites for successful imitation 
are: management quality and 
organizational competence, profound 
market knowledge about competitors, 
clients and trends and leadership 
competence as well as personal 
attributes. 

(Walder 
2007) 

Innovation 
behaviour in 
tourism and its 
determinants 

n=61 small 
and medium 
sized tourism 
entrepreneur
s in the 
European 
Alps 

Empirical: 
question. 

Product and service innovations 
dominate, characteristics of 
owners/managers (risk behaviour and 
cultural values), their leadership 
(hierarchical structures, 
empowerment of human resources) 
and the structure of the organisation 
influence the innovation behaviour of  
SMTEs  

 
Table 7: Literature review of innovation research on SMTEs  
 
While the study of Serena Volo (2004) aims at a better understanding of the term innovation itself, the other 
three studies listed in table 7 focus on the analysis of success factors and determinants of innovation. In all 
studies listed in table 6 small and to a lesser degree medium sized entrepreneurs in alpine areas were 
interviewed, except the study Volo (2004) which was carried out in the urban areas of Sicily. The results of 
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the latter three studies can be summarized as follows: First, product/service innovations still dominate and 
process innovations are rare in number. Second, the characteristics of the owner/manager influence strongly 
innovation activities as well as his management quality and leadership style, such as the empowerment of 
human resources or knowledge about the market. Third, the organizational structure influences innovation, 
for instance hierarchical structures. Fourth, the study of Pikkemaat and Peters (2005) confirm for small and 
medium sized alpine hotels that the higher the quality of the hotel the more innovative it is. Orfila-Sintes et al. 
(2005) gained the same result for medium and large hotels in the Balearic Island, a typical seaside 
destination.  
According to the literature analysis innovation in tourism is a pretty new field of tourism research and up till 
now only a handful studies exist which investigate empirically innovation for SMTEs. As a consequence the 
knowledge about innovation behaviour of SMTEs is rather vague.  
 
5. Conclusion and agenda for further research 
 
Summarizing the results of this paper the following aspects arise: First, innovation research seems to be 
more of interest in the context of large manufacturing businesses than small businesses. Second, most 
innovation studies are carried out in manufacturing industries, fewer in services and only a handful in tourism. 
Third, innovation research carried out in non tourism specific industries analyzes mainly the determinants of 
innovation and its relationship to business performance. The latter is a deficit in tourism studies.  
The qualitative review shows that there is agreement that innovation positively influences growth or 
performance of SMEs and that the following factors will enhance innovative activities and success:  
- entrepreneurial orientation  
- market orientation 
- stress on human capital and cultural values  
- external support from customers and other enterprises 
- positive influence of innovation speed on success 
- international involvement 
 
The darker sides of innovation activities of SMEs refer to the strategic approach which is often neglected as 
most SMEs ignore innovation barriers instead of resolving them. Many owners/managers of SMEs decide 
intuitively and lurch from one crisis to another. SMEs are faced with problems in terms of resources and 
project based working. Comparing innovation studies in small tourism businesses with studies in small 
businesses from other industries only minor differences appear. Overall, innovation research results of small 
businesses from the manufacturing or service industry seem to be highly relevant for tourism industry.   
Regarding tourism it seems as many small tourism entrepreneurs occasionally apply some changes to their 
business but do not follow any principles of an innovation process. Innovators or entrepreneurs who focus on 
innovation strategically as a permanent process of entrepreneurship seldom exist. For instance, on average 
the innovation degree of small sized hotel entrepreneurs is on a low level in comparison to other branches or 
large hotel chains. The majority of small entrepreneurs focus on hardware or product/service innovations and 
process innovations are neglected as well as software innovations. As key determinants for successful new 
tourism innovations once more the entrepreneur, his management and leadership style, his personal 
characteristics as well as the structure of the organization and the empowerment of human resources 
emerges.  
Broad consensus exists on the relevance of the owner/manager in small business. Therefore the great 
majority of empirical studies concentrate on resources inside the firm and interview for this purpose owners 
and mangers of SMEs. Until today two main research gaps exist regarding innovation in small businesses, in 
particular in tourism. On the one hand, the customer requires more attention: How do customers perceive 
innovative products and services? Do they require innovation and are they satisfied with new products and 
innovations? Which market segments demand which new products and services? On the other hand, the 
measurement of innovation is not exhaustive: What is the object of the innovation measurement (innovation 
activities, innovation behaviour or the level of innovation)? How new is the innovation and how is new 
measured? What is the scale unit? For whom is the innovation new? To close these research gaps the 
development and the adoption of improved or new methods and survey instruments may be helpful. Future 
research may examine also success and failure of innovation in SMTEs by using broader statistical 
databases. 
No doubt, limitations of this paper exist: a literature review is never exhaustive. Although the author carried 
out a systematic literature review she chose journals which she is familiar. There are many journals excluded 
which also might have published papers dealing with innovation research for SMEs, for instance Research 
Policy. The literature review included only the last five years but many pathbreaking works on innovation - 
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and maybe also on innovation with respect to SMEs - were carried out in earlier years, such as the works of 
Cooper, de Bretani or Kleinknecht.  
Nevertheless, this paper was able to demonstrate that innovation research for SMTEs exists only rarely. The 
few empirical studies carried out so far emphasize the entrepreneurial side and neglect the market side. 
Here researchers should increasingly begin to build research networks with the aim to carry out a 
comprehensive study on innovation activities of small tourism enterprises. Following this procedure in 
diverse regions of Europe a broad statistical database and a more profound understanding of innovation in 
small tourism enterprises could arise.  
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Communication Serving Tourism Competition: A Need to Adapt through Innovation 
 

In the tourism industry, the growing interdependence between markets (including the financial markets), the 
development of multinational firms, the take-off in standardised products together with the emergence of 
international media has entailed traditional borders between countries (whether of geographical or political 
nature), just as cultural barriers between nations, to become increasingly porous. This change is playing an 
active part in the construction of a new geography of markets and cultures, weaving “an ever tighter mesh 
between the economy and the global culture”, directly influencing the tourist-oriented communication sector, 
especially through the images and messages that have been irrigating our daily lives since the end of the 
1990s. Confronted by an activity that has lost its seasonality and become global, the various actors in 
tourism have had to adapt. 
In this context, innovation now appears to be vital, both for consumers keen on new features and investors 
ever ready to seek out opportunities and a commercial advantage. Innovation is also multiform (Tseng, 2007, 
p. 480) and can concern as much a product or service as the organisation offering it (Peters and Pikkemaat, 
2005). This has been covered by many research projects (especially addressing the issues of the innovative 
firm, scientific controversy and running industrial projects) “whose results indicate uniformly a robust, positive 
and direct relationship between innovation and performance” (Selmi, 2007, p. 256). 
However, works devoted to the emergence of innovation in design (Gramaccia, 2001, Bouzon, 2004), 
including in tourism firms, are not so common. That explains why, beyond the undeniable contribution made 
by existing studies, processes for co-operation and the role of information and communication within 
innovative projects still remain something of an enigma. 
As it addresses ever more sophisticated products and services, tourism design involves harnessing the 
energies of a range of areas of knowledge and players, both inside and outside the firm; these must all work 
together intelligently, interacting to attain an objective of collective creation while also ensuring control over 
the associated risks, whether related to reliability, availability or safety (Gu, 2007, p. 516 1 ), or of a 
programmatic nature (costs and lead-times). Their co-operation proves to be all the more crucial in so far as 
the number of items of information and knowledge to be mobilised is high (Palmberg, 2004), cognitive 
interdependence becomes a frequent issue and structuring of the activity proves difficult, or even impossible 
to determine a priori (De Terssac, 1996). Furthermore, design is also a process of decisions… that do not 
win unanimous approval! In such a context where the question of “articulation” becomes pregnant (Strauss, 
1992), the communicational dimension comes into play constantly in a process whose uncertain result is 
jointly produced by players interacting, during multiple phases of creativity, consolidation, confrontation and 
decision-making. The corresponding knowledge, built up during frequent and sustained exchanges (Lave, 
Wenger, 1991) and arbitrated by a team supervisor, then becomes a public commodity generated, 
maintained and transformed by the various participants (McLure, Wasko, Faraj, 2000); the initial collective 
group thus becomes transformed into something that can appear to be more of a community of practices 

                                                 
1 Security being here defined as “one’s fear of becoming the victim of events such as violent crime, aviation 
accidents, or terrorist activities (WTO, 1994) ». 
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(Giroux, 2006) as defined by Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002), a “group of people informally bound 
together by shared expertise and passion for a joint enterprise”.  
How does daily thinking within such a tourism design project build up? Is it of a collective nature or more 
individual, being distributed between isolated players whose activity has to be co-ordinated? Relying on 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT’s) 2 , does this co-operative work not lead to an 
informational overload and cognitive overflow? 
The present contribution seeks to give the premises for an answer to these questions, mobilising the 
available theories and confronting them with the results of a survey3 conducted over a long period into 
tourism product design processes.  
The first part covers the emergence of innovation within project structures and seeks to grasp the role of 
communication in the design process. The second investigates decision-making within the same processes. 

 

1. Designing tourism products 
 
Design, covering the activity of devising a product before it is actually produced, constitutes one of those 
privileged spaces within the firm whence innovation arises (Tseng and Kuo, 2007, p.480). This latter 
generally emerges in the first stages of design when the field of options has still not been too narrowly 
bounded by foregoing decisions. Design can be innovative or routine in nature, according to the originality of 
the characteristics for the tourism product concerned and the resources harnessed to implement it (Selmi, 
2007, p.255). 
As soon as the product to be designed has attained a certain scale, exceeding the scope or capacities of the 
mythical individual inventor, design is generally conducted within a project team. This form of work aims 
especially at fostering the transfer of knowledge (Rolland, 2007, p. 554) and pooling of skills. Hinging around 
the project manager, this co-operative structure between players allows on the one hand for knowledge to be 
added up and shared by fostering “collective creativity” (Shapira, 1995), while on the other limiting 
uncertainty by the exchange and confrontation of various points of view from the players concerned.  
 
 
1. 1. Emergence of innovation on tourism design  
Within any kind of project structure, the players gradually develop interpersonal relations that introduce this 
community of practices into a life cycle (Wenger, 1998). In the beginning, the protagonists do not yet know 
each other. They are physically isolated (often located in different countries) but gradually become familiar 
with each other, gather together, exchange and contribute to the creation of collective artefacts (documents, 
reports, etc.) as work progresses. The emergence of new ideas and the confrontation of points of view 
operates above all during the preliminary phase before a more formalised process leads to more detailed 
design. As the project nears completion, the intensity of exchanges tails off and the community ends up by 
disappearing.  
Most tasks in design are dealt out to specialised players, belonging to different professional specialties, both 
for reasons of the extent and specific nature of the knowledge and skills needed and due to the concern to 
optimise rare and costly human resources. The players “are simultaneously (but not jointly) committed to the 
same process of co-operation, accomplish well determined tasks, the latter having been previously assigned, 
and thus pursue goals (or at least “sub-goals”) specific to them while retaining the objective of taking part as 
effectively as possible in collective problem solving.” (Darses, Falzon, 1996, p. 127). Periods of co-design 
exist, however, to manage interfaces between professional specialties or sub-sets. The stages in the 
reasoning process are then distributed between the partners who jointly develop the solution while seeking 
the best trade-off; optimisation of the tourism product resulting rarely from a summing of independent local 
optimisations. Moreover, a strategic player with an extensive range of knowledge, the project manager, plays 
the role of advisor-mediator, his or her function appearing to belong to that invisible “work of articulation” 
allowing “the collective efforts of the team finally to be more than the chaotic effort of scattered fragments of 
work” (Strauss, 1992). 
Manifestly representing a break in continuity within the firm, innovation requires a minimum of non-
conformism from its players. Thus, the designers concerned need an area of autonomy in relation to the 

                                                 
2 In the present article, the ICT acronym designates all digital media including the Internet, Extranet,  
messaging, integrated management software packages of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) type 
ERP, but also what are known as the “old” media. 
3 Based on direct observation, on interviews of managers and marketing people, and on questionnaires in 
various companies, small and medium sized. 
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applicable rules4, as innovation involves going off the beaten track or swimming against the current (Alter, 
2000). Compartmentalising individuals, a top-heavy hierarchy, encouraging conformance by too procedural 
management and quality rules, a workplace atmosphere where intolerance and the “every man for himself” 
ethos prevails, leading to self-censorship and retention of information, etc., are so many brakes on 
innovation. Indeed, in a context of globalisation, innovative co-production implies a true spirit of mutual 
confidence between individuals so tat ideas that have not yet been hewn into shape can be expressed by 
some people without fear of being ridiculed or negatively judged, then to be enhanced by other people in the 
group. “The difficulties of transforming knowledge within the firm have been sighted both in theory and in 
practice. Mechanisms of knowledge transfer across boundaries and cultures are difficult to carry out” 
(Rolland, Stanley, Perrin, 2007, p. 553). This state of grace is fragile in an environment that nowadays tends 
to foster individual competition. A more heterogeneous nature of the personnel (in training, career and other 
terms) appears to encourage open-mindedness, tolerance and receptiveness to new ideas even if it also 
entails difficulties in understanding and communication (Bouzon, 2000). The quality of the workplace 
atmosphere thus emerges as one of the main factors influencing the motivations of the players questioned 
during our surveys. 
Furthermore, innovation pre-supposes that one accepts risk taking by the organisation and thus a certain 
right to make mistakes being granted to those involved.  
 
 
1.2. Innovation and communication between players 
 
In these project structures, where the exchange of information and decision-making make up the main part 
of activities that have to be conducted in an ever shorter time span, ICTs prove to be indispensable, 
especially with Yield management (Selmi, 2007, p. 256). They are starting to contribute effectively to making 
up for losses in commissions for tourism industry professionals who, in the future, will even be in a position to 
consider selling access time to tourism information for example, as long as such information is 
comprehensive and customised according to the profile and characteristics of the potential tourist5.  
But these technologies also generate constraints as they eliminate face to face communication (Rolland, 
Stanley, Perrin, 2007, p. 562). Thus, the broad dissemination of information is favoured by the existence of 
pre-defined lists that do not generate specific costs for the issuer (absence of hardcopy media) while 
increasing those incurred by the recipients (time spent reading and multiple print-outs). ICTs significantly 
increase an only partially useful “informational workload” (Bonneville, Grosjean, 2006, p. 36) and offer 
relative traceability of exchanges, with issuers assuming, rightly or wrongly, that their e-mails will be read 
attentively and archived by their recipients. 
In the firms studied, messages previously issued by memo, letter or fax increasingly used this uncertain 
channel: “Since I got back from my holidays,  I haven’t even had time to read my mail... especially as many 
messages concern requests for information that take up all my time”6. The players thus find themselves "on 
copy” for the entire documentation of a project without any prior sorting and have considerable difficulty in 
finding the information relevant to their own activities. These e-mails are often written in an overbearing style 
and seem to call for a quick response, or even rapid agreement, drawing the individual into a logic of 
instantaneous satisfaction. This form of exchange is considered to be exhausting by many protagonists due 
to the cognitive overload it induces. Straddling the border between the written and the oral (Hert P., 1997), 
the messages exchanged do not always respect basic rules for politeness. Thus, apparently harmless 
statements sent for information are perceived as being an order to take action and also nurture ambiguity “I 
can’t guarantee that all my mails have been taken into consideration. But if a problem crops up somewhere, 
everyone will be in a position to print out a copy!”  
In these globalised organisations, the players are also required to express themselves in English and this 
necessarily raises difficulties for them related to the variability of linguistic systems. Thus, the issuer can 
never be sure that their colleague across the other side of the world will correctly decipher the meaning of 
their message (Morillon L., Bouzon A., Caria M., 2006). Moreover, everyone has to sort through the flood of 
unsolicited mail that flows in over the Internet (Assadi H, Denis J., 2005) and whose origin, often of a 
dubious nature, is difficult to detect by its recipients from among the mass of messages received: “Despite 
our powerful antivirus systems, we are getting ever more mail from unknown firms that have managed to 
piece together our addresses.”  
This daily environment becomes a source of ambiguity. Knowledge is no longer the fruit of individual initiative, 
but that of a collective, social practice that develops thanks to the good will of each person involved. In such 

                                                 
4 This desideratum finds systematic expression in the interviews 
5 The emergence of new players in on-line distribution and their ever greater role seem to bear this out. 
6 Quotations from interviews are shown in italics 
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a context, relative and contingent confidence (Laufer  R., Orillard M., 2000) improvises as the method for co-
ordination between the players, relieving each of them from the need to systematically check the validity of 
information received, or the need to master ever more diversified specialised knowledge.  
But in the very hierarchical world of businesses, how does the decision-making process in design operate?  
 
 
2.  A communicational approach to decision 
 
Design involves multiple actions conducted collectively by the project team or individually by each of its 
members. These actions can have a generic and recurrent nature (generating a certain type of analysis or 
proposal) or result from a specific choice following on from a decision-making process (Tseng, 2007, p.480). 
We shall take an interest in the latter, aware that a host of options are often open for consideration, that 
points of view are generally heterogeneous and that possible innovation will be the fruit of all the 
microdecisions made.  
 
 
2.1. A not always rational approach  
 
The cognitivistic perspective of organisation is founded on rational decision-making. This approach is based 
on the distinction between decision-making and action, even if “it is up to the organisation as a whole to 
decide as much as to act, as these two phases are intimately linked” (Simon, 1983, p. 3). 
But this rational approach is not systematically applied during a design process that also results from a 
sequence of “situated actions” relying on the context without applying a pre-established plan (Suchman, 
1987; Weick, 1979, 1995). Indeed, the search for and evaluation of candidate solutions are often conducted 
in a state of urgency, due to compelling constraints in terms of cost and lead-times. In addition, the first 
solution considered a priori to be satisfactory, or that seems on first impressions to be appropriate, is often 
the one adopted, without it being subjected to thorough critical analysis of all its consequences and 
associated risks. Furthermore, the action is frequently initiated in response to a context affected by 
numerous random events such as a new request from a customer, a hotel needed not finally being available, 
things going wrong on a voyage, etc. and is often based merely on the “feeling” of the players involved. 
Solutions initially adopted are then impaired by successive changes that mar their original attractiveness. 
Similarly, the context may embrace cognitive objects that incorporate a certain knowledge and thus orient 
the action. “Following an urgent request for proposal, a solution used on another trip was mentioned … and 
finally retained but without real analysis ….” Taken in reaction to a shifting context, this is covered by a 
justification in hindsight.  
The introduction of ICTs already mentioned (Lotus Note, collaborative tools, Mails, Databases…) does not 
necessarily entail enhanced organisational efficiency and does not systematically contribute to rational 
decision-making; for the tools proposed are not always compatible with the operation and culture of the firm 
concerned and their adoption can prove to be a delicate matter. These new group working methods propose 
to manage all communicational exchanges within travel companies by insisting on their collaborative side 
(Rolland, 2007, p.560). However, on this issue it is worth recalling that such collaborative work as sought for 
is practiced between contingent players moved by circumstantial interests in a contractual framework and 
within a hierarchical structure. Beyond individual rationality, that partly escapes the attention of managers, 
and despite all their efforts (selection, training and coaching, follow-up, etc.), some organisational choices 
lead to ambiguity or even inevitably to transgression. Such tools lead to new practices being proposed, with 
shared management of individual agendas and day-to-day monitoring of the actions of everyone involved 
(number of weekly appointments, time spent on each activity, number of orders, amount paid, etc.), a top-
down dissemination of documentation and pooling of various existing databases where they already exist 
(analysis documents, reports, results of initiatives, customer files, etc.). Thus, centralised budget control 
significantly changes decision-making and activity checking procedures for all personnel.  
As a result, through communicational reports, these tools can either boost a team’s tourism innovation, 
facilitating access for all to information, or hold it back by taking away a share of autonomy from each 
participant. The alternative would be to fit such innovation into short term rules for efficiency that are, 
however, hardly suited to the search for longer term innovation. 
The way people really argue things out during discussions or via the various documents used during the 
process has a real influence on the final decision. 
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2.2. The conditions for real debate 
  
Although the variety of situations and their complexity do not lend themselves to generalisation, work within 
tourist organisations appears to be closely linked to communication, as the co-operation of the players 
concerned has become essential due to the mass of information and knowledge to be handled, cognitive 
interdependencies and the difficulty of structuring the activity a priori (Bouzon A., Devillard J., 2007). 
On design of a tourism product, all objects contribute, in various ways, to the work to be accomplished (draft, 
report, plan, analysis, schedule, voucher, etc.) and provide analysers. These “intermediate objects” allow a 
researcher to get to the heart of the working activity (Jeantet et al, 1996) and truly prove to be indicators 
(though more or less reliable) of what is achieved, as they especially impact the state of relations between 
the players concerned. Their hybrid nature means you can identify the contribution of the individuals involved 
in the process, gaining access to the very content of their activity and understanding their influence, going 
beyond just the operational value assigned to them. Referred to under various names7, these are also 
cognitive artefacts (Norman, 1993: 18)8, or media for memory9 allowing the players involved to be relieved of 
certain tasks and structure their activities. These various objects are also mediators that give each of the 
collaborators concerned a shared and fleeting representation of the project under way, this being considered 
necessary for their actual activity.  
Now, the quality of these objects is extremely variable (especially when it comes to proposals) and 
sometimes makes their analysis a delicate matter. That quality shows extremely significant differences 
relating to the finesse of analysis conducted in devising a new tourism product (for example as with “mass 
customisation”, or that affecting a new target like the elderly), and above all the quality and legibility of 
documents.  
During working meetings, the circumstances in which real debate occurs are not always optimised. Thus, the 
material conditions for meetings, that allow a design phase to be completed, authorising start-up for the next 
stage, are often difficult. The lead-times assigned are short (“always too short” according to the players 
questioned) all the more so in so far as the project members find it difficult to divest themselves of their usual 
activities that they still have to conduct in parallel. The documentation is too bulky (Rolland, 200, p. 555) and 
has to be analysed as a matter of urgency by a whole group of people. What is more, the said 
documentation is not always fully available and arrives late.  
The documents themselves are imperfect. They are often hardly legible, poorly structured, not synthetic and 
even incomplete. They prove to be imprecise, with a lack of information (hotel equipment, impact on the 
environment, services proposed), and this can lead to crisis situations (Tseng, 2007, p. 484). Alternative 
measures are often missing and justifications inaccurate. The total number of questions raised during work 
cannot be settled straight away. These meetings are run in English, with the ensuing difficulties already 
mentioned. Individual charisma, as also the reputation of the protagonist concerned, then play a decisive role 
in addressing the problems to be dealt with  
Finally, the debate is sometimes skewed by the contractual side to things (with subcontractors, tourism 
plants, etc.) and the underlying issues are often far from being inconsequential. Formal responses too limit 
the scale of innovations attempted or proposed by designers, leading to a certain frustration.  
“Although fundamental (Barnard, 1938), omnipresent (Mintzberg, 1973) and constitutive (Taylor, 1993)” 
(Giroux, 2006, p. 178), the communicational dimension appears to have been forgotten or even downgraded 
in this technically oriented world a priori little concerned with the issue.  
These various communicational dimensions, both internal and external, are often neglected. They can, 
however, lead to malfunctions that are likely to produce their effects much later. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Design constitutes the privileged locus for the emergence of innovation in tourism products. This takes place 
through various forms of individual or collective thinking by players who harness their own experience and 
skills to mould a social construction of knowledge and gradually come to a consensus as to a shared 
catalogue of concepts and tools.  

                                                 
7 Variously named by researchers (objects, object-tools, informational objects or artefacts, spatial 
arrangement, media representational or intermediate objects), these various media all express the idea of 
mediation between action and the environment. 
8 Norman D., Cognitive Artefacts. In Conein B., Dodier N., Thevenot L., (dir.) Objects in action. Raisons 
Pratiques, n°4, 1993. The author’s aim in this article is to stress the role that physical artefacts can play in 
information processing, with the aim of taking them into the current theory of human cognition (p. 20). 
9 See the case of post its.  
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Although sometimes of a routine nature, design within an organisation can also offer special conditions 
favourable to creativity and invention. Some teams innovate while others don’t! Is this due to the charisma of 
the manager who knows how to muster the efforts of his or her teams in an atmosphere at work that is 
conducive to ideas emerging and confrontation, to the pleasure felt by rival but mutually respectful 
specialists, the inclination to take on a collective challenge and accept the risks involved? This alchemy 
remains something of a mystery even if the communicational dimension appears to be decisive. 
In this industry, the decision made within a project group results both from a rational cognitive approach, that 
may also be biased, and localised actions that are justified after the event. In light of the practices observed, 
the theories pertaining to the cognitivistic approach and localised action can be usefully deployed. They 
appear to be complementary and not contradictory, whatever the type of activity.  
Finally, the conditions for exchange and debate, whether oral or in writing, suffer from imperfections that can 
hinder innovation. 
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Abstract 
 
The overall purpose of the research is to investigate the level of readiness of air travellers to interface with 
airlines via mobile devices across the travel activity chain. A multi-dimensional measure was adopted to 
determine air travellers’ mobile “readiness”. The findings demonstrate that consumers’ readiness to receive 
mobile communication from an airline is directly related to their perception of the value they receive across 
the air travel activity chain but that certain determinants such as travel behaviour and demographic 
characteristics influence the extent of the readiness. This study forms a foundation for more comprehensive 
studies within the airline environment and could be used as a basis for the refinement of the measurement 
instrument to better reflect consumer mobile needs at each stage in the airline travel activity chain. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
“Rather than creating services based on experts’ perception of usefulness and demand, developers should 
conduct regular market research to discover consumer needs and wants and transform the findings into 
services useful to consumers.” (Kim, Chan & Gupta 2007:123). 
 
From a marketing perspective the greatest advantage of mobile communication and mobile commerce is that 
it offers suppliers a channel of direct communication with consumers via a mobile device at any time and at 
any place. Mobile devices create an opportunity to deliver new services to existing customers and to attract 
new ones. This is already illustrated in the airline industry where mobile phones, personal digital assistants 
and laptops are already used for searching and booking flights, altering flight arrangements, retrieving 
updated arrival and departure information, checking-in quickly and selecting seats (Buhalis, 2004; Hughes, 
2004). Buhalis (2004) states that airlines will gradually have to integrate their Internet presence with mobile 
portals whilst they will communicate flight alerts through a short message service (SMS) or mobile email. 
These examples of mobile applications in the airline industry reflect mobile interaction with customers at 
different segments of the travel activity chain. Doganis (2006) says that airlines must develop and use their 
information assets effectively to replace humans as a key differentiator in their customer relations. The 
essence of CRM is not just to sell more but to do this by offering more and better services to passengers. 
Airlines should see mobile communication and commerce as a new and more interactive way of doing 
business. Mahatanankoon, Wen and Lim (2005:348) articulate the importance to companies of 
understanding the elements and features of wireless electronic channels that are value-adding from the 
consumers’ point of view as follows: “Every company entering the mobile space has the same goal – 
leveraging this channel to create customer value”. The question of whether consumers are ready to interact 
via their mobile devices for airline-related communication and commerce arises. The problem for airlines is 
thus two-fold: First, airlines need to comprehend the essentials of what determines user “readiness” and 
second, airlines need to develop strategies on how to leverage mobile technology across the travel activity 
chain. The focus of this study is on the first problem: the readiness of consumers and what determines 
readiness in the airline environment. From the traveller perspective mobile interaction with the airline at any 
one, or all, of the points in the travel activity chain must be perceived to be of sufficient value to use mobile 
technology. The overall objective of the empirical research is to better understand the interrelationships 
between the perceived value of mobile communication and mobile commerce in the airline industry and to 
test consumers’ “mobile-readiness” across the airline travel activity chain.  
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Conceptualising the “mobile-readiness” of air travellers 
 
There is inadequate literature on the airline industry regarding the application of mobile technology, and how 
customers perceive its value and significance.  Therefore, when conducting research into the “m-readiness” 
of air travellers, studies that depict the important key elements of mobile device adoption by users of 
technology, and as service consumers have been taken into account. The adoption of m-communication and 
m-commerce by users has been the subject of a number of studies ranging from the identification of critical 
factors for adoption (Barnes & Huff, 2003; Bruner & Kumar, 2005; Hung, Ku & Chang, 2003; Liljander, 
Gillberg, Gummerus & van Riel 2006; Wu & Wang, 2005; Yang, 2004), consumer perceptions of value (Kim, 
Chan & Gupta, 2005; Mahatanankoon et al., 2005) and user satisfaction (Wang & Liao, 2004). Most of these 
studies have used established theories such as innovation diffusion; reasoned action and technology 
acceptance as their conceptual base and in moving from the concept of users of the technology to service 
consumers have added the dimension of perceived value and value maximisation (Sarker & Wells, 2003). 
Studies such as that of Liljander et al. (2006) have included dimensions such as discomfort, insecurity, 
optimism and innovativeness as determinants of readiness. From these studies it is evident that many 
factors, intrinsic and extrinsic, can determine consumer mobile readiness: individual characteristics such as 
age, culture, and technological self-efficacy; technology characteristics such as interface and network 
capabilities; communication/task characteristics (communication objectives, volume, and immediacy of 
response), setting of use and context (economic, social, available services); the medium used (for example 
voice, text and email), the operational mode (content delivery and/or transaction based), nature of interface 
(as an initiator or recipient, frequency and volume); the experience in terms of its value to the user; and 
finally the time, effort and financial resource commitment (Sarker & Wells, 2003). There is very little research 
that examines value-added consumer-based mobile applications. Park, Robertson and Wu (2004) define 
value as a customer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product based on perceptions of what is received 
and what is given and service value has been identified as an important variable of customer satisfaction and 
behavioural intentions. The value adoption model developed and tested by Kim et al. (2005) offers an 
understanding of the factors that influence value perceptions and how value perception leads to adoption 
from a value maximisation perspective. They found that value perception is a major determinant of m-
Internet adoption (which is a prerequisite for m-commerce) and that there is a relationship between a 
customer’s benefit and sacrifice-related beliefs and adoption intention. The perceived benefit of using the 
technology is made up of two components: usefulness and enjoyment. Usefulness is defined as the total 
value a user perceives when using the technology to serve his needs. Enjoyment refers to the extent to 
which the activity of using the technology is perceived to be enjoyable in its own right, apart from any 
performance consequences that may be anticipated and represents an intrinsic benefit. Perceived sacrifices 
are both monetary and non-monetary. Monetary spending includes the actual price of the product (Kim et al., 
2005) refer here to the actual device) but this can be extended to the monetary price of the actual 
communication/transaction. Non-monetary costs usually include time, effort and other unsatisfactory 
spending related to technical factors. Thus sacrifice has two components: perceived fee (monetary sacrifice), 
and technicality (non-monetary sacrifice). For this study, the focus is on the user as a service consumer 
within the airline environment and must include constructs related to their readiness to use mobile devices 
for airline communication and commerce. From the above studies it is evident that in testing consumer 
mobile readiness, variables from personal demographics such as age and culture, personality traits reflecting 
discomfort, insecurity, optimism and innovativeness, to technological self-efficacy, the perceived benefits and 
sacrifices a well as the usefulness of various mobile applications to air travellers in their interaction with an 
airline across the travel activity chain should be included in the model.   
 
 
The value proposition of mobile applications in the airline environment 
 
According to Buhalis and Licata (2002) the ability of travellers to connect from virtually anywhere with their 
wireless devices and adapt their itinerary is expected to be one of the most widely used services in the 
tourism industry. Kim et al. (2005) suggest that mobile devices create an opportunity to deliver new services 
to existing customers and to attract new ones. According to Mahatanankoon et al., (2005) the creation of 
choice and new freedoms for customers is the key value proposition of mobility. They say that while words 
commonly used to depict the value-added features of m-commerce include flexibility, convenience and 
ubiquity, they fail to address the relevance of context. They maintain that the distinctive feature of mobile 
commerce is the user’s location, his situation and his mission. In this respect they raise the importance of 
why and when flexibility is valuable to customers since the benefits of this freedom are not equally valid for 
different mobile services and for different settings. The study by Sarker and Wells (2003) confirms that 
different media are viewed as suitable for different objectives, given a social context. This is already 
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illustrated in the airline industry where mobile phones, personal digital assistants and laptops are already 
used for searching and booking flights, altering flight arrangements, retrieving updated arrival and departure 
information, checking-in quickly and selecting seats (Buhalis, 2004; Hughes, 2004). These examples of 
mobile applications in the airline industry reflect mobile interaction with customers at different segments of 
the travel activity chain. Buhalis (2003) says that ICTs will be used dynamically before, during and after the 
travel experience to serve passengers and to reinforce the airline brand. This is necessary to ensure that 
passengers receive the same high level of value-added service from an airline at all stages, from the initial 
travel enquiry to disembarkation at the destination and are “recognised|” whenever they interface with the 
airline or its staff. For example, flight alerts through SMS, message pagers or email as well as notification 
from either the airline or travel agency can be sent when changes occurs mid-travel, and new reservations 
must be made. In addition, vouchers in the form of barcode SMS can be sent for meals or accommodation 
when flights are delayed. In-flight communications and constant interaction and customer service will also be 
critical in the future. Figure 1 shows, from an airline perspective, all the segments in the customer travel 
activity chain at which mobile interaction can feasibly take place.  
 
 

 
Figure 1.The airline travel activity chain 

 

For an airline the travel activity chain reflects the process of transforming a prospective customer into a loyal 
customer and the overall aim of interfacing with consumers is to build up relationship marketing channels. In-
flight communications and constant interaction and customer service will also be critical in the future. From 
the traveller perspective mobile interaction with the airline at any one, or all, of the points in the travel activity 
chain must be perceived to be of sufficient value to use mobile technology in this transformation process. 
Thus it is hypothesised that: 

The readiness of air travellers to use their mobile devices for airline-related communication and commerce is 
positively related to its perceived value across the airline travel activity chain. 
 
 
Research design 
 
The purpose of the empirical research was to better understand the interrelationships between the use and 
perceived value of mobile communication and mobile commerce by air travellers within the airline 
environment and across the travel activity chain. This relationship should illustrate the readiness of air 
travellers to communicate with airlines via their mobile devices. A multi-dimensional measure was adopted 
and in some areas adapted from the scales used by Mahatanankoon et al. (2005:352) and Kim et al. 
(2005:123). The questionnaire was used to determine type of mobile device used, technology characteristics, 
features (mediums used for example text, voice), technological self-efficacy, level of confidence, perceived 
value (intrinsic and extrinsic), demographic characteristics, air travel profile (for example frequency of travel, 
purpose of travel) and readiness regarding mobile communication and commerce in relation to the airline 
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sector. These questions using this multi-dimensional measure included 22 Likert scale statements which 
were each labelled with five scale points as follows: 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither agree nor 
disagree, 4 = Agree and 5 = Strongly agree. The Likert scale statements adapted from Mahatanankoon et al. 
(2005:352) and Kim et al. (2005:123) were changed from a generalised mobile-Internet perspective to a 
more specific perspective which focused on the airline industry. The target population consisted of air 
travellers travelling on two low-cost carriers in South Africa. A non-probability, convenience sampling method 
was used, with air travellers being targeted at the OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg and 
passengers on flights between Johannesburg and Cape Town during August and September of 2007. A final 
number of 327 usable questionnaires were generated.  
 
 
Data analysis 
 
Data analysis followed three stages: descriptive analysis; exploratory factor analysis to identify the 
underlying constructs, particularly with regard to the dependent variable readiness, and the independent 
variable perceived value across the airline travel activity chain; and finally analysis of variance to determine 
variability between groups. The results presented show a number of statistically significant differences 
between variables at a small p-value (smaller than 0.05). A small p-value is considered as sufficient 
evidence that the result is statistically significant. 
 
 
Results 
 
Respondent profile 
The respondents who participated in the study were of the ages 18 and older, male and female, travelling on 
two low cost carriers in South Africa for either business or leisure purposes and owned a hand held device. 
The sample, however, was slightly dominated by male respondents (52%) and the majority of the 
respondents fell into the 26 to 39 age group which represented 32% of the sample. Slightly more than half of 
the sample was English (54%) followed by the Afrikaans speaking respondents (34%). The majority of 
respondents (35%) reported a monthly income (after tax) between R11 000 and R30 000 while 68% of 
respondents had a university degree or some form of higher qualification.  
 
Evaluating the factors 
Exploratory factor analysis was performed on the variables (Table 1). As a result a “readiness” factor (Factor 
3) could be generated from a number of variables which reflects consumer attitudes towards their mobile 
devices. These attitudes seem to represent consumers’ intrinsic feelings towards their mobile devices, that 
is, what it represents to them, as well as their extrinsic usefulness and the motives for using it. Two factors 
relating to perceived value in the airline environment were generated, the first reflecting the value of 
receiving information from the airline (Factor 2) and the second for booking flights via a mobile device (Factor 
1). Factor analysis on value translates to the perceived benefits and usefulness of mobile devices to 
communicate with airlines across the airline activity chain with specific reference to receiving information on 
flight schedule changes before and during the flight, for facilitating check-in and baggage collection as well 
as receiving information on future specials and promotions.  
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Table 1 Factor loadings: 
  Factor 1 

Value 
(Booking) 

Factor 2 
Value  
(Information) 
 

Factor 3 
Readiness 

14.5 Mobile devices are a reliable way to book airline 
tickets 

0.980   

14.4 Mobile devices are a secure way to book airline 
tickets 

0.973   

14.2 Booking airline tickets via a mobile device offers 
value for money 

0.666   

14.3 Compared to the time I need to put in, the value of 
booking an airline ticket with my mobile device 
makes it worthwhile 

0.661   

14.1 I plan to use mobile devices to book airline tickets 
in the future 

0.650   

15.2 I would like to receive information relating to flight 
schedule changes and delays before my flight via 
my mobile device 

 0.832  

15.4 I would like to use my mobile device as a means to 
facilitate check in procedure at airports 

 0.735  

15.3 I would like to receive information relating to flight 
schedule changes and delays during my flight via 
my mobile device 

 0.721  

15.1 I would like to receive air travel information alerts 
via my mobile device regarding baggage collection 

 0.687  

15.5 I would like to receive information from airlines 
about future specials and promotions via my 
mobile device 

 0.512  

6.5 I like having the latest mobile device on the market   0.995 
6.6 I try to keep up to date with the latest technology 

on the market 
  0.883 

6.3 The mobile device that I use portrays an image of 
who I am 

  0.525 

6.1 I would use my mobile device more often if it had 
more features 

  0.465 

6.2 My mobile device forms an important part of my 
every day life 

  0.369 

6.4 It saves me time when I use my mobile device 
whilst waiting in a traffic jam, in a queue or at the 
airport 

  0.337 

     
 %age of the variance explained by the factor 32.35 10.5 11.12 
 Cronbach Alpha 0.91 0.84 0.79 
 Mean 3.34 3.83 3.38 
 Standard deviation 0.85 0.83 0.81 
 
 

The scores of the three factors were also expressed as a mean of the items in each factor where 1 means 
strongly disagree; 2 means disagree; 3 means neither agree nor disagree; 4 means agree; and 5 means 
strongly agree. The result shows a difference in respondents’ (as a group) perception of the value of 
receiving information from airlines (Factor 2) via their mobile devices (mean = 3.83) and making flight 
bookings (Factor 1) on their mobile devices (mean = 3.34). It would appear that overall respondents were 
more positive on the value of receiving information via their mobile devices than for making bookings.  On 
the readiness factor (Factor 3) respondents overall appear to be fairly neutral (mean = 3.38). 

 
Relationships between readiness and respondents value perceptions, demographic and behavioural 
characteristics 
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Analysis of variance was done to determine if significant relationships existed between groups with differing 
characteristics in terms of their perceived value of mobile devices and readiness to use these devices for 
airline related information and booking. For the purposes of this paper and based on current availability only 
certain results will be presented.  
 
The relationship between readiness (Factor 3) and the perceived value of receiving information from the 
airline (Factor 2) and making bookings (Factor 1) was tested using the Chi-square test. A significant 
relationship between mobile readiness and value perception in both information and booking via mobile 
device was found. Tables 2 and 3 present the findings based on the frequency of responses.  
 
Table 2 Relationship between mobile readiness and perceived value – information (I)  
n = 327 
 
 Value (I) Less value (I)  
Ready 137 (84%) 26 (16%) 163 
Less ready 100 (61%) 64 (39%) 164 
 237 90 324 
p = <0.0001 
 
In viewing the frequency of responses as shown in Table 2, the results show that 84% of those who are 
mobile ready also perceive value in receiving specific types of airline information across the travel activity 
chain, while only 16% who appear to be not ready perceive value in doing so.  
 
Table 3 Relationship between mobile readiness and perceived value – booking (B)  
n = 327 
 
 Value (B) Less value (B)  
Ready 97 (60%) 66 (40%) 163 
Less ready 43 (26%) 121 (74%) 164 
 140 187 327 
p = <0.0001 
 
 
In viewing the frequency of responses as shown in Table 3, the results show that 60% of those who are 
mobile ready also perceive value in booking flights, while 40% who appear to be not mobile- ready 
nevertheless perceive value in booking via a mobile device.  
 
While a distinction was made between those flying for the purposes of leisure and those flying for the 
purposes of business, the latter group proved to show statistically significant trends in measuring the 
determinants of readiness. The results thus focus on those respondents travelling for business purposes. 
From the results it became necessary to further split the business traveller population into two distinct groups 
based on the number of times flown. The variances between these two groups showed significant 
differences based on the number of trips undertaken domestically for business purposes and their 
qualifications, age and gender and perceived value of receiving airline-related information via their mobile 
device in relation to mobile readiness. The results are presented in tables 4 and 5. The first group is labelled 
Category 1 Traveller and includes all respondents who travelled <3 times in the previous year and the 
second, Category 2 Traveller which includes all respondents who travelled ≥3 times in the previous year.1  
 

                                                 
1 Results on Factor 1 (perceived value of booking via mobile device will not be included in this paper). 
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Table 4 Readiness “Category 1 Traveller” = qualifications + perceived value (information) 
 
Dependent variable Readiness 
Independent Variable: Mean p value 
Qualification  0.0106 

Secondary level 3.76  
Tertiary level 3.45  

Perceived value  0.0003 
Agree 3.68  
Disagree 3.21  

 
In the Category 1 Traveller group two variables proved to be statistically significant as determinants of 
mobile readiness, namely the level of qualification attained by the respondents in this group as well as their 
perception of the value of receiving information from the airline via their mobile device (Table 4). Differences 
emerged between those with secondary qualifications (those with a school qualification, in other words 
respondents who did not go to university or college after school) and those with a tertiary qualification 
(degree or diploma). The “less” qualified group appear to be slightly more positive to using their mobile 
device (mean = 3.76) for airline interaction than those more highly qualified (mean = 3.45) who fall into the 
category of “neither agree nor disagree”. In their perception of the value of receiving specific types of airline 
information across the travel activity chain, there was a statistically significant difference between those who 
disagree (those responding to measures 1, 2, and 3 were combined into a “disagree” category) and those 
who agree (those responding to measures 4 and 5 were combined into an “agree” category). The result 
shows that those who feel more positively towards the value of receiving airline-related information are also 
more agreeable to using their mobile device (mean = 3.68) than those who feel a greater neutrality (mean = 
3.21). 
 
Table 5 Readiness “Category 2 Traveller” = age/qualification + gender + perceived value 
(information) 

 

 
Table 5 presents the results of the Category 2 Traveller, whose mobile readiness is not only determined by 
level of qualification and perceived value but also age in relation to level of qualification as well as gender. 
The results show that respondents under the age of 40 years with a secondary qualification (school level) 
display a significantly higher mobile readiness (mean = 3.83) than those in all three of the other categories, 
namely the higher qualified, younger than 40 group (mean = 3.12), the less qualified 40 or older group (mean 
3.20) and the higher qualified 40 or older group (mean = 3.22). Male respondents display a more positive 
mobile readiness (mean = 3.43 than female respondents (mean = 3.17). In their perception of the value of 
receiving specific types of airline information across the travel activity chain, there was a statistically 
significant difference between those who disagree (those responding to measures 1, 2, and 3 were 
combined into a “disagree” category) and those who agree (those responding to measures 4 and 5 were 
combined into an “agree” category). The result shows that those who feel more positively towards the value 
of receiving airline-related information are also more agreeable to using their mobile device (mean = 3.41) 
than those who feel more negative (mean = 2.91). 
 
 

Dependent variable Readiness 
Independent Variable: Mean p value
Age/Qualification  0.0021 

<40/Secondary 3.83  
<40/Tertiary 3.12  
≥40/Secondary 3.20  
≥40/Tertiary 3.22  

Gender   0.0101 
Male 3.43  
Female 3.17  

Perceived value  0.0007 
Agree 3.41  
Disagree 2.91  
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Discussion of the results 
 
The overall objective of the empirical research is to better understand the interrelationships between the 
perceived value of mobile communication and mobile commerce in the airline industry and to test 
consumers’ “mobile-readiness” across the airline travel activity chain. The results showed a significant 
relationship between mobile readiness and perceived value, thus the stated hypothesis could be accepted.  

The readiness of air travellers to use their mobile devices for airline-related communication and commerce is 
positively related to its perceived value across the airline travel activity chain. 

 
The readiness of air travellers to use their mobile devices for airline-related communication was measured 
against the demographic and travel behavioural characteristics of the population and their perceived value in 
receiving such information. The results show that readiness is not only dependent on the perceived value of 
receiving airline information but is also related to the purpose and frequency of travel. This resulted in 
splitting the population into two groups where the differing determinants of mobile readiness within each 
group could be depicted. The model that reflects the determinants of mobile readiness within the first group 
can be stated as follows: 
 
“Category 1 Traveller” mobile readiness = qualifications + perceived value (information) 
 
In summary, this model refers to the less frequent business traveller whose mobile readiness is determined 
by the perceived value of receiving airline-related information via a mobile device and also by their level of 
qualification. The less qualified respondents exhibit a greater “mobile readiness”. This result would seem to 
contradict a certain logic that the lower the qualification of the respondent, the less confident or positive he or 
she would be in terms of using a mobile device in the airline environment. It could be argued that these 
respondents may have higher expectations and are perhaps in a sense more adventurous than the more 
highly qualified on using the mobile device for airline-related communication. The reason that the more 
highly qualified respondents, albeit also infrequent travel, exhibit less “mobile readiness” could arguably be 
ascribed to them being more critical of what they perceive the value of receiving airline-information via their 
mobile devices is. 
 
The model that reflects the determinants of mobile readiness within the second group can be stated as 
follows: 
 
“Category 2 Traveller” mobile readiness = age/qualification + gender + perceived value (information) 
 
This model refers to the more frequent business traveller. In the model two further determinants of mobile 
readiness, gender as well as age in relation to level of qualification, display a significant impact on mobile 
readiness. The younger less qualified respondents in this group show a significantly higher mobile readiness 
than the younger more highly qualified as well as the older less qualified and older more highly qualified 
respondents. Again this result may be attributed to an expectation or adventurousness by the younger less 
qualified respondents on using the mobile device for airline-related information. The results also showed that 
in this group, females tend to be less mobile ready than males. Those that perceive less value in receiving 
airline-related information also exhibit a significantly less positive attitude towards using the mobile-device for 
this purpose. 
 
 
Concluding remarks 
 
We stated that the airline’s dilemma is to comprehend the essentials of what determines user “mobile 
readiness” and to develop strategies to leverage mobile technology across the airline travel activity chain. 
This study highlights some of the complexities that should be taken into account by airlines before they 
embark on major investments in this area. The most important overall conclusion that can be drawn from the 
results of this study is that mobile readiness cannot be generalised to air travellers as a whole or even to all 
customers of one particular airline. Two broad issues must be considered: first, the characteristics of the 
market, demographics and travel patterns, and second, the stages in the travel activity chain.  It appears that 
mobile readiness in the airline context may depend mainly on four important factors: the travellers’ 
perception of the value of receiving airline-related information; the travellers’ frequency and purpose of travel 
(with business travellers appearing to be more prone to using a mobile device); demographic characteristics 
of the air travellers (with age, level of qualification and gender each playing an important role); and finally the 
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stages in the airline travel activity chain (broadly divided into information  and booking phases). This study 
was conducted in South Africa and the results should be viewed in this context. Also the results presented 
here only refer to the information phase of the travel activity chain and thus the booking phase could 
generate different determinants of mobile readiness. This type of research should be conducted in other 
cultural settings to distinguish the unique characteristics that would drive mobile readiness in those 
environments.  Airlines that operate globally should also take the characteristics of their market segments 
into account when they integrate their Internet presence with mobile portals. 
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Abstract 
Travel e-commence has rapidly developed and has become a major market. Some scholars emphasize the 
importance of experiential values to online consumers. However, there is little study concerning on this topic. 
The study therefore explored consumers’ experiences, emotions, and values for travel e-commence in 
Taiwan. Basing on Holbrook (1986)’s C-E-V model, a conceptual framework and hypothesis were 
established. The model suggested that consumer’s personal characteristics and website settings provide 
stimulus cues that influence consumer website evaluation which in turn affect consuming emotions, and 
website patronage and experiential values.  Data was collected by online survey and finally 544 
questionnaires were returned. A hierarchical multiple regression was then applied to examine the causal 
relations among variables. The research results showed that both of consumers’ involvement and website 
environmental factors influenced consumers’ evaluations for travel e-commence. Consumers’ evaluations 
also significantly affect consumers’ emotions thus influence repurchase intentions and experiential values. 
Accordingly, the implications for travel e-commence in understanding both of consumers’ functional and non-
functional needs were discussed. 
Keywords: e-commence, consumer behavior, experiential value, online travel 

 

1. Background 

With the advent of the digital economy ushered in by the development and popularization of information 
technology and the Internet, business practices and management techniques have slowly begun to change. 
Moreover, due to the widespread use of the Internet, online travel services are quickly replacing traditional 
brick-and-mortar travel agencies. In the United States, the average annual rate of expansion of online travel 
services is over 30.8%, the growth rates for England and Western Europe are even more impressive, and 
Forrester Research Inc. predicts that by 2010 annual transactions will reach US$60 billion. Thus it can be 
seen that online travel services will soon largely replace traditional travel agencies and become the standard 
for the travel industry. 

Select a destination, make a reservation, and depart-these three simple steps are the essence of a 
travel website. But in the fast-developing travel market, just how can e-commerce websites establish their 
niche and attract a substantial number of customers? What sort of management strategies can be used to 
generate profits even in the midst of an economic recession? In research conducted by PhoCusWrite in 2003, 
90% of those interviewed considered price, superior information, and a variety of choices to be the most 
attractive characteristics of travel websites. Yet the results of this research also indicate that consumers have 
not developed a sense of loyalty to a particular travel website, with 58% of respondents reporting that they 
would readily shop at another website in order to obtain a better price, service, or information. This shows 
that travel e-commerce websites need to be particularly attentive to customer satisfaction. 
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The essence of a travel product is the intangible experience it offers by using emotion and imagination 
to produce visual and sensory stimulation. In other words, the marketing of travel products relies on 
imagination, expectation, and fantasy (Squire, 1994), so that what the customer is buying is actually a kind of 
experience. An enjoyable shopping experience involves the consumer’s senses, fantasies and emotions. In 
light of this view, the consumer is not merely buying a concrete, material object, but also subjective symbolic 
meanings (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). In particular, in the process of using the Internet to arrange a room, 
meals, and even a guide, the traveler is taking charge of the functions which used to be handled by a travel 
agent, so that the traveler is no longer merely a consumer, but is also, to a certain extent, a product designer 
and producer. Thus, the individual consumer is at the center of the Internet shopping experience, the main 
challenge being how to create an individualized website environment which will attract consumers and 
enhance their shopping experience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 

Due to the belief that products and services are not merely utilitarian, but can also provide symbolic 
value and satisfy the consumer’s emotional needs, in recent years the focus of consumer behavior studies 
has shifted to the experience and satisfaction of the consumer. Otto & Ritchie (1996) claim that amongst the 
service industries, it is the travel industry that is most able to evoke an intense emotional experience in the 
consumer, so due emphasis needs to be placed on the true essence of the traveler’s experience. At the 
same time, most of the scholarly research on Internet shopping has focused on the consumer’s utilitarian 
motivations, especially convenience, price and product availability, and have neglected the consumer’s non-
utilitarian motivations (Salomon & Koppleman, 1992; Parsons, 2002). Thus Wolfinbarger & Gilly (2001) 
believe that even if at present the online consumer’s primary motivation is still utilitarian, the experiential 
motivation should not be overlooked, and suggest that future scholars should give due consideration to the 
experience and true demands of the consumer. Based on practical considerations, Parsons (2002) clearly 
points out two types of beneficial results of giving due attention to the consumer’s non-utilitarian motivations: 
1) an increase in the number of consumers attracted to the website, and 2) an enhancement of the website’s 
utilitarian value and competitive edge. 

Based on practical requirements as well as the inadequacy of current theories, this research makes use of 
the consumer’s experience to study the experiential factors of e-commerce websites, including the individual 
characteristics of travelers, website configuration, and the consumer’s interpretation, emotions and valuation 
of an online travel website. Thus the four main goals of this research can be summed up as follows: 1) 
investigate the experiential value of travel e-commerce websites from the perspective of the consumer, 2) 
investigate the influence a consumer’s emotions have on his experience, 3) investigate the key factors of 
both an individual and a website which tend to elicit an emotional reaction from the consumer, and 4) use the 
results of the research to analyze the sales strategies of various travel e-commerce websites.   

2. Theoretical Foundations, Conceptual framework, and Research Hypotheses 

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the experience of customers of travel e-commerce 
websites from an experiential perspective in order to gain insight into the consumer’s emotional experience 
and the key personal and environmental factors which influence his emotions. In light of this aim, an 
experiential-value model of travel e-commerce websites has been formulated, and a series of hypotheses 
have been produced to test the model. First will be presented an explanation of how the concept of 
experiential value and the C-E-V model are derived from the experiential perspective, and how the basic 
value model is derived. Then related writings from consumer studies, online shopping, shopping environment, 
shopping behavior, Internet design, etc, will be used to investigate the implications of various variables, their 
interrelationship, and the research hypotheses.  

2.1 Experiential Value 

Value is the basis of all consumption (Holbrook, 1999). A number of scholars conducting consumer 
research have offered definitions of “value” (Dodds & Monroe, 1985; Zeithaml, 1988). Zeithaml (1988) 
studied consumers’ views of value, and summed up his findings in a four-part definition: 1) value is price; 2) 
value is based on what one gets for what one gives; 3) value and quality are a choice based on the 
recognition of quality and price (This is the meaning of value commonly used in research on pricing and 
quality, predicting a consumer’s final choice. It often becomes a major interfering variable, since it is 
commonly directly influenced by a consumer’s recognition of quality, sacrifice, and the intrinsic and extrinsic 
attributes of a product.); and 4) value is the benefit the consumer expects to receive from a product, including 
a consumer’s shopping policies and principles. From this definition it can be seen that value is multifaceted, 
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and that different definitions are suited to different situations. Thus a number of scholars are of the opinion 
that different concepts of value should be used according to the context (Dodds, Moroe & Grewal, 1991; 
Holbrook & Corfman, 1984). 

Zeithaml (1988) believes that the greatest difficulty in researching value lies in the variety of meanings 
consumers have for value, as well as its highly symbolic nature. Thus value may be seen as a type of 
emotional payoff (Young & Feigen, 1975), a multifaceted and unpredictable attribute (Geistfeld, Sproles & 
Badenhop, 1977), or the consumer’s ultimate values (Olson & Reynolds, 1983). Likewise, according to 
Schechter’s (1984) definition, value includes all the factors which constitute the shopping experience, 
including quality and quantity, as well as subjective and objective factors. Hilliard (1950) expresses a similar 
idea when he says that value is a type of emotional function which manifests in a particular context, and is 
determined by how a person responds to a given stimulus. These definitions clearly indicate the subjective 
nature of value, showing that value is an overall shopping experience, and not merely the obtaining of a 
product. Any particular consumer experience is capable of giving expression to some or all of a consumer’s 
different values (Holbrook, 1999). Moreover, all the value gained by a consumer in his shopping experience 
is created in a process of mutual interaction, a type of interaction which includes the relationship between 
agent and recipient (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). 

Thus, Holbrook (1996; 1999a) defines consumer value as a type of interactive, comparative and 
preferential experience. This type of value is a standard by which a consumer or customer evaluates a 
product or service, with each type of value including interaction, relativity, emotional functions, and consumer 
experience. “Interaction” indicates that value is created by the consumer’s interaction with the product or 
service; “relativity” indicates that value is derived from comparison, is characterized by individual differences, 
and follows a certain train of thought; “emotional function” is a type judgment which follows a person’s 
individual bias; “consumer experience” indicates that the core of value production lies in experience, and that 
consumer values exist within experience, and not in the product, service, or brand purchased. Thus, with 
regards to the experiential view, customer value is not only the basis of purchasing decision, but also the 
main result of consumer experience (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). 

From this point of view, consumer value includes not only material results, but also the response of 
pleasure (Holbrook & Corfman, 1984), a psychological phenomenon at the deepest level of a consumer in 
pursuit of his consumer goals. In ordinary consumer experience, it is a type of key resultant variable 
(Holbrook, 1986), as well as a type of biased, interactive, and relative experience (Holbrook, 1999a), and its 
perceived importance far outweighs its practical benefits (Bloch, Sherrell & Ridgway, 1986). Thus, a number 
of scholars (Mathwick, Malhotra & Rigdon, 2001; Ponsonby & Boyle, 2004) refer to it as experiential value.  

Holbrook (1986) believes that experiential value is a type of recognition formed by the interaction of the 
consumer and the environment which influences emotions and determines ultimate consumer values. Thus 
he makes use of the concept of environmental psychology (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974) to emphasize the 
subjective perceptions and emotions which result from the interaction of consumer and the environment. The 
traditional C-A-B (cognition-affect-behavior) model of rational decision making can be broadened in scope to 
come up with the C-E-V (consciousness-emotion-value) model, which makes use of the C-E-V sequential 
relationship to measure experiential value. 

With respect to the C-E-V model, Holbrook (1986) states that consumption originates from individual 
inputs, including common consumer characteristics (total population, social economy, and psychology) 
resources (time, ability, and money), and environmental inputs, including meaning (i.e. brand and the product 
itself), and symbols (i.e. the symbolic aspects of a product, such as the communication made through 
advertisements and the social environment). Consciousness indicates one’s mental state, including not only 
beliefs about the attributes of a specific product (i.e. anticipation in the traditional C-A-B model), but also 
fantasies, images, and ideas lying latent in the mind. Thus consciousness includes such psychological 
factors as emotions, perceptions, reflections, and memories, and can be seen as an integrated awareness 
and recognition of one’s physical and mental state, as well as the changes occurring in the people, events, 
and objects in the environment. In other words, consciousness includes one’s reactions to all the verbal and 
nonverbal information received from people, the environment, and one’s interaction with the environment, 
and it is these responses which determine the emotional tone of the consumer experience. 

According to Izard (1977), the emotion of the C-E-V model includes four types of interactive factors: 
physiological reactions, cognition, behavior, and feeling. These four factors combine to form a unitary 
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emotion, and then proceed to influence experiential value. Moreover, in the C-E-V model, consciousness 
influences emotion, and emotion influences value, so that value is the final product of consumer experience. 
Thus emotion is the key link in experiential value, and the importance of emotion lies in its intermediary 
position. The main point is that because the consumer’s experience includes both positive and negative 
feelings, emotions directly give rise to a consumer’s value and aims. 

Because a consumer’s inner experience and value are essentially situational, individual, and ideological 
(Cova, 1997; Zeithmal, 1988; Holbrook, 1996, 1999a; Woodruff, 1997), and can elicit an emotional response, 
they can help a consumer obtain an important consumer value, and then proceed to produce a positive 
symbolic meaning for the consumer. As suggested by Fiore, Jin & Kim (2005), the C-E-V model integrates 
environmental characteristics with the consumer’s individual characteristics, emotions and experiential 
values, and can thus provide an overall understanding of the consumer’s demands (both utilitarian and 
pleasure-oriented), and also shed light on the value which e-commerce websites offer the consumer. 

2.2 Conceptual framework and Research hypotheses 

Founded on Holbrook’s (1986) experiential value view, the conceptual framework of this research 
follows the C-E-V model’s concept of environmental psychology. It is believed that the consumer continually 
interacts with his environment in a perceptual situation, and that as a result of such interaction the 
consumer’s cognition produces an emotional reaction to the environment, emotions which can influence 
subsequent action, behavior and experiential value. Thus, based on previous research on conventional 
shopping, online shopping, and Internet design carried out in the fields of consumer behavior studies and 
tourism studies, a research model has been set up (see figure 1), from which the research hypotheses have 
been derived and applied to the design of a survey. 

2.2.1 Individual Factors, Environmental Configuration, and Website Evaluation 

1) Website Evaluation 

A variety of environmental stimuli are capable of influencing a person’s perception and awareness of his 
environment. For example, the sign indicating the direction to a large shopping complex not only informs 
shoppers how to get there, but also tells them what type of merchandise can be purchased there (Wang, 
2002). Titus & Everett (1995) believe that a person’s perception of his environment is mainly based on two 
types of environmental characteristics: legibility and stimulation. Fiore, Jin & Kim (2005) have summed up 
the main functions of a website: 1) facilitating communication with the customer, 2) providing customer-
oriented information, 3) forming the company’s image, and 4) entertaining customers. Many scholars believe 
that interactivity is the most important design characteristic of an e-commerce website (see Choate, 2000; 
Gehrke & Turban, 1999; Kim, Shaw & Schneider, 2003; Lohse & Spiller, 1998; Lui, Arnett & Litecky, 2000; 
and Zhang et al., 1999). Moreover, a website’s interactivity can increase the consumer’s recognition and 
appreciation of the website (Gehrke & Turba, 1999; Hartnett, 2000; Li, Daugherty & Biocca, 2001). Therefore, 
a consumer’s perception of a given website comes from his appraisal of its legibility, stimulation value, and 
interactivity. 

(1) Legibility 

Titus & Everett (1995) believe that a shopping environment’s legibility helps a customer to quickly 
recognize the environment, extract information, and simplify the shopping procedure, and thus should be 
seen as an important factor in determining whether the shopping environment has been set out in a 
harmonious way. According to cognitive map theory, a cognitive map is an individual’s internal image of his 
environment, and a more legible environment contributes to a clearer cognitive map (Kaplan, 1973). For 
example, a building designed with a high level of consistency increases a person’s legibility of the 
environment, and is also effective in connecting spatial cognitive maps (O’Neill, 1991). According to 
marketing semiotics (Kirmani & Rao, 2000; Herbig & Milewice, 1996), the consistent design and furnishings 
of a retail store offer the customer a legible shopping environment. Thus the consumer typically infers 
whether or not a store can offer high-quality products or services based on the legibility of the shopping 
environment. 
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Childers et al. (2001) believe that environmental legibility produces the same results in both actual and 
online stores. Passini (1980) found that a clear cognitive map reduces the amount of time and effort the 
customer uses to find information, and this increased efficiency leads to a more positive shopping experience 
for the customer, a finding which bears relevance to online shopping. Titus & Everett (1995) discovered that 
the consistent design of a website environment helps the customer to more effectively find the products and 
services he is looking for, resulting in a more satisfactory shopping experience. Moreover, while the 
customer is browsing for information, he forms a cognitive map of the website environment. Therefore, a 
well-designed browsing system helps the customer form a clear cognitive map of a website, reduces the 
amount of time a customer spends searching for a product, and also decreases the possibility of customer 
frustration (Rodriguez, Borges & Morales, 1997; Daily, 2002). It has also been found that the legibility of the 
browser leads to a more positive online shopping experience (Chiders et al., 2001). Thus the customer’s 
perception of the legibility of a website environment influences his assessment of Internet shopping.   

(2) Stimulation 

Berlyne (1960) believes that stimulating factors of an environment, such as newness, complexity, 
uncertainty, and conflict, all influence a person’s use of the Internet. Based on Berlyne’s (1960) view, 
Mehrabian & Russell (1974) have interpreted and integrated these environmental factors to develop the 
concept of information rate-all the factors which make up the informational environment, including the 
amount, frequency, and type of information. Mehrabian & Russell (1974) define the information rate of an 
environment as its level of newness and complexity. In other words, unusual or novel factors (newness), 
rapid change, and randomly appearing stimuli (complexity) all provide relatively larger amounts of 
information, producing a higher information rate. Factors which are stable, unitary, or repetitive, on the other 
hand, tend to reduce the information rate. Also, the higher the information rate of a given environment, the 
higher the stimulation.   

(3)  Interactivity 

According to the CASA (Computer as Social Actor) theory, people tend to see computers as a social 
actor, and not merely a medium (Reeves & Nass, 1996). Although a website customer can’t see the other 
customers or the merchant, he automatically and unconsciously uses social norms in his interaction with the 
website. Thus, a website must be able to initiate a variety of social behaviors for the person interacting with 
the computer, and also has to take on various social roles (Nass & Steuer, 1993). Therefore, a website’s 
interactivity is largely governed by social cues, including polite language (Nass et al., 1999), reciprocity 
(Moon, 2000), mutual dependence of team members (Nass et al., 1996), similar/dissimilar individual 
interactions (Nass et al., 1995), gender distinctions (Nass, Moon & Green, 1997), flattery (Fogg & Nass, 
1997), and attribution of responsibility (Moon & Nass, 1998). 

Highly social websites make use of a variety of social interaction cues to make a person’s interaction 
with the computer appear very similar to his daily interactions with people, which may even imperceptibly 
evoke a person’s past experiences, memories and expectations, helping the customer to clearly see the 
website’s various social cues (Langer, 1989). Empirical research has discovered that a website’s skilful 
application of socialized interaction can be used to manipulate a customer’s reactions to the website (Nass, 
Reeves & Leshner, 1996; Nass et al., 1995). Thus it can be seen that a website’s interactivity influences the 
customer’s perception and evaluation of the site. 

2) Individual Characteristics and Website Evaluation 

Possessed of their own particular characteristics, different consumers have different perceptions and 
impressions of people, events and things (Holbrook, 1986). Maheswaran & Sternthal (1990) point out that a 
person’s subjective knowledge and motivation invariably influence his decision making process with regards 
to the acceptance of outside information. Deci and Ryan (1985) employ the self-determination theory to show 
that the intensity of internal motivation is sufficient to explain the influence of individual behavior. Petty and 
Cacioppo (1981) believe that people use existing intrinsic motivation in regards to information, which has an 
influence on the way in which they evaluate information. Thus a consumer’s individual motivation will have 
an influence on his perception and assessment of a website.  

Additionally, Petty & Cacioppo (1981) indicate that a person’s level of involvement influences his manner 
of deliberation and assessment when dealing with information. The consumer’s level of involvement with 
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online shopping travel products may also influence his response to a website. The concept of involvement is 
interpreted differently in various fields of study. By integrating previous definitions of involvement and related 
factors, Andrews, Craig & Syed (1990) conclude that involvement relates to a specific situation, in which 
individual characteristics influence one’s interest and level of concern about a particular item. In the field of 
marketing, involvement has the general sense of an individual’s mental state which often determines the 
extent to which a certain product or activity is deemed relevant or important to the individual (Barki & 
Hartwick, 1989).  

In studies of consumer behavior, it has been found that the significance of a product to a consumer 
influences the consumer’s response to his environment (Babin, 1991). Level of involvement often influences 
an individual’s approach to handling information and making purchases, and can also lead to certain 
attitudinal changes. When the user’s level of involvement in a certain matter is high, he will typically exhibit a 
higher level of concern. Zaichkowsky (1985) also discovered that when the user’s involvement level is high, 
he takes greater interest in information relating to it, and is better able to sift out extraneous information. 
Moreover, research on involvement level and attitudinal change (Chaiken, 1980; Petty, Cacioppo & 
Goldman, 1981) also shows that an individual with a high level of involvement has more difficulty changing 
his original attitudes, while an individual with a lower level of involvement is more easily convinced. 
Therefore, a shopper with a relatively high level of involvement has more self-control, is more goal-oriented 
with regards to a certain product, and is less easily influenced by environmental factors (Eroglu & Harrell, 
1986).  

Thus it can be seen that differences in consumer motivation and level of involvement influence the 
consumer’s perception and assessment of a website. Hypothesis 1, as based on the above discussion: 

Hypothesis 1: The individual characteristics of the consumer have a significant influence on his evaluation of 
a website. 

3) Environmental Configuration and Website Evaluation 

Integrating past discussions on the topic of retail store environments, Sautter, Hyman & Lukosius (2004) 
have formulated the four key elements of a shopping environment: 1) peripheral elements, 2) 
functional/spacial elements, 3) symbolic/semiotic elements, and 4) social elements. Leaving aside the 
elements of periphery and real-space, which are relatively difficult to control for a website, they point out that 
the four key elements of a website are clarity, interactivity, symbolism, and socialization. Eroglu, Machleit & 
Davis (2001) point out the two main elements in constructing a website: 1) high task-relevant cues-the site’s 
navigability, as well as all the descriptive symbols which assist the customer in attaining his goal, including 
product price lists, graphics, terms of sale, and shipping and return policies; and 2) low task-relevant cues-
website signals, meaning information not directly related to the customer’s execution of his shopping tasks, 
such as color, background, font style and size, music, and sound. 

In general agreement with Eroglu, Machleit & Davis (2001), Zhang & von Dran (2000), following 
Herzberg’s (1987) two-factor theory, propose two main factors in website design: hygiene and motivational 
factors. Using two-stage empirical research, they differentiate six different design elements belonging to 
each factor. Zhang & von Dran (2000) suggest that website design requires an overall understanding of 
consumer motivation, that the purpose of the hygiene factor is to reduce the customer’s feelings of 
dissatisfaction, and that the purpose of the motivational factor is to arouse the customer’s latent demands. In 
other words, the hygiene factor is able to satisfy the customer’s utilitarian motivations, while the motivational 
factor is geared towards his pleasure-oriented motivations and produces experiential value. Both of these 
factors are intended to increase the customer’s level of satisfaction with the website. Thus, these two factors 
of environmental configuration imply that the customer’s intrinsic and extrinsic demands toward a website 
can influence his perception and evaluation of the site. Based on this, the second research hypothesis has 
been formulated; 

Hypothesis 2: Environmental configuration has a significant influence on the consumer’s evaluation of a 
website. 
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2.2.2 Website Evaluation and Consumer Emotion 

 “Finding the way” indicates how somebody in a complex environment finds his way to his desired 
destination (Titus & Everett, 1995), and the greater an environment’s legibility, the greater the person’s 
chances of finding his way (Weisman, 1981; O’Neill, 1991). Nasar (1987) and Caplan (1987) believe that an 
environment’s legibility not only increases the consumer’s understanding of his environment, but can also 
reduce his uncertainty about the environment, thereby increasing his shopping satisfaction. Thus, 
environmental legibility increases the consumer’s ability to find his way, reduces his chances of getting lost, 
and also evokes a positive emotional state (Evans, 1982). In other words, the greater the legibility, the easier 
it will be for the customer to find the product or information he is looking for, thus reducing his chances of 
experiencing frustration, while increasing his positive emotions (Wang, 2003). 

Mehrabian & Russell (1974) believe that information rate is directly related to a person’s emotional 
reactions, especially his arousal level. This is why Russell & Snodgress (1987) suggest that the level of 
information provided by the environment can interfere with the relationship between environmental 
stimulation and the customer’s emotional reactions. Titus & Everett (1995) also believe that the information 
rate-produced in the context of entertainment, recreation, and social interaction-offers value to the customer. 
Thus the information rate of the environment influences the consumer’s emotional reactions. Moreover, 
Mehrabian & Russell (1974) found that a high information rate is relatively more stimulating, and that the 
quantity of the information rate is directly proportional a person’s level of emotional arousal. This finding is in 
agreement with some of the research done on environmental ambience (see Donovan & Rossiter, 1982; 
Baker, Levy & Grewal, 1992). 

Website interactivity is generally believed to save time and effort, reduce risks, and increase adaptability 
(Klein, 1998). It is also believed that website interactivity provides an enjoyable experience (Koufaris, Kambil 
& LaBarbera, 2001/2002). Rafaeli (1988) states that interactivity is a type of communication based on 
information received earlier, in which the communicators must be able to respond to each other. It has also 
been claimed that interactivity is a kind of socialized experience of a user in a computer-medium 
environment (Ariely, 2000; Klein, 2003; Steur, 1992). A less interactive website can result in customer 
frustration and reduction of satisfaction (Dailey, 2001). Conversely, increasing interactivity can make the 
customer feel that the site is easy to use, thus increasing his level of satisfaction (Childers, et al., 2001). 
Moreover, interactivity increases the customer’s sense of dominion and feeling of mastery (Sautter, Hyman & 
Lukosius, 2004). Hypothesis 3, as based on the above discussion: 

Hypothesis 3: The consumer’s evaluation of a website has a significant influence on consumer’s emotions. 

2.2.3 Consumer Emotion, Repurchasing Intention, and Experiential Value 

1) Consumer Emotion and Repurchasing Intention  

In the traditional S-O-R (stimulus-organism-response) theory, approach/avoidance behavior is a type of 
action mirroring the individual’s inner state. Mehrabian & Russell (1974) point out that approach behavior 
includes physical approach, work activity, exploration, and social interaction. In their research on shopping 
environments, Donovan & Rossiter (1982) found that the customer’s emotions influence the amount of time 
he spends at the same shop during his next visit (intention to shop again). Donovan et al., (1994) discovered 
that feelings of happiness make the customer spend more time in the shop, increasing the likelihood of an 
unplanned purchase. Baker, Levy & Grewal (1992) posit that the cost of a shopping experience in terms of 
time and effort is inversely proportional to the customer’s intention to shop again. These findings and points 
of view imply that approach/avoidance behavior includes the consumer’s intention to shop again. Thus the 
concept of approach/avoidance behavior can be of assistance in increasing our understanding of whether or 
not a customer is willing to shop again at a particular website, and can bring increased control over the 
shopping activity of a visitor to a travel e-commerce website.  

Much of the research on shopping environment points out the relationship between emotion and 
approach/avoidance behavior (see Meoli & Feinberg, 1989; Reilly, 1929), and some scholars infer that the 
consumer’s emotions have an influence on approach/avoidance behavior (Donovan & Rossiter, 1982). 
Moreover, Holbrook (1986) claims that emotion plays an intermediary role in the interaction between the 
individual and his environment. Several studies on online shopping also support the view that emotion is the 
key factor of the consumer’s online experience. For example, Eroglu, Machleit & Davis (2003), and Menon & 
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Kahn (2002) both found that emotion has an intermediary influence on the customer’s intention to shop again. 
Mehrabian & Russell (1974) even more clearly demonstrate the strong influence that positive emotion 
produced by environmental stimulation has on the customer’s experience and intention to shop again. The 
research of Baker, Levy & Grewal (1992) also shows that the customer’s feelings of happiness and level of 
emotional arousal have a positive influence on his intention to shop again. In addition, Mehrabian & Russell 
(1974) indicate that when a person can master and manipulate his environment, he is more inclined to stay 
in that environment or return to it, and that sense of dominion may also influence the customer’s willingness 
to shop again. Based on this, hypothesis four has been formulated:  

Hypothesis 4: The consumer’s emotions have a significant influence on his repurchasing intention. 

2) Consumer Emotion and Experiential Value 

Value signifies the consumer’s ultimate aim and benefit. Schmitt (1999) believes that the main goal of 
the contemporary consumer is to gain a consumption experience possessed of value. In particular, the 
consumer’s experience of pleasure is of vital importance (Ponsonby & Boyle, 2004). A successful experience 
gives rise to latent feelings which are intense and positive, provide the customer with added value, and also 
make him more likely to shop again. Kozak (2001) believes that ultimate level of satisfaction is an important 
index for observing a traveler’s behavior, and most research has found that positive emotion can increase 
the traveler’s level of satisfaction, and can also make him more willing to shop again. Westbrook & Oliver 
(1991) indicate even more clearly the close relationship between feelings of happiness and arousal and level 
of satisfaction. 

Moreover, Hirschman & Stern (1999) propose that emotional response in relation to the consumer 
experience is an important factor in determining the satisfaction level and post-purchase behavior. Based on 
this, they utilize four types of emotion to formulate market segments. The happy customer actively takes in 
information and enjoys a wide variety of different experiences, while the angry consumer is more likely to 
lose patience and make complaints. Thus the consumer’s positive emotion results in what can be called an 
“emotional payoff.” Zeithaml (1988) believes that the highest level of value is based on a consumer’s inner 
processes, and that positive emotions have a greater influence on the consumer than do material values. 
Based on the above, hypothesis 5 has been formulated: 

Hypothesis 5: The consumer’s emotions have a marked influence on his experiential value. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Measurement Scales 

The questionnaire was designed to measure such items as individual characteristics (including travel 
motivation and involvement level), website configuration, (including hygieneand stimulating factors), website 
assessment (including legibility, stimulation and interactivity), customer emotion (including pleasure, arousal, 
and dominion), willingness to shop again (approach/avoidance behavior), and experiential value (including 
aesthetics, enjoyment, and efficiency). Each item was measured using the five-point Likert scale, with each 
respondent rating his level of agreement with each statement. The operational definition of each research 
construct and the measurement procedures are as follows: 

(1) Measurement of consumer motivation: Consumer motivation is the psychological state which 
impels a person to online shop. The measument items of Beldona, Morrison & O’Leary (2005) was 
utilized. 

(2) Measurement of involvement level: Involvement level is the importance a particular product or 
service has to the individual. The concept of involvement can be measured in two main ways (Mittal, 
1995): 1) Zaichkowsky’s (1985) personal involvement inventory (PII), and 2) Laurent & Kapferer’s (1985) 
consumer involvement profiles (CIP). In 1994 Zaichkowsky came out with a revised version of the PII 
profile, which has an overall reliability (Cronbach α) of 0.9, and includes two main constructs: 1) 
affective involvement, and 2) cognitive involvement. This research uses Zaichkowsky’s (1985) personal 
involvement inventory. 
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(3) Measurement of environmental configuration: Environmental configuration mainly indicates the 
website design. The meansurement items are generated from Zhang & von Dran’s (2000) six website 
design elements corresponding to both the hygiene factor (satisfaction of utilitarian needs), and the 
motivational factor (satisfaction of enjoyment needs). 

(4) Measurement of website evaluation: Website evaluation is the way the customer is affected by the 
website’s design, including legibility, stimulation, and interactivity. The measurement of legibility is 
based on the scale of Childers et al. (2001). The stimulation and interactivity measurements are based 
on the scale developed by Mehrabian & Russell (1974). 

(5) Measurement of the consumer emotions: Since the main analysis of this research is centered on 
the emotional experience of a customer using a travel e-commerce website, Mehrabian & Russell’s 
(1974) PDA emotion scale has been selected, which includes three main dimensions: pleasure, arousal, 
and dominance. 

(6) Measurement of repurchasing intention: Repurchasing intention is the individual’s approach or 
avoidance behavior with regards to a particular environment (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). The 
measurement items are generated from Donovan & Rossiter’s (1982) revised version of Mehrabian & 
Russell’s (1974) scale. 

(7) Measurement of experiential value: Experiential value is a type of experience characterized by 
interaction, relativity, and bias (Holbrook, 1996; 1999a). The measurement items used are based on 
Matchwick, Malhotra & Rigdon’s (2001) experiential value scale, with an emphasis on measuring the 
self-oriented dimensions of experiential value (Holbrook, 1996; 1999). 

3.2 Questionnaire Design 

Because of the relative scarcity of current research on experiential value and emotion in relation to travel 
e-commerce websites, the first section focuses on conducting interviews with consumers and business 
people. The consumer sample consisted of a total of 14 consumers with different levels of usage and 
familiarity with travel e-commerce websites. Interviews were carried out in focus groups to gain insight into 
the factors which influenced the consumer’s experience, based on which revisions were made to the 
conceptual structure and hypotheses. For the businessperson sample, the snowball method was used to find 
interviewees who are currently operating a travel e-commerce website.   

In order to verify the stability and content validity of the inventory, the questionnaire was administered in 
three stages. In stage one the inventory was divided into two questionnaires (A and B) with different 
permutations and combinations as to the online questionnaire website. An online point system with prizes 
was added to encourage participation. A total of 273 people responded to the pre-test questionnaire, the 
responses were used to test the reliability and validity of the research constructs, and inappropriate items 
were eliminated. The second stage was based on the questions used in stage one. A total of 102 university 
students experienced in online shopping were recruited by the researcher through an online classroom and 
informed in advance as to the purpose and steps of the research. Participants were told to fill out the 
questionnaire after having spent about half an hour browsing three different online travel agencies based in 
Taiwan (ezTravel, Lion Travel, and Star Travel). Then, in order to increase the quality of the responses, the 
style, diction and structure of the sentences were revised and polished based on the respondents’ 
understanding of the questions, the level of difficulty of the questions, and the amount of time needed to 
respond. In the third stage eight marketing specialists (including operators of travel e-commerce websites, 
managers in the travel industry, and those with M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in business administration 
mangement) confirmed the accuracy and suitability of the questions.   

This research was aimed at consumers who have made a purchase using an online travel agency 
during the past one year, and the purpose of the first item on the questionnaire was to confirm that the 
respondent did indeed fit the criteria of the research design. Moreover, active server pages (ASP) in 
database style were used to create a questionnaire webpage, which was then placed on an online 
questionnaire website and BBS. In consultation with the proprietors, text hyperlinks were placed on three 
main types of travel websites-online travel agencies, travel groups, and content sites. Respondents used the 
link to enter the reply system and the online questionnaire designed by the researcher. All respondents were 
entered into a drawing with prizes in order to encourage the participation of those who have shopping 
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experience with an online travel agency. The questionnaire was conducted for a period of three months, 
during which time a computerized survey system comparing the information in the databank to the IP 
(Internet protocol) address and e-mail mailbox, as well as a lie-detecting question, were used to detect and 
eliminate duplicate or null questionnaires. Finally, when the total number of respondents reached 1,155, they 
were sifted and 544 valid questionnaires were retained, a valid retrieval rate of about 47%. 

4. Research Results and Discussion 

4.1 Testing of Reliability and Validity 

First, Cronbach’s α coefficient was used to test the reliability of each dimension, and eliminate items 
with an insufficient level of reliability. Then the confirmatory factor analysis of the structure equation model 
was used to test the unity of each construct, composite reliability, discriminant validity, etc. The results of the 
reliability tests indicate a Cronbach’s α coefficient for each dimension as follows: involvement level, including 
cognitive involvement (5 items) and emotional involvement (3 items), was 0.90; consumer motivation, 
including convenience (3 items), economic benefits (3 items), and functionality (4 items) was 0.83; 
environmental configuration, including hygiene factors (6 items) and motivational factors (4 items), was 0.91; 
website evaluation, including legibility (5 items), was 0.867; stimulation (4 items) was 0.77; interactivity (5 
items) was 0.86; customer emotion, including pleasure (3 items), arousal (2 items, after eliminating one item), 
and dominion (2 items, after eliminating one item) was 0.89;repurchasing intention, including approach (7 
items) and avoidance (3 items), was 0.76; experiential value, including aesthetics (6 items), entertainment 
value (4 items), efficiency (5 items), and excellence (2 items), was 0.94. Each dimension reached the 0.70 
threshold of reliability delineated by Nunally (1978), indicating an acceptable level of reliability. 

The bulk of the investigation was carried out using an online survey, which according to many scholars  
is less expensive, more effective, and quicker than traditional random sampling methods (for example 
telephone and mail questionnaires). An even more important consideration when selecting a data collection 
methodology is the accuracy of the data. Dillman & Bowker (1998) point out that online investigations should 
avoid the following four errors: 1) coverage error-since Internet samples are made up of special groupings, 
they don’t represent the average person; 2) sampling error-since it’s not possible to know the structure of the 
sample, sample distribution can’t be applied to the sample to make inferences about the general population; 
3) measurement bias-irrelevant questions or responses at the time of the investigation which cause 
deviations at the time of measurement; and 4) non-response bias-the divergence between those who answer 
unclearly and those who don’t answer at all, making it impossible to make valid predictions. 

Because this research focuses on the behavior of users of e-commerce websites, the participants had 
to be Internet users. By using an Internet survey, the results of the questionnaire have reference value and 
the problems of coverage error and sampling error have been reduced. As for measurement bias, the 
questionnaire included a lie-detecting question, and while responses were being made the computerized 
survey system compared the information in the databank with the IP address and reasonable response time, 
and automatically eliminated duplicate or invalid questionnaires. Additionally, after the questionnaires were 
completed, a pure survey was carried out, divided into a one-stage and a two-stage confirmatory factor 
analysis, confirming the overall suitability of the model, and that the factor structure conformed to the 
theoretical structure. As for the non-response bias, a non-response test was carried out on the first 25% and 
last 25% of respondents in order to understand the differences between the respondents, and reduce any 
doubts about the external validity, and no significant difference was discovered between the respondents. 

4.2 Hypothesis Verification 

In order to measure the relationship between the variables, and also to better understand the 
incremental effects of each variable, hierarchical multiple regression was used to test the hypotheses. 
Hierarchical multiple regression is suitable when there is a specific sequential relationship between the 
predictor variables, although it is necessary to carry out the analysis in the order specified by the research 
design (Qiu, 2000). Thus, this research utilized hierarchical multiple regression to test each of its hypotheses, 
including the relationship between website configuration and the customer’s individual characteristics and his 
evaluation of the website, the influence of website evaluation on customer emotion, and the relationship 
between customer emotion, ultimate experiential value, and repurchasing intention. Moreover, an attempt 
was made to understand the incremental effects of each variable from the changes on each level of the 
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model. This was helpful in discerning the predictability of each of the model’s variables, and will make 
reference easier for follow-up research.  

The results of the hypothesis testing shows that the customer’s involvement level and the environmental 
configuration of the website each have their own distinct influence on the customer’s evaluation of the 
website, supporting H1 and H3. Yet the customer’s motivation showed no significant influence on his 
evaluation of the website, so H2 can be rejected. Amongst these, the customer’s emotional involvement and 
functional motivation had a clear influence on his evaluation of the website. With regards to website 
configuration, both hygiene factors and stimulating factors had a definite influence on the customer’s 
evaluation of the website. Moreover, the customer’s evaluation of the website had a significant influence on 
his emotions (including pleasure, arousal, and dominion), supporting H4. The customer’s emotions had a 
definite positive influence on his willingness to shop again, supporting H5. In particular, the customer’s 
feelings of pleasure and sense of dominion had a relatively strong influence on his repurchasing intention. 
Furthermore, the customer’s emotions clearly influenced his ultimate experiential value, supporting H6, 
amongst which pleasure and dominion had a significant influence on aesthetic value, entertainment value, 
and efficiency, but excellence value was only related to a sense of dominion.  

5. Conclusion and Suggestions 

This research used the experiential frame of reference of the customer to survey the experiential factors 
of travel e-commerce websites, including the individual characteristics of the traveler, website configuration, 
and the customer’s emotions, abstract values, and evaluation of a website. The results show that the 
customer’s utilitarian motivations don’t influence his evaluation of a website, but involvement level-especially 
emotional involvement-does have a significant positive influence on his evaluation of a website. In other 
words, factors which attract, satisfy, and generate interest all influence the customer’s evaluation of a 
website. In regards to a website’s environmental configuration, both hygiene factors and motivational factors 
have a decided influence the customer’s evaluation of a website, indicating that website designers need to 
consider not only the customer’s utilitarian demands, but also give importance to visual attractiveness and 
multimedia functions. The customer’s evaluation of a website is based on such factors as user friendliness, 
clear directions (legibility), the availability of a variety of well-organized information, and modes of 
communication which are both humanistic and interactive, all of which influence the customer’s affective 
state while using the website. Additionally, emotions such as pleasure and a dominion while using a website 
can have a considerable influence on the customer’s willingness to shop again and ultimate experiential 
value. All of this goes to show that the design and promotion of an e-commerce travel website need to keep 
in mind not only the customer’s utilitarian demands (such as essential information and general appearance), 
but must also give importance to the customer’s non-utilitarian demands (such as greetings and aesthetic 
quality). 

 (1) Suggestions to the practices 

According to Pine II & Gilmore (1998), the dawn of the 21st century marks the advent of the “experience 
economy,” so that tracking and evaluating the factors which influence the consumer’s different modes and 
levels of experience has become an important topic. In particular, since experiential value is necessarily 
combined with a variety of complex emotions, it is necessary to carry out a detailed analysis and evaluation 
before deciding on a policy and course of action. Therefore, the results of this research will be of use in the 
formulation of marketing strategies of travel e-commerce. Moreover, increased insight into the consumer’s 
non-utilitarian motivations can guide the formation of strategies for attracting customers to a website, at the 
same time increasing the utilitarian value of online shopping and the competitive edge of e-commerce. 

At present, nearly 40% of Taiwanese are regular Internet users, and the advent of at-home broadband 
Internet service has led to a rapid increase in the average amount of time spent browsing the Internet, 
making even more people willing to go online to purchase travel products. In particular, the online travel 
market already accounts for 48% of the overall B2C e-commerce output value, and the 1.24% permeation 
rate of online travel services in Taiwan, compared to 10% in the United States, indicates a huge potential for 
future growth. Thus, the results of this research can be of assistance to medium- and small-size businesses 
planning to enter the e-commerce market, and can also help governmental body’s advice travel agencies 
and establish related policies and regulations.   
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(2) Suggestions to Academic Research 

Previous research on online shopping behavior has mostly been focused on functionality. Thus, this 
research utilizes the experiential point of view in an attempt to remedy theoretic deficiencies in the field. A 
quantitative research construct was set up based on Holbrook’s (1986) C-E-V (consciousness-emotion-value) 
model and used to test the customer’s perception, emotion, and value regarding travel e-commerce websites. 
Although this research doesn’t claim to present a complete picture of the customer’s experiential value, it is 
hoped that the new perspectives and models presented herein will stimulate future research on the topic, 
research which will ideally make use of multiple and comprehensive frames of reference to go even further in 
uncovering the consumer’s true feelings and values in regards to travel e-commerce websites and online 
shopping.  
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1.1 Concept and objectives 
 
1.1.1 The underlying concept  

 
The European service economy has to adapt to changes in the social, business and technological 
environment in order to retain competitiveness, and maintain growth and employment. To remain competitive, 
European service providers face difficult choices between strategies based on cost efficiency and price 
reduction and those based on differentiation through innovation and creativity in the management of the 
consumer experience. This project will take as its hypothesis that only by creating unique and memorable 
experiences for its consumers can a service organisation achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. 
 
This proposed project will focus on visitor services, i.e. personal services provided for tourists and day 
visitors, such as accommodation, hospitality, entertainment, transport and retail services. Estimates for the 
European Commission suggest that overall such services contribute up to 11% of the GDP of the European 
Union and 12% of total employment (Leidner 2004) although in some localities the percentage will be much 
higher. The project will therefore examine the implications of changes in the service economy through case 
studies of a number of geographic areas which are heavily dependent on visitor services for employment 
and economic prosperity. Concentration on these areas will enable a detailed study of the dynamics 
underpinning change and their impact on growth, employment and competitiveness. As services in these 
areas are largely provided by SMEs whose capital is invested in that specific location, they are particularly 
vulnerable to changes in the market and the wider environment. To survive, they therefore need to find 
innovative ways of exploiting the resources of their own creativity and the unique natural and culture 
distinctiveness of their locality. 
 
The research programme will explore the extent to which the concepts of what has been called 'the 
experience economy' have been accepted by this sector of the European economy, and how successfully 
they have been implemented to date. 
 
The main ideas underpinning this programme will be described below. 
 
 
1.1.1.1 The main challenge facing the European service economy 
 
The main challenge facing the European service economy comes from the trend towards 
‘recommoditisation’ of services, where consumers purchase services solely on price and availability. One 
aspect of the ‘knowledge society’ is that the majority of European citizens have access to the internet and 
can compare on-line prices to find bargains in services such as transportation, accommodation, financial 
services and on-line retailers.  
 
Other factors have also contributed to the evolution of this price-transparent, price-sensitive market in 
services – the harmonisation of regulations and standards, the removal of barriers to the trade in services 
and the adoption of the single currency. Measures to protect the consumer, and the almost universal 
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application of service quality management, have meant that consumers take quality and reliability for granted 
and so make their choice solely on price. 
 
The result has been to make a much greater choice of destinations affordable and accessible to visitors, 
often to the detriment of established European destinations. Coastal resorts and rural recreation areas 
providing services aimed at people on main holidays of seven or more days have been particularly affected 
and, unlike other industries, are unable to relocate to reduce costs or access new markets.  
 
In this kind of market, differentiation, quality of service and brand image no longer add value or competitive 
advantage. Instead, companies seek to make cost-savings through less-labour-intensive modes of operation, 
through employing low-wage migrant labour or through transferring or outsourcing part or all of their 
operations (e.g. call-centres) to lower-wage economies outside Europe. Such trends have profound 
implications for employment, quality of life and social cohesion within Europe.  
 
1.1.1.2 Alternative strategies for competitive advantage 
 
However, there is an alternative strategy for competition in the service economy, one which draws on the 
talents and creativity of Europe’s citizens and the rich variety of our cultural traditions.  
 
This strategy is based on the argument that European and other developed countries are moving from a 
service to an experience economy (Pine and Gilmore 1999) in which experience-based products, for 
example admissions to recreational events, have out performed other services and goods in terms of price 
inflation, employment and GDP. In this new economy, they argue, sustainable competitive advantage can 
only be gained by offering the customer unique and memorable experiences.  
 
Examples of experience-based products can include the hedonic thrills of the theme park, the physical 
challenge of adventure and activity, the sensual delights of gastronomy or wine tasting, the intellectual 
discovery of arts and cultural events or even the excitement of shopping. Experiences are subjective, 
emotional states which add value not only for hedonic reasons but for their symbolic meanings to the 
individual (Holbrook and Hirschmann 1982). This meaning can be linked with the significance of an event or 
the cultural and historical associations of a location. Many of the products involve acquiring or developing 
skills and the sharing of experience with a community of like-minded people. The desired effect is often the 
state of absorption in the activity Csikszentmihalyi (1976) calls Flow. Motivation is a complex mixture of 
escapism, socialisation and self-actualisation (Ryan 1997). These insights can be used to explain the 
growing interest in participative and extreme sports (Arnould and Price 1993), and in new types of cultural, 
adventure, sports and creative tourism (Richards and Wilson 2006) 
 
Such experience products can escape the trap of commoditisation because they appeal to the emotions, 
aspirations and desires for self-improvement and development (Jensen 1999) of what writers such as Poon 
(1993) have called the new consumers. 
 
The factors leading to this evolution of consumer behaviour include the increasing affluence and rising 
disposable incomes of the majority of EU citizens. This has led to increased expenditure on ‘lifestyle’ 
services such as home entertainment, fashion and furnishings, fitness and exercise, eating out, attendance 
at sports and cultural events, and foreign holidays. The ageing demographic profile of Western Europe (and 
key tourism markets such as the USA) has created a market of affluent, experienced consumers making 
increasing sophisticated choices. The trend in many countries to longer working hours and ‘money-rich, time-
poor lifestyles’ (Schor 1991) has intensified the desire of the populations memorable and rewarding 
experiences during their limited leisure time. 
 
The above situation has given rise to theories and practice of Experience Management. A number of 
authors in Europe and elsewhere (Schmitt, 1999; Smith and Wheeler, 2002; Nijs, 2003; Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy 2003) have advocated a new approach to service delivery which aims to gain differentiation by 
providing customers with unique and memorable experience. The elements of this approach include: 

• regarding the customer as an active participant rather than a passive consumer  
• understanding the emotional aspects of consumer decision making as well as the rational 

aspects 
• designing and marketing products that fulfil aspirations, desires and dreams rather than simply 

satisfying needs 
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• planning the setting, design and ambience of the service environment so as to enhance the 
visitor experience 

• managing the service process as well as the final outcome, so as to deliver a consistent 
experience at each point of contact with the customer 

• training, empowering and motivating staff to improve their interaction with the customers 
 
This approach has implications for design, strategic planning, human resource management and operations 
management of services. This research project will explore how far such ideas are accepted and put into 
practice in the European service economy. 
 
Europe, with its rich historical and cultural traditions and its concern for the quality of life, is well-placed to 
compete in this experience economy through its creative industries and its diverse range of experience 
products in sectors such as leisure, tourism, retail, sport, cultural events, food and drink. The geographical 
areas chosen for this study have all begun to adapt to the new environment by developing strategies of 
innovation and improvements to the quality of the visitor experience. As such they provide a test bed for the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the strategies, and provide examples of good practice for wider 
dissemination. 
 
 
1.1.2 Research  Objectives 
 
The aim of the research is: 

 ‘to develop and improve the understanding of the socio-economic, demographic, spatial, and sectoral 
dynamics that underpin structural changes in Europe, and the role of these changes in growth, 
employment and competitiveness’.  

 
Our project will use the study of eight European visitor-dependent case study areas to: 
 

• investigate the extent to which these dynamics are creating an experience economy, and  
• assess whether experience management strategies can lead to increased growth, 

employment and competitiveness. 
 
The aim of the project, therefore, is to provide empirical evidence of how these dynamics are impacting on 
vulnerable visitor-dependent areas of Europe. To achieve this, a number of objectives must be met  
 
Identify from the literature the trends, forces and issues facing local visitor economies 
Carry out primary research into Management perceptions of the issues and the strategies adopted in 
response 
Evaluate the implications for: 

Competitiveness and innovation in these sectors 
Employment, education and training needs 
Policies, structures and regulation to encourage the growth and competitiveness of these 
sectors 
 

The case study approach 
The research will be focussed on three case study areas. Concentration on these areas will enable a 
detailed study of the dynamics underpinning change and their impact on growth, employment and 
competitiveness. What the areas have in common is: 
 

• A high level of dependency on the visitor service economy 
• A traditional market which has undergone change and decline 
• A regeneration and repositioning strategy already in progress 

 
Primary research  
 
The primary research aims to explore how these dynamics are impacting on the visitor economies of Europe. 
It will do so through research among managers and decision makers involved in visitor services to establish: 
 

• How they perceive the factors driving change in their sectors 
• The strategies and actions they are adopting in response 
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• The implications for their future employment, training and investment strategies 
 
Our research programme explores the extent to which the concepts of 'the experience economy' have been 
understood and accepted by decision-makers in these visitor-dependent areas, and how successfully they 
have been implemented to date. 
 
This paper focuses on three different types of case study regions by geography and market, the rural 
recreation region of the Siljan Lake District in Sweden, the seaside resort of Bournemouth in the United 
Kingdom and the historic city of Alcala de Henares in Spain. Interviews were conducted with representatives 
of public sector Tourism Destination Management Organisations, private sector tourism associations and the 
appropriate Regional Planning body. These first explored their perceptions of the forces driving change in 
their markets, and the strategies and products that were being developed in response. They were then 
asked for their comments on a selection of statements from the ‘experience economy’ literature. Thus it was 
possible first to compare their unprompted perceptions of their business environment with those of the 
experience economy writers, and then to ask directly the extent to which they accepted the conclusions and 
prescriptions of those writers. 
 
Initial results 
 
The results confirm the existence of a growing market of experience-seeking visitors and the emergence of 
innovative experience-based products, but also raise questions about the limitations of experience-based 
strategies, particularly the extent to which these can create sustainable products and loyal returning visitors. 
The findings also highlight the importance of collaboration, between private and public sectors and between 
adjacent town and regions, in the delivery of memorable visitor experience. This collaboration has to 
overcome traditional competitive rivalries in order to produce the integrated budgets needed to make a 
marketing impact. 
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Figure 1: the dynamics of the service economy 
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Abstract 
Portugal is in the world’s top-10 list of the largest wine producing nation, although with a few exceptions, 
Portuguese wines remain little known outside the country. Since the Porto Wine Route was designated as 
the first wine route in 1996, ten other wine routes have been established in Portugal. Wine routes in Portugal 
have been recognised as important tourism and recreational capital to local visitors and international visitors. 
The wine routes in Portugal provide visitors with scenic, archaeological, historical, and scientific value and 
play an important role in the socio-economic development of rural areas. Approximately over 150 thousand 
visits were reported in 2006.  
 
To date over fifty sites are registered with the Porto Wine Route. All the sites are located within the 
Demarcated Region of the Douro and its outlying parishes and are directly or indirectly connected to 
viticulture: wine producers, co-operative wineries, merchants in Port and Douro wines, wine bars, rural 
tourism lodgings, and centres of viticulture interest. Thus, visitors are offered the possibility of visiting 
vineyards and wineries, tasting and purchasing wine and participating in viticultural activities such as the 
harvesting and treading of the grapes. In addition, visitors visit houses, estates, quintas that are of particular 
architectural interest, rural lodgings, museums and wine bars and local handicrafts. 
 
Such a range of offers, associated with the quality of the wines, has contributed to the number of local and 
international visitors to the Porto Wine Route, which has been increasing since its creation. The decision-
making process leading to the choice of a wine tourism route is a complex one, influenced by social, 
psychological, knowledge, and economic factors. It is recognised that tourists’ motivation play an important 
role in the decision-making process of choosing a wine route. Because visitors act to satisfy their needs, 
motivation is thought to be the ultimate driving force that governs travel behaviour. A review of the literature 
on tourist motivation indicates that pull factors are destination generated forces and the knowledge that 
tourists hold about a destination. In addition, pull factors refer to those that lead visitors to select one 
destination over another once the decision to travel has been made. 
 
Several studies of pull factors have been reported in the travel and tourism literature. Examples of the pull 
factors identified include: social opportunities; friendly people; gastronomy; attractions, natural, heritage and 
cultural amenities; accommodation; transportation; infrastructure; physical amenities; recreation activities; 
outdoor resources; entertainment; city enclave; and the countryside. 
 
As pull factors are characterised in terms of the features and attributes of the destination itself, this study 
builds on the knowledge that visitors to wine routes determine the wine route choice based on several pull 
motivations. Thus, this study first identifies key pull factors related to wine tourism and subsequently inquiries 
into organisations operating at the Porto Wine Route on their views on the selected key pull factors. 
 
The research methodology adopted is qualitative in nature using a case study-based research method. First, 
it identifies the key pull factors through a comprehensive survey of tourism literature. Consequently, 
significant secondary sources of business data concerning organisations operating at the Porto Wine Route 
are analysed. Finally, face-to-face semi-structured, in-depth interviews with key organisations doing business 
at the Porto Wine Route are carried out in order to depict their views on the pull motivation factors of the Port 
Wine Route. Results allow the identification of core pull factors of the Porto Wine Route, and lead to plan of 
actions to improve the destination Porto Wine Route. 
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1. Background to the Study 
 
The study presented here was conducted in order to explore the relationship between National Tourism 
Organizations (NTO) and small and medium-sized tourism enterprises (SME).  The research focused 
especially on the potential dependence of tourism SMEs on the resources of NTOs.  Given the importance of 
SMEs in tourism and the potential of NTOs in supporting them, exploring their interaction was thought to help 
to understand the resource needs of tourism SMEs on the one hand and the success factors of tourism 
destinations on the other.  The study was carried out in Finland in 2005. 
 
National Tourism Organizations (NTO) 
 
Pearce (2000:586) defines national tourism organizations (NTO) as “destination-based organizations 
constituting the official administrative bodies responsible for tourism”.  NTOs are established for the purpose 
of servicing national objectives (Gee et al., 1997; Peattie & Moutinho, 2000).  They are not homogenous 
organizations, but vary in many respects. One of the differences is the way they are funded.  Many NTOs 
receive support from the private sector, but overwhelmingly they are public bodies in receipt of public funds.  
Marketing, especially marketing overseas, has become the most typical task of NTOs (Choy, 1993; Elliott, 
1997; Hall, 1994; Horner & Swarbrooke, 2005; Keller & Smeral, 1997; Middleton & Clarke, 2005; Page, 2003; 
Pearce, 1992).    
 
The majority of existing NTOs were founded in the 1960s and 1970s (Pearce, 1992).  In consequence of the 
liberalization of trade, however, a debate on the meaningfulness of public investment in promotion of tourism 
has arisen (Moutinho, 2000; WTO, 1996).  In fact, direct public funding on NTO operations has been 
decreasing since 1990s (WTO, 1996) and is expected to further diminish in the years to come.   
 
The use of public money in supporting the tourism sector has often been justified by the fragmented nature 
of the sector and by the small size of the majority of the tourism enterprises.  Whereas the tourism sector 
consists of small enterprises, the tourism product is a combination of services from many of them (Gilmore, 
2003; Lavery, 1996; Pearce, 2000).  Wanhill (2004:53) argues that “the rationale for [government] 
intervention lies in the complex nature of the tourist product, which makes it unlikely that private markets will 
satisfy a country’s tourism policy objectives.”  He also claims that the extent of government involvement is 
directly related to the economic significance attached to the tourism sector. 
 
Critics maintain that, since many tourism companies are global players with multinational owners, using tax-
payers’ money to support them cannot be justified as being in the national interest (WTO, 2000).  
Furthermore, as funding and support for other industries has generally declined, critics of public support 
maintain, that it has become increasingly difficult to justify the use of public money to support and promote 
tourism (The Travel Business Partnership, 2003).   
 
Since the results of national tourism promotion are very difficult to measure, the public sector lacks ‘hard 
facts’ for the justification for its continuing investment in tourism promotion.   It is very complicated, if not 
impossible, to distinguish the impact of NTO marketing from other factors - such as fluctuation of currency, 
political circumstances, economic developments, activities of competitors etc. - which affect the tourism 
market (Millington & Cleverdon, 1999; Moutinho, 2000; Seaton & Mathews, 2003).   
 
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SME) in Tourism 
 
The SME sector is regarded as being fundamental to the competitive development and as the backbone of 
the European economy (ENSR - European Network for SME Research, 2002; European Commission, 
2000c; Mulhern, 1995).  The European Union (EU) classifies SMEs into micro-, small-, and medium-sized 
enterprises, whereas micro enterprises are those employing fewer than 10 persons, small enterprises 
employ between 10 and 49 persons and  medium-sized enterprises employ from 50 up to 249 persons 
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(European Commission, 2003b). The EU classification includes also financial ceilings regarding turnover and 
the balance sheet total for the abovementioned SME categories. 
 
Most tourism destinations are composed of small companies providing tourism products and services.  
Destinations and their SMEs are therefore dependent on one another: the wellbeing of one depends upon 
the accomplishment of the others (Buhalis & Cooper, 1999; Thomas & Augustyn, 2007).   
 
SMEs provide many advantages for the tourism sector.  Small business owners interact directly with their 
customers and they are therefore able to act promptly in response to customer needs (Beaver et al., 1998).  
Due to their ability to communicate directly with their clients, SMEs provide a link between local culture and 
tourists.  Tourists may well discover specific features about the destination through their hosts (Middleton, 
1997; Shaw & Williams, 2002).  Kozak and Rimmington (1998) maintain that small businesses have a great 
influence on how tourists perceive destinations as well as on the destination image.  The small size of SMEs 
gives them flexibility to provide customised products and services (Buhalis & Cooper, 1999).  Finally, through 
SMEs, tourism expenditure reaches the local economy fast (Buhalis & Cooper, 1999).   
 
Weaknesses of SMEs in tourism are basically the same as those identified for SMEs in general: insufficient 
management and marketing skills, lack of industry expertise and strategic vision, and shortage of financial 
resources (Augustyn, 2004; Beaver et al., 1998; Boer, 1998; Dewhurst & Horobin, 1998; Friel, 1998; Shaw & 
Williams, 1998; Thomas & Augustyn, 2007; Wanhill, 1998; Webster, 1998).   The motive behind establishing 
a new business in tourism is often claimed to be non-economic (Shaw & Williams, 2002; Szivas, 2001; 
Thomas & Augustyn, 2007) and, consequently, such businesses do not possibly tend to grow.  Shaw and 
Williams (2004:101) suggest, however, “that, in many cases, lifestyle motives are, to some extent, embedded 
within an economic agenda”. 
 
SMEs are claimed to be a key factor for the development of tourism destinations (Middleton, 1998; Shaw, 
2004).  Maintaining and increasing the competitiveness of the tourism SMEs is, therefore, a key policy issue 
(Middleton, 1998).   NTOs may help this fragmented industry which consists of very small entities to market 
itself internationally.  Bécherel and Vellas (1999) consider that a strong, coordinating NTO can assist 
enterprises in their marketing efforts and help also small companies to market their services internationally.  
By cooperating with tourism SMEs, NTOs can support them to grow and prosper and achieve their own 
objectives of creating a successful tourist destination.   Although the EU put SMEs in the focus of their 
attention (European Commission, 2000c), tourism SMEs have rarely been in the focus of European NTOs’ 
attention. 

 
2. Background Theory to the Research 
 
The concept of Inter-Organizational Relations (IOR) is based on studies of organizational behaviour (Gamm, 
1981; Selin & Beason, 1991).  Organizations have different reasons to interact with each other, even though 
getting hold of resources as well as coping with uncertainties in a business environment are the most 
important motivators. These are also reasons for SMEs to employ IORs in their operations (Mikhailitchenko 
& Lundstrom, 2006). Though interacting with others means that an organisation has to give up some of its 
independence, for an organization to survive, interaction is more often than not unavoidable (Galaskiewicz, 
1985; Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003; Schmidt & Kochan, 1977; Whetten, 1981).   
 
There are two approaches to IOR: the exchange approach and the power-dependence approach.  The 
exchange approach regards the relations between organisations as being based on cooperation and 
problem solving.  The power-dependence approach, on the contrary, considers bargaining and conflict as 
the basis of relationships (Schmidt & Kochan, 1977). The proponents of the latter consider the benefits from 
the relationship often as being asymmetrical, thus causing power differences between organisations 
(Galaskiewicz, 1985; Gamm, 1981; Schmidt & Kochan, 1977).     
 
Resource dependence is a form of IOR based on power-dependence relations between organisations.  
Social relations involve reciprocal actions, where the power of one results from another’s dependence 
(Emerson, 1962).   The term resource dependence denotes inter-organizational interactions and 
dependencies.  The resource dependence concept explored in this study is primarily based on Pfeffer and 
Salancik’s (2003) developments of the theory as well as Saidel’s (1990) research on resource 
interdependence.   
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The resource dependence concept regards the environment in which organizations act as being uncertain.  It 
also implies that the environment of an organization restricts its decisions.  Consequently, actors as well as 
factors outside an organization can to some extent influence and control its decision-making (Pfeffer & 
Salancik, 2003).  But this environment is also characterized by resource scarcity (Aldrich, 1975; Kleymann, 
2001). Organizations lacking critical resources or wanting to have more possibilities to act must be prepared 
to give up some of their autonomy and independence towards procurement of resources (Ahrne, 1994; Child 
& Faulkner, 1998; Kleymann, 2001; Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003).  Such resources may either be monetary, or 
physical, or they may include information, skills, knowledge, or social legitimacy (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003; 
White, 1974).  
 
According to Pfeffer and Salancik (2003), resource dependence is a function of the importance of a resource 
to an organisation, of the availability of alternative resources, and of an organisation’s ability to influence an 
external provider’s decisions regarding its allocation of resources.  The dimensions of the resource 
dependence concept can hence be defined as importance, alternatives, and influence. 
 
The importance-dimension consists of two elements: the criticality of a resource to an organisation’s 
operation on the one hand, and the extent of resource exchange from an external organisation on the other.  
These elements can be defined as perceived importance (later: criticality) and magnitude of exchange (later: 
magnitude).  The alternative-dimension can also be broken down into two elements: an organisation’s 
knowledge about existing alternative resources (later: alternatives) and its access to these alternatives (later: 
access). One element marks the influence-dimension. This element can be defined as influence on the 
provision of the resource (later: influence) (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003).  
 
NTOs cooperate with the tourism industry in order to promote their destinations in an orchestrated way.  
They provide resources which tourism SMEs may be lacking.  They have relatively large budgets for 
activities that, above all, might have importance for SMEs.  Lack of resources and a subsequent need on the 
part of SMEs to acquire them from external sources increase their dependence on resource providers.  While 
NTOs provide resources for tourism enterprises, SMEs are often short of various critical resources. Hence it 
follows that a dependence relation between these organizations might occur.  
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The main objective of this study was to identify the possible resource dependence of SMEs on an NTO.  The 
study also aimed to identify the factors that might influence this dependence and the ways in which 
dependence varies according to specific resources.  It also sought to detect any possible underlying 
structures of resource dependence.  In order to capture possible influencing factors, information about SMEs 
was collected.  Data on a range of variables including sector, age, type and ownership characteristics, size 
by employment and turnover, share of foreign customers, use of IT, marketing and promotion activities, 
existing levels of types of cooperation, education and qualifications, and future plans were gathered. 
 
A scale was developed to measure resource dependence.  For this it was essential to determine the 
resources provided by the NTO and to constitute the measurement criteria.  In order to identify the NTO 
resources, the classification by Middleton and Clarke (2005) of the tasks of an NTO was taken as a starting 
point. The authors suggest that the typical tasks include destination promotion and market facilitation.  
Destination promotion includes advertising, public relations, and production of promotional material.  Market 
facilitation includes flow of research data, representation abroad, organization of workshops, trade shows 
and familiarization trips, travel trade information, joint campaigns, information and reservations systems, 
support for new products, marketing expertise for trade consortia, customer services, and general advisory 
services for the industry.  All of these can be defined as resources of NTOs.   
 
The focus of this research was on the relationship between Finnish tourism SMEs and the NTO of Finland, 
the Finnish Tourist Board (FTB).  Therefore, the resources of NTOs were used as a framework to identify 
those resources that the FTB provides for the tourism industry.  The 17 resources identified are given in 
Table 1. 
 
The measurement criteria were based on the three dimensions and five elements identified above. The 
measurement tool was developed based on the resources and the criteria for the measurement of resource 
dependence.  A series of statements were developed for each of the 17 resources in relation to the elements 
criticality, magnitude, alternatives and access. Respondents were asked to indicate their level of 
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dependence on each resource provided by the NTO using a five point Likert type scale.  The fifth element, 
influence, was measured by one general statement only which sought to establish the overall degree of 
influence that the SME had on the supply of NTO resources.   
 
In the resource dependence scale, high scale scores for the criticality and the magnitude dimensions 
increase the level of resource dependence.  To the extent that alternative resources are available, however, 
dependence is less (Cook, 1977).  Consequently, high scale scores for alternatives and access decrease the 
level of resource dependence.   
 
In order to calculate the level of total resource dependence, the following formula was applied: 
   

Resource Dependence 
= 

((Mean (Importance) + Mean (Magnitude) + 
Mean (Alternatives/Reversed) + Mean (Access /Reversed))/ 4 

 
 
The impact of the influence dimension on the scale proved to be problematic, mainly because it varied 
positively with magnitude.  In other words, if the magnitude of resource exchange scored low, influence also 
scored low, apparently increasing resource dependence. This had the effect of distorting the results and, for 
this reason, this dimension was not included in the aggregate scores reported here. 
 
Saidel (1990) classifies the magnitude of interdependence as low, moderate, and high.  Adapting the 
numerical levels of her analysis (1990:103) to the present study, the score of 1.0 to 2.3 implies a low level of 
dependence, 2.4 to 3.6 a moderate level of dependence, and 3.7 to 5.0 a high level of dependence. 
 
The Finnish Tourist Board was the focal organisation in this study. The sampling frame included 7,845 SMEs 
operating in the various sectors of tourism.  The main survey was conducted partly online, partly as a mailed 
survey.  In total, 968 enterprises received the questionnaire.  An overall return rate of 25% was recorded. 
 
 
4. Findings 

 
Sample Characteristics 
Over 60% of the responses came from enterprises in various accommodation sectors (hotels, farm stays, 
other types of accommodation).  Other accommodation enterprises as well as specialist holiday organizers 
were quite well represented in the sample (18.9% and 16.7%, respectively), while incoming operators (2.2%) 
contributed the smallest number.  SMEs from the transport sector constituted 7.5% and visitor attractions 6.6% 
of the sample.  
 
By definition, 97% of the respondents were small, while the remaining 3 % were medium-sized enterprises. 
Some 82.5% were so called micro enterprises.  Over one third of all the respondents were sole proprietors 
running their business without any employees.  These were mainly from the farm stay sector.  Respondents 
from medium-sized enterprises were from the transport and the hotel sector. 
 
The responding enterprises were only moderately international.  Some 52% of the respondents had fewer 
than 10% international quests.  Only 4% of the respondents, however, had solely domestic guests.  
Enterprises in the transport and hotel sectors were those most internationally oriented.  The visitor attraction 
sector proved to be the most domestically oriented sector. 
 
Of the respondents some 25% had a formal marketing plan while about 50% planned their marketing in an 
informal manner.  A quarter of the responding companies did not plan their marketing at all. 
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Resource Dependence 
 
The overall resource dependence of SMEs was estimated to be 2.43 on a scale from one to five, with one 
standing for total independence and five for total dependence.  Following Saidel’s classification of 
dependence levels (Saidel, 1990), this level of dependence can be regarded as moderate.   This finding 
suggests that the Finnish tourism SMEs sustained substantial resource autonomy with regard to the FTB. 
 
Resource dependence varied, however, between different kinds of enterprises.  In particular, the size of an 
enterprise (measured by the number of employees), the number of its foreign guests, and its marketing 
planning resulted in variance in dependence level. 
 
In this study, seventeen resources provided by the FTB were included in the resource dependence scale.  
The criticality of each individual resource, the magnitude of its exchange with the FTB, the availability of 
alternatives to the particular resource, as well as the individual respondent’s ease of access to alternatives 
were all assessed.  This allowed a separate investigation of the dependence of SMEs on individual FTB 
resources.  Recorded levels of the four resource dependence elements as well as the calculated level of 
total dependence for these are presented in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Levels for resource dependence elements and the total dependence level  
 
In most cases, Finnish tourism SMEs reported a quite high level for both available alternative resources and 
access to them.  There was no remarkable variance between different kinds of enterprises regarding these 
elements.  Consequently, the variance in dependence level was mainly determined by resource criticality 
and magnitude of resource exchange.  High levels of alternatives and access lowered the calculated level of 
total dependence of all the resources measured.  Although the majority of resources were rather critical for 
tourism SMEs, they did not necessarily use specially those of the FTB since accessible alternatives were 
available for them.  This is shown in the low level of reported resource exchange (magnitude). 
 
 
In the following, a more detailed account is given on those independent variables that affected tourism SMEs’ 
level of dependence on specific FTB resources.   
 
The micro enterprises in this survey were generally less dependent on the resources in question than small 
and medium-sized enterprises.  Medium-sized companies reported the highest dependence scores for ‘joint 
foreign marketing’ (score 3.49), for ‘contacts with travel trade’ (3.25), and for ‘information on foreign market’ 
(3.21).  They were also significantly more dependent on FTB’s overseas offices than others.  Overall, size of 
an organization explained variance in the dependence scores of ten resources. These are presented in  
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Variance in resource dependence explained by the enterprise size 
 
The number of foreign guests indicated variance in four resources.  Dependence scores for these resources 
are presented in Figure 3.   Highest levels of dependence were computed for SMEs whose customers were 
over 50% and up to 100% of foreign origin.  Second highest dependence scores were calculated for 
companies with significantly lower number of foreign guests (10%-25%) than the aforementioned group of 
enterprises. 

 
Figure 3: Variance in resource dependence explained by the number of foreign guests 
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‘Marketing planning’ as a variable was used in this survey as an indicator for the sophistication level of 
planning in an enterprise.  Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) suggest that an organization can reduce its 
dependencies by enacting on its environment.  Accordingly, in this study, it was held that it would be likely 
that enterprises which plan their marketing - and by doing so enact on their environment - would be less 
dependent on external resources than enterprises not planning.  In fact, the effect of planning seemed to be 
the contrary: with increasing sophistication of marketing planning also the dependence on FTB resources 
increased.  The highest resource dependence levels were reported by SMEs with formal marketing plans.  
On the whole, marketing planning as an explanatory variable explained variance in SMEs’ dependence on 
twelve resources.  These are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Variance in resource dependence explained by marketing planning  
 
5. Discussion 

 
Taken as a whole, the tourism SMEs in Finland were moderately dependent on the FTB resources.  Hence, 
they had not given up a lot of their autonomy and independence in order to receive these resources.  With 
reference to the association between power and dependence of organisations postulated by Emerson (1962) 
it can be concluded that the FTB is not in command of exercising much power in order to have a strong 
influence on the Finnish tourism industry.       
 
Since the SMEs also reported relatively high levels of available alternative resources, as well as relatively 
easy access to them, it is possible that tourism SMEs in general are rather independent concerning these 
kinds of resources – not only with regard to the resources of the FTB, but also to those of alternative 
suppliers.  The resources of the FTB were generally regarded as being quite critical to the tourism SMEs but, 
in spite of this fact, they were used very modestly.  Although the SMEs considered many of the FTB 
resources as being important, since there are many alternative means of obtaining similar resources, the 
FTB cannot be considered an exclusive supplier of these resources.  Other organisations “compete” with the 
FTB by providing comparable resources for the tourism sector.  
 
The measurement scale of magnitude of exchange in this research reflects the amount of resource 
exchange between Finnish tourism SMEs and the FTB.  Since the level of resource flow from the FTB to the 
SMEs was considered to be rather low (score 1.99), this would suggest that there could not be a significant 
flow of funds in the opposite direction either.  This indicates that external funding for the FTB comes from 
other sources than the SMEs. 
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Medium-sized enterprises were most dependent on the resources of the FTB.  With a growing enterprise 
size, the need for information services - such as information on domestic and foreign markets, marketing 
knowledge, and the distribution of information to consumers and to the travel trade - increased as well as the 
need for resources regarding marketing overseas.  Higher levels of dependence of medium-sized 
enterprises on certain FTB resources might indicate that the resources provided by the FTB are in fact 
geared to fulfilling their needs rather than those of small and micro enterprises.  Small and micro tourism 
enterprises possibly have somewhat different resource needs than medium-sized enterprises.   If it were 
decided that as a matter of public policy also small and micro enterprises in tourism should be supported, it 
would be necessary to assess their resource needs separately from those of medium-sized enterprises.   
 
In many destinations, SMEs aiming to grow must expand by promoting and selling overseas.   Lack of 
resources is one of the most important obstacles for SMEs, hindering them in their efforts to internationalize 
(Holmlund & Kock).  Small enterprises, however, might well be able to meet demands for niche products in 
international markets, thereby complementing services provided by large international tourism companies.  
According to this research, SMEs with a considerable number of foreign guests (>50%) as well as those 
enterprises that were to some extent international (11-25% of foreign guests) were more dependent on the 
FTB resources than those with very small numbers of foreign guests or with exclusively domestic guests.  
Obviously, the resources they were mostly dependent on were related to foreign markets.  In order to grow 
and to expand their markets, many SMEs are dependent on external support.  Therefore, more specific 
resources geared towards especially these SMEs would be of importance.   
 
The more strategic approach the SMEs had in planning their business, the more dependent they became on 
certain FTB resources.  These resources were related to information – both gaining information as well as 
distributing it – and to conducting business in foreign markets.  SMEs having a long-term focus in developing 
their business seem to become more dependent on external resources than enterprises that plan short-term, 
informally or sometimes not at all.  Since these strategically acting businesses are the ones that are likely to 
grow and prosper, they should in fact be central to public SME policy attention. 
 
The findings on the resource dependence of various kinds of organizations suggest that a different approach 
by the FTB might be required.  First, in order to complement – and not to compete with – other providers of 
resources, FTB should provide resources which are otherwise unattainable for SMEs.  Second, the FTB 
could switch its focus more on servicing those SMEs that are already dependent on its resources.  SMEs 
acting internationally or looking for growth by expanding in foreign markets as well as those who plan their 
business strategically were identified as such.   
 
NTO provision of resources to the tourism industry can be regarded as an aspect of a tourism strategy 
implementation process.  It is, therefore, important for policy makers to understand which resources, based 
on the needs of the industry, the public sector should provide.  In order to better target public support, more 
knowledge of needs of tourism SMEs is required.  This research has made an effort to contribute to the 
existing body of knowledge in this regard.   
 
SMEs constitute the great majority of all tourism enterprises of the European countries.  Thus, it is safe to 
say that they are a fundamental component of the tourism product.  Tourism SMEs add a local flavor to a 
tourism product; they can bring economical benefits to almost any corner of a country; they are closely 
related to the local community and, therefore, prone to stay there; and they are able to provide tourism 
services to niche markets as well.  Due to the increasing internationalization of the tourism market, due to 
the fact that the tourism industry is very fragmented, and due to the fact that tourism enterprises are 
geographically widely spread, tourism SMEs still depend on public promotion. 
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Notwithstanding the importance that national government has attached to the development of tourism-related 
SMEs since 1996, it is generally accepted that their policy efforts have suffered from sub-optimal 
implementation. This study attempts to determine the reasons for this sub-optimal implementation. It 
identifies those factors which are considered as international best practice within the realm of developing 
countries. The findings of the empirical study represent the viewpoint of entrepreneurs and tourism-related 
SMEs in the Southern Cape regarded the importance of these factors and the preferred level at which they 
feel implementation should take place. The conclusions and recommendations arising from the study will 
assist policy makers in developing support strategies that are more likely to succeed in encouraging SMEs 
and entrepreneurs to avail themselves of government incentives in order to create more job opportunities. 
 
Keywords: Tourism, small businesses, entrepreneurship, development, strategic development planning, 
SMEs, job opportunities.   
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The benefits of developing small businesses in tourism have been voiced by several writers (Rodenburg, 
1980; Dahles, 1998; Wanhill, 2000, cited in Rogerson, 2001). There are significant perceived benefits of 
SME development, particularly from a macro-economic point of view, making them attractive to tourism and 
hospitality planners on a national and a regional level (Wanhill, 2000, Page et al., 1999, cited in Telisman-
Kosuta & Ivandic, 2004:220). 

 
Since 1994 the South African government’s policy has attempted to support the development and changed 
role of tourism. The most important manifestations thereof are the appearance in 1996 of a White Paper on 
the Development and Promotion of Tourism in South Africa, and in 1998 the Tourism in GEAR Strategy. The 
White Paper on Tourism and the Tourism in GEAR Strategy link together to provide the key policy 
foundations for developing the tourism industry in South Africa (Rogerson & Visser, 2004:6). 

 
In response to the challenges set out in the Department of Trade and Industry White Paper (1996), the 
Centre for Small Business Promotion (CSBP) of the DTI and the National Small Business Council (NSBC) as 
well as the Ntsika Enterprise Promotion Agency (Ntsika) and Khula Enterprise Finance, were all established 
to drive the National Small Business Strategy.  
 
However, according to Berry et al., (2002:35), indications are that, despite their good intentions, these policy 
measures suffer from sub-optimal implementation. The questions arising from this sub-optimisation are: 

• Are local entrepreneurs aware of these incentives? 
• Why are they not being used? 
• Are they what entrepreneurs are looking for? 
• Do tourism-related entrepreneurs require incentives which are more industry specific? 
• Does this sub-optimal implementation imply that government needs to restructure its support strategies? 

 
Dockel (2004:58) observes that the entrepreneurial support strategies have not necessarily failed, but are 
rather an indication that the problem is more complex than originally thought. He advocates an approach 
which identifies specific kinds of businesses with growth potential and formulates policies that specifically 
target these businesses. What is required is a re-structuring of the government’s support strategies for 
tourism-related SMEs based on what the entrepreneurs perceive as important to them for ensuring SME 
growth and increased job creation.   
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This paper investigates the role of tourism-related SMEs in the economic development of regions with the 
view of identifying those strategies that are perceived by local entrepreneurs as necessary for sustainable 
SME development and concurrent job creation. 
 
TOURISM-RELATED SMEs, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Benefits and impacts 
 
According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (cited in Mill and 
Morrison,1985:223), tourism provides a major opportunity for growth for countries that find themselves at the 
intermediate stage of economic development and that are experiencing rather fast economic growth and 
increasingly require more foreign-exchange earnings. 
 
The World Tourism Organisation (WTO) (1983:10) displays similar thoughts when it states that … tourism 
can help to eliminate the widening economic gap between developed and less developed countries and 
regions and to ensure the steady acceleration of economic and social development, in particular in 
developing countries.  
 

A principle argument in favour of encouraging the development of tourism SMEs is that it creates many jobs. 
Williams (1998:84) acknowledges that one of the benefits of tourism is that it … creates substantial volumes 
of employment. The employment may be both direct employment within tourism businesses (such as hotels) 
and indirect employment in enterprises that benefit from tourism (for instance, general retailing).        

 

Gunn (1988, cited in Bennett, 1995:358) puts it eloquently: Evidence of the economic impact of tourism is so 
overwhelming that it is no wonder that underdeveloped countries seek it and industrialised nations wish to 
protect it. 
 
 
Importance of developing tourism-related SME’s 
 
According to Rogerson (2001:105) the neglect of SMEs in tourism studies is surprising in view of the 
emphasis placed by the White Paper on the Development and Promotion of Tourism in South Africa (1996) 
upon the “entrepreneurial opportunities” of responsible tourism in South Africa. Dahles (1997:26) argues that 
small-scale enterprises are a vigorous and visible element in the tourism sector and, since many 
opportunities for informal employment are emerging within the industry, they should be considered when the 
economic impact of tourism is examined. 
 
SMEs are credited with creating a more diverse economic structure, they are seen as significantly more 
flexible in adapting to the ever-changing market environment, and they stimulate competition, thus being an 
essential driving force behind innovation and quality improvement, and are applauded for their general 
contribution to stimulating an enterprise culture. 
 
Analyses have indicated that economic goals such as job opportunities, increased earnings, investment and 
entrepreneurship, as well as harmonious social and cultural development, are better served by small-scale 
hospitality projects as opposed to large, industrially scaled enterprises (Wanhill, 2000, cited in Telisman-
Kosuta & Ivandic, 2004:211). 

 
The importance of tourism-related SMEs is further illustrated by analysing the importance attached to the 
South African tourism industry by the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) whose vision 
is …to develop the tourism sector as a national priority in a sustainable and acceptable manner, so that it will 
contribute significantly to the improvement of the quality of life of every South African. As a lead sector within 
the national economic strategy, a globally competitive tourism industry will be a major force in the 
reconstruction and development efforts of the government (Department of Trade and Industry, 1996:24). 
 
The importance of SMEs is best summed up by Erkkila (2004:23) when he says … it is clear that small and 
medium-sized enterprises are the life blood of the tourism and travel industry. 
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Industry characteristics 
 
According to the OECD (2004), there are in developed countries relatively few medium to large tourism 
enterprises. Micro-corporations with between one and nine employees, on the other hand, account for 
between 60% and 90% of all companies in leading tourism sectors in OECD countries. 

 
After surveying nine different countries, Morrison and Thomas (2004), conclude that … within all the 
countries, SMEs are recognized as significant, with the distinction being made that within this broad 
categorisation, it is the micro-sized enterprise that is most prevalent…in all economies represented, SMEs 
are seen as the backbone of the tourism industry and drivers of social and economic transition. 
 

 

SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM-RELATED SME DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1996 

 

Government tourism policy 

Rogerson and Visser (2004:8) state that, taken together, the White Paper and the Tourism in GEAR 
strategies signal the need for a collaborative approach within which tourism should be led by government 
and driven by the private sector, and are community-based and labour-conscious. It is argued by Rogerson 
(2004c:19) that, unless deliberate policy interventions are made by Government to counter the power of 
large enterprises, and/or to foster positive linkages with small firms, the best prospects for small enterprise 
development appear to lie in the arena of new tourism, including cultural and eco tourism. 
 
Tourism is clearly considered a key economic sector in South Africa. In fact, a number of government policy 
objectives are directly derived from the aim of increasing the tourism sector’s contribution to the economy 
(Mahoney & Van Zyl, 2002:85). 
 

Progress and achievements 

Addressing the development of SMEs in general, Berry et al., (2002:5), express the opinion that the removal 
of apartheid, although necessary, has been insufficient in unravelling the full potential of the SMME economy 
because the inherited structures contribute to the following: 

• a highly dualistic economy characterised not only by a high productivity (modern) sector and a low 
productivity (informal) sector with little interaction between them, but also by a division along racial 
lines; 

• a transition phase marked by political uncertainty and considerable crime and violence, both with a 
negative impact on local and foreign direct investment in the modern sector; 

• a recent shift in industrial policy to the liberalisation of trade and finance and a rapid technological 
change reflecting a comparable process at the global level; and 

• low levels of education and training among the participants in the traditional sector who have, in 
addition, suffered from the suppression of entrepreneurial activities. 

 

Possible reasons 

 
• Lack of awareness 

 
Berry et al. (2002) are of the opinion that this sub-optimisation is due to a general distrust of external 
agencies by SMEs on the one hand, and the incapacity of support institutions to persuasively raise 
awareness about their existence and effectiveness on the other. This view is supported by Dockel (2004:58), 
who reports that the percentage of firms that were aware of the various programme initiatives to develop 
SMEs in the Johannesburg Metropolitan area was found to be below 14%, while a 2001 survey in the 
Tshwane Metropolitan area found that only 2,6% of firms had used some form of government support 
incentive.   This lack of awareness could be regarded as a more plausible explanation of sub-optimum 
utilisation.  
 
This gives rise to the question, are entrepreneurs in the Southern Cape aware of incentives to stimulate 
tourism-related SMEs? 
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• Type of incentives 
 
It could be that the type of incentives that are available are not what SMEs are looking for. This view is 
supported by Pretorius and Van Vuuren (2002:15) who comment that economic incentives do not favour 
SMEs and that the core focuses of Government programmes, as promulgated through Khula, IDC and DTI, 
include finance, growth, expansion and competitiveness (through export) that are more relevant for existing 
businesses than for start-ups. The programmes focus on the larger and existing ventures and very few are 
aimed at micro and small businesses. 
 
This gives rise to the question, what type of incentives do entrepreneurs in the Southern Cape require to 
stimulate tourism-related SMEs? 
 

• Access to finance 

 
According to Rogerson (2004b:224), an inadequate supply of finance to tourism SMEs has been identified as 
one of the key reasons for the limited and slow transformation that has taken place in the South African 
tourism industry. However, if one acknowledges the fact that the situation of tourism-related SMEs in South 
Africa is similar to that of SMEs in general, then the shortage of finance can be rejected as a reason, 
especially if the findings of the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM, 2003) are noted. Among the GEM’s 
major findings and policy recommendations is the fact that the shortage of cash appears to be a persistent 
problem for many firms. Older and larger firms are no less likely to have exhausted their overdrafts than 
younger or smaller firms. Inadequate financial management practices among these entrepreneurs are a 
major threat to the financial health and survival of firms in the tourism sector.  
 
In isolation, additional external finance is unlikely to address the underlying managerial weaknesses or the 
cash shortages in tourism-related SMEs, except in the short-term. On its own, additional preferential contacts 
through empowerment procurement policy is also unlikely to address the underlying managerial weaknesses 
and may, indeed, endanger the survival of some firms by further weakening their cash position. There is a 
strong case for placing priority on addressing underlying managerial weaknesses by improving the 
administrative and financial management capabilities of tourism entrepreneurs. 
 
This gives rise to the question; do entrepreneurs in the Southern Cape see access to finance as a stumbling 
block to the stimulation of tourism-related SMEs? 
 

• Insufficient training 
 
According to the findings of the GEM (2003), it would seem that insufficient training in the fields of 
administration and financial management could also be a reason for the sub-optimum utilisation of incentives. 
 
Dieke (2001) supports this approach and argues that, while tourism has the capacity to create more jobs 
than any other sector of the economy, without adequate human development forming part of the tourism 
development process, leakage in the form of employing overseas personnel will not be combated. 
 
This gives rise to the question, to what degree do entrepreneurs in the Southern Cape perceive training as 
necessary for the development of tourism-related SMEs?   
 

• Incorrect planning focus 
 
Most organisations see the functions of tourism planning (and, as a consequence, develop structures there 
for) as: 

• The promotion of destination marketing; 
• The provision of major infrastructure; 
• The provision of guidelines for development; 
• Planning for advertising and promotion; 
• Encouraging public / private partnerships; and  
• The coordination of local government efforts and ensuring the alignment with objectives of district, 

provincial and national governments. 
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The above perceived functions almost exclusively represent intervention/ encouragement of demand-side 
functions. 
 
Much of the academic literature on tourism focuses on the demand side. That is, it deals with tourists, what 
they like to do, how much they spend, what they think of places, etc. What is not so common is a supply-side 
focus on firms engaged in providing tourism goods and services. Yet these very firms often provide the basis 
for an individual’s satisfaction with a trip (Gartner, 2004:35). Gartner concludes that it appears that small 
firms in tourism, especially in developing countries, have a great deal working against them. But, as agents 
of economic development, small firms, which are the dominant form of tourism businesses at the destination 
level, are the backbone of a destination’s tourism economy. 
 
Besides planning for both the demand-side and the supply-side of tourism, planning should also take place 
at the right level. Hall (2000:71) identifies five different levels at which planning could take place, namely, 
International, National, Regional, Local, and Site. 
 
In reference to the “new regionalism”, Wheeler (2002) quotes the definition of the California Centre for 
Regional Leadership (2001) that defines “new regionalism” as a holistic planning approach …based on the 
interconnectedness of economic, environmental and social systems to be applied at various geographic 
scales. He is of the opinion that the new regionalism…is more interested in actively addressing current 
regional problems. In short, it represents a movement to develop a set of regional planning tools and 
strategies appropriate to 21st Century problems.  
   
Support for the above-mentioned international trend comes from the Department of Trade and Industry 
(2000:28). On the question of whether policies and programmes in support of entrepreneurship should be 
undertaken at national, provincial or local level, the report reaches the following conclusion: 

Policies that fail to take account of regional and local differences are less likely to be 
successful. Local initiatives are able to better tailor activities to local needs, to concentrate 
resources where most required and to mobilize a wide range of actors relevant to 
entrepreneurship. Major programmes to support entrepreneurship are best designed and 
implemented by local authorities. Furthermore, a number of acute social problems – such as 
distressed urban areas, and unemployment among minorities – are highly concentrated 
geographically and can greatly benefit from a local response to stimulate entrepreneurship. 
 
This gives rise to the question; at which government levels do entrepreneurs in the Southern Cape 
require planning and interventions in order to stimulate tourism-related SMEs? 

 

• International best practice 
 

Peters and Weiemair (2001:27) distinguish between what they refer to as “life-style” small businesses (set up 
to provide owner managers with an acceptable income at comfortable levels of activity), and “entrepreneurial” 
small businesses (driven by growth motives).  Acknowledging the existence of both types of small 
businesses, they question the ability of the former category to survive in light of modern day globalisation 
and trans-nationalism. In order for the “entrepreneurial” small business to survive it will have to successfully 
face the following challenges: 

• Integration of market-based and resource-based views. The integration of market-based and 
resource-based management means both market and trend orientation and use or development of 
necessary resources within the enterprise. This so-called management of core competencies is a 
basic requirement in the new tourism economy. 

• The use of new information and communication technologies (ICT). Organisations will undertake 
reconfiguration as their boundaries are stretched by cost-effective IT communications between 
customers, suppliers and firms. Thus IT is at the root of the “intelligent enterprise”, feeding the 
process of creating and recreating employee’s capabilities to seek, build, use and share knowledge 
in order to create superior services. 

• Accessibility of venture capital.  
• New forms of leadership. Gradually, the tourism industry  experiences the rise of a new type of 

entrepreneur who is less operation-oriented and more strategy-oriented, assumes calculated risks, is 
on average better trained and/or experienced, more oriented towards problem-solving and assumes 
more up-to-date styles of leadership. 
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• Restructuring organisations and governance. Organisational forms and governance have become 
the new factors of competitive advantage. “Network organisations” (such as cooperative partnerships, 
strategy alliances, confederation of locally allied partners, management contracts and franchising) 
remains the most viable form of organisation for the delivery of complex service bundles to a “multi-
option” consumer (the tourist). 

• Ecological changes. Small business entrepreneurs in tourism will stand a good chance to thrive in 
the future if they innovate and invest in know-how and software and/or follow new paths of 
sustainable management. This is particularly true for a number of high quality, environmentally 
friendly and less price-sensitive market niches and products such as eco-tourism, special interest 
tourism, and health and wellness tourism. 

• Women entrepreneurship (and in the case of South Africa, entrepreneurship of previously 
disadvantaged individuals). 

 

 
The following international best practices were identified as contributing towards the successful development 
of tourism-related SMEs: 
 

• Location 

 

Localisation versus globalisation? Production in a managed economy results from the inputs of land, labour 
and capital. In an entrepreneurial economy, knowledge has emerged as the most important factor of 
production. This knowledge tends to be developed within localised production networks embedded in 
innovative clusters. 
 

• Encouraging networks 
 

Grieson and Mead (1996, cited in Rogerson, 2001:110) offer “linkages” as a possible solution to be 
considered by developing countries. Business linkages enable SMEs run by indigenous or local 
entrepreneurs to participate in the dynamic segments of a growing market economy. Advantages of linkages 
are: 

• reducing market friction and its resulting costs; 
• allowing firms to maintain a greater degree of flexibility than would otherwise be possible; 
• improving skills and facilitating the diffusion of technology; and 
• Facilitating the sharing of market information. 

(Grieson & Mead, 1996, cited in Rogerson, 2001:110) 
 

 

• Clustering 
 

Clustering is referred to by Tambunan (2005:138) as a common economic phenomenon. A cluster can be 
defined as a local agglomeration of enterprises producing and selling a range of related or complementary 
products within a particular industrial sector or sub-sector.  
 
In order to obtain competitive advantage, many small businesses apply the strategy of forming clusters. 
Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, specialised suppliers and service 
providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions in particular fields that compete but also 
cooperate. 
 
The view of Porter (2003:163) is that ... the configuration and the role of clusters seem to be taking on a new 
character as competition globalizes and economies become increasingly complex, knowledge-based, and 
dynamic. 
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• Alliances 
 

Within an environment characterised by globalisation, an important strategy often used is that of alliances. 
Evans, Campbell and Stonehouse (2003:250) define a strategic alliance as …a particular horizontal form of 
inter-organisational relationship in which two or more organisations collaborate, without the formation of a 
separate independent organisation, in order to achieve one or more common strategic objectives. 
Alliances may provide some of the key success factors associated with regional tourism. 

 

In their discussion of the strategic options open for small hotels in Croatia, Telisman-Kosuta and Ivandic 
(2004:224) advocate a form of cooperative strategic alliance for small hotel operations, and point out that, 
along with the concentration tendencies among the big hotels, tour operators and car-rental firms, there is, in 
fact, a parallel trend taking place although, unlike the mergers and acquisitions among the big players, 
concentration in the SME sectors is taking place in the form of partnerships and strategic alliances.  
 

• Networking 
 
Network theory, as applied to the business world, views businesses as spatial nodes and the interaction 
between them as linkages (Copp & Ivy, 2001:345).  
 
The survival of a business, particularly a small one, can be greatly aided by interaction with and the support 
of other entities (called networking). In the business environment … the network is a group of two or more 
firms that have banded together to carry out some new business activity that the members of the network 
could not pursue independently (Sommers, 1998:54). 
Collaborative business networks can be seen as a form of competitive advantage. 

 

• Entrepreneurial support organisations 
 

The population of the United States with its passion for free enterprise is among the most entrepreneurial in 
the world with one in ten adults engaged in entrepreneurship (Centre for Rural Entrepreneurship, June 2003). 
The Centre for Rural Entrepreneurship is of the opinion that a key focus for economic development should 
be supporting the development of Entrepreneurial Support Organisations (ESO’s). 
 
Entrepreneurial development is defined as the practice of encouraging the creation and growth of start-up 
companies (Pages & Poole, 2003:1). 
 
ESO’s come in many forms, often organised as networks, intermediary organisations or sectoral clusters. 
They are generally non-profit organisations with strong public missions. Sometimes they are entrenched in 
local government or associated with educational institutions. Their missions are often rooted in addressing 
poverty, social justice, economic development, community improvement or sustainable development (Centre 
for Rural Entrepreneurship, 2003). 
 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
Survey research – structured telephone interviews 
 
The empirical study was conducted by means of a telephonic survey with the use of a questionnaire 
developed from the literature study. 
 
Because of the large distances involved in the study, it was decided to discard the personal interview option. 
Similarly, since research into the tourism industry is characterised by very low response rates (Pechlaner, 
Raich, Zehrer and Peters, 2002 cited in Pechlaner et al., 2004; Pechlaner et al., 2004; Thio et al., 2004),  the 
option of a self-administered mail survey was also discarded.  
 
In order to achieve a high response at the lowest cost, this study has made use of a combination of 
telephone interviews and a mail survey (Cooper & Schindler, 2003:336). 
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In order to overcome the disadvantage of low response rates associated with the mail survey method and 
maximise the advantages associated with the interview method, the research method used in this study is a 
structured telephonic interview method (Welman & Kruger, 1999:166). 
 
Pilot testing 
 
The draft questionnaire was tested in a pilot study carried out by the researcher who interviewed two 
respondents from each of the identified strata (ten respondents). Particular attention was paid to the 
following aspects: 

• the time taken to complete the questionnaire; and 
• the level of comprehension regarding the wording of the questions. 

 

The questionnaire was posted to the randomly selected sample and was accompanied by an introductory 
letter explaining the purpose of the research and informing the respondent that he/she would be contacted 
telephonically within the following two weeks. The inclusion of the questionnaire in the correspondence, it 
was hoped, would allow the respondent some time before the interview to ponder his/her answers to some of 
the questions and to access information that might be required. 
 
Population and sample size 
 
The Regional Services Levy Act, 1985 (Act No. 109 of 1985) requires that all business establishments in the 
area are registered with the Regional Services Council (District Municipality). This data-base served as the 
sample frame. An analysis of all businesses registered with the District Municipality was made in order to 
identify those enterprises directly related to the tourism industry.  
 
Limitations  
 
Many of the “micro” enterprises active in the tourism industry can be categorised as belonging to the so-
called informal sector. As a result, they are not registered as businesses with the District Municipality, nor are 
they registered for VAT with the South African Revenue Services. They also do not always operate from a 
fixed address. This makes it extremely difficult to contact them. This study, therefore, only includes micro 
enterprises which form part of the formal sector. 
 
A further limitation of this study is that only SMEs that create direct employment from tourism were included. 
The inclusion of enterprises that create indirect and induced employment would have made the study too big 
to have been economically viable. 
 
 
Sampling 
 
In the case of this study, the population element is the individual business operating in the tourism industry 
within the Southern Cape. The selected sample type is that of Probability sampling which, according to 
Cooper and Schindler (2003:183), is based on the concept of random selection and can be defined as a 
controlled procedure that assures that each population element is given a known non-zero chance of 
selection.  
 
 
Stratified random sampling 
 
De Vos et al, (2005:200) state that stratified random sampling is suitable for heterogeneous populations 
because the inclusion of small subgroups percentage-wise can be assured. 
 
Since the population used can be segregated into mutually exclusive subpopulations, or strata, it is possible 
to constrain the sample used to include elements from each of the segments by the process of stratified 
random sampling. Stratification is usually more efficient statistically than simple random sampling and, at 
worse, is equal to it (Cooper & Schindler, 2003:193). 
 
In this study use was made of stratified sampling and, as a cost-saving and time-saving mechanism, only 
those strata greater than 100 units were considered as our target population. 
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RESPONSE TO THE EMPIRICAL SURVEY 
 
Overall response 
 
Table 1 depicts the study’s target population, sample size, and the actual response recorded with the 
resulting precision. 
 
The response of 271 out of 1811 represents a response rate of 14,9% which, according to Pechlaner et al. 
(2002) and Thio et al. (2004), can be considered to be a good response rate.  
 
General information 
 
Table 2 gives an overview of the respondents taking part in the study. 
 
Sole proprietors and close corporations made up the majority of the respondents, accounting for 41,7% and 
31,5%, respectively. This was expected since it is known that the industry comprises mainly SMEs who 
normally trade as sole proprietors or close corporations. 
 
The degree of involvement by owners indicates that 84,1% was full-time involved in the business. Once 
again, since the industry is characterised by SMEs, it is not unusual to find small businesses being run by 
the owner. Owner involvement is typical of entrepreneurial organisations found in SMEs. 
 
The majority of respondents had business experience of some sort before embarking on their tourism 
business venture. Yet, the fact that as many as 40% of owners have entered the industry without prior 
business experience, is also indicative of the industry’s characteristic of ease of entry. 

 
Small businesses accounted for 82,0% of respondents while 15,4% could be classified as micro and 1,1% as 
medium in size. According to the National Business Act, 1996 (Act No. 102 of 1996), all of the above 
businesses can, in terms of turnover, be classified as SMEs. This relationship is in line with international 
findings (Morrison & Thomas, 2004). 
 
In terms of employees, 37,7% of businesses could be classified as micro while 59,0% could be classified as 
small. According to the said National Business Act, 1996, all of the above businesses fall under the category 
of small, medium and micro enterprises (SMEs).  
 
Nearly half of the respondents had been in business for more than 10 years. This is regarded as a positive 
feature for the following reasons: 

• Opinions expressed further on in the study will be based on many years’ of experience. 
• It reflects the long-term attractiveness of the industry. 
• 82% of the enterprises are older than 3,5 years and, as such, can be regarded as established 

firms.2 
 
Only 21,0% of respondents formed part of a larger group of companies or part of a franchise. This might 
impact on the answers to questions relating to training and access to financing encountered further on in the 
study. 
 
The majority of respondents came from the accommodation and hospitality industries. 
 
Although use has been made of stratified random sampling, the large number of accommodation and 
hospitality establishments might cause a bias towards these categories. 
 
The majority of respondents financed their businesses by means of own contribution. Possible explanations 
for this phenomenon include the following: 
 

                                                 
1 The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (2004) distinguishes between start-ups (enterprises which have not 
paid wages for the last three months), new firms (those that are between three months and 3,5 years old) 
and established firms (those enterprises older than 3,5 years). 
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• The amount of finance originally required to start the business was not very big. 
• Most establishments were started by well-off entrepreneurs. 
• Entrepreneurs did not know of the existence of government financial support. 
• Support from government was not available prior to identification of tourism as a growth industry by 

the government’s White Paper (1996). 
 
 
Determining the awareness and usage of existing government incentives 
 
Table 3 reflects answers received from respondents with respect to their awareness and usage of existing 
government incentives. 
 
Awareness of government incentives is split equally between those that are aware and those that are not 
aware of these incentives.  
 
The press and other media were the source of information for 76% of respondents. It seems a little surprising 
that this information was not forthcoming from auditors, banks and financial advisors. 
 
Only 10,3% of respondents had made use of government incentives. Of the 28 respondents that answered 
positively, only 18 (6,6%) were able to identify which government incentive or subsidy they had made use of. 
Similar findings were made by the GEM (2004:46). The overwhelming majority (87%) of respondents were of 
the opinion that local government should play a more active role in the development of tourism-related small 
businesses. 
 
Determining the importance of selected development factors  

 
Figure 1 shows the relative importance attached by respondents to selected development factors. 

 
The factors represent areas which have been identified in the literature study as possible contributors to the 
successful development of SMEs in the tourism industry, and which could be implemented as intervention 
strategies by local government. 
 
Figure 1 reflects the opinion of respondents regarding these factors. 
 
More than 50% of respondents rated each of the factors as being very important to extremely important. Tax 
breaks were rated by respondents as the most important factor contributing to SME development, while 
access to cheap finance was regarded as the least important of the identified factors. 

 
A possible explanation for the choice of tax breaks as the most important development factor could be that it 
was seen by respondents as a factor which could finance the expansion of facilities and as such become an 
important incentive for the development of SMEs. 
 
Possible reasons for the low ranking of access to cheap finance as a development factor could be that: 

• The development of SMEs is seen as coupled to increasing the physical capacity of the enterprise 
and not being necessary for the better utilisation of existing capacity. 

• Alternatively, to those entrepreneurs in need of finance for expansion, the access to finance is 
more important than the cost associated with it (cheap finance). 

 The final question in this section tried to establish from respondents whom they thought should accept 
responsibility for the implementation of certain identified development factors. These development factors 
were identified in the literature study as either being prerequisite to successful SME development 
(developing tourism policy, planning for tourism as an industry, and developing a joint vision) or, as being 
interventions which were not contrary to free market principles but could contribute greatly to the 
development of tourism-related SMEs.   
  
Figure 2 reflects the opinions of respondents on the allocation of responsibility for the implementation of 
development factors. Respondents were allowed to choose more than one alternative. With the exception of 
two factors (organising management and employee training, and setting up networks and linkages with 
larger enterprises) respondents displayed an overwhelming opinion that these factors should fall within the 
realms of local and district government responsibility. This reinforces several findings from the literature 
study. They are: 
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• The need for better planning and management training;  
• The decentralisation of policy formulation, the following of international best practices and the 

establishment of incubators or entrepreneurship support organisations; 
• Planning should take place at regional and local levels within policy guidelines set nationally and 

internationally; 
• Government interventions must also address supply-side issues;  
• Cognisance should be taken of local demographics;  
• Apply both efficiency enhancing policies and special entrepreneurship support policies. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
It would seem that the opinion of the authors that government’s policy incentives for SMEs operating in the 
tourism sector suffer from sub-optimal implementation thereof is vindicated in the Southern Cape region. It is 
postulated that this finding will, in all probability, be found to be applicable to most of Southern Africa. As 
such, the following recommendations are made: 

• this study could be repeated in other areas of South Africa to test the validity of the authors 
hypothesis; 

• government incentives should be re-structured based on what the needs of small businesses are 
and should be area-specific and industry-specific in nature.  

 
The most important aspect emanating from this study is the fact that government needs to address the 
communications gap that exists between itself and those enterprises it wishes to help. As much as half of 
respondents were not aware that incentives were offered by government to the tourism sector, and only 10,3% 
of respondents had made use of these incentives. 
 
An overwhelming majority of respondents were of the opinion that local government should play a more 
active role in the industry. This role should incorporate more focussed planning at local and regional levels, 
taking into consideration local circumstances and culture. 
 
Policy makers should also take note of what type of incentives were preferred by respondents as it seems 
that access to finance is not as important as access to cheap finance when it comes to stimulating tourism-
related SMEs. 
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Introduction  
  
The crucial importance of SMEs in the economic development has recently been recognized by an 
increasing number of academicians and professionals (Ayres, 2000; Manyara and Jones, 2005; Thomas, 
2000,2005,2006). The debate has particularly focused on how the contribution of SMEs in the tourism sector 
has evolved as a fundamental issue in stimulating and revitalizing tourism development. According to Kohl 
(2001), the tourism industry is dominated by SMEs. His findings, which are drawn from EU statistics, suggest 
that the 99 % of the tourism firms established in Europe are classified as SMEs1, which operate across a 
broad spectrum of sectors, including transport, accommodation, food and beverage, entertainment and 
attractions. Moreover, it is reported that more than 94% of these are micro-enterprises employing less than 
10 people.   
  
Despite the private nature of the tourism SMEs sector, based on Brown and Essex’s (1998) observation, it 
can be argued that the public sector has a key role to play in the balanced, structured and sustainable 
development of the tourism sector in a particular country or region. Public sector support is necessary in 
order to ensure that the associated benefits of tourism are maximised and evenly distributed to the local 
population. At the same time, corrective measures should be implemented by the public authorities, in order 
to manage any problematic situations which might exist within the SMEs tourism sector.   
  
There is a common consensus among researchers and practitioners (Papoutsis, 1998; UK Presidency of the 
EU, 1998; European Commission, 2000; Borg, 2004 and Fleischer and Felsenstein, 2004) that even though 
the significance of SMEs in economic development is recognised by decision – makers in governments and 
industry alike, their role in national planning for tourism development is negligible.   
1 The above size - categorization is based on the European Act of 1999, sections two (2) and three (3) which 
state that firms which employ up to 10 employees are Micro – enterprises, firms that employ up to 50 
employees are Small enterprises and firms employing up to 250 employees are Medium – sized enterprises.  
  
The purpose of this paper is to provide a critical assessment of the national tourism strategy of Cyprus, 
relative to the overall operational framework and practices of SMEs on the Island’s economy. More 
specifically, through a critical approach, the national strategic framework for tourism, in Cyprus, will be 
assessed and evaluated vis-à-vis the support and the facilities provided to SMEs. Consequently, the attitude 
of the public sector, as reflected in the official strategic plan, will be evaluated.   
  
Following the introduction, the second section provides a SWOT analysis of tourism SME’s operating in 
Cyprus. This is offered as a basis for the extraction of insights, an in depth analysis and discussion of the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the tourism industry of the island. Section three 
investigates whether the strategies and policies as devised by NTOs address the requirements and 
expectations of SMEs. This is addressed through a critical examination of the strategic plan of the Cyprus 
Tourism Organisation (CTO).  At a next step, the future of SME’s in the European Tourism industry is 
discussed in a critical manner. The challenges faced by SME’s in Cyprus, the incentive schemes that should 
be provided by the public sector and the winning strategies that need to be adopted by SME’s are discussed 
and policy recommendations are proposed. Finally, the last section presents the conclusions and 
implications of this study.  
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SME’s in the Cyprus tourism industry – A SWOT analysis  
  
To facilitate the identification of the role and importance of SMEs in tourism development an in-depth and 
thorough understanding of tourism activity at both the strategic and operational level, is provided. For this 
reason the analytical premises of SWOT analysis are utilised. Ultimately, this exercise formulates the 
framework which will lay the foundation to further analyse the operation of SMEs in Cyprus.   
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The SWOT analysis presented above brings forward the nature of the country’s tourism SMEs and the 
problems associated with this sector. Opportunities and challenges are revealed to a great extent. Moreover, 
the island’s entry to the European Union raises the implications for tourism planning and strategy that are 
required so as to compete successfully in the complex and constantly evolving tourism market.  
  
Based on King (1993), islands constitute the “most enticing form of land. Symbol of the eternal contest 
between land and water … islands suggest mystery and adventure; they inspire and exalt” (cited in Sharpley, 
2001:64). Moreover, Conlin and Baum (1995) and Lockhart (1997a) suggested that the physical beauties in 
combination with the climate characteristics enrapt an increasing number of tourists. Thus, it is evidenced 
that the tourism sector in Cyprus enjoys the advantage of operating in a place by which tourists are naturally 
attracted. Additionally, the advantage of being an island destination is further strengthened by the 
Mediterranean climate with which Cyprus is gifted. This combination has perfectly supported the country’s 
tourism development, at least from 1960 until the end of the previous century. Based on the above 
characteristics Cyprus since 1960 has been promoted as “sun, sand and sea” destination. As a 
consequence, the establishment of the island as a sun, sand and sea cheep destinations (Sharpley, 2001) 
for the masses, limited the attraction of high spending tourists and has put excess pressure on the 
environmental and cultural reserves. Currently, there is a growing debate for upgrading, enriching and 
repositioning the tourism product.         

  
The role and significance of SME’s in planning for tourism with special reference to Cyprus  
  
Although there is a common consensus among researchers regarding the role and significance of SME’s in 
tourism development (Sharpley, 2003; Fleisher and Felsenstein, 2004; Manyara and Jones, 2005) there is 
evidence that these have been consistently ignored during the planning procedures. According to conference 
findings, published by the UK Presidency of the EU (1998:1), SME’s in the European tourism sector “have 
traditionally had only a very minor role in the decision making processes that have guided tourism 
developments within the EU”. Inventively, the SME’s macroeconomic importance is overlooked.   
  
Traditionally, the majority of tourism SME’s are owned and controlled by natives (Manyara and Jones, 2005). 
Consequently, a “high level of foreign exchange earnings per capita and a high rate of retention of foreign 
exchange earnings within the country are achieved” (Sindiga, 1999a:110). However, considering the 
importance of tourism SME’s one expects that public authorities should embrace an appropriate and 
supportive environment to foster and enhance their development.  
  
A report released by the WTO (2002) postulates that the establishment of tourism SME’s should be 
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supported by national and regional authorities since “tourism has a higher potential for linkage with local 
enterprises” (Manyara and Jones, 2005: 60). Such a strategy entails important advantages given that 
“tourism is comparatively labour intensive; it employs a high proportion of women; it can be developed in 
remote areas without alternative viable economic activities; and it has minimal trade barriers” (ibid).    
  
Based on a number of studies (World Travel and Tourism Council, 2001a; Sharpley, 2003), tourism serves 
as the main force for the development of Island economies. By reviewing statistical data from 1960 onwards, 
Cyprus is not an exception to this. On the contrary, since the island’s independence in 1960, the major 
driving force for economic development has been the tourism industry. The magnitude of the sector’s 
contribution to the economic prosperity of the Island can be best demonstrated by looking at the 
macroeconomic figures (Cyprus Statistical Bureau). In 1960, the tourism industry accounted for only 2% of 
the GDP. By 1973, this figure rose to 7.2% and by 2001, the contribution of the tourism sector to the GDP 
further increased to 22%. Additionally, based on data provided by the CTO (2004), in 2003 30% of the 
foreign exchange earnings from the export of goods and services is attributed to the tourism sector. Finally, 
13% of the Island’s active workforce is employed in the tourism industry (Human Resource Development 
Authority, 2006). Furthermore, it has to be noted that the Cyprus economy is exclusively dominated by SMEs 
(Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism, 2006).  
  
Despite the contribution of tourism SME’s to the local and national economy of the island, strategic plans and 
policies have been devised without taking into account their input, as one would have naturally expected.  
Despite the clear evidence supporting the importance of tourism SMEs contribution towards sustainable 
development (Wanhill, 2000, Borg, 2004; Vellas, 2004), tourism SMEs have not been given the appropriate 
political recognition. Harrison and Leitch (1996) suggested that SMEs are responsible for employment 
creation, economic adjustments to contemporaneous challenges and innovations. Moreover, at a European 
level, the importance of SMEs in regional convergence (Wanhill, 1997) has been recognized. However, at 
national level, SMEs are “not really considered as a top priority on the political agenda” (Borg, 2004).  It is 
therefore evidenced that the management of tourism and the implementation of tourism strategies by the 
authorities of the country directly overlooks the potential contribution of tourism SME’s as the major 
stakeholder towards economic development and growth.  

  
The private sector should be allowed to establish “a voice in tourism and marketing activities” on strategic 
related issues. Furthermore, the private sector should be involved in the decision-making process ensuring 
high cooperation between the public and private sector. Moreover, an actively involved private sector will be 
able to infuse its energy, experience and detailed working knowledge, in the development and 
implementation of a national strategic plan.   

  
  
Are NTO’s responding to the expectations of SME’s? An examination of the strategic plans of the 
Cyprus Tourism Organisation  
  
Tourism SMEs represent the entrepreneurial spirit of individuals which is reflected within the tourism national 
culture. As such, tourism SMEs are entitled to expect and receive support from their respective NTOs. 
According to Vassallo (2001), the appropriate mechanism should be established by the public authorities in 
order to create a supportive environment, full of opportunities, within which tourism SMEs could develop and 
operate harmoniously and synergistically with national tourism strategies and policies.  
  
A number of scholars (Morrison et. al., 1998; Wanhill, 2002) suggest that tourism SMEs face a number of 
difficulties, which make their survival even more difficult compared to large firms. Financial constrains (Burns, 
1996), lack of management, and marketing knowledge and abilities (Wanhill, 2002) and lack of educated and 
skilled personnel, are some of the challenges associated with SMEs. Moreover, based on the information 
provided by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism of Cyprus, the need for improvement on the 
legal, regulatory and procedural framework have been identified, as key factors for the sustainable and 
balanced development of in the SME sector of the economy. Additionally, based on a research survey 
(Regional Innovation Strategy Cyprus, 2004) the access of SMEs to research and training is limited and 
should be further developed and enhanced.   
  
The most controversial and at the same time intense issue, is the demand of SME’s for a voice in tourism 
planning. This emanates from the industry’s requirements for clear branding policies, sufficient segmental 
marketing, focus on core motivational sectors, co-branded advertising or partnership marketing and direct 
tour operator support schemes. SME’s envisage NTO’s as regulators of the industry, motivators and 
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supporters of private initiatives and business partners and brand promoters (Deloitte, 2004).   
  
However, an examination of the tourism strategic plan for Cyprus and its supporting policies on the tourism 
SMEs sector suggests that there is ample space for improvement.   
  
  
Examination of the Strategic plan of the Cyprus Tourism Organisation   
  
The current strategic plan for tourism development in Cyprus has been drawn for the period of 2003 to 2010. 
Although the discussion for the development and the implementation of such a plan are traced 15 years in 
the past, nothing much has actually happened regardless of the fact that we are now in the first quarter of 
2008, hence we are approaching the end of this planning period.  
  
Of course, the sharp reduction in tourism arrivals (10.3% in 2002 and 4.8% in 2003) and especially in 
tourism revenues (11% in 2002 and 10.4% in 2003) could not be exclusively attributed to terrorism 
(Charalambous, 2005). The signs of stagnation in tourism arrivals after the booming period between 1993 
and 1999 appeared well before the terrorist attract in USA and were broadly discussed among professionals. 
However, discussions and procedures for the formulation and formalization of a strategic plan accelerated 
immediately after the recession of the tourism industry.   

  
The CTO’s Strategic Plan for tourism 2003-2010 is a lengthy and detailed document which, following an in-
depth SWOT analysis of the situation in hand:  

• proposes a new repositioning strategy which revolves around the Island’s people and their 
renowned hospitality, the Island’s natural beauties and its rich history and culture;  

• segments and prioritises the markets based on motivational factors. Furthermore, the markets 
are segmented on geographic and demographic factors;  

• deals heavily with the marketing, advertising and communication strategy, as well as, the 
various Distribution Channels that should be capitalised upon;  

• capitalises on the Island’s competitive advantages, such as culture, history, cuisine and the 
environment, to clearly draw a new product strategy;  

• builds on the tourist experience surveys to set quality standards and levels as well as quality 
assurance mechanisms for both tourists and related services towards the drawing of the 
‘Quality and Added value strategy’;  

• proposes measures towards the offering of a rich and multifaceted tourist experience with full 
respect to the natural and cultural environment and the social values;  

• proposes the development of high quality infrastructure, which will attract the targeted, high 
spending profile tourists. Furthermore, high quality golf courses, sports tourism, marinas and 
nautical infrastructure are proposed through the strategic plan for the enrichment and 
differentiation of the Cyprus tourism product. In addition, Incentive Schemes for the upgrade of 
hotel beds or their withdrawal from the bed supply are suggested. The recommended strategic 
interventions aim at the organised construction of the new bed capacity in order to meet 
demand from the targeted markets.  

 
All of the above are drawn into a guiding Vision of Cyprus tourism for the decade which envisages Cyprus as 
“a qualitative tourist destination that will satisfy the visitor with various interests and quests and ensure the 
continuous improvement of the quality of life of the locals”.  
  
Clear cut targets are set out for all parameters and well-defined quantifiable numeric targets are set as well. 
It is envisaged (on paper) that by the end of the current strategic plan, in 2010, arrivals should reach 3.5 
million and income from tourism should climb to €3.07 billion.   
  
However, in real terms, actual figures are well away from the set target, with annual tourist arrivals in 2004-
2005-2006-2007 ranging from 2.35 to 2.47 million. Revenue from tourism also ranges from €1.70 - €1.77 
billion for the same four year period. It is now evident, that the set targets for 2010 are not achievable, 
considering the fact that since 2003 (when the plan set off), figures have remained virtually stagnant. (2003: 
2.3 million tourist arrivals on the island; income from tourism €1.74 billion).  
  
Although the comprehensive Strategic Plan described above indirectly touches upon some of the basic 
needs of those businesses that profoundly give rise to this industry (SME’s), it fails to do so directly.    
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The future of SME’s in the European Tourism industry: Challenges, Incentive schemes and winning 
strategies  

  
The European Union has a long-standing policy concerning the healthy development of the SME sector. This 
is a direct result of the recognition of the importance of SME’s contribution in the economic development 
especially for Island economies, which are heavily dependent on tourism. Since the early 1980s, the 
European Commission, in collaboration with the European Council, the European Parliament, the Economic 
and Social Committee and the Committee of the regions has been highly engaged in supporting and 
encouraging SME’s functions.   
  
According to the European Commission (1996:1) there is a widespread consensus in Europe for the future 
development of SMEs recognising their “major role in the future development of employment, sustainability 
and product quality delivery in European tourism”. For the first time, in 1998, the SMEs tourism sector was 
jointly treated with the Directorate-General XXIII: Enterprise Policy, Distributive Trades, Tourism and 
Cooperatives. This reflected the increased attention attributed to SME’s tourism sector. The European 
Commission (1998:1) further stated that “the future competitiveness of the European tourism product will 
increasingly depend upon the success of policies to encourage, influence and regulate SMEs.  SMEs play an 
essential part in the character and diversity of the European tourism product in both urban and rural 
destinations”.  
  
According to UN World Tourism Organisation (2008) international tourism arrivals for 2007 reached 898 
million. This figure poses a 6% increase over 2006. The UNWTO expects that tourist arrivals will continue to 
grow at an average annual rate of 4.5% for the next ten years. In combination with the latest figures released 
by UNWTO (2008), which reveal that Europe accepts 58% of the internationals arrivals, the importance of 
the tourism industry is easily understood. However, a number of challenges should be addressed by 
European Union in order to enable SMEs to further establish their operations in Europe, and at the same 
time to benefit the most from the leading position that Europe enjoys as a tourist destination internationally.    
  
One of the main challenges faced by European tourism SMEs is the adoption of agreed common quality 
standards. The adoption and implementation of quality standards across the common European market will 
foster the sustainable development of SMEs.  Of course, all this should be discussed and achieved in a 
synergistic and collaborative environment. The main purpose should be the development of innovative SMEs 
in a supportive legislative and operational setting (European Council, 2000). According to the 
recommendations of the European Commission (2003) “no legislative or quasi-legislative text with a potential 
impact on SMEs may be submitted by the Commission unless it has been subjected to consultation with the 
organisations representing small businesses”. Moreover, the same recommendations include suggestions 
for impact assessment, to be conducted by the European Commission, on policy initiatives affecting SMEs. 
This approach is expected to give rise to a productive political and social dialogue between interested parties 
while at the same time increases trust between policy makers and affected industries. The analysis 
performed in the previous sections has demonstrated clearly that the recommendations of the EU have not 
been integrated in the decision making processes and procedures. As a direct consequence of this, mistrust 
is generated between policy makers and tourism SMEs with all the resulting repercussions and negative 
implications.  
  
Additionally, a number of issues concerning the smooth operation of tourism SMEs in Europe need to be 
discussed and addressed. Education and training for entrepreneurs, better legislation and regulation, easy 
access to finance and representations of small enterprises at European and national level are among the 
issues of high priority for creating a better legislative and economic environment for SMEs. The improvement 
of the SME framework conditions will facilitate SMEs in copying with the changing political and economic 
environment, so that they can identify the opportunities and prepare themselves quantitatively and 
qualitatively to exploit these opportunities.    
  
The lack of training, as indicated by the European Economic and Social Committee (2005) is a key factor 
affecting the ability of SMEs for proper management and marketing practices. This has direct relationship 
with the tourism industry due to its high levels of staff turnover and labour intensiveness. In addition, 
bureaucratic procedures should be minimized in order to allow SMEs to operate without extra burdens 
imposed by the legislative system. These bureaucratic procedures increase the operational cost of SMEs 
and hinder the development of new business.   
   
The SME Union (2004:1) declared a number of initiatives that should be implemented in order to “create an 
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economic and legal environment for small and medium sized enterprises, which encourages the creation of 
jobs and increases economic growth and competitive capacities”. According to the Union, the Lisbon vision 
for transforming the European economy into the most competitive and dynamic knowledge based economy 
internationally, which will lead into sustainable development and greater social cohesion by 2010, can not be 
achieved without the contribution of SMEs.  
  
Based on the data provided by a study conducted by the UK Presidency (1998), SMEs account for 99% of 
the European tourism industry with 94% of them being micro-operators, employing less than 10 people. 
Subsequently, any political initiatives that ignore SMEs sector are deemed as incomplete and condemned to 
produce very poor results. As it is suggested by the documents published by the European Union, the SMEs 
tourism sector has recently attracted the attention needed for its sustainable development. The focus of 
attention of the various political actions initiated either at a national or at European level should be the 
creation of “the legal, financial, and administrative framework conditions, which enable entrepreneurs to start 
and develop their businesses” (Papoutsis, 1998). Any bureaucratic burdens associated with the 
establishment and the operation of new SMEs should be removed. Additionally, channels of communication 
between politicians and SMEs should be launched, opening a productive dialogue and providing voice to the 
people representing the 99% of the larger (58%) incoming tourism market internationally.     
  
  
  
Conclusions and Implications  
  
Having provided a comprehensive review of the operational and strategic framework which governs tourism 
activity in Cyprus we are now at a stage where an answer should be provided to the pivotal question whether 
‘national tourism strategies respond to the requirements of tourism SMEs’. The discussion and critical 
analysis of the tourism strategic plan of Cyprus as well as the identification, analysis and evaluation of the 
strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats that surround the tourism activity, indicate a gloomy 
picture with regards to the role of SMEs. In particular, there are compelling evidences that SMEs are limited 
to a facilitating role which is actually not granted by the National Tourist Authorities, but rather it is a natural 
phenomenon which stems from their presence and operation in the tourism industry. This finding is worrying 
if one takes into consideration the role and importance of SMEs in the island’s economy as this is justified by 
official statistical data. This inevitably leads to a further perplexity since in the process of answering the 
question posed by the theme of this paper, a further and more complex question is generated into how a 
tourist industry can operate from the moment that there is a strategic gap, lack of communication, conflicting 
objectives and vision between the two of the most important stakeholders: the private and the public sector. 
Despite the fact that this question is complex in nature and its consequences are detrimental for the tourism 
industry, the answer is ironically very simple and straight forward since it results from the willingness of the 
public authorities to follow and adopt a bottom-up approach for tourism planning and development.  
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Table 1: Target population, sampling and approximate precision 
 

Type Population 
size 

Sample size Responses 
received 

Precision  
(90% confidence) 

02 Accom./Resort 
Accommodation 
Guest house 
Holiday resort 
Timeshare 
Nature reserve 

589 156 97 7,6% 

14 Restaurants 
Restaurant 
Coffee shop 

679 180 115 7,0% 

17 Home/Catering 
Home industry  
Catering 

119 36 8 28,2% 

22 Transport 
Passenger service 
Car hire 

258 72 23 16,4% 

42 Hotel/Motel 
Hotel 
Motel 
Pub 
Tavern 

166 48 28 14,2% 

TOTAL 1811 492 271 4,6% 
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Table 2.  Section A – General information 

 
Description n = Percentage 

1. Type of enterprise 
               Sole proprietor 
               Close corporation 
               Company 
               Partnership 
               Trust 

271 
 

 
41,7% 
31,5% 
12,5% 
10,3% 
4,0% 

2. Degree of involvement in the  
    enterprise by owners 
               Full-time 
               Part-time 

271  
 
84,1% 
15,9% 

3. Having business experience prior to establishing 
     present business 
               Yes 
                No 

271  
 
59,0% 
41,0% 

4. Size of business in terms of turnover per year 
                Less than R150 000 
                Between R150 000 and R25m  
                Between R25 m and R50m 
                

269  
83,0% 
16,0% 
1,0% 

5. Size of business in terms of  employees 
                Less than 5 
                Between 5 and 50 
                Between 50 and 500 

273  
37,7% 
59,0% 
1,0% 

6. Number of years in business 
                 1 to 3 years 
                 3 to 5 years 
                 5 to 10 years 
                 Longer than 10 years 

273  
11,0% 
11,0% 
29,3% 
48,7% 

7. Relationship to other businesses 
                  Independent 
                  Part of a group 

273  
79,1% 
20,9% 

8. Description of business 
                 Accommodation 
                 Hospitality 
                 Transport 
                 Service provider 
                 Other 
                 Travel agent 

272  
45,8% 
41,0% 
6,6% 
4,1% 
1,5% 
1,0% 

9. Source of original financing of business 
                 Own contribution 
                 Bank loan 
                 Loan from family / friend 
                 Other 

269  
77,3% 
16,1% 
2,2% 
2,9% 
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Table 3: Incentive usage and awareness 
 

Description n =  Percentage 
1. Awareness of government incentives to the     
industry 
              Yes 
               No 

271  
 

50,4% 
49,6% 

2. Source of this knowledge 
              Auditor 
              Banks 
              Financial advisor 
              Press 
              Other 

138  
14,5% 
2,2% 
6,5% 

42,8% 
34,1% 

3. Use of government incentives 
              Yes 
              No 

271  
 

10,3% 
89,7% 

4. Should government play a more active role 
in the industry 
              Yes 
              No 

267  
 

86,9% 
13,1% 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1: The rating of development factors 
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Figure 2: Spheres of responsibility for the implementation of development factors 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Country destination brands compete for international tourists globally. This study applies Yip’s (2003) 

Total Global Strategy (TGS) framework to global competition among country destination brands in the 
tourism industry. TGS aims to answer two important questions; first, how global is the industry, and second, 
how global should the business strategy be?  Based on the TGS framework this study first addresses the 
impact of market-, cost-, government- and competitive globalization drivers on the tourism industry 
globalization with a focus on the special characteristics of tourism services including environmental and 
social sustainability, safety and security issues. Second, the study investigates the five strategy levers of 
global market participation, global products and services, global marketing, global location of value-adding 
activities, and global competitive moves as they apply to country destination marketing organizations (DMOs). 
These five global strategy levers are investigated in the context of brand experience management (BEM) 
principles proposed by Laitamaki (2007a). The study uses Australia, Tourism Australia and Brand Australia 
as examples of how the TGS Framework and BEM principles can be applied to a country, a DMO, and a 
country destination brand respectively. The study contributes to the existing tourism literature by introducing 
the Total Global Strategy framework as an alternative for the cluster theory (Porter 2000) and the resource-
based view (Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1991, 2001) of competition among country destinations brands. It 
contributes to DMO strategies by illustrating how the five global strategy levers and the four country brand 
experience management phases can be used when competing for international tourists. 
 
 
 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES OF COUNTRIES IN THE TOURISM INDUSTRY: THEORIES AND 
FRAMEWORKS 

 
World Economic Forum ranks countries based on the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index 

(TTCI) which includes 14 criteria measuring factors and policies that make a country attractive for the travel 
and tourism industry (World Economic Forum, 2008). The top twelve countries in 2008 were Switzerland, 
Austria, Germany, Australia, Spain, the United Kingdom, the United States, Sweden, Canada, France, 
Iceland and Finland. The title of the 2008 report, “Balancing Economic Development and Environmental 
Sustainability,” highlights the importance of sustainable development in the global travel and tourism industry. 
These results could be explained based on either the cluster theory by Porter (2000) or the resource-based 
view (RBV) by Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991, 2001) which are the two theories that have been used 
for explaining competitive advantages of tourism destinations. In principle the cluster theory measures 
competitive advantages of a destination based on market share, while the resource-based view measures 
them based on domestic economic prosperity. Tourism researchers are divided between these two theories, 
and d’Hautesserre (2000) argues for the cluster theory while Buhalis (2000) makes a strong case for the 
RBV. Hassan (2000) supports the RBW with an important modification that domestic prosperity should be 
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sustainable. Researchers however agree that no matter which theory is applied, the various tourism 
stakeholder groups are critical for the success of any competitive strategy due to the complexity of tourism 
systems (Easterling 2004). This study first reviews these two theories and then proposes Total Global 
Strategy (Yip 2003) as an alternative for developing global strategies for country destination brands. 

 
The Cluster Theory of Competitive Advantage 

 
According to Porter (2000); “A cluster is a geographically proximate group of interconnected 

companies and associated institutions in a particular field, linked by commonalities and complementarities” 
(p.15). The cluster theory proposes that the most competitive nations and regions in the global economy 
draw their competitive advantages from these clusters of industries. The competitiveness of a country or 
region is built on the principle of the economy of globality and proximity (Kuah 2002). Accordingly, 
economies of small countries have an inherent edge over bigger ones because of their geographical 
compactness, and cluster formation itself which further boosts the proximity element (Garelli 1997). 
Application of the cluster theory to emerging economies has resulted in criticism because these economies 
usually possess incomplete industrial clusters and are fueled more by external than internal demand. In 
addition these economies are more dependent on external investment by multinational corporations (Clancy 
et al. 2001). Recent cluster theory- based research has focused on operationalizing the theory by mapping 
the cluster elements as well as industrial linkages and interrelationships among these elements. Miller and 
Gibson (2006) analyzed clustering in tourism industries in general and De Holan and Phillips (1997) applied 
cluster theory to Cuba’s tourism industry. Cluster theory has been applied extensively to tourism industry 
micro - level analysis and policy development in the professional field around the world (Cluster Consortium 
1999; Ortega, Villalobos, and Mejias 2000; Arizona Department of Commerce 2001; Gollub, Hosier, and 
Woo 2002). The most recent research by Miller et. al. (2008) focused on Cuba’s tourism industry and 
concluded that cluster theory can explain competitive advantages of countries in the tourism industry. 
However, in the case of Cuba these competitive strategies have been diminished due to less-focused 
execution in practice. The cluster theory considers firm strategy, structure and rivalry based on Porter’s 
(2000) principles of cost (i.e. standardization), differentiation (i.e. customization) and focus strategies.  

This study suggests that due to the special characteristics of tourism services, the competitive 
strategy for a country destination brand cannot be based sole on a single principle proposed by Porter 
(2000). It has to be a combination of cost (i.e. standardized cost effective services) and differentiation (i.e. 
value adding customized services) strategies with clear focus on specific source markets. The Total Global 
Strategy framework with its five strategy levers of global market participation, global products and services, 
global value-adding activity location, global marketing and global competitive moves address these 
combinations. A country destination marketing organization can formulate its global strategy based on the 
balance between global versus multilocal application of these five strategy levers depending on the strength 
of the globalization drivers in the markets where it chooses to compete. 
 
The Resource-based View of Competitive Advantage 

 
The resource-based view (RBV) explains competitive advantages based on the strategic resources 

internal to the firm (Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1991, 2001). The RBV assumes that strategic resources within 
an industry may be heterogeneously distributed among firms within the industry, and that these resources 
may not be perfectly mobile across firms, and thus heterogeneity can be long lasting (Barney 1991). In order 
to provide sustained competitive advantage, a resource must have the following four attributes: (1) it must be 
valuable, in the sense that it exploits opportunities and/or neutralizes threats in a firm’s environment; (2) it 
must be rare among a firm’s current and potential competition; (3) it must be imperfectly imitable; and (4) 
there cannot be strategically equivalent substitutes for this resource that are valuable but neither rare or 
imperfectly imitable (Barney 2001, pp. 105-6). The RBV has been applied to the tourism industry to a lesser 
extent than the cluster theory. De Holan and Phillips (1997) referenced RBV, but the first actual application 
was by Melian-Gonzlez and Garcia-Falcon (2003) for Canary Islands. They concluded that the application of 
RBV to the tourism industry is complicated because tourism destinations include resources that are general 
in nature, and it is difficult to assess whether a destination will succeed based on the external variables. The 
RBV has been found to be more applicable to emerging economies than the cluster theory because it 
explicitly considers the role of multinational corporations and state-owned firms in such economies 
(Hoskisson et al. 2000; Peng 2001 and Guillen 2000). The RBV measures competitive advantage based on 
market share, but it does not provide specific global competitive strategies that a destination marketing 
organization (DMO) could use.  

The Total Global Strategy framework offers five strategy levers of global market participation, global 
products and services, global value-adding activity location, global marketing and global competitive moves 
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that a DMO can use when competing for international tourists. The DMO can formulate its global strategy 
based on the country’s competitive resources and the balance between global versus multilocal application 
of the five strategy levers depending on the strength of the globalization drivers in the markets where it 
chooses to compete. 
 
Total Global Strategy: Drivers of Globalization in the Tourism Industry 

 
According to Yip (2003), competitive advantages can be gained based on the fit between the four 

drivers of globalization and the five global strategy levers which capitalize on these drivers. Total Global 
Strategy aims to answer two important questions; first, how global is the industry, and second, how global 
should the business strategy be? The first question is answered by investigating the globalization potential of 
an industry based on the four globalization drivers of the cost, the competition, the government and the 
market. According to Lovelock and Yip (1996) tourism services can be considered as people processing 
services whose special characteristics will have an influence on the strength of the globalization drivers in 
the tourism industry. This study addresses the impact of the special characteristics of tourism services 
including environmental and social sustainability, safety and security issues on the market-, cost-, 
government- and competitive globalization drivers in the tourism industry. 

Market globalization drivers include common customer needs and tastes, global customers, global 
channels, transferable marketing, and lead countries which all contribute to the globalization of the tourism 
industry (Yip 2003). In terms of common customer needs, increasing per capita income in the emerging 
markets has created new middle classes with disposable income for international travel and tourism. Their 
lifestyles and tastes have started to converge, and tourists from different source markets are increasingly 
seeking similar travel and tourism experiences. In terms of transferable marketing, global advertising and 
media have accelerated the development of global travel and tourism brands that are marketed more 
uniformly across source markets. Global customers such as large multinational corporations have 
consolidated their business travel purchases and look for global travel service providers especially in lodging 
and transportation. Global distribution channels such as the Internet and global reservation systems have 
increased global commonalities among tourist needs and tastes. They allow country destination marketing 
organizations reach target markets around the world with uniform products and marketing. In terms of lead 
countries France and Spain have maintained their status among top three countries brands based on 
international tourist arrivals between 1980 and 2004 (United Nations World Tourism, 2005). During that time 
period Switzerland, Belgium, Canada and Greece lost their position among the top ten countries while the 
newcomers among the top ten included China, Hong Kong, Mexico, Germany and Austria.   

Tourists are involved in the actual production of the tourism experience which is often produced by 
service personnel. These human-related characteristics reduce the degree which tourism services can be 
standardized and still meet the needs of several international tourist markets (Lovelock and Yip 1996). 
Tourists may be less involved with some tourism related services such as fast food and airline services 
which can be more tightly controlled and standardized. On the other hand, the flexible nature of the tourism 
experience delivery makes it possible to customize the experience with a reasonable cost relative to several 
manufacturing goods. A vacation experience can include both locally customized services such as tours as 
well as a more standardized service such as air and bus transportation. Environmental and social 
sustainability requirements may lead to more customized travel experiences while increasing safety and 
security pressures may increase the need for standardized services that can be better controlled.  

Cost globalization drivers depend on the economies of scale and scope of the business. They 
include global scale economies, steep experience curve effects, sourcing efficiencies, favorable logistics, 
differences in country costs (including exchange rates), high product development, and fast-changing 
technology (Yip 2003). There is a continuing pressure to lower costs due to global competition and 
accelerating technological innovations. Tourism industry cost drivers are influenced by innovations such as 
Airbus 380 which can transport close to nine hundred passengers with lower cost per passenger mile. New 
Internet technologies allow dynamic packaging of travel experiences with transparent pricing at the fraction 
of the cost relative to traditional travel agencies. Larger cruise ships have made affordable cruise vacations 
available for middle classes around the world. Emerging markets are increasing price competition by 
developing new tourism destinations that offer lower prices due to lower development and operating costs. 
Development of mega resorts in Las Vegas, Dubai and other destinations have made it necessary to recoup 
the high investment costs with revenues from international tourists because domestic demand is not enough. 
The Internet has lowered distribution costs and put cost pressures on travel service providers due to 
transparent pricing.  

Lack of inventories, customer involvement in production and people as part of the service experience 
all limit opportunities for achieving cost reductions through economies of scale in service production 
(Lovelock and Yip, 1996). This is why service companies aim for cost reduction and economies of scale by 
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standardizing service production and focusing on steep experience curve effects. They can also increase the 
scope of operations through franchising, licensing and with the help of global distribution channels. In terms 
of favorable logistics, internet is driving down costs through economies of scale and scope because many 
costly physical activities can be replaced with cost effective web-based virtual activities. Access to the 
Internet allows destination marketing organizations to distribute information and market their country brand 
and tourism products with a fraction of the cost relative to traditional travel agents and international tourism 
offices. Sourcing efficiencies do not usually reduce cost significantly in the tourism industry because most 
services have to be produced in the destination country itself. Differences in country cost can influence cost 
competition in terms of exchange rates when tourists from strong currency countries increase there visitation 
to weak currency countries and vice versa. Environmental and social sustainability as well as safety and 
security pressures can increase rather than decrease the cost of country brand experiences. 

Government globalization drivers depend on the rules set by governments in the areas of trade 
policies, technical standards, marketing regulations, foreign competition and ownership and other 
government concerns (Yip 2003). International tourist access to a country has major impact on government 
globalization drivers. Several governments have reduced non-tariff and other travel barriers which have 
increased international travel. Favorable trade policies, harmonization of technical standards and marketing 
regulations have increased travel and tourism across borders. Due to the September 11th and other terrorist 
attacks, security and immigration inspections have become more stringent resulting in less travel to 
destinations such as the USA. Due to the collapse of the Soviet Union several Eastern-European countries 
have emerged as competitive tourism destinations. Privatization of state-run industries and companies has 
improved travel and tourism services in Latin-America. Increasing participation of BRIC countries (Brazil, 
Russia, India and China) in the global economy has increased travel to and from these countries. The 
Internet has allowed country destination marketers to reach global markets and some countries such as 
Australia provides visa services over the Internet. Governments and other NGOs are increasingly influencing 
tourism-related environmental and social sustainability, safety and security issues that may limit globalization 
of the tourism industry.  

Competitive globalization drivers depend on the extent to which competitors are global and from 
other continents as well as whether they are able to transfer their global competitive advantages. High 
exports and imports as well as interdependence of countries will also have an impact on these drivers (Yip 
2003). The tourism industry is one of the most global industries with several country destination brands from 
various continents competing for international tourists around the world. Some countries such as Seychelles 
are highly dependent on international tourists with 44% of direct employment derived from tourism. Tourism 
industry is one of the largest global industries, and the increasing number of country destinations has 
intensified global competition for international tourists. Governments have relaxed ownership requirements 
and allowed foreign ownership of tourism and travel companies. Global hotel chains, airlines and car rental 
companies originate from different continents and increasingly compete for the same international tourists 
globally. These global companies are able to transfer their competitive advantages from one international 
market to another. These companies are becoming more globally than nationally centered. Global strategic 
alliances have increased in travel and tourism lead by airline alliances of One World and Star Alliance. 
Globalization of financial markets as well as advances in information and communication technologies has 
increased global competition. The Internet has allowed instant global distribution for travel and tourism 
products with increasing competitive pressures due to transparent pricing and instant competitive 
comparisons by customers. Environmental and social sustainability, safety and security related issues can 
significantly limit competitiveness of a country destination. Polluted nature, artificial and commercial culture, 
poor safety and security will keep international tourists away because it will take a long time to correct these 
problems and change tourist perceptions.  

In conclusion, the four globalization drivers are very applicable for explaining why the tourism 
industry is one of the most global industries in the world. The special characteristics of tourism services 
including environmental and social sustainability, safety and security issues do not significantly reduce the 
impact of these globalization drivers. In some cases they actually increase the strength of specific cost-, 
competitive-, government- and market drivers. Next section addresses global strategy levers that DMOs can 
use for capitalizing on the significant globalization potential of the tourism industry. 

 
 

Global Strategy Levers of Destination Marketing Organizations: 
The Case of Tourism Australia 

 
Global strategy levers address the question of how global should the business strategy be? If the 

industry is truly global then strategy levers should be global; if the industry is local then these strategy levers 
should multilocal. Yip (2003) defines five global strategy levers of (1) global market participation which 
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involves choice of country- markets in which to compete for market share; (2) global product and services in 
terms of the extent to which they are offered standardized versus customized in different countries; (3) global 
location of value-adding activities of the entire value-added chain; (4) global marketing in terms of how 
standardized versus customized are various marketing elements including brand names and advertising; and 
(5) global competitive moves to the extent that they are made in individual countries as a part of global 
competitive strategy. Multilocal strategy seeks to maximize worldwide performance by maximizing local 
competitive advantage, revenues or profits; while globalized strategy seeks to maximize worldwide 
performance through sharing and integration. This study focuses on global competition among country 
destination brands from the destination marketing organization (DMO) point of view. The tourism industry is a 
truly global industry which is why DMO’s strategy is also assumed to be more global than multilocal. Tourism 
Australia is used as an example of a DMO that is using these five global strategy levers for marketing and 
managing Brand Australia globally. 

Global market participation in the tourism industry addresses the selection of international source 
markets from where the DMO aims to attract international tourists. Several factors influence the choice of 
these source markets including proximity, ease of access in terms of transportation services, available 
holiday time and competitive advantages of the country destination brand. DMOs have limited resources, 
and they need to focus on most attractive source markets. DMOs may also have to limit their investments in 
the source markets and instead of establishing marketing offices they may rely on country’s other export 
offices, third party representatives, travel agents and the Internet. The Internet is the least expensive way of 
reaching source markets assuming that customers are able to design and purchase tourism products on 
their own with the help of dynamic packaging. Environmental and social sustainability, safety and security 
issues can influence the selection on source markets. If the country has unpolluted nature, authentic culture, 
high safety and security, then the DMO may focus on markets where tourists value these aspects of the 
country brand experience. 

Global products and services in the tourism industry can be partly customized or standardized 
depending on customer needs and tastes. The Internet allows customizing information, while the nature of 
tourism product allows customization of the country brand experience itself. Environmental and social 
sustainability, safety and security issues can influence the tourism product, and result in more standardized 
country brand experiences.  

Global location of value-added activities of a DMO is often divided so that the destination country 
brand experience design takes mainly place in the destination country itself while market research, 
marketing and sales take place in the source markets. Access to the Internet allows several marketing 
activities to be located also in the destination country. Environmental and social sustainability, safety and 
security issues should be considered by the DMO when selecting where to locate value adding activities 
such as marketing and sales offices. If the country has a good track record on these areas, the DMO may 
focus on markets where tourists value unpolluted nature, authentic culture, high levels of safety and security. 

Global marketing can be fairly standardized especially when using internet for branding and 
positioning the country. The Internet also allows customization based on language, pricing, and advertising 
content. Whether marketing is customized or standardized depends on customer needs and tastes. If the 
country has unpolluted nature, authentic culture, high safety and security, then the DMO may focus on 
markets where tourists value these aspects of the country brand experience. 

Global competitive moves can be coordinated based on global rather than local benefits. By using 
the Internet-based marketing the DMO can quickly adjust country brand offerings to new competitive realities. 
Due to its flexibility, the country brand experience delivery can be economically adjusted to new competitive 
situations. Competitive advantages in environmental and social sustainability, safety and security areas may 
direct DMO’s competitive moves by targeting those markets where tourists value unpolluted nature, authentic 
culture, high safety and security. 

In summary, destination marketing organizations (DMOs) can rely on the five global strategy levers 
when capitalizing on the drivers of the tourism industry globalization. These five strategy levers allow the 
DMO to develop global competitive advantages for the country destination brand that they manage and 
market. The next section illustrates how Tourism Australia has relied on global strategy levers when 
developing and marketing Brand Australia. 

 
Global Strategy Levers of Tourism Australia  

 
In 2008, Australia was the fourth-ranked country on the World Economic Forum’s Travel and 

Tourism Competitiveness Index (TTCI) among the 130 countries investigated. What makes Australia an 
interesting case is that in spite of its number one ranking in human, cultural and natural resources, it had a 
low ranking of 63 in affinity for travel and tourism. In other words, Tourism Australia and other tourism 
stakeholders have to work hard to get wider support and affinity for the travel and tourism industry in 
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Australia. Regarding regulatory framework the country ranked 30th with tough challenges in environmental 
sustainability (53rd) due to the fragile but harsh nature of Australian natural environment. Even though 
Australia ranks 11th in travel and tourism business environment and infrastructure it faces tough global 
pressures in terms of price competitiveness (111th) and ground transport infrastructure (43rd) which are due 
to the large size of the country located in a far away continent. 

The Australian Government has addressed these challenges by developing a White Paper for A 
Medium to Long Term Strategy for Tourism and forming Tourism Australia as the DMO responsible for Brand 
Australia. (Australian Government 2003). Tourism Australia is a good example of a DMO that uses global 
strategy levers for marketing and managing Brand Australia globally. In terms of global market participation 
Tourism Australia promotes Brand Australia through its 18 tourism offices of which 5 are representative 
offices, as well as through the Austrade network of 142 locations in 64 countries (Australian Government 
2003, 2006). For specific marketing activities such as the Global Destination Brand Campaign of “Uniquely 
Australian Invitation” Tourism Australia chose only 23 key source markets for the traditional advertising. The 
website part of the campaign, however, reached more than 200 countries and resulted in more than 1.5 
million visitors during 2006. Tourism Australia offers fairly standardized global products and services which 
are customized only in terms of the languages on brochures and websites. Most of the Tourism Australia’s 
global value-adding activities are located in Australia with the exception of sales and marketing offices which 
are located in 18 locations outside Australia. Tourism Australia’s global marketing is fairly standardized with 
the exception of pricing and languages which are adapted to local markets when necessary. The 
Australia.com website offers 18 country specific websites in 8 different languages. The contents are 
somewhat customized to reflect global competition in products, services and pricing. Tourism Australia 
coordinates most of its global competitive moves in individual countries with a global competitive strategy in 
mind. “A Uniquely Australian Invitation” is an example of a competitive strategy whose goal was to increase 
the active intention for travelers to visit Australia in several target markets. The same message was launched 
across several markets with varying mediums from website to traditional advertising. In summary, Brand 
Australia is the key instrument for implementing Tourism Australia’s global strategies that capitalize on the 
five global strategy levers. The next section addresses country destination branding research and brand 
experience management (BEM) as the strategic tools that DMOs can use when designing and executing 
global country destination branding strategies. 

 
 

COUNTRY DESTINATION BRANDING 
 
Marketing and branding countries has gained increasing attention in the business and academic 

literature since Philip Kotler and his colleagues published two important books on marketing places in 1993 
and marketing nations in 1997. Regarding general and conceptual research Olins (2002) provided a 
historical context for nation branding while Caldwell and Freire (2004) addressed the differences between 
branding a country, a region and a city. Brand valuation models for nations have been proposed by Sinclair 
(2004) and Anholt (2005) whose Nation Brand Index has been used as a measure for the success of nation 
branding. Laitamaki (2007b) has proposed that destination brands differ from other consumer product 
brands, but there is no universally accepted definition for a country brand. Most of the literature is case 
studies that focus on individual countries or regions, and the pros and cons of their branding efforts (see 
Amine and Chao 2005; Anderson 2007; Anholt 2002;  Endzina and Luneva 2004; Florek 2005; Florek and 
Conejo 2007; Gilmore 2002; Hall 2004; Johansson 2005; Kemming and Sandikci 2007; Nuttavuthisit 2007; 
Szondi 2007; Wanjiru 2006; Wetzel 2006). These studies have addressed country branding in several 
nations including the United States, Great Britain, Latvia, Poland, Costa Rica, Moldova, Spain, Turkey, New 
Zealand, Thailand, Australia and Finland. The Finland Promotion Board is an example of an organization 
with responsibility for developing and managing the country brand for Finland (Moilanen and Rainisto 2007).  
A country can be considered a large tourism destination which suggests that destination branding principles 
can be applied to country branding.  Blain et. al. (2005) reviewed the literature regarding destination 
branding and suggested that destination branding can be defined as a set of activities that (1) support the 
creation of a name, symbol, logo, word mark or other graphic that readily identifies a destination; that (2) 
consistently conveys the expectation of a memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the 
destination; that (3) serve to consolidate and reinforce the emotional connection between the visitor and the 
destination and that (4) reduce consumer search costs and perceived risk. Collectively, these activities serve 
to create a destination image that positively influences consumer destination choice. This study applies the 
above destination branding definition to country branding in the context of global competition among country 
brands. It suggests that a country destination brand can be managed based on the brand experience 
management (BEM) principles proposed by Laitamaki (2007a). 
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Country brand experience management can be affected by several tourism-related public and 
private stakeholders at international, national, regional and local levels. Public sector stakeholders include 
legislative, judicial, and executive agencies addressing environment, taxation, investments, customs, 
immigration, transportation, infrastructure, communications policy, public safety and security (Biederman et. 
al. 2008). The private sector consists of privately owned hospitality-, tourism-, transportation-, retail- and 
other companies providing services directly or indirectly for tourists. At an individual destination level, private 
and public sector stakeholders are joined by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), local communities and 
tourists themselves. Morgan et. al. (2002) suggest that due to various public and private sector stakeholders, 
destination branding faces challenges in terms of the amorphous nature of destination product, the politics 
involved in destination marketing and limited resources allocated for destination marketing. The goal of 
country Brand Experience Management (BEM) is to provide a competitive country brand positioning that is 
supported by key private and public sector stakeholders. The success of the Brand Australia illustrates 
several BEM principles that capitalize on the support from several private and public stakeholders. Tourism 
Australia has used several BEM principles when designing and implementing global strategies that focus on 
Brand Australia.  

 
 

Country Brand Experience Management: The Case of Brand Australia  
 
The key global strategy issue is how to design and deliver country brand experiences that offer both 

globally standardized functional benefits (i.e. flights to the country are safe and on time) and locally 
customized emotional benefits (i.e. unexpected and spontaneous experiences with locals) for the purpose of 
creating visitor loyalty, positive referrals and word-of-mouth promotion for the country.    

This study proposes that the country brand experience management can combine both globalization 
and localization requirements. Laitamaki (2007a) has proposed that competitive brand experience 
management (BEM) consists of the following four phases: (1) Researching key target customers, 
competitors and stakeholders; (2) Developing a Customer Value Added (CVA) Map and Competitive Country 
Brand Positioning; (3) Deciding on Competitive Country Brand Strategies based on the Waterfall of 
Customer Value Added and Critical Brand Experience Touch Points; and (4) Competitive Country Brand 
Experience Delivery. The next sections first introduce Brand Australia and then discuss the implications of 
the four BEM phases for global strategy levers including applications from Brand Australia. 

 
 

Brand Australia 
 
The Australian Tourism Commission (ATC) launched Brand Australia already in 1995 as the first 

country level campaign focusing on country brand experiences rather than physical brand attributes. Tourism 
Australia redesigned Brand Australia in 2003 when the brand was built around unique Australian 
experiences related to spectacular natural environment, the distinctive personality of the Australian people 
and the free spirited nature of the country’s lifestyle and culture. The Brand Australia’s goal was first to build 
emotional bonds and awareness of Australia, and then grow the demand pool by converting this positive 
awareness and disposition into an active intention to visit Australia in the next 12 months. These goals were 
addressed during the second quarter of 2006 when Tourism Australia launched a highly successful Global 
Destination Brand advertising campaign, ‘A Uniquely Australian Invitation,’ in 23 key source markets. By the 
end of 2006, more than 1.5 million unique visitors from more than 200 countries had visited the dedicated 
campaign website at www.wherethebloodyhellareyou.com, and viewed the TV commercial on the site nearly 
900,000 times. The Brand Australia strategy focuses on the global travelers called Experience Seekers, who 
share similar values, attitudes and motivations. These travelers are targeted with the seven Key Australian 
Experiences of Nature, Aboriginal, Outback, Coastal Lifestyle, Food and Wine, Cities and Journeys. By 
being the most competitive nation in terms of human, cultural and natural resources according to the World 
Economic Forum (2008), Tourism Australia is focusing on Nature-, Aboriginal- and Outback Experiences 
because they offer global competitive advantages as unique Brand Australia Experiences. Tourism Australia 
has formed a country brand implementation office called The Australian Experience Unit. Its main task is to 
prioritize and establish key partnerships to achieve the successful development and implementation of Brand 
Australia Experience-based projects. These partnerships cover a wide range of stakeholders from various 
Australian and state government agencies, regional tourism bodies, industry associations and private sector 
companies. 

Competitive Brand Australia is considered vital for the success of the Australian tourism industry at 
international, national, regional and local levels because it: 

1. Provides a unifying umbrella under which all Australian companies can promote their products. 
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2. Ensures that Australia stands out from other destinations, thus pushing Australia further along the 
decision-making process (the traveler will need to spend less time comparing with other alternative 
destinations). 
3. Will allow Australian companies to achieve better, more consistent pricing for their products and 
not have to rely on discounting to win business. Ultimately, this will enhance yield and the value of 
Australian tourism businesses. 
4. Improves distribution because retailers and wholesalers want to distribute products with stronger 
brands – there is less work for them to do, and 
5. Provides marketing leverage to small, and frequently regional, businesses which cannot afford 
major consumer marketing overseas.  
Due to various stakeholder interests public-private partnerships face several challenges when 

developing country brands. The development of Brand Australia was challenged by the large number of 
stakeholders with varying objectives, commitment and understanding of the key issues. Issues were raised 
regarding local customization versus global consistency of key brand touch points. There were also political 
pressures and varying support by local citizens. Tourism Australia has addressed these challenges with 
global strategy levers and effective Brand Experience Management (BEM). The next section will address the 
four phases of BEM and their implications for global strategy levers and Brand Australia.  

 
 

Phase 1: Researching key target customers, competitors and stakeholders 
 

The foundation for any competitive brand positioning is built in the minds of target customers. The 
challenge is to collect reliable information about the real life situations and emotions that customers go 
through when considering or experiencing specific country brands. Quantitative research methods such as 
conjoint analysis can provide some valuable information about brand value trade-offs that potential 
customers make when choosing between different countries and destinations (Hurley and Laitamaki 1995). 
Quantitative methods should be complemented with qualitative research such as focus groups and in-depth 
interviews in order to understand why customers make these trade-offs. In addition, research is challenging 
because target customers do not always behave the way they respond to questions. Target customer 
research should always take into consideration competing country brands and their positions because 
customers have a choice, and they do choose from a consideration set of competing countries. Country 
brand development involves several private and public sector stakeholders whose views need to be 
considered. Government and tourism officials and politicians as well as tourism related business leaders 
should be researched and their opinions considered. In addition they should experience the country brand 
similar to the way that target customers do. Direct and unedited field observations and experiences are some 
of the ways to enter target customers’ real life country brand experiences. Ultimately, no research method 
can substitute for a stakeholder’s personal experience of the country brand.  

Implications for global strategy levers. Research on customers, competitors and key stakeholders 
is critical for all five global strategy levers. However, it is a must when deciding on global versus multilocal 
products and marketing. The DMO is not able to design, deliver and market competitive country brand 
experiences unless it has a thorough understanding of competing country brands and customer needs. 
Decisions regarding global competitive moves, location of value-adding activities and market participation 
also require solid competitor, customer and key stakeholder research. 

Brand Australia. The Australian Tourism Commission (ATC) was responsible for developing Brand 
Australia launched in 1995.  Brand development was based on systematic research of Australia’s image in 
key source markets. This data was used for developing a core brand identity which was then tested with key 
stakeholder interviews. Interviews included key decision makers in the Ministry of Trade and Industry, 
Austrade Trade Investment Organization, The Business Council of Australia, major hotel chains, travel 
agencies, Qantas airlines, The Australian Tourism Export Council (ATEC), state level tourism authorities, 
Australian Arts Council and national sports organizations. The goal was to discover and debate with these 
key stakeholders what Brand Australia really stood for. ATC used additional qualitative and quantitative 
market research when developing an integrated international marketing campaign around Brand Australia.  

The Australian Government’s Tourism White Paper in 2003 noted that high-quality and timely 
research and statistics are critical for maintaining Australia’s competitiveness in global tourism markets. 
Tourism Research Australia (TRA) was founded in 2004 as the hub for tourism research including The 
Destination Surveys Initiative that provides a range of information on travel patterns and experiences at the 
local level. Customer and stakeholder research has continued to be at the center of Brand Australia’s 
development including the brand redesign in 2003, and the launch of the highly successful ‘A Uniquely 
Australian Invitation’ in 2006. 
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Phase 2: Developing a Customer Value Added (CVA) Map and Competitive Country Brand Positioning 
 

Based on the target customer, competitor and stakeholder research country brand developers can 
produce a Customer Value Added (CVA) Map. This map positions the country brand relative to competing 
countries based on target customers’ perceived cost on the X-axis, and perceived value of the country brand 
experiences on the Y-axis (Laitamaki and Kordupleski 1997). The goal of the country brand positioning is to 
provide higher perceived value with lower perceived cost than the competing country brands in an area of 
the CVA map that is not crowded with competing country brands. Based on the CVA Map results, 
stakeholders can decide on competitive positioning, goals and strategies for obtaining the desired position in 
target customers’ mind.  

Implications for global strategy levers. The CVA map is the tool that DMO can use for deciding on 
global competitive moves and market participation. It can also assist the DMO when deciding on competitive 
strategies-based product and marketing customization or standardization. The CVA map is critical for all five 
global strategy levers. However, it can contribute the most when deciding on what markets to participate and 
how to make global competitive moves. By mapping global competition in prospective source markets the 
DMO can choose which markets to participate and which ones to avoid due to limited competitive 
advantages in value and/or price. Based on the CVA-map the management can also make competitive 
strategy decisions addressing product and marketing customization versus standardization.   

Brand Australia. According to the principles of the CVA Map, the Brand Australia is focusing on 
unique Australian Nature-, Aboriginal- and Outback Experiences that provide a competitive country brand 
position in target customers’ minds. These experiences are marketed to selected niche markets that are not 
price sensitive and provide high average expenditure and yield per visit.  
 
 
Phase 3: Deciding on Competitive Country Brand Strategies based on the Waterfall of Customer Value 
Added and Critical Brand Experience Touch Points  
 

The desired country brand positioning on the CVA Map provides the direction for competitive brand 
strategies. These strategies can be decided based on the Waterfall of Customer Value Added and Critical 
Brand Experience Touch Points. Each step of the Waterfall responds to a specific area of a customer’s 
country brand experience. The most critical Brand Experience Touch Points under each step provide 
opportunities for competitive advantages based on increased customer value and reduced cost for the 
customer. Research suggests that hospitality and travel brand experiences provide competitive value for 
customers based on sensory, social, emotional or intellectual appeal to their senses  (Dube, Le Bel and 
Sears 2003). These critical Brand Experience Touch Points provide key information for moving the brand to 
the desired competitive position in the target customers’ mind.   

The Waterfall of Customer Value Added considers all value adding steps in the customer experience 
(Laitamaki and Kordupleski 1997). The country brand experience for a leisure travelers has typically the 
following steps: (1) Decision to take a leisure trip and researching destination countries; (2) Making the travel 
arrangements; (3) Making the lodging arrangements; (4) Making the program and activities arrangements; (5) 
Travel to the country; (6) Travel experience in the country; (7) Return travel from the destination country; and 
(8) Remembering and sharing the travel experiences. After deciding on the most important brand experience 
touch points in terms of customer value and cost, stakeholders need to (re)design these touch points so that 
they provide sustainable competitive advantages for the country brand. 

Implications for global strategy levers. All five global strategy levers can benefit from the strategic 
concepts of the Waterfall of Customer Value Added and the Critical Brand Experience Touch Points. 
Decisions regarding global versus multilocal products and marketing can be done by defining most critical 
steps for delivering customer value. By mapping these critical country brand experience steps and customer 
value added, the DMO can decide whether certain steps and critical touch points need to be standardized or 
customized. These two strategy tools can also assist DMO when deciding where to locate value-adding 
activities so that they provide competitive advantages for the DMO. 

 Brand Australia. Tourism Australia has several partnerships whose goal is to improve the Brand 
Australia in the Critical Brand Experience Touch Points of the Waterfall of Customer Value Added. For the 
purpose of increasing customer value in the first four steps, Tourism Australia has developed the Aussie 
Specialist Program (ASP). This is a global on-line training program (www.specialist.australia.com) designed 
to give travel agents and distributors the knowledge and skills to sell and share the Key Brand Australia 
Experiences more effectively. The Aussie Enthusiast Program (AEP) is similar to the ASP, but it is delivered 
in markets where Tourism Australia does not have an active presence. The AEP is delivered through the 
website www.enthusiasts.australia.com and through a partnership with Austrade’s network of 142 overseas 
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locations in 64 countries. Steps five and seven, travel to and from Australia, have been improved through 
Global Destination Marketing Partnerships with Qantas and Singapore Airlines with plans for a similar 
partnership with Emirates Airlines. Visa requirements have also been made more customer friendly through 
The Electronic Travel Authority Program which is, in effect an invisible visa used by 85% of visitors arriving 
on either a tourist visa or a short and long term validity business visa. The actual Brand Australia experience 
in the country (step 6) is improved by several public-private partnerships that bring together key business 
and society stakeholders. Tourism Australia has invested in a Business Ready Program for Indigenous 
Tourism which was established to assist high-potential Indigenous tourism businesses with the aim of 
improving their business skills. In order to meet and exceed customer expectations, Tourism Australia has 
developed a national, voluntary and industry led accreditation portal called Quality Tourism 
(www.qualitytourism.com.au). The objective is to improve the quality of customer experience across all 
aspects of the Brand Australia Experience. The Tourism Toolkit is an important off-the-shelve support kit for 
industry associations and tourism businesses delivering the key Brand Australia Experiences. The toolkit 
contains material such as segment specific research (in the form of niche market snapshots); images and 
other promotional material; and distribution information for inbound tour operators and key wholesalers. 
Tourism Australia has a dedicated brand experience development group called Australian Experiences 
Development Team who helps the private and public stakeholders develop and offer unique and high quality 
Brand Australia Experiences.  
 

 
Phase 4: Competitive Country Brand Experience Delivery 
 

The fourth phase of brand experience management focuses on competitive country brand 
experience delivery. When the brand experience is designed properly according to the function that the 
brand serves, then the design should effectively deliver the desired customer brand experiences. 
Unfortunately, several country brand experiences are not designed according to the function they serve 
which is why they fall short of customer expectations. Poorly designed and executed nature activities, 
unauthentic and poor quality food and lodging services are examples of poor service design and delivery. In 
addition to proper design, stakeholders need to prepare for potential fail points in the brand experience 
delivery by investing in training, standard operating procedures and manuals producing desired brand 
experiences. Such management tools help to improve productivity and customer satisfaction by streamlining 
the country brand experience delivery and by minimizing fail points.  

Stakeholders need to design critical brand experience touch points so that they can deliver 
competitive customer value and cost. Shostack and Kingman-Brundage (1991) have proposed that these 
critical touch points can be designed and delivered based on service process, means or evidence. The brand 
experience process aims at making the customer experience smooth and enjoyable. The means for 
delivering the brand experience include people, technology, goods, facilities, equipment and other necessary 
facilitating goods. The country brand experience evidence includes all brand visuals that the customer is 
exposed to including employee uniforms, advertising, promotion, packaging, facilities and equipment. The 
key is to design and deliver brand experiences so that they meet target customer needs and desires. 

Implications for global strategy levers. Competitive country brand experience delivery influences 
the DMOs decisions regarding global location of value adding activities, global products and global 
marketing. Global versus multilocal products and marketing are directly influenced by the way the DMO 
decides to deliver the country brand experience. The more adapted the country brand experience delivery is 
to local source market conditions, the more multilocal are the DMO products and marketing activities. The 
country brand experience delivery may also influence the choice of value-adding activities and global 
competitive moves. Finally, the DMO may avoid certain source markets because it is not able to deliver 
expected country brand experiences. 

Brand Australia. In 1993 the Australian Tourism Council formed an executive committee that was 
responsible for coordinating the implementation of the Brand Australia campaign and communication. The 
communication focused on key brand experience touch points that the committee could control. Stakeholder 
involvement was important for the consistency and coordination of the country brand experience. Key 
stakeholders’ acceptance of the Brand Australia created a strong positive halo-effect when industry leaders 
and public officials embraced and delivered the desired brand experiences and activities. The Tourism 
Australia has invested in several public-private partnerships that bring together key business and society 
stakeholders. The Business Ready Program for Indigenous Tourism, The Tourism Toolkit and The Quality 
Tourism Program (www.qualitytourism.com.au) are examples of partnerships whose objective is to improve 
the quality of customer experience across all aspects of the Brand Australia Experience. Tourism Australia’s 
Australian Experiences Development Team is the key organization assisting key stakeholders in developing 
and offering unique and high quality Brand Australia Experiences.    
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Tourism Australia’s Global Strategy Delivers Results 
 
Tourism Australia and several Australian tourism stakeholders have produced impressive results 

since Brand Australia was launched in 1995. The total inbound economic value (TIEV) generated by 
international visitors in 2006 was $19.5 billion (Australian dollars), up 5.0 percent compared to 2005. 
Average TIEV per international visitor also increased by 4.4% since 2005 (Australian Government 2006). 
Tourism was worth $75 billion to the Australian economy employing directly 550, 000 and indirectly 397,000 
Australians. In 2007 Australia was ranked 8th among 38 countries in The Anholt Nation Brands Index (Anholt 
Nation Brand Index 2007), and 4th on the World Economic Forum’s Travel and Tourism Competitiveness 
Index (TTCI) among the 130 countries. It was first in travel and tourism (T&T) human, cultural and natural 
resources, 11th in (T&T) business environment and infrastructure, and 30th in (T&T) regulatory framework. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
This study applied Yip’s (2003) Total Global Strategy (TGS) framework to global competition among 

country destination brands in the tourism industry. Based on the TGS framework this study first addressed 
the impact of market-, cost-, government- and competitive globalization drivers on the tourism industry 
globalization with a focus on the special characteristics of tourism services including environmental and 
social sustainability, safety and security issues. The study concluded that these four globalization drivers 
explain well the reasons why the tourism industry is one of the most global industries in the world. Also, the 
study found that the special characteristics of tourism services including environmental and social 
sustainability, safety and security issues do not significantly reduce the globalization potential of the tourism 
industry.  

Second, the study investigated the five strategy levers of global market participation, global products 
and services, global marketing, global location of value-adding activities, and global competitive moves as 
they apply to country destination marketing organizations (DMOs). All five global strategy levers were found 
to be applicable for developing and implementing global strategies for DMOs as illustrated in the case of 
Tourism Australia. These five global strategy levers were then investigated in the context of brand 
experience management (BEM) principles proposed by Laitamaki (2007a). The study suggested that the 
BEM principles influence global strategy levers by making country destination brands globally competitive. 
The study used Australia, Tourism Australia and Brand Australia as examples of how the TGS Framework 
and BEM principles can be applied to a country, a DMO, and a country destination brand respectively.  

The study contributes to the existing tourism literature by introducing the Total Global Strategy 
framework as an alternative for the cluster theory (Porter 2000) and the resource- based view of competition 
(Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1991, 2001) among country destinations brands. It contributes to DMO strategies 
by illustrating how the five global strategy levers and the four country brand experience management phases 
can be used when competing for international tourists. This study is conceptual and case study based which 
limits generalization of the results. Future research could compare different country brand strategies based 
on the principles of the total global strategy and brand experience management. More quantitative studies 
could also assist DMO managers when designing competitive strategies and deciding on which competitive 
advantages to invest their resources. An important area of research is to compare the applicability of the 
cluster theory, resource based-view, and total global strategy to country brand experience management. 
Finally, the role of key public and private stakeholders in country brand experience management is an 
important area of future research. 
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Introduction 
 
The Tourism Policy Review Group’s “Vision for Irish Tourism 2002-2012” identified that international tourism 
is increasingly driven by more demanding customer requirements, with greater emphasis on unique 
experiences, authenticity and emotional involvement. In its response to this report the ITIC (2006:55) assert 
“The core goal for Irish Tourism is to develop and deliver distinctive, authentic and memorable experiences 
that stimulate increased visits, longer dwell times and higher expenditure....... The quality of experience is 
key”. The creation of a destination experience is only one step in modern destination management; once the 
experiential components have been incorporated, the next priority is to brand this new destination 
experience. Critical to the attainment of this objective is the development of strong cohesive unity between 
stakeholders at the destination. 
 
Blain, Levy, and Brent Ritchie, (2005) contend the application of branding theories to places and in particular 
tourism destinations is relatively new. Branding is seen as a powerful tool in relation to examining; explaining 
and creating value in tourist destinations but Hankinson (2001) contends it is not always understood or 
applied effectively. Recent literature would suggest that two critical themes have emerged as critical in the 
building of successful destinations; the need to incorporate experience elements in the destination offering 
(Snepenger, et al, 2004) and the need to develop recognisable brands for destinations (Kolter and Gertner, 
2002). Although the need for the branding and addition of experience components is acknowledged the 
actual practicalities of achieving branded destination experiences is elusive. Many authors have argued 
places are too complex to include in branding discussions as they have too many stakeholders and too little 
control (Park and Petrick, 2006; Pike, 2005; Blain et al, 2005; Morgan, 2003). This paper is part of a 
postgraduate research project that seeks to explore if strong stakeholder unity at destination level may be 
the key to its management and branding.  
 
The study initially sought to review emerging trends in branding and experience management and to 
understand how the learning from these areas can be applied to tourism destination management. Early in 
the review of this literature it became apparent that a strong relationship between providers at the 
destinations was a common element in many of the findings. This focused the research towards objectives 
seeking to understand the role of stakeholder unity in the branding of a destination. A case approach was 
selected where by the level of stakeholder unity in two urban tourism destinations was assessed in order to 
empirically measure if the level of stakeholder unity had a direct impact on the quality of destination 
experience and on the creation of an experience brand. This relationship has not been previously tested 
within an Irish tourism context so this research hopes to address this identified research gap. Subsequently 
three objectives were ascertained to explore the nature of stakeholder unity and its links to establishing a 
destination experience brand.  
 
1. To quantify the degree of destination stakeholder unity.  
2. To examine the uni-directional relationship between strong cohesive destination stakeholder unity 

and a quality destination experience.  
3. To examine the uni-directional relationship between strong cohesive destination stakeholder unity 

and destination branding performance. 
 
Literature Review 
 
At tourist destinations there is an active public and private sector made up of primary and secondary 
stakeholders (Davidson, 1997). A good close working relationship between these sectors is fundamental if 
the needs of both sectors are to be balanced and the destination is to create a successful brand (Elliott, 1997; 
Failte Ireland, 2007). Destination management operates on both a macro and micro level (Page et al, 2006 & 
ITIC, 2006); integration across these levels is critical if a destination is to function effectively. The macro 
dimension comprises mainly of public sector activity and is more strategically focused and looks at areas in 
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relation to destinations policy, planning and development (ITIC, 2006). Page et al (2006) views the role of the 
public sector in a destination to enhance visitor satisfaction, provide environmental and cultural protection 
and increase economic benefits. The micro dimension represents chiefly the private sector (Page et al, 2006; 
ITIC, 2006) and is more operational in its focus carrying out the day to day duties and responsibilities in an 
effort to achieve the aims and objectives contained in the destinations policy, planning and development 
strategies (Page et al, 2006). The main duties and responsibilities carried out by the private sector in relation 
to destination management are in the areas of accommodation, transport, entertainment, IT, labour supply 
and innovation (ITIC, 2006) where they manage capacity, standards, scheduling and inventory control (Page 
et al, 2006; Ritchie, 2003; ITIC, 2006). 
 
The competitive position of tourism destinations is dependent on the ability of both sets of destination 
stakeholders to work together and effectively design and manage world class experiences. Product and 
service components alone are no longer enough, experience components require more to make them more 
authentic and innovative. It is for this reason Valencia and Westberg (2005) in agreement with Carbone and 
Haeckel (1994) contend experiences need to be a principal business model component in industries such as 
leisure and tourism, and can not afford to be relegated to lower management responsibilities. The quest to 
create and deliver the most superlative and sought after experience at a tourist destination makes effective 
experience design critical.  Gnoth (2002) identifies experience occurring at three levels, namely functional, 
experiential and symbolic. The functional aspects relates to the core characteristics of the product or service, 
experiential aspect relates to the sensual aspects while the symbolic aspect relates to what it means to the 
tourist.  Gnoth (2002) posits that the functional aspect is straightforward to imitate by competitors, but both 
the experiential and symbolic aspects offer openings for diversification and uniqueness. Experience 
components comprise like those of a service with the addition of two extra components, namely emotional 
theme and participation activities (Esgate, 2002). Emotional theme involves developing well defined themes 
considering customer emotions such as thoughts, feelings, and behaviours while participation in activities will 
allow customers to use the environment in a way that suits them best, promote interaction and enable 
consumers to engage the experience and develop positive connections (Esgate, 2002). Therefore if an 
emotional theme and participation opportunities are to be developed destination stakeholders must work 
together in a unified coherent complementary manner to initially develop a quality destination experience, 
and subsequently as a result of this experience a positive recognised brand for the destination can develop. 
King (2002:5) states “for destination marketers, it will be the relevance of the experience they offer the 
customer, rather than the destination they promote, which will be the key ingredient for success in the future”. 
Destination branding has the potential to play a coordinating role for a broad range of community 
development efforts, and Kavaratzis (2005) in agreement with Page et al (2006) proclaim branding is about 
helping destinations tie together their unique selling points of their experience to promote their distinctive 
attractive features. 
Brands play an important role both pre and post experience. Brands role pre experience is to help provide 
identification, differentiation, anticipation, expectation and reassurance (Seaton et al, 1996). By identification 
we mean recognition and association, by differentiation, uniqueness, by anticipation, desire, by expectation, 
benefits perceived, and by reassurance, jovial occasions will go well.  Brands role post experience is to help 
provide consolidation, tie memories together and reinforcement, cementing a coherent memory (Seaton et al, 
1996). If success is to be realised and an experience is to be created and branded, a destination framework 
to structure and facilitate the building of stakeholder interactions needs to be in place.  Adapting Preble 
(2005) stakeholder management model as seen in figure 1 to tourism destinations can assist in identifying, 
prioritising and developing stakeholder management, thus enhancing stakeholder unity and the development 
of a destination experience brand. 
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Figure 1.  Destination Stakeholder Management Process 

 Source: Adapted (Preble, 2005:415) 
 
 
Five key steps involved in the structured process include: 
 
Destination Stakeholder Identification 
 
Stage one of the destination stakeholder management process involves destination stakeholder identification. 
Adapting Preble (2005) stakeholder map concept to tourism destinations can aid the identification process as 
it provides a visual picture of the relevant stakeholder sets most applicable to the destination. 
 
 
Destination Stakeholder Categorisation 
 
 
Foley and Fahy (2004) in agreement with Gnoth (2004) contend the tourism product is not created by each 
stakeholder within a destination independently but between them, each stakeholder critical to the 
performance of the total system (Morgan et al, 2003). Taylor and Greave (2006) contend the greater the size 
of a team the greater the diversity of knowledge and ability to innovate. This requires stakeholders to 
embrace a culture at the destination that is aligned to their own personal values (Van Gelder, 2005). 
Developing a synergy between stakeholders (Jones, 2005) based on good close working relationships 
(Gnoth, 2004) with enhanced coordination, collaboration, communication (Aas et al, 2005) is vital . Once the 
destination stakeholders have been clearly identified using the destination stakeholder map concept, the 
next step is to classify them into categories and ascertain relationship links (Hankinson, 2004). This unity 
created as a result of identifying these close relationships will help promote higher levels of trust, cohesion 
and knowledge sharing (Gnoth, 2004) as all stakeholders will be devoted towards working for a common 
goal (Jones, 2005). Once the destination stakeholders are identified and relationship links detected, it is 
important the expectations of these stakeholders in relation to the destination are verified (Preble, 2005).  
 
 
Determine Destination Stakeholders Expectations 
 
Destination stakeholders need to identify and understand fully their own expectations and align them with 
those of the destination in order to maximise strengths and build cohesiveness towards overall destination 
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brand success. Gnoth (2002) contends tourism destination stakeholders must exploit the experiential and 
symbolic levels of an experience as it is these components which provide the greatest openings for 
diversification and uniqueness. In order for this to be achieved destination stakeholder expectations need to 
be appraised and prioritised to form stakeholder relationships that are best competent to deliver a 
differentiated experience for their tourist. By customising the experience to close match and fit the lifestyle of 
the targeted market the destination can then appeal to the tourist, be more meaningful, make them feel 
closer and evoke their trust. Consequently a preference for the destination is formed through this emotional 
connection, thus contributing to the conception of a destination brand. Unity in relation to communication, 
collaboration, coordination and partnering amongst the destination stakeholders is vital to this. 
 
 
Develop Destination Stakeholder Unity 
 
Relationship links need to be strengthened and both strategic and operational strategies developed in order 
to maintain focus and drive the process forward. With greater communication and collaboration between 
destination stakeholders resulting from rational relationship linkages, destination management activities will 
be made less difficult. Areas such as market research will benefit as it will highlight for example what makes 
the products and services at their destination different and unique as a better understanding of attitudes, 
preferences and behaviours of target markets will be attained (Van Auken, 2002). By identifying what the 
product and service portfolio consists of and their value, destination stakeholders will therefore have greater 
expertise, capacity and leverage to build upon this portfolio by combining these resources and amalgamating 
themes, thus being more imaginative, innovative and creative in their product and service design, resulting in 
more holistic quality experiences that best fit their tourists.  
 
 
Destination Monitoring and Control  
 
The final step in the process focuses on monitoring and control. This stage is crucial due to the complex and 
evolving environment of the tourist industry. Grant (1991) contends the more testing an advantage is to 
understand and replicate, the greater the benefit and the longer it can be used as a competitive weapon. 
Identifying core features and attributes at a destination that encompasses distinctive personalities and 
emotional components is vital in attaining this competitive advantage (Caldwell et al, 2004). Destinations 
need to move away from broad based markets and become more focused on positioning and customisation, 
tailoring to more individualistic tourist needs (Poon, 1993; King, 2002).  This will help match the target market 
to the experience better, thus making the tourist feel closer to the destination as it appeals to their senses 
complementing their lifestyles by being vibrant, unique, and admirable, making them feel good (Hankinson, 
2001, Howie, 2003). Constant monitoring and control, auditing and evaluation of strategic processes and 
continuous checking of stakeholder positions is vital in order to guarantee that progress towards achieving 
these goals are achieved (Preble, 2005). 
 
Following a review of the literature the author constructed a model as seen in figure 2 contending the 
creation of a destination experience brand stems from a destinations ability to combine and amalgamate 
resources and themes making for more holistic, differentiated, and memorable tourist experiences, as a 
result of strong cohesiveness unity between all destination stakeholders. The model highlights the 
consequential process involved in the quest for a successful destination experience brand and readily 
identifies three propositions.  
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Figure 2.  Proposed Path Model 

 
 
Proposition 1  
Strong stakeholder unity has a positive impact on the quality of destination experience 
 
Proposition 1A 
Strong stakeholder unity increases destination differentiation  
 
Proposition 2 
Strong stakeholder unity has a positive impact on branding a destination experience. 
 
 
         
Methodology 
 
The methodology entailed taking an intermediate position incorporating a multi strategy approach 
implementing both quantitative and qualitative research techniques. As the study is casual and discrepant in 
nature, a comparative case study using research instruments such as interviews and a questionnaire was 
deemed most appropriate. The research involved two phases that ran concurrently. Phase one involved 
interview schedules while phase two involved a questionnaire. The cases selected were purposefully chosen 
as both are bounded in that both are urban destinations, positioned in the South East of Ireland, have a 
similar profile, structures and resources but have a marked contrasting characteristic that will highlight the 
variance being studied. Consequently an inconsistency regarding key variables which in the case of the 
present study is stakeholder unity becomes the key differentiator between the two locations. Within these 
cases a non probability stratified sample was used, where the researcher identified different stakeholder 
sectors and interviewed stakeholders at senior management level from each sector. A questionnaire was 
distributed to tourists at both destinations to evaluate their experience and likelihood to recommend and 
return. The preliminary findings of the interview schedules will be presented while the questionnaire results 
are in process and will be presented later in the research in the final document.  
 
 
Preliminary Findings Interview Schedule 
 
This section presents the perceptions of the interviewees regarding the levels of stakeholder unity, 
destination differentiation and brand evidence in Waterford and Kilkenny; there locations can be seen in 
figure 3. The perceptions are identified on the basis of the dimensions used in the stakeholder interview 
schedule constructed using a case protocol as a template. 
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Figure 3 Map of South East Ireland 
 
Waterford 

Waterford City is the oldest city in Ireland and has a Viking history dating back over 1200 years. Waterford is 
famous for its hand-crafted crystal. Waterford is situated in the Southeast of Ireland and offers the choice 
between city breaks in a cosmopolitan ancient city, family holidays in a choice of charming seaside resorts 
and activity breaks in a mountainous hinterland. Today Waterford is the cultural, economic, educational, 
technological and industrial capital of the South East region. The traditional source of wealth continues to 
expand in line with the growth of the Irish economy. Population in the city is 44,000 with that figure expected 
to rise by 5,000 between the years 2009-2014 

 
Stakeholder Unity  
 
The predominant view of the stakeholders interviewed was that effective destination management by both 
public and private sectors in Waterford was perceived lacking with the principle view being that Waterford 
could be better managed if there was greater unity between its sectors with a person or persons in position 
to lead and direct it. Challenges highlighted preventing this included revenue issues and getting people to 
work together and the lack of facilities in order to deliver quality tourist experiences. Most participants 
interviewed saw themselves as more enablers or facilitators. The participants stated they worked most 
closely with stakeholders from the sectors that they would come in contact and interact most regularly in 
relation to issues concerning their own sector and were in regular contact on a daily or weekly with these 
sectors. Their main reasons for communicating with these other sectors was to provide and acquire 
information, to enhance coordination and communication and to build stronger relationships to maximise 
opportunities for Waterford’s tourism industry. It was contended by the participants that Waterford does not 
have a dedicated person or group of personnel formally in a full time position to manage the destination and 
unite the different sectors in relation to tourism matters. Perception on the association between effective 
destination collaboration and the creation of a quality tourist experience was yes there was a definite 
association with a general agreement that the stakeholders are the tourism providers and by working as 
team and combining resources and efforts the creation of a positive experience for tourists can be achieved. 
Hence, the principle view was developing a synergy between destination stakeholders based on good 
working relationships is crucial. Finally in conclusion stakeholder unity was perceived to be a significant 
factor in driving the tourism industry forward in Waterford. However, a number of participants believed that 
the stakeholders could be better linked while one participant stated that there was no unity.  Interestingly, 
one participant contended the need for a full time paid central figure to provide leadership and direction while 
another mentioned a representative from each sector is required. It was believed that unless one of these 
were in place unity between sectors will be difficult to ascertain. 
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Destination Differentiation 
 
The understanding of destination differentiation was very comparable among the participants interviewed. 
The principle view was that differentiation was about uniqueness and offering something different than other 
destinations. The participant’s views varied in relation to their efforts in attempting to achieve differentiation 
but all linked back to the fact that they are all aiming to make the tourists experience a positive one. The 
focus of Waterfords most unique proposition was chiefly centred on its historical past. Participants 
highlighted the need for better structures to be formed between destination stakeholders so that combining 
resources and efforts are maximised to form superior packages for Waterfords tourists. The participant’s 
views on their understanding of their target markets needs and wants was seen to be could be better and 
this was viewed as an essential factor if differentiation is to be realised. 
The participant’s awareness levels again varied in relation to their awareness of the range of activities 
offered in Waterford product portfolio with the majority stating they were unaware of the city’s product 
portfolio content. The participants views on if their was adequate scope for tourist participation and 
interaction in activities in Waterford the general consensus was that there was adequate opportunities for 
tourists to participate and interact in various activities in Waterford but it was not being utilised and exploited 
to its full potential. 
 
Brand Evidence 
 
The awareness level among participants interviewed was that there were signs of brand evidence in 
Waterford but they felt the problem being Waterford having numerous logos and slogans. The prevailing 
view was that the logo and slogan needed to be updated and interestingly a number of participants spoke of 
the need for the development of a specific brand logo and slogan for the tourism industry. The participants 
view was that having a recognised brand for the destination acted as a mark of commitment and would allow 
Waterford gain greater exposure to potential tourists. When questioned on what they believed the building of 
a recognised brand entails the participants viewed it to involve having skilled people working within the 
industry, to have a quality product to deliver and to have unity between all stakeholders working towards a 
common goal. The majority of participants highlighted facts such as a destinations heterogeneous product 
and service range, having to appeal to a variety of tourists with different cultural values and lack of structured 
organisation and continuity between destination stakeholders as the main challenges involved in establishing 
a destination brand. In relation to clarity of Waterford’s identity the principle opinion was that Waterford’s 
identity was not clear to its target and segmented markets and signs of brand evidence were not evident.  
 
Kilkenny  

Kilkenny is known the creative heart of Ireland, where heritage and history, environmental harmony, crafts 
and architecture combine to create an all-pervading spirit of excellence. Kilkenny offers the South East's 
finest countryside, a pretty, rich farmland dotted with medieval ruins, solid stone walls, charming villages and 
a host of historic monuments. Population in the city is 23,000 with that figure estimated to rise to 30,000 by 
2020. 

Stakeholder Unity 
 
There was mixed feeling from the participants in relation to whether the city was managed effectively by both 
public and private sectors. A number of participants believed the city was well managed while a number 
believed it was not managed effectively. Those who contended it was well managed believed so because 
there are initiatives in place and they are constantly endeavoring to be pro active in relation to the city’s 
management. The main basis for participants believing that the city was not being managed effectively by 
both sectors was because of sectoral interests and a lack of strategic vision between stakeholders. The main 
challenges in managing Kilkenny as a tourism destination as perceived by the participants was that of 
managing the large volume of tourist numbers , ridding the image of stag and hen parties and bringing all 
stakeholders together to work as a unified group towards a common goal and actually delivering on promises. 
Contact levels between participants interviewed with other sectors within Kilkenny in relation to tourism are 
adequate with participants stating they are in regular contact with each other. All the participants were in 
agreement that there needs to be a management structure in place if tourism in Kilkenny is to remain 
sustainable and that at least one designated representative from each sector should be involved in the 
management while another participant noted greater harmony between both public and private sectors was 
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needed. In relation to their view on an association between effective stakeholder collaboration and the 
creation of quality tourism experience the principle view from all participants was that there definitely was. A 
number of participants stated the need for a greater “coming together”, “communication” and combing of 
efforts”. The participants believed that Kilkenny is in a better position in relation to tourism because of 
increased unity. However, interestingly the participants agreed they can not stand on their laurels, but need 
to continue progressing and combining efforts to make Kilkenny a superior tourist destination.   
 
 
Destination Differentiation 
 
The comprehension of differentiation among the participants was very similar. Each participant spoke of it in 
a positive light, seeing it in a way to strive for uniqueness and individuality. Kilkenny’s most unique selling 
proposition as stated by the majority of participants interviewed was its built heritage and medieval history. 
The participant’s views regarding the level of understanding of their markets needs and wants were 
innovative in that a number of participant’s proactively meet with representatives from other markets 
promoting Kilkenny but also to enquire to what it is the markets expect of them to deliver. All the participants 
interviewed were confident of a good awareness of the bulk of activities available related to tourism in 
Kilkenny. Of the participants interviewed all declared their availability and willingness to participate to 
combine activities and efforts to create more holistic experiences for tourists in Kilkenny. When asked if there 
was adequate scope for tourist participatation and interaction in activites offered in Kilkenny the predominant 
view was that the participants believed there was sufficient opportunity to participate and interact in activities 
but asserted that there is always possibility of more. One participant believed in relation to tourism there is a 
certain degree of passiveness involved and contended tourists need to be afforded additional ownership and 
be allowed discover and personalise their experience to a greater extent. 
 
Brand Evidence 
 
Awareness levels of a recognised brand logo and slogan for Kilkenny amongst the participants interviewed 
varied. The majority of participants stated they were aware and used them on much of their promotional 
material. The participants believed a brands function was to act as an influencer to differentiation, initiating 
constructive images and enhancing a destinations reputation. The principle benefits expressed was that a 
brand for Kilkenny acted as a reinforcer, a further identifier, it conjures up a quality unified image and 
perception and shows a cohesive effort from its stakeholders. All participants interviewed were in agreement 
that attempting to brand a destination posed greater challenges and although the participant’s responses 
varied they all centered on three principle areas. Such areas included the expansive and diverse mix of 
stakeholders involved, difficultly in coordinating stakeholders and lack of control and organisation. 
Asked if they believed Kilkenny’s identity was clearly identified in the minds of their target markets, the 
predominant observation was that the majority of participants interviewed were unsure. The principle 
reasons given by the participants comprised of a deficiency in research carried out on Kilkenny specifically, 
an inadequacy in dispersing relevant tourism information among destination stakeholders and conveying 
mixed messages to tourists. Questioned on who they saw as responsible for managing the city’s branding 
activities the predominant response from the participants was Kilkenny Tourism. Overall the participants 
believed there was knowledgeable brand evidence of Kilkenny. 
 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
 
This paper has discussed branding of a tourism destination from a stakeholders perspective. A destination 
may have a vision, a strong product portfolio, yet if it is not able to convey that vision and portfolio into a 
quality tourist experience and thus a recognised brand for the destination it will ultimately fail. This paper 
seeks to enhance an understanding of managing and branding a tourism destination through cohesive 
stakeholder unity. As indicated in the sequence of propositions, the stronger the unity among destination 
stakeholders the greater the chance of creating a destination experience brand. It is surprising that, to date, 
there is very little research that attempts to analyses and match the quality of cohesive stakeholder networks 
with the creation of more holistic tourist experiences so that a brand for the destination can be established. 
The propositions here are hoped to provide a basis for further development and research in the area.  
 
In Waterford stakeholder unity was identified to be lacking, with no formal leadership structures in place to 
take charge and direct Waterford’s tourism industry. While there was good awareness of the participants 
understanding of the term differentiation, there views varied in relation to their efforts in attempting to achieve 
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differentiation. Worryingly this suggests the efforts will be some what fragmented instead of being unified and 
common towards creating an add value and establishing uniqueness. The majority of participants agreed on 
Waterfords most unique selling proposition but contended again that a better composition between 
stakeholders is needed if the destination is to maximise its tourism potential. A concern was that not all 
participants were aware of what Waterford has to offer tourists, thus enabling stakeholders to combine and 
bundle activities more difficult. There was adequate scope to theme experiences and for tourist interaction 
and participation in Waterford but it was not been utilised to its full potential. Again this begs the question if 
there was a designated person or persons formally responsible for managing the tourist experience would 
Waterford be better equipped to maximise its potential. Brand evidence in Waterford with regards tourism 
was somewhat ambiguous. The participants interviewed believed there were a wide range of destination 
logos and slogans but interestingly they contended there was none specifically focused and used as an 
identifier for the tourism industry. Worryingly there were mixed opinion on Waterford’s main target segments 
and even more unsettling the needs and wants of Waterford’s targeted segments have not being ascertained. 
Therefore the direct knock on effect will be that Waterford stakeholders will not be in a position to best match 
their product portfolio with their most suitable markets, thus limiting the chance of creating memorable 
experiences for them and thus brand recognition. 
 
In Kilkenny the level of stakeholder unity was perceived to be stronger and the destination was believed to 
be managed more cohesively by it public and private sectors. This was mainly down to greater contact 
between the stakeholders and greater collaboration on matters regarding tourism. Also a key fact was that 
with Waterford tourism is seen as just one of many industries where as in Kilkenny tourism is seen as the 
main industry. Kilkenny has a tourism officer working on a part time basis who works with a marketing 
consultancy group towards building Kilkennys destination brand. Significantly it was contended Kilkenny was 
in a much better position in relation to tourism because they have a designated tourism officer. Interestingly 
they see the role as a full time position and hope to appoint a person within the next year and this person will 
act as a mediator between different stakeholder groups, thus enhancing stakeholder unity. 
Again similar to Waterford Kilkennys stakeholders had good awareness of the concept of differentiation and 
their most unique selling proposition centred on the same area, its built heritage. This is important as all 
stakeholders efforts will be focused on the one area allowing them to bring about a more consistent 
experience. Kilkenny proactively endeavors to attain and understand their tourist target market needs and 
wants but interestingly are aware that more can still be done in the form of more specific research to better 
tailor the product to best suit the tourist. Similar to Waterford the participants interviewed in Kilkenny believed 
there was adequate scope for tourist interaction and participation in their activities. Noticeably the 
participants were aware of the aspects that add value to a tourist’s holiday is in affording the tourists a 
degree of ownership allowing them discover the local environment more to make their experience more 
personalised. 
Brand Evidence in Kilkenny is good and a recognised brand logo for tourism has been developed. This logo 
is used on much of their promotional material when holistically promoting Kilkenny as a tourism destination. 
The participants expressed having this brand logo established specifically for tourism evokes a quality image 
and demonstrates a cohesive effort from its stakeholders. Worryingly however when asked if they believed 
Kilkennys identity was clearly identified in the minds of their target markets, the predominant observation 
was that the majority of participants interviewed were unsure. Even more bothering was that some 
participants felt there was an inadequacy in dispersing relevant tourism information among destination 
stakeholders. The predominant response from the participants in relation to responsibility for managing the 
city’s branding activities was Kilkenny Tourism. Again although overall the participants believed there was 
knowledgeable brand evidence of Kilkenny, there is evidence to suggest from the research carried out that 
more still needs to be done to establish a recognised brand for Kilkenny. 
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The rural tourism product has an integral role in the tourism strategy of Finland. Rural tourism 
entrepreneurship in Finland typically consists of family micro businesses. Approximately 69% of the 
businesses operate the year round, but only one quarter consider tourism as their main form of livelihood. 
Each enterprise employs approximately 1,5 person work years. The turnover of 44% of the businesses is 
under the VAT limit (8400 Euro), only 12 % of the businesses have a turnover over 84000 Euros (earlier half 
a million Finnish marks). The year-round accommodation capacity in an enterprise is about 16 beds. 
(Markkola 2003 a and b) The occupancy rate of the accommodation services vary considerably according to 
seasons, being over 50% in summer, but during other seasons around 20 % (Markkola 2007). The average 
turnover of a full-time rural tourism business in Finland is about 120.000 € (Puurunen 2001). Profitability of 
full-time tourism enterprises is weak (Kupiainen et. al. 2000), which in most cases is a consequence of the 
seasonality of the businesses (Martikainen 2002) and a high dependence on domestic demand. Most of the 
Finnish families travel during the school holidays in July and at the end of February.  

 
The share of foreign customers in rural tourism businesses in Finland is 14% on average, but differences 
between the enterprises and even geographical regions are remarkable. One of the major objectives of the 
National Rural Tourism Theme Group has been to strengthen marketing operations in foreign markets in 
order to improve the occupancy rates, especially in June, August and winter months, when there is less 
domestic demand. Internationalisation has been regarded as one of the most significant means for 
increasing the productivity of the rural tourism enterprises, by lengthening the season. This is in accordance 
with the objectives of the current national tourism strategy, the major objective of which is to create and 
guarantee prerequisites for the development of all year round professional tourism entrepreneurship, growth 
and competitiveness in all branches of the tourism industry by 2013.  The objective is to increase the amount 
of foreign overnight stays by 5% each year till 2013. This means a growth from 20 million foreign overnights 
to 25 million. (KTM 2006) 
 
Finnish tourism industry is in a new competitive position after the Baltic countries’ accession to the European 
Union. From the perspective of European tourist, the Baltic countries are interesting for two reasons: the 
destinations still have novelty value, and  the price level is advantageous.  
Although the culture and scenery are similar to those in mid-Europe, it is believed that the Baltic countries 
attract mid-European tourists for their history with the Soviet Union.  Moreover, from a Finnish point of view, 
accessibility from mid-Europe to Baltic countries is easier than for example to Helsinki: mid-European tourists 
travelling to the Baltic countries by car do not have to cross the sea and by plane they are an hour earlier at 
their destination. (Komppula, Peltonen, Ylkänen, Kokkila 2006). So, the objective to attract more foreign rural 
tourism customers from Central Europe to Finland is getting even more challenging. 
 
In order to chart the abilities of rural tourism businesses to strengthen their productivity by going 
international, this study on exporting capabilities was conducted. Productivity in a tourism enterprise can be 
defined as an ability of a service organization to use its inputs for providing services with quality matching the 
expectations of customers (Vuorinen, Järvinen & Lehtinen 1998, 380). Productivity has been approached as 
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an umbrella concept including utilisation, efficiency, effectiveness, quality, predictability and other 
performance dimensions (Johnson & Jones 2004, 202). According to the most common approach, 
productivity refers to the efficiency with which resources are used, by relating the quantity of inputs to 
outputs (see e.g. Blake et al. 2006, 1101).  
 
Literature on company internationalisation focus in most cases on outward movement of a company’s 
operations in terms of operation method, target markets and sales objects (Björkman & Kock 1997, 362). 
Businesses offering rural tourism services are “place dependent” (Björkman & Kock 1997) or “location bound” 
(Turunen 2006), which means that they rely on natural and cultural resources at their location. They do not 
export their services by setting up a service delivery system in a foreign market, but they have to “import” the 
customers to their production unit (Agndal & Elbe 2007, 302). In the context of tourism enterprises, the 
objective of internationalisation in general is to increase the number of foreign customers. The 
internationalisation of tourism businesses often takes place with help of a local DMO, and a preference for 
low commitment modes, focusing on agents and resellers (Agndal & Elbe 2007, 321-323). 
 
Internationalisation of an enterprise may be described as an adaptation process, during which the level of 
internationalisation develops with help of the knowledge gained from this process. (Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 
43; Luostarinen & Welch 1990,249). Internationalisation is a process of change, where the attitudes of those 
individuals working in the enterprise towards internationalisation are important. These attitudes play an 
important role, particularly in the initial stages of international operations (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 
1975). Lehtinen and Penttinen’s definition of internationalisation  (1999, 13) acknowledges the change and 
attitude factors related to internationalisation. According to them, internationalisation is cooperation between 
the business and its partners operating in international contexts. Internationalisation is created by the 
development of the staff’s attitudes and information level, and the activities where this development may be 
exploited.  
 
According to the Ministry of Trade and Industry (KTM 2003), only 4% of Finnish SMEs name the export 
markets as their most important target area. Only about 2% of tourism and hospitality businesses invest 
remarkably in internationalisation and 12% have some interest in active export operations. The most 
common meters measuring the level of internationalisation are the share of export of the total turnover, the 
share of export profits from the total profits of the business, the experience level of the enterprise on foreign 
operations and the number of export personnel in relation to the total number of staff. Internationalisation is 
deemed as most successful when the enterprise has sufficient available resources and its organisation is 
willing and capable of developing its expertise. (Ahokangas & Pihkala 2002). 
 
Turunen (2006) argues that the resource base of the location bound tourism businesses is a crucial success 
factor in the internationalisation of tourism SMEs. Based on the resource based view a the firm she suggests 
that the resource base of a location bound tourism company can be characterised by organisational assets, 
reputation assets, capabilities and industry specific assets. In this study the focus in on the 
internationalisation capabilities of the entrepreneur. The purpose of this study was to identify success 
determinants and barriers for internationalisation in rural tourism.  
 
Internationalisation here was defined in a narrow sense, meaning all target-oriented efforts made in order to 
increase the amount of foreign customers. Since the literature on internationalization of a tourism company is 
scarce and focuses on the impact of Internet or various distribution channels on the internationalisation 
(Garces, Gorgemans, Sanches & Manuela 2003, Wynne, Berthon, Pitt, Ewing & Napoli 2001, Pearce, 
Raewyn & Schott 2004) or internationalisation process of the tourism firm ( Angdal & Elbe 2007), the 
theoretical framework of this study is based on research on determinants of export performance (e.g. Valos 
and Baker 1996), export orientation of the entrepreneur (e.g. Aaby & Slater 1988) and market orientation 
(e.g. Gray & Hooley 2002), emphasising the capabilities of the entrepreneur. The term export in this study is 
used as a synonym for internationalisation.  
 
 
2. DETERMINANTS OF SUCCESS IN INTERNATIONALISATION OF AN SME  
 
Capabilities are intangible resources, which can be seen as long lasting bundles of integrated resources that 
form a unique set of organisational abilities and enable the businesses to undertake a particular international 
productive activity (Turunen 2006, Augustyn 2004).  In studies examining the export success of businesses it 
is common to use at least two meters when measuring success or performance. These meters are either 
subjective or objective. The most common meter is the share of export of the turnover. The share of foreign 
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customers of the total number of customers is also used. (Larimo 2000) The determinants of success may be 
divided into factors related to the entrepreneur, the business, the market orientation, export strategy and 
cooperation. In addition, this study examines the inner obstacles related to export.  
 
Export orientation describes the entrepreneur’s attitude towards exporting, his/her attitude towards foreign 
markets, the entrepreneur’s capability to take risks, and his/her foreign relations (Mäkinen 1986, 28). The 
attitude of the management of an enterprise and their commitment to export is seen as one of the most 
important factors that affect the success of a business in export success studies (e.g. Cavusgil 1984, Aaby & 
Slater 1988, Miesenbock 1988, Louter et.al. 1991, Moini 1995, Valos & Baker 1996, Holmlund & Kock 1998). 
The attitude of the management is particularly reflected in the target-oriented operations of businesses in 
international markets. (Cavusgil 1984).  In El-Khoury’s (2004) study on the export success of North Karelian 
SMEs, it was found that export orientation was the most important success factor in export, in addition to 
intercultural communication competence. The entrepreneur’s motivation factors in the background of 
internationalisation include the desire to grow and develop a business, a personal desire to achieve, a desire 
to conquer challenges, creation of international contacts, desire to maintain and exploit, need to imitate, and 
a desire for adventure and travel. (Ahokangas & Pihkala 2002, 111).  
 
For factors related to the business, the company size is generally seen as best reflecting the available 
economic and mental resources of the business. The bigger resources of large enterprises are seen to lead 
to more successful export. (Airaksinen 1982, Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1985, ref. Larimo 2000). Regularity of 
export may also be considered a factor for measuring success in export. The personnel’s competence in 
export has been noted as a success factor in many studies. (Härkki et al. 1995; Larimo & Sutinen 1996). 
When an enterprise targets its operations towards international markets, the need for intercultural 
communication skills grows. The ability to understand and accept differences is the most important factor in 
intercultural communication. (Beamer & Varner 2001). Competence in foreign languages and cultures 
significantly affect the internationalisation of a business (Chen & Starosta 1998). North Karelian SMEs 
estimated the language skills and other intercultural communication competence of their staff as their most 
important success factor in export, which includes personal properties, communication skills, mental 
adjustment and cultural awareness. (El-Khoury 2004). In addition to the workforce, economic resources are 
important for a tourism business. The location and properties related to quality are also significant (Haahti et 
al. 1987). 
 
Market orientation can be defined as organisational behaviour concerned with identifying the customers’ 
needs and competitors’ actions, sharing market information throughout the organisation and responding to it 
in a co-ordinated, timely and profitable manner (see Narver & Slater 1990, Kohli & Jaworski 1990, 
Deshpande et al. 1993, Rueckert 1992, Shapiro 1988, Lafferty & Hult 2001). The dimensions of market 
orientation are customer orientation (gathering information on the customers’ changing needs), competitor 
orientation, inter-functional co-ordination, responsiveness, profit emphasis (Gray et al. 2002, 187) and 
internal marketing orientation (Lings 1999 and 2004, Naude et al. 2003, Gray & Hooley 2002).  Market 
orientation takes time to build, is complex, is built out of tacit skills and experience and is difficult to transfer 
from one firm to another (Hooley et al. 2005). 
 
One success factor is the thorough planning of export. In a study of the North Karelian tourism enterprises, 
only 29% of businesses that exercised direct export operations had an internationalisation or export strategy. 
(Komppula, Lautanen & Löppönen 2004). A successful export trade also requires that the business invests in 
product development. Products that work well in the domestic market are not always suitable for export 
markets as they are, but need to be changed, adjusted, according to the demands of the target group 
markets. Distribution channel choices are related to the export strategy, as are the choice and segmentation 
of the target country. According to recent studies, a target-oriented development of business activities, like 
growth of the business or export is not, in general, the primary way to act, for rural tourism businesses 
(Carlsen & Getz 2000; Komppula 2002; Lassila 2004). 
 
Cooperation and networking also play an important role in the success of companies in international markets. 
Personal relations and networs are frequently used in the search for opportunities on new markets (Agndal & 
Elbe 2007). Interest in deepening cooperation with other businesses becomes apparent particularly when the 
ability of a business to succeed in international markets is not merely dependent on their own efforts and 
behaviour, but also on the resources of those companies, with whom the business directly or indirectly 
cooperates.  (Wilkinson, Young, Welch & Welch1998). In the sector of small and micro businesses, the 
companies of fast growth clearly consider horizontal cooperation as a more important success factor than 
companies of slow growth. In tourism business this is explained by the fact that companies whose capacity is 
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small benefit from combining their resources with larger groups in order to attract tourists into the area. 
(Komppula 2004) 
 
Luostarinen et al (1994) divide the obstacles of export into inner and outer obstacles. The inner obstacles 
include, for example, factors related to the personnel, organisation structure and funding. The outer 
obstacles are, for example, state policy, toughness of competition and communication channels. The biggest 
obstacles for export in the SMEs that are starting to export are the inner factors of the business, which are 
due to a lack of resources in the business.  
 
In general, problem areas for the internationalisation of businesses include a lack of international 
competence and experience by the management and the personnel, unwillingness to take risks, inability and 
unwillingness to operate with external partners and insufficient planning abilities. Problems related to 
products and marketing include a situation where the product has been entered into the market as unfinished, 
and the markets or competitors are not known. Problems related to marketing include difficulties in 
identifying potential customers and distribution channels, limited credibility in the market and cultural 
differences. Financing can also be a problem in internalisation. (Ahokangas & Pihkala 2002, 21). Negative 
attitude of the management towards export is one of the most important obstacles of export: export is seen 
as difficult, it is felt that its benefits for the business are few, the entrepreneur has no motivation to develop 
export marketing measures and the compatibility of one’s own product. The obstacles of export also include 
the following negative attitudes: a lack of information on the market, buyers, market behaviour, competition, 
language and international trade procedures (Cavusgil et al. 2002). 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The population of this study is composed of rural tourism businesses offering accommodation (1031 
businesses) that are in the register of National Theme Group on Rural Tourism. Before the survey, five well 
known successful rural tourism entrepreneurs were interviewed in order to understand better the 
prerequisites, processes and problems of internationalisation in a rural tourism context. Then, a 
questionnaire was planned based on earlier studies and those matters that arose in the thematic interviews. 
The questionnaire was divided into questions concerning export, export success factors, the barriers for 
export and the background of the business.  
 
A total of 181 accepted replies were reached. Including the abandoned forms, the return rate was 19,5%. 
This percentage may be considered fairly standard for this type of studies in Finland: in similar studies 
carried out by the National Theme Group on Rural Tourism for about 10 years, 100-200 replies per year 
were obtained (see e.g. Markkola 2007). It is well-known from many contexts that rural tourism 
entrepreneurs do not often answer questionnaires, so the number of responses may be considered 
reasonable. However, it is possible to draw indicative conclusions regarding the export capability of Finnish 
rural tourism enterprises, as the respondents represent almost the entire area of Finland and are typical rural 
tourism enterprises. 
 
The quantitative analysis methods used included cross-referencing, summation variables, non-parametric 
average testing and factor analysis. 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
4.1. Background information about the respondents 
 
70% of the respondents were family enterprises and 26% were single proprietors. The number of staff in the 
businesses was, on average, 1,8 persons (mode 1). The businesses had an average of 18 all-year-round 
beds (mode 8). The export success was measured both by the share of the export of the turnover and by 
experience in export. About 40% of the respondents had over 10 years experience in export. In the 
businesses that took part in this study, the share of export in the turnover was 18%, on average, and varied 
between 0-90%. The share of foreign customers of the entire number of customers was an average of 15,6%, 
the mode being 5%. The majority of the respondents had exercised some type of activities aimed at export. 
Nearly all the respondents (98%) believed that cooperation with other entrepreneurs is beneficial in the 
export market. 68% of the respondents belong to some form of tourism business network. 66% of the 
respondents claimed that their English skills were at least passable, 13% said that they could not master 
even poorly any other language than Finnish.  
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About one quarter of the respondents mainly concentrate on serving domestic customers, but over 60% are 
interested in increasing their share of foreign customers. 13% of the businesses want to invest strongly in 
export and foreign markets. The statistical significance of these differences was measured with the Mann-
Whitney and Kruskall-Wallis tests. Roughly speaking, it can be said that those entrepreneurs that have the 
most interest in export are between 31-60 years of age, have a tertiary degree, have worked as a tourist 
entrepreneur for a maximum of 2 years and are full-time entrepreneurs. These businesses also offer activity 
services. The share of export of the turnover is 40-100%, the share of foreign customers is at least 25% of 
the customers and the business is situated in Central or Eastern Finland.  
 
Over half of the respondents stated that their export was so-called indirect, that is, the contacts with foreign 
customers take place through intermediaries. Over one third had their own direct contacts with foreign tour 
operators and target customer groups and less than one quarter stated that they had no foreign customers. 
According to the results of this study, experience in export seems to increase one’s interest in export.  
 
4.2. Company-specific success factors of export 
 
The entrepreneurs were asked to evaluate their own competence on a scale of 1-3 with respect to factors 
affecting their success in the export market. Altogether, there were 29 ability variables. According to the 
results, the best skills and properties of the entrepreneurs were independence (2,58), sociability (2,56), 
cooperation skills (2,45), and customer service skills, being unprejudiced and quality consciousness ( each 
2,44).  
 
The entrepreneurs master worst, according to their own opinion, the anticipation of trends (1,67), adventure 
(1,79), being able to use networks (1,8), language skills (1,88), communication skills (1,96) and electronic 
communication (1,97).  Many studies have found that out of these properties, particularly language skills and 
the exploitation of networks have been seen as important when operating in the export market. The 
anticipation of trends, which is related to market competence, is particularly important when trying to meet 
the needs of the clients in changing markets. Of the full-time entrepreneurs, 75,5% considered their 
language skills as good or fairly good. The corresponding figure for part-time tourism entrepreneurs was 
54,6%.  
 
4.3. Success factors for export 
 
Altogether 59 variables measured the success factors of companies. These variables cover, for example, 
factors related to export market orientation, the export competence of the entrepreneur and the staff, and the 
resources.  The entrepreneurs evaluated the success factors on a scale of 1-5, where 1 was “not significant” 
and 5 “a necessary prerequisite for success”. A good three quarters of the success factors were evaluated 
over the mean value of  3,5, in other words, they were considered significant success factors, on an average.  
 
Because of the large number of variables, it was reasonable to summarise information under suitable sum 
variables. Altogether, 11 sum variables were created (see Table 1). In addition, price competitiveness is 
measured separately, as it did not match with the other variables as to its content. The reliability of the sum 
variables was measured by reliability analysis, based on which the reliability factor of Cronbach alpha in 
excess of  0,6 is considered a good reliability standard. The sum variables may not include missing 
observations so they were replaced with the mean values of the original variables. (Kanninen 1999). 
  
Table 1: Export success sum variables and the original variables 
Sum variable original variable Cronbach alpha 
Market orientation - knowledge of foreign customers and their 

needs 
- foreign regular customers 
- tailor-made products for the customers 
- after-sales-service 
- market research 
- customer feedback 
- utilisation of the customer intelligence 
- knowledge about competitors 
- capability to rapidly react to customer 

needs 

0,859 
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- responding to customer needs/operator 
needs 

Distribution channel - proper distribution channel 
- proper preparation and organisation of tour 

operator familiarisation tours 
- good connections with tour operators 
- cooperation with domestic (incoming) 

operators 
- trust among tour operators 
- cooperative product development together  

with tour operators 

0,810 

Marketing - good reputation 
- good marketing competence 
- selling the product based on trustworthy 

argumentation 
- professionally planned Internet pages  

0,750 

Export orientation - cultural competence in the business  
- good language skills of the staff 
- entrepreneur’s positive attitude towards 

internationalisation 
- positive attitude towards internationalisation 

among the staff 
- desire to grow through internationalisation 
- systematic planning of internationalisation, 

export strategy 
- management of export costs 

0,823 

Cooperation - community spirit in the village /local 
environment 

- marketing cooperation with other 
entrepreneurs in the area 

- good relationships with other entrepreneurs 

0,731 

Innovativeness - gumption to implement new product ideas 
that do not exist anywhere else 

- new innovations 

0,610 

Outside advice  - support from the consultative organisations 
- cooperation with universities/research 

organisations 

0,750 

Quality of the product - high quality products 
- authenticity /originality of the product 
- quality management 
- security aspects of the product 
- good level of accommodation facilities 
- customer service 
- enough time to implement the service well 
- exceeding the expectations of the customer 
- well practised service 
- flexibility of operations 
- customers enjoying their stay 

0,871 

Traditions - the traditions and history of the place 
- the atmosphere of the place 
- family enterprise 
- location (within Finland) 
- location outside the holiday centres/city 

centres 

0,624 

Capacity - adequate accommodation capacity 
- the capacity of accommodation facilities 

and activity services are in balance 
- versatile activity services 

0,644 

Staff - professional staff 
- professional implementation of the service 

0,792 
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- availability of professional staff 
- training of the staff 

Price competitiveness   
 
The sum variables describe the significance of the success factors from the perspective of  success in export, 
according to the views of the respondents. The division of the variables was evaluated with the mean value, 
median, mode, standard deviation and skew and excess figures, in order to discover how the answers have 
been distributed. According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the variables have not been normal, so this 
method is the most suitable one.  
 
According to the rural tourism entrepreneurs, the most important success factor in the export market is 
marketing. It received a mean value of 4,38. Marketing includes a good reputation, selling the product with 
truthful information, good marketing and sales competence and professional, well-functioning Internet pages. 
The mode of the sum variables is as high as 4,75, which means that marketing is considered an almost 
fundamental prerequisite of export. The next most important success factor according to the entrepreneurs 
was the quality of the product. The standard deviation of the variable was the smallest, that is, the answers 
were most uniform for matters related to quality. The values of the sum variables can be seen in Table 2.   
 
Table 2. The sum variables of the export success factors  
 
 

N 
Mean Med Mo smallest biggest St.deviation 

Marketing 
181 4,38 4,50 4,75 1,5 5 0,586 

Quality of the 
product 

181 4,18 4,18 4,00 2,18 5 0,509 

Staff 
181 3,91 4,00 4,00 1,00 5,00 0,664 

Export 
orientation 

181 3,824 3,86 4,14 1,00 5,00 0,622 

Distribution 
channel 

181 3,822 3,83 4,17 1,00 5,00 0,656 

Market 
orientation 

181 3,65 3,68 3,65 1,36 4,91 0,552 

Tradition 181 3,56 3,60 3,60 1,80 5,00 0,613 
Cooperation 181 3,54 3,54 4,00 1,33 5,00 0,729 
Capacity 181 3,48 3,48 3,67 1,00 5,00 0,702 
Price 
competitiveness 

181 3,47 3,37 4,00 1,00 5,0 0,957 

Innovativeness 181 3,36 3,50 3,50 1,50 5,00 0,669 
Councelling 181 3,02 3,02 3,50 1,00 5,00 0,898 
 
The responses of the businesses were compared according to fourteen background variables: the number of 
domestic and foreign customers, export practice, interest in export, one’s own direct export activities, the age 
of the entrepreneur, the education of the entrepreneur, the foreign experience of the entrepreneur, the size 
of the business, the age of the business, the share of foreign customers, whether the entrepreneur works on 
a part or full-time basis in the tourism business, one’s own assessment of success in export, belonging to 
networks and whether the business offers activity services. According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the 
sum variables of the success factors in export are not normal, so nonparametric tests were used for 
comparison of the mean values. The higher the mean values are, the more important a success factor is felt 
to be in the group.  
 
Table 3 presents for each export success factor those background variables, based on which the 
assessments of the businesses differed from each other almost significantly or then significantly, at p-value  
of  0,05. The table lists the group of businesses that considered the success factor most important. If there 
were no significant differences at p-value 0,05, the entrepreneurs had a somewhat similar attitude towards 
the success factor in question.  
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Table 3: The background variables that differentiate the attitudes towards the success factors.  
 
Export success factor Mean Variable groups that considered the factor 

statistically significantly more important than other 
groups 
 

Marketing 4,38 Exporting business 
Quality of the product 4,18 - 
Staff 3,91 Size of the business: turnover over 200.000; Good 

experience in export 
Export orientation 3,824 Exporting business ; Age of the company 0-2 years; Full-

time tourism enterprise; Good experience in export 
Distribution channel 3,822 Only domestic customers 
Market orientation 3,65 Good experience in export 
Tradition 3,56 Own evaluation on export success “excellent” 
Cooperation 3,54 No direct contacts with foreign markets; Share of foreign 

customers 0-10 %; Age of the entrepreneur less than 30 
yrs; Belongs to a network 

Capacity 3,48 No direct contacts with foreign markets; Age of the 
company 6-10 yrs; Poor experience of foreign countries 

Price competitiveness 3,47 - 
Innovativeness 3,36 Companies that offer activity services 
Councelling 3,02 - 
  
Export businesses considered marketing a more important factor than those that did not export.  
The greater the turnover, the higher was the significance of the personnel. In addition, those businesses 
whose experience with foreign countries were good or fairly good considered their personnel resources as 
significantly more important than those businesses with less experience. The younger the company was, the 
more it appreciated factors related to export orientation, such as language skills, cultural knowledge, the 
thorough planning of export and a desire to grow through export. New businesses are hence aware of the 
significance of export orientation, which entails a positive attitude to internationalisation. Export operations 
are not particularly well planned in rural tourism businesses, which supports the results of  Agndal & Elbe 
(2007).  
 
Fairly surprisingly, those entrepreneurs whose businesses only had domestic customers considered the 
distribution channel as the most important factor. In the initial stages of export the role of competent 
cooperation partners is significant. Entrepreneurs with good foreign experience consider market orientation 
as more important than those entrepreneurs who evaluated their experience as weak. Hence, a wider, more 
international viewpoint has a positive effect, for example, on the appreciation of knowledge about the 
customers and competition. Market orientation includes, for example, meeting the tour operators and 
customers’ wishes, which rural tourism entrepreneurs evaluated as the third most important singular success 
factor for export. In its simplest form, this entails subtle enquiries and sensitivity by the hosts regarding what 
the customer expects. An important part of the market orientation is the ability to predict the trends and 
wishes of the future customers, which the rural tourism entrepreneurs evaluate as their weakest skill as an 
entrepreneur.  
 
The higher the entrepreneurs evaluated their own success in export, the more important they considered 
matters related to traditions. Businesses that operate profitably in the export market have been able to 
successfully use aspects of locality and uniqueness in their product contents. All the interviewed businesses 
also emphasised the significance of family entrepreneurship.  
 
Capacity is considered significantly more important by those businesses that do not have their own direct 
contacts abroad. The companies also differ in their attitude towards the capacity according to how long they 
have worked as tourism businesses. With cooperation it is still possible to solve capacity problems. Those, 
who do not have their own direct contacts abroad, consider cooperation as more important than those who 
have their own contacts. Businesses that belong to a tourism network consider cooperation in the nearby 
areas as more important than those businesses that do not belong to networks. The less foreigners visited a 
business, the more there was cooperation with people and entrepreneurs in nearby areas. Cooperation was 
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clearly considered as more important by young entrepreneurs who were at the most 30 years of age. There 
may be a desire to increase the share of foreign customers in the background, which is initially aimed at 
through cooperation with one’s own area in a sensible way.  
 
Price competitiveness was not specifically emphasised as a success factor for export in this study.  
The responses to the open-ended questions in the questionnaire support the idea that it is difficult to 
compete with price in the foreign market because of the location of Finland alone. The competitive 
advantage has to be discovered from other sources.  
 
Those businesses that offer activity services consider innovativeness to be a more important success factor 
than other businesses. Rural tourism businesses considered counselling (which also included cooperation 
with research and educational institutes) as the least important success factor. Similar results were obtained 
in a study by Komppula et.al. (2004). It is apparently difficult to think of these matters as actual success 
factors, even though they may affect the success of the enterprise in a positive way in the background. The 
theme interviews revealed that active cooperation with different kinds of offices that offer information is a 
benefit and makes up for shortcomings in one’s own expertise.  
 
4.4. Barriers for export 
 
All the respondents were asked to evaluate the most significant barriers for export activities in their 
businesses. On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 was ”no barrier” and 5 ”a very significant barrier”. A factor analysis was 
carried out, which was used to define the sum variables. Altogether, five groups were formed from the 
barriers, where the variables were loaded onto different factors, once the over 0,5 loadings had been taken 
into account. The KMO-figure was 0,803 which indicates that the variables were grouped into sensible 
dimensions. The reliability was good at a significance level of 0,000.  
 
Table 4. The sum variables and the original variables for barriers for export.  
 
Factor Barrier/original variable mean 
Lack of market information 
 
Cronbach alpha 0,889 
  
 
St.dev.0,954 

- Difficulty to find customers 
- Difficulty to find tour operators 
- Do not know foreign markets 
- Lack of knowledge about how to operate in 

foreign market 
- Do not know competitors 

3,22 
3,01 
2,97 
2,88 
 
2,19 

Lack of export motivation 
 
Cronbach alpha 0,669 
St.dev. 0,755 

- Domestic customers are enough  
- No motivation for internationalisation 
- Product not ready for the export market 
- Difficulties in pricing  

2,25 
2,06 
2,01 
1,87 

Lack of intercultural competence  
 
Cronbach alpha 0,804 
 
St.dev 0,945 

- poor command of foreign languages 
- lack of international experience among the 

staff 
- lack of international experience by the 

entrepreneur 
- cultural differences 

2,66 
2,63 
 
2,62 
 
1,68 

Poor confidence in one’s own 
export opportunities 
 
Cronbach alpha 0,675 
St. Dev. 0,754 

- Limited capacity 
- No desire to take risks 
- Insufficient capabilities in planning 
- The competitiveness of the product is 

regarded as insufficient 

3,20 
2,31 
2,18 
1,82 
 

Problems in cooperation 
 
Cronbach alpha 0,610 
St. Dev. 0,703 

- Dissatisfaction with cooperation with tour 
operators 

- Not enough benefits from export  
- Lack of cooperative capabilities 

2,02 
 
1,93 
1,73 

Problems with finance 
St. Dev. 1,182 

 2,21 

Lack of credibility in the market 
St. Dev. 0,937 

 1,97 
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The explanatory share of the five factors was, altogether, 64, 958 %, which can be considered very good. 
Varimax rotation was used in the factor analysis. The variables “lack of credibility at the market” and 
“problems with finance” were left out of the varimax rotation. These can, however, be examined as separate 
variables. The reliability of the sum variables was evaluated through a reliability analysis. 
 
It can be seen from Table 4 that none of the original variables was a particularly significant barrier according 
to these results, and that the mean value of only three original variables is over 3.  
Table 5 presents the barriers for export according to the sum variables in the order they were evaluated by 
the rural tourism entrepreneurs. For each factor, there is a background variable based on which the 
assessments of the businesses significantly differed from one another at a p-value of  0,05. The groups of 
businesses where the barrier for export was considered the largest, are presented in the table.  
 
Table 5: The background variables which significantly differentiate attitudes towards barriers for export.  
 
Export barrier mean Group of businesses where the barrier is considered 

more often significant than in others 
 

Lack of market information 2,85 Only domestic customers; No export;  Focused on domestic 
market; No direct contacts with foreign market; Poor 
experience of foreign countries; percentage of foreign 
customers 0-10 %; Own evaluation on export success “poor” 

Lack of intercultural 
competence 

2,40 Only certain seasons for foreign markets; No export; 
Focused on domestic markets; No direct contacts with 
foreign markets; Age of the entrepreneur more than 61 yrs; 
No vocational education; Poor experience of foreign 
countries; Turnover  below 8500 €; percentage of foreign 
customers 11-24 %; Part-time entrepreneur; Own evaluation 
about export success “poor” 

Poor confidence in one’s own 
export opportunities 

2,38 Only domestic customers; No export;  Focused on domestic 
market; No direct contacts with foreign market; younger than 
30 yrs; Poor experience of foreign countries; Turnover  below 
8500 €; Percentage of foreign customers 0-10 %; Part-time 
entrepreneur; Own evaluation about export success “poor” 

Problems with finance 2,21 Only domestic customers; No direct contacts with foreign 
markets; Poor experience of foreign countries; Own 
evaluation about export success “poor” 

Lack of export motivation 2,05 Only certain seasons for foreign markets; No export; 
Focused on domestic markets; No direct contacts with 
foreign markets; younger than 30 yrs; Poor experience of 
foreign countries; Percentage of foreign customers 0-10 %; 
Own evaluation about export success “poor” 

Lack of credibility in the 
market 

1,97 No export; Focused on domestic markets; No direct contacts 
with foreign markets; Poor experience of foreign countries; 
Own evaluation about export success “poor” 

Problems in cooperation 1,90 Incidental foreign customers; Focused on domestic markets; 
Poor experience of foreign countries; Own evaluation about 
export success “poor” 

 
The lack of market information was seen as the biggest barrier. Generally speaking, it can be argued that a 
lack of experience in export and the entrepreneur’s limited experience of foreign countries are related to less 
interest in export. Earlier studies of small enterprises also suggest that a limited experience in export adds to 
the perceived risk and a pessimistic attitude towards export (see e.g. Cavusgil 1984). Poor trust in export 
opportunities, lack of export motivation and poor credibility in the market also reflect a poor export orientation.  
 
 
5. DISCUSSION 
 
The investigated businesses evaluated marketing and the quality of the product as the most important 
success factors for export and the lack of marketing information and intercultural competence as the biggest 
barriers for export. The most important objects for development were language skills, marketing and sales 
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competence, Internet pages and accommodation capacity. The biggest strengths were the well-being of the 
customers, the genuiness of the product and individualized service. The most important singular success 
factor in export, its necessary prerequisite, was the well-being of the customers, and the most significant 
obstacle was the difficulty to find customers. Hence, the biggest success factors and barriers are closely 
interrelated.  
 
As the lack of market information was considered the biggest obstacle, the support organisations for rural 
tourism enterprises should also consider of means to offer centralised market information to small and micro 
businesses. One alternative is, for example, learning business networks (see, for example, Ryhänen 2004). 
According to this study, it is specifically those enterprises whose attitude towards cooperation in the nearby 
areas is most positive that need the most information on the customers, tour operators and the competitive 
position. The relationship between a learning business network and regional tourism organisations is 
essential in acquiring marketing information and conveying it to businesses. In this way, it would also be 
possible to more efficiently distribute the marketing information offered by the Finnish Tourist Board to rural 
tourism enterprises.  
 
A second largest barrier for export is the lack of intercultural competence. In order to develop the level of 
internationalisation in Finnish rural tourism businesses, it must be noted that the present rural tourism 
entrepreneurs are on average aged and have limited education. Those that are the youngest, at most 30 
years of age, suffer from lack of motivation in relation to exporting. This may be due to the fact that in the 
initial stages of business activities there are a lot of other things to worry about and to invest in.  
 
In the background of rural tourism businesses there may also be a shift in peasant values between different 
generations. According to Lassila (2005), the influence of peasant values has weakened and changed with 
each generation of entrepreneurs on the farms. The new individualist entrepreneur generation displays the 
same features and education levels as those generations that live in the suburbs and cities. Continuation, 
relationship with nature and autonomy are peasant values that most noticeably shifted to the latest 
generation, but it is possible that the entrepreneurship properties of the previous generation have not at all 
been passed to the next generation of entrepreneurs (Lassila 2005).  
 
More attention has to be paid to young entrepreneurs and their motivation towards the future. They possess 
the language skills and other intercultural competence and hence the skills needed in export. Experience in 
the export market increases export motivation and, in general, also success in export. Many present 
businesses will face a succession in the near future, hence there is now a need to motivate the next 
generation. On the other hand, according to the results of this study, those entrepreneurs who have worked 
as a tourism entrepreneur for a short time are the keenest to develop export. This would suggest that there 
are entrepreneurs that have come from other lines of business, who, based on their previous work and life 
experience, also have potential and are active in internationalisation.  
 
According to the results, marketing is the key factor in export. Expertise is badly needed in this sector. The 
most important benefit deriving from business cooperation in the export market is co-marketing. A weak 
export orientation, that is, a weak trust in one’s own export opportunities, a lack of export motivation and 
limited credibility in the market are specifically related to businesses that concentrate on the domestic market, 
according to this study. Export is also significantly weaker if the business works on a part-time basis. This 
then is not a problem in actual export companies. Export orientation is strongly bound to attitudes and it is 
also hard to influence it.  
 
The small capacity of rural tourism businesses arose in many contexts as a barrier for entering the export 
market. A significant benefit of cooperation is that it makes it possible to offer the tour operators bigger 
entities. It is almost impossible to regain the money spent on marketing two cabins abroad through sales. In 
addition to business-specific growth, one means to improve the capacity problem is through networking.  
 
The objective of the national tourist board and the national rural tourism working group is to increase the 
amount of foreign overnight stays by 5% each year till 2013. This is seen as the best way to increase the 
productivity and competitiveness of the rural tourism businesses. For the rural tourism entrepreneurs, the 
desire to export is great, on average: three out of four of the businesses in this study wanted to either invest 
strongly in export or add to it. However, one’s ability to export has to be monitored. Not everyone can be an 
exporter, there is also need of expertise in relation to the domestic markets. The really successful 
businesses in export are those where a strong export orientation and good cooperation at the local level and 
towards the distribution channels produce interesting, tailor-made product s that are based on the local 
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aspect. In the future, travellers will pay more attention than ever to the safety of their destination. In this 
setting, the Finnish countryside manages well in the competition, as long as the barriers for export are seen 
as challenges to which solutions will be found.   
 
According to experts in the field, the Finnish tourism industry has to become more customer oriented, to 
have a clearer focus on markets and to strengthen the structure of the entire industry in order to sustain a 
competitive advantage in the European markets . This means that business sizes should grow and the 
efficiency as well as the flexibility of distribution channels should be developed. The industry also needs to 
pay more attention to product design. 
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Abstract 
Following the conceptual and methodological discussion raised by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) this study 
compares three different and still controversial approaches how to conceive perceived value: as a multi-
dimensional second-order formative construct, as a multi-dimensional second-order reflective construct, or 
as a unidimensional construct. It extends the previous work by enriching both value drivers: the ‘give’ and the 
‘get’ components. The data from an in-flight survey of a European network carrier acts as the empirical basis 
for testing the proposed three alternative conceptual models. The theoretical discussion repeats to 
emphasize that only the formative modelling of perceived value fits best into the arguments put forward in 
the existing literature. Considering the model fit to the sample data from the airline sector, this preference 
can be supported empirically. More details about the impact of the proposed seven ‘get’ and ‘give’ 
components are reported together with an analysis of the consequences perceived value entails on 
satisfaction, loyalty and word-of-mouth. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the battle between low-cost carriers and traditional network airlines for new and loyal customers it is 
crucial to assess the most important drivers for customer satisfaction and customer retention. Should the 
management focus on service quality issues alone or concentrate predominantly on price arguments or both? 
Or is there even more to consider to market airline services effectively? Compared to the vast literature on 
customer satisfaction and service quality of the last two decades, little research emerged to better 
understand how consumers value products and services. In fact, a lot of studies report that the value 
construct is thought to be a significant construct in consumer-decision-making models (e.g. Bolton and Drew 
1991; Dodds and Monroe 1991; Zeithaml, 1988) and consider it as a multifaceted and complex construct 
(Sheth, Newman, and Gross 1991; Sweeney and Soutar 2001; Petrick, 2002). The conceptualization of 
perceived value as well as the antecedents and consequences of perceived value often differed across 
studies (e.g. Cronin 1997; Patterson and Spreng 1997; Varki and Colgate 2001; Sweeney, Soutar, and 
Johnson 1999). A comparison of different types of operationalization of ‘perceived value’ is done by Lin, Sher, 
and Shin (2005). They compared three model specifications (unidimensional, reflective, and formative) using 
eTail service value data. Their study showed that perceived value as a second-order multidimensional 
formative construct is convincing in the measurement model and outperforms alternative perceived value 
model conceptualizations. 
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Thus, we follow their approach (Lin, Sher, and Shin 2005) but extend it in four ways. First, we favour a 
broader concept of the give or sacrifice dimension, compared to the simplified conceptualization of monetary 
sacrifice in the study by Lin, Sher, and Shin (2005). Therefore, additional price perceptions and an effort 
component that considers time and cognitive strain are included. Second, also the get or benefit dimension 
is extended using functional (service components of the airlines industry) and emotional (atmospheric 
components) aspects. Third, the structure of the dependent variables (satisfaction, loyalty, word–of-mouth) is 
brought closer to theoretical considerations. Fourth, the measurement model for the exogenous variables is 
explicitly and completely estimated.  
 
The objective of this paper is to achieve a better understanding of the multidimensional construct perceived 
value. Therefore, we critically review and extend the conceptualization of the construct perceived value. The 
paper is structured accordingly: First, we describe different approaches and recent developments in 
conceptualizing and measuring perceived value, followed by a discussion of models with reflective and 
formative indicators. Then, we apply the survey data to the different models, and results of the various 
conceptualizations are compared. Finally, results are critically discussed and future research ideas are 
suggested. 
 
2. Perceived value 
 
Although numerous definitions of perceived value exist (e.g. Dodds and Monroe 1991; Sheth, Newman, and 
Gross 1991; Zeithaml 1988), a well established and most universally accepted definition is that perceived 
value is “the consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product based on perceptions of what is 
received and what is given” (Zeithaml 1988, p. 14). In other words, perceived value involves a trade-off 
between what the customer gets (e.g. quality, benefits, utilities) and what she gives up (e.g. prices, sacrifices, 
time), to buy and consume a product or service. 
 
2.1. Different conceptualizations 
 
Two basically different perspectives of perceived value can be identified. First, the unidimensional 
conceptualization of perceived value is based on the ‘give-versus-get’ or ‘benefits versus sacrifices’ trade-off 
concept. While these drivers are treated as independent and exogenous variables perceived value is 
recommended to be regarded as a separate construct at a more abstract level (Zeithaml 1988). Following 
this approach, perceived value is not defined by but dependent on benefits received (economic, social and 
relationship) and sacrifices made (e.g. monetary like price, non-monetary like time, effort, and risk). In this 
unidimensional conceptualization perceived value is seen as a global measure of overall customer value 
perceptions (e.g. value for money, meeting quality and price requirements). Although a unidimensional 
conceptualization lack validity (Woodruff and Gardial 1996; Woodruff 1997) and cannot reflect the complex 
structure of the construct (Sweeney and Soutar 2001) it is used in a number of studies (e.g. Cronin, Brady, 
and Hult 2000; McDougall and Levesque 2000; Varki and Colgate 2001), also in the tourism context (Duman 
and Mattila 2005; Murphy, Pritchard, and Smith 2000).  
 
Second, as suggested by Sweeney and Soutar (2001) a wider conceptualization of perceived value was 
desirable to capture its complex and multidimensional nature. Recent research shows several approaches 
for measuring the multidimensionality of perceived value. Based on the conceptual frameworks developed by 
Sheth, Newman, and Gross (1991), Sweeney and Soutar (2001) identified four distinct value dimensions 
(emotional value, social value, quality/performance and price/value for money) using a 19-item measure. 
Emotional value, social value, quality/performance are benefit components whereas price/value is a sacrifice 
component. They found that their multi-dimensional measure (so-called PERVAL) explains consumer choice 
better than does a single ‘value for money’ item. Further, the scale was found to be reliable and valid in a 
prepurchase and post purchase situation. While the PERVAL scale was tested in a retail context, a 
multidimensional scale for measuring the perceived value of a service was developed more recently by 
Petrick (2002). The so-called SERV-PERVAL scale consists of five dimensions (behavioural price, monetary 
price, emotional response, quality, and reputation) and was tested with cruise passengers (Petrick 2003, 
2004), golf tourists (Petrick and Backman, 2002) and in the restaurant context (Petrick 2002). Despite the 
good reliability and validity for the measurement of perceived value there is still scepticism concerning the 
level of abstraction (Sanchez, Callarisa, Rodríguez, and Moliner 2006). There is a need to broaden the scale 
as it captures only the post-purchase evaluation of a service and does not include the measurement of the 
perceived overall value of a purchase. An attempt to develop such a scale is the so-called GLOVAL scale 
that considers both, the consumption as well as the purchase experience (Sanchez, Callarisa, Rodríguez, 
and Moliner 2006). It is based on the framework developed by Sheth, Newman, and Gross (1991), and the 
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PERVAL scale by Sweeney and Soutar (2001). The GLOVAL scale consists of 24 items grouped into six 
dimensions (functional value of the travel agency, functional value of the contact personnel of the travel 
agency, functional value of the tourism package purchased, functional value price, emotional value, and 
social value). Results show that perceived value of a purchase of a tourism package is a function of the 
perceived value of the tourism package purchased and the perceived value of the travel agency (Sanchez, 
Callarisa, Rodríguez, and Moliner 2006). In line with their findings the experiential view is of high significance 
when evaluating perceived value of leisure and tourism products. Holbrook (1999) proposed this experiential 
perspective that comprises the symbolic, hedonic, and aesthetic aspects of the consumption. More attention 
is paid on the emotional component of consumer behaviour and the importance of the hedonic component in 
the experiences of buying and consuming in leisure, creative and aesthetic activities (Havlena and 
Hoolbrook 1986; Hoolbrook and Hirschmann 1982).  
 
Although these multidimensional models help to better understand perceived value they fail to form an 
overall perceived value construct that maps the customer ‘give-versus-get’ trade-off experience implied in the 
construct which is inconsistent with the conceptual definition of perceived value (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005). 
Another point of criticism refers to the component and construct level in structural models. As Turel, Serenko, 
and Bontis (2007) point out, if perceived value was defined as an overall assessment, the component level 
value perceptions should form an overall value, which in turn, affect the outcome. Thus, consumers are 
expected to make mental tradeoffs, which form the overall value. According to these authors, perceived 
value may be regarded as a formative construct (second order factor with first-order components) as it 
satisfies the statistical criteria (e.g. no covariance between the components as a decrease in one get-
component does not imply a change in another get-component). Additionally, treating give-get components 
as a set of perceived values and modelling them as predictors in a structural model without considering the 
role of overall perceived value bear some problems (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005). Research hypotheses may 
be set up, analyses are carried out at the component level, but conclusions may be drawn at the perceived 
value level. In terms of consequences of perceived value, effects of perceived value on other constructs 
such as satisfaction and loyalty are unconvincing unless analyses are carried out at the level of perceived 
value instead of the component level (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005).  
 
With regard to the relationships between unidimensional, multidimensional methods and the conceptual 
definition of the perceived value construct three paradoxes can be identified (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005). First, 
“if treating give-get components as antecedents of perceived value in the nomological network is justified, 
then the value dimensions identified in the multidimensional conceptualization studies do not refer to value; 
consequently, these dimensions should be distinct from value instead of being components of value.” (Lin, 
Sher, and Shih 2005, p. 322). Second, the relationships between give-get components and value are 
conceptually tautological as the structural models that analyse this relationship are per se inadequate if the 
current multidimensional conceptualization of perceived value is applied.  Third, in case the unidimensional 
and multidimensional approaches are justified, the definition of perceived value should be refined and 
clarified. Hence, Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) call for a consideration of perceived value, and the relationships 
between give-get components as well as the specification of overall value. Therefore, perceived value using 
a higher order formative model, rather than a reflective model, is suggested.  
 
Results of the comparison of their three models show differences in the relationships between give-get 
components and perceived value, and between perceived value and post-purchase behavioural intentions 
(Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005). Regarding the relationships between give-get components in the reflective model, 
monetary sacrifice, web site design, fulfillment/reliability and security/privacy were critical components 
constituting value. The results of the formative (unidimensional) model show that order fulfilment/reliability 
(transaction security/privacy) are not significant. Taking a look at the consequences, value perceptions lead 
to satisfaction in all of the models. In fact, only in the formative and reflective models value perceptions lead 
to re-patronage and positive WOM, and perceived value actually has stronger direct effects on both re-
patronage and positive WOM intentions than does satisfaction. However, in the unidimensional model, 
satisfaction has stronger impacts on post-purchase behavioural intentions than does perceived value. 
Therefore, perceived value has indirect effects on post-purchase behavioural intentions mediated by 
satisfaction. 
 
2.2. Formative vs. reflective models 
 
Psychographic (e.g. customer satisfaction, perceived value) or psychological constructs (e.g. brand attitude 
and purchase intentions) are more often defined as causing its indicators and therefore reflective. In other 
words, “…the paths relating the indicators to the factor emanate from the latent variable to the 
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indicator“ (Brown 2006, p. 351 ). On the other hand, managerial constructs (e.g. market dynamism, job 
performance, competitive and market intelligence) and socioeconomic variables (e.g. social status) are more 
frequently formed by its indicators and therefore formative (Jarvis, Mackenzie, and Podsakoff 2003; 
Mazanec 2007). Most researchers in social sciences view indicators as reflective and neglect the possible 
formative appropriateness (Bollen 1989). Similarly, Jarvis, Mackenzie, and Podsakoff (2003) reported that a 
lot of studies use reflective even though they should use formative indicator measurement models. They 
provided four sets of questions to determine whether a construct is formative or reflective. Consequently, a 
construct should be modelled as behaving formative indicators if the following conditions are given: 1. The 
direction of causality is from items to construct and variation in item measures causes variation in the 
construct. 2. Items define the construct, they need not a share a common theme and need not to be 
interchangeable. 3. Items can have any pattern of intercorrelation but should have the same directional 
relationship and a change in one of the indicators need not necessarily associated with changes in the other 
indicators. 4. Indicators may not have similar significance of relationships with the 
antecedents/consequences as the construct. This means, in formative indicator models the indicators cause 
the latent variable, and the direction of causality leads from the observed measures to the latent variable 
respectively (Bollen, 1989; Bollen and Lennox 1991; Edwards and Bagozzi 2000). In contrast a change in 
the latent variable of a model with reflective indicators will result in a change in all constituent indicators 
(Bollen 1989; Bollen and Lennox 1991; Diamantopoulos 2006; Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001). 
However, these criteria do not account for constructs specified at a more abstract level which may include 
multiple formative and/or reflective first-order dimensions. Such second-order models capture the idea of 
abstract multidimensional construct definition (e.g. job satisfaction) that is quite common in marketing (Jarvis, 
Mackenzie, and Podsakoff 2003). Four types of multidimensional second-order factor models can be 
specified: reflective first-order and reflective second-order; formative first-order and reflective second-order; 
reflective first-order and formative second-order; formative first-order; formative second-order. 
 
2.3. Give and get components 
 
Although the ‘get’ component is quite well understood and much research has been devoted on this issue, 
the ‘give’ component’ still lacks in sophistication. So far, in most studies it has been limited to the monetary 
sacrifice a customer has to raise. In order to satisfy airline passengers the comprehensive understanding of 
price perception is crucial. Price satisfaction is conceived to represent a multidimensional construct (Matzler, 
Renzl, and Rothenberger 2006) based on the following dimensions: price transparency, price-quality ratio, 
relative price, price confidence, price reliability, and price fairness. The more information consumers have on 
prices of the offer (eg. on differentiated prices) the higher their confidence in the superiority of the offer will 
be (Matzler, Renzl, and Faullant 2007). Companies should consider these dimensions when monitoring 
customer satisfaction and we assume this may also apply to the airline industry. 
 
2.4. Perceived value – satisfaction – loyalty 
 
Zeithaml (1988) showed that perceived quality leads to perceived value, which leads to purchase intention. 
Perceived value may lead directly to the formation of overall satisfaction (Churchill and Surprenant 1982) but 
there may be also a varying mediating role of customer satisfaction between perceived value and 
behavioural intentions (Oh 1999; Petrick 2004; Patterson and Spreng 1999). On the one hand, the 
assumption that satisfied customers are loyal has been widely accepted. On the other hand there is also 
support for the idea that satisfied customers may not be a sufficient marketing goal to create loyal customers 
(Cronin and Taylor 1992; Fornell 1992).  
 
2.5 Perceived value: formative, reflective and unidimensional  
 
A second-order conceptualization of perceived value is different from the first conceptualization in two ways. 
First, in the second-order model, perceived value acts as a second order factor (a more abstract construct 
that is not directly measured) comprised of the seven dimensions of perceived value specification as first 
order factors. Second, it shows the relative weight of each of the seven dimensions in representing 
perceived value. Following Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005), perceived value is conceptualized with a 
unidimensional specification in their first model, in the second model with a second-order multidimensional 
formative specification, and in the third model with a second-order multidimensional reflective specification.  
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3. Methodology 

 
This validation study pursued the aim to consider a real-life service situation for which customers may deliver 
their reflections on the immediate consumption experience. A European network type airline acted as the 
partner company in this project. Both the representative of the product strategy department and the 
researchers were interested in the substantive findings about the perceptions of different service areas, the 
service value in total and the attitudinal and behavioural consequences thereof. Hence, the design and the 
measurement instrument were developed together according to the prevailing standards and guidelines for 
the continuous on-board satisfaction survey. 
 
The self-completion questionnaires were prepared in German, English and French (developed in close 
collaboration with airline representatives, translated, back translated, and corrected) and distributed to a 
small number of randomly selected passengers of a total of 53 flights in December 2006. To keep 
extraneous error as small as possible only short haul flights operated by Airbus A320 were selected. In total, 
519 respondents returned completed questionnaires covering topics such as perceived service quality and 
overall satisfaction, price perception, customer value, and customer retention.  
 
Among the respondents 45% bought a business class ticket and slightly more than the half travelled for 
business purposes (52%). 47% of the passengers are member of the frequent flyer programme of this 
particular airline. The data show that more passengers are male (65%) than female (35%), and the major 
age cohort is between 31 and 50 years accounting for 54 %. 10% of the respondents are older than 60 years. 
On average respondents fly 20 times a year, with an average share of 11 flights with the participating airline. 
Respondents from 38 different countries filled in the questionnaires. The majority are travellers from Austria 
and Germany (52%), followed by Great Britain (14%) and France (11%). 
 
The measures employed to validate the theoretical model represent give and get components as well as 
endogenous constructs usually modelled as dependents from the service outcome. The majority of 
constructs are covered by multi-item scales. The following Table 1 lists the latent constructs and their 
respective measures. All evaluative items are subject to a 6-point agreement scale ranging from 1 “agree 
completely” to 6 “disagree completely”. Only the overall satisfaction measure was constructed along a 
continuum ranging from 1 “very satisfied” to 6 “very dissatisfied”. The behavioural consequences items were 
measured by a scale ranging from 1 “100% – highly likely” to 6 “0% – highly unlikely or certainly not”. 
 
The concept of perceived value was deconstructed according to our previous discussion into give and get 
components. Four give components are distinguished. Initially, 14 different service quality attributes were 
taken which are regularly used by the airline company to monitor their performance. Two items (“The 
booking procedure was uncomplicated.“ and “The flight was punctual.”) were dropped to arrive at a three 
dimensional configuration of service domains: 1. pre-flight services (including check-in, hand-baggage check 
at the gate, boarding procedure), 2. onboard services (including friendliness of attendants, in-flight catering, 
entertainment programme, newspaper and journals), 3. cabin tangibles (including seating comfort, aircraft 
interior, cleanliness of interior and technical services). Apart from these usual service aspects an additional 
dimension of “atmosphere” was added to the measurement instrument. It is represented by four items 
addressing the ease and relaxing feeling during the flight, the time distortion feeling and the sense of security 
and safety. 
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TABLE 1 

CONECPTUALIZATION OF PERCEIVED VALUE 
 

  

 

For-
mativ
e 

Re-
flexive

Uni-
dim. 

Construct  Measurement indicator 
Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

Pre-flight services  The check-in at this airport was completed swiftly. .68 .69 .68 

  The staff at the check-in was competent. .82 .82 .82 

  There was only a brief waiting time at the hand-baggage check at the 
departure gate. .41 .40 .41 

  The boarding procedure was well organised. .49 .48 .49 

  Composite reliability (CR) .70 .70 .70 

  AVE .39 .38 .39 

Onboard services  The flight attendants are very friendly. .56 .54 .57 

  The in-flight catering product is of a high quality. .54 .56 .53 

  There is an appealing entertainment programme. .49 .49 .49 

  There is a wide range of newspapers and magazines available. .53 .52 .52 

  Composite reliability (CR) .61 .61 .61 

  AVE .28 .28 .28 

Cabin tangibles  The seating is comfortable. .65 .65 .65 

  The aircraft interior is smart in appearance. .83 .84 .84 

  The aircraft cabin is very clean. .83 .83 .83 

  The technical services such as audio, video, power supply, 
ventilation, and lighting function reliably. .52 .52 .51 

  Composite reliability (CR) .81 .81 .81 

  AVE .52 .52 .52 
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For-
mativ
e 

Re-
flexive

Uni-
dim. 

Construct  Measurement indicator 
Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

Atmosphere  When I fly with “AIRLINE, I feel completely at ease. .83 .83 .82 

  I basically find flying with “AIRLINE” relaxing. .86 .86 .86 

  “Time flies” on an “AIRLINE flight. .75 .75 .76 

  “AIRLINE” makes its passengers feel really safe and secure. .70 .70 .70 

  Composite reliability (CR) .87 .87 .87 

  AVE .62 .62 .62 

Price assurance  The prices for “AIRLINE” air tickets remain stable for a long time. .59 .59 .59 

  “AIRLINE” provides clear information about its flight prices. .95 .95 .95 

  “AIRLINE” provides complete information about its flight prices. .77 .77 .77 

  Composite reliability (CR) .82 .82 .82 

  AVE .61 .61 .61 

Unreasonable price  This flight cost a lot of money. .70 .81 .74 

  I find that the tariff structure is unfair. .45 .47 .47 

  I have the impression that the flight was expensive. .99 .86 .94 

  Composite reliability (CR) .78 .77 .77 

  AVE .56 .54 .55 

Cognitive and time effort  Booking the flights was difficult.  .74 .86 .72 

  It took a lot of time to gather information on flight schedules and 
ticket prices. .79 .67 .80 

  Composite reliability (CR) .74 .74 .73 

  AVE .59 .59 .58 

Satisfaction  Overall, I am happy with the “AIRLINE” services .87 .86 .85 

  I rate the “AIRLINE” services that I received today highly. .89 .89 .91 

  Altogether, how satisfied are you today with this flight? .67 .67 .66 
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For-
mativ
e 

Re-
flexive

Uni-
dim. 

Construct  Measurement indicator 
Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

Std. 
Load. 

  Composite reliability (CR) .85 .85 .85 

  AVE .67 .66 .66 

Loyalty  If a comparable airline offered a flight at the same price as 
“AIRLINE”, would you choose to fly with “AIRLINE” again? .80 .80 .79 

  Assuming that the other airline offered this flight for 10 per cent less 
than “AIRLINE”, would you still fly with “AIRLINE”? .64 .64 .64 

  Would you choose “AIRLINE” again if you were to fly the same 
route again? .79 .79 .80 

  In general, how likely is it that “AIRLINE” will be your first choice 
when you book your next flight?  .73 .73 .74 

  Composite reliability (CR) .83 .83 .83 

  AVE .55 .55 .56 

Word-of-mouth  How likely is it that you will recommend “AIRLINE”?    

  Composite reliability (CR) .90 .90 .90 

      

Perceived value  Nevertheless, “AIRLINE” offers me a beneficial price/performance 
ratio overall.    

  Composite reliability (CR) .90 .90 .90 

      

Reputation  “AIRLINE” has a good reputation as an airline. .76 .77 .80 

  “AIRLINE” is one of the best airlines in Europe. .42 .50 .48 

  Composite reliability (CR) .58 .58 .59 

  AVE .41 .42 .44 
Note: Scales from 1 ‘agree completely’ to 6 ‘disagree completely’, 1 scale from 1 ‘highly likely’ to 6 ‘highly unlikely’, ²scale from 1 ‘totally satisfied’ 
to 6 ‘totally dissatisfied’ 
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In order to extend on most of the previous work in this area the give component was conceived to go beyond 
the monetary contribution the passenger has to make. Consequently, a dimension covering the cognitive 
effort (for the booking process) and the time effort (for gathering and analyzing the appropriate information 
abut schedules and air fares) was proposed. The monetary sacrifice was split into two aspects: 1. a price 
assurance dimension (covering stability of prices, price transparency and easy overview about fares) and 2. 
a dimension related to the quality of unreasonable prices (covering “cost a lot of money”, unfair structure of 
fares, impression of expensive flight). 
 
Satisfaction was considered as a mixture of emotional and cognitive reactions to the service delivery (Oliver 
1997). Hence, it is measured by a traditional “overall satisfaction” statement, an item addressing the 
emotional category of “happiness with the airline” and a more cognitively based evaluation on the overall 
service received. The loyalty domain was split into two facets: 1. the re-booking probability and 2. the word-
of-mouth intention. The customer retention aspect is covered by two items reflecting resistance to change, a 
re-booking probability for the same route and the first-choice preference in general. Reputation of the airline 
was added to the model only for identification reasons (for the formative model variant) and is not considered 
to contribute to the explanatory value of the model. Word-of-mouth is mapped by a single indicator (“The 
likelihood of recommending the airline”). Perceived value – in the uni-dimensional case – is also captured by 
a single indicator addressing the most commonly used assessment: value for money. 
 
Composite reliability (CR; Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black 1998) was calculated for each latent variable 
and for each of the three proposed conceptualisations of perceived value to examine the reliability of the 
constructs (see Table 1). The underlying standardized factor loadings are all significant at a p-level of 0.05. 
35% of the loadings are below 0.60. However, all items pass the critical level of 0.40 which is acceptable in 
the case of an exploratory measurement. The seven value drivers (four get and three give components) 
have CR ratios in the range between .61 and .87. Only one dimension (onboard services with 0.61) does not 
pass the recommended threshold of 0.70. Satisfaction and loyalty are both above 0.80. For two constructs 
(perceived value as a unidimensional concept and word-of-mouth) only a single indicator was considered 
appropriate (Rossiter 2002). To separate potential measurement error from variance not explained by the 
hypothesized relations they are treated as single indicator latents. The measurement error for these latents 
was calculated by the following formula: (1 – reliability) times the variance of the indicator. The reliability was 
set to 0.90. Lowering this ratio insignificantly impacts on the structural coefficients. 
 
In addition to the convergent validity, the discriminant validity was examined by comparing the average 
variance extracted (AVE) with the squared correlations between any two latent constructs (Anderson and 
Gerbing 1988). The AVE passes in all but two cases (pre-flight services, onboard services) the 
recommended threshold of 50%. The AVE as an indicator for discriminant validity only falls short for onboard 
services in the first case (multidimensional reflexive construct) since the squared correlation with the higher-
order dimension of perceived value is almost three times as strong. Reputation is another outlier with an 
obvious weak underlying measurement. However, this construct has only support function in order to identify 
the entire model (Jarvis, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff 2003, p. 213). Overall, the measurement models for all 
three variants are almost congruent with only minor insignificant deviations. 
 
Following the test design propagated by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) three different structural models are 
tested taking the same data set of the airline passenger sample. After having estimated the measurement 
models for the respective latent variables the structural relationships were identified for three different 
conceptualizations of perceived value (see Figure 1 to 3). The first variant treats perceived value as a 
second-order multidimensional formative construct which turned out to be the most appropriate model 
following the study results by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005). Quite similar in structure however completely 
contrary to the formative approach is the approach as a second-order multidimensional reflective construct 
which spreads its influences across seven different value components. The third variant recognizes 
perceived value as a distinct construct which is measured therefore by a separate manifest variable. 
 
4. Results 
 
The structural equation modelling analyses were performed using M-Plus (Ver. 4.2) applying the maximum 
likelihood estimation method. The structural paths (standardized) together with the fit statistics are outlined in 
Table 2. In a first attempt, the three different models were estimated without constraints. The statistics show 
the best fit for the formative model (Chi²(493) = 1241.64, CFI = .90, RMSEA = .054) followed by the reflective 
model (Chi²(515) = 1336.76, CFI = .89, RMSEA = .055). The unidimensional model demonstrates the worst 
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fit (Chi²(528) = 1709.01, CFI = .85, RMSEA = .066). In a second step, the parameters for the relationships 
between give and get components and the perceived value construct were constrained to those of the 
formative model. Therefore, the parallel columns for the reflective and unidimensional model show the 
respective standardized parameters in the upper part of the Table 2. From the chi²-difference test a 
significant degradation turns out to be introduced by restricting these parameters. Hence, it can be 
immediately concluded that the structural relations between the value drivers and an overall perceived value 
estimation varies according to their conceptual design. In a third attempt, these structural parameters were 
freed for all three models while constraining the remaining structural paths emitting from perceived value to 
those of the formative model. The respective results are shown in the lower part of the parallel columns for 
the reflective and the unidimensional model. The chi²-difference test does not imply a distinct pattern for the 
dependent constructs between formative and reflective model (diffChi²(3) = 3.11). However, the 
unidimensional variant seems to deviate substantially from the formative model (diffChi²(5) = 83.38). 
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TABLE 2: PARAMETER ESTIMATES AND FIT INDICES FOR 3 MODEL TYPES 

 Formative model Reflective model 
Reflective model 
a) 

Unidimensional 
model 

Unidimensional 
model a) 

 Std. 
estimat
es 

t-value Std. 
estimat
es 

t-value Std. 
estimat
es 

t-value Std. 
estimat
es 

t-value Std. 
estimat
es 

t-value 

Atmosphere  Perceived value b) 0.53 2.80 0.87 10.82 0.67 c)  0.23 3.01 0.42 c)  
Cabin tangibles  Perceived value b) -0.08 -1.34 0.67  -0.06 c)  -0.13 -1.77 -0.07 c)  
Pre-flight services  Perceived 
value b) 

0.12 1.87 0.53 7.53 0.09 c)  0.05 1.00 0.10 c)  

Onboard services  Perceived value
b) 

0.46  0.87 8.48 0.92 c)  0.38 3.16 0.31 c)  

Price assurance  Perceived value b) 0.11 2.21 0.39 6.31 0.30 c)  0.24 5.17 0.10 c)  
Unreasonable price  Perceived 
value b) 

-0.07 -1.77 -0.14 -2.59 -0.03 c)  -0.35 -7.78 -0.08 c)  

Cognitive and time effort  
Perceived value b) 

0.04 0.78 -0.31 -5.30 0.03 c)  0.05 0.99 0.03 c)  

Perceived value  Satisfaction 0.80 3.95 0.81 10.57 0.85 d) 14.35 0.62 14.04 0.72 d) 15.31 
Perceived value  Loyalty 0.56 3.42 0.57 5.88 0.67 d) 4.78 0.18 3.35 0.52 d) 3.53 
Perceived value  Word-of-mouth 0.47 3.28 0.45 5.04 0.61 d) 4.61 0.19 3.70 0.45 d) 3.87 
Satisfaction  Loyalty 0.24 2.63 0.23 2.79 0.12 d) 0.94 0.57 9.65 0.25 d) 9.44 
Satisfaction  Word-of-mouth 0.29 8.30 0.30 3.64 0.14 d) 1.13 0.53 9.78 0.31 d) 9.53 
Loyalty   Word-of-mouth 0.29 8.30 .29 8.54 0.28 d) 6.99 .37 9.64 0.36 d) 9.67 
Fit statistics      
Chi² 1241.64 1336.76 1829.22 c)/1339.87

d) 
1709.01 1790.39 c) 

/1792.39 d) 
Df 493 515 522 c)/518 d) 527 534 c) /532 d) 
CFI .90 .89 .83 c)/.89 d) 0.85 0.84 c) /.84 d) 
TLI .89 .88 .82 c)/.88 d) 0.83 0.82 c) /.82 d) 
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 Formative model Reflective model 
Reflective model 
a) 

Unidimensional 
model 

Unidimensional 
model a) 

RMSEA .054 .055 .069 c)/.055 d) .066 0.067 c) /0.068 d) 
Note: a) Constrained models for perceived value; b) Arrow shows in the opposite direction for the reflective model; c) Parameters of the give and get 
components are fixed to those of the formative model during estimation; d) Parameters of the dependent constructs are fixed to those of the 
formative model during estimation. 
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For the inspection of the standardized parameter estimates Table 2 and Figures 1 to 3 can be considered. 
Insignificant paths are depicted as dotted lines in the figures. The table columns uncover more details by 
listing the respective t-values to each parameter. The formative model results in significant regression paths 
to perceived value from three out of four get components (atmosphere, on-board services and pre-flight 
services) and one out of three give components (price assurance). The other paths turn insignificant due to 
strong inter-correlations among the enumerated factors. The reflective model gives significant loadings for 
each of the seven value components. The strongest links turn out to on-board services and atmosphere 
followed by cabin tangibles and pre-flight services. The negatively framed give components time and 
cognitive effort as well as unreasonable price show the correct negative sign. In contrast, the unidimensional 
approach treating perceived value as a distinct however related construct results in a slightly different picture. 
Only two out of four get components are significant (on-board services and atmosphere); two out of three 
give components have a similarly strong impact (price assurance and unreasonable price). 
 
In all three model variants the strongest relationship to an endogenous construct appears from perceived 
value to satisfaction. The link to loyalty comes second in the reflexive and formative models whereas word-
of-mouth is the weakest though still at a mid-range level of about .44 to .47. The unidimensional model, in 
contrast, gives much weaker links in similar strength for perceived value to loyalty and word-of-mouth. 
However, the mediation effect through satisfaction is much stronger compared to this effect in the other 
model variants. 
 
5. Discussion and implications 
 
From the theoretical discussion and considerations above it should be evident that perceived value is an 
outcome construct which results from various benefits received and sacrifices devoted to achieve a particular 
exchange of a service. From this perspective, the modelling of perceived value as a second-order 
multidimensional reflexive construct would not be justified at all. Of course, the question can be raised 
whether a higher-order construct is necessary at all to grasp the domain of perceived value. This is, however, 
a question of model parsimony since it makes a difference either to allow multiple paths to explain the 
association between perceived value (components) and other cognitive and behavioural dependent 
constructs or to restrict the number of paths to only a single or few ones emitting from a higher-order 
construct called perceived value. For the current study, the relevance of modelling perceived value as a 
separate (higher-order) construct was a priori determined. Against the theoretical considerations already 
outlined, yet following the approach of the study by Lin et al. (2005) the reflexive model variant was added to 
the research design for comparative reasons. 
 
Starting from the results published by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) some critical questions have to be raised. 1. 
Given the valid measurement of perceived value and satisfaction how does the recommendation of dropping 
satisfaction from the proposed explanatory structural model fit into the wisdom of the available consumer 
behaviour literature? (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005, p. 333) 2. Would not it be more appropriate to extend the 
scope of meaning of the concept of perceived value if the discriminant validity between perceived value and 
satisfaction cannot be established instead of simply dropping some indicators? 3. How can the negative 
paths between satisfaction on the one side and re-patronage and word-of-mouth on the other side be 
explained in the formative and reflective models? (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005, p. 332) 4. Is it appropriate to 
dismiss non-significant components of perceived value in the formative model variant stating they do no 
longer constitute value? (Lin, Sher, and Shih 2005, p. 330) 
 
Turning immediately to the last point it is essential to remember that the identification of formative factors 
follows different principles. Removing nonsignificant indicators only makes sense if this does not harm the 
theoretical meaning of the construct (Bollen and Lennox 1991; Diamantopolous and Winklhofer 2001; Petter, 
Straub, and Rai 2007). As Diamantopolous (2006) clarifies, if the error term for the formative factor is small 
(R² = 94% of the perceived value formative construct in this study) it is an issue of multicollinearity. 
Consequently, the insignificant paths from cabin tangibles and the two give components unreasonable price 
and effort do not imply that they do not contribute to the meaning of perceived value in the formative 
perspective. When inspecting the cross-correlations of all value components it becomes evident that all 
seven value drivers play a significant role: some directly and some indirectly. Cabin tangibles do have the 
strongest indirect impacts through atmosphere, on-board and pre-flight services. Cognitive and time effort 
seems to be mediated through the components of price assurance, unreasonable price and atmosphere. 
The aspect of unreasonable prices shows the weakest indirect associations with effort and pre-flight services. 
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Overall, it is important to see that in the false reflexive and the correct formative modelling variant all 
proposed value components (give and get) play a significant role. Interestingly, the contribution of the more 
emotional and situative element of atmosphere has the highest impact on the overall value perception. The 
atmospheric element in the service encounter is not a new issue (e.g. Bitner 1990; Bitner, Bohms, and 
Tetreault 1990), however it has been an underestimated factor in many service quality instruments so far. 
Incorporating the cognitive and time effort perceived by the customer into the overall value concept seems 
plausible. The estimated models show at least that the give component should not be limited to the monetary 
contribution or perception. However, identification and measurement need further improvement. So far, it can 
be concluded that in the airline passenger context price transparency, stability and clarity issues are more 
important than the price levels or other non-monetary sacrifices. 
 
Turning now to the consequences perceived value may exercise on various other behavioural constructs we 
will address the other three questions related to the study of Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005). In any of the three 
modelling attempts satisfaction appears to be a distinct concept which, in turn, is strongly driven by 
perceived value. Of course, if perceived value is narrowly defined as a value for money evaluation (see 
Figure 3) all dependent constructs in the proposed model show much weaker links and levels of explanation. 
However, no signs could be identified that satisfaction completely mediates the impact of perceived value on 
behavioural intentions. Unfortunately, a comparison of the Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) study results appears 
to be difficult since the two Tables V and VI show confusing results as to whether they are parameters or 
standardized parameters. Satisfaction achieved reasonable reliability and validity scores with the current 
airline data (even better ones for the eTail example: p. 328). And yet, all tested nomological relationships 
turn out to be plausible. There are mid-level links between satisfaction and behavioural loyalty and word-of-
mouth. The mediation effect from perceived value through satisfaction and loyalty is almost as strong as the 
direct impact. Finally, in contrast to the eTail study a covariance between word-of-mouth and behavioural 
loyalty was conceived to be relevant. The model parameter (0.29) is significant in all three model variants. 
Hence, in view of the current study results the recommendation of dropping satisfaction from an explanatory 
model which focuses strongly on perceived value (Lin et al. 2005) cannot be supported and seems to be 
based on an artefact due to identifications problems with the data. 
 
 
6. Conclusion and limitations 
 
This study followed the request to investigate different conceptual approaches for perceived value further to 
challenge or corroborate the findings reported by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) for a web shop context. 
Perceived value has been considered in most cases of previous research as a unidimensional construct 
representing the value-for-money evaluation of a product or service consumption. From this perspective, the 
construct of perceived value was still recognized as a trade-off concept between benefits and sacrifices. A 
more recent stream of research developed a multidimensional framework for perceived value splitting 
predominantly the get component into various functional and hedonic benefits. However, some of these 
frameworks either completely ignore the trade-off idea behind this overall evaluation (e.g. Mathwick, 
Malhotra, and Rigdon 2001, Sweeney and Soutar 2001) or do not consider a higher-order perspective which 
would facilitate the comparative impact analysis of the underlying value drivers (e.g. Petrick 2002, Sweeney 
and Soutar 2001). While arguing strongly for a formative second-order multidimensional construct to be the 
most appropriate conceptualization for perceived value, two alternative models (perceived value as a 
unidimensional construct and perceived value as reflective multi-dimensional construct) are tested and 
compared with each other. 
 
Both alternative modelling approaches were already used in previous tourism related studies: in the 
hospitality area (Al-Sabbahy, Ekinci, and Riley 2004, Bojanic 1996, Jayanti and Ghosh 1996), in the 
travelling area (Petrick and Backman 2002, Petrick 2004), and for travel agencies (Sanchez et al. 2006). 
Whereas service quality and satisfaction studies have been conducted in very different sectors and for quite 
a diversity of products and services the application of an extended concept of perceived value in the 
passenger airline sector was missing so far. For this reason, the replication of the conceptual approach 
followed by Lin, Sher, and Shih (2005) was embedded in this highly competitive service sector. Overall, the 
comparison of the three different conceptual models results in substantially different findings: either on the 
exogenous part or on the endogenous part or both. Hence, a misspecification of a model for perceived value 
would generate flawed conclusions and managerial recommendations. However, by repeating Lin, Sher, and 
Shih’s claim (2005, p. 334) it is important to specify an appropriate model “with reason”. Following the 
principles for determining reflective and formative constructs it is evident and highly plausible that perceived 
value is conceptualized as a formative latent construct. If perceived value is considered to be a separate 
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(unidimensional) construct (see Figure 3) its concurrent validity is relatively low given the comprehensive 
array of different give and get components which are supposed to drive overall value perceptions. In addition 
to this weakness, the explanatory value for the major behavioural consequences is modest compared to a 
multidimensional conceptualization. By comparing the three alternative structural models for perceived value 
the data from a sample of European airline passengers fit the proposed conceptualization as a second-order 
formative construct best. 
 
In view of the preferred model for perceived value the responses from airline passengers give reason to 
assume that both give and get components impact on perceived value. Personal service factors together 
with the entire atmosphere onboard play the dominant role for the overall judgment. Give components such 
as price assurance and other monetary and non-monetary aspects are of minor importance. Perceived value 
explains a substantial proportion of the observed variance in some major dependent constructs such as 
satisfaction, re-buying and word-of-mouth intention. It is important to recognize that perceived value has a 
much stronger effect on these behavioural consequences than satisfaction does. Managerially, this means 
that service operations have to take not only functional aspects into consideration for their routine service 
quality monitoring but, in addition to that, have to observe the perception of atmospherics emerging from the 
main service encounters. 
 
Extensions and improvements to this replication study are suggested especially with regards to 
measurement and conceptual issues. Some of the latent constructs may be strengthened in terms of 
composite reliability by improving the wording of their respective manifest variables and adding some more 
relevant facets. Another enhancement could be tested by employing different scale types. Danaher and 
Haddrell (1996) reported comparatively better results when using confirmation/disconfirmation scales for the 
explanation of overall service satisfaction. Since price perceptions revealed neither a strong direct nor 
indirect effect on the perceived value construct, it is questionable if related price factors or the subjective 
price awareness play a significant role. For explaining the outcome (e.g. behavioural or attitudinal loyalty) in 
such a structural model it would be interesting to differentiate among truly and spuriously loyal passengers 
(Zins 2001). It is expected that a much higher degree of explanation will emerge for those customers who 
are really free and independent to choose among different service providers. 
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Figure 1. Structural equation model: Perceived value as a multidimensional formative construct 

 

Figure 2. Structural equation model: Perceived value as multidimensional reflective construct 

 

Figure 3. Structural equation model: Perceived value as a unidimensional construct 
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Executive summary  

 
Global guideline  
The purpose of this whitepaper is to provide best practices and solutions for corporations on how to integrate 
carbon neutrality into the corporate travel supply chain. The timing for this paper could not be better as our 
global survey 13  confirmed that travel associations are the No 1 external source to consult regarding 
sustainability and climate change issues as they relate to corporate travel. The high demand for these 
guidelines is underlined by the results of the global survey (exhibit 1).  

 

Basis of the whitepaper  
The baseline for this whitepaper is a global survey of the ACTE membership base of more than 2,500 
executives in 50 countries including several Fortune 500 companies. Completed in early September 2007 
the survey was conducted by DuntonTinnus consulting and 3C in collaboration with the ACTE Corporate 
Social Responsibility Committee. The purpose of the survey was to have executives both from the corporate 
buyer’s of travel services as well as from a supplier’s perspective to share their insights and views related to 
sustainable business travel practises. To our knowledge, this is the first global study conducted by an 
unbiased business travel association in cooperation with an unbiased business travel consulting firm and a 
leading Carbon Asset Management Company.  

The key interview and survey findings are:  

Carbon neutrality = top management priority  
52.9% of the suppliers do not offer green products or services to their customers although 84.4% of the 
surveyed corporations believe that sustainable travel will become an important management goal for the 
travel industry in the near future and nearly 50% would be willing to pay a higher price for low carbon travel 
services. At the same time, 74.8% replied that they do not measure - the first step of any climate change 
strategy - greenhouse gas emissions related to travel activities.  
 
Eco-logical thinking means “eco-nomical” thinking  
Survey respondents agreed that reducing operational costs is the top benefit of voluntary climate action. 
Consequently, it is very clear that the aspect carbon neutrality plays a crucial role within the economical 
strategy of a corporation and for the company’s profitability. 60.9% of the surveyed corporates expect that 
their customers will base their purchasing decision on whether their products or services entail climate 
friendly attributes.  

Supply-chain management to guarantee management attention  
Corporate travel must be implemented and managed as a classical management discipline and can best be 
compared with the discipline supply chain management.  

Carbon neutrality as a key to profitability…  
Almost 80% of the surveyed suppliers agree to the fact that the ability to offer low carbon products and 
services will become a key supplier selection criteria.  

                                                 
13 ACTE global CSR survey August 2007  
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…but based on global survey lack of information is still a challenge  
Over 57% of the surveyed suppliers feel they do not have enough information to respond effectively to RFPs 
including “green” criteria and more than 70% are unable to consult their corporate clients regarding 
environmental issues related to corporate travel. Companies that hope to be competitive must not only face 
this new challenge but must also start taking a leading role in order to fulfil the raising expectations of their 
customers, stakeholders and bystanders.  

Exhibit 1  

 
 
 
Holistic approach and strong role of top leaders are key   
Successful executives unanimously agree that carbon neutrality must be implemented as an integrated, 
holistic and long-term planning process on all management levels and that its success is entirely dependant 
on the commitment and role model of a corporations’ management.  

Those who enter the world of sustainable business travel must ensure that aforementioned, as Yves Galimidi, 
Global Travel Purchaser of IKEA Indirect Material and Services AB commented “.. is integrated from scratch.”  

1. Integration of carbon neutrality to revolutionize the business travel supply-chain  
 
1.1. Corporate travel – the primary driver of globalization and profitability  
 
Mobility is key to an organisation’s ability to effectively and immediately react to a growing competitive global 
environment, market expansions and expended network management. Corporate Travel is therefore a 
primary driver and presents a critical support process to a company’s core business. 
 
At the same time, corporate travel is challenged by itself: It often involves the management of an ample 
budget, requires particular solutions ranging from self-service technologies to risk management tools and the 
industries latest hot topics – integrated transparency and smooth compliance. However, these are only a few 
of the reasons for conventional Travel Agencies to grow into Travel Management Companies, Travel Agents 
to transform to Travel Experts all accompanied by in-house and external consulting resources specialized in 
business travel.  

Yet, a company’s travel programme is only as valuable of an investment in as much as it is efficiently 
integrated into its corporate strategy, consistently supported and continuously enhanced by the key decision-
makers.   
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Ultimately, this leads to one of the most important challenges: how to obtain the necessary attention of ones 
own management to this supporting process, namely corporate travel. The answer is surprisingly simple: 
Corporate travel must be implemented and managed as a classical management discipline.  

Seen within this context, corporate travel can easily be described as an intra and cross company business 
process, controlled by distinct performance indicators and being most efficient if operated in a shared service 
partner network environment.  

Characterized by this distinguished feature and in search of a corresponding business discipline to 
economics, corporate travel can best be compared with supply chain management. Herewith in supply chain 
management being defined as the development, implementation and controlling process of financial, 
information and material flows (respectively services) as one integrated value chain.  

At the end, this differentiation lifts “travel” far beyond the conventional image of reservation and ticket 
delivery to the state-of-the-art management of the corporate travel supply chain. While this makes it more 
comprehensible to key decision-makers, what is more important is that it now enables us to enhance the 
business travel supply chain by applying common business practices and standards, as well as strategic 
tools such as Balanced Scorecards or Change Management modules.  

Whilst incorporating options of direct influence by the buyer or travel manager the corporate travel supply 
chain can easily be described as a six step process (see exhibit 2).  
 

Exhibit 2  

 
 

Organisations that understand this process are able to realize the objectives related to corporate travel. But 
what exactly are these objectives?  
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1.2. Corporate travel objectives – Total value of service  
 
Corporate travel and those involved with the management of such are challenged by innumerable 
requirements partially driven by opposite goals and stakeholders.  

Top priority being of course the optimization and reduction of the overall travel spend. To do so, common 
methods are applied such as volume bundling creating economies of scale and process optimization 
reducing handling costs. However, in most cases each initiative implicates additional challenges and 
associated costs for example investing in new technology or potential risks, such as supplier default or 
dependence on individual suppliers.  

The range of operational requirements which includes the traveller’s quality expectations has been stretched 
– rising from a comfortable airline seat to high demands with regard to incorporated security and safety 
solutions.  

To intensify the “juggling act” between costs and quality travel managers and buyers are furthermore 
confronted with the sensitive topic corporate compliance, with raising standards relating to corporate 
governance, demanding their special attention and making additional investments necessary to enforce 
transparency and controlling devouring accomplished savings from the previous RFP season.   
 

While the debate about global warming and greenhouse gases is heating up, travel managers and buyers 
are faced with new issues linked to this debate which include the reduction of carbon emissions and 
sustainable procurement and corporate travel processes.  

 

The survey findings paint a picture showing that Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) – here in particular 
sustainability – seems to introduce a renaissance of the corporate travel department. And what’s more, we 
found a strong correlation between successful eco-logical thinking and “eco-nomical“ thinking corporations.  

 

Executives must also find ways to effectively balance and measure sustainability against traditional goals in 
order to achieve visibility and economic viability. In the end, these again will support the necessary change 
management processes and provide long-term effects. But how can this be successfully translated to reflect 
a set of structured, corporate travel goals including CSR and at the same time be aligned with a company’s 
corporate strategy and be presented in a comprehensible format for executives’ improved decision making?  
 
In order to achieve the right mix, executives must integrate sustainability aspects within their daily business 
activities and undertake a differentiated, strategic approach. Aforementioned requirements can be 
categorized into four key dimensions namely cost, quality, compliance, and corporate social responsibility 
(see exhibit 3).  
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Exhibit 3  
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Combining them all to create an integrated goal-set leads us to – the Total Value of Service approach. To 
turn theory into reality, the total value of service approach must now be implemented into the company’s 
strategic corporate travel planning process. This can easily be accomplished by following the individual 
process steps of the corporate travel supply chain.  

The potential of each individual process step can be evaluated by applying the four dimensions of the total 
value of service approach incorporating all aspects of a 360° degree impact (see exhibit 4).  
 

Exhibit 4  
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Upon completion of the internal evaluation process, the applied methodology and set of results should be 
shared with the respective suppliers during the next round of review meetings. The results of the companies 
studied and the secret of their success stories, clearly lies within their ability to stress the importance to their 
top management and by doing so to incorporate CSR into daily business activities. Travel supplier interviews 
revealed the request for a more structured procedure which would in turn support their processes and the 
expectations of their customers with regard to security, planning and transparent measuring.  

Managing this goal-set and its interrelation will be key to corporate travel success in a fast-paced global 
economy. Clearly the next emphasis will lie on the creation and implementation of global standards enabling 
a reliable and transparent evaluation of a travel programme. 
 
 
2. The roadmap to carbon neutrality  
 
2.1. The strategy  
 
In our opinion, the following methods and solutions should be included as an integral part of the business 
travel supply chain. This has also been confirmed by successful stakeholders who feel that a holistic 
approach must be undertaken in order to effectively implement a sustainable corporate travel programme.   

The overall umbrella and key success factor is the company’s ability to create, sustain and channel a 
common, corporate-wide environmental strategy based on a long-term view.  

Those surveyed companies who employ a corporate climate change strategy confirmed that a top priority is 
given to corporate travel activities.  

 

 

As long as it is not part of the company’s overall strategy and management balance scorecard goals, the 
corporate travel manager’s and buyer’s endeavours will not be recognized or taken seriously. Based on the 
survey results, the areas to contact in order to obtain this information and align it with the corporate travel 
strategy within one’s own company are  

• The sustainability department  
• Senior management  
• Cross-departmental task forces  

 
40% of the surveyed companies are not aware of the existence of such areas in their company or know 
whether a sustainability department exists.  

The following steps are recommended for the practical integration and alignment.  
1. The identification and alignment of the corporate-wide environmental strategy with the travel 

management and procurement processes  
2. Within this context, carbon neutrality must be adopted as a guided principle to set standards for 

the company’s core business activities and processes such as corporate travel and act as guideline 
for travel management, procurement and supplier sourcing processes.  

3. Define and set basis for the development of an environmental strategy related to the corporate 
travel supply chain  

4. Strategically secure sustainability and define KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) e.g. measurements 
of CO² emissions  
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2.2. The travel policy  
 
Based on the aforementioned strategy alignment, the travel policy must now be adjusted to reflect the full 
integration and compliance of sustainability in daily activities and must act as a backbone to the travel 
program. Of the surveyed companies, carbon neutrality – as part of corporate social responsibility – is rated 
as the least important aspect of their travel policy and nearly 80% do not include green guidelines (see 
exhibit 5 and 6).  

Exhibit 5  

 

 

Exhibit 6  

 

 

The positive message is that the majority of companies mandate their travel policy – which is crucial for a 
successful implementation of a green guideline.  
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Exhibit 7  

 

 

 

The travel policy should include three key aspects:  

2.2.1 Travel avoidance  
Using clearly defined measurement criteria the necessity of a business trip must be evaluated and 
justified. A business trip alternative could be the use of modern telecommunication technology. 
The positive side effect is the mid to long term cost reduction and increase in process efficiency 
for corporations in addition to reducing carbon emissions.  Example for above criteria:  
a) Enforce usage of videoconferencing and/or web collaboration  
b) Leverage travellers comfort zone  
c) Allow/stipulate a max number of people to travel for same project  
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2.2.2 Travel reduction   

Through change of travel patterns/behaviour and choice of travel options (substitution) and 
sourcing of environmental suppliers. Examples could be:  

a) Substitute domestic point to point flight routings which are frequently operated through 
train. The definition can be underlined by a measurement criterion such as 
kilometre/mileage distance from office location  

b) Consolidate number of trips for similar purpose/projects  
c) Usage of environmental certified hotels (e.g. ISO14001)  
d) Enforce car/taxi sharing and usage of public transportation  

 
 

2.2.3 Carbon offsets  
A carbon offset is “a specific activity or set of activities that reduce, remove, or sequester GHG 
emissions from the atmosphere14”.  

Carbon offsetting is a short-term instrument for supporting the overall objective of mitigation and 
should thus logically represent the last element in a series of substantial environment management 
measures. High quality carbon offsets are not only a cost efficient and effective solution to reduce 
global GHG emissions; they also offer many socioeconomic benefits for local communities.  

Carbon credits/offsets are sold through originators/wholesalers, trading platforms, brokers and retailers. As a 
general remark, especially large, globally active companies should rely on carbon offset providers that have 
documented experience in the carbon market. Experienced carbon market leaders have a global presence 
and are originators of carbon credits versus simply re-sellers of carbon credits.  

Companies should also evaluate carbon offset providers based on their capability to provide consulting 
services that support voluntary programs related to corporate social and environmental responsibility 
contributing to climate protection and to be at a competitive advantage.  

In addition full service providers also provide comprehensive expertise and risk management strategies for 
companies and public authorities on compliance with international, national and voluntary commitments to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  

Offset companies usually offer VERs (Verified Emission Reductions) for offsetting emissions that are part of 
a company’s voluntary commitment to reduce its climate change impact. This is due to the fact that carbon 
credits from the compliance market (Clean Development Mechanism and Joint Implementation, the two 
flexible market mechanisms under the Kyoto protocol) are more expensive and trading with small amounts of 
such credits is very cost-inefficient.   

Accredited carbon market leaders are able to provide companies with a delivery guarantee based on 
customized portfolios of high quality that comply with your preferences related to project activity, location and 
volume.  

Currently, there are about 40+ offsetting companies in the world with a strong upward trend. Most of them 
are located in the US, Australia and Europe. They differ in the type of credits, the type and location of 
projects, the quality standards they offer for offsetting and the prices for VERs. The prices for VERs can 
differ according to the quality standard applied for the emission reduction projects. For example, VERs from 
a project complying with the Voluntary Gold Standard are sold at a price ranging from 20 to 30 Euro/t CO2e. 
In comparison, for VERs based on proprietary standards buyers have paid prices between 6 Euro/t CO2e to 
15 Euro/t CO2e (1 Euro~$1.40).  
 

                                                 
14 http://www.wri.org/climate/pubs_content_text.cfm?cid=4015  
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Example for a carbon offsetting program activity:  

A corporate-wide climate change strategy can include i.e. an employee carbon offset program supported by 
senior management. It is directed at educating and enhancing climate mitigation efforts by providing 
incentives to avoid/reduce/compensate for travel and other climate damaging activities. Such a program 
“matches” individual employee contributions with senior management levels on a dollar/per ton of GHG 
emission reduction basis. A third party lends the company a web based “carbon calculator” that is exclusively 
accessible to its employees filled with information regarding climate change and useful tips i.e. to 
reduce/conserve energy at work and at home. Employees simply calculate their emissions from a number of 
activities such as air travel, car and energy usage and purchase electronically “offsets”. In return individuals 
receive a notification and certification. Data can be measured, collected and analysed for program 
performance purposes.  

 

 
An example of a corporate wide climate change program is given in exhibit 8.  
 

Exhibit 8  

 

 

The best practice approach to create a green travel policy:  

1. Start from scratch by creating an “ideal green travel policy” for your company to get the big 
picture and initiate the right discussion  
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2. Evaluate the gap between your current and the ideal green policy and use this as a basis to 
integrate carbon neutrality in relevant areas  

3. Communicate and enforce your new travel policy top-down   
 
Now we can start with the integration of carbon neutrality into the corporate travel supply chain.  

2.3 The 6 STEPS – translating recognition of the problem into action  
 
Basis of the roadmap for carbon neutrality is the 6 STEP corporate travel supply chain. The corporate travel 
supply chain approach guarantees an efficient integration of carbon neutrality in addition to considering the 
traditional goals cost, quality and compliance.  
 
The following recommendations for integrating carbon neutrality are based on market research and proven 
industry experience.  

2.3.1 STEP 1 - Requirements analysis  
Before taking action against climate change, a precise analysis of the company’s emissions is necessary. 
This so called carbon footprint is the first step for all subsequent actions including travel avoidance, emission 
reduction as well as potential offsetting strategies.  

Guidance on how to calculate a carbon footprint is given in the Greenhouse Gas Protocol developed by the 
World Resources Institute and the World Business Council on Sustainable Development15. It provides tools 
for calculation and sets operational boundaries for direct and indirect emissions.  

 

 

A carbon footprint includes direct and indirect emissions (see exhibit 9).  

Important for any reporting of GHG emissions is the determination of operational boundaries, thus scoping 
these emissions is straightforward. A distinction is made between direct and indirect emissions to avoid or 
minimize double counting. Double counting occurs when the same emissions (or its reductions) are claimed 
by more than one company.  
 
Exhibit 9  

                                                 
15 http://www.wri.org/climate/project_description2.cfm?pid=16  
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Direct emissions are emissions from sources owned or activities controlled by the reporting company, 
within its operational boundaries.  
 
 
Indirect emissions are based on the reporting company’s activities but from sources owned or controlled by 
another entity.  
 
According to the World Resources Institute16, direct and indirect emissions are categorized in scope 1-3 
(travel emissions are highlighted in “green”):  
 
 
SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS ARE DIRECT EMISSIONS PRIMARILY A RESULT OF:  
- Business travel in company owned cars or corporate jets  
- Employee commuting in company owned vehicles  
- Fossil fuel combustion in boilers, generators, turbines, engines etc. that are controlled or owned by the reporting 

entity  
- HFC emissions related to refrigeration and/or air conditioning  

SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS ARE INDIRECT EMISSIONS PRIMARILY A RESULT OF:  
- Purchased electricity for own use  

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS ARE INDIRECT EMISSIONS PRIMARILY A RESULT OF:  
- Employee business travel (commercial planes, rental cars, hotels, employee cars, trains, bus)  
- Employee commute in vehicles not owned by the company  
-  Production of purchased materials (third party production) such as paper use, furniture and equipment  
-  Outsourced activities (including courier services, shipping, distribution and printing)  
-  Waste disposal  
 
 
The following deliverables must be considered to incorporate carbon neutrality:  

1. Calculation of current CO² emissions related to corporate travel. This information can be 
requested from the companies preferred suppliers or subject matter experts. Due to the current 
absence of standards, we recommend using the provided data as trend figures.  

                                                 
16 http://pdf.wri.org/hotclimatecoolcommerce.pdf  
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2. Analysis of contracted suppliers: is the supplier certified according to ISO 14001  
3. Identify travel patterns (e.g. new plants/subsidiaries)  
4. Identify corporate strategic projects (trip vs. bulk buy)  
5. Senior Management and Project Manager interviews to identify strategic corporate expansions 
6. Evaluate the company’s current ability to provide web and video-conferencing (see exhibit 10)  
7. Identify synergies with existing CSR related commodities (e.g. telecommunication)  
8. Enhance traditional travel commodities by including suppliers for carbon neutral services (e.g. 

carbon offset companies)  
9. Obtain management commitment for CO² reduction goal as part of the RFP  

 
The continuous importance of web collaboration and video conferencing as a method to support sustainable 
business practices is confirmed by the surveyed companies (see exhibit 10).  

Exhibit 10  

 

 
2.3.2 STEP 2 - Request for Proposal (RFP)  
A carbon neutral RFP actually begins with the process as such. We recommend making use of existing 
market solutions. The hospitality sector is at the forefront of offering e-RFP solutions and is therefore a good 
starting point for a paperless RFP process. As described in chapter 1.2 the new task is to integrate carbon 
neutrality as an equal objective in the RFP. Exhibit 11 underlines the importance of the suppliers’ ability to 
offer “low carbon services” and its role in the sourcing process.  

Exhibit 11  

 
 

In order to achieve the determined CO² reduction goal it is necessary to transform the pure ethical 
consideration into a specific carbon neutral section in the RFP.  

The major objective of this green RFP section is to identify the environmental commitment of the individual 
supplier. This can be achieved by posing the right questions, which provide measurable environmental 
added value to support the CO² reduction goal.  
The following question patterns are examples for obtaining this information:  

1.  Integration of ecological sector within the suppliers organisation   
a) Framework for environmental management throughout the suppliers company  
b) Certification according to the ISO 14001 standard  
c) Application of environmental policy as specific guidelines  
d) Existence of cross-divisional committees  
e) Implementation of standardized processes and compliance with internal and external 

requirements  
f) Environmental reports  

 
2.  Product and service-related environmental protection  
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a) Age of aircraft fleet  
b) Car fleet composition (e.g. hybrid)  
c) Water, energy and recycling programs  
d) Noise and emission reduction programs   
e) Provide reporting on actions and calculation methods  

 
3.  Added-value to the own companies determined CO² reduction goal  

a) Distance of hotel to the company’s location  
b) Availability of low carbon vehicles  
c) Carbon offsetting programs  
d) Commitment to mutual initiatives to achieve CO² reduction target  

 
An additional way to create the green RFP section is to identify the current and future legislative regulations 
for the individual commodities (e.g. airlines, car rental) and countries. The following exhibit 12 reflects the 
surveyed companies’ opinion regarding the future legislative landscape regarding climate change and 
whether this will lead to additional restrictions on air travel.  
 
 

Exhibit 12  

Do you think the future legislative landscape regarding climate change will lead to additional restrictions on air travel?  

 

Implications of potential legislative regulations/taxation may result in an increase in costs which will be 
passed on to the corporation. Similar trends in additional cost burdens already affect corporate travel e.g. 
GDS / booking fees, credit card charges.  

The information obtained from the RFP process can now be intelligently incorporated in the negotiation 
process.  

 
2.3.3 STEP 3 and STEP 4 – Negotiations and contracting  
The e-RFP tools mentioned in STEP 2 can also be used for the paperless negotiation and contracting 
process. A key question to be answered based on the individual company’s stance is who will pay for the 
individual costs generated as a result of going green. This correlates with the method of negotiation 
technique namely “win-win” or “win-loose” and its definition as such.   

A key recommendation is to focus on the polluter pays principle. It is the obligation of the producer or 
provider to offer carbon neutral products and services.  

Based on this principle the buyer or travel manager should set the goal of demanding climate neutral 
products and services from their preferred suppliers and by doing so make use of leveraging their purchasing 
power to influence the supplier’s practices. Merely 17.2% of the surveyed companies have a process in 
place that evaluates the performance of their suppliers related to sustainability and only 24.8% select their 
suppliers based on their sustainability strategies (see exhibit 13).  
 

Exhibit 13  
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External Balanced Scorecards (EBSC) should be discussed and implemented based on green Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI) in order to support the preferred supplier as an equal partner within the supply 
chain and in order to achieve the set goals.  

Examples for negotiation factors:  

• Airline Commodity: Offset provided as integral part of the negotiated CNR  
• Hotel Commodity: ISO 14001 certification  
• Travel Agency Commodity: Carbon neutrality as additional goal to cost and quality controlled at 

the customer interface (as part of SLA – Service Level Agreement)  
 
Example for External Balanced Scorecards incl. Green Key Performance Indicators:  

This management tool can be used to see how serious companies are about taking action against climate 
change and also to compare their activities in this area with those of their competitors. It shows the self-
reported efforts of companies by using a point scale and defined key performance indicators thus 
determining if companies are measuring their carbon footprint or reducing their environmental impact.  
 

Example for Green External Balanced Scorecard (www.climatecounts.org):  

Exhibit 14  
 

 
 
Contracting should include green terms and conditions outlining the basis framework and obligations of the 
supplier for the term of the contract e.g. ISO14001 certification, carbon emission reduction reports.  

2.3.4 STEP 5 -Implementation  
Carbon neutrality is a change management initiative. As with any CM process it requires standard principles 
for implementation which includes:  

• Leadership – management commitment  
• Policy Mandate  
• Top Management example  
• Communication  
• Education  

 
The interviews with industry experts revealed that successful implementation is based on transforming above 
principles into a specific pilot:  
 

• Start by analyzing a point to point routing that provides the opportunity for intelligent transport 
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mix  or usage of modern telecommunication technology (air, car, train, videoconferencing)  
• Ideally select a route or limit your radius to your home market e.g headquarters. This allows for 

better ownership of the project, close controlling and broader management attention.  
• Analyse which departments or projects are the major users of this point to point routing  
• Identify the respective senior management responsible for the travel cost  
• Create analysis of this point to point routing which includes important key metrics e.g. the 

number of trips, method of transportation, length of stay, types of accommodations, distance to 
company’s offices and car rental usage.  

• Develop an alternative scenario to reduce carbon emissions (e.g. shift from air to train or 
substitute through usage of videoconferencing)  

• Present and discuss pilot results with the identified senior management  
• Maintain close and clear communicate on all levels  

 
The result of such a pilot reflects the willingness of the company’s management to support such an initiative, 
prove own capabilities (reporting, analysis, mandate change of travel policy) and can be used as best 
practice example for communicating a corporate-wide roll-out. Various scenarios should be measured and 
compared (costs of implementation vs. GHG emission reduction achievements i.e. $$/per metric ton of CO2e 
reduction).  
 

2.3.5 STEP 6 - Controlling  
Control activities are designed to help accomplish specific goals or objectives. As such, control processes 
play an important role in delivering information with regard to    

a) Measuring the success of implemented green policy and carbon reduction goals  
b) Stability of the ongoing process  
c) Hidden potentials for optimization  

 
But there are also laws and regulations that determine internal control and which are crucial to the reporting 
company performance such as sections of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Mandatory legislative environmental 
rules and regulations are most certainly soon to come. The lack of standards should not be seen as an 
excuse for refraining from setting up a control system as solutions do exist and are also industry proven. The 
aspect of carbon neutrality correlated highly with the level of awareness within ones own company and its 
preferred suppliers. One of the most important factors is therefore the ability to create, sustain and channel 
the organisations communication to evoke behavioural change.  

This communication process can be supported by  
• Implementing spot checks to measure the effectiveness of communication e.g. travel agency to 

include question related to the environmental program in upcoming traveller survey  
• Measuring the adoption rate of the change of traveller patterns (use report from conducted pilot)  

 
The other relevant factor is the effectiveness of controlling mechanisms which depend on the company’s 
current infrastructure, in particular related to travel agencies and IT provider capabilities. The ideal controlling 
process is implemented at two interfaces within the corporate travel supply chain:  

1.  Pre-trip  Enabled by customizing the booking interface namely Travel Agency and OBE to your 
green policy. This allows for or includes the declination of the usage of certain transport modes and 
enforces certain travel patterns. Use the existing reporting infrastructures and reason codes to track 
exceptions. The travel agencies should consult and offer the traveller alternatives based on emissions 
calculators  

2.  Post trip  Potential to measure the complete trip for carbon offsetting  

3. Reaping the benefits of sound climate action programs  
- Why companies should consider going carbon neutral  

Climate change is not only an environmental concern; it does affect the global economy and is thus 
everybody’s business. The potential consequences of GHG emissions for companies are viewed as a 
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significant business risk. Logically, executives around the globe begin recognizing that retaining and 
increasing their shareholder value and herewith associated reputation also depends on their ability to 
respond to the growing demand of society for sustainable business practices, hence climate neutral products 
and services.  

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) remarks in its most recent widely published report 
that “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in 
global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global average 
sea level17.” The anthropogenic climate change is not a future scenario; it is individually discernible and faces 
growing public attention. Reducing unwanted impacts is in society’s best interest as much as it is our 
responsibility for our future generations. Acknowledging the relevance of this issue, the expectations 
addressed by customers, partners, shareholders, investors and other stakeholders need to be formulated 
into corporate climate change strategies.  

 
 
3.1 The don’ts:  
 
Both the survey and interviews disclosed the following practices which should be avoided or carefully be 
considered when integrating carbon neutrality in your corporate travel management and procurement 
processes:  

… Do not start implementation without knowing your company’s environmental strategy, practices and 
management/leadership stance.  

… Do not ignore the value of understanding your company’s carbon position  

… Do not select your preferred suppliers incl. carbon offset providers without proof documentation and 
evaluation of the RFP responses.  

… Do not start implementation of a carbon neutrality program prior to adjusting your corporate travel policy 
and initiating corporate wide communication strategy.  

… Do not underestimate the long-term positive financial effects when investing in alternatives to corporate 
travel such as video conferencing technology.  

… Do not underestimate the impact your preferred suppliers can have on the success of your environmental 
program. A clear and open communication should be top priority and external balanced scorecards can 
support both, the company and the supplier in achieving the mutual carbon reduction goal.  

The following two graphs taken from our survey best describe how companies expect to benefit from 
voluntary climate action and will be discussed in more detail. An overwhelming 62% of the surveyed 
companies hold the view that voluntary climate action will benefit their company’s bottom-line (see exhibit 15).  

 

                                                 
17 http://ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu/wg1/Report/AR4WG1_Print_SPM.pdf  
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Exhibit 15  

 

The benefits were rated as follows, clearly led by reducing operating costs as depicted in exhibit 16:  

Exhibit 16  

 

3.2 Understanding the context  
 
According to the World Resources Institute (2000), energy consumption is the largest overall source of GHG 
emissions accounting to about 60 percent of global emissions. Within energy consumption about 40 percent 
is contributed to electricity and heat generation while another 20 percent is related to transportation with the 
remainder being accredited to industry and building heat. Other significant emission sources include land-
use change (deforestation, reforestation and afforestation) resulting in 18 percent of GHG emissions. The 
third largest contributor is agriculture (13.5 percent), mainly due to methane and nitrous oxide as a result of 
farming activities, followed by waste (3.5 percent)18. 
 

 

In context of carbon neutrality as an integral part of the travel supply chain, a large portion of the carbon 
footprint for many service companies or of those companies that have outsourced manufacturing is a result 
of business travel. Based on the GHG protocol19 developed by the World Resources Institute and the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development, i.e. one million air miles convert into about 530 metric tons of 
CO2 emissions. In comparison the average annual CO2 emissions per capita in the US are about 20 metric 
tons based on the Energy Information Association’s 2007 International Energy Outlook.20

 
 

                                                 
18 http://www.wri.org/climate/topic_content.cfm?cid=4177  
19 http://www.ghgprotocol.org/templates/GHG5/layout.asp?type=p&MenuId=OTAx  
20 http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/emissions.html 
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3.3 You only can reduce what you measure  
 

 

 

The survey conducted by DuntonTinnus consulting and 3C in collaboration with the ACTE Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee revealed a number of significant disconnects: While 84.4 percent of the 
respondents believe that sustainable travel will become an important management goal for the travel industry 
in the near future, 74.8 percent replied that their companies are not measuring GHG emissions related to 
travel activities.  

The UK based Carbon Disclosure Project is an example of an organization that is “aiming to create a lasting 
relationship between shareholders and corporations regarding the implications for shareholder value and 
commercial operations presented by climate change” 21 . With a combined $41 trillion of assets under 
management, it is the world’s largest initiative of its kind providing public information about participating 
entities’’ perceived risks and opportunities related to climate change. In the United States, the non-profit 
organization climatecounts22 has received applause for developing their aforementioned B2C scorecard that 
ranks companies based on their efforts to reduce impacts of climate change. These examples are indicative 
for the overall market developments and witness for increased competitive pressure that companies face 
today and a change in direction business leaders take on climate change.   
 
Next to environmental concerns, leading companies start recognizing that a sound corporate climate change 
strategy offers compelling business reasons that are not always so obvious from the onset.   

 

3.4 Save energy and business travel related costs  
 
Another outcome of the survey shows that a majority of 63% of respondents referred to safety and security of 
travelers as the most important issue. Containing cost was second with 40.4% in the “most important” 
category. Quality standards were seen less important in comparison while CSR activities were not seen as 
an important topic for corporate travel buyers. A sound climate change strategy includes travel avoidance, 
reduction, offsetting and sourcing of environmental suppliers. While none of these choices were seen as 
“most important”, travel reduction ranked highest (38.9%) in the “important” category followed by sourcing of 
environmental suppliers (32.4%) and travel avoidance (29.2%). Offset activities lead the “less important” 
category.   

These outcomes were mirrored by IKEA’s experience. Yves Galimidi, Global Travel Purchaser of IKEA 
Indirect Material and Services AB: “For unavoidable emissions as they relate to business travel we have not 
yet included carbon offsets. At this stage we have no measurement for travel related GHG emissions in 
place yet. We avoid corporate travel and save costs by making use of web and video conferencing. We see 
an additional payback in marketing for such initiatives as we move forward as many people are involved in 
communication processes internally and externally. We provide alternate greener travel solutions for our 
                                                 
21 http://www.cdproject.net/aboutus.asp 
22 

 

http://www.climatecounts.org/about.php 
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employees and we purchase greener vehicles for our IKEA fleet that help further reduce our company 
environmental impact.  

 
In some countries we offer rental vans to our customers run by biofuel, we have biodiesel trucks and 
hydrogen cars. It is not always the cheapest solution yet significantly greener than air travel. Energy 
consumption next to transportation is the second largest portion of our carbon footprint. We have 
substantially increased renewable energy for our stores and distribution centers while reducing energy 
consumption through insulation techniques, motion sensors and other measures”.  

3.5 Be a leader  
 
Companies taking a leadership position on climate change benefit not only from positive PR, they also can 
link their greening initiatives to corporate social responsibility and education purposes.   

Nebojsa Ceprnic, Corporate Sourcing Manager at NVIDIA, market leader in programmable graphics 
processor technologies: “We strive to do the right thing by reducing our impact to the environment. Besides 
offsetting we also focus on reducing the paper use, recycle products, and run waste management and water 
conversation initiatives. As this is an ongoing process we set further goals to increase recyclable material 
usage from current 35% to about 50% for example. All of these measures are tied in our environmental 
charter that is being headed by senior management. We are also developing additional ideas surrounding 
employee offset programs.”  

A growing number of companies understand the interdependencies between CSR and climate change while 
improving their public image and market position. As this is a rather new market development, an increasing 
number of companies are starting to develop their own programs and initiatives. Relaved to travel, survey 
results showed that 66.1% mentioned that their travel policy is mandated, while only 20.2% replied that their 
mandated travel policy includes “green” guidelines. An even smaller percentage, namely 17.2% have a 
process in place that evaluates the performance of their suppliers related to sustainability.  

 

 

 
3.6 Air traffic is expected to double by 2025, affecting the climate and regulations to protect it 
 
While mobility and free trade are an impetus for economic growth, it is also a major source of GHG 
emissions. Transportation is one of the fastest growing sectors contributing to climate change. For example, 
in the US, transportation related GHG emissions increased from 1990 to 2005 by 27.7 percent while US total 
GHG emissions grew by 16.3 percent during the same time period.23 

In comparison, between 1990-2005 GHG emissions from transportation increased by 26 percent in the EU-
15, while total GHG emissions decreased 1.5 % (65 million tonnes CO2 equivalents) below 199024. While the 
US has not ratified the Kyoto protocol, the EU member states agreed to reduce its GHG emissions by 8 
percent by 2008–12, from base year levels.  

                                                 
23 http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/downloads06/07Trends.pdf  
24 http://reports.eea.europa.eu/technical_report_2007_7/en 
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Within transportation, corporate air travel is an increasingly important source of GHG emissions and 
accounts significantly to individual companies’ “carbon footprints” – this is especially the case for entities 
active within the service sector.   

Aviation alone contributes to roughly about 3% of total GHG emissions 25 . While the International Air 
Transportation Agency (IATA) claims that fuel efficiency for air travel has increased over the last 40 years by 
more than 70%26, overall total fuel consumption has still increased due to even higher growth in air traffic 
thereby more than offsetting achieved reductions made so far.  

 

Business travel represents 40 percent of the entire global travel sector or US$350 billion27. Based on 
forecasts conducted by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), total world airline scheduled 
passenger traffic in terms of passenger-kilometers is expected to grow at an average annual rate of  
4.6 per cent between 2005 and 2025, resulting in a doubling of the total number of departures and distance 
flown on domestic and international services of scheduled airlines over the 2005-2025 period.   

In absolute numbers passenger kilometres are expected to increase from 3,720 billion in 2005 to anticipated 
9,180 billion in 2025. On a regional level, airlines of the Middle East and Asia/Pacific are expected to account 
for the highest growth in both freight and passenger28.  

The global economy is increasingly affected by emerging markets. According to Grant Thornton’s 
recent International Business Report 2007 - Emerging Markets these markets headed by the two large BRIC 
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) economies – mainland China and India – will persist to grow inexorably, 
and Grant Thornton’s projections indicate that they will contribute to up to 80% of global output by 2050.29 

 
 

Not in the same league but already in the pipeline Indonesia, Mexico, Pakistan and Turkey are to become 
the next key emerging economies. If political stability is maintained and structural reforms are successful 
their future is auspicious. These shifting economic activities combined with an increasing effortlessness in 
obtaining information and developing knowledge due to innovative technologies worldwide business travel is 
expected to increase implicating a boom in demand for corporate travel although with limited supply growth. 
As a result costs across board are expected to skyrocket giving suppliers more control over negotiations and 
revenue supported by sophisticated yield, inventory and contract management systems. 
 
It is no secret that the environmental impact of these economies portrays a serious challenge. The 
consequences of exploitation of natural resources which intensifies the reality of current climate change will 
play a key role in the future business environment. Given this current outlook an achievement of the Kyoto 
commitment of reducing GHG emissions by 60% by 2050 appears improbable.  
While the EU is planning to include aviation in the emission trading scheme, environmental organizations 

                                                 
25 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/climat/aviation_en.htm 
26 http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/environment/fuel_efficiency.htm 
27 http://www.carlsonwagonlit.com/export/sites/cwt/en/global/tmi/cwt_vision/cwtvision/200 
_edito.pdf 
28

 http://www.icao.int/icao/en/nr/2007/pio200708_e.pdf 
29 
http://www.internationalbusinessreport.com/main/pdfs/IBR%202007%20Emerging%20markets%20report%2
0(BRIC).pdf  
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World Wildlife Fund, Transportation and Environment, The Climate Action Network and Friends of the Earth, 
denounced the most recent vote of the EU environment committee on October 2nd as too weak to reduce 
emissions against rising air traffic.  

By mid-November 2007 the full EU parliament will vote on this measure and before the proposal becomes 
law; both the parliament and individual environment ministers of their respective member states must reach a 
consensus. The outcome of the October 2nd vote means that “ aviation should have its emissions "capped" at 
around two-thirds above 1990 levels, when it is integrated into the EU Emissions Trading Scheme in 201030”. 
This is a retreat from earlier, more aggressive resolutions that stipulated emission reductions in line with the 
Kyoto protocol and can be seen as a soft measure compared to an commitment by the European Union 
published at the G8 summit in Heiligendamm earlier this year which announced an overall GHG emission 
reduction by 20-30% by 2020 based on 1990 levels.  

The real impact of ETS (Emissions Trading Scheme) could turn out to be much higher than many expected 
and the aviation sector is not the only one struggling to balance the demand for lower prices whilst 
simultaneously delivering high quality, providing added value to the customers supply chain and being at the 
cutting edge of delivering environmental products and services. The whole travel industry is affected by 
these new challenges.  
  

 

 
 
Whilst the aviation sector is being put under pressure to make a fair contribution to the efforts of cutting 
greenhouse gas emissions this may result in an additional rise of costs for the end consumer and ultimately 
for the buyer and travel manager responsible for managing the companies travel spend. Even more so, 
supply of aircraft is becoming a constraint due to increased global traffic demand affecting prices and 
availability of flight services.  

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) favors a global emission trading scheme versus a regional 
one such as the European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS) as it is anticipated that it leads to 
disproportionate competitive disadvantages for the airline industry. While a full scale global carbon market is 
a future scenario, IATA’s members such as Virgin Airlines, British Airways and Lufthansa and others have 
already taken measures that help to reduce GHG emissions through fleet modernization, voluntary carbon 
offset provision and investments in R&D.  

 

                                                 
30 http://www.transportenvironment.org/Article479.html 
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Appendix 
 
 
We herewith express our sincere thanks to the following companies and to all survey participants for their 
valuable contribution to this whitepaper.  
 
Companies interviewed:  
 
Amadeus IT Group SA -Mr. Ian Wheeler, Vice President Marketing, Group Marketing 
 
Avis Europe Plc, Europe, Africa, Middle East and Asia -Mr. Thomas Zieher,  
Head of International Corporate Sales 
 
Avis Europe Plc, Europe, Africa, Middle East and Asia -Mr. Jason van Zuydam, Corporate Social 
Responsibility Manager  
 
NVIDIA -Mr. Nebojsa Ceprnic, Corporate Sourcing Manager  
 
Carlson Wagonlit Travel -Ms. Martina Eggler, Vice President Strategic Sales & Account Management, 
Marketing Central & Eastern Europe  
 
IKEA IMS Indirect Material & Services -Mr. Yves Galimidi, Global Travel Purchaser  
 
KDS - Mr. Stanislas Berteloot, Marketing Director  
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Global Survey  
 

The global survey included suppliers and corporations of the ACTE membership base of more than 2,500 
executives in 50 countries including several of the Fortune 500 companies. The structure of the surveyed 
companies and suppliers is detailed in the following exhibits.  

Structure of surveyed companies  
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Structure of surveyed suppliers 
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Association of Corporate Travel Executives (ACTE)  
515 King Street, Suite 440  
Alexandria, VA 22314  
U.S.A.  
Phone: +1 (703) 683-5322  
Fax: +1 (703) 683-2720  
E-mail: info@acte.org  
Internet: www.acte.org  
 
DuntonTinnus consulting  
Birkendörfle 13  
70191 Stuttgart  
Germany  
Phone: +49 711-1236180  
Fax: +49 711-1236179 
E-mail: cdunton@duntontinnus.com 
Internet: www.duntontinnus.com  
 
3C The Carbon Credit Company LLC  
1250 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 200  
Washington, DC, 20036  
U.S.A.  
Phone: +1 (202) 331-3363  
Fax: +1 (202) 331-3383   
E-Mail: bjoern.fischer@3c-company.com   
Internet: www.3c-company.com  
 
3C Group | Headquarters  
Industriestraße 10  
61118 Bad Vilbel  
Germany  
Phone: +49 (0)6101 5 56 58-0  
Fax: +49 (0)6101 5 56 58-77  
E-mail: info@3c-company.com  
Internet: www.3c-company.com  
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Towards a model for corporate travel policy compliance 
 
 
Ms Anneli Douglas 
Prof Berendien Lubbe 
University of Pretoria 
South Africa 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Previous academic research has focussed on trends in the broader business travel market and very little 
research has been forthcoming on the management of corporate travel.  A travel management programme 
allows an organisation to manage corporate travel expenditure, and through a well-formulated travel policy, 
to control its travel expenses. Traveller non-compliance of the travel policy is an increasing area of concern 
with (mainly industry) surveys conducted amongst travellers showing various reasons for non-compliance, 
both deliberate and unknowing. This paper goes beyond the reasons for non-compliance and seeks 
underlying factors not previously recognised. The overall purpose of the paper is to build and test a model of 
travel policy compliance based on these factors. Two broadly conceptualised factors that influence travel 
policy compliance are identified. The first can be termed corporate-related factors which relate to the 
corporate travel policy as formulated and communicated by the organisation and which include issues of 
corporate culture and business ethics. The second can be termed personal-related factors, which relate to 
the person of the corporate traveller and include issues of personal ethics. The study followed a two-stage 
approach: the first stage involved a qualitative methodology, the Delphi technique, to confirm the identified 
constructs that underpin travel policy non-compliance. From the literature survey and the results of the 
Delphi methodology a model was conceptualised that represents the factors and underlying constructs that 
influence travel policy non-compliance. The model proposes that travel policy compliance is a direct result of 
corporate-related factors and personal-related factors. Based on this model an instrument was developed to 
measure the policy compliance of corporate travellers. This forms the basis for the second stage of the 
empirical research. Corporate travellers from a number of organisations in the public and private sectors, 
who agreed to participate in the research, were requested to respond to the web-based questionnaire. 
Convenience sampling was used with the aim to gather sufficient responses to overcome the limitations 
inherent in a convenience sample. The analysis of the data followed the path of first testing the data 
assumptions of the model, then testing the validity of the constructs and finally testing the travel compliance 
model using exploratory and confirmatory data analysis. The outcome of this study should produce a model 
which organisations can use to guide their travel management programme and against which they can 
evaluate their propensity for non-compliance. The results will provide insight into the factors that influence 
corporate travel policy compliance, both in the private and pubic sectors. It also measures aspects that have 
not as yet been considered as factors that may lead to non-compliance such as: the effect of business ethics 
on policy compliance and the extent to which an individual’s ethics and morals have an influence on policy 
compliance. Finally it adds to the body of knowledge on business travel and in particular, corporate travel in 
so far as it is the first scientific study of its kind that tests both corporate and personal-related factors that 
could lead to non-compliance.  
 
Introduction  
 
Large organisations spend substantial amounts on corporate travel. An organisation needs to manage its 
travel expenditure in order to achieve all the possible benefits, most important of which is cost savings. The 
high cost of business travel today as well as the cost of corporate traveller non-compliance or misuse of 
travel expenditure is forcing organisations to focus increasingly on ways to reduce travel expenses. One 
method to reduce expenses may be to decrease the amount of travel undertaken by corporate travellers. 
Egan (2002) suggests that this may reduce expenses but often will have a negative impact on a company’s 
ability to service, sell or maintain a presence with their customer base. Therefore, this may become a self-
defeating initiative. Corporate travellers that misuse corporate travel for personal gain can cost a company 
an enormous sum of money. According to Hullett (2005) many studies have estimated the compliance cost 
at about $3 million a year for companies, while expense reimbursements account for 22 percent of all 
corporate fraud incidents and cost companies $92,000 on average. Clearly there is ample opportunity to 
identify and improve auditing processes that can lead to greater cost control, savings and productivity for 
organisations (Hulett, 2005). Egan (2002) says that the solution is proper planning and management of the 
travel budget in combination with a solid travel policy. 
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Travel management gives a company the ability to control its travel expenses. Through the establishment of 
a corporate travel policy it provides guidelines to control travel expenses related to airline usage, hotel 
usage, rental car usage, and, even meetings, corporate training and any other activity that involves travel 
(Jenkins, 1993). According to Ravenall (2000) a regularly updated and enforceable travel policy can reduce 
overall travel and entertainment expenditure by between 20 % – 30 %. Thus, the corporate travel policy is a 
method used by organisations to manage and control their travel expenditure, and organisations should 
question whether they are effectively using this tool.  
 
A number of authors (Bell & Morey, 1997; Lubbe, 2003) suggested that more research should be done on 
the issue of policy compliance. Currently, most of the research done in the corporate travel industry can be 
classified as ‘popular’ research conducted by research consultancy firms. Relatively few scientific studies 
from the academic arena have been done in the area of corporate travel management (Mason, 2002; Bell & 
Morey, 1995; Gilbert & Morris, 1995). Some studies have focussed on frequent flyer programmes and their 
ethical implications (Deane, 1988; Lansing & Goldman, 1996). Others (Douglas & Swart; Lubbe, 2003; Bell & 
Morey, 1997) have investigated the issue of travel policy compliance mainly from the perspective of policy 
shortcomings. This research study views non-compliance from two perspectives: firstly the organisation’s 
and secondly the corporate traveller’s. The study looks at the objectives of the organisation in the formulation 
of a travel policy, which reflects its corporate culture and value system. The study also identifies factors that 
influence corporate travellers’ compliance with the travel policy which include personal-related factors such 
as individual ethics and job satisfaction. The outcome of the study should result in the formulation of a 
measuring instrument to assess the propensity of corporate traveller compliance, and the development of a 
model for optimum policy compliance.  
 
Corporate travel management and policy compliance 
 
Voss and Schubert (2004) refer to travel management as the corporate function of managing the business 
travel activities of an organisation's employees. This includes the explanation of guidelines and rules to 
comply with when travelling (“travel policy”), the examination of appropriate suppliers and services for a 
particular travel need, the booking of flights, hotels and other travel services as well as probable changes 
and cancellations. Furthermore, it encompasses a scope of actions related to accounting and monitoring as 
well as strategic sourcing negotiations and decisions. Organisations generally follow one of three types of 
travel policies: low-control, medium-control or high-control. The role of travel undertaken by business 
travellers and the type of travel policy selected in an organisation is dictated by the corporate culture that 
exists within the organisation (Jenkins, 1993). An internal analysis of an organisation will reveal whether 
company visibility, comfort, or cost control, are the primary goals for deciding on the type of travel 
undertaken (Lubbe, 2000).  
 
Authors have different opinions on why corporate travellers violate the travel policy. Soren Schodt, Danish 
Travel Pool (DTP) managing director, is of the opinion that the most common cause of avoidance is a poorly 
written policy. Many policies are written with too many grey areas, if the traveller can argue that the policy is 
wrong, it can be difficult to enforce (Cohen, 2000). Companies also fail to communicate universally to 
employees. An American Express survey in the US found that 50% of travellers did not understand their 
company travel policy, and only 43% actually had access to it. This problem can be easily rectified these 
days by disseminating policy via the company intranet, especially as this medium allows details to be 
updated regularly (American Express, 2002). A survey done in South Africa reported that 78% of the 
organisations are of the opinion that last minute bookings are the main reason for non-compliance, 69% said 
that unknowing infringement by travellers is a reason for non-compliance, while 54% indicated personal 
loyalty cards as being a reason for non-compliance (Lubbe, 2003). Others believe inconvenient schedules 
are the greatest culprit of non-compliance (Gross, 1996). A global survey by flight schedule publisher OAG 
Worldwide supports their view - seven out of ten travellers claimed this was why they broke policy. 
Sometimes a meeting finishes late and the traveller decides to fly with a non-preferred carrier rather than 
wait several hours for the next departure with an airline on the approved list (Cohen, 2000). A problem 
therefore exists when a company’s corporate travel policy does not satisfy the needs and demands of its 
corporate travellers, because it can result in corporate travellers not complying with the policy. When this 
problem exists, the travel policy cannot achieve its main purpose, which is to reduce the organisation’s travel 
expenses. 
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Along with these practical reasons, there may be several psychological explanations for policy avoidance. 
Some travellers break the rules by flying business class because they find it demeaning to sit in economy. 
No doubt a small number of travellers also break the rules simply to be wayward (Cohen, 2000). The travel 
policy is an ideal opportunity to express rebelliousness through relatively trivial transgressions of company 
rules (Cohen, 2000). Gordon, Wiles and Wiles (n.d.) go further by saying that policy compliance depends on 
the ethical values held by an individual. In a research study done on the ethical considerations in frequent 
flyer programmes Deane (1988) concluded that frequent flyer programmes pose significant ethical dilemmas 
with employees and employers generally choosing to ignore these ethical dilemmas. The study found that 
employee perception of ethical issues in frequent flyer programmes is not significantly influenced by 
employee attributes such as education level, salary, organisational position, age or sex.  

Kirshner (2005) is of the opinion that organisations need to find ways to enforce corporate travel policy 
compliance. To discourage rogue or noncompliant traveller behaviour must be a priority for all travel 
programmes regardless of size, spend or sophistication. While senior management-imposed mandates often 
are considered more aggressive than absolutely necessary, they seem to have come back into fashion. Also, 
according to Kirshner (2005), reimbursement of noncompliant expenses seems to have gained prominence 
again in the corporate travel space. Beyond realizing cost savings, companies that drive compliance with a 
strong, measurable policy also may see benefits in proving their ability to move market share, gaining 
negotiating leverage with suppliers, helping travellers to save time and effort in carrying out their work for the 
company, and maintaining the appropriate levels of comfort and security during travel (Kirshner, 2005). 

From the above discussion it is evident that policy compliance is a very important issue for most companies. 
It became obvious during this discussion that non-compliance could cost companies dearly. It was then 
suggested that certain factors could cause non-compliance to occur with the travel policy. These factors 
were categorised into two groups: corporate related factors and personal related factors.  
 
Corporate related factors were described as any organisational factors or any rules and regulations imparted 
by a company as set out in the travel policy, which the employee has little control over. The first corporate 
related factor that could lead to non-compliance is an ineffective travel policy. A travel policy that is not 
communicated frequently to all travellers that is unclear or hard to understand and that does not treat all 
travellers equal could cause non-compliance. The second corporate related factor is business ethics. 
Organisations shape the ethics exhibited by organisational members, and thus, it can be said that if an 
organisation is unethical, the individual employees will also be unethical. The third corporate related factor 
identified is organisational injustice. Employees who perceive that they have been treated inequitably by the 
organisation are more likely to steal from the organisation. In addition, if accurate control measures are not in 
place, it could give an employee the opportunity to breach the travel policy. On the other hand, personal 
related factors were defined as the extent of morality that an individual possesses, the ethical values held by 
an individual, the honesty of the traveller and the level of satisfaction that the traveller has with his life in 
general, his job and the conditions under which he has to travel for business purposes. Individual morality 
could have an impact on policy compliance. If the traveller is not a moral being inherently, he could engage 
in unethical practices. The self – interest theory explains that people will lie when doing so benefits them. 
Thus, a corporate traveller will violate the policy when doing so benefits him.  The third factor relates to 
traveller satisfaction. A corporate traveller will not comply with a policy that does not satisfy his needs. The 
last personal related factor is employee deviance. Employee deviance has to do with employees who wilfully 
and on purpose breach the policy.  
 
Based on the identified factors a framework can be graphically presented which depict the constructs for 
measuring traveller compliance. From the literature review the model shown in figure 1 is proposed and will 
be used to guide the remainder of the study. The model proposes that policy compliance is a direct result of 
factors that could lead to non-compliance. These factors include corporate and personal related factors. A 
travel programme that addresses the factors that could lead to non-compliance is expected to lead to higher 
levels of compliance with the travel policy. If the framework proves to be valid, the constructs could be used 
to measure traveller compliance. Based on the results, a company can formulate a travel management 
programme that will enhance policy compliance. 
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Figure 1: Model of corporate travel policy compliance 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above discussion illustrates the discrepancies that may exist between an organisation’s approach and 
its corporate travellers’ approach to the content of the corporate travel policy. These discrepancies add to the 
dilemma of managing the travel account. It can be assumed that corporate travellers will comply with the 
travel policy if their travel needs are satisfied by the policy. According to Ravenall (2002) a 5 % increase in 
policy compliance relates to a 10 % reduction in travel costs. Thus, as compliance with the travel policy 
increases, travel expenditure will decrease. The answer to this dilemma lies in identifying all the different 
factors that could possibly lead to non-compliance and in creating a business environment that not only 
satisfies the needs of corporate travellers but also encourages and promotes optimum work performance, 
while creating an equitable relationship between employer and employee. 

Not only private companies struggle with this issue of corporate travel management. In her research study 
Lubbe (2003) reported a significant difference between public and private companies in terms of the 
deliberate infringement of the travel policy. Public companies proved more prone to deliberate infringement 
than private companies. Recent newspaper reports on mismanagement of corporate travel in government 
departments revealed that the government lost vast amounts of money because of fraudulent travel claims 
(Carter, 2006). Still other reports accused government officials of using state assets and funds to pay for 
personal holiday trips (Pelser, 2006). These reports reflect poorly on the South African government and show 
that the corporate travel management function is in need of repair. In developing a measuring instrument to 
assess factors that could lead to policy non-compliance this abuse of corporate travel for personal gains can 
be investigated. From this a corporate travel policy framework can be established that will encourage and 
increase policy compliance.  
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Thus, in summary, the most important research problems to be addressed in this paper are organisations’ 
lack of ability to accurately assess reasons for non-compliance with the corporate travel policy and lack of a 
management tool for organisations’ to monitor policy compliance. The main purpose of this study is therefore 
to develop a measuring instrument that identifies certain factors that may lead to non-compliance. From this 
a model for corporate travel policy compliance is generated. This research study will also, to some extent 
overcome the lack of scientific research in the area of corporate travel management and particularly policy 
non-compliance.  In order to achieve the purpose of the research study, the following research objectives 
have been formulated: 
 

1. To determine organisations’ objectives in the formulation of the travel policy. 
2. To identify factors that influence travel policy compliance. 
3. To develop a measuring instrument to assess the propensity of corporate traveller policy 

compliance, within an organisation. 
4. To propose a travel policy model for optimal travel policy compliance. 

 
Research methodology 
 
The research approach taken in this study is presented in figure 2, which shows the flow from the initial 
concept of travel policy compliance to the ultimate output - the model for policy compliance. Beginning with 
the concept of travel policy non-compliance a number of research objectives were set which were achieved 
through a literature review as well as empirical research. Two constructs were derived from the literature 
review on travel policy compliance namely corporate-related factors and personal-related factors as shown in 
figure 1 from which two hypotheses have been derived:  
 
H1: Personal related factors have an influence on policy compliance 
H2: Corporate related factors have an influence on policy compliance 
 
Items in the measurement instrument were generated from the literature review as well as by means of a 
qualitative research methodology namely the Delphi technique. The measurement instrument (a quantitative 
questionnaire) was sent out to corporate travellers. The results of the questionnaire are used for the 
development of a model for compliance. 

Figure 2: Non-compliance research process 

 
 

 
The research design began with a literature survey to identify factors that influence policy compliance. To 
ensure that all factors that could lead to possible non-compliance had been identified, a qualitative research 
method namely the Delphi technique was used. From the literature review and the results of the Delphi 
technique a conceptual model was developed as shown in figure 1. The conceptual model will be tested by 
means of a quantitative questionnaire.   
 
The consideration of the research methodology takes into account that both qualitative and quantitative 
research is required to meet the research objectives. The type of information required from the corporate 
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travel managers (such as their objectives in the development of the travel policy as well as their views on 
what influences compliance) can only be obtained using qualitative research techniques. While measuring 
the objectives of the corporate travel policy and establishing a travel policy framework it is not the number of 
responses that matters but rather the detail and richness of responses from knowledgeable managers. As 
there are only a limited number of expert travel managers involved in the corporate travel market, non-
probability purposive judgement sample was used. This allowed for the interpretation of considered opinions 
where the selection of the sample is related to the level of knowledge of management. The type of 
information (such as the percentage of non-compliance with the travel policy as well as factors that influence 
policy compliance) required from the corporate travellers was obtained using a quantitative research 
technique in the form of a questionnaire. 
 
Qualitative exploratory research amongst purposively selected corporate travel managers and Travel 
Management Companies (TMCs) was conducted to generate a list of items for the quantitative study 
reflecting the business environment in which corporate travel takes place and what the managers view as 
factors that might influence corporate traveller compliance. The Delphi technique was used to collect the 
qualitative data from the panel of experts. The Delphi is a group facilitation technique that seeks to obtain 
consensus on the opinions of ‘experts’ through a series of structured questionnaires. Corporate travel 
managers and TMCs were purposively selected from the corporate travel industry in general based on 
specific criteria such as their specific expertise and knowledge of the industry and their position in the 
company. The data derived from the qualitative study formed the foundation of the measurement instrument 
for the quantitative study, which took the form of a questionnaire. The quantitative, statistical study was 
conducted amongst corporate travellers in selected South African companies. The selection of the 
companies was based on three main criteria: size of the company and number of corporate travellers, 
corporate travel spend per annum and whether corporate travel is managed as a centralised function within 
the company. The aim was to get as many corporate travellers as possible to participate in the study, but a 
minimum of 200. To ensure validity of the items generated, a pilot study was performed among a group of 
corporate travellers to verify readability and correctness of the constructs and variables. A web-based survey 
was conducted amongst the corporate travellers of each company. The respondents were guaranteed 
anonymity and confidentiality. Issues related to web-based questionnaire bias were carefully considered and 
appropriate techniques applied to combat possibility of such bias.  
 
Data analysis and results 
 
For the data gathered from the qualitative study, a content analysis technique were used to ensure an 
objective and systematic description of the manifest content of the communication from corporate travel 
executives. This allowed for the generation of the items required to describe the factors that influence the 
compliance of corporate travellers. According to Berelson (1952) content analysis is a research technique for 
the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication. The key 
words in this definition are – objective, systematic, and quantitative. Objectivity has to be the primary concern 
to ensure that the results reflect the procedures used, not the persons making the observations. In other 
words, if different people used the researcher’s system to determine the topics covered in the research study, 
they would get results very similar to that of the researcher. Being systematic means that the researcher’s 
coding categories and procedures are complete and applied in the same way for all content. It also means 
that what actually appears is coded, not what coders think is intended or suggested. And finally, the content 
of communication is reduced to some quantity – number – that can later be used in mathematical analyses 
(Broom & Dozier, 1990). Three steps were followed to ensure that the data analysis complied with the 
requirements of being objective, systematic and quantitative.  
 
STEP 1: Listing of respondent statements  
 
The statements from corporate travel managers were listed in no specific order or rank. When respondents 
wrote a paragraph, individual statements were identified, separated and listed. 
 
STEP 2: Coding of concepts within respondent statements  
 
Attach a numerical code to each concept. 
 
STEP 3: Consolidation of concepts 
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All the concepts were then consolidated into a new document. This document was then distributed for a 
second round, to the same respondents that participated in round one. A copy of the document used in 
round two is included in appendix A. Round two involved the new document being distributed to the seven 
experts. The experts were then asked to either agree or disagree with a number of statements regarding 
policy compliance. Because of the fact that the Delphi method deals with expert opinions, the researcher 
made a decision not to discard any opinions since in the experience of the corporate travel manager, the 
reason given for non-compliance would have been valid in that organisation. Thus, if only one of the seven 
respondents agreed with a certain statement the researcher included that statement in the final 
questionnaire. This meant that all the items generated during the Delphi survey were included in the final 
questionnaire. 
 
Since the questionnaire was web-based, the descriptive data were captured electronically at the same time 
that respondents completed the questionnaire. Descriptive statistics were calculated according to respondent 
characteristics and examining the factors conducive to the successful completion of a business trip and 
rating them according to perceived value.  
 
Descriptive statistics 
 
Respondent profile 
 
Almost all the travellers surveyed worked for bureaucratic companies in the private sector (figures 4 and 6). 
Most of the respondents were middle management males (figures 3 and 5). The average age of travellers 
responding to the questionnaire was 42, while travellers have been employed by their organisations for an 
average of 13 years. Respondents to the questionnaire made an average of 14 trips domestically and 4 trips 
internationally. In total, they spent approximately 45 days in a year away from home on business trips. On 
average, a typical domestic business trip lasts 3 days, while an international business trip lasts 8 days. 
 
 
Figure 3: Management level  Figure 4: Sector employed in 
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Travel Policy 

 
The majority of respondents think their policy is high control (figure 7) rate the policy as fair (figure 8), and 
only rarely experience problems in compliance (figure 9). 
 
 
 
Figure 7: What type of travel policy do you think your organisation has? 
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Figure 8: Overall, how would you rate your organisation’s travel policy? 
 

 
 
Figure 9: How often do you experience problems in complying? 
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Figure 10: I find it difficult to comply with the travel policy in the area of: 

 
Problems in compliance occur in the areas of choice of airlines and travel approval procedures (figure 10).  
 
 
 
Figure 11: Reasons for non-compliance with travel policy 

 
As is shown in figure 11 the most important reasons for not complying with the travel policy includes: last 
minute airline and hotel bookings, travellers prefer to use airlines where they are loyalty card holders, and 
the problem of changing trip details. When these results are compared with the results from a survey 
amongst corporate travel managers in South Africa in 2003, some differences in opinions become evident. 
Seventy eight percent of travel managers are of the opinion that last minute bookings are the main reason for 
non-compliance (compared with 42 % of travellers), 69% said that unknowing infringement by travellers is a 
reason for non-compliance (compared with only 13 % of travellers), while 54% indicated personal loyalty 
cards as being a reason for non-compliance (compared with 60 % of travellers) (Lubbe, 2003). 
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Organisational Injustice 
 
It seems that most respondents break the rules of their travel policy because corporate agreements appear 
to be more important that the traveller’s loyalty card. Travellers also feel that their company are more 
concerned about money than the convenience of the traveller (figure 12). 
 
 
Figure 12: Organisational injustice: I break the rules because… 

 
 
Business Ethics 
 
With regards to business ethics (figure 13), it is necessary to highlight the following findings. Only 85 % of 
companies will not tolerate unethical behaviour, resulting in 15 % of companies that tolerate unethical 
behaviour in any form. Moreover, if a manager engages in unethical behaviour that results in personal gain, 
83 % of companies will reprimand him, but if a manager engages in unethical behaviour that results in 
corporate gain only 69 % of companies will reprimand him.  
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Figure 13: Business Ethics 

 

Control Measures  
The results on control measures (figure 14) showed that almost 30 % of travel agents do not inform travellers 
when they make a booking that is out of policy. In other words, in some cases, travel agents will aid the 
traveller in not complying with the travel policy. What is more, a further 30 % of travellers admitted that they 
do not have to submit details of their trip for post trip reviews. In reality, this means that a traveller have the 
opportunity to lie about the details of his trip because there is no control whether he actually did what he said 
he would do during the pre approval process. 

 
Figure 14: Control measures 
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Individual Morality 
With regards to individual morality, it is necessary to highlight two findings. Firstly, more than 20 % of 
respondents agreed that they have to compromise their beliefs to do their jobs the way the organisation 
wants them to do it. This result reflects poorly on the organisational culture together with the business ethics 
of some companies. Secondly, 13 % of travellers said that they have to break organisation policy to do what 
is necessary. Could this mean that travellers might break the travel policy to do what is necessary for their 
organisation? If this is true, will it be fair if an organisation then reprimands a traveller for breaking the travel 
policy? 
 
Figure 15: Individual morality 

 

Self Interest 
 
Only a small number of respondents agreed with the statements relating to self-interest. The statement 
drawing the highest responses was that travellers feel it is important to fly business class to present a degree 
of status to their business colleagues. 
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Figure 16: Self interest: I break the rules for… 

 

 

Employee Satisfaction 
 
Overall employee satisfaction was measured on three levels: traveller satisfaction, job satisfaction and life 
satisfaction.  
 

a)Traveller satisfaction 
 
Respondents were overall satisfied with their travel suppliers. Less than 15 % experienced a degree of 
dissatisfaction with the three suppliers respectively.  
 
Figure 17: Rate your level of satisfaction with the service providers as prescribed in your travel 
policy  
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b) Job satisfaction 
 
Taking into consideration that job satisfaction might have an influence on policy compliance it is necessary to 
take note of the following: less than 60 % of travellers are satisfied with their job opportunities, while only 75 
% of respondents felt secure in their jobs.  
 
Figure 18: To what extent do you agree with the following statements with regard to your level of 
satisfaction with your job? 

 

 

c) Life satisfaction 
 
Almost 90 % of travellers agreed with all the statements relating to life satisfaction. The only statement that 
rendered lower responses was the statement on whether the traveller see him / herself as an extrovert.  
 
 
Figure 19: In terms of my life in general I would describe myself as: 
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Employee Deviance 
Many respondents agreed with the statements relating to employee deviance. Almost half of all respondents 
felt that supplier agreements are more important than their loyalty cards, and that money seems to be more 
important to their organisation than their convenience. A quarter of respondents felt that the travel policy is 
unfair, whereas more than a fifth of respondents felt that their company is insensitive to their safety needs.  

 
Figure 20: Employee deviance 

 
 
Cross Tabulations 
 
A number of variables were cross-tabulated using chi-square tests to inspect the relationships between and 
among these variables (where more than 20 % of the cells had expected counts less than 5, the Fisher’s 
exact test was used instead). These relationships were often found to be relevant and interesting and the 
knowledge gained from the analysis can add to the understanding of the research problem. Findings are 
presented in the table below. 
 
 
 
Table 1: The relationship between the rate of compliance and factors that could lead to non-
compliance (row percentages are given) 
 
 COMPLIANCE RATE 
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FAIRNESS OF POLICY 
Fair  8.43 38.55 53.01 

0.0261 Neutral 25.00 53.57 21.43 
Not fair 18.37 42.86 38.78 
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Agree 28.00 36.00 36.00 Exact test: 
P=0.0025) 

      

COST SAVINGS MORE 
IMPORTANT THAN ME 

Disagree 16.9 39.44 43.66 0.0536 
(Fisher’s 

Exact test: 
P=0.0790) 

Neutral 44.44 33.33 22.22 
Agree 8.75 46.25 45.00 

 
From previous research (Douglas, 2005) and according to industry sources, the average rate of non-
compliance in organisations can range between 10 % and 20 %. For this research study, the following 
categorisations were made: 

 Category 1: Low compliance rate (0 % - 84%) 
 Category 2: Average compliance rate (85% - 95%) 
 Category 3: High compliance rate (96% +) 

 
Based on the chi square test results the following deductions can be made: 

 The compliance rate in an organisation will be higher when the travellers view the travel policy as 
being fair.  

 Travellers who disagreed that last minute airline bookings was a possible reason for non-compliance 
are more likely to comply with the travel policy.  

 Travellers who disagreed that last minute accommodation bookings was a possible reason for non-
compliance are more likely to comply with the travel policy. 

 Once again, travellers who disagreed that changing trip details might be a possible reason for non-
compliance are more likely to comply with the travel policy. It is also of value to note that of those 
travellers who agreed that changing trip details might be a possible reason for non-compliance, 
almost 30 % fall in the low compliance category. 

 Similarly, travellers who disagreed that they do not comply with the policy because management 
does not comply are more likely to comply with the travel policy. Again, it is interesting to note that of 
those who agreed with the statement, almost one-third fall within the low compliance category. 

 Almost half of respondents who agreed that cost savings seem more important than their 
convenience only achieved average rate compliance with the travel policy.  

 
At this stage of the research process, only descriptive statistics and a limited number of cross tabulations 
have been generated but it is believed that further statistical tests completed on the data will generate a 
large number of variables on the determinants of corporate traveller compliance and the factors that lead to 
the development of a business environment in which corporate travellers can function and perform optimally. 
Many of these may be inter-correlated and therefore exploratory factor analysis will further be done to 
eliminate items with low factor loadings. This will allow for the exploration of new relationships among the 
higher ranked variables relating to the determinants of corporate traveller satisfaction. Multiple regression 
techniques may also be applied to the data to provide descriptive and predictive values of variables. 
Hypothesis testing using analysis of variance techniques will be done and the results should prove insight 
into those factors that could lead to non-compliance with the corporate travel policy and the ideal business 
environment in which corporate travel should take place. Structural equation modelling (SEM) will be used to 
test the conceptual model for policy compliance.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Corporate travel forms an integral part of the tourism industry. Managing the corporate travel function is a 
complex task because so many stakeholders are involved in the process. The fact that various stakeholders 
participate in the process could often lead to value conflicts between them because of differing and 
incompatible values. Value conflicts can occur between the organisation and its corporate travellers in the 
implementation of the corporate travel policy. The organisation expects from its corporate travellers to 
comply with the travel policy, when this does not happen, the company cannot save money – its ultimate 
goal. The focus of this study was to explain this value conflict by identifying factors that could lead to possible 
non-compliance and to ultimately develop an optimal travel policy framework that not only encourages policy 
compliance but also increases policy compliance. 
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APPENDIX A 
- DELPHI METHODOLOGY ROUND TWO -  
 
Please indicate with an “X” whether you agree or disagree with the following statements. 
 
I believe that the following factors could influence travellers’ non-compliance with the company 
travel policy: 
 
 AGREE DISAGREE 
A lack of top management buy in and support   
Line management are unaware of the travel policy 
stipulations 

  

Location of travel department e.g. Finance vs. supply chain   
The corporate culture of the company    
No dedicated full time travel    
The travel manager is not policing the travel usage of the 
company 

  

A company that does not take responsibility and ownership 
of travel portfolio 

  

A poorly-formulated policy   
No or difficult access to the travel policy   
A lack of understanding of the travel policy   
Outdated travel policies   
A vague travel policy with openings for loopholes   
A travel policy that are full of loop holes and allows for 
workarounds 

  

An online booking tool that is not compliant with the travel 
policy 

  

An online booking tool that allows travellers to book any 
suppliers (not necessarily part of the travel policy) 

  

A travel management company that does not work 
according to the travel policy 

  

Inferior MIS reports– travel manager can not analyse and 
implement processes  

  

No monitored processes to measure compliance   

Exceptions are not managed prior to travel   
No pre-trip authorisation process   
No post-trip claim process   
No consequence management for non-compliance   
Ignorance    
Frequent flyer miles programmes   
Travellers break policy because cheaper options are 
available 

  

Travellers seeking convenience    
Travellers seeking reliable, safe, quality products   
Travellers prefer to use suppliers with whom they have had 
a personal experience 

  

Self interest   
Old school vs. New school (older travellers are more likely 
to comply than younger travellers) 

  

Travellers feel that business travel is disrupting their lives 
and thus they should be allowed certain options 

  

Undisciplined travellers. If I miss my flight I will just take the 
later flight. 

  

New travellers are more compliant than frequent travellers   
A mentality of: “You can not tell me what to do”   
A mentality of: “What can I get away with?”   
A non – compliance culture    
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A well documented sourcing process will increase policy 
compliance 

  

Highlighting areas of non-compliance in the company 
newsletter will increase policy compliance 

  

Making an example of a non-compliant traveller will 
increase policy compliance 

  

 
Please add any other factors that were not mentioned above but that you feel might have an 
influence on policy compliance. 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Customer-oriented product development is important and it has become increasingly necessary for 
competitive advantages also in tourism sector (see e.g. Liberatore & Stylianou 1995; Rahman 2004). It is 
more and more evident to know who your customers are and what they want. In Eastern Finland businesses 
have had problems on targeting their products and services to particular customer segments. eGOOD 
project has risen to the challenge by creating new way to combine demand and supply data. The project has 
launched a new operational environment (eGOOD) through which tourism and wellness enterprises can 
anticipate what the demand of products and services will be in the future. This paper describes a framework 
and a methodology for the planning, development, content and implementation of a knowledge-based 
platform for business activities management.  
 
Keywords: eGOOD platform, data management, customer profiling/segmentation, business network in 
tourism 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Customer-oriented product development is important and it has become increasingly necessary for 
competitive advantages also in tourism sector (see e.g. Liberatore & Stylianou 1995; Rahman 2004). It is 
more and more evident to know who your customers are and what they want. It is important for tourism 
businesses to find new potential customers and retain old ones. One vital condition for this is that a 
business’s supply must be able to meet customers’ needs (Rahman 2004, p. 426). For planning customer-
oriented products and services it is evident to know customers’ needs and wants. It also has to be noticed 
that existing products and services are not often good enough to capture and retain market share (Rahman 
2004, p. 426).   
 
Based on experiences from earlier tourism development projects in Eastern Finland it has become clear that 
enterprises are having problems on targeting their products and services to customers. On the other hand 
enterprises have had challenges to produce products in customer-oriented way. One reason for this is that 
the businesses do not really know who their customers are. eGOOD project, managed by University of 
Joensuu, has risen to the challenge by creating new way to combine demand and supply data. The project 
has launched a new operational environment (eGOOD platform) through which tourism and wellness 
enterprises can anticipate what the demand of products and services will be in the future. The eGOOD 
operational environment enhances enterprises’ customer-oriented product development by collecting and 
analyzing customer data and supply data of and for each enterprise. The operational environment improves 
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the competitiveness of enterprises by enabling them to better recognize the customers’ needs for product 
development.  
 
Besides being an operational environment eGOOD is also a name of a co-operation network for the private, 
public and third sector actors of well-being/wellness and tourism. Businesses that are part of the network aim 
at improving the productization of services and products in well-being tourism field. The eGOOD network 
businesses are using the eGOOD platform to improve their competitiveness, for example, by better 
anticipating customers’ behavior in the future using data from the platform. The operational environment 
includes information of every business involving the network, for example, information about resources.  
 
The purpose of the paper is to describe a framework and a methodology for the planning, development, 
content, and implementation of a knowledge-based platform for business activities management. The aim is 
also to introduce how the eGOOD platform can be used as a tool for product development in tourism 
business networks and how it can be utilized in future. 
 
 
NETWORKING AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
 
Networking is a tool for organizing operations between different organizations and businesses (Varamäki et 
al. 2003). The goal is to bring new kind of know-how to a network. When products and services are coming 
more individual and complex their value chains are also coming longer. This has partly affected to the 
importance of networking. A business does not necessarily have enough resources to keep up the value 
chain, but it has to seek other businesses to co-operate in product and service development and 
implementation. (Vanhala 1998.) Business networking with a product development focus allows businesses 
to share existing resources and expertise. They can possibly share the cost of external resources and 
expertise too. By networking they can also share the risks in product development. (see e.g. Chen et al. 
2008, p. 243.) 
 
Product development in business and in a business network can be described as a process. The process 
starts by finding new product ideas and ends on commercializing the new product. Product development 
should be based on customer researches. (Komppula & Boxberg 2002, p. 97.) In Picture 1 is presented a 
process of product development in network. Model is based on product development process introduced by 
Komppula and Boxberg (2002). The goal of product development in network is to improve product 
development skills of businesses and increase co-operation between the entrenepeurs. Overall aim is to 
create customer-oriented products and services. (Kinnunen et al. 2005, p.102.)  
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Picture 1. Process of product development in network (Kinnunen et al. 2005, p. 102; based on product 

development process of Komppula & Boxberg 2002; translated by Kangas 2008). 
 
 
The purpose of a network based enterprise resource system is to form an entity the network enterprises can 
exploit in intensifying their operation chain.  The aim is to highlight data used in decision-making process and 
recognize business valuable information. The concept of dynamic packaging can be characterized as the 
automated online configuration and assembling of individual travel products (Cardoso and Lange 2006).  In 
the case of eGOOD the dynamic package model is applied in the technological innovation process as 
customizing processes are a core objective of dynamic packaging applications.  
 
 
CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND TARGETING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO PARTICULAR 
CUSTOMER SEGMENTS 
 
Segmentation has become an important part of enterprises’ business plans, and it is one part of marketing. 
In market segmentation the goal is to divide consumers into homogeneous groups. Different criteria or 
variables can be used to segment a market. (Pelsmacker et al. 2001, p. 95.) Purpose of segmentation is to 
recognize the most profitable customers from a group of potential customers, and offer them products and 
services they want (Kotler 1997, p. 250).  
 
It is important for tourism businesses to pay attention to heterogeneity of tourists. To give an example, 
tourists are coming from different areas, they have different situation in life and they travel different ways. 
Tourists are choosing destinations, transport, activities and accommodation based on their lifestyles, motives 
and personality (González & Bello 2002, p. 54). One way to find suitable customers for tourism businesses 
or to a business network is to segment potential customers based on their lifestyle factors (Kotler et al. 2002, 
pp. 327–328). In addition, demographical information should be used as descriptive factors when 
characteristics of the segments are depicted.  
 
Segmentation is based most often on demographic, geographic or psychographic criteria. Demographic and 
geographic criteria are the most commonly used for segmentation (see e.g. Dolnicar et al. 1999; Juaneda & 
Sastre 1999; Hudson 2000; Yan et. al. 2007), because this kind of information is quite easy to get from 
official statistics. Geo-demographic segmentation has become more popular when geographical information 
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systems (GIS) became more common. It enabled managing a great mass of information of households in 
particular geographical areas (see e.g. Musyoka et al. 2007).  
 
Psychographic segmentation divides markets based on differences in consumer lifestyles or personality 
criteria. Zografos and Alcroft (2007, p. 45) define psychographical segmentation as a method which 
measures consumers’ beliefs, opinions and interest. These are measured by psychological characteristics 
like religious beliefs, opinions, personality features and spare time activities. Lifestyle segmentation is one 
part of psychographical segmentation (Peter et al. 1999, pp. 335-336; see also Pelsmacker et al. 2001). 
According to Plummer (1974, p. 33) lifestyle is used in lifestyle segmentation research to measure people’s 
activities in terms of: 

1. “…how they spend their time; 
2. their interests, what they place importance on in their immediate surroundings; 
3. their opinions in terms of their view of themselves and the world around them; 
4. and some basic characteristics such as their stage in life cycle, income, education, and where they 

live.” 
In Table 1 are introduced lifestyle dimensions where different lifestyle factors are described more detailed 
(Plummer 1974, p. 34). There are several lifestyle segmentation methods in segmentation research. These 
methods are, for example, AIO – Activities, Interests and Opinions (Wells & Tigert 1971), Rokeach Value 
Survey VALS and VALS2 by Rokeach (1973), and List of Values (LOV) that was introduced by Kahle (1983). 
Most commonly used lifestyle segmentation method is AIO. (see e.g. Plummer, 1974; González & Bello 
2002, p. 56; Vyncke 2002, p. 448; Lawson & Todd 2003, p. 73.)  
 
 

Table 1. Lifestyle dimensions (Plummer 1974, p. 34). 

ACTIVITIES INTERESTS OPINIONS DEMOGRAPHICS 

Work Family Themselves Age 

Hobbies Home Social issues Education 

Social events Job Politics Income 

Vacation Community Business Occupation 

Entertainment Recreation Economics Family size 

Clubi membership Fashion Education Dwelling 

Community Food Products Geography 

Shopping Media Future City size 

Sports Achievements Culture Stage in life cycle 

 
When businesses are evaluating segments they have to consider their resources and goals, and also how 
appealing they feel certain segment is. Attractiveness can be measured by evaluating potential growth, size, 
profitability and risk level of a segment. (Cahill 1997, p. 13.)  
 
The AIO method is used to form well-being tourism segments to the eGOOD platform. Complementing geo-
demographic segmentation with AIO, it is possible to gain rather detailed view of travel motives of tourists, 
issues that affect to the destination choice, and the characteristics of different segments.  
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eGOOD PLATFORM 
 

The eGOOD operational environment helps businesses to compare if they have products and services 
available for each customer segment. If there are some deficiencies in the supply the operational 
environment can be used as product development tool. On other words it can be found out if an enterprise or 
a network has the resources needed to create a missing product for certain customer segment. In this way 
the product is tailored to fulfill the exact need of the particular customer segment. 

 
The eGOOD operational environment utilizes and manages two kinds of input-data: demand data and supply 
data (see Picture 2). Output-data is generated through cross-module relational management resulting 
business valuable information flow. The demand data is gathered partly from the business network and partly 
from potential customers. The supply data comes from the business network. The demand data contains 
information of customer register, individual customer profiles and customer segments. The supply data 
includes information of resources, products and services, and producers. The platform is capable to cut 
through and combine the demand and supply data by using cross-module relational management. Data 
mining is used to translate the data into information flow which includes economically useful data for the 
business network to be translated into business activities. To give an example, the supply and the demand 
can be combined by using different criteria. This way product can be focused to particular customer segment 
that is interested in things the product contains.  
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Picture 2. eGOOD platform framework. 

 
eGOOD platform is fully developed on a basis of open source software components and it includes multiple 
integration and add-on possibilities. The selection of methodology and technological solutions that are found 
to establish a solid framework for further development are tested on phase 1 of eGOOD project described in 
this paper. Co-operative network of the project participants form and evaluate the business model of 
provided platform. 
 
 
CONTENTS OF THE eGOOD OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT MODULES 
 
The demand and supply data in eGOOD platform is divided into five modules (see Picture 3). Demand data 
is in two modules (Customer register module and Customer profile and segment module) and supply data is 
in three modules (Resource, Product and service and Produce module). 
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Picture 3. eGOOD platform modules. 

 
 
Demand data 
 
Demand data includes information about individual customer profiles, customer segments and also contact 
information of the customers. Questions and question batteries in survey used in gathering customer 
information are also used as a base of criteria in the customer profile and segment module.  
 
The data of tourist profiles for the database was collected by electronic questionnaire. The data collection 
was implemented in Matka2007 travel exhibition in Helsinki on January in 2007. During the exhibition 152 
answers were collected. At the same time when the computers were in use, visitors were handed flyers that 
included the web-address of the questionnaire, and called on to fill the questionnaire at home. The links to 
the questionnaire’s web-site were also put to four discussion forums on Internet (Matkalehti, Kauneus ja 
Terveys magazine, MTV3: Beauty and health & Domestic tourism). The links were open little over three 
weeks. Sample was altogether 341. These responces were used to form customer segments by using 
statistical analyses. During the years 2007 and 2008 more customer data was collected. On November and 
December 2007 information was gathered by putting up Internet banners on web-sites of two Eastern 
Finland’s newspaper. In the banners people were asked to participate in well-being tourism survey. 
Altogether one hundred answers were gained. Data collection was also implemented in Matka2008 travel 
exhibition in Helsinki. Same methods were used to collect the data as year before. During the exhibition 396 
answers were collected. After the links had been on Internet discussion forums the number of responses 
increased to 577. During the writing process the new data was still under statistical analyses to be formed to 
customer segments. All the individual answers are used in the database as customer profiles. 
 
Customer segments were formed from different standpoints; there were three different kinds of segments 
made from lifestyle factors, from interest in diverse activities, and from travelling motives and factors that 
affect on traveling decisions. All three segmentations are based on AIO method. (see e.g. Pelsmacker et al. 
2001, Matzler et al. 2004.)  
 
The segments were formed from individual customer profiles using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
together with K-Means Cluster Analysis. Using the PCA the amount of the variables can be reduced without 
any particular assumption of theory (Metsämuuronen 2003, p. 520). This method is suited very well to form 
customer segments, because usually there is no information beforehand on the number of the segments or 
the variables related to the groups. The PCA was made so that the dimensions between different variables 
could be better outlined. After this the K-Means Cluster Analysis was made to group respondents to 
homogeneous groups using the principal component points that were gotten from the earlier analysis. In 
practice the components that were formed after the rotation in PCA do not correlate with each other but the 
dimensions that they profile are not excluding each other. Due to this the respondents can be grouped to 
logical clusters based on the cluster points by using the Cluster Analysis. (Suvantola 2003, pp. 166–168.)  
 
Customer profile and segment module 
 
Individual customer profiles contain detailed information under seven main topics which are basic 
information, interests, momentous things, usage of wellness services, traveling habits, demographical 
information and additional information. Basic information includes a name of a profile. Interests are defined 
with help of three sub-lists of different criteria which are activities, traditional health and beauty services, and 
alternative treatments. Momentous things are also brought out with the help of sub-lists of different criteria 
which are values and lifestyle factors, expected tourism services and traveling motives. Usage of wellness 
services tells what kind of wellness and well-being services tourist uses in general. Traveling habits tell how 
many short and long holiday trips tourist has had in past year, is traveling taking place during school holidays 
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or on other times, with whom tourist traveled, does tourist have interest to travel to well-being holiday centers 
in Finland, what is suitable duration of well-being holiday, how long it can take to get to a destination and has 
he/she been earlier on holiday in Eastern Finland. Demographical information includes gender, age group, 
household yearly gross income, education level, profession, residential area, nationality, home town and 
situation in life. In additional information there is data how customer is reached (distribution channel), the 
source of profile information and information if a customer profile is ascending, stable or descending.  
 
Customer segment is formed from individual customer profiles by research or by queries. Segment formed 
by research includes three different kinds of segment groups which are formed based on different grouping 
factors. There are seven segments based on lifestyle factors: Careless of holistic well-being, Work and 
health-oriented nature people, Seekers of mental well-being, Culture appreciators who exercise in nature, 
Family-oriented, Home-oriented, and Spirituality and nature appreciators (further information Kangas & 
Tuohino 2007). In addition, there are seven segments based on interest in diverse activities and five based 
on traveling motives and factors that affect on traveling decisions. Segments formed with the help of a query 
are usually segments that are connected to particular product or service. Customer segment includes name 
and description of the segment, grouping principle and additional information. Individual customer 
information is added to segment by choosing the profiles one by one or making a query based on certain 
criteria. When information is added segment summary is calculated automatically. The summary shows 
following information of the formed customer segment: age group, gender, education, profession, living 
district, situation in life, yearly household income and traveling habits of the majority. Top five preferences 
are also listed on several issues: interests in activities, interest in traditional health and beauty services, 
interest in alternative treatments, important things connected to values or lifestyle, interest in tourism 
services, traveling motives and usage of fitness services. State of interests towards each activity or thing in 
list is also represented in percents.  
 
Customer register module 
 
Customer register includes information about potential wellness/well-being tourism customers. Customer 
register data was collected at the same time as a customer profile data. Respondents were asked if they 
wanted to give out their contact information to businesses that are part of the eGOOD business network.  
 
Some of the customers are straightly connected to customer profiles. This way the detailed profile 
information can be used to serve better the customer by offering him/her products he/she is interested in. 
Customer contact information can be saved in customer register module (name, address, e-mail, phone 
number, date of birth, additional information and information of the individual customer profile of the 
customer).  
 
Supply data 
 
The company-site interviews were used to gather information on products, services and resources the five 
companies currently have. Criteria for products and services and for resources were partly formed based on 
interviews and businesses’ supply and partly on general product and resource information. General product 
and resource information were collected from different sources and by viewing other businesses supply in 
wellness and well-being tourism sector. Criteria were also adapted from customer survey, for example, to 
describe the usability of resources and type of products and services.  
 
Product and service module 
 
Module includes a detailed list on products and services that eGOOD network businesses have. Businesses 
have added their product and service information to the eGOOD platform. These products and services are 
described very detailed under four main topics which are basic information, type of product or service, 
additional information and connections. Basic information contains name of the product or service, 
description of it and name of the business responsible for the product or service. Type of product and service 
takes in five different sub-lists of criteria which are use to define products and services. These sub-lists are 
connected to activities, interest in traditional health and beauty services, interest in alternative treatments, 
important things connected to values or lifestyle and tourism services. Additional information includes price, 
service languages, when product or service is available, suitability, restrictions, supplementary service and 
added value services. Connections show what customer segments or individual customer profiles are 
connected to product or service and also what resources are needed to implement the product or service. 
Examples of produts and services are an accommondation package, different treatments like massage or 
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facial treatment and pampering packages. When a new product or service is created, it is also possible to 
form a new customer segment to the particular product. This can be done at the same time individual 
customer profiles connected to the product are searched from the database.    
 
Resource module 
 
Resource module contains thorough information of businesses’ resources. It includes basic information, 
factors that define a resource, usability of it and additional information. The basic information of the resource 
comprises name of the resource, description of it and name of the business who owns the resource. Factors 
that define a resource are brought out with help of sub-lists of different criteria. These are related to 
accommodation, restaurant or food, to other tourism services or possibilities, or if they are equipments that 
are needed in some activities or well-being services. Also usability of the resource is defined using criteria 
lists. These criteria lists are the same as, for example, in individual customer profiles or in products and 
services. Additional information tells when resources are available and capacity of the resource. eGOOD 
network businesses have themselves added their resources in the platform. These resources are also 
connected to products and services businesses have. Examples of resources are hotel rooms, activity 
equipments like snow shoes and swimming pools. An employee who has special skills to carry out different 
activities or give some treatments can also be described as a resource.  
 
Producer module 
 
Producer module includes information about businesses in the eGOOD network and also businesses that 
have a contractual relation with the eGOOD network businesses. Module contains name, address, business 
ID, e-mail address, web-sites, contact person, short description of the business and information if the 
business has contractual relations with other businesses.  
 
 
eGOOD CROSS-MODULE RELATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
 
eGOOD cross-module relational management is using data mining to transform the data platform contains to 
business valuable information. This information can be, for example, information of customers and their 
interests or information if customers find certain products or services appealing. The aim is to channel the 
information in a way that it creates different kinds of business activities within the business or business 
network. These activities are, for example, customer oriented product development in network.  
 
Direct query 
 
Direct query can be used to make an information query from two to five different modules at the same time. 
Picture 4 shows connections between the modules. Connections are determined by connectability of the 
modules in the platform. To give an example, product or service can be connected to resources and 
individual customer profiles or customer segments. Also other additional products and services can be 
connected to main product or service. Product and service module has also connection to producers module 
(product or service includes information of producer responsible of it). Direct query helps to get information in 
and of the chains and from the chain connections. For example, query “producer – product – resource” 
shows the resources producer needs to form its products and services. 
 

 
Picture 4. Direct query connections in eGOOD platform. 

 
There are also four beforehand defined direct queries. With these queries can be found out products and 
services connected to customer segment (in Customer profile and segment module), customers that are 
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connected to product (in Product and service module), customers who are connected to resources via 
products (in Resources module) and customers who are connected to producers via products (in Producer 
module). 
 
Criteria based queries 
 
Criteria based queries are used between customer profiles/segments and resources (see Picture 5). Queries 
use similar criteria which are in customer profiles and in resources. In customer profiles these are interests 
and momentous things, and in resources the criteria which defines the usability. There are three different 
kinds of queries which are based on criteria: 1) Based on criteria in resources and individual customer 
profiles, 2) Resource query using customer segments and 3) Query for finding individual customer profiles 
via resources.  
 

 
Picture 5. Criteria based query connections in eGOOD platform. 

 
Resources’ and individual customer profiles’ criteria based query results a list of resources and customer 
profiles which match to the set criteria defined in query. Results show all the resources which fit with at least 
one of the set criterion, and those individual customer profiles which include all the set criteria. From the 
result list can be selected resources that is wanted to use in new product or service and at the same time it is 
possible to choose the target group from the individual customer profiles. This information (individual 
customers and needed resources) is automatically transferred to the product creation form together with the 
criteria set in query. In creating a new product business only has to name the product, give a short 
description and set price to it. As a result new product is formed customer-oriented way based on resources 
which met certain criteria (criteria match to customers’ interest and momentous things).  
 
Resource query using customer segments and query for finding individual customer profiles via resources 
are functioning on same principle. Firstly is searched a group of customer segments or resources. After 
choosing customer segment(s) or resource(s) a list is formed from resources that are connected to certain 
customer segment or segments, or individual customer profiles that are connected to certain resource. New 
products can also be made from these query results.  
 
IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Earlier is described the content and functions of eGOOD platform. At this point platform is mainly utilized as 
a tool for customer-oriented product development in eGOOD tourism business network. The eGOOD 
operational environment (platform) is also providing the decision support necessary to evaluate whether or 
not development of a product should proceed. With the help of the platform network businesses can assess 
and estimate if a potential new product will meet the customers’ expectations. Additional benefits of eGOOD 
include reduced information processing and gathering time, improved communications and co-operation 
within business network, and better management of scarce used and development resources. eGOOD 
platform functions also as a managing system for product, service and resource information. 
 
Looking the process of product development in network introduced earlier eGOOD can be used in different 
phases of the process (see Picture 6). Platform can be used in development phase to analyze resources, 
values and target groups. In product development phase customer data is used as a starting point for the 
product development. To give an example, if there is a segment that is not connected to any product or 
service it is possible form a product from resources network have based on the interests of customers in the 
segment. Product testing phase includes marketing and distribution channels. eGOOD platform can also be 
utilized on marketing purposes. It includes campaign module which is still under development process. In 
future it can be used as direct marketing channel. In the module it is possible to set new marketing 
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campaigns by naming the campaign, describing it and setting timeline to it. Campaign can be connected 
directly to customer profiles or segments. Based on the connections between modules the customers, 
products and services and producers linked to customer profiles and segments are automatically connected 
to campaign. At this point of module development it is possible just to send group e-mail to the customers 
connected to campaign. Continuous product development includes monitoring and following customer 
feedback. eGOOD helps businesses to follow interests and needs of customers and how those are changing 
(e.g. what tourists are interested on doing on their holiday and what they expect from the destination). 
 

 
Picture 6. Role of eGOOD platform in process of product development in network (Kinnunen et al. 2005, p. 

102; modified by Kangas 2008). 
 
In future there are also lots of possibilities for utilizing the platform. At the moment eGOOD platform and its 
content is focused on wellness and well-being tourism services and businesses. It is also possible to adapt 
the model to wider use in tourism and in different tourism business networks.  
 
eGOOD platform can be used as a “background database” in online tourism portals. For example, in future 
when customers come to some travel portal they can tell something about themselves on web-site to get 
more detailed service and recommendations. This customer information could directly be saved in eGOOD 
platform and eGOOD could recommend some product and services to the customer based on his/her 
interests.  
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Abstract 

User generated content is rapidly gaining traction as a key input into the consumer purchase decision 
making process.  After examining the implications of the developing Web 2.0 phenomenon for travel 
businesses, this paper focuses on TripAdvisor.com, the largest online network of travel consumers to 
establish its current practices and challenges.   Using a sample of London hotels, it was shown that the site 
displays detailed rich data for use by consumers in their travel planning.  Analyses also suggested that the 
belief that the site has been compromised by false reviews posted to enhance a hotels reputation or tarnish 
that of their competitors is unfounded, with little evidence being found of reviews that displayed 
characteristics that typify false reviews. 

 

Keywords: Travel, user-generated content, electronic word-of-mouth. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In the same way that the growth in the use of the World Wide Web in the mid-1990s had important 
implications for commerce, the online revolution currently in progress (dubbed Web 2.0) potentially could 
have similar important effects.  Currently most analysts agree that the Web is evolving from a push 
marketing medium to one where peer-to-peer generation and sharing of data are the norm.  Collaboration 
between individuals has come to the fore in a manner unimaginable in the past, making it more difficult for 
marketers to carefully craft a sales message and position it in front of the consumer.  In particular user 
generated content has gained much credibility in the eyes of the consumer as an unbiased and relevant 
input into their decision making process. Such changes have important implications for business in general, 
and particularly for the travel sector, which has in the past embraced the web as a marketing and selling 
mechanism and must now adapt to its evolving characteristics.  This paper examines the implications of user 
generated content for travel businesses, focusing in particular on TripAdvisor.com, the largest online network 
of travel consumers.  Current practices and challenges are established, areas which need further research 
identified and advice for industry practitioners as to how to best cope with this phenomenon offered. 
 
2. Background 

 
Diffusion and adoption of the World Wide Web brings many benefits, including new, more efficient ways of 
communicating; of distributing and accessing information; and of doing business (Puri, 2007).  One of its key 
advantages has been the incredible access to information it provides to consumers (Bellman et al, 2006).  
During the purchase decision making process, the latter can now access vast pools of data to help evaluate 
alternatives.  Their search process is facilitated by search engines – websites which act as the front end to 
complex categorisation systems which trawl the web categorising every page they encounter. The ease with 
which consumers can use such search sites to find relevant information has turned the web into a user-
driven, non-linear data repository.  However, instead of the marketer dictating how data is presented and 
consumed, the user is now in control.  Visitors to websites no longer necessarily enter through a home page 
and browse as they would a brochure (Schipul, 2006).   Instead, from search results, they are transported 
directly to the specific pieces of information they desire. As will be discussed below, a series of 
developments which collectively have become known as “Web 2.0” further transform this process by radically 
changing the origin of data.  Consumers are no longer dependent on marketers to publish the information 
they seek, as they increasingly rely on unfiltered, dynamic and topical information provided by their peers in 
the form of user-generated content.    
 
Increased quantities of information can be both a blessing and a curse.  Often the sheer quantity of 
information available can complicate the decision making process, with consumers not have the time or 
ability to adequately compare all options (Bellman 2006).  When the abundance of alternative is 
overwhelming, this leads to confusion, sub-optimum decisions or dissatisfaction with choices made (Smith, 
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Menon & Sivakumar, 2007).  Increased scepticism among consumers is also driving them to question the 
quality and credibility of information found on the web.  In the off-line world, word-of-mouth plays a pivotal 
role in overcoming these challenges and helping consumers decide what to believe (Looker, Rockland & 
Taylor- Ketchum, 2007).  As Smith, Menon and Sivakumar (2007) point out, in an information intensive 
situation, consumers actively seek out the opinions of others as a means to manage risk.  World-of-mouth is 
perceived to be more vivid, easier to use and more trustworthy than marketer-provided information (Smith, 
1993).  And while in the past, world-of-mouth implied people talking individually or in small groups (the water 
cooler effect), the Internet has amplified and turbo-charged world-of-mouth into a mass communications 
medium; be it with a predefined group of friends or with thousands of online-but-connected strangers in an 
online community (Nielsen, 2007).  Thus while a dissatisfied customer use to tell ten people about their 
experience, now as a result of the growth in user generated content and consumer opinion websites, a single 
customer can potentially influence thousands of his peers (Hennig-Thurau et al, 2004).  By making it easier 
for consumers to disseminate their points of view, and also by facilitating access to such opinions, the 
Internet is having a profound effect on how consumers make their purchase decisions. 
 

2.1 Social networks 

The term “Web 2.0” emerged in late early 2004, originating in the work of Tim O’Reilly of O’Reilly Media.  
However, despite much hype and discussion in the media, a formal, agreed-upon definition has yet to be 
developed.  Wikipedia defines Web 2.0 as a “perceived second generation of web-based services – such as 
social networking sites, wikis, communication tools and folksonomies – that emphasise online collaboration 
and sharing among users”.  Irrespective of definition, sites that are regarded as typifying the Web 2.0 trend 
share certain common traits – being participatory, collaborative, inclusive, creator / user centric, unsettled 
and information intensive (Dearstyne, 2007).  In particular, Web 2.0 is seen as having a major effect on how 
individuals create, exchange and use information.   An example from publishing is often used to illustrate the 
concept, with the traditional publishing model typified by Encyclopaedia Britannica contrasted with the 
flexibility, speed and topicality of Wikipedia, whose entries are created by; continuously edited by; and 
frequently consulted by millions of individuals.  The logic behind this collaborative approach this is that over 
time, successive modifications will result in encyclopaedia entries that are more comprehensive, more 
relevant and more current than those found in static paper publications – a process that has been termed the 
“wisdom of the crowd”.  Folksonomies (more commonly known as “tagging”), whereby users classify web 
content using their own words, follows a similar philosophy.  Sites that leverage tags (such as Digg, Slashdot 
or Del.icio.us) allow consumers to find content as it is has been perceived by their peers rather than how it 
was classified by its creators.  Other socio-technological developments usually included in the Web 2.0 
portfolio include social networking sites, RSS feeds, user generated content such as blogs, photo or video 
sharing, podcasts, virtual worlds such as Second Life as well as syndication of content.  The underlying 
common denominator in all these examples is a kind of online democracy, with content provided by 
consumers for consumers (Milan, 2007). 
 
According to Carroll & Rosson (2003) social networks have their origins in support interactions among 
neighbours in a community.  These typically facilitated information exchange, discussion and joint activity 
related to local events, issues and concerns.  However their context has been transformed by the expansion 
of electronic communications and use of the Web.  No longer limited by physical location, communities of 
individuals with similar interests and concerns can now be formed virtually and can interact primarily in the 
online environment (Hennig-Thurau et al, 2004).  Valkenburg et al (2006) identify three different types of 
online social networks – dating sites, where participants’ primary objective is to find a partner; social sites, 
whose objective is to help members establish and maintain a network of friends; and common interest sites, 
whose aim is to bring people with similar interests together and facilitate information sharing / communication 
between participants. 
 
One of the key effects of social networks is the support they provide during the purchase decision making 
process.  According to Puri (2007), there are online forums for just about any consumer product you can 
think of, from coffee to consumer electronics, where consumers discuss their experiences, provide their 
opinions and share news and advice.  Such sites harness the two-way communication ability of the Internet 
to not only allow users to read other consumers unedited and unfiltered opinions, but also to collect and 
aggregate such data from large numbers of similar people at a low cost (Hennig-Thurau et al, 2004). As 
Dellarocas (2003) points out, this means that for the first time in history, “individuals can make their personal 
thoughts, reactions and opinions easily accessible to the global community”.   The Pew Internet & American 
Life Project now estimates that nearly half of all US Internet users have published their thoughts or otherwise 
created content online (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).  Consumers’ motivation for doing so varies 
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considerably.  Despite what might be expected, venting frustration about negative experiences seems to be 
a relatively minor reason for posting a review.  Desire for social interaction, concern for other consumers and 
potential to enhance their own self-worth were the top motivators identified in a 2004 study (Hennig-Thurau 
et al, 2004). 
 
Amis (2007) estimates that social network sites now have as much influence on consumers as television and 
more than newspapers.  Furthermore, content posted on social network sites is extremely search engine 
friendly, with the result that it usually ranks highly on search result pages, making it highly visible to 
consumers searching for information to aid in their decision making process.  Thus user generated content 
has become a prominent part of the marketplace, influencing both online and offline purchases.  Dellarocas 
(2003) points to anecdotal evidence that consumers are increasingly relying on feedback of this type as input 
into a wide range of decisions, including which movies to watch, which stocks to invest in and of course 
which products to buy.  Smith, Menon and Sivakumar (2005) claim that consumers in fact prefer such peer 
recommendations over other forms of input.  Because social networks are usually formed between 
consumers with similar interests, such opinions are perceived to be both relevant and unbiased and thus 
more likely to be believed by today’s sceptical consumer than advertisements or professional input (Smith, 
Menon & Sivakumar, 2003).  Commercial sites are also trying to make use of this phenomenon to help 
convert surfers into buyers.  For example, retailing sites such as Amazon.com and ebay.com encourage 
consumers to write reviews about products and use these reviews as promotional tools on their site. 
 
Social network sites are not without their problems.  While, as discussed above, consumers often turn to 
such sites to reduce their information overload problem, both the proliferation of sites and sheer quantity of 
user reviews, comments and feedback available may in fact further complicate the decision making process 
(Bellman 2006).   In such cases, credibility and trust become even more important, and the absence of 
contextual clues to aid interpretation can be problematic (Dellarocas, 2003).  We normally use a variety of 
contextual clues (such as for example, a person’s facial expression) to help evaluate opinions.  As such 
clues are typically absent in the online environment, sites often display demographic or other data about 
reviewers (for example, the length of membership, their location, the number of times they have posted 
reviews in the past, etc.) to help build credibility and trust.  Others allow readers to provide feedback on the 
quality of reviews, incorporating such input into a rating of the reviewer.  Puri (2007) also highlights the 
problem of authenticity.  The anonymity with which individuals can post content on social networking sites 
has lead to some questions about the legitimacy of ratings.  While registration is required on many systems, 
identities can be changed by simply registering using an alternative email address, making it easy to 
potentially manipulate the system.  Thus without appropriate safeguards, participants could post dishonest 
reviews to enhance their own reputation or tarnish that of their competitors (Dellarocas, 2003).  Left 
unchecked, such actions compromise the quality and utility of the entire system. 
 

2.2 User-generated content and travel 

According to the Pew Internet and American Life project (2005), searching for travel related information is 
now one of the most popular online activities.  Within travel, the Web 2.0 topic receiving most attention is 
user generated reviews (Ellis-Green, 2007).  Here individual consumers are solicited to provide both 
quantitative and qualitative feedback on destinations, hotels or other travel experiences they have visited, 
which are amalgamated to generate overall satisfaction scores.  Currently the proliferation of user generated 
content of this type means that instead of the expensive, glossy, perfectly posed photos included in 
brochures or advertisements, a customer’s first image of a hotel or destination can often be determined by 
comments or candid photos posted by prior guests on social network sites.  User generated reviews are now 
routinely built into online travel agencies sites (see for example Expedia.co.uk or Priceline.co.uk), in some 
cases impacting display order and undoubtedly influencing the potential customer’s choice.  However 
research indicates that reviews posted on sites of this type are less credible than those posted on dedicated 
user review sites.  In many cases, those on commercial sites are (correctly or incorrectly) perceived as being 
less objective (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007) The most prominent stand-alone user-generated review 
site within travel is undoubtedly TripAdvisor.com, which is discussed in detail below.   
 
The growth of user generated content is clearly affecting traveller’s decisions.  Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy 
(2007) quote statistics from Complete, Inc that suggest that almost half of travel purchasers used consumer 
generated content in their travel planning, and nearly one third said that they found its input useful.  More 
than half of all online travellers claimed to consult online reviews every time they plan a trip.  Most make use 
of such sites at the beginning to get ideas or to narrow down choices, with a smaller number consulting them 
later in the planning process to confirm their choices (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).  Harwood (2007) 
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quotes research from Nielsen which claims that user-generated content was cited as the most reliable 
information source by over a fifth of respondents, nearly double its nearest rival – travel agency sites.  Most 
travellers perceive reviews as being more likely to provide up-to-date, enjoyable and reliable information 
(Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).  Frequent travellers in particular see peer reviews as superior to other 
information sources and are more likely to be highly influenced (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).   
 

2.3  TripAdvisor 

TripAdvisor, part of ecommerce giant Expedia Inc., operates a variety of consumer facing user generated 
content websites including bookingbuddy.com, independenttraveler.com, seatguru.com, smartertravel.com 
and of course TripAdvisor.com (TripAdvisor.com, 2007).  According to comScore (2007), taken collectively 
this portfolio of sites attracts nearly 30 million monthly visitors (by way of comparison, travel publisher 
Frommer’s sells about 2.5 million guidebooks each year), making it one of the most popular sources of travel 
information on the web.  TripAdvisor claims to have over five million registered members and to feature over 
10 million user generated reviews and opinions on over a quarter of a million hotels and attractions 
worldwide (TripAdvisor.com, 2007).  According to Travel Weekly (2007), about 8% of all leisure travellers 
who used the Web for travel research visit TripAdvisor. In 2007, the site was named one of the "Top 25 
Travel Milestones" by USA Today, being cited as having been instrumental in changing the way in which 
consumers research travel. 
 
Part social network, part virtual community and part blog, like all Web 2.0 sites TripAdvisor is difficult to 
categorise.  However it’s clear that its primary functions are the collection and dissemination of user 
generated content – reviews, ratings, photos and videos – on travel.  Its most prominent value adding 
features are its user generated reviews and ratings.  Travel consumers can go onto the site and consult 
quantitative and qualitative feedback on any hotel, restaurant or other travel attraction, all posted by other 
travellers.  When adding their own reviews, users are asked to rate each experience on a five point scale 
(from excellent to terrible), and to consider issues such as check-in, comfort of the room and service levels.  
Reviewers are also asked if they would recommend the property to a friend, whether they were travelling 
alone, as a couple or with family, and whether they feel that the experience is suitable for different types of 
trips (e.g. a romantic getaway, a family trip with children, etc.). Lastly reviewers are offered the opportunity to 
upload candid photos and video to support their review.    
 
All data entered by users is scrutinised by TripAdvisor to insure that it conforms to content guidelines.  Once 
approved, reviews are added consecutively to each property’s page, and displayed indefinitely.  The 
quantitative ratings provided by users are used to generate a summary score and rank the properties in 
terms of overall popularity within a destination.  Details of the algorithm have not been made public, but 
supposedly take into consideration the quantity, quality and age of the reviews submitted to the site.  
TripAdvisor also claims the calculations take external data into consideration by incorporating “guidebook 
entries, newspaper articles and other web content to determine overall traveller satisfaction” (TripAdvisor, 
2007).  This index (known as the TripAdvisor Traveller Rating) is then used to determine the order in which 
properties within a destination are displayed to subsequent visitors, with the most popular shown first.  Hotels 
have the opportunity to post a management response to each review, but requests to remove or edit reviews 
are not entertained. 
 
The problem with authenticity noted earlier is one of the key challenges face by TripAdvisor.  Several press 
reports (and a large amount of hotel industry buzz) call into question the legitimacy of the review system 
(see, for example, Keates, 2007 or Milan 2007).  Unlike reviews posted on online travel agency sites, 
TripAdvisor does little to verify that the reviewer has stayed in the property in question, although it does 
claims that all reviews are assessed by personnel trained in fraud detection (Reiter, 2007).  As a result, there 
is a belief that many reviews are not genuine – posted in some cases by jealous competitors to decrease a 
hotel’s rating, or in other by the hotel itself in an effort to improve their scores.  (One of TripAdvisor’s 
competitors, SideStep.com, estimates that approximately 2 percent of its own reviews are bogus (Reiter, 
2007)).  TripAdvisor attempts to minimise the problem by posting notices prominently warning that fake 
reviews will not be tolerated and that hotels attempting to manipulate the system will be penalised in their 
rankings and have a notice posted on their listing indicating that they have tried to post fake reviews.  The 
“power of the crowd” that typifies Web 2.0 sites is also relevant here.  As the number of reviews grows, the 
impact of fake reviews falls as they are overwhelmed by genuine consumer generated content. 
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3. Research Methodology 
 
Given the growth in Web 2.0 site in general and social media in particular, the objective of the study was to 
explore how hotels are presented on TripAdvisor as an aid to helping managers better understand how they 
can manage their image and positioning on the site.  Other objectives included investigating if relationships 
existed between hotel characteristics such as star rating and positioning on the system; to establish if hotels 
were using their right to reply; and to search for evidence of dirty tricks among reviews.  Hotels were studied 
as research had shown that travellers consider user reviews to be more relevant for hotels than for other 
travel products (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).   
 
One hundred hotels were randomly selected from the 1042 listed on TripAdvisor.com for the London market.  
Each listing was analysed and selected characteristics (including its star rating, its TripAdvisor Traveller 
Rating, its ranking within the London market, its average price per night and the quantity of reviews listed for 
that property) recorded.  The text of the five most recent reviews of each hotel was also recorded, as were 
demographic characteristics of the each reviewer.  Content analysis techniques, supported by the software 
tool NVivo 7, were then used to identify common themes within the text and relate them to characteristics of 
both the hotel and the reviewer.  A summary of the findings is presented below. 
  
4. Research Findings 
 
As can be seen from Table 1, the sampling process resulted in a wide variety of hotel types being included in 
the study, with 3-star and uncategorized hotels being the most highly represented.  This corresponds well 
with the characteristics of the London hotel market (Mintel, 2007).  The mean TripAdvisor ranking of hotels 
sampled was 383 (with a potential minimum score of 1042), with rankings in general showing a relationship 
with the hotel’s star rating.  Similarly overall consumers’ rating of properties was found to move in line with 
star rating (see Table 1).  An exception to both of these comments is the scores for 5-star properties.  Both 
average rank and average rating were substantially below those of both 4-star and 3-star properties.  
However analysis failed to show that these differences were statistically significant, indicating that the 
findings could have occurred by chance. Nevertheless such an anomaly deserves further investigation and 
should be examined in more detail in subsequent studies.   
 

4.1 Review characteristics 

An average of 75 reviews was displayed for each property.  Such a high number is important as prior 
research indicates that consumers evaluate reviews in the context of other reviews and other contributions 
by the same reviewer (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).  Once again the number of reviews increased in 
line with star rating, with 5-star properties again being an exception.  It is also worth noting that despite 
prominent notices throughout the site that hotels posting fake reviews would be named and shamed, no such 
notices were encountered on any of the properties studied. 
 
 
Table 1, Hotel Characteristics 
 

Star  
Rating 

Number Average 
Rank 

Average 
TripAdvisor 
Rating 

Average 
number of 
reviews 

Average 
Room 
Rate 
(US$) 

Unclassified 46 468 3.10 67.6 256 
1 star 4 857 1.75 38.5 154 
2 star 4 470 3.25 32.5 188 
3 star 32 290 3.56 83.1 316 
4 star 10 91 4.10 129 409 
5 star 4 314 3.50 33 555 
      
Overall 100 383 3.32 74.76 282 

 
 
For each property in the sample, the most current five reviews listed were analysed in more detail.  Taken as 
a whole, these had similar mean and median rating scores to the summary scores presented on each 
property’s page.  An analysis of the means and the standard deviation reveal no significant difference 
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between the published summary and the calculated sample scores, suggesting that examining the most 
recent five reviews was sufficient to form an impression of reviews as a whole.  In general, the narrative of 
reviews was shorter than expected.  The mean number of words per review was just 157 words, with a 
standard deviation of 62.  This is surprising as previous research had indicated that users noted detailed 
descriptions as being important when evaluating reviews (Gretzel, Hyan-Yoo, & Purifoy, 2007).  Analysis of 
word frequency (see Table 2) highlights some of the issues that were mentioned frequently by those posting 
reviews.  From the analysis, it’s clear that the room itself is clearly important, as it was the third most 
frequently cited word throughout all the reviews.  Ignoring verbs and pronouns, a variety of other issues also 
appear frequently, including breakfast, staff, location, bathroom, bed and shower.   
 
Table 2, Frequency of words in reviews 
 

Word 
Frequenc
y   Word 

Frequenc
y  Word 

Frequenc
y   Word 

Frequenc
y 

i 732   location 120  here 72   down 56 
we 574   night 120  well 72   hotels 56 
room 552   out 112  back 70   really 56 
hotel 542   stayed 112  booked 70   time 56 
were 332   when 110  floor 70   asked 54 
very 322   great 104  station 70   been 54 
had 304   up 104  bar 68   desk 54 
you 274   an 100  more 68   didn't 54 
london 216   us 98  nice 68   even 54 
from 200   bathroom 94  shower 68   food 54 
my 196   just 92  area 66   however 54 
good 192   about 88  some 66   much 54 

so 190   again 86  than 66   
recommen
d 54 

breakfast 184   rooms 84  
comfortabl
e 64   restaurant 54 

our 180   street 84  friendly 64   too 54 
have 178   tube 84  off 64   after 52 
would 178   walk 84  service 64   any 52 
all 170   get 80  reception 62   around 52 
staff 170   also 78  two 62   away 52 
stay 166   me 78  coffee 60   day 52 
which 152   other 78  did 60   what 52 
one 140   could 76  quite 60   few 50 
only 130   like 74  first 58   go 50 
small 128   bed 72  helpful 58   morning 50 
clean 120   can 72  tea 58   quiet 48 
 
 
Of course the challenge with just examining word frequency is that the context of the word itself is not clear.  
For that reason, the process of content analysis emphasises the coding of data into more specific themes, 
which allow the context of the word or comment to be identified.  Table 3 shows an analysis of the most 
common themes identified in the study, broken down by the TripAdvisor Rating given by the reviewer to the 
hotel.  Examining the data shows the importance of hotel location.  In addition to being the most frequency 
mentioned issue, more satisfied customers mention it very frequently, implying that it is something that has 
contributed positively to their experience.  Room size, on the other hand, was mentioned frequently by 
customers in general, although this may be a factor of the London market used for the study, where hotel 
rooms have a reputation for being small.   Other positive themes included comments about having received 
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good service from hotel staff, the cleanliness and comfort of the hotel and the quality of the breakfast 
provided.  Causes of dissatisfaction identified included problems with the temperature of the room, issues 
with items in room not being clean or needing to be repaired, the room being noisy and having received bad 
or indifferent service from staff members.  Overall the issues highlighted by the analysis correspond broadly 
with industry expectations as to the determinants of customer satisfaction. 
 
 
Table 3, Most common themes by TripAdvisor rating 
 

Issue 
Rating 
1 

Rating 
2 

Rating 
3 

Rating 
4 

Rating 
5 Total 

Hotel Location 10 14 26 56 38 144 
Room size 22 20 20 32 30 124 
Staff - good 
service 4 8 10 42 56 120 
Clean 2 4 16 38 34 94 
Breakfast - good 0 4 8 40 26 78 
In-room facilities 18 6 10 20 10 64 
Comfortable 0 2 6 14 26 48 
Temperature 10 10 6 8 4 38 
Dirty 20 14 0 2 0 36 
Maintenance 14 12 4 4 2 36 
Noise 12 6 6 6 4 34 
Breakfast - bad 10 8 8 4 2 32 
Staff - bad 
service 8 14 4 2 2 30 
Expense 0 4 8 8 6 26 
Room Amenities 2 4 2 10 8 26 
Public areas 0 4 6 6 8 24 
Booking - 
indirect 6 2 6 6 2 22 
Reservation 
issue 8 2 2 2 0 14 
Check in 0 4 0 6 2 12 
Elevator 
problems 2 0 4 6 0 12 
Restaurant 
quality 0 4 0 2 6 12 
Quite 0 0 2 4 4 10 
Internet Access 2 2 0 2 2 8 
Upgrade 0 0 2 4 2 8 
Booking - direct 0 0 0 4 2 6 

 
 
“Candid” photos, taken by consumers, were included on practically all reviews (92%), increasing the richness 
of the information available to readers.  The ability to upload video clips is a relatively new feature, and no 
consumer generated video was encountered during the study.  Lastly, despite a right-to-reply being offered 
by TripAdvisor, few management responses to reviews were encountered during the study.  Of the 500 
reviews analysed, responses from hoteliers were only found in two cases (0.4% of the time).  Characteristics 
of the person posting the review were also examined.  Analysis revealed that a typical reviewer had posted 
an average of 4.5 reviews, and had been a member for an average of 10 months at the time of posting. 
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4.2 The challenge of authenticity 
 
As discussed in the background section, a key challenge faced by social network sites is false postings.  
Many people (including TripAdvisor itself) suspect that at least some reviews are fake – posted either by 
others to drag down the rating scores of their competitors, or by hoteliers themselves to do the inverse or 
push existing negative reviews below the fold so they will not be seen by casual surfers.  Simple examination 
of the review data seemed to support this theory.  Dellarocas (2003) points out that the most important 
factors in considering the credibility of a reviewer is the overall number of reviews posted (irrespective of 
whether they are positive or negative).  In this study, many of the most extreme scores were from reviewers 
with only a single review – either extremely positive (5 out of 5) or extremely negative (1 out of 5).  To 
investigate if such findings were statistically significant, reviews from users that had posted only a single 
review were selected, and their mean rating compared with that of the rest of the sample.  As can be seen 
from Table 4, the mean score for single reviews was significantly lower than for the sample as a whole or for 
reviews where the reviewer had posted multiple reviews.  Similarly, the standard deviation was significantly 
higher for single review scores, indicating more extreme responses. However this in itself does not prove that 
single reviews are false, merely that such reviews are more extreme, which is understandable, as it reflects a 
well known phenomenon with guest comment cards, whereby extremely negative or extremely positive 
customers are more likely to provide feedback. 
 
 
Table 4, Analysis of single reviews 
 

Measure Sample Single 
Reviews 

Multiple 
Reviews 

Mean 3.14 2.93 ** 3.33 ** 
Standard 
Deviation 

1.48 1.63 1.31 

** p < 0.05 
 
Keates (2007) identifies several factors that might indicate a fake review – including scores that differ greatly 
from the average, mentioning nearby properties as superior and having written about only one hotel and 
visited the site only once – on the day that review was posted.  The latter point could be particularly 
important in identifying fake postings, as TripAdvisor estimate that over 97% of reviewers return to the site to 
plan their next trip (Reiter, 2007).  Thus to identify reviews more likely to be false, reviews where the user 
registered on the same day as their single review was posted and never subsequently returned to 
TripAdvisor (dubbed, for the purposes of this study as ‘suspect’ reviews) were selected and compared with 
other reviews.  As can be seen from Table 5, suspect reviews were more likely to be at extreme ends of the 
scale than either other single reviews or multiple reviews.  The number of suspect reviews that gave a rating 
of one is particularly high at over one-third.  While these findings do not conclusively prove the existence of 
false reviews, such a high proportion of extreme reviews, with the user in question having joined, posted their 
review on the same day and never subsequently returned is highly suggestive. 
 
Table 5, Analysis of suspect reviews 
 

TripAdvisor 
Rank 

Suspect 
Reviews 

Other 
Single 
Reviews 

Multiple 
Reviews 

Overall 
sample 

1 36% 21% 12% 21% 
2 14% 14% 16% 15% 
3 11% 7% 20% 16% 
4 15% 24% 29% 24% 
5 24% 34% 22% 24% 

 
 
Lastly an analysis was performed to see if there was any evidence of fake reviews being posted by hotels to 
minimise the effect of negative reviews.  The sample was analysed to identify single reviews giving the 
property an excellent rating, which were immediately proceeded by a review giving the property a very poor 
score (1 or 2).  In total, 20 (4%) cases were identified that fit these criteria.  These were visually inspected 
and a subjective judgement made as to whether they were false.  Only a very small number (five or 1%) 
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were phrased in exclusively positive terms, suggesting that they might be false and entered by someone 
connected with the property in an attempt to manipulate the system. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
It’s clear that although it is a relatively new concept, user generated content is rapidly gaining traction among 
travel consumers.  All hotels sampled on Tripadvisor.com had been the subject of multiple reviews, where 
consumers voiced their opinions about experiences in that property.  Given the number of visitors to the site, 
it’s clear that such content is being consulted; the guest experience is becoming essentially transparent; and 
reviews are having an effect on consumer decision making. And with the combination of increasing numbers 
of web-savvy consumers, an increased focus on social media and the continued growth of online travel 
sales, its importance can only grow in the future. 
 
Given such potential influence, it would seem logical that hotels would spend time managing how they are 
presented on such sites.  Yet this study calls into question how seriously hotels are responding to the issue.  
As was discussed above, while a hotel cannot get negative reviews changed or removed, sites such as 
TripAdvisor do provide a “right to reply” facility where properties can respond to criticism. Yet this study 
shows that this facility is rarely if even used.  This is particularly worrying.  As pointed out by Looker, 
Rockland & Taylor (2007), while word of mouth cannot be controlled, it can be managed and must not be 
ignored.  On today’s Web, the model is changing from where a brand image was set by the supplier to one 
where it is forged by a continuous active dialogue with consumers, often at the virtual point of purchase 
(Milan, 2007).  To cope with this, hotels need to be more proactive, and engage more proactively in this 
dialogue to protect their brand image  
 
The biggest threat to consumer generated review sites such as TripAdvisor is a loss of credibility.  As was 
discussed earlier, there is considerable feeling in the hotel sector that many of reviews posted on such sites 
are false.  While far from conclusive, this study suggests that such fears are unfounded.  While some reviews 
are suspect, the vast majority do not conform to the criteria suggested by Keates (2007) for the identification 
of false reviews, namely extreme scores and a solitary visit by the reviewer to join and post the review.  
Thus, in spite of the absence of the threatened abuser notices on property pages, it appears that TripAdvisor 
is doing a good job of policing its system and avoiding false reviews. 
 
To succeed in the future, hotels need to actively embrace the concepts of social media and user generated 
content, and try to leverage these developments to generate incremental business and build customer 
loyalty. Meeting customer expectation has become more important than ever, as the Internet has changed 
the ease with which they can share their experiences, both positive and negative, with others.  Hotel 
companies need to become more proactive at both monitoring and managing how they are being 
represented on social network sites.  Failure to do so will once again result in hotels being left behind, just as 
they were at the beginning of the Internet boom when online travel agencies were able to capture market 
share while hotel companies sat on the sidelines trying to figure out the rules of the game.   
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Abstract 
 
Mobile tourist guides are increasingly useful once the tourist is in the destination. They are capable of 

providing huge amount of information about Points of Interest. As it is easily understood, the selection of 
such information is a task that must be conducted by Destination Management Organizations. Therefore, this 
paper aims at simplifying the provision of useful multimedia information in a user-friendly and attractive way. 
In order to achieve this goal, an authoring tool for non-expert users has been implemented, so that they will 
be able to contribute to mobile guides independently from the structure and the type and formats of the 
contents that will be added. 

The tool includes the possibility of defining several layers to provide the information with a split 
architecture, so that the creator of the guide can decide which contents to include and the languages in 
which the guide will be provided. It must be mentioned that the tool can be also used in several application 
sectors. For example, in the tourist sector it may be valuable for providing information related to Points of 
Interest or the daily menu at several restaurants in a region. It may also disseminate the work done by a 
Destination Management Organization, a cultural institution or even Town Halls. Moreover, if the device has 
Internet connection, the contents will be automatically updated 

It must be mentioned that this authoring tool is not a route generator, but it focuses on the generation 
of user experiences providing context-based multimedia information. Location of the user will be 
automatically detected by satellite-based positioning systems such as GPS, in case these capabilities are 
included in the device. Location will be displayed on a 2D map so that the tourist can know in real time 
his/her position and the Points of Interest around him/her. The map will be dynamically adjusted to the 
position of the user, who will also be able to navigate through the whole map using the buttons on the mobile 
device. Although several projects have tackled the impact of 3D Geographical Information Systems (GIS), 
some mobile devices have several limitations for the correct implementation of such systems. Therefore, we 
have chosen a 2D map as a more general approach regarding the technical limitations of mobile devices. 
Our main motivation in developing this application is reaching the largest number of potential users, thus we 
have made a special effort in designing a device-independent, portable application. 

Additionally to the offered tool and to make it more attractive to final users, a 3D graphics rendering 
engine for the visualization of 3D objects within the tourist guide has been developed. Generated 3D models 
can be easily integrated in the tourist guide using the implemented authoring tool. Visualizing and interacting 
with 3D objects provides a real added-value to the tourist experience, so tourists can watch buildings and 
monuments that may not be longer in the destination they are visiting. 
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Self-creating 3D tourist mobile guides 
 

Given current technology trends, mobile communication devices and 3D applications are playing an 
increasingly important role in the development of services for handheld devices. With the growing boom in 
the use of mobile devices, providing tourist information to a large number of potential users will allow 
accessing relevant information at the moment when they are living the experience. However, some 
limitations have been detected within the field of mobile tourist guides that prevents its use. Thus, the work 
presented in this paper tries to overcome some of the most challenging bottlenecks in the field of mobile 
applications: 

There are many mobile guides, but many of them are not portable to any type of mobile devices, 
such as PDA or mobile phone. 

Many mobile guides are made for a specific destination, so that they are not reusable for other 
environments. 

The development of the mobile guides is carried out by programmers However, content providers 
should be provided with a tool that allows them creating multimodal multilingual guides in an 
easily and user friendly way on their own.  

Although some mobile guides provide users with guidance, advanced location techniques are 
required to exactly detect the position of the user. 

Many tourist guides tackle 3D Geographical Information Systems (GIS). However, they consume 
a lot of resources and they are not suitable for the mass market mobile devices. 

This paper presents the technological challenges targeted within the MUGI 3D project, which aims at 
designing, implementing and testing a framework for the creation, management and use of multimedia 
multilingual tourist guides for mobile devices. These guides include innovative multimedia contents such as 
3D objects. The system has two main objectives: the design and development of an authoring tool for the 
creation of multimedia multilingual guides; and the implementation of a multilingual tourist guide for mobile 
devices of the users. 

Section 1 presents some related work in the fields of tourist mobile guides, 3D graphics on mobile 
devices and authoring tools for the development of tourist guides. The following Section deals with the 
objectives and validation scenario of the MUGI 3D project. Section 3 presents the description of the 
implemented prototype, including its two different and complementary components. 

 
Related work 
 

Tourist mobile guides 
While tourists are visiting a city, they can be interested in different kinds of information (history, culture, 

art, entertainment, shopping). Therefore, they often take with them paper guides to be consulted when 
needed. However, this is not always a convenient and efficient way to obtain the required information. In 
recent years, indeed, there has been a growing interest towards the development of mobile tourist guides. 
These guides can be used on lightweight mobile devices, providing easy (partially automated) access to the 
various classes of information. Moreover, they can manage multimedia information, enriching the tourist 
experience and providing many other useful services for the tourist, such as tour planning, weather forecasts 
and so on. By exploiting the physical location of users, mobile guides are often able to provide up-to-date 
contextual information while traveling and give the possibility to access the most useful services for a given 
location. 

There are already too many mobile guides- either commercial ones or research prototypes- to describe 
them all in this paper. For example, there are several EU funded projects such as CRUMPET (creation of 
user-friendly mobile services personalized for tourism) or PEACH (personal experience with active Cultural 
Heritage) that aim at building navigational assistant systems. 

Abowd et al (1997) developed the Cyberguide system, which provided simple schematic black and 
white maps and information services about predefined indoor and outdoor locations. All maps and other 
information were static and stored on the mobile device. Indoor positioning based on infrared beacons, and 
GPS was used outdoors.  

The second project in this summary is the GUIDE project (Cheverst et al, 2000). The system provides 
information about the city of Lancaster. The mobile component is connected wirelessly to an information 
server. Based on the closest 802.11 Access Point (AP), the mobile guide detects its approximate location 
and provides guidance and information services through a browser-based interface. 

A further example is the Hippie/HIPS project, which has developed an exhibition guide, which provides 
guidance and information services (Oppermann and Specht, 2000). The mobile device detects infrared 
beacons installed near all the exhibits. From these observations about the visitor’s journey through the 
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exhibition, the system creates a user profile and suggests interesting exhibits augmenting them with 
background information. 

Within the SmartKom framework as presented by Wahlster (2002), where a multi-modal dialogue 
system allows for speech, gesture and mimic interaction, a mobile communication assistant has also been 
developed. The mobile assistant offers information and navigation services using GSM/UMTS for 
communication and GPS for positioning purposes. The information presentation combines maps, natural 
language and an anthropomorphic presentation agent. 

Finally, TellMaris is a prototype of a mobile tourist guide that was developed at Nokia Research Centre 
(Kray et al, 2003). It is one of the first mobile systems that combine 3D graphics with 2D maps, and that runs 
on a mobile device. The maps and 3D models used are statically stored on the phone and are synchronized 
while being displayed. The first prototype was developed for the city of Tonsberg, Norway to help boat 
tourists in finding locations of interest.  

 
3D visualization in mobile devices 

Traditionally, 3D graphics applications have been developed for either desktop computers or dedicated 
gaming consoles. However, with the increasing popularity and capabilities of mobile computing devices such 
as PDAs and cellular phones, many 3D graphics applications such as gaming, GPS-based maps and 
animate chats have emerged as possible applications for current and future mobile platforms. Since the 
mobile market far exceeds the PC market, a very large volume opportunity exists for 3D graphics.  

Recently, some attempts have been made at exploring 3D graphics for tourist mobile guides. 
Rakkolainen et al (2001) have propose a system that combines a 2D map of an area with a 3D 
representation of what users are currently seeing in the physical world, studying the effects of 3D graphics 
on navigation and way finding in a urban environment. They found that 3D models help users to recognize 
landmarks and find routes in cities more easily than traditional 2D maps. Unfortunately, the prototype was 
implemented on a laptop computer, not on a PDA. 

3D city models for route guidance have been tested also by Kulju et al (2002) who obtained similar 
results, but highlighted the need for detailed modeling of buildings and additional route information such as 
street names. Unfortunately, their prototype uses only predefined animations and sequences of pictures, not 
interactive 3D worlds.  

The system LAMP3D (Kray et al, 2003) provides tourists with the 3D view of the environment they are 
exploring, synchronized with the physical world through the use of GPS-based information. The user can 
easily obtain information of the existing objects in the real world, directly selecting them in the VRML world 
displayed on the screen of his device. Despite the support of navigation requires the use of a positioning 
system, such as GPS, LAMP3D allows the user to navigate through the 3D environment using the PDA 
stylus, or even watch a previously recorded virtual tour by any user.  

 
Authoring tools for mobile guides 

Multimedia authoring can be used to create anything from simple slide shows to full-blown games and 
interactive applications. Although many implemented projects have dealt with authoring multimedia files, 
there are not many applications regarding the possibility of creating guides on mobile devices.  

For instance, Scherp and Boll (2004) have implemented a software framework for the development of 
customized mobile multimedia applications taking into account user preferences, his/her current position and 
the endpoint terminal. The module generated is applicable to any tourist destination, which is a big 
advantage of reuse. The tourist information supplied consists of a map of an outstanding area along with a 
set of PoI located on the map. When the user clicks on one of these points, it receives a multimedia 
presentation with more information about it. The authoring tool allows the editor to manage the guide in a 
limited way, as the behavior (map-select POI-viewing info multimedia) is fixed regardless the input content. 

A more complete tool has been presented by Bulterman and Hardman (2005) for the generation of a 
structure which fixes the presentation of a guide for a tour in New York City. Both audiovisual objects and the 
temporal relationships between them can be configured within the editor. Although the authoring tool 
generates documents compatible with SMIL, there could be problems to interpret SMIL files by the mobile 
devices. Neither of the two works previously mentioned previously supports the inclusion of 3D graphics. 
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Description of the MUGI3D project 
 
Objectives 

MUGI3D aims at designing, implementing and testing a framework for the creation, management and 
use of multimedia multilingual tourist guides for mobile devices. These guides include innovative multimedia 
contents such as 3D objects. The system has two main objectives: the design and development of an 
authoring tool for the creation of multimedia multilingual guides; and the implementation of a multilingual 
tourist guide for mobile devices of the users.  

Among the technological objectives of MUGI3D, the following ones can be highlighted: 
Implementation of a 3D visualizer in mobile devices, taking into account the geometric resolution, 

texture usage, or size of objects. The visualizer has been implemented based on emerging 
standards for the representation of 3D graphics on mobile devices. 

Design, implementation and validation of an authoring tool for the generation of multilingual 
multimedia guides for DMOs. The tool will be based on user-friendly interaction metaphors and 
an on-line help. 

Tourist information system optimized for mobile devices taking into account context-based data. 
Personalized content provision combined with context-based information will be crucial in the 
acceptance of digital tourist services.  

New interaction interfaces based on multimedia contents including 3D objects on mobile devices 
to provide added-value services. Therefore, 2D maps based on ortophotos will be combined 
with pictures, videos and 3D models to enhance the description of Points of Interest. 

 
Validation scenario 

The prototype is about to be validated in the rural environment of Ataun in the Goierri Region in 
Gipuzkoa (Spain). Ataun is a small rural town located in the historical territory of Gipuzkoa in the Basque 
Country. Ataun is at the heart of a large Natural Park called Aralar, which is famous due to its fascinating 
skyline of huge limestone outcrops, meandering rivers and streams, rich vegetation and fauna. Intriguing 
myths and legends captivate all visitors. Of special geomorphologic interest is the basin at Ataun, where the 
erosion of the soil has left the surrounding cliffs exposed. Fauna is typical of mountainous areas. 

Therefore, this mountain range is a favorite haunt for mountaineers and pot-holers. Moreover, the 
variety of megalithic monuments in the area, and the fact that it has the largest number of dolmens in the 
Basque Country, are evidence that man has inhabited this area for thousand of years. A profound respect for 
traditional values is an essential feature of life in Ataun. Basque people have always established strong links 
with their surrounding environment: the sea and the land. These two elements have played an important role 
in shaping the Basque way of life, their distinctive culture and their sports and games. 

MUGI3D is part of a new local development project based on the comprehensive balance of natural 
resources, craftsmanship and industrial activity. The main objective of the new development project is to 
shape and consolidate Ataun as a single tourist destination: the Basque Outdoor Mythological Museum. 

Description of the implemented prototype 
The implemented prototype includes two different and complementary components: an authoring tool 

for the creation of multimedia multilingual guides by the personal from the DMO; and the application to 
execute the multimedia guides on the mobile clients. 
 
Authoring tool for the implementation of multimedia multilingual guides 

An authoring tool for the implementation of multimedia multilingual guides for the mobile clients has 
been designed and developed. The tool targets non-expert users from the DMO. Therefore, its interface has 
been designed in a simple and user-friendly way. The authoring tool allows simplifying the development 
process for creating mobile clients, reducing the learning curve of programming. The creator, and user of the 
authoring tool, only has to decide the structure of the guide and the multimedia multilingual contents for the 
mobile client. Once the multimedia multilingual guide for mobile clients has been implemented with the 
authoring tool, the staff of the DMO can select the languages that will be available in the downloadable 
version of the guide. Therefore, the management of the languages of the guides is centralized and the 
languages of the provided guide can be selected in real time. Finally, the tool automatically creates a .jar file 
that can be downloaded and executed directly on the mobile client.  

The authoring tool is divided into three parts, as shown in Figure 1: the navigation control on the upper 
left part (I), the editing window in the central part (II), and the configuration control (III) in the lower left part. 
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Figure 1: Authoring tool interface. 

 
The navigation control presents the structure of the guide through a “tree-like” control, enabling the 

creation and elimination of its “nodes”. The root node represents the guide as a whole, providing access to 
the definition of the contents associated with the introduction and presentation with all its associated nodes, 
which are shown in the edition window when clicking on the root node. The remaining nodes represent the 
various pages of the guide hierarchically.  

The edition of the multimedia features and contents for each node is carried out in the editing window. 
Finally, the configuration control allows importing the multimedia resources (images, audio, video and 3D 
models) that will be used in each of the nodes of the guide. Moreover, the personal of the DMO can select 
the language in which the multimedia tourist guide will be provided. 

The authoring tool is based on the automatic creation and edition of some text files, which control the 
structure of the guide. When a change is made, the tool automatically updates the corresponding files. These 
files are in charge of the operation of the guide and include information about the decisions taken by the 
designer in aspects such as the structure of the guide, the languages offered or the multimedia information 
displayed at each moment. 

It must be mentioned that the file in charge of the hierarchical structure of the guide uses a similar 
paradigm to XML files, although XML has not been used due to the restrictions of the mobile environment. 
Each node of the guide begins and ends with a special character, and has an associated text file where all 
the related information is specified.  

All the resources and configuration files required are stored in a specific folder. In addition, the 
authoring tool includes a further folder to store the Java classes for the proper execution of the client. The 
required files and folders are included automatically in a .jar file that can be copied and installed on the 
mobile device.  
 
Multimedia multilingual guides for the mobile client 

MUGI3D combines 2D maps, representing the location of the user, with the possibility of directly 
interacting with the guide in order to select certain Points of Interest (PoI) that are highlighted. Therefore, it is 
only necessary to select the PoI and a complementary screen including multimedia contents (text, pictures, 
videos and 3D objects) is rendered on the mobile device. 

Tourists are usually interested in buildings, monuments and PoIs in their surrounding area, while the 
information of other elements could be interesting in a further phase. MUGI3D simplifies accessing and 
retrieving information about the closest PoI, filtering the contents on the basis of the location data provided 
by GPS techniques. However, these guides are also ready to be supported by mobile devices without 
location sensing capabilities.  

In the following subsections, several aspects about the mobile client are more deeply analyzed, such 
as the development platform and a brief description of the implementation of the guide. 
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Java ME platform 
 
The main reason for using the Java language for the mobile client is its portability. Applications 

developed in Java can run on nearly any type of device and operating system, as long as they have a "virtual 
machine". A virtual machine is the program that interprets the bytecode generated. The very small 
computational and graphics capabilities of mobile devices such as cell phones or PDAs have forced the use 
of a subset of Java, called Java Micro Edition (ME). Java ME reshapes the main Java libraries to adapt to an 
environment with limited memory capacity, low processing speed and small screens. 

In order to achieve reusability, Java ME (formerly known as J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) and available 
under the terms of GNU General Public License (GPL)) has been selected as the development and 
implementation platform of MUGI3D. To be able to run J2ME applications, the mobile device must have a 
Java virtual machine installed. J2ME applications supporting devices already incorporate the virtual machine 
as part of the basic software, called Kilobyte Virtual Machine (KVM) because of its small size.  

Another reason for choosing Java as the development platform is the fact that thre is a wide variety of 
phones that offer a KVM. This is a very important advantage, as the mobile phone is the most universal 
device, thus being able to offer the service to a larger number of users. 

 
CLDC configuration 
 
A J2ME configuration defines the minimum set of Java libraries that a Java runtime environment has to 

support. There are various configurations, each of them being focused on a family of devices with similar 
capabilities A J2ME configuration includes three main elements: a Java virtual machine to execute Java 
bytecode; native code to interface to the underlying system and a set of core Java runtime classes. 

Currently, there are two configurations defined for mobile devices: the Connected Device Configuration 
(CDC) configuration, which is suited to the needs of more powerful devices; and the Connected Limited 
Device Configuration (CLDC) configuration, for devices with strict limitations as memory, processing power, 
battery consumption and connectivity to the network. MUGI 3D has been implemented for the CLDC 
configuration, so that it can run on mobile phones. 

 
Implementation of the guide 
 
As it has been mentioned before, the multimedia tourist guide follows a “tree-like” structure, so that 

each of the branches may contain new branches or a leaf type object, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: “Tree-like” structure of the guide. 

 
Each of the objects in the diagram represents a page that is displayed on the mobile device. Pages 

can be of various types displaying different types of contents. Before displaying these pages, the guide starts 
with an overall presentation, which includes the logos of the companies or entities involved. Afterwards, the 
user can select among the languages in which the multimedia tourist guide is provided (Spanish, Basque, 
English, French and German). The number of languages available is a decision of the creator of the guide. 
Once one of the languages has been selected, the introduction displays a sequence of images that could be 
synchronized with recorded voices or music.  

Once the introduction is over, the guide shows a list with the names of the main pages of the “tree-like” 
structure, previously created with the authoring tool. Beyond this point, the hierarchy of each guide will be 
different depending on the structure of the guide. The user has the ability to navigate through the structure, 
moving up and down on the hierarchy of the guide. Each PoI has an associated file which contains the 
names of the multimedia resources associated and the type of the PoI. This type determines the 
presentation of the content on the client device. 
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3D graphics on mobile clients 

The visualization of 3D objects in mobile devices is still at an early stage due to their computational 
restrictions. Some works undertake the view of 3Dgraphics on mobile devices making the rendering 
remotely. The biggest drawback of these solutions is the need of a wireless network, as they can not be 
configured for each possible environment.  

As 3D objects have a high demand of computational resources, inserting them directly on the 
application could degrade the performance of the application. Thus, 3D objects are only loaded when the 
user wants to interact with them. Rendering small 3D scenes on conventional mobile devices is possible due 
to the availability of the necessary APIs. These widespread APIs allow reaching a great number of potential 
users without modifying the application.  

The graphics engine used in the Java ME platform is based on the API called Mobile 3D Graphics 
(M3G). This standard has been adopted by all major handset manufacturers worldwide to provide great 
gaming and 3D experiences to users. M3G is an optional API for 3D graphics supporting under the JSR 184 
specification, which defines a set of interfaces for high and low level rendering of 3D interactive graphics on 
devices with limited capabilities. JSR 184 is the first specific standard for 3D graphics on mobile devices. 
Although the API is used as an optional package to be used with MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) 
and the 1.1 version of CLDC, most of the devices of middle and high class support it. In addition to the API 
itself, a file format (. m3g) is defined for the storage and transfer of 3D content (meshes, textures, hierarchy 
scenes ....). The standard JSR-184 can handle large amounts of data (models, lights, camera, textures, 
animations…) to be easily loaded into the application. 

3D graphics have been generated using 3D Studio Max, which is one of the most widely used 
programs for creating graphics and 3D animation. In order to obtain the .m3g format, a plug-in for 3D Studio 
Max, called M3G Exporter, has been used. 

 
Results 
 
It must be mentioned that the only available results are related to the creation of the multimedia 

multilingual mobile guides with the authoring tool and the download into the mobile devices. No tests with 
real tourists have been conducted by now. 

Several mobile guides have been created using the authoring tool, including multimedia resources of 
different types (audio, video, 3D objects, pictures). These guides have been first tested and debugged with 
mobile emulators available for PCs. On a second step, the guides have been installed on different real 
mobile devices. Even devices that are not able to visualize 3D graphics due to their lack of the necessary 
JSR 184 packag, have been able to execute the guides. Supporting of the MIDP 2.0 profile is the only 
requirement that has to be met to execute the guide. As this profile is supported by a large number of 
devices, this is not a severe limitation. 

The application has also been tested on devices with bigger capabilities, as last generation PDAs. 
Although these devices have a different virtual machine, included with Windows Mobile 6, they are able to 
execute the guide. The list of devices used during the tests include the following ones: Nokia 6280, Nokia 
N95, Htc Advantage 7500, O2 Flame, Sony Ericsoon 123, and Motorola v360. 
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Conclusions 
 
Mobile tourist guides are increasingly useful once the tourist is in the destination. They are capable of 

providing huge amount of information about the location. Providing this information is a task that must be 
conducted by DMO simplifies the creation, management and presentation of useful multimedia information in 
a user-friendly and attractive way. In order to achieve this goal, an authoring tool for non-expert users has 
been implemented, allowing them to create multilingual mobile guides with different structures and type of 
contents 

The implementation of the guide and the creation and design of the content have been decoupled. The 
guide is created through an authoring tool. This tool has an intuitive interface and does not require previous 
advanced computer knowledge. Any professional lacking programming skills could create and advanced 
multilingual multimedia guide. The guide for the mobile devices is based on Java ME in order to achieve the 
greatest possible portability. Since the vast majority of mobile phones and PDAs are J2ME-enables devices, 
the number of potential users is enormous. 

The presented framework allows quickly and easily creation of multilingual multimedia mobile guides, 
including the ability to display 3D graphics which provide an added value to the user. Computational 
limitations of current mobile devices do not allow the inclusion of 3D graphics as realistic as the ones 
available for desktop computers. A tradeoff between performance and quality of the graphics has to be made 
to not decrease the usability of the final application. 
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Introduction 
 
Executives of many professional and trade associations are increasingly troubled by what they perceive to 
be a reluctance on the part of those belonging to Generation Y (defined as individuals born in the late 1970s 
/ early 1980s) to (a) join associations and (b) attend their associations’ conferences. Given the fact that most 
associations depend on recruitment and conference attendance for the major part of their funding, this 
appears to be a genuine cause for concern. In addition, the conference sector is a key element of the 
business tourism industry operating in most destinations, and association conferences are the largest and 
most profitable of all events within the conference sector itself. Accordingly, if members of Generation Y, as 
the most recent cohort of young people to enter professional life, continue to show little interest in attending 
conferences, there will be negative consequences for the conference industry as a whole, as well as the 
destinations, venues and other suppliers serving that industry. Conference organizers, conference 
destinations and conference venues must therefore learn how to compete more successfully in order to 
attract Generation Y delegates to association events. 
 
Aims 
 
Our paper investigates the attitudes of Generation Y towards conferences and conference attendance, in 
order to gain a better understanding of how business tourism destinations and suppliers can compete more 
successfully in order to make conferences more appealing to people in this age group. 
 
Methodology 
 
Secondary research in the form of a literature review was followed by primary research, which yielded a 
series of recommendations on how conference attendance by Generation Y members of professional and 
trade associations may be increased.  
 
The secondary research involved a review of the general literature on the particular behaviour and 
characteristics of Generation Y in the workplace; a review of the literature pertaining to Generation Y 
participation in associative life; and a review of the literature on Generation Y’s attitudes towards conference 
attendance. 
 
The main instrument employed in the primary research was an on-line questionnaire which was completed 
by Generation Y members of professional and trade associations in three major EU economies: France, 
Germany, UK. The questionnaire yielded information on: 
 

• The subjects’ history of conference attendance  
• Their strategies for keeping up-to-date with developments in their profession/trade 
• Their attitudes towards face-to-face networking 
• Their attitudes towards how technology is used in relation to conferences  
• Their attitudes towards different types of destinations and venues 
• Their attitudes towards how conference programmes are designed. 

 
This data was complemented by a series of structured interviews with association conference planners, in 
which they were asked about their own experiences of working with delegates in the Generation Y age group. 
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Findings 
 
Our findings confirmed that members of Generation Y do need to be convinced of the value of joining 
associations and attending face-to-face conferences. Technology may provide the key to persuading them to 
attend association conferences. They have a sophisticated understanding of technology and expect it to be 
well utilised 
 
Organisers should provide online tools to help potential delegates learn about the details of the conference 
and interact with other members in advance of the actual event. Destinations should similarly make better 
use of the internet to promote themselves to this market segment. Generation Y, when they do attend 
conferences, expect to experience the destination more fully. 
 
Organisers should deliver events with plenty of options. Generation Y want the flexibility to be able to opt in 
and opt out of presentations; delegates in this age group want the opportunity to learn from each other, as 
well as from speakers; and they want more influence over the actual content and design of the conferences 
they attend. 
 
Finally, members of Generation Y are less confident than their parents’ generation, in matters pertaining to 
face-to-face networking at conferences. They need training in this activity and a more structured approach to 
the networking elements of conferences. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

During the past few years, research efforts in the tourism marketing literature have been trying to keep 
pace with the rapid changes taking place in the global tourism market (e.g. Greenley and Matcham, 1986; 
Leisen et al., 2002; Bigné et al, 2005). Although, the implementation of the marketing concept in the tourism 
sector (Sargeant and Mohamad, 1999; Agarwal et al., 2003) would aid firms to define their particular 
competitive advantage, better serve their customers and achieve higher business performance, it has not yet 
received considerable attention. In the proposed study, it is alleged that that marketing efforts should be 
addressed both externally (customers) and internally (employees). In this vein, the theoretical proposition of 
the co-alignment of external market orientation and internal market orientation in a “balanced orientation” 
might be considered as a first attempt to integrate principal concepts of marketing literature in the tourism 
field.  
 
Key Words: tourism marketing, market orientation, internal marketing, hospitality industry, organizational 
performance 
 
 
RESEARCH SCOPE AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

The present doctoral research is based on an integrated, triangular conceptualization of firm’s external 
market orientation (MO), internal market orientation (IMO) and organizational performance (OP) in the 
service sector, so as to provide additional theoretical and practical value to the nebulous issue of a 
symmetric orientation linked with OP. Building on previous studies, it extends their results to the tourism 
sector, especially to the hospitality research field, aiming to incorporate the view of three different levels 
(management, personnel and customers), in a research context. The core notions of the research in 
progress are: 1) MO, 2) IMO, 3) OP and how they relate to each other. In general, it is suggested that 
marketing-like activities and practices can be viewed either internally or externally. Both of them support 
marketing philosophy which has an overall external focus towards customer needs’ satisfaction. As a result, 
marketing philosophy rests on two main pillars: MO and IMO, which both impact on OP. Company 
performance, in turn, is further analyzed into two closely interrelated aspects: internal and external 
performance. As shown briefly in fig.1 (appendix), three relations are of interest according to the proposed 
approach: a) MO measurement and examination of its linkage with OP, b) IMO assessment and its 
relationship with OP and c) evaluation of the MO-IMO interrelationship.  

The need for such an approach in the service industry appears to be salient, on the grounds that 
tourism market environment changes rapidly. In such a fiercely competitive environment, customers’ 
satisfaction may be considered as crucial as employees’ satisfaction for the companies to deliver excellent 
services and to attain higher levels of performance (Sasser and Arbeit, 1976). Focusing on the hotel sector, 
considerable employee-customer interaction formulates service delivery and final success (Hartline and 
Ferrell, 1996). Taking all these into account, the present research aims to incorporate the view of three 
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different levels (management, personnel and customers), adopting a multi-source perspective in the 
research context of single-service providers (micro-level), in the hospitality industry. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

 According to a content analysis review of hospitality marketing research (Phillips et al., 2001), 
particular aspects of tourism marketing have been under-researched. It is also observed a lack of 
documented examples of internal marketing strategies, implemented into the tourism industry, emphasizing 
on the organization-customer interface e.g. Scandinavian Airline System (Carlzon, 1987). After all, to the 
best of our knowledge, services marketing literature lacks a combined analysis of internal marketing 
perspective, external marketing perspective and OP. 

 Defining the construct of OP, it would be useful to make a distinction between two categories: i) 
internal aspects of performance and ii) external ones. Internal aspects are non-financial measures and 
include: organizational commitment, job satisfaction and internal service quality. External aspects comprise 
both financial measures, e.g. gross operating profit, market share and hotel occupancy rates, and non-
financial measures, which refer to: external service quality and customer satisfaction.  

 The proposed model is depicted in fig.2 (appendix). More precise relationships between the 
components of the notions discussed and the constructs to be measured are described in more detail in fig.3 
(appendix). Based on the research scope and following the existing research stream, the research objectives 
are briefly discussed below. 

 
External market orientation (MO) and organizational performance (OP) 
 

One of the first attempts to capture the notion of MO was made by Shapiro (1988). In the early 1990’s, 
the academic world witnessed the operationalization of marketing concept, through MO construct 
development (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990; Kohli et al. 1993), which lead to the 
creation of new relative scales (Ruekert, 1992; Cadogan and Diamantopoulos, 1995; Deshpandé and Farley, 
1998) and further meta-analyses (Rodriguez Cano et al. 2004; Shoham et al. 2005). Moreover, a number of 
studies were conducted in the hospitality sector to examine the MO-performance relation (Sargeant and 
Mohamad, 1999; Agarwal et al., 2003). Nonetheless, the linkages between MO, customer value and financial 
performance are largely considered a “black box” (McNaughton et al. 2001). Similarly, customer-financial 
accountability connection (Tornow and Wiley, 1991; Moorman and Rust, 1999) requires deeper investigation, 
whereas MO-customer satisfaction linkage has not yet received much attention (Krepapa et al. 2003; Bigné 
et al. 2005). On these grounds, the research focuses on the MO assessment and its direct linkage with OP 
and it also examines the MO impact on customer-perceived service quality (external service quality), 
customer satisfaction and external financial performance, with all possible mediations (fig.3) 

 
Internal market orientation (IMO) and organizational performance (OP) 
 

 Apart from MO, various forms of orientation (Avlonitis and Gounaris, 1997; 1999) and new 
perspectives were unveiled (Greenley and Foxall, 1998), against a myopic focus on organization (Noble et 
al. 2002). Accordingly, within the relationship marketing paradigm (Grönroos, 1983), the importance of 
employees in fulfilling the objectives of the marketing strategy has received considerable attention (Hooley et 
al. 2005). Berry (1981) and Gummesson (1987) were among the first researchers who gave the employees 
the attribute of “internal customers”, showing the significance of the satisfaction of employees’ needs. In the 
meantime, the research focus on IM continued to grow (Grönroos, 1981; George and Grönroos, 1989; 
George, 1990). It was not until the early 1990’s, that emphasis has started to be given to the potential 
linkages between IM and other variables, including both external and internal performance aspects. For 
instance, in an effort to discern IM-OP relation, IM literature has highlighted the IM-job satisfaction linkage, 
where organizational commitment may be considered an intervening variable (Ahmed et al. 2003), despite 
the long debate over the causality of job satisfaction-organizational commitment relationship (Brown and 
Peterson, 1993). Consecutively, the close correlation between IM and internal performance measures can be 
assessed elaborating on the relationship between job satisfaction and other OP variables, such as customer 
satisfaction (Sasser and Arbeit, 1976; Heskett et al. 1994; Day, 1998) and customer-perceived service 
quality (Grönroos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1985, 1994; Hartline and Ferrell, 1996). Looking into the last 
potential relation, external service quality may also be indirectly influenced by IM implementation, through 
internal service quality construct (Reynoso and Moores, 1995; Edvardsson et al. 1997; Kang et al. 2002). 
After previous work on IM implementation having been done (Ahmed and Rafiq, 1995), the first efforts 
commenced for the shift of literature from simple IM concept study towards IMO notion (Foreman and 
Money, 1995; Caruana and Calleya, 1998; Lings, 2004; Gounaris, 2005). Providing that internal market 
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issues are generally under-researched in the service industry, the degree of IMO is the first to be assessed. 
Closer examination in IMO’s direct and indirect connections with internal performance measures 
(organizational commitment, job satisfaction, internal service quality) and its indirect linkage with external 
performance instruments (external service quality, customer satisfaction and financial measures) will follow, 
concluding with the exploration of all possible interrelationships between internal and external  performance 
aspects (fig. 3). 

 
External market orientation (MO) and internal market orientation (IMO) 
 

 Despite the growing interest in IM issues, the connection between internal and external market has not 
been empirically supported (Conduit and Mavondo, 2001). Balancing the internal and external focus of the 
organisation is also mentioned as a crucial issue, while Grönroos (1995) refers to marketing in terms of 
relationships (Grönroos, 1995, as cited in Lings, 1999). In this vein, the co-alignment of IMO and MO in a 
“balanced orientation” (Piercy, 1995) is necessary for the company to satisfy internal and external customers’ 
needs (Lings and Greenley, 2005). This study conceptualizes these concepts as complementary rather than 
substitutes, in a relationship where IM precedes external marketing (Kotler, 2000; Grönroos, 2007). 
Accordingly, IMO might directly affect MO. Besides, IMO effect on internal environment has been currently 
recognized as significant research area (Gounaris, 2006). Internal environment components have also been 
put forward in analyses as antecedents of MO construct (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). As a result, possible 
indirect impact of IMO on MO will be evaluated through the mediation of internal environment. For that 
reason, internal environment components (formalization, participation and empowerment) will be further 
assessed. Exploration of internal environment influences on internal aspects of performance would be of 
high value, extending previous work done in examining potential inter-linkages (Oliver and Anderson, 1994; 
Ugboro and Obeng, 2000; Soonhee, 2002). Finally, because cultural perspective is prevalent in MO studies 
(Deshpandé et al. 1993; Homburg and Pflesser, 2000; Leisen et al. 2002) and in IM literature (Grönroos, 
1989; Locander et al. 2002), a closer look at the linkage between culture and the two orientations would be 
particularly interesting. It is then expected that culture will be antecedent to the degree of MO and IMO 
adoption and it will exert influence on internal environment. 
 
PREFERRED METHODOLOGY 
 

 This work-in-progress sets hotel organisation as unit of analysis.  More precisely, the purpose of the 
research design is to gather data from large hotels (with more than 100 employees, operating at Greek 
tourism destinations with intense inbound and outbound tourism activity), pooled from respective 
associations’ official lists.  

Given that it is important to gather information from the most informed and best positioned (Harris, 
2002), initial contact will be made with a high-ranking manager/director, responsible for marketing activities 
and/or personnel functions. He/she will be asked to distribute an appropriate questionnaire to his/her 
corresponding subordinates, belonging either to front-line or to back-office staff. Self-completed 
questionnaires will also be given to guests during checkout. Due to the nature of the data needed to be 
collected (various and detailed) and the multi-source perspective, a combination of data collection methods 
will be used: a) personal interview method for hotel managers and b) self-administered interviewing for 
employees and customers. Group A (managers) will be asked about MO, IMO, culture and external 
performance, Group B (customer-contact and support staff) about internal environment, internal service 
quality, organizational commitment and job satisfaction and, finally, group C (customers) will be asked about 
external service quality and customer satisfaction. For the purposes of the study, already validated and 
widely accepted scales will be used for the measurement of the relevant constructs (e.g. Allen & Meyer, 
1990; Brown et al., 1993; Deshpandé et al., 1993; Kohli et al., 1993; Hartline and Ferrell, 1996; Kang et al., 
2002; Lings and Greenley, 2005; Gounaris, 2006), refined and adjusted in the Greek tourism context, in 
three structured questionnaires, currently under construction.  

Interactions among constructs will be investigated through multivariate analysis, using SPSS. The 
causal links among the surveyed constructs will be assessed with the aid of structural equation modelling. In 
addition, the use of multilevel analysis will contribute to the investigation of the linkages among variables at 
different levels, due to the hierarchical nature of IMO, MO constructs (assessments at individual 
employee/customer level and at supervisor/management level, respectively). To the best of our knowledge, 
no other study has been applied to the research field of market orientation, in three distinct levels, in order to 
examine their possible interrelationships, following the multilevel theory. Adopting a multilevel-multisource 
perspective, the preferred analysis will examine within group differences (e.g. employees in the same unit) 
and differences between groups of people (e.g. managed by different supervisors). This methodological 
approach is considered a fruitful way to diminish common source bias. As a result, the hierarchical multilevel 
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perspective, together with the multivariate data analysis, may help us better understand the consequences of 
the marketing implementation, both internally and externally. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS AND ANTICIPATED CONTRIBUTION 
  

The contribution of this research lies on the attempt to integrate the concepts of internal and external 
orientation. Despite any limitations, it is hoped that this study will provide fruitful evidence from simultaneous 
investigation of three different concepts in a triangular conceptualisation. Multiple constructs will be 
measured by various groups, following three-level analysis in a research conducted in the tourism sector, 
thus, closing a gap in the services marketing literature (multisource approach). In this way, the combined 
model will be empirically tested, leading the way for the empirical examination of similar combined models, 
which merge separate tourism marketing constructs into an integrative concept.  

Giving particular emphasis on the human factor, the study can possibly offer useful results to highlight 
the importance of all the three groups, regarding their potential influence on hotel performance. Specific 
aspects of business performance will also be highlighted so that the distinction between financial and non-
financial measures can be understood in more depth. Thus, it is anticipated that the present research will 
produce concrete knowledge for academics, concerning the concept of “balanced orientation” and its 
implications for the marketing discipline. Finally, it is believed that it will unveil useful guidelines for hospitality 
management, giving illustrative insights into the ways that both management and employees can work to 
cater customers’ needs and attain more positive results.  

Hopefully, this research effort will offer new stimuli for later studies to follow, pertaining to the critical 
issue of the possible linkages between internal orientation, external orientation and organizational 
performance, in a holistic, symmetric orientation.  
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Abstract  
 
Yield management in hotels has been described as a method of profitably managing fixed room capacity.  A 
critical element of yield management is the decision strategy employed, as this determines the degree to 
which optimum financial solutions are generated.  Recent research has indicated that the use of technology 
assisted decision optimising models, specifically the management science model of decision making, would 
greatly improve decision optimisation, by minimising the need to employ guesswork in achieving financial 
goals.   
 
However, despite this assurance, yield management remains couched in uncertainty through being 
inextricably associated with forecasting future demand for a perishable product in an increasingly volatile and 
competitive environment.  The consequential pressures on decision-makers have afforded the opportunity for 
human idiosyncrasies to play a significant role in the decision-making process.  The primary objective of this 
paper is, therefore, to gain an insight into how decisions are constructed in the yield management 
environment of Dublin hotels.   
 
The study reviews current literature on management science as a decision-making option. It also assesses 
heuristics and biases associated with decision-making, and their influence on rational decision protocol.   
 
The methodology employed phenomenological and hermeneutical techniques, with discourse analysis, in 
accessing and analysing data. 
 
The research findings reveal that within Dublin hotels, the management science model of decision-making 
has been sidelined in favour of decision strategies, wherein “human intervention” plays a more significant 
role.  The findings also suggest that this “human intervention” has subconsciously facilitated an environment 
for decision-makers to fall into psychological traps, with the potential to make systematically biased errors, 
through satisfaction  of ego needs and rationalising the irrational. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Yield management, in the hotel industry, is defined as a method of profitably managing fixed room capacity 
(Lieberman, 2003), involving “an integrated, continuous and systematic approach to maximising revenue” 
(Jauncey, Mitchell, and Slammet, 1995).   This approach fundamentally requires hotels to make decisions on 
the number of rooms that should be allocated at differentially prescribed rates to segmented markets, within 
an ever narrowing time frame (Kimes and Chase, 1998; Kimes, 1989).   
However, this decision process is neither clinical nor simple.  Intensive growth in business competition, acute 
price sensitivity of customers and increasing pressure from shareholders has intensified the need for 
hoteliers to maximise revenue.  These factors, when coupled with increasing time and data overload 
pressures on managers, have resulted in high levels of decision uncertainty, wherein computerised yield 
management systems are often promoted as a rational solution to the problem of maximising revenue 
generation, in an increasingly hostile marketplace (Upchurch, Ellis and Seo, 2002; Johns, 2000).   
In order to achieve revenue maximisation, hotels often need to strike a fine balance between being 
competitive, through cost reduction, and satisfying shareholder utility, through maximising revenue. This 
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balance, according to Cross (1997), is achievable through the application of disciplined tactics that predict 
consumer behaviour at the micro market level.   
However, although the above apparent complex mix of decision variables often appears “manageable”, it can 
promote a fear of, or an inability to examine all possible alternatives.  This in turn, may drive the decision 
maker into psychological traps, characterised by the “comfort zone” of familiar patterns of recognition 
(Shefrin, 2007; McKenna and Martin-Smith, 2005; Bazerman, 2004; Slovic, Finnucane, Peters and 
MacGregor, 2002; Klein, Orasnu, Calderwood and Zsambok, 1993).   
 
Within the hotel industry, dynamic combinations of price and room availability continuously alter the yield 
management decision environment, making the optimum solution a moving target for the decision maker.  
Therefore, from a decision-making perspective, the seamless updating of room price and room availability is 
critical in minimising the risk of selling rooms at a sub-optimised rate (Sanchez and Satir 2005; Upchurch et 
al 2002; Johns, 2000; Kimes, 1997).  This would suggest that the complex mix of variables should invite the 
assistance of a rational based solution to the decision problem.  Indeed, research argues that mathematical 
models of decision-making will help take the guesswork out of the room management decision process by 
statistically improving the capability of delivering optimum revenue generating solutions (Sanchez and Satir, 
2005; Lieberman, 2003; Kimes, 1997; Orkin, 1988;).   
However, despite the assurances offered by unemotional decision processes, the diffuse yield management 
decision environment is complicated by human factors associated with the seductive influences of heuristics 
and biases.  Helliar, Power and Sinclair (2005); in agreeing with Herbig, Milewicz and Golden (1993), argue 
that pressures associated with forecasting may lead to practitioners becoming vulnerable to subjective 
biases and fears that negatively impact on the accuracy of the forecast, and suggest that Baysean 
assignment of judgement probabilities should be utilised to eliminate that pressure. 
 
Specific human idiosyncrasies that influence decision behaviour within the yield management process are 
outlined by Yeoman and Ingold (2000).   Examples of these idiosyncrasies include; ethical concerns about 
overbooking (concern for the customer outweighing a requirement for profit maximisation), pressure to 
achieve budgeted targets, and personal pressures associated with performance-linked incentive payments.  
This appears to suggest that while the internet has become a preferred booking conduit for many travellers, it 
may be perceived as a poisoned chalice for the incentivised decision-maker.  Indeed, despite recent 
research suggesting that transferring a substantial amount of room booking activity to the internet will 
guarantee significant competitive advantage and generate higher revenues (Marmorstein, Rossomme, and 
Sarel, 2003; Noone and Andrews, 1999), the majority of hotels have not attempted to sophisticate their yield 
management techniques.  Instead they have resorted to indiscriminate price structuring, based on simplistic 
timing rules that avoid communication and data analysis.   This reluctance to embrace internet technology 
has been identified by Yeoman and Ingold (2000), who hypothesize that many hotels still input information 
based on historical demand associated with particular customer market segments, attributable to specific 
times of the year, rather than using a dynamic pricing strategy, such as that offered by a computerised yield 
management system.   
 
Other human idiosyncrasies, namely, the avoidance of internal conflict, through the individual’s need to 
satisfy the group decision goal and career promotion issues, may also influence decision behaviour.  
Additionally, a greater weighting being given to qualitative thinking over quantitative thinking may impact on 
the eventual decision outcome, through the promotion of solutions that are made to appear “acceptable” via 
practitioner value biases and delusions of success (Shefrin 2007; Helliar, Power and Sinclair, 2005; Sloman, 
2002; Tversky, Sattath and Slovic, 1988).   
 
So, where the option exists to use cold logic in formulating the yield management decision, or to follow 
heuristical pathways, which one wins?  In the process of decision-making, a tension can exist between 
immediate intuition and a more measured rational belief.  This tension is often exemplified by an evaluative 
or non evaluative comparison between emotion laden heuristics on the one hand, and a coherent justifiable 
set of data or beliefs on the other.  Within this tension, decision-makers can be torn between decisions that 
they personally resonate towards (associative thinking), and decisions that they find analytically more 
accurate (rule based thinking).  Sloman (2002) argues that parallel processing of information through diffuse 
associative links (intuitive bias, regulated by associonistic or unconscious forces), where appropriate 
information is rejected or ignored, often conflicts with deliberate and sequential manipulation of internal 
representations, through a rule governed system (conscious computer logic), thus making decisions more 
difficult for the decision maker.   
Zajonc and Markus (1982) conclude that in situations that involve uncertainty or ambiguity, one information 
format normally attains a higher value leading it to carry a greater weighting in many judgement tasks.  This 
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heuristical factor may have significant relevance in hotel yield management, where decisions are often based 
on numerical projections and forecasts, thus creating the possibility that decision makers may give a greater 
weighting or trust to specific data in order to justify their decision, or become blinded by the “halo effect” of 
leadership and past successes or failures when it comes to team support for particular decisions.   
Conversely, rule based systems (if-then scenarios) create a large set of propositions in which rule based 
language is encoded into a signifier and signified model of operation that gives decision-making a logical 
structure.  Here, the “correct” application of the rules is determined by the relations among symbols, rather 
than through any meaning that we attribute to the symbols (Sloman, 2002).   
 
Evans and Over (1996) suggest that these two systems of thinking are driven by different forms of rationality.  
Associative behaviour is concerned with the achievement of one’s goals, whereas rule-based behaviour 
connects with ensuring that one’s conclusions are sanctioned by a normative theory.  Sloman (2002) argues 
that when a response is produced by an associative system, we are conscious only of the result of the 
computation and not the process, (indicating the presence of unconscious or automatic behaviour), whereas 
we are aware of both the result and the process in a rule-based computation (Sloman 2002).  Sloman 
proposes that in situations where computer data gives an alternative and more justifiable solution to an initial 
intuitive feeling, individuals may chose to reject the computer solution because they are fed up with being 
dictated to (rule aversion behaviour). 
 
The conundrum, therefore, faced by hotels is how to maximise revenue while at the same time offering a 
product, which is competitively priced and satisfies price-sensitive customers.  If, as suggested, revenue 
maximisation is a key success factor for a hotel, it would appear that optimised revenue management 
decisions, capable of being made in a rational-normative way by the use of technology assisted rule-based 
systems, would accentuate this requirement.  However, in contrasting the power of decisions that are 
intuitively compelling against those that are probabilistically correct, Tversky and Kahnemen’s Conjunction 
Fallacy Theory (1983) argues strongly that judgment related to “similarity” and “representitiveness” is 
stronger than logical argument, strongly linking it with the compulsive behaviour argument proposed by 
Arnaud (2002), and the Inclusion Fallacy Theory proposed by Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, Lopez and Shafir 
(1990), which propose that compelling logical arguments often fail to erase an even more compelling 
intuition.   
 
 
The Management Science Model of Decision Making 
 
The management science model of decision-making is closely aligned with the rational/normative model of 
decision-making and incorporates the additional capability of speedily and accurately solving problems that 
have too many explicit variables for human processing (Burgess and Bryant, 2001; Rosenfeld and Wilson, 
1999; Kimes, 1989).  As yield management is predicated on large volumes of programmed decisions taken 
in an environment of temporal uncertainty, and is further complicated by attempts to correlate price setting, 
room capacity management and market segmentation, (Yeoman and Ingold, 2000), the management 
science decision model may offer the perfect solution to revenue optimisation. 
 
As the inherent mathematical algorithm in the management science model may contain many variables, 
each one relevant in some way to the ultimate outcome, this process is viewed by Rosenfeld and Wilson 
(1999), as encoding arguments and rationalisations in a very precise and predictable form, usually through a 
set of sequential decision steps.  This suggests that the management science decision model, in utilising 
statistical analysis from multiple relevant data reports, will either make the decision (a dynamic model), or 
alternatively offer the best option for selection by the decision maker (a semi-static decision support model).   
 
Ongoing advances in computing capabilities have further extended the potential capabilities of the 
management science toolkit (Bohan and Dillane, 2001; Burgess and Bryant; 2001; Clark and Scott, 1999), 
by minimising the risk involved in successfully forecasting “probability”.  The real value of the management 
science model, therefore, lies in its ability to extract decision pathways from a maze of uncertainty that is 
increasingly being attributed to information overload, while facilitating objective, cost-benefit analysis of 
suggested options.  This suggests that the availability of user friendly technology should have propelled 
decision-making from an intuitive model, with a greater emphasis on human intervention (Gore 1995), to a 
more rational model that improves decision making effectiveness through the elimination of guesswork 
(Marakas 2003).   
In advancing the case for management science solutions to problems of forecasting, Wright (2000) illustrates 
how quickly scenarios can change, evidenced by the growing requirement for customer relationship 
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management.  Here, the pull coming from ever demanding and proactive customers, and the push from 
increasingly sophisticated technology coupled with increasing globalisation, make predictable futures more 
and more unlikely, thus forcing organisations to gather and process increasing amounts of customer data 
within narrower market segments.   
 
Moreover, while accurate forecasting enhances an organisation’s performance, inaccurate forecasting can 
seriously debilitate an organisation wherein practitioner bias may become a factor impacting negatively on 
the accuracy of forecasts (Shefrin, 2007; Sanchez and Satir, 2005; Herbig et al, 1993).  Here, it is argued, 
that the use of management science techniques that include scenario analysis, and the interpretation and 
assignment of judgement probabilities, would constitute an effective tool in counterbalancing the negative 
effects of bias and elaborate rationalisations that are often embedded in forecasting.  In supporting this 
viewpoint, Wisniewski (1997) proposes that information overload, caused by a combination of the increasing 
pace of competition and continual improvements in telecommunications, strains the information capacity of 
managers, and ultimately diminishes their ability to assess, analyse or react to problems or opportunities.   
 
Applications of technology assisted decision evolution are common in research literature.  Lewis and 
Shoemaker (1997) suggest that technology systems have addressed the issue of consumer price sensitivity, 
thus removing the uncertainty of gut feeling or trial and error from the decision process.  While modern 
software packages greatly improve capacity management decisions through negating the tendency to 
disregard information which may be critical to the decision-making process (Orkin 1998).   
However, research also illustrates that there are potential downsides to the use of information technology as 
a decision-making tool.  Donaghy, McMahon-Beattie and McDowell (1997) suggest that the hospitality 
industry has been slow to adapt, citing the unavailability of integrated software and the requirement for 
“multiple technologies” as creating a bias against using technology.  In addition, the perception of a “loss of 
control” is identified by Carroll and Siguaw (2003) as militating against the acceptance of technology in the 
decision-making process.  The authors argue that the global shift to increased numbers of distribution 
channels, with their complex interconnectivities, can create the feeling of a loss of control on the part of the 
decision maker and that this in turn creates a mental block against utilising the technology in the decision 
process.   
 
An alternative view, argued by Davis and Olsen (1985), proposes that although structured programmable 
decisions can be completely automated, provided the requisite information to apply the decision rule is 
available, human review is generally considered necessary.  This decision mindset is supported by Colville 
and McCauley (1996), who posit the case for “ontological security”, (a need to “believe in the data”), in 
decisions relating to financial risk and uncertainty.  The above divergence of opinion immediately suggests a 
conflict between the desire to optimise decisions and the degree of trust in systems that can execute these 
decisions.   
Furthermore, Glazer (1992) argues strongly that the mere presence of additional information may have 
dysfunctional consequences, even where decision makers process the information correctly.  This “local 
rationality” phenomenon suggests that although decision makers may focus on “chunks of information” that 
assist in the delivery of a pattern recognised decision, the presence of “additional information” will have a 
seductive or distracting effect, leading managers to consider alternative decision-making components.  This 
practice ultimately results in poorer decisions if these additional components are not those most closely 
related to success.   
 
 
Heuristics and Biases 
 
Heuristics are generally defined as pattern recognitions or rules of thumb that become useful and effective 
when providing hard-pressed managers with simple ways of dealing with complex decisions (Tversky and 
Kahneman 1973, 1974).  However, despite their efficacy, a key drawback of their usage involves individuals 
being frequently unaware that they are dependent on them.   
This dependence links the perceived benefits of heuristic usage to the potentially destructive forces of bias, 
and may in turn result in decision makers making systematically biased errors, where human actions in 
serving egotistical ends enable rational choice to fall prey to an individualistic bias (Shefrin, 2007; Bazerman, 
2004; Wrong, 1994).   
 
Furthermore, an inability or unwillingness to learn from mistakes can seduce the decision maker into 
psychological traps.  This behavioural trait promotes repetitious behaviour by limiting the search for solutions 
and consolidates an already existing fear of moving away from the tangible, to the unknown (Nutt 2002).  
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What makes these traps so dangerous is their “invisibility.”  Within this “invisibility” behavioural catalysts 
force decision makers to take a defensive posture by collecting information that “justifies” the decision that 
they have already taken (McKenna and Martin-Smith, 2005; Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa 1999).  What 
makes Tversky and Kahneman’s (1973, 1974) theories significant and radical is that they apply human 
behaviour in the guise of heuristics and biases to judgement and decision-making under conditions of 
uncertainty.  Their work skilfully integrates the causal relationships between statistical prediction, subjective 
probability and both the positive and negative significance of rules of thumb in decision-making. 
 
In their seminal paper on Prospect Theory (1979), Kahneman and Tversky’s findings counter traditional 
assumptions of economic theory.  Their theory proposes that ordinary people make rational choices based 
on individual self-interest, evidenced when they frequently fail to fully analyse situations in which they must 
make complex judgements.  Thus, rather than economists making their decisions in a logical, unemotional 
manner, the authors found that decisions were often based on factors such as “fairness,” “vividness of past 
events,” how the problem was “numerically framed” or the individual’s “aversion to loss.”  These behavioural 
influences on the decision process have been more recently cited (Shefrin, 2007; Carberry and Garavan, 
2003; Colville and McAulay,1996), as factors relevant to the possible sub-optimisation of revenue generation. 
Judgemental heuristics have traditionally been classified under three main headings, namely, the availability 
heuristic, the anchoring and adjustment heuristic and the representativeness heuristic (Tversky and 
Kahneman, 1973, 1974).  More recent research into heuristics and biases (Rozin and Nemeroff, 2002; 
Sloman, 2002; Slovic, Finnucane, Peters and MacGregor, 2002), has focussed on the influence of “emotion,” 
“feelings” and “automaticity” on the decision process.   
 
The availability heuristic depicts the tendency to judge the likelihood of an occurrence on the basis of the 
extent to which other like instances or occurrences can be recalled (Shefrin, 2007; Bartol and Martin, 1998).  
As a result, decision makers when experiencing “difficulty” in extracting diagnostic information from the signs 
and signals attracting their attention, become prone to using information that is both vivid and readily 
available, while overlooking information that may be more diagnostic (Nutt, 2002).  Tversky and Kahneman 
(1973) propose that decision makers often assess the frequency, probability or likely causes of an event by 
the degree to which instances or occurrences of that event are already “available” in the memory.   
While this “vividness” can make the availability heuristic a valuable tool in yield management decision-
making, it can also be fallible, through being affected by factors unrelated to the objective frequency of the 
judged event, such as when the mind subconsciously blocks out undesired information which is “vivid” for all 
the wrong reasons (Hellier, Power and Sinclair, 2005; Bazerman, 2004; Plous, 1993).  Such salient factors, 
according to Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky (2001), suggest that personal experience of the success or 
failure of a decision is a significant element of the decision-making process.   
 
The anchoring and adjustment heuristic proposes that decision makers make assessments by starting from 
an initial value and subsequently adjusting this value to yield a final decision.  This can lead to decision 
makers being drawn to available information due to a combination of the “anchoring” of personal experience 
and selective perception of solutions (Hellier, Power and Sinclair, 2005; Bazerman, 2004; Plous, 1993).  
Here, a common anchor impacting on forecasters is the record of past events or trends, where according to 
Yeoman et al (2000), experienced yield managers when giving their opinions on a forecasting option, can 
construct consequential anchoring of the opinions of other members of the yield management team.  
Anchoring, therefore, may prejudice thinking in that it inhibits the making of objective revenue maximising 
decisions.  The anchoring trap permits this through an over reliance on one’s first thoughts, which 
subsequently establish the terms on which a decision will be made.   
 
The representativeness heuristic is associated with a tendency to be overly influenced by stereotypes in 
making judgements about the likelihood of occurrences (Shefrin, 2007; Bartol and Martin, 1998).  In this 
decision environment, making a judgement is based on initial “gut feelings or traits” that correspond with 
previously formed stereotypes.  Bazerman (2004) argues that judgemental deficiencies arise where 
individuals tend to rely on such strategies, in the absence of sufficient information, or when better information 
that would lead to more accurate decisions exists, but is ignored.   
However, the representativeness heuristic can alternatively lead to irrational behaviour.  The “status quo” 
trap suggests that decision makers display a strong bias towards alternatives that perpetuate the current 
situation (Hammond, Keeney and Raiffa, 1999).  The authors suggest that this pull of the status quo 
becomes even stronger when there are several alternatives, and that decision behaviour in such instances 
may be associated with subconscious impacts, including the search for the comfort zone of familiarity, 
resulting from information overload.   
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Representativeness, in the form of the “evidence trap,” also leads decision makers to seek out information 
that confirms their instinct or point of view, while avoiding information that contradicts it.  Hammond et al 
(1999) suggest that there are two fundamental psychological forces at work here.  Firstly, our tendency to 
decide what we want to do before we figure out why we want to do it, and secondly, our tendency to be more 
engaged by things we like than by things we dislike.  This leads the decision maker to be drawn to 
information that confirms their subconscious leanings (Slovic, Finnucane, Peters and MacGregor, 2002).   
 
The Influence of Emotion, Feelings and Automaticity 
 
More recent research into the relationships between heuristics and biases focus on the influence of emotion, 
feelings and automatacity on the decision-making process. Sympathetic Magical Theory (Rozin and 
Nemeroff 2002), involves a set of biases that place a significant emphasis on the individual’s own perception 
of what is real for them.  This decision bias fundamentally highlights the contrast between an initial reflexive 
evaluation, strongly associated with feelings, and a more considered rational assessment.  What is really 
interesting here, is that decision makers are either aware, or can be made aware, of the irrational aspects of 
these biases, but chose to ignore them.  Individuals, therefore, become prone to rationalising the irrational, 
through a conscious contradiction of empirical data.  This preference for the irrational state is guided and 
controlled by the power of feeling, in which their interaction with logical or rational reason is evidence of a 
conscious state being used to validate or rationalise a subconscious state.   
 
Similarly, the affect heuristic (Slovic et al 2002) suggests that “feelings” encapsulated in a sense of 
“goodness or “badness,” that equate with the positive or negative quality of a stimulus, can significantly drive 
judgement and decision-making, where avoidance of actions that feel harmful or negative is a very powerful 
influence on decision-making (Johnson, 2004).  In a similar context, Simon (1987) argues that the intuition of 
the emotion driven manager is very different from the intuition of the expert, the latter’s behaviour being the 
product of learning and experience, the former’s being more influenced by primitive urges.   
 
The affect heuristic also impacts on the perception of risk.  Alhakami and Slovic (1994) illustrate how risk and 
benefit are negatively correlated.  Their research suggests that if decision makers “like” a decision strategy, 
they are likely to judge the risks as being low and the benefits as being high.  However, if they “dislike” it, 
they tend to judge the opposite, (high risk and low benefit).  Within yield management, this would impact on 
the preference for human intervention in decision-making (low risk, high benefit), as against the use of 
technology in decision-making (high risk, lower benefit).  Agreement with this theory is found in Finnucane et 
al (2000), who demonstrate that where time pressure reduces the opportunity for analytic deliberation, the 
inverse relationship between perceived risks and benefits increased greatly.   
 
Within a team environment, emotional factors, such as the “framing” of the yield management problem and 
“misuse of analogy” may also contribute to the biasing of decisions.  Hotel yield managers are often 
vulnerable to a framing effect when their decisions are influenced by the manner in which the setting for the 
decision task is framed.  Indeed, making a comparison with the “known,” or forcefully indicating one’s prior 
experience of the problem, often helps to remove the ambiguity of choice in the minds of the decision team 
members creating a comforting calm in the process (Brindle 1999).   
However, despite this positive intent, endeavouring to deflect attention from the decision to be taken can 
cause the process to go astray when issues of problem framing through misuse of analogy shape matters.  
Brindle (1999) illustrates this well when describing how suggestions are sometimes categorised as being 
“like a previous idea that failed,” or “that definitely worked before.” This categorisation has a substantial 
influence on decision makers through associated emotional contexts.  These emotional contexts again 
correspond with the laws of sympathetic magic (Rozin et al 2002), and Lacan’s identification of language as 
being an unconscious signifier of intent (Arnaud 2002) 
 
Problem framing through misuse of analogy is closely linked with over-confidence in decision-making, 
typically where uncertainty is a critical component of the decision-making process.  Lovallo and Kahneman 
(2003) suggest that decision failure is best explained, not as a result of rational choices gone wrong, but 
more likely as a consequence of flawed decisions due to delusional optimism.   
To achieve a desired outcome, rationalisation of the decision choice is often achieved through the spinning 
of scenarios of success, while overlooking potential for mistakes and miscalculations.  This over-optimism is 
caused by the tendency of individuals to over-exaggerate their own talent, which is then amplified by a 
tendency to misperceive the cause of certain events, i.e. taking personal credit for successes while 
attributing negative outcomes to external factors (Shefrin 2007).  Indeed, where the pursuit of economic 
goals becomes an organisational aim in itself, organisational narrative and myth goes beyond being a sense 
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making tool, providing members instead with an emotional outlet, where fantasy prevails over reality and 
where spontaneous activity temporarily replaces regimentation (Gabriel 1991).   
 
So do yield management decision-makers gravitate towards technology based mathematical models, or do 
they fall prey to urges and comfort zones facilitated by heuristics and biases?  The growing justification for an 
unquestioned acceptance of the mathematical management science rational model of decision-making is 
finely counterbalanced by impeding factors that militate against its acceptance.  Accordingly, in a market 
environment imbued with uncertainty, where profit maximisation has become increasingly significant, it is 
interesting to speculate if hotels have embraced mathematical models of decision-making in the search for 
optimum revenue management solutions. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
Fifteen Dublin hotels offered to participate in the research.  Each of the hotels was independently graded as 
a four or five star hotel and had access to technology for assisting with, or making booking decisions.  
Phenomenological interviews were carried out in all sites, typically lasting one hour.  Observation as a 
participant took place in three of the hotels.  All other hotels declined the request for participant observation.   
 
Methodologically, the author stands firmly within the interpretivist perspective (Burrell and Morgan 2000) 
where knowledge is seen as an emergent social process, and where understanding and explanation of the 
phenomenon of interest, comes through the language of the respondent.  The research asks if extenuating 
forces impact on the yield management decision-making process.  Therefore, it is not simply a case of the 
respondent describing how decisions should be made, but rather, how they feel that these decisions should 
be made.   
 
The specific methodological approach chosen employed a combination of phenomenology (Polkinghorne, 
1999) and hermeneutic enquiry to access both the conscious and subconscious elements of the research.  
While broadly speaking phenomenology is associated with the conscious state, due to its focus on 
intentionality, hermeneutic inquiry is more appropriate in accessing the subjectivist state of the subconscious.   
 
It was, therefore, felt that use of phenomenological approaches would be effective in understanding if 
individuals consciously construct the decision environment to satisfy and placate their own subconscious 
urges.  Hermeneutics was considered as being additionally useful in collecting data that observes the 
underlying causes of behaviour in relation to the interviewees’ decision processes, thus making it a useful 
method of accessing both conscious and subconscious behaviour (Nakkula and Ravitch 1998).   
 
 
Findings and Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this research was to establish if decision-making in the yield management environment of 
Dublin hotels utilises a rational approach to decision making, or if heuristics and biasing factors significantly 
influence the decision-making process.  While acknowledging that there were some findings that were site 
specific, this paper will address two broad overarching findings that were common within participating hotels. 
 
The first overarching finding indicated a strong preference for greater “human involvement” in the yield 
management decision-making process.  This articulated preference was particularly evident when managers 
discussed relationships with linked variables, such as, information technology usage, data overload, decision 
autonomy and the requirement to evaluate data.  The data used to make decisions was invariably historical 
and was generally speaking, internally generated.  However, although there was a reluctance to engage in 
the process of verification, respondents were quick to indicate that they trusted the data that they chose to 
use, even though it was not validated.  This was evidenced by managers selecting specific data in order to 
justify their decision preference, thus corresponding with Yeoman et al (2000) who argue that for the rational 
model to be successful, perfect knowledge of the alternatives needs to exist. It also suggests that through 
the need for ontological security, decision makers are being driven into the evidence trap (Hammond et al, 
1999; Colville et al, 1996).   
 
Data overload, in the opinion of a majority of respondents, impacted on the process of making decisions, 
also leading them to engage in the selection of particular data sets to suit the required decision.  These 
findings agree with Wisniewski’s (1997) contention that information overload ultimately diminishes the ability 
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of the decision maker to analyse or react to a problem or an opportunity.  It also aligns with both Bazerman’s 
(2004) contention, that the availability of vivid information may cause the mind to subconsciously block out 
undesired information, and with the affect heuristic (Slovic 2002), which argues that personal experience of 
the success or failure of a decision is deemed critical factor in the decision process.   
 
The greater weighting towards the individual’s involvement in the decision-making process also broadly 
corresponded with a strongly expressed desire for decision autonomy and a distinct preference for 
decentralised decision-making over centralised decision-making, due in part to a belief that local knowledge 
lay within the gift of the local manager.  Thus, the management science model was not considered as being 
appropriate to decision making by a majority the respondents. 
 
Although there was an acute awareness among the majority of managers interviewed, that technology could 
facilitate the making of decisions, the same respondents chose to ignore this for a number of reasons, 
particularly, a fear of losing control within their decision environment, and thereby, the likelihood of personal 
recognition.  This finding corresponds with the phenomenon identified by Carroll & Siguaw (2003), who argue 
that the global shift to increased numbers of distribution channels, with their complex interconnectivities, can 
create the feeling of a loss of control on the part of the decision maker, and this in turn creates a mental 
block against utilising the technology.   
 
The prospect of human oriented decision-making being replaced by a technology system also resulted in a 
tendency to question trust in technology outputs.  Indeed, an overall unwillingness or inability to trust 
technology in decision-making emerged as a universal theme.  Evidence of this mistrust ranged from either 
viewing systems as a waste of money, arguing that information received was only as good as what was 
inputted, to a mistrust of internet-based decision systems due to the framing bias associated with articulating 
both primary and secondary sourced evidence of systems failing to deliver verifiable information in “other” 
hotels.   
 
With regard to the application of the rational model of decision making, the findings suggest that systematic 
analysis and objective evaluation of a complete suite of options did not occur.  Neither did a cost-benefit 
analysis of the chosen options occur through the evaluation of the relationship between the chosen data and 
the resultant outcome.  The findings thus correspond with those of Yeoman et al (2000), who argue that a 
cost benefit analysis of all available options is greatly facilitated by adapting the management science model 
of decision making.  The findings also correspond with those of Gore (1995), who posits that internal political 
factors and time pressures may mitigate against the acceptance and appropriateness of the 
rational/normative model of decision making.   
 
However, while some managers, in advocating the need for human intervention, described rational decision 
making as “cold and unfeeling,” others referred to the necessity to feel good about a decision.  This finding 
corresponds with the “feeling factors”, characteristic of the affect heuristic (Slovic et al, 2002) and the 
imputation of a negative evaluation to negative feelings as proposed in magical theory (Rozin et al, 2002).  
This strong disposition towards human input correlated directly with the lack of support for the management 
science decision-making model, epitomised in a constant and often irrational downplay of the role of 
information technology in optimising the decision-making process, despite a parallel acknowledgement of the 
benefits and superior processing power of available information systems (Rozin and Nemeroff, 2002)   
 
The apparent rejection of rational decision making may additionally be attributable to unconscious factors 
such as use or misuse of analogy (Brindle, 1999), wherein a concerted dismissal of the rational model of 
decision making, particularly the management science model, appears to have infiltrated the mindset of the 
respondents and possibly influenced the hotel’s approach to the use of technology based decision models.   
 
Coincidentally, the second overarching finding was also related to a preference for greater human 
involvement in the yield or revenue management decision-making process. However, this “preference” was 
often articulated through personalised psychodynamic biases such as a need for applause, a need for role 
recognition and a desire for self-aggrandisement on the part of the decision maker.  The findings here 
suggest that individual feelings or emotions, both positive and negative, do indeed influence the revenue 
management decision process.  Factors associated with a positively or negatively disposed feeling towards 
the decision taken, and their corresponding associations with heuristics and related biases, evidenced 
through a need for the comfort of familiarity, or indeed “overconfidence”, “fear” and “anxiety” were evident in 
a number of the responses.   
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A general consensus was that yield managers are conscious of this fact in that they use rules of thumb to 
improve the quality of the decision taken.  Pattern recognition, in terms of previously experienced situations, 
and the vividness of those experiences and associated data, were seen as positive influences on the 
decision process.  However, these experiential factors were advocated as support for a greater weighting on 
human intervention, indicating use of both representativeness and anchoring and adjustment heuristics, 
through satisficing, or the provision of “good enough” solutions to revenue maximisation problems.   
 
Equally, the time at which a decision needed to be taken and the level of pressure on the decision maker at 
that time were significant determinants of the strategy employed in making that decision.  While the decision 
environment was amiably described as “chaotic”, a number of the respondents felt “a sense of enjoyment” in 
utilising their gut feeling to find an acceptable solution to problems of pricing and revenue maximisation.  
However, these findings also concur with Nutt (2002), suggesting that time pressure on the decision maker 
resulted in limiting the search for remedies, thus consolidating a fear articulated through respondents moving 
away from the tangible to the unknown.   
 
In addition, here was strong evidence of decisions being based on gut feeling that corresponded with 
previously formed stereotypes, thus aligning it with the comfort factor associated with reliance on historical 
data.  This previous experience was used in some cases as an analogy to justify decision behaviour.  Again, 
this over-dependence on previous experience appeared to make decision makers give disproportionate 
weight to the information available.  The findings concur with Bazerman (2004) who argues that judgemental 
deficiencies arise where individuals tend to rely on such strategies in the absence of sufficient information, or 
when better information that would lead to more accurate decisions exist but is ignored.   
 
The need for applause and role recognition, as a theme was widely evident, where respondents expressed 
the need to be well thought of.  This highly personalised response was associated through a form of 
overconfidence playing its own part in the decision making process.  This corresponded with an 
individualistic approach to decision making, where some respondents formulated decisions in terms of how 
they would be viewed, prior to attending a yield management meeting.  Indeed widespread evidence was 
apparent of respondents preferring autonomy in the decision making process.  This suggests that the 
referring to a “team approach” to decision-making is a front for the subliminal need for individual power roles 
in the decision-making process.   
 
Evidence was also apparent wherein respondents rationalised their behaviour through the bypassing of 
organisational rules, agreeing with Slovic (2002) who suggests that individuals perceive rules as being either 
unfair or leading to unnecessary additional work being required.  In fact, the practice of keeping “rooms up 
sleeves” enabled one participant to justify their actions by constructing and justifying outcomes as being 
better for the hotel, while openly stating that the real reason for this practice was related their own 
“satisfaction and pride”.  These “better outcomes” were rationalised while the respondent simultaneously 
downplayed the potential outcomes if the required organisational protocols were followed.   
 
The overall research conclusion is that within Dublin hotels, the management science model of decision-
making has been sidelined in favour of a decision-making approach that emphasises human intervention.  
However, what is particularly significant is that those interviewed believed that technology assisted models 
were indeed appropriate to the delivery of optimum revenue generating solutions due to their greater 
computing ability, but were not willing to consider a move towards information technology systems making, 
or supporting the actual decision.  As such, the influence of bias and heuristics significantly impacted on the 
consensus to reject an expanded use of the management science model.  Furthermore, these factors were 
internally rationalised, thus becoming conscious and, therefore, real for those interviewed.   
 
The availability to Dublin hotels of the management science model, overlaid with individual yield manager’s 
inability and unwillingness to evaluate all available data, provided a perfect cover for rejecting the rational 
model of decision-making, while simultaneously providing space for advocating a disproportionate 
preference for human influence in the decision-making process, thus suggesting that associonistic behaviour 
is more significant for, and relevant to these yield or revenue management decision makers, than is rule 
based behaviour.   
 
As an evaluation of the outcomes of yield or revenue management decisions taken in the research sites was 
not carried out within this research, the determination of whether or not systematically biased mistakes were 
inherent was not possible.  However, broad evidence of respondents not being willing to validate or evaluate 
data would indicate the possibility of these systemically biased errors being inherent in the process.   
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Abstract: With high and increasing levels of competition between ever more, and ever more varied, 
destinations, the pressure on destination marketing organisations (DMOs) to market their destinations 
effectively is intensive, and continues to intensify. Furthermore, organisations funding the DMOs, be it, 
national, regional or local authorities, are requiring evidence that resources are being allocated efficiently. 
Increasingly, demands are made on DMOs to justify their marketing expenditure with future marketing 
budgets dependent upon the ability of show profitable return on investment. Therefore, the evaluation of 
tourism marketing campaigns reveals not only if the campaign has been successful in terms of attracting 
visitors, but also if the expectations in terms of expenditure impact and return on investment are achieved. 
This study investigates the success of ten campaigns directed to potential domestic visitors, using the 
conversion study technique to evaluate expenditure impact and return on investment. The findings reveal 
differences across campaigns, and key determinants of success or failure are identified. This paper provides 
information that DMOs can use to better understand the key components that lead to a high return on 
investment and focus their marketing on the campaigns that will have the greatest impact. 
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Evaluating the Effectiveness of Tourism Marketing Campaigns:  
a cross-study comparison 
 

 
1. Introduction 

Tourism marketing is one of the most influential means of maintaining and increasing number of visitors and 
stays in a destination. Hence, the evaluation of the success of a tourism marketing campaign is vital not only 
for the destination, since it involves important economic benefits, but also for the organisations funding these 
campaigns. Greater knowledge about the effectiveness of different types of marketing could help 
government organisations and businesses in the region to tailor their products to achieve greater benefits 
from marketing expenditures. 
 
Expenditure on marketing by DMOs has been subject to debate and the question of effectiveness has often 
been raised. For any destination the key question remains: How do you know if your marketing works? Until 
recently, DMOs have not attempted to answer the question with any degree of rigour. However, as many 
destinations are facing considerable pressure on both capital and revenue budgets and the public sector 
funding of the tourism sector comes under scrutiny (Fyall et al., 2007), the more forward-looking 
organisations are now starting to tackle this question by employing quantitative methods and analytical 
techniques. 
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There are several analytical methods related to the measurement of the success of marketing campaigns. 
The most accepted methods include conversion study, the advertising tracking model and econometric 
modelling. Conversion studies involve undertaking research, often based on questionnaires, to analyse 
whether marketing recipients are actually converted to visitors as a result of advertising and follow-up 
material. Conversion studies return several impact measures such as costs and revenue per inquiry and 
rates of return on investment generated in different media or target markets. Conversion studies serve a 
different purpose to visitor survey studies and provide different estimates of both visitor characteristics and 
travel behaviours (Richard.R. Perdue & Botkin, 1988). 
 
The advertising tracking model provides information about consumers' reactions at different stages of the 
marketing process, in contrast to conversion model’s results for the final impact of marketing activity. The 
Advertising Tracking Model is appropriate when the objective is to provide information about the process by 
which marketing activities build awareness of the destination and positive imagery of the destination, as well 
as satisfaction concerning enquiry fulfilment, shifts in attitude, cognitive knowledge and travel intent toward a 
destination (Siegel and Ziff-Levine 1990).  
 
Econometric modelling, particularly logit models, can provide detailed information about potential tourists' 
responses to different types of marketing activities, and can be used to examine tourists' behaviour at a 
highly disaggregate level. This model can determine the likelihood (probability) that a person with particular 
socio-economic characteristics will visit the destination after experiencing a particular type of marketing.  
 
The main aim of the present research is to evaluate the effectiveness of ten domestic tourism marketing 
campaigns undertaken in the East Midlands region of the UK, paying special attention to their impact in 
terms of conversion rate (inquirers who travelled to the destination as a result of the travel information 
previously received), expenditure impact and return on investment. A further objective is to compare the 
results across campaigns and to identify the key determinants of successful campaigns as well as to 
formulate recommendations to tourism organisations. To achieve these purposes, a conversion study is 
performed, being the most appropriate method in this context. 
 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 places the research in context, highlighting the 
background behind the marketing evaluation of these campaigns; section 3 presents the literature review; 
section 4 provides a detailed description of the methodology while section 5 outlines the findings of the 
studies. The penultimate section, section 6 notes possible limitations and improvements with this type of 
study and section 7 concludes. 
 
2. Context 
 
At the end of the 1990s in the United Kingdom, political devolution started to take shape. By the beginning of 
the 2000s, devolution had spilt over to the area of tourism. In England, the government decided that 
devolving most of the responsibility for tourism development to the regional level will provide the best return 
on its expenditure as DMOs and Destination Management Partnerships (DMPs) at the regional and local 
level better understand their products and markets (Fyall et al., 2007). Politically, regional tourism 
development currently comes under the remit of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), who fund the 
RDAs, who themselves determine how much to allocate to tourism. This contrasts with the pre-2003 
structure, when the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) were responsible for local as well as 
national level tourism strategy. As a result, the DCMS has limited ability to direct or even influence tourism 
strategy in England. There has been no increase in budget for VisitBritain in 10 years, which equates to more 
than a 20 per cent reduction in real terms. Further, an announcement in 2007 stated that DCMS’ funding 
allocation to VisitBritain will be reduced by 18% from £49.6m in 2007 to £40.6m in 2010. 
 
In April 2003, DCMS transferred responsibility for the strategic development of regional tourism from the 
former English Tourism Council to the nine English regional development agencies (RDAs) when VisitBritain 
was created as the national tourism organisation with responsibility for promoting Britain around the world 
and England domestically at home.   
 
The RDA under investigation in this research is the East Midland Development Agency (EMDA). Destination 
East Midlands (EMDA, 2003), published in 2003 set out that the broad strategic direction foreseeing a 
network of DMPs to deliver at the sub-regional level. This model was then implemented by EMDA in 2004/05 
when it established East Midlands Tourism (EMT) as its regional tourism development body and established 
/ accredited the five present DMPs as fit for purpose organisations, with responsibility for the provision of 
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services to both the industry and the visitor. Many of these organisations were already delivering tourism 
services under contract from the constituent local authorities. EMT seeks accountability from the DMPs as 
EMT is required to report back to EMDA. 
 
The East Midlands consists of six counties: Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, 
Nottinghamshire and Rutland. The region covers an area of 15,008 square kilometres and has a population 
of 3,609,160. Five sub-regional DMPs, responsible for promoting the region’s destinations, are: Derbyshire, 
Leicestershire & Rutland, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, and Nottinghamshire.   
 
3. Literature Review 
 
Woodside (1981) states that conversion studies are most useful for comparing the relative performances of 
one advertisement or marketing campaign against another with mail questionnaires being the most popular 
method. Conversion studies are well accepted internationally and are probably the most popular approach 
for studying the effectiveness and expenditure impact of tourism marketing (Silberman & Klock, 1986; 
Woodside, 1990). A range of DMOs such as Arkansas’ Department of Parks and Tourism (McLemore & 
Mitchell, 2001), Travel Montana (TravelMontana, 1998), Vermont Department of Travel and Tourism 
(Kuentzel, 1993a, 1993b) and Virginia Tourism Corporation (VTC, 2001) have implemented them across a 
spread of visitor markets and different media from magazines (TravelMontana, 1998),  telephone (Messmer 
& Johnson, 1993) and tourism websites (McLemore & Mitchell, 2001; Tierney, 2000). 
 
McWilliams and Crompton (1997) differentiate advertising tracking studies from conversion studies by the 
latter’s request for information as a necessary condition for conversion behaviour rather than optional 
condition: “The advertising tracking approach assumes that potential visitors may be ‘converted’ to purchase 
a tourism service solely on the basis of awareness and image building impacts, as opposed to the 
conversion approach which requires information search manifested by an overt response action prior to 
conversion.” (p129). Messmer and Johnson (1993) undertake research that compares the two types of 
methodologies and they conclude that conversion studies can avoid serious bias in the measurement of 
some advertising effects but that conversion studies cannot lead to an adequate measurement of 
incremental visitation due to advertising.  Conversion research can only measure the direct effects of 
marketing on visitation through the inquiry/fulfilment paradigm while advertising may have an effect on 
visitation totally outside this paradigm. 
 
Previous literature on conversion studies have also pointed out some limitations of conversion study 
research including failure to correct for non-response bias, incorrect sampling techniques (Butterfield et al., 
1998; Silberman & Klock, 1986). By their very nature, conversion studies focus on actual visits, neglecting to 
reflect the underlying behavioural processes in decision making and the role marketing plays in affecting a 
range of psychological and cognitive factors related to destination awareness and consideration (Kim et al., 
2005). 
 
Perdue and Gutske (1992) explore the impact of multiple trips on inquiry conversion research results hence 
this research asks visitors not only whether they visited or not but how many times they visited. They find 
that allowing for multiple trips increased the estimate of total trips by 37%, length of stay by 39.4% and total 
visitor expenditures by 34.7%. 
 
The lower response rate may be attributed to inquirers knowing who the brand sponsor of the research is. 
Woodside and Dubelaar find response rates to surveys mailed to conversion study respondents are lower 
when the brand sponsoring the research is identified versus not identified (Woodside & Dubelaar, 2003).  
 
Conversion studies yield a conversion rate that is the percentage of enquirers who visit after being exposed 
to the direct response marketing campaign. This conversion ratio can be used to estimate effectiveness and 
efficiency ratios, expenditure impact, and return on investment (Burke and Lindblom 1989). One critical 
element in conversion studies involves visitor spending that is used in combination with the conversion rate 
to assess the expenditure impact of marketing efforts. A well-planned conversion study can also help to 
adjust expenditures across all electronic and print marketing channels. Despite the possible limitations of the 
conversion studies, it is a well-accepted method and it means a useful tool of marketing effectiveness 
measurement. The methodology followed in the present research is described next.  
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4. Methodology 
 
Across all campaigns, the methodology used to estimate conversion rates, visitor expenditures and hence 
return on investment is the same. While the literature has outlined several limitations of using the conversion 
methodology as described in the literature review section of this paper, the fact that these marketing 
campaigns are being evaluated using the same methodology allows an objective comparison between them, 
enabling policy makers to compare like with like. The list of campaigns and the name of the DMPs that 
orchestrated them can be found in the appendix. 
 
4.1 Sampling 
 
The sampling frame for each campaign consists of all those contacts that responded to the marketing 
campaign’s call to action.  These potential visitors requested information from the DMPs be it in the form of a 
visitor guide or other marketing collateral. It is at this time, that these contacts provided their contact details 
in the form of names and postal addresses.  
 
Allowing potential visitors the time to plan and visit the destination before the evaluation takes place and 
noting the impact of memory on expenditures recall, (Mak et al., 1977; Zhou, 2000), the evaluation took 
place approximately 6 months after the end of each marketing campaign.  
 
These contact records were carefully cleaned before a simple random sample were selected to be surveyed 
and posted a mail pack. Where the number of total unique contacts is less than 1,500, all contacts were sent 
a mail1. Where the total number of unique contacts exceeded 1,500, a random sample of 1,500 contacts was 
selected to be sent the mail pack2.  
 
One of the main objectives at this stage of the research is to obtain a high response rate. In order to achieve 
such an aim, the mail pack sent to the contacts contains a series of encouraging materials. The mail pack 
consisted of a cover letter from the Chief Executive Officer of the DMP explaining the purpose of the survey, 
an entry form for a free prize draw as an incentive to complete and return the survey, a one-page 
questionnaire to make them feel it is a quick task and a reply-paid return envelope. Approximately three 
weeks after the mail packs were sent out, the data collection period ended. The number of surveys 
distributed, undeliverable and completed and the resultant response rate is summarised in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Campaign Sample Size and Response Rates 

 
 
As can be noted in Table 1, the total reach of the marketing campaigns can be seen in the second column. 
The total number of unique contacts or inquiries from each campaign varies from around 30,000 contacts for 
campaigns 4 and 8 and 835 for campaign 7 with the average number of contacts across the 10 campaigns 
being 9,675. The number of completed surveys returned varies from 236 for campaign 10 to 759 for 
campaign 4. The average response rate across the group of campaigns is 24.8% with a high of 34.5% for 
campaign 7 and a low of 16.7% for campaign 10. Overall, the response rate is satisfactory since it 
guarantees a maximum margin of error of +/-6.4% at a 95% level of confidence for campaign 10 and a 
maximum margin of error of +/-3.6% at a 95% level of confidence for campaign 4. 
 

                                                 
1 With the exception of campaign 1 where 1,000 contacts were sent a mail pack. 
2 With the exception of two campaigns (Campaigns 4 and 8) where 3,000 mail packs were sent to potential 
respondents 

Campaign No. Contacts Sample Size Undeliverable Surveys Completed Surveys Response Rate
1 9,581                1,000             0 263 26.3%
2 5,451                1,500             49 312 21.5%
3 2,954                1,500             14 376 25.3%
4 29,335              3,000             0 759 25.3%
5 9,191                1,500             2 391 26.1%
6 1,265                1,265             7 332 26.4%
7 835                   835                3 287 34.5%
8 31,213              3,000             49 540 18.3%
9 5,361                1,500             0 413 27.5%
10 1,563                1,563             150 236 16.7%
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4.2 Questionnaire 
 
A one-page questionnaire was produced covering the following core areas used to calculate the conversion 
rates and return on investment: source of information regarding the DMP; situation at the time the 
respondent requested or sought the information; if the respondent chose to visit the destination during the 
past months; whether the respondent is likely to revisit the destination again during the next six months; 
influence of the marketing campaign in converting the visitor operationalised by the question, ‘Did the 
information you received turn a possible visit into a certainty?’; influence of the marketing campaign to 
extend the visit (for those visitors who had already booked their trip at the time they requested information) 
operationalised by the question, ‘Do you think that contacting / requesting information encouraged you to 
stay extra days?’; influence of the different marketing components to encourage a future visit operationalised 
by the question, ‘Do you think any of the following encouraged you to make future trips?’ These three 
‘influence’ questions all used the same Likert scale as the response items, namely, ‘Definitely, Probably, 
Possibly, Not at All’; Additional questions included  the number of extra trips; total trip expenditure; length of 
stay; party size and party composition. 

 
Following Perdue and Gustke (1992), the questionnaires measure visitation by asking how many trips the 
respondent made rather than asking if the dichotomous question of whether the respondent visited the 
destination or not. A significant number of visitors made more than one trip to the destination. This impacts 
total visitor expenditures. Perdue and Botkin (1988) point out the importance of capturing visitor expenditure 
from a conversion study as opposed to using a proxy from a more general visitor study. They conclude that 
using visitor survey expenditure estimates with inquiry conversion data analysis is inappropriate as different 
results materialise for both visitor characteristics and travel behaviours from the two different methodologies. 
This finding has been confirmed across these studies where for example for campaign 5, the average per 
person per night expenditure in this conversion study was estimated to be £49.02 compared to £56.67 as 
reported in VisitBritain’s 2005 regional results for the East Midlands (from the United Kingdom Tourism 
Survey, a national consumer survey measuring the volume and value of domestic overnight tourism trips 
taken by residents of the United Kingdom).  
 
4.3 Conversion Rates 
 
It is important to make the distinction between gross conversion rates and net conversion rates. The gross 
conversion rate includes all visit inquirers who visited the destination while the net conversion rate reflects 
the number of inquirers who were actually influenced by the marketing campaign to visit the destination, 
excluding those visitors who had already booked a trip to the destination at the time of inquiring or who 
booked later, but who have booked anyway, regardless of the effectiveness of the marketing campaign. 
While all visitors who visit the destination contribute to the economic impact of tourism, conversion rates will 
be inflated if they do not factor out only those ‘converted’ by the marketing campaign (Ballman et al., 1984; 
Burke & Gitelson, 1990). The net conversion rate is a more appropriate measure of campaign effectiveness.  
 
The net conversion rate needs to exclude the respondents who specified that they had already booked or 
committed to a trip to the destination.  For those who have not booked at the time of requesting / receiving 
the marketing collateral (Box 2 in Figure 1), visitors to the destination are asked the strength of influence the 
marketing campaign had in turning a possible visit into a certainty. The degree of influence is then weighted 
so that were definitely influenced in turning a possible visit into a certainty are ascribed a weight of 100%, 
those who were probably influenced are ascribed a weight of 50% and those who were possibly influenced 
by the marketing campaign are assigned a weight of 20%. The conversion rate is the weighted sum of the 
proportion of influenced visitors that report making a trip to the destination, having not booked or committed 
to a trip previously. The calculation is given by: 
 

 

  
where CR is the conversion rate, Fi is frequency count of those visitors to the destination who had not 
booked or committed to a trip at the time they requested the information yet were influenced by the 
marketing material, Wi is the weight attached to the influence of the marketing material on the respondent’s 
decision to visit the destination, N is the sample size. The subscript ‘i’ represents the different degrees of 
influence – ‘definitely’, ‘probably’ and ‘possibly’. The conversion rate calculation can be in Figure 1. 
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In sum, the net conversion rate is dependent on three key figures: the percentage of visitors who had booked 
or committed to a trip to the destination at the time they received the marketing information; the proportion of 
visitors to the destination; and the degree of influence of the marketing campaign in turning a possible visit 
into a certainty. 
 
4.4 Visitor Expenditures 
 
This section of the paper investigates the expenditure impacts that visitors and/or potential visitors have in 
the destination.  Incremental spend as a direct result of the marketing campaign is derived from two 
segments.  The first segment is those respondents who are converted to the destination as a direct result of 
the campaign (visitors), that is, tourists who visited the destination but had not booked or committed to a trip 
at the time of requesting the destination marketing material. The second segment is those visitors to the 
destination that had already booked or committed to a trip but who extended their stay in the destination as a 
direct result of campaign (extenders).  Only the incremental expenditure for the extended part of this 
segment’s trip will be included in the expenditure analysis.  
 
Incremental spend (T) is calculated in the following way: 

  

Where E is the average per person per night expenditure for the segment, L is the average length of stay for 
the segment or average length of extended stay for the extenders, S is the average party size for the 
segment, and C is the total number of unique contacts that responded to the campaign. Pi is the percentage 
of respondents of the total sample who are influenced by the marketing campaign and Wi is the weight 
attached to the influence the marketing campaign had on the respondent’s decision to visit the destination. 
The subscript ‘i’ represents the different degrees of influence – ‘definitely’, ‘probably’ and ‘possibly’. As in the 
conversion rate calculation, the weightings for ‘definitely’, ‘probably’ and ‘possibly’ are 100%, 50% and 20%, 
respectively. Visitors’ expenditure as a direct result of the destination marketing campaign can be 
represented, as in Figure 2 and the Extenders’ expenditure as a direct result of the destination marketing 
campaign can be represented in Figure 3. 

∑ ×××××=
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Figure 1 Net Conversion Rate Calculation 
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Because it cannot be assumed that respondents to the questionnaire act in the same way as non-
respondents (i.e. non-respondents are deemed less likely to have visited and to have been influenced) 
(Burke & Gitelson, 1990; Ellerbrock, 1981) an adjustment needs to be made to the incremental spend figures 
to allow for non-response bias. In line with Hunt and Dalton (1983) and Woodside and Ronkainen (1984), a 
reduction of 20% of the incremental spend is allowed for non-response bias. All the total expenditure figures 
are reduced by 20% to minimise non-response bias problems. This reduced the total expenditures across all 
campaigns but the relative success of one campaign compared to another campaign remains the same.  
 
To achieve a high return on investment as measured using this conversion study methodology, there are 
several factors impacting the result. As with the net conversion rate, visitor expenditures (both visitors and 
extenders) as a direct result of the campaign are influenced by the percentage of visitors who had booked or 
committed to a trip to the destination at the time they received the marketing information; the proportion of 
visitors to the destination; and the degree of influence of the marketing campaign in turning a possible visit 
into a certainty. In addition to this, visitor expenditures depend on three variables: the length of stay, the per 
person per night expenditure and the party size. Lastly, visitor expenditures depend upon the number of total 
contacts the marketing campaign reaches. This variable extrapolates up the survey results to the population 
of people who requested the marketing collateral. 
  
All else being held constant, visitor expenditure is higher: 

• the lower the proportion of visitors who have booked before receiving the marketing material, 
• the higher the proportion of respondents who visited the destination, 
• the greater the influence of the marketing material, 
• the larger the per person per night expenditure, 
• the longer the length of stay in the destination, 
• the larger the party size, and  
• the wider the reach of the marketing campaign. 
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Figure 3 Extenders' Expenditure 
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5. Findings 
 
In measuring the success of a tourism marketing campaign, as outlined in the methodology section, there 
are a number of variables that can influence visitor expenditures. Similarly, there are a number of different 
ways to measure the ‘success’ of a marketing campaign, including conversion rates, different measures of 
cost effectiveness and return on investment statistics. These figures are examined in turn.   
 
5.1 Conversion Rates 
 
High gross conversion rates do not necessarily lead to high net conversion rates.  This is due to the 
intermitting factors outlined in the methodology section of this paper such as the proportion of visitors who 
had already booked or committed to a trip when they requested or sought information on the destination. 
These visitors most likely use the marketing material to plan their trip while in the destination. Similarly, net 
conversion rates may be low due to a lack of influence the marketing campaign has on their decision to visit.  
In these cases, other factors apart from the marketing have influenced their decision to visit the destination. 
The conversion rates of the different campaigns (Table 2) show both gross and net for the 10 campaigns as 
well as the percentage of visitors who had previously booked or committed to a trip and the degree of 
influence of the marketing campaign in driving destination visitation. The average gross conversion rate 
across the 10 campaigns is 43% with an already booked / committed proportion average of 8% and an 
average net conversion rate of 19%. There are several interesting things to note: campaigns  2 and 7 have 
similar gross conversion rates (66% and 65% respectively) but campaign 7 has a much higher net 
conversion rate due to the high already booking percentage of campaign 2 (20%). Campaign 1 has the 
smallest decrease between gross and net conversion rates (10 points) while campaign 2 has the largest 
difference (43 points). The average discrepancy between gross and net conversion rates is 24 percentage 
points. 
 
Table 2 Conversion Rates 

 
 
5.2 Cost Effectiveness 
 
Another way to evaluate the effectiveness is to examine the cost effectiveness of a campaign. Across the 10 
campaigns (

Definitely Probably Possibly
1 16% 5% 4% 5% 3% 7%
2 66% 20% 14% 12% 15% 23%
3 43% 7% 12% 14% 7% 20%
4 42% 6% 14% 14% 8% 23%
5 48% 7% 14% 12% 8% 22%
6 49% 5% 7% 10% 9% 15%
7 65% 7% 34% 13% 7% 42%
8 44% 22% 8% 10% 6% 14%
9 32% 4% 12% 6% 8% 17%
10 30% 3% 6% 6% 9% 10%

Net Conversion 
RateCampaign No. Gross Conversion 

Rate
Already booked / 

committed
Marketing Influence
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Table 3), the cost per visitor is £38.3 (where the number of visitors is the gross conversation rate applied to 
the total number of contacts), the cost per converted visitors is £92.7 (where the number of converted visitors 
is the net conversion rate applied to the total number of contacts) and the cost per contact is £16.0, on 
average. Campaign 1 is the most cost effective campaign, ranking the highest across all three measures of 
cost effectiveness, costing only £3.7 for a single visitor, £215.4 for a converted visitor and £2.5 for a potential 
visitor. Conversely, campaign 10 was the least cost effective across the three measures: It cost £106.3 to 
capture a visitor, £10.6 to convert a visitor and £32.0 to reach one potential visitor. Campaign 9 had the 
second largest costs in absolute terms was the second least cost effective on the cost per visitor and cost 
per converted visitor measurement yet campaign 8, whose campaign was the third most expensive in 
absolute terms performed relatively well on cost effectiveness measures.  This campaign cost £9.4 per visitor 
to the destination, £29.0 per converted visitor and £4.2 per contact.  
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Table 3 Cost Effectiveness 
Campaign 
No. Cost 

Cost Per 
Visitor 

Cost per 
Converted Visitor 

Cost per 
Contact 

1 £24,000 £3.7 £15.4 £2.5 
2 £57,000 £15.8 £46.3 £10.5 
3 £34,000 £26.9 £57.8 £11.5 
4 £162,888 £13.2 £24.7 £5.6 
5 £107,469 £24.5 £53.1 £11.7 
6 £30,000 £48.9 £155.0 £23.7 
7 £26,250 £48.7 £74.5 £31.4 
8 £130,346 £9.4 £29.0 £4.2 
9 £145,350 £86.1 £160.4 £27.1 
10 £50,000 £106.3 £310.6 £32.0 

 
 
5.3 Return on Investment 
 
Visitor expenditures attributed to the marketing campaign show the incremental expenditure brought to the 
destination as a direct result of the marketing campaigns.  The total expenditure generated for those who 
reported to have visited the destination is comprised of the sum of the visitors’ expenditure and the total 
expenditure of the extenders. The total expenditure is then moderated to take into account non-response 
bias. Return on investment can then be calculated by dividing this figure by the total cost of the campaign. 
 

Return on Investment =   

 
 
Table 4 Return on Investment 

Campaign 
No. 

Visitors' 
Expenditure 

Extenders' 
Expenditur
e 

Total 
Expenditure

Adjusted for 
Non-
Response 

Expenditure 
per Contact 

Return on 
Investment 

1 £414,918 £62,543 £477,461 £381,969 49.8 15.9 
2 £552,697 £131,385 £684,083 £547,266 125.5 9.6 
3 £194,422 £61,789 £256,211 £204,969 86.7 6.0 

4 
£2,811,64
7 £126,345 

£2,937,99
2 £2,350,393 100.2 14.4 

5 
£1,035,65
3 £70,391 

£1,106,04
3 £884,835 120.3 8.2 

6 £44,579 £6,405 £50,984 £40,788 40.3 1.4 
7 £44,013 £3,578 £47,591 £38,073 57.0 1.5 

8 
£2,341,30
2 £256,331 

£2,597,63
3 £2,078,106 83.2 15.9 

9 £310,680 £84,827 £395,507 £316,406 73.8 2.2 
10 £44,568 £0 £44,568 £35,654 28.5 0.7 

 
 
Analysis of  
Table 4 shows that in both absolute and relative terms, there is considerable variability across campaigns. In 
terms of total expenditures, campaigns 4, 5 and 8 generate the most substantial expenditure of £2.9 million, 
£1.1 million and £2.6 million respectively. The split between expenditure generated by visitors and 
expenditure generated by extenders is over 7 to 1 (88% to 12% on average). In terms of expenditure per 
contact, campaign 2 generated the most revenue per contact at £125.5 for every inquirer, closely followed by 
campaign 5 (£120.3) and campaign 4 (£100.2).  
 
Return on investment averaged 7.6:1 across the 10 campaigns however there is a marked difference 
between campaigns. Three campaigns return approximately 15:1; campaigns 1, 4, 8. Interestingly, while 
campaigns 4 and 8 are similar in terms of magnitude of revenue generated, campaign 1 has a good return 

Cost Campaign
Generated eExpenditur Total
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on investment even, though in absolute terms it is about one-fifth the size of the other two campaigns, 
proving that a healthy return on investment is not necessarily a function of economies of scale.  
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6. Research Limitations and Improvements 
 
Conversion studies are part of accountability research in tourism marketing. These types of studies 
determine whether the advertisement reaches its market and provide an assessment of the quality and 
quantity of the travel information pack. Nevertheless, as with any methodology, there are limitations with this 
methodology as well as this particular piece of research. An alternative way to circumvent some these 
limitations would be to conduct proper evaluation research that compares the impact of an intervention by 
using a control and treatment group (Woodside, 1981). Woodside et. al. (1997) outlines a method of 
conducting this quasi-experiment through exit surveys. Through creating an experiment that compares the 
behaviour of visitors who receive / request the marketing stimuli with that to visitors who did not, a proper 
evaluation can take place for whether or not the destination marketing material influenced visitors’ intention 
to visit the destination, actual visits and travel behaviour. Significantly more resources may be needed to 
undertake this approach however it would seem of value.  
 
There is an underlying assumption of a direct, causal relationship between an information request and a 
destination visit. This may not necessarily be the case. Moreover, conversion studies typically assume that 
the potential visitors’ only source of information was the marketing campaign. However, most visitors draw 
from a variety of sources, including previous visits, word-of-mouth, and travel agents. Alternatively, there are 
other reasons for requesting the information packages from destinations, such as school projects to moving 
to the destination for example (Burke & Gitelson, 1990). This is something to keep in mind when measuring 
return on investment of marketing campaigns. 
 
Response rates of under 30% brings into question the issue of non-response bias. The issue being that 
visitors to the destination are more likely to responds to a survey regarding the destination than people who 
have not visited the destination (Ellerbrock, 1981). Low response rates and the issue of non-response bias is 
a problem even though the total number of surveys returned is statistically valid (Tierney, 2000). To increase 
the response rate researchers typically have followed Dillman’s Total Design Method (Dillman, 1978) which 
advocates the sending of two follow-up questionnaires to non-respondents, among other techniques to 
increase response rates. These campaigns consisted on only a one-shot mail survey and hence present a 
limitation of this research. Woodside and Ronkainen (1984) conclude that conversion rates and travel 
behaviour patterns did significantly differ between first, second and third wave respondents. Resources could 
have been devoted to extensively following up non-respondents using substantial incentives or alternative 
data collection methods (Crompton & Tian-Cole, 2001). Nevertheless, all campaigns use the same 
methodology so again the comparison is like-with-like. 
 
This research identified the destination in the cover letter and questionnaire. This is the typical practice in 
tourism conversion studies. Nevertheless, several studies have noted that by identifying the sponsor of the 
research conversion rates are higher and response rates are lower than when the sponsor is not identified 
(Woodside, 1981; Woodside & Dubelaar, 2003). Future research may want to explore this area more.  
 
Further, conversion studies can be augmented with the use of other methodologies to evaluate the 
marketing activities. Advertising tracking models measures changes in the levels of a destination’s 
awareness and its image in target markets (McWilliams & Crompton, 1997). The effectiveness of the 
advertising is not limited by the visiting of a destination or not but includes a range of psychological and 
cognitive dimensions that can impact awareness and intention to visit well into the future. The use of 
advertising tracking models (Siegel & Ziff-Levine, 1990), as well as the use of econometric techniques 
(Butterfield et al., 1998; Messmer & Johnson, 1993) to determine the likelihood that a person will visit a 
destination after receiving marketing material in a wide range of forms, extending from printed material to 
web-based information can further aid tourism marketers to assessing the impact of their marketing 
campaigns. 
 
7. Conclusions and Implications 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
This paper evaluates the impact of ten tourism marketing campaigns using the same methodology: the 
conversion study. The results have shown that observing only the gross conversion rate can provide a 
misleading picture as to the success of a marketing campaign. The net conversion rate, a more appropriate 
measure of the influence of a marketing campaign to drive visitors to a destination, can vary markedly from 
the gross conversion rate due to the impact of the proportion of visitors who have already booked or 
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committed at the time of requesting information from the DMO/ DMP and the degree to which the marketing 
influenced the visitors decision to turn a possible visit into a certainty.  
 
Regardless of the overall magnitude of the marketing campaign in terms of costs and campaign reach, 
incisive and intelligent marketing can entice visitors to the destination. The key factors that determine a good 
return on DMO’s marketing investment are five-fold of which destination marketers can influence most 
factors:  

1. the proportion of visitors who have booked before receiving the marketing material, 
2. the proportion of respondents who visited the destination, 
3. influence of the marketing material, 
4. Visitor expenditures 

a. per person per night expenditure, 
b. length of stay in the destination, 
c. party size, and  

5. Reach of the marketing campaign. 
 
7.2 Managerial Implications 
 
While it may be difficult for DMO/DMPs to directly affect the first two factors, there are many things these 
organisations can do to impact higher visitor expenditures; this variable is a combination of three issues (4) 
per person per night expenditures can be increased through the marketing of suggested itineraries or 
promotion of attractions, for example (5) increased length of stays – this might be achieved through 
marketing with incentives of extra nights accommodation promotions or working with destination partners to 
bundle attractions (6) increased party size – this may be difficult for marketers to influence however travel 
group might be encouraged to take extended family, such as grandparents, along for the trip. Secondly, it is 
the function of marketing to impact factors (3) and (7). The stronger the influence of the marketing, the larger 
the return on investment as DMOs motivate potential visitors to take a trip to the destination.  This can be 
achieved with a strong call to action from the marketing collateral. Lastly, the reach of the marketing 
campaign is important to achieve high visitor expenditure figures. It is not enough that the marketing 
campaign are influential in driving a decision to visit the destination or that visitors who visit the destination 
as a direct result of the marketing campaign have a high visitor expenditure, the marketing need to reach a 
significant number of potential visitors yet still needs to be targeted enough so that the offer to visit the 
destination is relevant and attractive.    
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ABSTRACT 
In eastern Finland events and festivals are increasingly seen as a good way to develop regions and tourism 
of localities. Along with economic benefits events have also considerable intangible social and cultural 
impacts on their host communities, and comparable information of these impacts is needed. For this need a 
pilot version of a Finnish Event Evaluation Tool (FEET) was created. This article presents the development 
of FEET which was piloted in 12 events in eastern Finland. The tool can be used to research visitor profiles, 
economical impacts, and socio-cultural impacts of events. Some results gained from the pilot study are also 
presented. 
Keywords: Finnish Event Evaluation Tool (FEET), economic impacts, socio-cultural impacts, eastern 
Finland, cultural events. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Local festivals and events are increasingly being used as instruments for promoting tourism and boosting the 
regional development. Events are becoming increasingly important especially in regional areas where the 
possible sources of income are more limited than in cities (e.g. Felsenstein and Fleischer 2008, p. 385; 
Jackson et al. 2005, p. 360). In recent years the importance of events for tourism promotion and regional 
development has also been acknowledged in eastern Finland. This has led to naming the growth of event 
tourism one of the main focuses for development of eastern Finland in the future. 
In order to find out the current impacts of events and develop the event tourism in eastern Finland a research 
project ESS vaikuttaa (East Side Story - Impacts of Events in Eastern Finland) was launched and carried out 
during the year 2007. The aim of the project was to develop a tool for event impact evaluation, and test the 
pilot version of the tool in 12 events located in eastern Finland.  

The purpose of this article is to present the development of Finnish Event Evaluation Tool (FEET) and some 
results of the pilot study conducted by FEET. First the former event impact researches and methods are 
introduced as a background for the development of Finnish Event Evaluation Tool. After that the Finnish 
Event Evaluation Tool and some results of the pilot study are presented. Finally some conclusion of the 
usability of the tool is discussed, and proposals for future improvements are suggested.     

THE IMPORTANCE OF EVENTS AND EVENT TOURISM 

Festivals and events are becoming increasingly important to the localities and tourism industry, especially in 
regional areas where the possible sources of income are more limited than in metropolitan areas (Jackson et 
al 2005, p. 360). They are important from more than one perspective. It has been recognized that events and 
festivals have economical but also social and cultural significance for the towns and regions hosting them. 
(e.g. Jago and Dwyer 2006, p. 43; Allen et al. 2002, p. 25; Dimmock and Tiyce 2001, p. 364; Mossberg 2000, 
p. 1.) Most of the events are also important tourist attractions (e.g. Getz 2008, 2005, 1997; Dwyer and Kim 
2003). 

Events are defined as a one-time or infrequently (usually held no more frequently than once a year) 
occurring events of limited duration that provides participants with a leisure and social opportunity beyond 
everyday experience (e.g. Mossberg 2000 p. 3; Getz 1997, p.4). This means that events are only temporary 
attractions. Nevertheless they are in many regions seen as very important part of destination’s tourism 
product and a way to create and promote tourism (McMorland and Mactaggart 2007, p. 57; Walo et al. 1996, 
cit Jackson et al. 2005). 

The use of tourism as a tool for regional development has a long history (Gunn 2004). Since the economic 
benefits of events have been noticed the events have also became a tool for regional development 
(Moscardo 2007, p. 23; Dimmock and Tiyce 2001, pp. 356–359). Developing the existing cultural events and 
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event tourism is very appealing especially for small and medium-sized localities. If the destination can cope 
with a large number of visitors in a short time-frame, even small community events can develop into 
significant attractions. Events can be developed and promoted even without the necessity of making long-
term investments or building special facilities. (Bailey 1998, cit. Smith and Forest 2006, p. 138; Law 1993, cit. 
Smith and Forest 2006, p.138.)  

Not only do events attract tourists to the destination and generate revenue, they also help to create a 
positive image for the locality, and can provide a competitive marketing advantage in relation to other similar 
localities. Furthermore, events possess the ability to attract visitors during the low season. (e.g. Allen et al. 
2002, pp. 35–37.) 

It seems that the importance of events as tools for regional development will continue to grow in the future. 
However it should be remembered that regional development is more than just economical development of 
localities. In the destination context economic values have always prevailed, but social and cultural 
perspectives are also crucial for the success of events and destinations. (Getz 2008, p. 5; Moscardo 2007.) 
Most events rely mainly on local and regional audiences which mean that events are important not only to 
tourism but also for local people (e.g. Getz 1995, p. 150). Not all the events even need to be tourism 
oriented; events have also other important roles to play, from community building to urban renewal, and from 
cultural development to fostering national identities (Getz 2008, p. 403). Moscardo (2007, p. 29) has argued 
that even if event attract substantial numbers of visitors and generate revenue, but does not create 
community involvement it is unlikely to have much of an effect on regional development. This means that 
without the local involvement the event is just a loose part of locality. The importance of the events needs to 
be based on both economical and socio-cultural values. 

EVALUATING THE IMPACTS OF EVENTS 

Festivals and events have a range of impacts on their host destinations which are usually divided into 
economic, socio-cultural, environmental and political impacts (e.g. Jackson et al. 2005, p. 361; Allen et al. 
2002, pp. 25–26; Dimmock and Tiyce 2001, pp. 364–370). From the economic point of view events are seen 
as catalysts for attracting visitors and generating positive economic impacts on the region, but they also have 
considerable social and cultural effects on the life of local people and on host communities. In the event-
evaluation research the main focus has been on assessing the economic impacts of events with only limited 
empirical research on the difficult to measure, yet very important, socio-cultural impacts. Great emphasis is 
often placed on the economic impacts partly because of the need of event organisers and governments to 
meet budget goals and justify expenditure, and partly because such impacts are most easily assessed. (Jago 
and Dwyer 2006, p. 1; Allen et al. 2002, p. 25; Dwyer et al. 2000, pp. 175–189.) 

However, it has been recognised that the economic aspect alone is insufficient and there is a growing 
demand for the research of the intangible socio-cultural and environmental impacts as well (e.g. Wood 2005; 
Small et al. 2005, p. 67). It is essential to adopt a holistic approach to impact evaluation across a range of 
economic, environmental and social criteria (Jago and Dwyer 2006, p. 2). To focus only on economic 
impacts creates an incomplete view of the event and its impacts. Overall impacts must be evaluated in order 
to ensure the longevity of events in any given region.  

Organizers and managers of events are the principal beneficiaries of the research gaining improved 
information to guide the development of the events in the future. The information can also aid the authorities 
in decision making process by providing results of the impacts of the different events. Without information of 
the true impacts, it is very challenging to develop the events and the event tourism of destinations. 

Economic impact evaluation 

According to Jago and Dwyer (2006: 7) “the economic impact of an event on a region is the net sum of the 
economic consequences of all of the cash inflows and outflows that occur because of an event”. The key 
input to economic impact assessment is the amount of expenditure caused by the event (e.g. visitors 
spending, purchasing of an event at the locality). Especially important is the proportion of expenditure which 
represents ‘new money’ into an area that is the money not already within the region. The identification of this 
‘new money’ is the base component of most economic models. (Jago and Dwyer 2006, pp. 7–8; Dwyer et al. 
2005, p. 352.) 
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A variety of methods have been used to evaluate the economic impacts of an event. The two main 
approaches are Input-output model (I-O) or some variant of it (e.g. Jago and Dwyer 2006, pp. 28–31; Tohmo 
2005; Daniels 2004; Chhabra et al. 2003; Kim et al. 1998) and Computable General Equilibrium model 
(CGE) (e.g. Jago and Dwyer 2006, pp. 31–41; Dwyer et al. 2006; Dwyer et al. 2005). Input-output models 
estimate the increase in economic activity (e.g. increased expenditure and employment) in the region 
associated with an event (Jago and Dwyer 2006, p. 28), but they have been criticised for ignoring the 
negative impacts. CGE model is more comprehensive and it overcomes many of the limitations experienced 
in the use of I-O models. Still it is less used because it is relatively expensive and complex to use. For these 
reasons input-output analysis continues to receive support as the preferred technique particularly for small 
events in regional areas. (Dwyer et al. 2006, pp. 59–60.) 

In Nordic countries the so-called Nordic model was developed in the early 1980s and has been widely used 
to research the economic impacts of tourism, (Juntheikki et al. 2002; Paajanen 1999, p. 123) and as 
applicable, of events. The Nordic model can be seen as an equal method with the input-output method. It is 
a combination of the expenditure and income methods, which can be used as combined or separately 
(Paajanen 1999, p. 124). The expenditure method, which investigates the tourist expenditure, is more 
commonly used in Finland to analyze the economic impacts of events (e.g. Cantell 2003, 1998, 1996, 1993; 
Tyni and Aho 1999; Ilmonen et al. 1995). The less used income method is directed to enterprises and it 
investigates the increase in sales caused by tourism. 

After all, the choice of a model to evaluate the economic impacts depends for example on the size and 
location of the event (Dwyer et al. 2006, p. 60). It has also been recognised that the staging of an event may 
generate wider economic intangible costs and benefits in addition to easily seen financial impacts (Dwyer et 
al. 2000). These intangibles are not quantifiable as precisely and objectively as are the financial economic 
impacts, but they must be taken into account when assessing the general impacts of the events on the 
community. 

Socio-cultural impact evaluation 

In addition to economic impacts events also have a range of other positive and negative impacts on their 
host communities and stakeholders. They can for example revitalize the cultural and social life of local 
people, build community pride, increase community participation or enhance the image of a destination. Also 
negative social and environmental impacts such as traffic congestion, crime and bad behaviour can occur. 
(Small et al. 2005, p. 68; Allen et al. 2002, p. 26; Dwyer et al. 2000, pp. 184–185.) Equal emphasis must be 
placed on evaluating both the positive and negative impacts of an event, across the range of economic, 
environmental and social criteria. Organisers need to know what sort of impacts the event has on 
communities to maximise or minimize those impacts in the future. To maximise the effectiveness of 
evaluations, a consistent approach is crucial. (Jago and Dwyer 2006, p. 2; Small et al. 2005, p. 74.) 

Evaluating the socio-cultural impacts of events is a quite new issue within the field of event research, but in 
recent years there has been a growing recognition of the need to measure also these impacts (Small et al. 
2005, p. 67). Because intangible socio-cultural impacts are difficult to measure objectively, only some 
systematic evaluation has been made of them. When researching social and cultural impacts of an event the 
locals are the interest group that is most often taken into account. It has been suggested that socio-cultural 
impacts occur as a result of the unique interaction between tourists, and a destination area with its 
population. As events put the whole destination on display, including its community, it has the very real 
potential to create socio-cultural impacts. (Small et al. 2005, p. 67.) The acceptance by locals is vital for the 
continuity of an event, because host community dissatisfaction can threaten its long-term success (Small et 
al. 2005, p. 67-68). Awareness of social impacts of events and of resident attitudes towards those impacts 
may help to reduce the unwanted disruption of local community life and thereby encourage a balance 
between social and economic development forces within the community (Delamere 2001, p. 25).  

Despite the difficultness of measuring the socio-cultural impacts, some frameworks and scales have been 
developed in order to evaluate them. One of these is Social Impact Perception Scale (SIP) which measures 
community perceptions of socio-cultural impacts (Small et al. 2005; Small 2007). Another scale to measure 
to socio-cultural impacts of an event is created by Delamere et al (2001). It measures resident attitudes 
towards social impacts of festivals (Delamere 2001; Delamere et al. 2001). 

In recent years quite a deal of work has been done attempting to develop standardised measures for non-
economic impacts of events, but there still is substantial work needed to be done before a comprehensive 
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framework can be agreed upon. Also much work is required to weave together all the different components 
of event evaluation into a single framework so that overall assessment can be made. (Jago and Dwyer 2006, 
p. 43.) Particularly in Australia and Great Britain comprehensive work has been done to evaluate the impacts 
of events and to create both economical and non-economical research models and tools (e.g. Do-It-Yourself, 
Event Evaluation Kit, ACCESS -research method) for evaluation (Carlsen et al. 2007; Buultjens 2006; 
Jackson et al. 2005). 

In Finland event-evaluation research is still quite a new field of research. There is need for an extensive 
research and creation of a model that could be used for assessing the economic, social and cultural impacts. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINNISH EVENT EVALUATION TOOL (FEET) 

In 2004 researchers and developers in eastern Finland started to pay attention to the challenges of the 
region. Policymakers wanted to find ways to enhance the development of the area and therefore Agenda of 
Eastern Finland was created in which the new focus points of the regional improvements were listed (Itä-
Suomi -ohjelma 2005). In recent years events have started to be seen as a good way to develop regions and 
tourism of localities, and therefore one of new focus points of eastern Finland was the development of event 
tourism. This was an arguable choice, because Finland is a land of summer events and many of them are 
held in the eastern part of the country.  

One of the proposals for action of the Agenda was to develop a tool for researching the impacts of events. 
Because of this need for the evaluation tool and comparable information on the impacts of events, a 
research project was created around these issues. EU -project ESS vaikuttaa (East Side Story - Impacts of 
Events in Eastern Finland) was carried out during the year 2007. The aim of the project was to develop an 
event evaluation tool, and test the pilot version of the tool in 12 events located in eastern Finland. 

Finnish Event Evaluation Tool (FEET) 
 

Based on the earlier researches and research tools, a pilot version of a Finnish Event Evaluation Tool 
(FEET) was created during the year 2007. The tool was developed in order to be able to produce 
comparable information on the impacts of events in Finland, and to gain some continuity to the event 
research. The Finnish Event Evaluation Tool can be used to research 1) the customer profiles, 2) the 
economical impacts and 3) the socio-cultural impacts of events.  

The FEET consists of six parts (picture 1). It includes questionnaires for event organisers, visitors, local 
entrepreneurs, local residents and policymakers. In addition, there is a theme interview template for event 
organisers. 
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PICTURE 1 
THE COMPONENTS OF FEET 

 

In FEET, as it is common in travel and event research tradition, a visitor study is used to research the visitor 
profiles and motives of visitors to attend an event. Also the research of the economic impacts of events is 
partly based on former research traditions. Many of the former research methods have based on Input-
Output models and evaluation of visitor expenditure. In FEET the evaluation of economic impact of events is 
based on an application of the Nordic model which has similar features as Input-Output model. The FEET 
research emphasises expenditure of the visitors. Also the views of entrepreneurs on income and other 
economic impacts caused by the event for their business are researched. In addition to these often used two 
main research focuses, consumption of the event needed to organise the event (e.g. advertisement, 
payments for employees) is studied in FEET to untangle the total economic impacts of an event to the 
locality.       

Besides being useful tool for investigating the economical impacts of events, FEET has also a component for 
examining the socio-cultural significances of events. The evaluation of these impacts in FEET is also partly 
based on former research. In the pilot version of FEET, the views of local residents, local decision makers 
and entrepreneurs were researched in order to evaluate the social and cultural impacts of an event. The tool 
includes different kinds of statements that are based on those identified in the literature. The statements 
relate for example to the impacts of an event on the local infrastructure, facilities, environment, the image of 
the municipality, regional cohesion and the identity of the local people. The socio-cultural impacts are 
specially emphasized in the questionnaire directed to the local residents. The stress of the surveys on local 
policymakers and entrepreneurs is on economical impacts but some statements and questions on the image 
of the town/municipality and atmosphere of the town/municipality is also included in the questionnaires.       

FEET research is carried out in the same way in every event in order to assure the comparability of the 
results. However, there is a possibility to make some changes to the questions based on the genre and size 
of the event. Due to the various points of views and the number of the interest groups the material collected 
with the FEET is very extensive. The concept of each impact (social, cultural and economical) is so wide that 
it would be possible to do a research by concentrating on only one of them. Nevertheless, it is exactly this 
diversity of viewpoints and interest groups which makes this tool interesting. It enables to find various 
standpoints and angles to the impacts of event tourism in Finland. 

FEETevent organisers:
-questionnaire

- theme interviews

audience:
- questionnaire

local 
residents:

- questionnaire

local 
entrepreneurs:
- questionnaire

local 
policymakers:
- questionnaire

FEETevent organisers:
-questionnaire

- theme interviews

audience:
- questionnaire

local 
residents:

- questionnaire

local 
entrepreneurs:
- questionnaire

local 
policymakers:
- questionnaire
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PILOT STUDY CONDUCTED BY FEET 

Above is introduced the Finnish Event Evaluation Tool. Pilot study conducted by FEET and some results of 
the pilot study are presented next to demonstrate what kind of information it is possible to gain with FEET. A 
full discussion of the results can be found in the final research report of the ESS vaikuttaa -project (Mikkonen 
et al. 2008). 

The events taking part in the pilot study  
The tool was tested during summer and autumn 2007 in 12 events held in eastern Finland (table 1). This was 
a first time when this many festivals were studied at the same time in Finland. Also the scope and 
perspectives of the study were more extensive than in former researches.    

The sample consisted of heterogeneous group of events that differed from each other in size and in content. 
The diversity of the sample was intentional because of the aim of generating a research tool for variety of 
events. When creating a tool for event impact assessment it is important to examine both small community-
based events and big events and festivals. It is also important to take into account the diversity of 
substances.  

The events participating in the pilot study were divided in four categories based on the substance of the 
event: 

1) Classical culture festivals (music, dance and literature): 7 events 

2) Popular culture festivals: 3 events 

3) Marginal culture festival: 1 event 

4) Sport event: 1 event 

Kajaani Poetry Week, Sylvi Symposium and Kirjakantti represented literature events in the sample (table 1). 
Kangasniemi Music Week, Joroinen Music Days and Lieksa BrassWeek were the classical music festival of 
the study. Ballet Mikkeli was the only dance festival in the research. In this division of four a children’s 
summer event Vekara-Varkaus and a rock festival Ilosaarirock were situated in popular culture category. 
Brewery Club of brewery-restaurant Huvila was also in this bracket. It is a series of concerts of Finnish 
rock/pop bands performing in the brewery restaurant settings throughout the summer. ANTI - Contemporary 
Art Festival was the only marginal culture, live-art event participating in the project. Old Timer’s Basketball 
Tournament was the sport event of the research. It offered comparison material for cultural festivals. 
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TABLE 1 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVENTS TAKING PART IN THE PILOT STUDY  

 

Some results of the pilot study conducted by FEET 

The first part of FEET investigates the profiles of event participants. The profile analysis includes age, 
education, profession and some other general information of visitors. The data collected with FEET allows 
researchers also to make much more accurate profiles of visitors in events. It is possible for example to 
include information about participation in the event, visitors’ interests, motives and place of residence to the 
profiles. 

As mentioned earlier the second part of the tool, economic impact evaluation, is based on the application of 
the Nordic model. The main interest is in expenditure of non-local visitors (expenditure method). The other 
effects of events on the local economy investigated include the consumption by the event at the locality and 
the views of the entrepreneurs on the impacts of the event for their business. 

The economic impacts vary greatly among the events of the pilot study. In general, the bigger the event in 
size is, the bigger the economic impacts are. Table 2 depicts the spending of non-local visitors, that is, the 
tourist expenditure. The numbers includes all the spending at the event and at the locality. As shown, the 
impacts of events range from very small financial benefits to large tourism incomes. However, any leakages 
of money outside the region are not taken into account in calculation, but to gain more complete picture of 
the economic impacts they should be included in the later studies. It is also to remember that the tourist 
expenditure to the locality does not tell the whole truth about the economic impacts of an event. 

Event Genre of the event
Year of 

foundation
Duration Attendance 2007

Proportion of           
travellers / local people

Kajaani Poetry Week Classical culture festivals 
(literature/poetry) 1977 5 days 7 355, sold tickets     

3 990 57 % / 43 %

Kirjakantti Classical culture festivals 
(literature) 2004 4 days 3 100, of which 

children 1600 14 % / 86 %

Sylvi Symposiumi Classical culture festivals 
(literature) 2000 2 days 1 200 29 % / 71 %

Kangasniemi Music Weeks Classical culture festivals 
(classical music) 1983 10-11 days 2 000, sold tickets     

1 700 83 % / 17 %

Joroinen Music Days Classical culture festivals 
(classical music) 1978 4-6 days 3 500, sold tickets     

3 100 77 % / 33 %

Lieksa BrassWeek Classical culture festivals 
(brass music) 1980 10 days

19 883 (9199 in free 
events and 10 684 in 

chargeable events; sold 
tickets 9 908   

63 % / 37 %

Ballet Mikkeli Classical culture festivals 
(dance) 1995 4-5 days 3845 (=sold tickets) 56 % / 44 %

Ilosaarirock Popular culture festivals 
(rock festival) 1971 3 days 22 579 (festival tickets) 79 % / 21 %

Brewery Club of brewery-
restaurant Huvila

Popular culture festivals 
(popular culture concerts) 2003 10 concerts per 

summer 3 300 55 % / 45 %

Vekara-Varkaus Popular culture festivals 
(children's event) 1995 7 days 14 691 37 % / 63 %

ANTI - Contemporary Art 
Festival Marginal culture festival 2002 4 days 4 000 39 % / 61 %

Old Timer's Basketball 
Tournament Sport event 1984 3 days 750 (players, referees, 

audience) 88 % / 22 %
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TABLE 2 
TOURIST EXPENDITURE OF PILOT STUDY EVENTS  

(inc. tickets, money spent at the event and at the locality) 

 

In the third part of FEET the positive and negative socio-cultural impacts that occur as a result of staging a 
festival are identified. Those impacts are identified from the opinions of local residents, local entrepreneurs 
and policy makers. Hence it is possible to compare the opinions of different stakeholders. Some of the 
important findings about socio-cultural impacts caused by events of eastern Finland are presented next (see 
also table 3). 

One of the most common positive impacts generated by events of the pilot study is an enhanced destination 
image. In all cases the events are seen to improve the image of a destination. The destination image that is 
based on a cultural event is very important especially for small localities that are not famous for anything 
else. With the help of the event they can therefore distinguish in relation to other similar localities. Many 
events also help to create a mental image of a culturally active region. To many small communities in 
eastern Finland the added value created by the events is crucial for their attractiveness as travel destination. 

It is often assumed that economic benefits are one of the most important reasons for organizing a festival or 
event. The study however proved that many small events have significant impacts on the lives of local 
people. The events may enliven the life of locals and give an opportunity for new activities, hobbies and 
experiences. Special events gather together people who are interested in the theme of the event. Therefore 
the social meanings are emphasized over the economic in the case of many events in eastern Finland. 

The commitment of locals is seen vital for the success of events in eastern Finland. In the case of bigger 
events the event increases the community participation and brings the whole community together. These 
events create opportunities for togetherness, social interaction and shared experiences. All the interest 
groups of the community participate in some degree creating the event and festival atmosphere. For that 
reason the event also increases community identity and pride of the locals of the area. Instead in some 
localities of pilot study the whole event is perceived quite distant and there is total lack of commitment by the 
locals. Most of the visitors in these cases come outside the region and therefore the event is felt distant by 
the community. 

Tourist expenditure
Kajaani Poetry Week 162 920 €
Kirjakantti 13 219 €
Sylvi Symposiumi 18 137 €
Kangasniemi Music Week 73 284 €
Joroinen Music Days 103 384 €
Lieksa BrassWeek 390 409 €
Ballet Mikkeli 334 457 €
Ilosaarirock 3 813 501 €
Brewery Club 42 992 €
Vekara-Varkaus 91 128 €
ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival 55 894 €
Old Timer's Basketball Tournament 184 587 €
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TABLE 3 
EXAMPLES OF SOCIO-CULTURAL IMPACTS OF PILOT STUDY EVENTS 

 

The results gained in the pilot study proved that the events that have big economic impacts have also 
important socio-cultural meanings for the whole community, just like small community-based events. The 
social and cultural impacts generated by an event are equally important as financial impacts. Authorities 
should remember that the economic benefits are not all that makes the event successful or significant. With 
FEET the overall picture of the impacts of events is gained. 

CONCLUSIONS  

As been pointed out, events have started to be seen as an important tool for regional development in small 
localities as well as in bigger towns. The events are important tourist attractions but they also have many 
kinds of impacts on their host communities. That is why there has been a growing recognition of the need for 
a comprehensive model that can be used to evaluate the economic, social and cultural impacts of events. 

This article presented a pilot version of Finnish Event Evaluation Tool (FEET) which was piloted in 12 events 
that differed in size and content. Economic impacts of events have been studied for many decades, and as 
such the tool developed and tested does not bring much new to the field of research. What is innovative in 
FEET is the evaluation of socio-cultural impacts alongside with economic impacts. With FEET it is possible to 
gain information that has not been available before. 

Although useful information was gained about events and their impacts in eastern Finland, the study proved 
that there is a need for further development of FEET. Firstly, the tool needs to be simplified. The diversity of 
data collected with the FEET is extensive, but at the moment the research process is quite heavy to carry 
out. Secondly, the calculation of tourist expenditure does not currently take any leakages of money outside 
the region into account. Also multipliers that are suitable in the context of eastern Finland and regional 
events must be defined and included in the calculation of the economic impacts. Thirdly, the development of 
measuring the socio-cultural impacts of events must continue. The data collection from three different 
stakeholders proved to be one of the biggest challenges, and it must become more efficient. Also more 
profound information of those impacts is needed.  

The pilot study conducted by FEET proved that the tool as such is not suitable for all kinds of events. Hence 
there is a need for creating criteria for categorizing events for example by their size and content. Therefore 
more accurate and comparable results could be gained of similar events. Also the combination of economic, 
social and cultural impact evaluation in a single study is very challenging. For that reason independent 
entities of these components should be created. That way it would be possible to concentrate on researching 
only one of them, or to have a possibility for more comprehensive impact study. 

It is intended that FEET will eventually serve as a basis for evaluation of other events in Finland as well. By 
simplifying the process of evaluation in FEET, it is hoped to improve the current research practice and to aid 
the general understanding of the levels of economic, social and cultural impacts of events. The information 
gained with the tool can be used to develop events and destinations. 

Impact on the 
image of locality

Impact on 
community 
involvement

Impact on 
community 

identity

Impact on 
environment

Local 
significance of 

the event

National 
significance of the 

event

Kajaani Poetry Week Low/Moderate Low Low None Moderate Moderate
Kirjakantti Low None/Low Low None Moderate Low
Sylvi Symposiumi Low Low Low None Moderate Low
Kangasniemi Music Week Low/Moderate Low Low None Low Moderate
Joroinen Music Days Moderate Low Low None Low Moderate
Lieksa BrassWeek Moderate/High Moderate/High Moderate/High None High High
Ballet Mikkeli Moderate Low None/Low None Moderate Moderate
Ilosaarirock High Moderate High Low High High
Vekara-Varkaus Low/Moderate Low Low None High Low
ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival Low None/Low Low None Low Moderate
Old Timer's Basketball Tournament None/Low None/Low None/Low None Low Low/Moderate
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Abstract: One of the most significant mechanisms that Destination Management Organisations 

(DMOs) can utilise to differentiate their offerings from those of competitors is through the 
process of branding. Brand Health Monitoring or Measurement is an important process that 
is required to refine or further develop a destination brand. 
 
This paper introduces the: 

• Concept of branding; 
• Destination brand conversion model; 
• Concept of destination brand health monitoring; 
• Brand health monitoring process that Tourism KwaZulu-Natal has introduced to measure 

the ‘health’ of its brand, ‘The Zulu Kingdom’. 
Keywords:  branding; destination brand conversion model; destination brand health monitoring 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Branding, or the process of developing a brand, can be regarded as one of the most significant and complex 
responsibilities of destination management organisations (DMOs) (Blichfeidt, 2005; Morgan et al, 2002; 
2003; Pike, 2005; UNWTO, 2007). A DMO can be defined as an entity that is involved with increasing 
tourism flow to a tourism destination or improving its image (The Travel Industry Dictionary, 2006). A tourism 
destination can be defined as, “A physical space in which a tourist spends at least one overnight. It includes 
tourism products such as support services and attractions and tourist resources within one day’s return travel 
time. It has physical and administrative boundaries defining its management, and images and perceptions 
defining its market competitiveness. Local destinations incorporate various stakeholders often including a 
host community, and can nest and network to form larger destinations” (UNWTO, 2007, p.1). This paper 
introduces the: 

• Concept of branding; 
• Destination brand conversion model; 
• Concept of destination brand health monitoring; and 
• Brand health monitoring process that Tourism KwaZulu-Natal has introduced to measure the 

‘health’ of its brand, ‘The Zulu Kingdom’.  
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DESTINATION BRANDING 
Kotler and Gertner (2002) describe a brand as a promise of value that differentiates a product or service from 
others. They incite beliefs, evoke emotions and stimulate behaviour. The United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation (UNWTO) (2007) regards a destination brand as a promise of an experience that a visitor can 
expect of a destination. A brand is more than a logo and a slogan. It’s a unique combination of a 
destination’s tangible and intangible characteristics and values.  
Morgan et al (2002; 2003) stress that a brand is one of the most powerful marketing ‘weapons’ that a DMO 
can use to influence potential tourists. There are a range of destinations with similar services and attractions. 
DMOs thus need to develop a unique identity or brand in order to differentiate their offerings from those of 
others in order to remain competitive. The UNWTO (2007) indicates that destination brands provide a variety 
of benefits which range from stimulating destination awareness, demand creation and transaction; to 
generating customer loyalty; serving as a basis to co-ordinate private sector initiatives; acting as a 
mechanism to encourage the development of seamless marketing collateral and serving as an image 
enhancement instrument for other economic sectors in a destination.  
 
The complex nature of destination branding 
Few reports exist regarding the process of destination branding (Caldwell and Freire, 2004; Pike, 2005; Tasci 
and Kozak, 2006). Furthermore, it is regarded as being a particularly complex process due to the fact that 
DMOs tend to have limited budgets, because of political interference and the need for ‘buy in’ from a range 
of stakeholders, the fact that destinations often exist in a volatile environment that is subject to rapid to 
change, and tourism is more complex and multidimensional than fast moving consumer goods (Morgan et al, 
2002; 2003; Pike, 2005; UNWTO, 2007) 
 
The destination branding process (including brand conversion) 
Chiaravalle and Findlay Schenk (2007); Morgan et al (2002; 2003) and the UNWTO (2007) provide useful 
guidelines regarding the process that should be followed in developing a destination brand. These include 
developing a clear understanding of that destination’s target market and overall product, identifying its values 
and unique selling proposition, particularly an emotional proposition, carefully positioning a destination so 
that it is appealing to a destination’s target market, developing a brand identity, designing that brand’s 
architecture, launching the brand and aggressively promoting it, convincing a destination’s stakeholders and 
community to live or internalise the brand and monitoring, evaluating and refining a brand. Chiaravalle and 
Schenck (2007) provide three key guidelines regarding the development of a brand. Firstly, a brand’s 
promise must be reinforced every time a consumer comes into contact with it. Secondly, a brand must reflect 
the essence of a product. Lastly, consistency in terms of the manner in which a brand is presented builds a 
brand. 
The UNWTO indicates that a brand pyramid can be used as a simple tool to develop a destination brand as 
illustrated below: 
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Figure 1: The Brand Pyramid 
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the essential 
nature and 

character  of the 
destination? 

 
What values 

does 
the destination instil? 

 
What key traits and 

characteristics of the 
destination are communicated by the 

brand – both 
head and heart? 

 
What psychological rewards or emotional 

benefits do 
tourists receive by visiting the destination? 

How does the tourist feel? 
 

What benefits to tourists result 
from this destination’s features? 

 
What are the tangible, 

verifiable, objective, measurable 
characteristics of this destination 

(UNWTO, 2007, p. 49) 
 
They similarly indicate that the following figure can be used to make a decision regarding brand architecture. 
 
 
Figure 2: Brand Architecture 
Least          Degree of Separation Most 

Branded House Master Brand 
Sub Brands 

Endorsed Brands House of Brands 

Nepal 
New Zealand – one 
destination, one 
core message. 

Britain – sub-brands 
– London, Scotland 
and Wales. 

Florida brand – 
endorsement of 
various attractions. 

Australia’s states and 
territories each with 
its own brand and 
strategy. 

(UNWTO, 2007, p. 50) 
 
Brand conversion is the process by which a consumer converts to or makes a decision to purchase a 
particular brand. South African Tourism has developed a model to explain the process that consumers move 
through, which ultimately leads to a decision to purchase a holiday in a destination such as South Africa. 
This is initially stimulated by awareness and eventually leads to information seeking, consideration and 
ultimately liaison with the ‘channel’ to transact. 
 

Brand  
Essence 

Brand  
Values

Brand 
Personality 

Attributes 

Emotional 
Benefits 

Rational 
Benefits 
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Figure 3: Tourism Brand Conversion Model 

 
 
(South African Tourism, 2006, p.48) 
 
Furthermore, it has been able to determine: 

- That there is a distinct correlation between the level of ‘unaided awareness’ of a consumer and an 
eventual decision to visit a destination; 

- The trade/channel plays a critical role in influencing the decision of a consumer to visit a particular 
destination; and 

- The level of awareness of the trade of a particular destination plays a key role. 
 
A destination brand also needs to be developed through the ‘experience delivery’ to tourists and by 
ultimately converting tourists to be ‘word of mouth’ ambassadors for that area. 
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Figure 4: Tourism Brand Conversion Model Continued 

(South African Tourism, 2006, p.49) 
 
 
South African Tourism has developed a battery of questions which it utilises to measure the health of the 
South African Brand.  They relate to: 

- Awareness – Top of mind, Unaided Awareness, Aided Awareness 
- Likeability of a destination 
- Consideration to visit 
- Information Seeking 
- Intention to visit in next 18 months 
- Experience delivery 
- Intention to revisit and act as an ‘Ambassador’ for a destination 

 
 
THE KWAZULU-NATAL DESTINATION BRANDING EXAMPLE 
 
Tourism KwaZulu-Natal (TKZN) is a South African provincial DMO. The KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority, 
which operates under the name of Tourism KwaZulu-Natal, has a mandate to promote and develop the 
tourism product of the South African province of KwaZulu-Natal (KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government, 
2006). KwaZulu-Natal’s government provides this parastatal organisation with an annual budget to enable it 
to fulfil this function. This organisation’s vision is, “To position the Province of KwaZulu-Natal as Africa’s 
leading tourism destination, nationally and internationally” (Tourism KwaZulu-Natal, 2006).  
 
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) is an area which is renowned for its: 

- Natural attractions – the Drakensberg and Greater St Lucia Wetland Park(now iSimangaliso Wetland 
Park) World Heritage sites, and game reserves of the likes of Hluhluwe-Imfolozi where the white 
rhino was saved from extinction. 

- Pre-history and History - Border Cave in the Maputaland area of KZN, for example, is the site which 
has some of the earliest evidence of modern man or Homo Sapiens Sapiens. The Drakensberg is 
renowned for its evidence of the early San people or Bushmen, and this was one of the reasons why 
this magnificent mountain range was declared a World Heritage Site. KZN also has a history which is 
associated with likes of King Shaka, Mahatma Gandhi, Winston Churchill, Mark Twain, Alan Paton, 
Albert Luthuli and Nelson Mandela - and critical events such as the battles of Isandlwana, Rorke’s 
Drift, Colenso and Spioenkop.   

- Rich Cultural Mix – a mix which includes the cultures of the second biggest Indian population outside 
mainland India to the famous Zulu people. 

Brand Aspiration can be delivered via Conversion 
Model
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- ‘Beach Culture’ - a range of Blue Flag beaches, a host of internationally recognised surf spots and 
one of the most important events on the international professional surfing calendar – ‘Durban Beach 
Africa’. 

KZN is South Africa’s leading domestic tourist destination with a share of some 32% of this market of 37.1mn 
annual trips and third most visited destination by foreign tourists (1.5mn tourists) in RSA (TKZN, 2007). 
TKZN has, since its inception, recognised the value of branding. Its approach to this process has been to 
latch on to a critical unique feature of this area, namely ‘The Zulu Kingdom’, to stimulate awareness of its 
broad tourism offering. This is a concept that is widely recognised by tourism stakeholders in this province as 
being appropriate to market the tourism offerings of this destination. In addition, it used the wide range of 
consumer research that it has at its disposal to develop a brand identity for the concept of the Zulu Kingdom. 
 
Figure 5: ‘The Zulu Kingdom’ Brand Pyramid 
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(TKZN, 2007, p.10) 
 
The architecture of this brand is one of a supra brand or master brand to cater for the branding needs of the 
various destinations that make up the Zulu Kingdom. 
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Figure 6: The Zulu Kingdom’s Sub-Destination Brands 
 

 
(TKZN, 2007, p. 11) 
 
 
It is also designed to be flexible to enable its stakeholders to use it for a variety of purposes and to fit within 
the broader branding initiatives of South African Tourism – RSA’s national tourism administration. TKZN is 
also constantly refining its brand using a Unilever approach known as ‘Insight Activation’ to ensure that it is in 
line with current consumer sentiments. 
 
 
Figure 7: The Zulu Kingdom’s Brand Development Process 

 
(TKZN, 2007, p. 12) 
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Unilever’s South African Head Office is in Durban. TKZN has forged an alliance with Unilever to leverage 
from its extensive experience in branding to develop the Zulu Kingdom brand. 
 
The most critical constraint that has hindered TKZN in its efforts to build the Zulu Kingdom brand is its 
budget. Unilever has indicated that it costs at least R8mn, or just over £600 000 per annum, to establish and 
build a brand in the RSA through advertising campaigns. TKZN’s annual budget for all its activities is only in 
the order of R56mn or £4mn. 
 
 
 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF TOURISM KWAZULU-NATAL’S MOST RECENT BRAND 
HEALTH MONITORING SURVEYS AND ITS CURRENT BRAND HEALTH MONITORING MECHANISMS 

 
Initial Brand Health Monitoring 
 
The Zulu Kingdom Brand was re-launched in December 2003. As a result the TKZN management team was 
of the view that it was critical to measure the impact of this new brand. 
 
TKZN placed two questions on AC Nielsen’s June 2004 Omnibus survey. The purpose of these questions 
was to determine the level of noting of KZN’s new tourism brand – the ‘Zulu Kingdom’ and to determine in 
which media this brand was noted. A series of questions were also placed on AC Nielsen’s February 2005 
Omnibus to determine the level of noting of this brand and issues which respondents associate with this 
brand. TKZN placed the same questions on AC Nielson’s February 2006 and February 2007 surveys. 
 
This survey uses a representative sample of 2 435 South African adults living in metros, cities, towns and 
villages.  
 
 
Figure 8: Overall noting of the Zulu Kingdom Brand 

(TKZN, 2007) 
 
The results of these surveys revealed a significant increase, as determined by a Two Sample Z-Test of 
independent sample proportions, in the level of noting of this brand since its launch – from 34% of all urban 
South African adults in 2004, to 42% in February 2005, to 53% in February 2006 and 60% in February 2007. 
 
The surveys also indicated that there had been an increased level of noting in the core domestic source 
generating markets of Gauteng and the Western Cape since the June 2004 survey. However, there was a 
decline in the Western Cape noting figure if it is compared to the 2006 survey figure. 
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Figure 9: Level of noting of the Zulu Kingdom Brand by Province 

(TKZN, 2007) 
 
There was also a pleasing increase in the level of noting by the core ‘holiday making’ generating LSMs 
(Living Standard Measurement segments) 9 – 10. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Level of noting of the Zulu Kingdom Brand by LSM 

(TKZN, 2007) 
 
In addition there was an improvement of the level of noting by all of the age segments, with the exception of 
25 – 34 year old group where noting declined slightly in comparison to the 2006 survey period.  
 
 
 
Figure 11: Level of noting of the Zulu Kingdom Brand by Age 

(TKZN, 2007) 
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Furthermore there was a general increase in the level of noting across most media. 
 
 
Figure 12: Level of noting of the Zulu Kingdom Brand by Media 

(TKZN, 2007) 
 
 
However, it is important to note that the associations which respondents have of the brand tend to be mainly 
limited to one of the core, intended, primary attributes of the brand namely – ‘Zulu history and culture’.  Only 
10.7% associated it with travel and holidays in February 2007. 
 
 
Table 1: Zulu Kingdom Associations 
Association 2005

%
2006 

%
2007

 %
Natal/ KwaZulu-Natal/ Durban 16 8.5 11
Shaka Zulu 5.6 4.4 8
Zulu tradition/ traditional way of doing things/ 
traditional dress/Zulu culture/ Zulu history 

34.6 44.9 55

Zulu Kingdom/Zulu King 7.3 8.6 9
Logo for Zulu/ logo for KwaZulu-Natal 1.9
Tourism advert 0.5 0.4
Kingdom of Buthelezi/ Buthelezi/ IFP 1.5 0.9 1.2
The scenery/ landscape of KZN 1.6
Other 2.2 4.7 6.6
Don’t know 23.5 17.1 12.5

(TKZN, 2007) 
 
In addition to the surveys that TKZN has conducted through the AC Nielson Omnibus, TKZN has tested for 
brand noting and association through all of its recent event impact assessments and in the focus group 
discussions which where conducted to provide insight into the current brand activation initiatives that TKZN 
has been involved in with Unilever. 
The event impact assessment surveys have similarly revealed a high level of noting of the Zulu Kingdom 
Brand. They have indicated higher levels of association between the Zulu Kingdom concept and leisure 
travel – but this proportion was still low. Focus group discussions results have also emphasised this trend. 
 
TKZN also conducts an annual survey of a representative sample of the tourism trade in its province to 
determine the perceptions of its activities and brand development work. This is as a result of the realisation 
of the importance of destination stakeholder support for a destination brand. 
 
Subsequent Revisions to align current monitoring initiatives behind South African Tourism’s Brand 
Conversion Model and monitoring mechanisms  
TKZN is adopting the questions which South African Tourism has developed to monitor brand conversion in 
its annual Domestic Brand Monitor and other relevant surveys. The results of some these new questions 
have been as follows: 
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Figure 13: Top of mind domestic awareness of the South Africa’s tourism destinations 

 
(TKZN, 2007) 
 
 
KZN’s provincial destinations are the destinations with the highest level of top of mind or spontaneous 
awareness. 
 
The levels of aided awareness of this province’s destinations also appear to be improving, which implies that 
the marketing efforts of TKZN and its partners are beginning to pay dividends. 
 
 
Table 2: Aided Awareness – KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Destinations 
 Not Very 

Familiar 
Somewhat 
Familiar 

Very Familiar 

 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 
KZN 47.9 46.8 29.3 30.5 22.9 22.7 

Durban 35.3 33.9 29.8 30.6 34.9 35.5 
PMB/Midlands 64 60.9 21.6 24.4 14.4 14.7 
S. Coast 65.9 64.4 18.7 21.4 15.4 14.2 
N.Coast 73.9 73.2 15.4 17.1 10.8 9.7 
Zululand 72.5 67.7 16.7 20.6 10.9 11.8 
Drakensberg 67.4 69 20.1 21.1 12.5 9.9 
Elephant 
Coast 

89.6 87.4 7.1 8.8 3.2 3.8 

Battlefields 89.5 85.8 6.6 9.7 3.9 4.5 
(TKZN, 2007) 
 
In addition this survey is beginning to provide benchmark information to test for other key brand conversion 
variables such information seeking. 
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Figure 13: Level of Information Seeking regarding Zulu Kingdom Brand 

 
(TKZN, 2007) 
 
 
Another example is the variable ‘Willingness to recommend’ KZN as a destination for friends and relatives to 
consider for a holiday trip. Some 73.6% of all respondents in the 2007 Omnibus survey representing the 
majority of South African urban households, indicated that they would be willing to recommend KZN as a 
tourist destination. 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This paper has attempted to provide an overview of the concepts of tourism destination branding, brand 
conversion and brand health monitoring. TKZN’s approach to these concepts was used as a case study to 
illustrate the mobilisation of these key notions which assist in entrenching the competitive position of a 
tourism destination. 
The results of brand monitoring can be used to measure the performance of a DMO’s marketing effort, 
particularly in terms of brand conversion and brand development initiatives. They can furthermore be used to 
refine a destination brand and to ensure that marketing communication initiatives that are mobilised reflect 
the intended architecture and associated strategy that define the brand. Finally, as reasonable trend data is 
built up from this monitoring process, it will be possible to use this data for modelling purposes such as multi-
variate analysis. One of the most important criticisms of brand conversion models are that they are often not 
based on tracking or trend data (Knowles et al, 2004) 
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An Integrated Model of Place Image 
 
 As the importance of global marketing grows, technology advances and markets shift, 
academics, practitioners and governments at all levels are focusing more on place image.  To advance place 
theory, this study combines elements from two areas of marketing that have explored place image more than 
any others:  Tourism Destination Image and Product-Country Image.  Key constructs from each are 
measured simultaneously in the first-ever Integrated Model of Place Image.  The model test uses consumer 
survey data from South Korea, to compare image measures of the U.S. and Japan, using Structural Equation 
Modeling. 
 
Keywords: tourism destination image, product-country image, modeling 
 
 
 
An Integrated Model of Place Image 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 The application of marketing and branding techniques in the country context can be a 
powerful force for global wealth distribution and cultural as well as economic development (Anholt, 2002). 
Central to place branding theory is the concept of place image.   
 This study advances place image theory through research that combines knowledge from the 
two fields of marketing that have dealt most extensively with place image:  Tourism Destination Image (TDI) 
– the effects of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a person has of a destination (Kotler et al., 1993); and, 
Product-Country Image (PCI) – the effects of “place” image on buyer attitudes toward products from various 
origins (Papadopoulos and Heslop, 2002).  Although the focus of both fields is place image, each has 
developed independently of the other, and notwithstanding their common object of interest, there has been 
no systematic research that fully combines the two perspectives.  Therefore, this comparative analysis of TDI 
and PCI represents the first ever in-depth cross-fertilization of ideas between these two significant fields of 
research.   
 To explore the potential relationships between cognitive and affective dimensions of place, 
and tourism and product beliefs and behaviors, a theoretical model is developed by merging research and 
knowledge from both fields.  The resulting Integrated Model of Place Image (IMPI) incorporates a mix of TDI 
and PCI image measures, comprising eight constructs and 26 variables, which establish a framework for the 
analysis of any place of interest.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 A review of the literature reveals that tourism is an image-driven industry, and that TDI has 
been a significant focus of research for more than 30 years.  In the 1970s, a number of key articles 
established the importance of image as a predictor of travel behavior.  Credited as the first to do so, Hunt 
(1975, p.1) went so far as to state that “it seems likely that images, as perceived by individuals in the travel 
market, may have as much to do with an area’s tourism development success as the more tangible 
recreation and tourist resources”.  In the decades to follow, many notable studies considered the influence of 
image on traveler choice (Pearce, 1982), the measurement of image (Echtner and Ritchie, 1991), and its 
formation (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999).  However, much of the existing research is specific to the 
measurement of one destination’s image.  Even with the publication of over 200 articles in the tourism 
literature, the study of TDI still lacks an accepted theory-based framework or solid conceptualization (Beerli 
and Martin, 2004).   
 The study of a product’s “country of origin”, or PCI research, is even more extensive, 
consisting of over 1,000 major publications produced since the 1950s (Papadopoulos, 2004).  Here, too, are 
studies that consider the influence of image on consumer behavior, measure image, and assess its formation 
(Papadopoulos and Heslop, 1993).  Yet, this body of research has been largely ignored by the tourism 
literature, just as the findings from TDI research have not been incorporated in studies of PCI.    
 Several TDI and PCI models exist (approximately 25 in each stream) reflecting numerous and 
varied conceptions of place image.  Empirical studies have assessed a wide range of image components, 
typically through the application of Likert or bipolar adjective scales to measure specific place attributes.  For 
example, key constructs of TDI include natural resources, tourism infrastructure, and atmospherics (Beerli 
and Martin, 2004).  Key constructs of PCI include beliefs about a nation’s level of advancement, affect for its 
people, and product assessments (Papadopoulos and Heslop, 1993).   This study will conceptualize the 
relationships among key TDI and PCI constructs, and empirically test their hypothesized relationships.  
 In order to explore how consumer perceptions of place might influence attitudes, country 
image, product and destination beliefs, familiarity and behavior are modeled simultaneously.  From the 
extensive literature review of TDI and PCI, models most relevant to this objective have been examined in 
order to support the development of a joint model of analysis.  Building from a review of PCI structural 
models by Papadopoulos and Butt (2005), a selection of top models was assessed in terms of relevance, 
based on a match of model constructs to those of interest here (e.g. country and product image, cognitive 
and affective components, and familiarity).   
 The review of the TDI literature revealed very few studies that have modeled the relationship 
of the constructs of interest here.  Of the six TDI models found, three treat image as a dependent variable, 
and model its formation (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999; Beerli and Martin, 2004a, b); and, three treat image as 
an independent variable, and model its influence on behavior (Murphy et al., 2000; Bigne et al., 2001; Heslop 
et al., 2005).    The fact that image is treated as often as a dependent variable in TDI is distinctly different 
from its treatment in PCI.  All 21 models reviewed by Papadopoulos and Butt (2005) treat image as an 
independent construct, predictive of behavior at either the intermediate point in the purchase decision-
making hierarchy (e.g. “preferences”) or the end point (e.g. “intent to buy”).  To match the objective of this 
study, image is treated as a predictor construct. 
 A similarity of PCI and TDI research is the consideration in both fields of cognitive and 
affective components of place image.  Separate constructs have been modeled in TDI to reflect and measure 
cognitive place evaluations, affective place evaluations, and a holistic measure termed “overall image” by 
Baloglu and McCleary (1999) and Beerli and Martin (2004a, b).  In PCI, authors have also developed distinct 
constructs to reflect affective place image components (Haubl, 1996; Orbaiz and Papadopoulos, 2003).  
Thus, a distinction is made in this study between cognitive and affective country image. 
 Another similarity of PCI and TDI research, to varying degrees, is the consideration of 
experience, or familiarity, with either product or destination.  From the early study of TDI, the level of 
familiarity with a destination has been considered (Gunn, 1972; Pearce, 1982; Chon, 1991).  More recently, 
Baloglu (2001) developed a “familiarity index”, and both the Baloglu and McCleary (1999) and Beerli and 
Martin (2004a,b) models include measures of familiarity.  Surprisingly, familiarity is less common in PCI 
studies, despite its proven influence (Heslop et al., 2004; Orbaiz and Papadopoulos, 2003).  Relevant to both 
PCI and TDI, familiarity is included as a model construct of the current study. 
 A significant difference found in the PCI and TDI literature is the level of analysis, or 
application of models.  While PCI studies have moved to quite complex subdivisions of image at levels of 
multi-product categories, brands and hybrid mixes of origins (e.g. country of assembly, country of design), 
TDI studies continue to regard image at a very general level.  The result is that most measures of TDI 
encompass a range of cognitive/affective, tangible/intangible, and country/product variables.  Thus, to 
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differentiate between country and product-related variables in this model, PCI theories are referenced 
(Haubl, 1996; Knight and Calantone, 2000; Heslop et al., 2004; Orbaiz and Papadopoulos, 2003).   
 Lastly, the outcome of interest in this study is consumer behavior as a dependent measure.  
Again, PCI research has incorporated and measured behavior more extensively than has TDI research.  
Also, the variables differ, in that TDI tends to measure “intention to return” to a destination, and/or “likelihood 
of recommending” a destination (Bigne et al., 2001), whereas the most frequent behavioral measure in PCI 
appears to be “willingness, or intent, to buy” (Haubl, 1996; Heslop et al., 2004; Orbaiz and Papadopoulos, 
2003).  Measures are included to reflect both tourism and product related consumption behavior patterns. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 The constructs included in the integrated model, measured indirectly through multiple 
indicators, are grouped into four categories: 

1) Country Image; 
2) Beliefs;  
3) Familiarity; and 
4) Receptivity. 
 

 The basic conceptualization of an Integrated Model of Place Image (IMPI) is presented as 
Figure 1.  This figure illustrates the basic structural model of the newly combined TDI and PCI constructs.  
The 26 indicators selected to measure the constructs are listed in Table 1, and Figures 2 and 3 illustrate all 
15 posited relationships. 
 
FIGURE 1 
INTEGRATED MODEL OF PLACE IMAGE  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 The survey instrument was a structured questionnaire, using 7-point bipolar adjective scales 
to measure image variables, distributed by means of an intercept of adults attending a travel show in Seoul, 
South Korea.  This method was preferred for its effectiveness and manageability, and its ability to reach a 
sample of adults likely to have a higher than average level of familiarity with the countries selected, given 
their expressed interest in travel.  The questionnaire was developed in English, translated to Korean, and 
back-translated to ensure linguistic equivalence.  Following a pilot test of the questionnaire (n=47), the data 
collection was successfully implemented during the Korea World Travel Fair.  Some 80,000 consumers 
attend this annual show which features travel booths from hundreds of destinations.  Korean university 
students distributed the questionnaire as an intercept to adults attending the show, and offered participants a 
small token of appreciation for completing the questionnaire.   
 
 
FINDINGS 
 
 Overall, about 48% of the South Korean respondents were male and 52% female, with a high 
73% having university education. The average number of persons per household was 4, and average annual 
household income, converted from Won to U.S. dollars, was approximately $35,000. Given that the average 
per person income in Korea is just over $20,000, this might represent one full-time and one part-time wage 
earner and two children per household, and be considered fairly representative of the population. 
Notwithstanding the young age of respondents, a good 39% of respondents were 30 years and older. This is 
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considered a good sample, given that relatively higher educated and younger individuals are more likely to 
reflect the views of opinion leaders, and typically know more about and have a greater interest in travel and 
foreign products.  
 The first stage of analysis interprets the results of the 26 scaled questions that formed the 
bulk of the survey instrument.  Pair-wise T-tests were undertaken to assess the significance of the mean 
differences across the evaluated countries. Overall, T values are significant for more than two-thirds of the 
pair wise comparisons (69%), meaning that the majority of mean scores are significantly different at the 0.01 
level.   
 As seen in Table 1, the U.S. is relatively strong in terms of cognitive items and product and 
destination beliefs, however, it scores lower on affective items and a desire for more products from the target 
country. This suggests potential disagreements within South Korean public opinion with recent U.S. 
international policies and actions, as well as feelings that the levels of penetration of U.S. goods in South 
Korea are high enough and ought not to be expanded further. An expected “image factor”, or what might be 
considered a country’s “goodwill measure”, appears to be at play and to be currently weakening the U.S.’s 
overall view in South Korea.  
 Japan’s strength is also its Cognitive Image, particularly the technology measure.  This 
strength follows through in ratings for Product Beliefs, yet, while Product Familiarity is also relatively high, 
Product Receptivity drops.  It appears that Affective measures negatively impact Product Receptivity more so 
than they impact Destination Receptivity.  For Japan, the “image factor” seems to have greater influence on 
receptivity than the country’s technological and product quality strengths would suggest.  
 Next, the data was used to test the theoretical model by applying SEM using LISREL (v. 8.0).  
The model results, shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the U.S. and Japan respectively, reveal interesting patterns 
of relationships. 
 
TABLE 1 
VARIABLE MEANS BY CONSTRUCT  
Constructs  Indicators Means1 (n=349) T test 

U.S. Japan P value 
Cognitive Country Image Quality of life 5.671 5.273 .000   
 Wealth 5.580 5.348 .002 
 Technology level 5.587 5.682 .290* 
 Education level 5.041 4.977 .399* 
Affective Country Image Pleasant 4.785 4.075 .000 
 Friendly 4.171 4.026 .199* 
 Safe 3.359 4.504 .000 
 Trustworthy 3.928 3.503 .000 
Product Familiarity Use 4.816 5.213 .000 
 Ease to find 5.206 5.555 .000 
 Satisfaction 4.410 4.910 .000 
Destination Familiarity Country knowledge 3.500 4.075 .000 
Product Beliefs Quality 5.322 5.787 .000 
 Workmanship 5.224 5.491 .002 
 Innovativeness 5.078 5.429 .211* 
 Value for money 4.826 5.149 .000 
Destination Beliefs Scenery 5.588 5.225 .000 
 Attractions 5.321 5.075 .008 
 Activities 5.457 5.170 .002 
 Value for money 5.957 5.692 .001 
Product Receptivity Welcome more imports 3.677 3.499 .050* 
 Willing to buy 4.301 4.484 .058* 
 Proud to own 3.296 3.348 .579* 
Destination Receptivity Willing to travel 5.118 5.089 .781* 
 Ideal country 4.493 4.069 .000 
 Good overall destination 5.455 5.641 .000 
1 Means of bipolar adjective scales, where 1=negative and 7=positive. 
*Difference not significant at p>0.01. 
 
IMPI for the U.S. 
 The product part of the U.S. model is relatively strong, confirming the relationship of Cognitive 
Country Image to Product Beliefs to Product Receptivity found in past research.  Product Beliefs is 
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influenced by both Cognitive Country Image and Product Familiarity, which in turn influences Product 
Receptivity.  Product Beliefs also influences Destination Receptivity.  On the other hand, Affective Country 
Image does not have significant influence on Product Beliefs, but does influence Product Receptivity.  The 
tourism part of the model is weaker.  Neither Cognitive Country Image nor Destination Familiarity has an 
influence on Destination Beliefs.  It is Affective Country Image that influences Destination Receptivity directly, 
as does Destination Beliefs.  And, Destination Beliefs does not have a significant influence on Product 
Receptivity.   
 
FIGURE 2 
IMPI for The U.S. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______ Hypothesis supported 
_ _ _ _  Hypothesis not supported   
 
 
 
IMPI for Japan 
 
 The Japan model shares the same strengths as the U.S. model for the product part.  Product 
Beliefs is influenced by both Cognitive Country Image and by Product Familiarity, which in turn influences 
Product Receptivity.  Product Beliefs also influences Destination Receptivity. Affective Country Image has a 
significant influence directly on Product Receptivity, but not on Product Beliefs.  The Tourism part is 
somewhat stronger here than was the case in the U.S. model, and more directly parallels the product side of 
the model. Both Cognitive Country Image and Destination Familiarity have a significant influence on 
Destination Beliefs, and Affective Country Image influences Destination Receptivity directly, but not 
Destination Beliefs.  Again, Product Beliefs influences Destination Receptivity, yet Destination Beliefs does 
not influence Product Receptivity. 
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FIGURE 3 
IMPI for Japan 
______________________________________________________________________________

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______ Hypothesis supported 
_ _ _ _  Hypothesis not supported   
 
 
Model Fit  
 SEM analysis includes an assessment of the overall fit of the models, using multiple 
measures as listed in Table 2. Chi-square (X2) divided by degrees of freedom (d.f.) indicates that the models 
have a good fit with a statistic of less than four (Taylor and Todd 1995).  This is supported by the RMSEA 
statistic which suggests an adequate fit of the models and data (0.076 for the U.S. model, and 0.078 for the 
Japan model). 
 A closer look at the factor loadings of each variable to its construct, shown graphically in 
Figures 2 and 3, shows that most of the loadings are close to or above 0.60 for Affective Country Image, 
Product Beliefs, and Destination Beliefs, supporting the reliability of these measures. The Cognitive Image 
and Receptivity constructs, while lower, fall in an acceptable range from 0.50 to 0.87.  However, the 
Familiarity constructs include lower loadings for three variables, namely country knowledge (0.22), ease to 
find (0.33), and use (.38).  Though this likely lowers the overall fit of the model, these variables were 
retained, in parts based on theoretical grounds and suggestions from earlier research, support from the 
findings for other target countries in the study (not reported here), and in order to allow for a fuller exploration 
of key relationships.  
  To test the statistical significance of the relationships posited, the structural parameters 
produced by the SEM analysis for each path are assessed in terms of their significance and scale.  If the z-
value of a structural parameter (equal to the ratio between a parameter estimate and its standard error) is 
greater than 1.96, then the parameter is considered significant at the 0.05 level. As detailed in Table 2, this 
path analysis fully supports seven of fifteen posited paths, partially supports two, and does not support six. 
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TABLE 2 
COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL PATHS BY MODEL1 
Path U.S.   Japan # 

Sig. 
Hypothesis 
support 

Cognitive Image-Affective Image 0.75 1.07 0 No 
Cognitive Image-Product Beliefs 0.56* 0.48* 2 Yes 
Cognitive Image-Destination Beliefs 0.58 0.57* 1 Partial 
Affective Image-Product Beliefs 0.05 0.05 0 No 
Affective Image-Destination Beliefs -0.02 0.02 0 No 
Affective Image-Product Receptivity 0.29* 0.70* 2 Yes 
Affective Image-Destination Receptivity 0.19* 0.31* 2 Yes 
Product Beliefs-Product Receptivity 0.66* 0.33* 2 Yes 
Product Beliefs-Destination Receptivity 0.27* 0.23* 2 Yes 
Destination Beliefs-Product Receptivity -0.10 0.06 0 No 
Destination Beliefs-Destination Receptivity 0.65* 0.60* 2 Yes 
Product Familiarity-Product Beliefs 0.41* 0.51* 2 Yes 
Destination Familiarity-Destination Beliefs 0.24 0.71* 1 Partially 
Destination Familiarity-Affective Image 0.75 1.40 0 No 
Product Familiarity-Affective Image 0.0 -1.35 0 No 
Model fit:     
CFI .92 .93   
X2 / d.f. 3.32 3.16   
RMSEA .076 .078   
*Statistically significant path at p > 0.05 level. 
1Standardized coefficients. 
  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
  
 The results reveal that cognitive country image has greater influence on product factors than 
on destination factors, affective country image has greater influence directly on receptivity than indirectly on 
beliefs, whereas familiarity does influence product and destination beliefs, yet does not influence affective 
country image.  Additionally, consumer beliefs exhibit a strong cross-over effect in the direction from product 
beliefs to destination receptivity.  The influence of destination beliefs on receptivity to that country’s products, 
however, is not evident. 
 The results contribute to both the theoretical foundations, and practical analysis of place 
image. For the U.S. and Japan, the model dynamics raise important issues.  For both countries, their 
“corporate” strengths are their cognitive associations (more so than their affective associations) as well as 
their product and destination beliefs.  Yet, in terms of product and travel receptivity, both countries scores 
fall, depressed by the relatively weaker country-level affective associations that directly influence receptivity.  
Like a person’s intellectual framework that combines cognitive, affective and conative elements to form an 
image, the stronger a country’s associations, the stronger the brand image.  

For researchers, the results shed much light on the theories postulated in the conceptual 
model.  The relationships between the core constructs of image, beliefs and behaviors are identified, as are 
new relationships between product and tourism constructs, along with their relative strengths.  For 
practitioners, the model dynamics raise important issues. The IMPI identifies which image-related variables 
are important, and which are not, and how consumers evaluate products and destinations.  Supported by 
empirical results, the IMPI is presented for the future study of TDI and PCI.   
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Building a GIS resource base for collaborative tourist area planning:  
a case study of the Brabant Wal 
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Breda, The Netherlands 
 
 
Abstract 
 
This study shows how decision making processes regarding the development of tourism destinations can be 
supported by GIS operations. Geospatial data from a tourism resource base are used in a coupling of GIS 
operations with SWOT analysis to uncover and verify opportunities and constraints for development. 
Operations of data display, data exploration, data analysis and data modeling are performed within the 
framework of a collaborative planning process according to principles of advocacy planning. Strategic 
planning methods are used in this process to empower stakeholders, and groupware is created to augment 
collective intelligence in view of the development of a strategic vision of the Brabant Wal tourist area. The 
operations are illustrated by a number of examples from practice. 
 
Key words: tourism resource base, collaborative planning, geographical information systems, geospatial 
data, SWOT analysis 
 
 
 
The Brabant Wal tourist area (see map 1) is situated in the southwestern part of the Netherlands on the 
border with Belgium. It derives its name from a conspicuous ridge that runs through the otherwise relatively 
flat Dutch landscape. Tourism and recreation play an important role in the regional economy, and 
stakeholders in the area have indicated that the potential for tourism is high. In spite of successful brand 
name development, major entrepreneurs are dissatisfied with the pace of tourism growth in the area and are 
of the opinion that present land use zoning is too restrictive. Therefore, they would like to draft their own 
plans. However, they need professional assistance for this. A planning process was therefore initiated 
according to the classic principle of survey-analysis-plan and advocacy planning. In modern planning 
approaches, surveys do not have the prominent position they had in the past. They were seen as too costly 
viewed against the short period that they are useful as a source of information. However, the use of 
geographical information systems (GIS) have extended this period substantially due too lower data collection 
costs and the ability of GIS to amend data sets in routine operations. 
 
In the past, surveys were also not directly related to their use in strategic planning. If a clear relationship is 
established, their contents can be more precisely defined according to their utility value in the various stages 
of the planning process, especially in problem exploration. For this study, a model has been developed that 
links a tourism resource base, based on geospatial survey data, to a well-known strategic planning method, 
SWOT analysis. In this model, applications of the resource base are distinguished by the standard GIS 
operations that are used various stages of a collaborative planning process. 
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Map1 The Brabant Wal tourist area 
 
For the strategic planning of the Brabant Wal, use has been made of advocacy planning. This is an approach 
where planners assist stakeholders, in our case tourism entrepreneurs, in developing a strategic vision for 
regional tourism development. The planners act as facilitators in a collaborative planning process where their 
technical expertise is used to help these stakeholders to draft proposals that are seriously considered in the 
political process and that have a good change of being accepted: “Planners should be able to engage in the 
political process as advocates of the interests of both the government and of such other groups, 
organizations and individuals who are concerned with proposing policies for the future development of the 
community (Davidoff 1965).  
 
Although the planners who assist the tourism entrepreneurs primarily serve their interests, they have the duty 
to take into account the other interests that are involved, not only that of the different levels of government, 
but also that exist in the study area. Tourism development is often associated with a clash of interests 
between government agencies and environmentalists that want to protect landscapes, farmers that want to 
use their land commercially, tourism entrepreneurs that want to build hotels and resorts, and inhabitants that 
want jobs but also not their habitats be flooded by tourists. An effective way to bridge the considerable 
differences of opinion that exist is to bring all interest groups together in a collaborative planning process.    
 
1 The collaborative planning process 
 
If one follows the principles of advocacy planning, the implication is that the strategic planning process has a 
collaborative nature. A collaborative planning process (Landré 2007) starts with an initiative coming from a 
group of stakeholders. This initiative is followed by an assignment to a core group of planners, whose task is 
to organize a number of strategic planning exercises. It is the responsibility of this group to make a proposal 
about the procedures. Preparing the plan is the task of a working group or project team. 
 
Due to the technical demands resulting from the combination of planning support methods and systems, 
provision is made for data management as well as process management tasks, both performed by staff 
teams. The data management team is responsible for all technical aspects of the hardware and software 
environment. The process management team monitors the process initiated by the working group, starting 
with problem exploration and ending with making a set of policy recommendations. 
It is important for the core group to determine who are the stakeholders, what are their interests, their 
relationships, and their power and influence. It is therefore essential to undertake a stakeholder analysis 
before the working group is starting its work by exploring the problem situation. Stakeholder analysis is an 
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aid to determine the appropriate type of involvement of stakeholders at different stages in the planning 
process. 
 
Problem exploration entails the use of problem structuring methods to deal with uncertainty, complexity and 
conflicts. Understanding has to be reached about different interpretations of the problem situation. Insight 
has to be obtained in the relevant issues and how they are related to each other, in suitable policy 
instruments and their expected effects, and in ways to deal with uncertainty, priorities and frame conditions.  
 
The next stage is the generation of alternative courses of action, which will in the evaluation stage be 
assessed according to their expected effects. The last stage in the plan making process is the 
recommendation of a specific course of action, after which implementation can start. 
 
This collaborative planning process (see figure 1) provides the framework in which a number of practical 
steps can be distinguished to put in a logical order the actions that eventually will result in a strategic vision 
for the area: 
 

• creating the tourism resource base 
• analyzing relevant policies 
• building a tourist planning information system 
• organizing stakeholder workshops 
• exploring the present situation with problem structuring methods 
• generating and then evaluating alternatives 
• formulating short term actions and longer term policies 

 
2 The GIS resource base 
 
The GIS resource base (see table 1) is an important instrument for data management as it provides most of 
the regional data to planning support methods and systems. It should be constructed in such a way that it 
guarantees quick and equal access to the information needed by stakeholders and planners in every step of 
the planning process. Access could be extended to politicians responsible for decision-taking and interested 
citizens. 
 
The resource base comprises a large number of geospatial data layers classified into 13 groups: borders, 
infrastructure, ecological main structure, protected areas, water features, agriculture, green main structure, 
landscapes, cultural history, tourist accommodation, recreation areas, recreation businesses and trade and 
services related to the destination components of tourism and recreation. The resource base includes 
therefore spatial configurations of manmade and natural objects as well as spatial configurations of 
development control regarding these objects. The latter is contained in the ecological main structure and the 
green main structure, which refer to central government and provincial government environmental policies 
respectively, and recreation areas, which refers to recreational policies of the provincial government. 
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Figure 1 The collaborative planning process 
 
Presently, the resource base contains 75 layers, which can be combined in many ways to obtain relevant 
map collections. These can be collections of the layers in a specific group, for example a cultural history 
collection (see map 2), or collections of layers from different groups, for example a combination of road, track 
and trail layers and tourist accommodation layers. The more layers are combined, the more difficult it 
becomes to obtain a readable map.  
 
Most data for the resource base could be obtained from the government of the Province of North Brabant. 
They possess a large library of GIS files that are used for spatial planning purposes. However, this 
government surprisingly did not have geospatial data on tourist accommodation, recreation businesses and 
tourist related trade and services. Therefore, these data had to be collected by mans of a survey. 
 
The resource base still has many shortcomings.  One aspect that has not been taken into account yet is that 
of resource quality. It is, for example, not only the number of hectares of different types of landscapes that 
counts, but also their quality. However, this is not only difficult to measure, as a certain amount of subjectivity 
is involved, but available data on this are very scarce. Besides, the information on landscapes in this 
resource base is very selective. Wood and heath lands are understandably a typical tourist landscape in the 
Netherlands, but there are more land cover types that qualify. Other criteria, such as variety have been 
ignored. It is also useful to distinguish between different types of tourist routes, such as scenic routes and 
cultural routes. 
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Table 1 The GIS resource base 
 
group layers 

borders region, study area, municipalities, districts 

infrastructure built-up areas, international roads, regional roads, urban main roads, town
roads, railways, national cycle tracks, regional cycle tracks, hiking trails,
riding tracks 

ecological main 
structure 

nature area plans, control areas, ecological connection zones 

protected areas national parks, nature conservation act areas, bird and habitat directive
areas 

water water surfaces, water courses, meres, water collection areas, 25-100 year 
zones, borehole free zones, wet nature pearls, wet nature pearl protection
areas 

agriculture cattle breeding, stench circles, stench sensitive objects 

green main 
structure 

landscape ecological zones, ecological connection zones, robust
connections, nature value strengthening, silence areas, regional nature and
landscape unit (rnlu) areas, vulnerable species 

landscapes wood and heath lands, scenic routes, vistas, ridges  

cultural history geological values, high archaeological values, archaeological monuments,
historical geography, historical green, historical view relationships, historical
urban development, historical architecture, belvedere areas  

accommodation hotels, holiday resorts, B & B, camping grounds 

recreation areas intensive recreation areas, extensive recreation areas, project location
areas, urban extension areas, water recreation areas, recreation gates 

recreation 
businesses 

public swimming pools, museums, children farms, riding schools, golf 
courses, regional projects, regional events 

trade and services restaurants, bars, art galleries, studios, tourist shops, tourist information,
car rental 

 
Relevant policy documents for the case study are the structure plan for the Province of North Brabant, the 
area plan for western North Brabant and the structure plans and tourist notes drafted by the municipalities 
located in the Brabant Wal area: Woensdrecht, Bergen op Zoom, Steenbergen and Roosendaal. Resource 
base and policy framework together form an information system of maps and documents with regard to 
present and future land use, activities and policies (see figure 2). 
 
 
3 GIS operations in strategic planning 
 
GIS activities can be grouped into spatial data input, attribute data management, data display, data 
exploration, data analysis and data modeling (Chang 2008).  Spatial data input entails the acquisition of 
geospatial data by using existing data or creating new data. Characteristics of spatial features are described 
in attribute tables that are created and maintained in a database through attribute data management. With 
data display one can visualize geospatial data by means of maps. Data exploration is the investigation of 
relationships between geospatial data sets through attribute data query, spatial data query and geographical 
visualization. Operations of buffering, overlay, distance measurement, spatial statistics and map 
manipulation to analyze geospatial data. Binary, index, regression and process models are used to build 
models with geospatial data. 
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Map 2 Map collection of cultural history layers 
 
The first two activities, data input and attribute data management are related to the resource base. The other 
four play a supporting role in the exploration of the present problem situation. The methods used in the 
stakeholder workshops are SWOT analysis and oval mapping. 
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Figure 2 Information system for tourist area planning 
 
SWOT is an acronym for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. It has been used as a strategic 
planning tool by firms and organizations in the public and private sector to analyze their ability to survive in a 
competitive environment (Sorensen & Vidal 1999). The method can also apply to areas. A distinction is made 
between the internal and external environment. Strengths are then internal resources which can help to 
exploit opportunities in an area to fight off threats, whereas weaknesses are internal conditions or deficits 
which hamper the exploitation of opportunities or expose an area to threats. Opportunities refer to external 
circumstances or characteristics which can have a positive influence on an area, whereas threats refer to 
unfavorable trends or external circumstances which have a negative influence on an area. A confrontation 
matrix is built where strengths are paired with opportunities and threats, and where weaknesses are also 
paired with the latter two (Vermeylen 2005). This “confrontation” results in four quadrants which contain 
proposed actions (see figure 3). 
 
The possession of a competitive advantage is a strength that shows the size and character of an internal 
resource in an area against that of the surrounding environment. On the other hand, a competitive 
disadvantage can be seen as a weakness. 
 
Oval mapping is a problem structuring method where networks are created out of the perceptions that a 
group of people has of some problem situation. The goal is to make sense of a complex problem (Bryson et 
al 2004). The nodes in the network represent concepts (also called constructs), which are short descriptions 
of ideas, whereas the links represent causal relationships in the network (may lead to, has implications for, 
supports). The term “oval” refers to the use of oval shaped stickers to record ideas that are eventually 
arranged in a group’s map. The end result of an oval mapping session is a hierarchy of concepts, with goals 
on top, strategies in the middle and potential actions at the bottom (see figure 3). 
 
In the case study, the two methods have been used in the problem exploration stage of the collaborative 
planning process and have complemented each other well. Their output has subsequently been used as 
input for the stages of generation and evaluation of alternatives (see figure 3), where the strategic choice 
approach (Friend & Hickling 2005) provided the methodological framework for the preparation of an action 
program consisting of proposals for action and a research agenda to clarify uncertainties. 
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Figure 3  Relationships between strategic planning methods 
 
Many layers in the resource base refer to factors that have an effect on tourism development, such as land 
use zoning, infrastructure and structures related to tourist accommodation and recreation businesses. These 
factors come to the fore in each of the four SWOT elements. A useful framework for the utilization of layers 
from the resource base is a matrix with the four relevant GIS operations, data display, data exploration, data 
analysis and data modeling, in the rows, and the four SWOT elements, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and constraints, in the columns (see table 2). In this way, statements made during a SWOT analysis in a 
stakeholder workshop can be visualized in a map and consequently verified. Testing combinations can also 
assist in detecting new SWOT elements. Four examples are given for the way in which a few typical SWOT 
elements are linked to GIS operations. 
 
 
3.1  Data display 
 
The first example of a link between a GIS operation and a SWOT element is that between data display and 
valuable natural landscapes as strength. Wood and heath lands is a land cover that is attractive to tourists. 
The necessary information to visualize the situation is obtained by displaying four layers of the resource 
base: topography, provincial border, study area border and wood and heath lands polygons. The Brabant 
Wal area is much better covered by this land cover type than the surrounding areas, and possesses 
therefore a clear competitive advantage (see map 3). The Brabant Wal area is effectively the destination for 
day visitors from the western part of Brabant in this regard, specifically for the cities of Bergen op Zoom and 
Steenbergen and the towns of Roosendaal, Moerdijk and Etten-Leur. 
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Table 2 GIS operations in strategic planning 
 
SWOT 
elements  
operations 

strengths weaknesses opportunities threats 

data display valuable natural
landscapes 

    

data 
exploration 

good 
accessibility of
accommodation  

      

data analysis  some areas
underserved 
regarding 
accommodation 

    

data modelling    making use of 
available 
subsidies 

 

 
 

 
 
Map 3  Visualization of development factor with data display: wood and heath lands in the western and 
central parts of North Brabant and in the Brabant Wal area 
 
3.2 Data exploration 
 
The second example is the link between data exploration and good accessibility of accommodation from the 
market as strength. The situation regarding this accessibility can be be visualized by combining two sets of 
layers from the resource base. The first set is that of  tourist accommodation, for which a thematic map could 
be created after having combined the different tourist accommodation layers, while the second set is that of a 
road network comprising the layers of international roads, regional roads and urban main roads. The 
provincial border and that of the study areas have been added to these sets. Most tourist accommodation is 
near international and regional roads (see map 4). This accommodation is therefore generally well 
accessible from nearby major urban concentrations, such as Rotterdam, Breda and Antwerp. 
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Map 4 Visualization of development factor with data exploration: relationship between road network in North 
Brabant and tourist accommodation in the Brabant Wal area 
 
3.3 Data analysis 
 
The third example is the link between data analysis and the weakness that some areas are underserved 
regarding accommodation. A useful spatial statistics method to detect this is the location profiler. This 
method computes and averages the distance to a series of point locations from any grid cell in a map. In this 
way, a profile of an area is created that measures proximity to these point locations using the spatial 
relationships of spacing, distribution and density. By identifying the areas that are a relatively short distance 
to those locations it is possible to show concentrations of activity (see map 5). Only a few steps are 
necessary to build a location profile in Vertical Mapper, a MapInfo Professional add-on for spatial analysis: 
 

• Apply vector-to-raster conversion by creating grid with specific cell size 
• Set search and display radius 
• Create location profile 

 
The map shows a pattern with a number of concentrations of accommodation, some of them in the form of 
ribbons, with empty spaces between them. 
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Map 5 Visualization of development factor with data analysis (spatial statistics): location profile of tourist 
accommodation in the Brabant Wal area 
 
3.4 Data modeling 
 
The fourth example is the link between data modeling and possibilities of making use of available 
government subsidies related to tourism infrastructure, nature conservation and the protection of cultural 
heritage as an opportunity. A GIS data model can be built to visualize this opportunity.  
 
Geospatial data from different layers are combined for multi-criteria evaluation in an index model. Five layers 
from the resource base refer to a possibility that subsidies can be obtained. These layers are belvedere 
areas, project location areas, control areas, nature area plans and landscape ecological zones. Belvedere 
areas are areas with a high combined cultural historical value (archaeology, architecture and historical 
landscape), designated by central government for the protection of that value. A special fund has been made 
available for projects that help to protect those areas in this regard. Project location areas are areas that 
allow a clustering of different tourist and recreational activities within the framework of regional planning. The 
provincial government is keen to assist developers of such activities if they locate in or relocate to these 
areas. Control areas are part of the ecological main structure. The latter is a national system of interlinked 
areas designated by central government for the conservation and development of nature. Farmers in these 
areas can sign a contract with the government which limits agricultural use to the benefit of nature. The 
applicable subsidies could then be used for agro-tourism projects.  A nature development plan is a plan for 
an area where the provincial government gives an indication what type of nature has to be protected. Two 
types of subsidy are linked to this. Landscape ecological zones are green buffers between urban areas 
where agriculture, nature and recreation are combined. The provincial government is prepared to fund 
projects in these zones that support the goals that have been set for their designated land use. 
 
The index model can be built with a vector GIS, where the attribute data are adapted to permit the creation of 
a raster input layer where the polygons of a vector layer have been converted into groups of cells with a 
value of 0 in the reference grid and 1 in the input grid. Each input layer represents a criterion. The weighted 
linear combination method can then be used to take account of different weights for the criteria. The index 
value is calculated for each cell by multiplying each cell value with its criterion weight and summing the 
results. The model building steps can be summarized as follows:  
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• Add field to each input vector map (decimal 6,4) 
• Update column by allocating value of 1 to each record in each input vector map and value of 0 to the 

reference vector map 
• Apply vector-to-raster conversion to all maps by creating grids with cell size of 50 m using region-to-

grid conversion 
• Trim each input grid using the reference vector map as trimming edge 
• Splice each input grid by merging this grid with the reference grid (overlapping areas are calculated 

by maximum) 
• Add all merged grids maps with grid calculator (use weights if necessary) 
• Apply raster-to-vector conversion to the result of the merging process by creating contours with 

interval 1 
 
The input layers are shown in map 6, whereas map 7 shows how well the possibility of subsidies can be 
visualized through a raster-to-vector conversion of the modeling result. 
 

 
 
Map 6 Input layers for index model 
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Map 7 Visualization of development factor with data modeling (index model): possibility of subsidies for 
development in belvedere areas, project location areas, control areas, nature area plans and landscape 
ecological zones 
 
 
4 Conclusions and recommendations 
 
A matrix of GIS operations and SWOT element types can function as a suitable framework for the creation of 
strategic information for tourism planning purposes and GIS is a useful tool for the visualization of 
development factors in stakeholder workshops. However, it can take relatively much time to build the 
necessary maps. 
 
Experience has shown that the maps used in a SWOT analysis are mainly map collections that have been 
prepared in advance. The use of more combinations of layers would have resulted in a more effective use of 
the resource base. 
 
It is therefore advised to take account of this by scheduling sessions in such a way that a data manager can 
put into operation an interactive process where spatial information is provided, initially in the form of base 
maps. This not only assists stakeholders in formulating SWOT elements, but also permits the verification of 
statements made during sessions. The preparation of a manual listing the steps that are involved in the 
visualization of development factors (as shown in the example of the index model) may also accelerate the 
map building process. 
 
The creative work of the data manager does not stop here. The geospatial data collected, processed and 
analyzed may be used in the next stages of the planning process, where possible actions are evaluated. 
Map collections that combine map layers visualizing these actions can then be constructed in an efficient 
way, thereby forming the building blocks for spatial plans that accompany strategic visions. 
 
Surprisingly few geospatial data are presently collected by tourist agencies as they rely mainly on address 
lists and descriptions with attractive texts and photos of tourism objects. Maps are mainly used for directions 
to these objects. For maps as components of data systems, they rely on provincial and local authorities, 
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which in their turn do not pay much attention to tourism and recreation. Tourism agencies should therefore 
take the initiative to collect and process geospatial data and make them available to planners. 
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Abstract 

This study explores the differences between the concepts of image (creation) and brand(ing) the destination. 
Several differences between the concepts are found but also similarities; one of the most important being the 
two-sidedness of the concepts. The study adopts corporate branding discussion and emerging discussion of 
co-created brands in conceptualizing the destination branding process. The case study of marketing efforts 
of a national tourism organization during the past three decades was conducted in order to identify the 
characteristics of the image creation and branding. The results propose that novel approaches into 
destination branding allow several theoretical contributions for the destination branding research. Although 
being preliminary results, for example the description of the four-level identities in the destination context, 
framework of co-created destination branding process as well as division of the destination marketing 
organizations as image-oriented and brand-oriented organizations are clear efforts in conceptualization the 
destination branding. Moreover, they confirm the usefulness of corporate branding approach in the tourist 
destination branding research, especially the country level. We argue that by understanding the country from 
a corporate branding perspective, the managers have more tools for handling the “uncontrollable place 
brand”. 

 

Keywords: Destination branding, destination image, corporate branding, brand co-creation 

 

Introduction  
 
Since late 1990’s, branding discussions have been adopted from the marketing discipline to a tourist 
destination context. Today, branding is seen as a valuable tool for enhancing the competitiveness of tourist 
destinations. However, in spite of growing academic interest and an increasing trend of branding among 
tourist destinations, there still seems to be a lack of conceptualization in the field. For instance, the 
destination branding discussion has often used classical product branding theories as a given 
conceptualization and left the premises of the product branding overlooked. Empirical studies have also 
shown that practitioners have understood destination branding from a product branding perspective, while a 
rather narrow understanding of the brand as a name or a logo has been emphasized in the discussion (Tasci  
& Kozak, 2006). As Cai (2002) pointed out, another unclear conceptualization in the destination context is 
the distinction between image building and branding.  
 
A common debate has been whether branding is suitable to a complex destination context at all (Williams, 
Gill & Chura, 2004). At the very least, there is still a need for the development of a commonly accepted 
framework for destination branding theory (Ritchie & Ritchie, 1998; Koneznik & Gartner, 2007). Additionally, 
according to Park and Petrick (2006), more testable models based on integrative understanding of various 
cases rather than normative models are needed.  It is assumed that the wider the destination is 
geographically, the more demanding is the branding task. Usually this means more stakeholders to co-
operate with. Anholt (2002) first stated that country branding can benefit from understanding it from a 
corporate branding perspective. Thereby the destination brand can be seen in a wider scope, and all 
stakeholders and temporal aspects can be taken into consideration. 
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The purpose of this study is to understand the image building process at the level of National Tourism 
Organisation (NTO) and focus on possible distinctions between traditional image building and current 
branding efforts. In order to achieve the goal of this study, the image building efforts of one tourist destination 
are explored in a thirty year period. A starting point for the study is that, according to current and former 
managers of this particular NTO, practices have changed from uncontrolled efforts of image building to a 
more systematically managed, although emerging, branding process. We are particularly interested in how 
the practitioners in NTO themselves understand the assumed changes and differences between branding 
and creating a favorable image. As a theoretical background, this study adopts corporate branding 
discussion originating from organisation studies that are a neglected domain in the destination branding 
literature.  
 
This study is a qualitative single case study where the data is gathered by loosely theme-based interviews 
among different level managers in a National Tourism Organisation. As a result, we identify characteristics of 
image building and branding processes and further conceptualise the destination brand concept at a country 
level. First this article discuss the concepts of image and brand in a destination context, second we review 
the corporate and destination branding literature in order to present a framework for destination branding 
process. Then we introduce the case study of one NTO and finally present the results and implications of this 
current study. 
 

Literature review 
 
Creating an image or branding a destination 
 
It is almost universally acknowledged that image has important role in tourists’ destination behavior. Also, 
there is a lot of evidence that image is the core concept related to branding a destination (e.g. Cai, 2002; 
Koneznik & Gartner, 2007). However, there are different views on the relationships of these two concepts of 
image and brand. Ekinci (2003) understands destination image as a holistic concept that also includes the 
brand. Koneznik and Gartner (2007) saw image as the main dimension of destination brand equity, but not 
the only one.  
 
It is only recently that branding became a focus of study for tourism researchers. The destination branding 
topic has been partly covered under the label of destination image studies (Koneznik & Gartner, 2007) and 
vice versa. Confusion between brand and image has been recognized not only in a tourist destination 
context (cf.  Tasci & Kozak, 2006).  For example, Gioia, Whetton and Godfrey (1998) and Balmer (2001a) 
argued that the problems are caused by different paradigmatic views about the phenomenon. Arguably, this 
is the situation in the multidisciplinary field of tourism research. 
 
There are several definitions for destination image in tourism literature (cf. Tasci & Kozak, 2006). One of the 
most known is Crompton’s (1979) definition of image as ‘the sum of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a 
person has of a destination’. According to Kotler and Gertner (2002), images are knowledge structures that 
can be used as mental short-cuts for processing information in a potential tourist’s decision making process. 
Similarly, a tourist destination brand represents a “simplification” of a specific place (Williams et al., 2004). If 
we took this, rather simplified approach, there is not so much difference between these two concepts. 
Moreover, as Mundt (2002) argued, “branding” seems to be used as a replacement for “image-building”.  It is 
worth of asking there, are we discussing the same phenomenon, or “old wine in a new bottle” (c.f. Park & 
Petrick, 2006), when we talk about branding instead of building or creating an image for a destination?  
 
One of the most cited definitions for destination brand is that introduced by Ritchie and Ritchie (1998): “A 
name, symbol, logo, word mark or other graphic that both identifies and differentiates the place; furthermore, 
it conveys the promise of a memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the place; it also 
serves to consolidate and reinforce of pleasurable memories of the place experience” (italics added). This 
definition delimits a brand being only a symbol of the place, but it clearly infers that ‘brand’ is related to 
differentiation and is something that happens in relation to competitors, being not an isolated perception as 
‘image’ might be (c.f. Koneznik & Go, 2008). Destination perceptions are typically either positive or negative 
(Pike, 2002). But is it possible that brand is negative? 
 
 
During the past years, the characteristics of the brand mentioned by Ritchie and Ritchie (1998) are repeated 
in literature. Brands have been connotations of clear image; promotional tools used by destination marketers 
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to gain distinctiveness and competitive advantage (Seaton & Bennett 1996; Morgan & Pritchard, 2002), and 
are seen as acting an expression of a relationship between the customer and product (Arnold, 1992; 
Fournier, 1998). The brand creates the memorable and emotional bond between preferred travel markets 
and the destination (e.g. Morgan & Pritchard, 2002; Williams et al., 2004). According to Hanlan and Kelly 
(2005), a brand promise and a travel experience that live up to the promise are valuable elements of 
destination branding. These definitions have their roots clearly in traditional product branding literature 
represented by, for example, Aaker, Keller, Joachimstahler and Kapferer.  
 
Another feature related to branding is a long-term commitment that involves brand identity creation (Morgan, 
Pritchard & Piggott, 2002). More recently, destination brands are seen to convey core values that are linked 
to the destination’s ‘sense of place’ (Williams et al.; 2004). As Niininen, Hosany, Ekinci and Airey (2007) 
pointed out; branding is about giving more defined borders to ‘what was already there’. A recent, 
understandable notion is that images about a country in general and especially its people have a direct 
influence on the beliefs and evaluation of the destination (Nadeau, Heslop, O’Reilly and Luk; 2008). Also, 
recently it is acknowledged that cultural and historical aspects of the place should not be overlooked in the 
destination branding process (Anholt 2005; Morgan, Pritchard & Pride, 2005; Koneznik & Go, 2008). These 
new ideas related to destination branding mirror the principles of fast growing corporate branding discussion 
(e.g. Urde, Balmer, Knox and Bickerton). 
  
Literature suggests that the basis of destination brand building is identifying the destination image attributes 
in target markets. Positioning of the destination is then possible by choosing the meaningful and positive 
attributes as an anchor of the brand (e.g. Hanlan & Kelly, 2005). The process of image evaluation of the 
destination can be seen as a self-analysis process towards building a brand (Koneznik, 2004). Also, the 
branding model proposed by Cai (2002) identifies the understanding of target market and positioning as 
conditions of destination branding. Moreover, Cai emphasized the active building of images on the part of 
destination stakeholders in a process of destination brand building (Cai, 2002; Cai, Qiu & Li, 2007). Building 
images is thereby one part of the branding process, while branding is ‘something more’ (c.f. Tasci & Kozak, 
2006).  
 
It is common to see image either from a customer’s side as a perceived image or from producer’s side as a 
projected image (Bramwell & Rawding, 1996). Some image formation models attempt to go beyond the 
visitor-oriented approach and also encompass the projected image in the process (e.g. Govers et al., 2007). 
According to Cai et al. (2007), the assessment of the gap between the perceived and the projected image 
provides input in building the desired image that is consistent with the identity of a destination brand. De 
Chernatony and McDonald (2001) argued that also brand can be understood either from an input 
perspective (manager’s) or from an output perspective (customer’s). Branding associated with image building 
is at “the sender-end” of the equation and is something that was done to the consumer (Balmer & Gray, 
2003). Increasingly, branding is considered from the “consumer-end” of the equation. As such, the 
consumption of brands by consumers defines who they are, or wish to be (Kay, 1995). For example, 
Koneznik and Go (2008) have criticized the ‘tourist-centric’ perspective in image and branding research. 
 
In the following Table 1, the characteristics of the concepts “brand” and “image” are summarized according 
to literature review. Admittedly, this review does not include all the features but is a (summary) description of 
main characteristics. Common features for the both concepts are in the middle of the table. It seems that 
both concepts can be seen from supply or demand side, are important for tourist’s behavior, are 
simplifications of a place, are competitive advantages for the place and communicated through destination 
promotion.  
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Brand (branding) Brand and image Image (image building) 

“A name, symbol, logo, word 
mark or other graphic that both 
identifies and differentiates the 
place…conveys the promise of a 
memorable travel experience 
that is uniquely associated with 
the place…” (Ritchie & Ritchie, 
1998) 

Important role in tourist’s 
destination behavior 

Sum of beliefs, ideas and 
impressions of a destination 
(Crompton, 1979) 

An expression of relationship 
between the customer and 
product (Arnold, 1992) 

A simplification of a place 
(Williams et al., 2004; Kotler & 
Gertner, 2002) 

Knowledge structure (Kotler & 
Gertner, 2002) 

A long-term commitment 
(Morgan & Pritchard, 2002) 

Competitive advantage (Morgan 
& Pritchard, 2002) 

Perception about a place(Pike, 
2002; Cai, 2002) 

Involves identity creation 
(Morgan & Pritchard, 2002) 

Communicated / influenced 
through destination promotion 
(Pike, 2004; Hanlan & Kelly, 
2005) 

An isolated perception 
(Koneznik & Go, 2008) 

Convey core values (Williams et 
al., 2004) 

perceived image / projected 
image (Bramwell & Rawding, 
1996) 

input / output perspective of 
brand (de Chernatony & 
McDonald 2001) 

Can be positive or negative 
(Pike, 2002) 

“Selecting a consistent element 
mix to identify and distinguish it 
through positive image building” 
(Cai, 2002) 

 The basis of destination brand 
building (Koneznik, 2004) 

“Defined borders to what was 
already there” (Niininen et al., 
2007) 

 Core concept of the branding 
(Cai, 2002) 

  Includes the brand (Ekinci, 
2003) 

 Table 1. Characteristics related to the concepts “image” / “image building” and “brand” / “branding”. 
 
Next, we are applying novel approaches of corporate branding and brand creation to destination branding 
discussion. Specifically, the problem of two-sidedness of brand and image research is discussed.  
 

Novel approaches to destination branding 
 
According to Knox and Bickerton (2003), marketing perspectives towards branding have evolved from the 
principle of the primacy of customer demand. This views the brand as a strategic resource, which can be 
used to guide the business processes that generate brand value for customers (Urde, 1999). Early attempts 
at brand management concentrated on creating a positive brand image (Boulding, 1956) in the mind of 
customer. This idea was followed by the development of brand positioning in the minds of existing and 
potential customers (Ries & Trout, 1982). The concepts of positioning and “unique selling proposition”, 
together with 4Ps, have been the main building blocks of product brand marketing since the early 1960s (cf. 
Knox & Bickerton, 2003). 
 
The tourist destination is often considered as a product, although a complex one, consisting of several 
services and firms (e.g. Morgan et al., 2003). Thus, it is debated, can product or service branding be applied 
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to a destination context. Anholt (2002) suggested that the country can be seen as a corporate brand. 
According to Balmer and Gray (2003), corporate-level brands can also apply to countries, regions and cities. 
However, this has been a rare approach in tourist destination literature. Corporate brands have a multi-
stakeholder, rather than a customer orientation, and they differ from product brands in terms of disciplinary 
scope and management. (Hatch & Schultz, 2001; Balmer & Gray, 2003).  As a single “tourist product” is a 
service, service branding most probably fits to it. Service branding shares important similarities with 
corporate branding: it involves multiple interfaces (Bitner et al., 1994), employees are central to the process 
(Harris & De Chernatony, 2001), and the company becomes the primary brand (Berry 2000; Vargo & Lusch, 
2004). However, for a tourist destination, corporate branding suits better, while it involves a larger entity with 
multiple stakeholders. 
 
Corporate branding is increasingly recognized as a strategic tool that can generate and support value 
creation, and this clearly is a senior management concern (Urde 1999; Balmer 1999; Balmer & Gray, 2003; 
Knox & Bickerton, 2003). According to Hatch and Schultz (2001), corporate brand is formed by the interplay 
between strategic vision, organizational culture and the corporate images held by its stakeholders. Corporate 
brand is a historical and perceptual resource (Balmer & Gray, 2003), a symbol of the company’s heritage and 
articulates the vision of the leaders having a broader temporal base than does a product brand (Olins, 1989). 
Corporate branding requires organization-wide support; integration of internal and external communication 
and closer cooperation between different departments (Hatch & Schultz, 2001; Balmer, 2001a). In a 
destination context, this means not only internal co-operation in DMOs, but also co-operation between all 
stakeholders. Co-operative branding of rural destinations introduced by Cai (2002) was an effort towards this 
approach.  
 
Place branding is about to co-ordinate brand relationships, to work with and often to change existing 
perceptions of place (Williams et al., 2004). However, as Urde (2003) pointed out brand building is an 
evolution not a revolution. According to Morgan and Pritchard (2005), a successful brand has strong 
marketing heritage, is consistent, but at the same time evolve and appear continually contemporary and 
fresh. Corporate branding approach allows us to see a destination brand as a dynamic entity which changes 
over time due to internal dynamics of staffing and people, and the shifting preferences of travel markets (c.f. 
Williams et al., 2004). 
 
Literature on corporate branding emphasizes the importance of brand values (de Chernatony, 1999; Tilley, 
1999; Urde, 1999). According to Urde (2003) developing a brand is synonymous with developing the core 
values. Core value is dynamic, rather than an inactive description. It is not possible to create or choose a 
core value if it is not already established in the organization, otherwise they are just empty words. A core 
values should not be regarded as slogans and they are not intended to be used directly in the external 
communication, but rather unique communication and interpretation of core values are needed. In addition, 
core values can be also an expression for an intention and a part of a desired future identity (Urde, 2003). 
Core values can also be identified in the destinations. Obviously, they should represent true and essential 
characteristics of the destination. The problem may arise if there is no consensus on who defines these 
values. 
 
According to Balmer (2001b), the core of the corporate brand is an explicit covenant, a promise, between an 
organization and its key stakeholder groups. This promise, or value proposition, is communicated via multiple 
channels, and is experienced through the services, products and staff (Keller 1999; Balmer & Gray, 2003). 
The vision and culture of the company are part of the value proposition communicating the brand values (c.f. 
Balmer & Gray, 2003; Knox, Maklan & Thompson, 2000; Knox & Maklan, 1998; Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The 
complex nature of the destination with several attractions, and service providers, customers as co-creators of 
an experience and a vast amount of stakeholders set the consistent brand promise to a demanding position.   
 
Corporate branding has been identified as the way in which an organization communicates its identity (Kay, 
2006). Urde (2003) proposed that identities exist in three levels: organizational, brand and customer level. An 
organisation’s identity is a prerequisite to the establishment of a corporate brand (Balmer & Gray, 2003). 
According to Urde (2003), a brand’s identity is developed as a continual and ongoing interaction between the 
identities of the organization and the customers. The core values summarize the brand’s identity (Urde, 
2003).  In destination context, we can add here also the identities of other stakeholders (Figure 1). According 
to e.g. Morgan, Pritchard and Piggot (2003), there are challenges related to them like little management 
control and underdeveloped identities of the destination.  
 
 

Brand identity, 

Stakeholders’ identities, values 
and added values 

Destination’s identity, 
values 
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Figure 1. Interaction between value and identity in four levels (c.f. Urde, 2003). 
 

Emerging consensus exist on the crucial role of the consumer in the brand creation process (c.f. Hanlan & 
Kelly, 2005; Boyle, 2007). Managers have to monitor the response of consumers to their branding activities 
(McEnally & de Chernatony, 1999), and consider them co-creators or co-producers of the brand. Every brand 
exists by virtue of continuous process whereby managers specify core values, and these values are 
interpreted and redefined by customers. If managers utilize brands to manipulate meanings, rather than 
adopt co-creation strategies, brand values may be at odds with consumers (Kay, 2006). One of the 
challenges of implementing core values is that they can be interpreted and communicated in different ways 
(Urde, 2003). When brands are introduced to new cultural contexts, brand meanings are reinterpreted and 
change. This is challenging from a need of “consistency” perspective (Kay, 2006). In destination context, it is 
also important how the DMO match the brand with values held by other destination community stakeholders 
(c.f. Williams et al., 2004).  
 
Traditionally, the responsibility for the brand is assumed to reside totally with the marketing department 
(Davis, 2002), when the focus becomes more tactical and reactive than strategic and visionary (Aaker & 
Joachmisthaler, 2000). Additionally, brand meaning is seen that projected by the firm in marketing 
communication (brand identity) and accepted by target audience (brand image) (Ballantyne & Aitken, 2007). 
According to Park and Petrick (2006), destination branding strategies may work only under certain 
conditions. We propose that by adopting corporate branding approach to destination branding and 
understanding a brand as co-created, DMOs may act in strategic and proactive manner. At the same time, 
the separated roles of a customer and a producer might become closer to each other. 
 
There are only a few process models that encompass the destination brand building process and only a 
couple that have incorporated image building as a part of the process. None has encompassed the co-
creation approach to the brand. Cai’s co-operative branding model included image building, but falls short as 
an explicit process description. Niininen et al. (2007) presented a process model, but that did not take 
images into consideration. Also, it is more or less a normative “should be” model. However, this model notes 
many challenges of destination branding, such as planning the brand strategy and managing stakeholder 
relationships. The model by Niininen et al. (2007) includes 1) determining a brand vision, 2) communicating 
the brand vision, 3) managing partnerships and 4) measuring brand performance. Koneznik and Gartner 
(2008) criticized destination branding studies as being ‘customer-centric’ and proposed a framework for 
destination brand identity that adapted the product brand leadership model by Aaker and Joachimsthaler 
(2000). This destination brand identity framework acknowledges the importance of the producer’s side in 
branding process and emphasizes the role of a brand identity. As Cai stated (2002), the missing link between 
the image building and the branding is the brand identity that becomes as an integral part of the destination 
branding process. We feel that these advantages of the model still do not describe the branding process in 
the destination clear enough and moreover, it does not take into consideration the co-creation view of the 
brand. 
 
Based on the above literature, we propose here a preliminary framework for a co-created destination 
branding process. It is assumed that when moving from creating favorable images to branding, more 
strategic and proactive manner is needed. Thus, the inner characteristics of DMO should be taken into the 
consideration. 
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Figure 2. Co-created destination branding process. 
 

Methodology 
 
The numbers of authors have pointed to the inappropriateness of the positivistic paradigm for studying 
corporate branding (Hatch & Schultz, 1997; Balmer, 1998). Thus, the focal study includes one case, a 
National Tourism Organization (NTO), and is an intensive case study. The intensive research design focuses 
on finding out as much as possible about one or few cases (Stoecker, 1991). According to Eriksson and 
Koistinen (2005), the aim of intensive case study research is to learn how a specific and unique case works. 
The main aim of intensive case studies is not to produce knowledge that could be generalized to other 
contexts in the conventional meaning. The objective is to explore and understand how the chosen case 
works as a configurative and ideographic unit of analysis. The chosen case is unique, critical, or extreme in 
one way or another, and it is a researcher’s key task to be able to show these features of the research to the 
audience (cf. Lähteenmäki, 2006). However, we are not interested in just the inner workings of the case, but 
also aim at developing the theory (cf. Eriksson & Koistinen, 2005). 
 
This study uses a holistic case-study design, where the unit of analysis is an organization, a NTO. Analysis 
looks first at the characteristics of the organization, and not at its individuals. However, we are aware that 
individuals in the organization may well affect to the characteristics of the organization (cf. Nätti, 2005). We 
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see here at least two levels of analysis: the destination level, (a country), and the organization level, (a 
national tourism organization). 
 
The data were gathered by five loosely theme-based interviews among different level managers in the NTO. 
All transcripts were analyzed using qualitative software. Themes were emerging from the data and were 
loosely based on previous literature. It must be recognized that the data often concerned things that were 
happened even decades ago. As in every historical research, we have to admit that the answers may not 
reflect the “reality” but the memories and constructed realities and understanding of the respondents. 
 
Results 
 
This case study introduces a story of destination marketing efforts of a specific National Tourist Organisation 
(NTO) during the last three decades. This NTO is interesting case while it recently has adopted the emerging 
approach of country branding.  We are taking the managers’ perspective into the activities. The Finnish 
Tourist Board (FTB) was established in 1973 under the Ministry of Trade and Industry (now Ministry of 
Employment and the Economy) to promote tourism to Finland. The FTB works in cooperation with the 
Finnish travel industry, implementing and financing marketing projects abroad.  The FTB is responsible for 
product marketing and, especially, for the image-building of Finland (Finnish Tourist Board). The following 
story is written according to interviews and documents of FTB. 
 
According to a current director general of the Finnish Tourist Board, the NTO has promoted country image 
for decades. According to him, the problem has been the lack of target marketing and difficulties in arousing 
the initial interest towards Finland in the markets. Finland is in general an unfamiliar country. Already in 70’s 
Finland was promoted by a slogan “Four Seasons, Four Reasons”. One of the interviewed employees of FTB 
said that it has been the strongest brand of Finland ever.  For a long time, the problem has been the lack of 
tourist products to offer, and the lack of tour operators interested in Finland. According to some interviews, 
the reasonable capacity is the prerequisite of the branding. 
 
“Promoting country image was amateurish” 
 
“Not branding for branding itself but there has to be capacity and volume for the basis of business.” 
 
 
Still in 80’s the FTB was a very inflexible governmental office. According to the former director general, there 
was no strategic thinking or clear decision making procedures. For example, the budgeting system was very 
inflexible. The budget for operational activities was always small. However, there were several local offices 
abroad. Promotional activities were often implemented according to interests of e.g. the national aircraft, or 
even single directors of local offices abroad or in Helsinki. Often, local destination marketing organizations 
and firms around Finland did not see benefits in co-operation with FTB. For example, some firms called the 
visiting journalists to Finland as “visitors of FTB”. The promotional message was not coordinated 
systematically and it focused on “typical Finnish features” like Midnight Sun and Thousands Lakes. 
 
“The concept of strategy was totally unknown among the staff of the FTB” 
 
“To whom this oat field (picture in brochure) is targeted? It was just typical Finnish”  
 
 
During 90’s efforts in strategic thinking were made by educating the staff of the NTO. The organization went 
through a change; some local offices abroad were closed, the amount of staff and tasks were diminished. 
There were efforts to co-operate with other industries in promoting the Finland image but no consensus on 
the delivered message was gained. There were periods of intensive co-operation between different 
industries and Ministries but during the years, for example the activities of Finland Promotion Board 
diminished. 
 
“Directors of local offices could not do decisions only by themselves anymore but they had to fight over 
money together” 
 
“To learn to accept Santa Claus among different industries has been one of the biggest revolutions” 
 
“If only I had an understanding of cooperation between different actors abroad” 
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 Marketing planning in FTB was made more or less “for the Ministry” as five-year-period-plans. The regional 
marketing plans were made in local offices yearly. First they included marketing activities according to 
product groups, and in late 90’s according to target markets and product groups. For example, any image 
objectives were not mentioned. In 90’s product marketing was developed by collecting those firms having 
best international possibilities together. Product and image brochures were used in marketing. The market 
research has been conducted in FTB for decades. However, the activities have been more reactive than 
proactive. 
 
 “What Ministry of Trade and Industry required from us, was a yearly plan…this long-term plan for at least for 
five years.” 
 
“Traditionally, any objectives, at least any measurable objectives didn’t exist”  
 
Branding as a term came to FTB in the beginning of 2000’s along with a new director general. Efforts were 
made to identify positive images of Finland in target markets as a basis of brand Finland. A vast image 
research project was conducted and as a result a new summer campaign was implemented in specific target 
markets. However, the long-term commitment to the image attributes of the campaign, marketing planning 
according to them, and monitoring of the results did not exist in the FTB. In addition, the increase of 
overnighting numbers was too slow for co-operating tourist firms. There seemed to be different views on the 
implementing the campaign. “Finland - The Refreshing Journey” was not adopted as a real brand promise in 
local offices abroad. Even more invisible was the winter campaign planned by a same advertising firm 
responsible for the summer campaign. Clearly, also the inner dynamics and characteristics of FTB impacted 
on the situation. The local offices have been very independent in their activities, there has been a lack of 
coordinated strategy guiding the activities of the staff, and lack of resources. 
  
“If a large amount of money is used for image campaign and overnighting numbers do not increase, it starts 
to frighten the partners in the project.” 
 
“They (tour operators) do not know that we had this “Refreshing Journey”. No, because we did not promote it 
by ourselves.” 
 
“What they (tour operators) wish from us is general marketing of Finland. But we have not done consumer 
advertising for years. It is so expensive.” 
 
In 2006, the former Ministry of Trade and Industry formulated the first tourism strategy for Finland. This effort 
started a systematically planned branding process of Finland. As being a decision of principle of government, 
this strategy gained an official position. At the same time, The Finland Promotion Board was gathered 
together again to coordinate the messages delivered about Finland. The plan is to create a country brand on 
three levels, a tourist destination brand being the first step. The first effort was to establish the philosophy 
behind the brand and four values of creative, credible, contrasts and cool Finland were defined. These 
values were defined in a small team of director general of FTB, a few representatives of local DMOs and 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a consultant.  
 
“We tried to think what Finland is…and amongst a huge amount of attributes these four were little by little 
identified” 
 
“It was more free thinking than scientific work” 
 
“These four C:s are intent to be the philosophy and background of marketing communications and the 
development of activities.” 
 
During the process, the organization of FTB has faced a great change, as recently, the local offices abroad 
are closed and the number of staff has been reduced. The focus will be even more in creating the favorable 
country image. As the director general mentioned, in practice there are no differences between branding and 
creating the images. However, a brand is always positive, but an image can be negative. According to the 
director general, for a first time creating the image will be done systematically. The next stage of the process 
is to gain committed big firms and celebrities involved to the branding process. Also important thing is 
financing the process and measuring the results. According to interviews, in addition that branding 
destinations is a trend, there are also other things behind the branding efforts of today. For example, 
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increased travelling experiences of Finnish citizens themselves allow them present the best characteristics of 
the country for the foreigners. 
 
“Part of the staff do not accept this image-orientation” 
 
“New way of thinking is needed… and new kind of knowledge” 
 
“Big firms, organizations, a kind of covenant of the society is needed”. 
 
The tourism marketing efforts of Finland have aimed at creating favorable images of the country for decades. 
The national tourism organization has been responsible for product and image marketing of Finland abroad. 
If we look to the proposed branding process model of Figure 2, marketing efforts of FTB have for a long time 
been on the level of enhancing the favorable images. This period can be named as a period of image-
oriented NTO. Recent efforts of defining the philosophy as the background of marketing communications can 
be seen as efforts for determining the values of the destination as the basis of destination identity. From this 
identity the promise, the brand, can be formulated. However, the interplay between images of stakeholders, 
destination’s culture and history as well as the brand vision are antecedents of the brand promise. 
Essentially, the branding process should be a long-term commitment of all stakeholders and a strategic, 
proactive activity. Then, the NTO can be a brand-oriented organization. 
 
Discussion and implications 
 
The key aim for place branding is to influence tourists’ intention to visit a place and intention to recommend 
behavior. Over the years, place marketers have pursued branding in an attempt to refocus consumer 
attention onto the positive aspects of countries and/or to create awareness of potential tourism places given 
that places are becoming highly substitutable (Niininen et al., 2007). Marketers must deliver impactful 
experiences, co-ordinate media relations and construct clever brand identities to achieve effective 
destination branding (Morgan et al., 2005). Still, destination brands are strongly influenced by word-of-mouth 
and autonomous communication (Hanlan & Kelly, 2005). As Hanlan and Kelly (2005) proposed, sometimes 
DMOs themselves may need to be rebranded to become destination management organizations, providing 
direction and leadership to the tourism industry and encouraging a focused approach to destination brand 
positioning and service delivery.  This study starts by determining the differences between concepts of image 
and brand. There are several differences but also similarities, one of the most important being a two-
sidedness of both concepts.  
 
This study proposed a framework of co-created destination branding process that was based on corporate 
branding discussion and emerging ideas of a brand being a co-created by producers and customers. In this 
study, the importance of all stakeholders in the process was emphasized. The destination brand identity is 
seen as an important part of the process while it formulates the basis for the brand promise. The brand 
identity evolves over time in a continuous interaction between identities of a destination, DMO and 
stakeholders. However, the interplay between images, brand vision and destination culture are behind the 
brand promise indicating that image and identity both are important concepts in branding process. 
 
The study presented a case study of marketing efforts of one national tourist organization during past three 
decades. Today, the NTO is in the middle of the emerging country branding process. The time period can be 
roughly divided into period of image-oriented NTO and initial period of brand-oriented NTO. The latter is only 
in the beginning, and only the determining the destination values for the basis of the brand promise can be 
identified.  
 
It seems that corporate branding discussion suits well to the destination branding at the country level, while it 
takes into the consideration the dynamic entity, different stakeholders and temporal aspects of the 
destination. It allows the strategic decision making to be done in the NTO-level. Although, umbrella brands 
and alliance brands are also examples of increasing incidence of shared corporate brands and the rise of 
networks centered on a corporate brand (Balmer & Gray, 2003), we found co-created branding by all 
stakeholders as being more clearer to describe what really happens when a brand is created. This approach 
challenges the two-sidedness of image and brand concepts and acknowledges the roles of both demand and 
supply side in the destination branding process. Managers can use the preliminary framework for the 
destination branding process as guidance when planning the destination branding.  
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This study has its limitations. The theoretical framework for co-created destination branding process still falls 
short as being a normative model, although it tries to capture the main characteristics of the process. It is a 
preliminary framework. Also, the case study is still a narrative description and not very specific process 
description of inner characteristics of the period. Clearly, more empirical work is needed. However, we 
propose that the description of the four-level identities in the destination context, the preliminary  framework 
of co-created destination branding process and dividing the DMOs as image-oriented and brand-oriented 
organizations all are clear efforts in conceptualization the destination branding and confirm the usefulness of 
corporate branding approach in the tourist destination branding research. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years urban areas have been increasingly viewed as locations producing tourist experiences and 
as places that are consumed for pleasure (Page 2002). Having borne neglect in terms of research for 
decades, urban tourism has begun to show signs of both academic and industry recognition. In Europe, city 
break travel has become one of the key drivers of outbound tourism growth in recent years. According to IPK 
International’s European Travel Monitor, European city tourism grew by 20% in 2005, compared to an 
increase of just 3% in sun and beach holidays (Freitag, 2006). This growth has helped to popularise and 
regenerate several European cities and has assisted in offsetting the seasonality problems encountered by 
many urban destinations. Unsurprisingly therefore, the city break market’s significance and economic value 
is increasingly being acknowledged by city managers and administrators. However, our knowledge of this 
important market segment remains relatively poor. Ironically this dearth of knowledge comes at a time when 
the demand for city breaks has been one of the major growth areas in tourism in recent years. This growth 
has resulted in cities, increasingly being perceived as, not just gateways, but as leisure destinations in their 
own right. In recent years city breaks have become an increasingly important part of the tourism industry in 
Dublin. This reflects, in part, the changing patterns of trip taking by Europeans. The city break product is 
generally considered to be different from other holiday products, particularly in a spatial and temporal 
context. To overcome the problem of inadequate decision support systems in urban tourism management, it 
is vital that a stock of quality information is available from which important decisions can be made. In order to 
be of real value to tourism decision makers this information needs to be comprehensive and wide ranging, 
providing both quantitative data relating to visitor profile and characteristics, and qualitative information 
concerning visitor attitudes and opinions. In addition, in order to provide an ongoing decision support base, 
city tourism planners need data that will be produced and evaluated on an annual basis to assist planning for 
future city management and development. 
 
The research presented in this paper attempts to address this deficiency by investigating the behaviour and 
attitude of city break travellers. A case study approach is used, with Dublin city being the main focus of the 
investigation. The potential for the implementation of a cross European wide visitor survey is also discussed 
and the ensuing benefits of such a methodological approach outlined. 
 
Defining the City Break  
 
City trips – of all types - have been the fastest growth sector of European outbound travel in recent years 
(Freitag, 2006). A key factor in this growth has been the increasing popularity of city break travel. 
Surprisingly however our knowledge of this important market segment remains relatively poor. Little empirical 
data relating specifically to city break holiday taking exists. 
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So what exactly does this market consist of and why has it become so popular? Well first it should be pointed 
out that there is no agreed fixed definition of what constitutes a city break. In a report by Mintel into city break 
travel by Irish citizens in 2002, a city break is defined as ‘a trip of more than one night, which involves the 
majority of the stay in one or more cities’. A slightly tighter definition is recorded by Trew and Cockerell 
(2002) in their report into the UK city break market, when they state that the most widely used definition is 
that of ‘a short leisure trip to one city or town, with no overnight stay at any other destination during the trip’. 
Importantly this makes the distinction of the trip being ‘city only’ as opposed to a city visit which is part of a 
wider holiday.  
 
Although this definition provides a useful guide, a certain amount of ambiguity still exists. For example, how 
short is ‘a short leisure trip’? Although most city breaks last between one and three nights, they are growing 
in length, and trips of 4-5 nights, or even longer, appear to be growing faster than average (Trew and 
Cockerell, 2002). In addition, the length of the city break seems to vary considerably from country to country. 
For example research shows that the Germans tend to take longer city breaks than their European 
counterparts (Mintel, 2002).  Also, recent social laws such as France’s 35 hour work week and the possibility 
to compound work hours so as to free Fridays have contributed to the development of new weekend travel 
behaviour. 
 
It is clear from the above that one has to tread very carefully when dealing with city break statistics and data, 
as they may not be comparable. In fact one of the main problems in researching the city break market is the 
severe shortage of statistics in general on the subject. As Blank (1994: 181) points out, ‘every city has 
tourism, but relatively few cities have definitive information about the nature of their tourism industry’.   
 
The City Break as a Secondary Trip   
 
City breaks tend to be secondary trips, complementing the traditional annual summer holiday rather than 
replacing it. The total number of trips taken per market continues to grow, as people opt for two or more trips 
a year in place of, or in addition to, their main annual holiday. Page (2002) indicates a number of structural 
changes among the European travelling population that have contributed to the rise in secondary trip taking 
to urban destinations. These include; 

a) increased holiday and leave entitlements; 
b) the availability of public and national holidays which encourage ‘long weekends’ that are ideal for 

short breaks; 
c) rising prosperity from double income families with greater disposable income; 
d) changing perceptions of travel with relative reductions in price convenience and the availability of 

transport options, making it a social, psychological and recreational necessity; and 
e) time-space compression, where improvements in transport technology (e.g. the advent of the high 

speed trains and the development of regional air services outside of the main national gateway) 
have made access to destinations for short breaks a reality, avoiding multiple-travel options to 
national airports (Page, 2002: 121).   

In addition, Page, along with most commentators acknowledges the huge influence that the low cost airlines 
have played in the growth of urban secondary trips. 
 
Low Cost Air Travel 
 
It is generally the case that the closer the destination, the more likely it is that the trip will be made by car. 
But over the last ten years, regardless of distance and routes, air transport has consistently gained on private 
car travel (Trew and Cockerell 2002). One of the main reasons for this has been the huge growth of low cost 
airlines throughout Europe. Original no frills carriers such as Ryanair and Easyjet have been joined by 
numerous new low cost airlines, flying an increasing number of routes to an increasing number of new 
destinations. This has resulted in much more affordable air transport being available to the public, providing 
a serious alternative to competing forms of transport for international travel. City break travel has benefited 
particularly from this as the short stay nature of these trips makes quick access a crucial factor in the 
success of urban destinations. Indeed the presence of a low-cost carrier such as Ryanair or Easyjet can 
often guarantee an injection of new visitors and new routes into a city or region on a scale that most 
scheduled airlines could never deliver. Not surprising therefore that many local governments have actively 
tried to attract low-cost airlines into their localities, sometimes providing extremely appealing operating 
conditions.   
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Internet Usage 
 
Another factor contributing to the expansion of city break travel is the relentless growth of internet usage in 
the tourism industry. The ease with which the public can access information and make bookings through the 
internet has greatly facilitated city break travel. The uncomplicated nature of most city break trips can consist 
of just two components, transport and accommodation, both of which can easily be booked via the internet. 
This trend is likely to continue given the increased confidence people are gaining in terms of internet 
bookings. Transport operators and accommodation providers have been quick to capitalize on this with an 
increasing drive to grow direct bookings via electronic channels of distribution. Many product providers also 
sell through a host of electronic intermediaries such as Travelocity and Lastminute.com. These 
developments have made the ‘do it yourself’ approach to holiday bookings more attractive and less 
complicated for travellers.  
 
City Break Packages 
 
For those who prefer not to take the direct approach to booking their city breaks an ever increasing number 
of package options have appeared in recent years, also contributing to the growth of the market. These 
packages are offered by both specialist tour operators and the major generalist operators. In an attempt to 
compete with the independent booking trend some packages offer travellers a degree of flexibility and 
choice. For example, travellers are sometimes free to select their own transport or to pick from a choice of 
hotels. There may also be options like local transport tickets, city passes, and tickets to cultural and sporting 
events. Unfortunately for tour operators, product providers are also offering their own city break packages. 
Hotels, rail networks, ferry companies and airlines are creating their own packages, thus competing with 
traditional operators.             
 
 
Lack of City Visitor Behavioral Research  
 
Despite the growth in city tourism, the lack of attention paid by researchers to tourist behaviour in 
urban/regional areas points to the need for a stock of quality information to be available from which important 
decisions can be made. City destinations around the world use a variety of survey instruments which attempt 
to deliver information of benefit to city managers and marketers. Some produce quite comprehensive tourism 
data while others focus on specific information in order to address a particular objective. Research data in 
urban tourism is usually based on accommodation statistics, results from sample surveys of guests, 
accommodation providers or other experts, or estimates achieved by analysing other statistical sources 
(Latham 1989; Law 1993; Page 1995). Usually city and regional tourism managers have only very little 
influence in the organisation of nationwide surveys. For this reason members of European City Marketing 
(ECM) have developed an urban tourism destination survey instrument that produces up to date information 
at an individual city level but also could allow data to be analysed centrally so that comparisons could 
become possible across ECM member cities. The usage of consistent core questions across ECM cities 
makes it comparable and makes it a more valuable tool than existing city survey instruments. 
 
The Dublin Visitor Survey  
 
The ECM survey has been consistently implemented in Dublin since 1999. These Dublin tourism statistics 
form an important source of information which can be drawn upon by the city’s tourism planners and 
managers. The fact that the survey is carried out on an annual basis means that year on year comparisons 
can be made, thus allowing emerging trends in tourism demand to be identified.  
 
In addition, the usage of the same survey instrument by other city destinations such as Amsterdam and Nice 
(ECM members), allows inter-city comparisons to be made. This is a very valuable exercise for city tourism 
destinations as it could provide an important benchmarking mechanism which previously did not exist. Cities 
such as Dublin can instantly compare statistics with other participating cities including Amsterdam and Nice, 
thus facilitating much more meaningful evaluation of performance in an international context.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The research presented in this paper is based on the findings from an annual visitor survey carried out in 
Dublin city.  Specific objectives of the ECM research are: 
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• To improve the quality of urban tourism information within a Dublin City and European  context; 
 

• To provide a more detailed understanding of the leisure tourism market, and visitor’s perceptions of 
Dublin City, its facilities and services; 

 
• To provide those engaged in a wide range of tourism activities within Dublin City with the necessary 

information to make management decisions; 
 

• To establish a database which can be utilised in urban tourism research in the future. This will 
facilitate the measurement of urban tourism development in Dublin City on a temporal basis; 

 
• to provide up to date information and profiles of visitors to Dublin, which can be used by a wide 

range of groups who have dealings with these visitors before, during and after their stay; and 
 

• to improve the compatibility and integration of statistics between various European cities and to 
ultimately provide a comparative analysis of visitor opinion across a range of European cities so as 
to enable meaningful comparisons to be made. 

 
The survey instrument consists of a visitor questionnaire designed by the Research and Statistics Working 
Group of the European Cities Marketing (ECM) organisation, and administered by the Tourism Research 
Centre of the Dublin Institute of Technology. One thousand on street face to face visitor surveys are 
completed annually at seven locations across Dublin city centre to achieve geographical spread and to 
ensure an appropriate variety and range of tourist facilities are covered. The survey is carried out Monday to 
Sunday at all times of the day and evening between January and December. All overseas visitor types to the 
city are included with domestic travellers excluded.  
 
The questionnaire includes a set of core questions relevant to all ECM cities relating to: 
Visitor profile 
Holiday Type 
Expenditure 
Accommodation 
Transport Issues 
Major factors influencing the decision to visit 
Information sources used prior to and after arrival in Dublin 
Activities engaged in while in Dublin  
Attitudes towards Dublin 
 
Some of the key findings of the most recent survey to be completed (2007) are outlined and give an 
indication of the potential which exists for the development of cross comparative data at ECM membership 
city level. 
 
Main Findings of the Survey 2007 
 

1. Visitor Profile 
 

This section provides a profile of overseas visitors to Dublin in 2007. Just over half (51%) of the respondents 
were visitors from Great Britain, while Mainland Europe accounted for 28%, North America (USA and 
Canada) accounted for 16% and Rest of the World 5% of respondents (Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Visitor Profile  

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
The majority of Mainland Europe respondents were from Germany (6%), France (5%), Italy (3%) and Spain 
(3%).   
 
Almost 70% of respondents were in the managerial, professional or student area of classification. 
 
Figure 2: Employment Status/Level of Occupation   

Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
Ninety percent of respondents were visiting Dublin in a group comprising the following categories; partner 
(35%), group of friends (32%), family group (16%), organised group (6%) and other (2%) (Figure 3).  Eleven 
percent of respondents were travelling alone.  Results from the survey would seem to suggest that Dublin is 
not attracting family groupings which is a factor which may warrant further investigation. 
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Figure 3: Party composition 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
Just under half of respondents (48%) were travelling in a group of two (Figure 4).  As indicated in Figure 3, 
11% were travelling alone.  Table 1 indicates that a party of two was the most common party size among 
visitors to Dublin over the past four years. 
 
Table 1: Party Size 2004 – 2007 
 

 2007 2006 2005 2004 
1 11% 10% 11% 11% 
2 48% 51% 43% 50% 
3   8%   9% 12% 11% 
4 13%   9% 13% 12% 
5   3%   3%   3%   3% 
6   4%   6%   4%   2% 
7 to 10   5%   3.5%   5.5%   3.5% 
More than 10    7%   8.5%   9%   8% 

 
 
Figure 4 shows the breakdown of respondents by standard age range groupings.  Over half of visitors (51%) 
were aged between 18 and 34.  Thirty four percent were aged between 35 and 54 while the remaining 16% 
were aged 55 or over.  
 
Figure 4: Age of respondents 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
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1. Holiday Type 
The majority of visitors surveyed (78%) identified a holiday away from home as the primary reason for 
visiting Dublin.  Visiting family, friends and relatives (VFR) on holiday (11%) is also an important purpose of 
visit. 
 
Sixty six percent of respondents described their holiday as an additional/secondary holiday/ short break 
(Figure 5).  Thirty one percent indicated it was a main holiday and 4% indicated they were on an ‘other’ type 
of holiday. 
 
Figure 5: Description of holiday 

Number of respondents = 1000 
 
Almost one third of respondents (31%) described their trip as their main holiday.  Although this figure is down 
1% from 2006 figures, it is an interesting indication that Dublin is not perhaps just viewed as a short break 
destination.   
 
Seventy eight percent of those surveyed stayed up to 4 nights in Dublin (Figure 6).  Seventeen percent 
stayed in the capital between 5 and 7 nights, 3% stayed between 8 and 14 nights, and 2% stayed longer 
than 14 nights. 
 
Figure 6: Number of Nights in Dublin 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
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Table 2 shows us that in 2007 there was a significant increase from 2006 in the number of visitors who spent 
4 nights or less in Dublin (↑5%).  Interestingly, over the same time period, visitors spending 5-7 nights in 
Dublin decreased by 5% indicating that visitors opted for shorter breaks in 2007 than in 2006. 
 
Table 2: Number of Nights in Dublin 2003 – 2007 
 

Number of nights 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 
4 nights or less 78% 73% 84% 80% 78% 
5-7 nights 17% 22% 11% 14% 15% 
8-14 nights 3% 3% 4% 4% 5% 
Longer than 14 nights 1% 2% 1% 2% 3% 

 
 

2. Expenditure 
Respondents to the Dublin Visitor Survey were asked to indicate the amount spent on accommodation, 
meals, snacks & drinks, tourist shopping, entertainment and miscellaneous items.  Table 3 shows the 
average daily expenditure of visitors to Dublin in 2003 and in 2007.   
 
Table 3: Average Daily Expenditure per Person per Day  
 

Expenses 2007  2003 
Accommodation  €64 €49 
Meals, snack & drinks  €45 €35 
Tourist Shopping  €41 €22 
Entertainment  €32 €17 
Miscellaneous items  €9 €4 
Total €191 €125 

Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
3. Accommodation 
 
Fifty four percent of respondents stayed in hotels, 18% in youth hostels, 10% with friends and relatives, 7% 
in bed and breakfast accommodation, 5% in guest houses, and 6% indicated they used other types of 
accommodation (Table 4).   
 
Table 4: Accommodation Used (%) 
 

Type of Accommodation 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 Average 
2002-2007 

Hotel 54 61 56 58 57 52 56 
Youth Hostel 18 11 9 13 9 13 12 
Staying with Friends & Relatives 10 10 13 10 11 12 11 
Bed & Breakfast 7 5 6 13 16 15 10 
Guest House 5 9 13 5 6 5 7 
Rented House/Apartment 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 
University/College 2 1 0.5 1 2 1 1 
Other  1.5 1 0.5 2 3 3 2 
Tourist Caravan/tent 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.4 
No response 1 - - - - - - 

Number of respondents = 1000 

 
In 2007, the primary method of booking accommodation was through the Internet (37%), directly with 
accommodation – online (32%), travel agent (8%), staying with friends and family (7%) or directly with 
accommodation provider (4%).  
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Figure 7: When did you book your accommodation in Dublin? 
 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
One third of respondents (33%) booked their accommodation in Dublin 1-4 weeks before arriving.  A further 
22% booked 5-8 weeks before arriving and 8% booked less than a week before arriving.   This information 
provides an insight into buying behaviours of visitors and identifies the window of opportunity for selling 
accommodation in Dublin. 
 
 
4. Transport Issues 
The vast majority (94%) of out of state visitors to Dublin arrive by air, with just 3% arriving by boat/ferry.  
Table 5 highlights that Internet bookings are very important for transport providers especially for the largest 
market to Dublin (UK), which has the highest Internet booking usage (85%). 
 
Table 5: Method of Booking Transport to Dublin by Key Markets (%) 
 

 Total 
Great 
Britain 

Mainland 
Europe 

North 
America 

Rest of 
World 

Directly with airline/ferry/train/bus
operator  - online 45% 45% 48% 42% 36% 

Internet 34% 40% 29% 26% 31% 
Travel agent   9%   5% 10% 15% 20% 
Part of an organised Tour   3%   1%   4%   6%   7% 
Other   3%   2%   3%   2%   2% 
Did not book   2%   3%   1%   3%   2% 
Tour operator   2%   1%   1%   4%   0% 
Directly with local tourist office   1%   2%   1%   1%   2% 
Directly with airline/ferry/train/bus
operator - offline   1%   1%   2%   1%   0% 

Number of respondents = 1000 
 
One third of respondents (33%) booked their travel to Dublin 1-4 weeks before arriving.  A further 22% 
booked 5-8 weeks before arriving and 7% booked less than a week before arriving.  
 
Visitors were asked to indicate the form of transport used most often within Dublin.  Figure 15 highlights 
walking (57%) as the most popular means of getting around.  The public bus (18%) and car (9%) were the 
next most frequently used, followed by bus sightseeing tour (5%), private bus/coach (4%), taxi (4%), 
LUAS/tram (2%), and the train (1%).   
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Figure 8: Form of transport used most often within Dublin 

 
 
 
 
5. Major Factors Influencing the Decision to choose Dublin 
 
Table 6 highlights the top five most frequently cited influences affecting decisions to visit Dublin in 2007, 
including; inexpensive airfares (29%), advice from friends and relatives (26%), Internet site (23%), previous 
visit (19%) and inexpensive accommodation (12%).  The increasing role that low fare airlines play in 
attracting visitors to Dublin cannot be underestimated and it emerged as the most influencing factor in 2007, 
with 29% of respondents saying it was ‘a major influence’.   
 
Table 6: Primary Factors Affecting the Decision to Visit Dublin (%) 
 

Motivating Factors 2007 2005 2003 2002 
Inexpensive Airfares 29 26 20 9 
Advice from Friends and Relatives 26 44 25 29 
Internet Site 23 28 5 3 
Previous Visit 19 31 17 17 
Inexpensive Accommodation 12 - - - 

Number of respondents = 1000 
  
 
6. Information sources used prior to and after arrival in Dublin 
Respondents were asked to indicate the sources of information used before arriving, and during their visit 
within the city.  Some respondents gave more than one response.  In relation to sources of information used 
before arriving in Dublin, accessing the Internet (34%), obtaining information from friends/family (28%) and 
guide books (25%) were the most popular sources (Table 7). 
 
Table 7: Information sources before arriving in Dublin 
 

Information sources % of responses 
Accessed the internet 34 
Obtained information from friends/family 28 
Guide books 25 
Received brochures/leaflets from Fáilte Ireland/Tourism Ireland   5 
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Received brochures/leaflets from Dublin Tourism   4 
Travel agent/tour operator   2 
Group leader/organiser   2 
Other   1 
Total 100 

Number of responses = 1482 
 
There were 210 Internet websites specified by respondents as sources of information before arriving in 
Dublin. The top three websites were: www.ryanair.com (26%), www.visitdublin.com (20%) and 
www.ireland.ie (18%).  Lonely Planet was the most frequently specified guidebook, accounting for 38% of the 
207 responses in relation to this category. 
 
During their stay in Dublin, the majority of visitors sourced information from brochures/leaflets from Dublin 
Tourism (33%), guidebooks (25%), brochures/leaflets from Fáilte Ireland/Tourism Ireland (19%), and 
information from friends and family (10%) (Table 8). 
 
Table 8: Information sources after arriving in Dublin 
 

Information sources % of responses 
Received brochures/leaflets from Dublin Tourism 33 
Guide books 25 
Received brochures/leaflets from Fáilte Ireland/Tourism Ireland 19 
Obtained information from friends/family 10 
Accessed the internet 5 
Group leader/organiser 4 
Other 3 
Travel agent/tour operator 2 
Total 100 

Number of responses = 788 
 
 
7. Activity most important when deciding to visit Dublin   
Respondents were asked to identify the activity most important to them when deciding to visit Dublin.  Some 
respondents gave more than one answer.  The top three most important activities were: sightseeing (35%), 
visiting friends and relatives (14%) and culture/history (11%) (Table 9).   
 
Table 9: Activity most important when deciding to visit Dublin 
 

Activity  % of responses 
Sightseeing 35 
Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) 14 
Culture/History 11 
Socialising   9 
Shopping   5 
Business reasons   3 
Pubs   2 
Guinness - to drink & to visit Storehouse   2 
Relaxation   1 
Drinking   1 
Learning English   1 
Birthday   1 
Hen/Stag party   1 
Low cost   1 
St. Patrick’s Festival   1 
Short break   1 
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Nightlife   1 
Break   1 
Holiday   1 
Genealogy   1 
New destination/experience   1 
Other   9 

Number of responses = 1417 
 
 
8. Attitudes towards Dublin 
 
Céad Míle Fáilte – friendly and hospitable people 
Visitor attitude towards the friendliness of the people in Dublin continues to be very positive (Figure 9).  
Ninety five percent agreed that the people were friendly and hospitable; this is a slight decrease on the 2006 
figure (down 3%).  In terms of nationality breakdown, all agree with this statement.    
 
Figure 9: “The people are friendly and hospitable” 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
Figure 10: “The people are friendly and hospitable” Agree Strongly and Agree 2003-2007 
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Dirty City  
 
 
Fourteen percent of respondents felt that the city is dirty; that is an increase of 1% on 2006 figures (Figure 
11).   
 
Figure 11 “Dublin is a dirty city” Agree Strongly and Agree 2003 - 2007 

 
 
Variety of attractions in Dublin 
Eighty nine percent of respondents feel that Dublin has a good variety of attractions (Figure 12).  Since 2002, 
there has been an increase of 11% in those who agree or strongly agree with this statement.   
 
Figure 12: “Dublin has a good variety of attractions” 
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Cultural Image 
Dublin continues to be positively perceived from a cultural standpoint, with a high percentage of visitors 
(88%) seeing the city as possessing a rich cultural life (Figure 13), although this is a decrease of 9% from 
2006 figures.   
 
Figure 13: “Dublin has a rich cultural life” 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
Prices in Dublin  
 
Figure 14 illustrates 54% of visitors to Dublin felt that prices were too high.  This is an increase of 2% on the 
2006 study (Figure 15).       
 
Figure 14: “Prices are too expensive” 
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Figure 15: “Prices are too expensive” Agree Strongly and Agree 2003 – 2007 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 
 
However, 64% of visitors to the capital feel that Dublin offers good value for money to visitors while 13% feel 
Dublin does not. 
 
Overall Rating 
 
Dublin received an average overall rating of 8.2 out of a possible 10, compared to 8.8 in 2005.  This 
indicates a continued high level of satisfaction with the city amongst visitors but does represents the lowest 
rating in the last five years and a slight decrease on the 2006 rating (Figure 16).   
 
Figure 16: Overall rating out of 10: 2003 - 2007 

 
Number of respondents = 1000 
 

 
This section on Dublin specifically highlights a core set of 2007 survey findings and also presents trends over 
a number of years, made possible due to the longitudinal nature of the study.  The true potential of the ECM 
survey will only be realised when applied across a number of member cities. Opportunities exist to further 
analyses and develop aspects of the survey in this regard. 
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Need for Comparative Research 
 
Currently, in the case of the city surveys, the information gathered is usually of benefit only to the individual 
city itself as the specific survey instruments used and the methodologies employed tend to be individually 
specific to each city’s circumstances. This of course renders meaningful inter-city comparisons almost 
impossible.  The two main difficulties city managers and marketers face when comparing international city 
tourism data are availability and comparability (Dunne and Flanagan, 2003). Comparative data on urban 
tourism demand across Europe is lacking because of the different methodologies and sample bases used 
from one city to another.  Even primary tourism data like overnights, arrivals, number of beds, number of 
accommodation establishments, occupancy rates, or length of stay may vary significantly among different 
European cities (Van den Berg, van der Borg and van der Meer 1994).  Given this range of information and 
the heterogeneous nature of the databanks available across Europe, the task of estimating the magnitude of 
city tourism and offering projections into the future becomes a complicated exercise.   
 
Usually, city and regional tourism managers have only very little influence in the organisation of nationwide 
surveys.  For this reason members of European City Marketing (ECM) have developed an urban tourism 
destination survey instrument that produces up-to-date information at an individual city level but also could 
allow data to be analysed centrally so that comparisons could become possible across ECM member cities.  
The usage of consistent core questions across ECM cities would make it comparable and a more valuable 
tool than existing city survey instruments.  This has been demonstrated in the case of Dublin presented 
above. 
 
In addition, the usage of the same survey instrument by other city destinations such as, for example, 
Amsterdam and Nice (ECM members), would allow inter-city comparisons to be made.  This is a very 
valuable exercise for city tourism destinations as it could provide an important benchmarking mechanism 
which previously did not exist.  Cities such as Dublin can instantly compare statistics like those presented 
above with other participating cities, thus facilitating much more meaningful evaluation of performance in an 
international context.  
 
It also allows access to important comparative information for a fraction of the cost of commissioning 
research in competitor cities. Each city only has to commission a field research company or (as in the case 
of Dublin) an educational institution in their own city and share the data.  Joint efforts have been initiated by 
the Dublin Institute of Technology and CERAM Business School to work with Dublin and Nice tourism 
professionals so as to identify common tourism data that could be compounded and shared. 
 
Comparative research that leads to data that could be (a) comparable across urban destinations and (b) 
combined to help define general consumer behavior trends for short break urban tourism will become a key 
success factor for European destination managers.  Sustainable urban tourism destinations in the future will 
need to measure themselves against their competitors in order to get a true reflection of their functioning.  In 
addition, if Europe is to defend competitiveness at a time when its market share is eroding, European urban 
destinations must cooperate to plan and implement common market research and marketing strategies. 
Such practice will, in the long run, benefit all European destinations.   
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1 Introduction 
 
This paper argues that everyday life in the city is valued by some visitors and is a neglected source of 
competitive advantage for destinations. If city development and marketing for tourism is to be improved, the 
experience of city visitors needs to be better understood. 
 
Recent years have seen substantial growth in city tourism in Europe. It has developed beyond national 
capitals and art cities so that now ‘virtually every city sees a tourism possibility and has taken steps to 
encourage it’ (Hoffman, Fainstein et al. 2003). Growth in city tourism has been driven partly by cities’ desire 
to attract visitors, and this is reflected in an extensive literature examining city tourism from a supply side 
perspective, through which new tourist and leisure districts have been created. However, growth in city 
tourism has also been driven by tourists themselves and their changing preferences, yet the perspective of 
visitors has been neglected, with comparatively little attention to tourists experience of place until recently. 
Policy makers seem to assume that iconic attractions and events are the main draw for visitors, though the 
evidence for this is limited. 
 
This paper seeks to redress this neglect by examining the experience of overseas visitors to new and 
emerging tourism areas within London. It draws on a series of semi-structured interviews with overseas 
visitors to explore visitors’ perceptions of the areas and what attracts them It argues that many city visitors 
seek not recognised tourist attractions or tourist precincts but the opportunity to experience what they 
perceive as the ‘real life’ of the city – a city in which overlapping activities of tourism and leisure now form 
part of the city fabric and city life. For these visitors, the everyday and mundane activities of city residents 
take on significance as markers of the real, and areas not planned for tourism are valued as offering 
distinctiveness. The competitive advantage of destinations may derive from the qualities of place and city 
life, rather than particular attractions or events. These findings have implications for city development and 
tourism marketing. Conventional development and promotional techniques will be counter-productive for 
visitors who value everyday life; subtler approaches are required.  
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2 Dilemmas in the City Tourism  
 
More and more, tourism is shaping cities. Tourist numbers have boomed as wider processes of globalization 
and economic change have forced cities to remake themselves. Tourism has become an important part of 
the economy in more and more places, and has been integral to wider attempts to reposition and reimage 
former industrial cities to compete in the twenty first century economy. Cityscapes have changed. 
Waterfronts and industrial zones have been redeveloped and reaestheticised. History and heritage has been 
reviewed and re-presented, and urban cultures and entertainments have been promoted. As (Judd and 
Fainstein 1999):262  point out, together with the growth of large corporate office functions “tourism has been 
a primary force in determining contemporary urban form, as facilities for tourists have increasingly become 
interwoven with other structures”. As competition between cities has intensified new attractions have been 
created. Iconic buildings house new museums or galleries; events are used to draw attention and to build 
city brands. It is difficult to separate much of this touristic activity from wider processes of city development 
as places search for competitive advantage. Attracting tourists means making places more pleasant and 
appealing for them: creating amenity. Yet recent work has emphasised the importance of amenity in wider 
processes of city development (for example (Florida 2002) (Clark 2003) (Judd and Fainstein 1999)). For 
Florida, economic development depends upon attracting a highly skilled workforce of mobile professionals. 
Since these people have a wide range of choice about where to live, they choose to locate in places that 
have developed a high level of ‘amenity’. Florida sees amenity as comprising a bundle of non-market 
elements associated with place, many of them centred on the aesthetics of the built environment and the 
design of the city: architecture and public space, liveliness, street scene and activities. These changes were 
seen first in northern and developed world nations, but have been increasingly echoed in east Asia and in 
other global regions.  
 
The growth of tourism in a globalised world, its intimate links with other forms of economic development, and 
the changing demands of visitors themselves has created difficult questions and dilemmas for cities.  This 
discussion focuses on two of them. First, how far should the city offer – and to what extent do visitors want – 
a standardised or a distinctive experience. Standardised experiences - or shared experiences (Fainstein 
2007) - are popular.  They allow visitors to add to their cultural capital by consuming an iconic attraction – the 
Eiffel Tower, or the Statue of Liberty or Sydney Harbour Bridge, for example. As they do so, they can 
increasingly easily produce and share images that witness their experience and ‘this provides common 
symbols and shared memories within otherwise fragmented cultures (ibid.: 2). Yet travelling has to be worth 
the trip, and for some visitors, standardised experiences may not prove a draw and, high profile but familiar 
attractions are unlikely to induce experienced travellers to make repeat visits to a city.  Cities recognise the 
need for visitors to have a distinctive experience and invested in improving attractions. In recent years, a 
series of approaches have become familiar. Early tourism developments in former industrial cities were 
intended to create spaces that were clearly separate from the rest of the city. For pioneering cities like 
Baltimore, tourism development was seen as a means of combating industrial decline and an image of a 
place that was decaying and dangerous. Consequently development had to take place in defined areas – 
tourism bubbles (Judd 1999) – that not only offered a concentration of attractions to lure visitors, but which 
were both physically and symbolically disconnected from the rest of the city. Although a US model, this 
approach was emulated around the world, particularly in cities with decaying waterfronts and industrial 
areas. Key to it was the reaestheticisation of the areas (Clark 2003) with old buildings being given new roles.  
 
This revalorisation of nineteenth century industrial architecture and reassessment of the value of heritage 
was reflected in tourist development in more central locations, and in cities better established as tourism 
destinations. Covent Garden in London provided a symbolic and influential example. When the long-
established fruit and vegetable wholesale market left, comprehensive redevelopment was initially planned in 
1968. Opposition was intense and eventually new plans retained the area’s historic buildings and street 
pattern. Tourism was central to this change, and the commercial heart of the area was the retained market 
buildings, rehabilitated and reaestheticised as a festival marketplace explicitly modelled on US tourist bubble 
experience (Christensen 1979). The area rapidly became one of London’s most popular entertainment 
districts. More recent attempts to lure visitors to cities have focused on modern buildings, and creating ‘iconic 
attractions’ by housing cultural facilities in spectacular and monumental new buildings (Smith 2007) and 
creating or attracting major events: the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, and the 1992 Barcelona Olympics 
have been seen as influential exemplars. 
 
However there is now a well established critique of these approaches, showing that the attempt to increase 
distinctiveness can paradoxically lead to further standardisation through emulation. Cities strive to create 
competitive advantage in the struggle to attract visitors, but may become more alike as they do so. 
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Waterfront developments around the world resemble one another (Jones 1998); the same ‘Mayor’s Trophy 
Cabinet’ of attractions and facilities (convention centre, branded hotel, museum, festival marketplace and so 
on) can be found in many cities on different continents (Friedman and Sagalyn 1990); cities spot a rival that 
seems to have found a successful formula with buildings or events and copy it (Richards and Wilson 2006); 
or modern ‘icon buildings’ are created that have little association to the city in which they are built (Sudjic 
2005) and brand their architects more effectively than they do the city. Whilst developing city attractions in 
these ways will entice some visitors, it will lack appeal to those seeking a more distinctive experience.  
 
The second dilemma is how far it makes sense to distinguish between leisure visitors and other users of the 
city. Mobility has increased so that ‘all the world is on the move’ (Sheller and Urry 2006) 207, and leisure 
tourism is just one mobility – perhaps the most visible. There are other forms of ‘invisible’ tourism (business 
tourism, visiting friends and relations and so on) along with temporary migration by mobile professionals and 
students and more permanent migrations. Whilst resorts have seen increases in tourism numbers, cities 
have attracted both more tourists and more migrants. At the same time, once comparatively clear distinctions 
between work time and leisure time, work space and leisure space are increasingly blurred and cities are 
increasingly places of consumption and entertainment for those who live there. Tourism is no longer confined 
to particular places at particular times (Franklin and Crang 2001). The growth of different mobilities, the 
overlap between touristic and day to day activities, together with the growing importance of amenity in city 
development challenge familiar thinking about the ways cities should be reconfigured to develop tourism.  
 
 
 
 
3 Tourist areas in the city  
 
Analysis of the dynamics of city tourism has generally begun from a supply-side perspective, but has been 
handicapped by our limited understanding of the dynamics of city development generally as well as of 
tourism development and consumption particularly – see for example (Page 2002) (Pearce 2001). Thinking 
about how cities can be reconfigured to attract visitors has focused on identifying and examining particular 
areas that are seen as a focus for tourist activities. That approach reflects a current trend in urban analysis 
more generally which, as (Bell and Jayne 2004) have pointed out, has tended to divide cities into separate 
spatial and social areas. (Hayllar and Griffin 2005) have argued that tourist activity tends to be concentrated 
around particular foci in the city and it therefore makes sense to identify a series of tourism precincts that 
attract visitors. They see a tourism precinct as a part of a larger urban area, ‘characterised by a 
concentration of tourist related land-use, activities and visitation with fairly definable boundaries’ (ibid. 517). 
The areas gain their particular character from the combination of activities and buildings and land uses or 
connection to some particular cultural or ethnic group in the city.  
 
The idea of tourism precincts thus encompasses a wide range of discussion that has sought to understand 
the nature and role of tourism spaces. Examples include tourism bubbles (Judd 1999); tourism CBD (Getz 
1993); urban entertainment districts (Hannigan 1998); cultural quarters (Montgomery 2003); cultural clusters 
(Mommaas 2004); areas of  culture led regeneration (Evans 2007); particular types of location, such as 
waterfronts (for example (Jones 1998); particular types of attraction, such as festival market places (for 
example Rowe and Stevenson 1994); flagship tourism projects (Smith 2003); and particular types of city 
(Ashworth and Tunbridge 2000).  
 
However, there are considerable limitations to the supply side perspective as it has evolved to date. First, as 
Hayllar and Griffin say it is predominantly descriptive (op.cit.); it tends to tell us what has developed in 
tourism terms, rather than why and how it has developed. We should not exaggerate: some of the discussion 
does contain strong analytical elements. However overall, the very proliferation of concepts and area 
designations is telling – and the list above is by no means exhaustive. If we had something approaching a 
generalisable model of the processes of tourism development in cities, we would not need the range of 
terminologies of areas, districts, quarters and so on. As it is, supply side discussion does rather depend on a 
series of individually useful cases, with their own designation, rather than a set of integrated ideas. Second, 
the concepts often overlap or confuse objective description or analysis with advocacy and promotion, or 
spatial planning tools. The idea of cultural quarters is an example. The idea is simultaneously used as a 
means of trying to understand what attracts visitors to particular areas; as an aspirant designation of 
particular parts of the city in spatial plans (McCarthy 2006); and a marketing tool: there can now be few UK 
cities without a signposted ‘cultural quarter’. Third, the focus on buildings, built form and spaces limits our 
understanding of how visitors perceive and use the areas. It is not that visitor demands have been ignored. 
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In most cases, precincts have been deliberately developed to attract tourists and have been designed to be 
visitor friendly; tourist bubbles, designed to lure visitors to cities seen as run down and decaying are an 
obvious example. Rather, the focus on the supply-side has meant that there has been limited attention to 
visitor perceptions of the areas (Hayllar and Griffin 2005) (Maitland and Newman 2004), and to the 
interactions between built environment and user perception. This is ironic since many of these areas draw on 
the ideas of Kevin Lynch (Lynch 1960) and Jane Jacobs (Jacobs 1961) who emphasised the complexity of 
the ways in which users perceived and navigated the city, and the interaction of different activities with the 
built environment in creating a place. Finally, the idea of the precinct takes as its starting point the idea that 
visitors cluster in particular areas.  This is clearly true, but equally clearly, not the whole story particularly in 
large easily navigable cities that offer a variety of options, and which are catering for the leisure demands of 
residents as well as visitors. In many cities tourism and touristic behaviour is not now an activity confined to 
particular places of particular times (Franklin and Crang 2001). We need to acknowledge that whilst we can 
observe concentrations of tourists in particular precincts, visitors will not be confined to them but will be 
dispersed more widely through the city as tourism becomes increasingly pervasive.  Whilst there has been 
some discussion of idea (for example (Terhorst, Deben L. et al. 2003)) there has been little empirical 
research. We need to understand what draws visitors beyond tourism precincts.  
 
 
4 What visitors want 
 
Despite their limitations, supply-side approaches have developed plausible accounts of how cities have 
sought to reconfigure themselves to attract and accommodate tourists. They also offer some insights into the 
tensions between standardisation and distinctiveness. Cities understand the need for distinctiveness, but in 
seeking investment and rapid results are drawn to models seen to have succeeded elsewhere, and this 
leads towards standardisation.  But supply-side accounts have little to say about the demand side: what 
visitors want, how they experience the city and what they are seeking from their visit. Whilst quantitative 
visitor surveys are common, they inevitably rely on comparatively simple measures and constructs that are 
incapable of giving real understanding of the complexities of the urban tourism experience (Page 2002), and 
which in any event tend to be framed from the point of view of producers rather than visitors. Despite some 
recent qualitative research into visitors experience of cities (for example (Selby 2004) (Hayllar and Griffin 
2005) (Maitland and Newman 2004; Maitland and Newman 2008)), visitors perspectives remain neglected, 
and there has been limited attention to how they are changing and evolving.  
 
We might expect visitors’ demands to change as patterns of consumption shift (Urry 1990) and as their 
experience of cities grows. City tourism has grown dramatically in recent years, particularly in Europe, where 
it has been driven by factors including the growth of low cost air carriers, and the multiplication of direct city 
to city routes; an expanding high speed rail network; the opening up of central and eastern European cities; 
growing migration and mobilities that drive VFR tourism; and widespread use of the internet that has both 
made much richer information about places easily available and made travel arrangements simpler. This 
means that more people are travelling to more cities, and that repeat visits are becoming increasingly 
important in some cities. Both of these trends affect what visitors want. Tourism is a process that encourages 
learning. Learning can take place outside formal educational settings – so called experiential learning – and 
tourism practices encourage the reflection and analysis of experience that promote learning ((Minnaert 
2007). Tourists linger over the tourist gaze, (Urry 1990) and capture images. Technical advances – digital 
cameras, mobile phone cameras, photo sharing websites, blogs, social networking and so on – have made it 
easier for more images to be captured, and shared and discussed.  And visitors have long used guidebooks, 
visitor centres and guides as a means of structuring their experiences of places. These practices mean that 
they learn new skills and come to look at places with ‘an increasingly informed eye’ (Urry 1999): 74. We 
would expect this to  affect how they look at a city and their aesthetics sensibilities (Maitland and Smith 2008 
forthcoming)  - and what they want from the tourist experience. 
 
At the same time, there are many visitors who are returning often to cities that they come to know well. In 
London, the proportion of overseas visitors who have been to the city before has grown steadily and some 
60% are repeat visitors (LDA 2007); many of them are frequent visitors. We would expect repeat visitors’ 
demands to differ from those of people who are coming to the city for the first time. Familiar and ‘iconic‘ 
attractions such as Big Ben and the Tower of London may have limited appeal as repeat experiences, and 
having been visited once add little to personal cultural capital when visited again. It seems reasonable to 
suppose that increasingly experienced tourists will learn new perspectives and consumption demands and 
that, particularly as repeat visitors, they may wish to venture beyond recognised tourism precincts. Research 
in two areas of London was designed to investigate this, and is discussed below. 
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5 The Attraction of the Everyday 
 
The research examined the experience and perceptions of overseas visitors to two areas of London - 
Islington and Bankside. They were chosen since both were known to be attracting large numbers of visitors 
although neither has formed part of traditional tourist itineraries, and nor been planned as a tourist precinct, 
and because they offered contrasting aspects of tourism development in new areas. Whilst Islington is well 
connected by public transport to central London’s main tourist concentrations, it is spatially and functionally 
separated from them. Bankside, by contrast, is contiguous with established tourist areas in central London, 
into which it is increasingly well integrated. Both areas have experienced regeneration and gentrification 
including up-market housing, office and studio development, new restaurants, bars and shopping.  

 
Islington is a fashionable residential area that has been gentrified for over thirty years. Behind the busy main 
roads residential areas divide into either high value private Georgian and Victorian Streets or mass housing 
blocks of the 1960s and 1970s.  As gentrification proceeded and higher spending residents moved into the 
area there was a growth in consumption opportunities. New restaurants, bars and shops arrived, some of 
them distinctive or seen as high quality: Camden Passage antiques market or designer shops on Upper 
Street, for example. New development in former industrial buildings created loft apartments and studio 
developments whilst retaining the existing street pattern and renovating existing buildings. There was 
substantial public investment in cultural institutions in the area, particularly in the Almeida and Sadler’s Wells 
theatres, but this did not stem from attempts to attract visitors; rather, the introduction of a National Lottery in 
the UK in the 1990s provided substantial additional investment for theatres and other cultural venues and the 
Almeida and Sadler’s Wells were amongst the beneficiaries.  
 
In fact, tourism policy in Islington has an uneven history. Tourism initiatives began in the early 1980s when 
rapid and disruptive economic changes and job losses prompted a re-evaluation of attitudes to promoting 
tourism in London, to which local authorities had traditionally been hostile or sceptical (for example 
(Lipscomb and Weatheritt 1977) and see (Beioley, Maitland et al. 1990) ). One initiative was Discover 
Islington, an agency tasked with developing tourism to create economic activity and foster civic pride; it was 
set up in 1991 and but closed in 2001 when the local authority withdrew funding. The organisation carried 
out a review of tourism in Islington in 1992 (Discover Islington 1992) and concluded that whilst the area’s 
assets attracted visitors, this was counter balanced by fears of crime, a shabby image and the area not being 
seen as a tourist destination. As it turned out, tourists numbers continued to grow, and by 1998 it was 
estimated that over four million visitors spent some £105 million in the London Borough of Islington 
(Carpenter 1999). Research into visitor attitudes and perceptions, below, helps explain why this was so.  
 
Islington had seen increases in visitation by the turn of the millennium but still had a comparatively low profile 
– but Bankside had begun to establish a global image and reputation. The area lies between long 
established tourism precincts (Westminster / the South Bank Centre, and the London Bridge / Tower Bridge 
area) and includes two new flagship attractions – Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and Tate Modern art gallery 
(also a beneficiary of National Lottery funding). However, like Islington, the key driver of development was 
not tourism, and the area was not designed as a tourism precinct. Public authorities responsible for the area 
aimed to spread commercial development pressures across the river from the congested north bank. A key 
element was improving pedestrian links across the river and a new pedestrian bridge creating a route from 
St Paul’s to Tate Modern was opened in 2002. New cultural icons, and a  design makeover (Teedon 2001) 
provided an opportunity to attract new commercial land-uses and upscale residents. Remaking the riverfront 
created new amenity and an attractive location for the mobile professionals seen as essential to the city 
maintaining its place in the global economy. The area has continued to develop with more galleries and 
theatres, and speciality food shops, bars and restaurants particularly focused around Borough Market.  
Warehouses have been converted to loft apartments and there is a significant population of office workers – 
some in modern towers, others in smaller spaces in converted warehouses. Further south, and away from 
the river, development appears to have been driven by apartment and office conversions, often for the 
‘creative industries’.   

In both areas, tourism has been one part of a wider process of regeneration. It promotes the areas’ 
development by bringing in visitors, and helps revalorise and create interest it what was previously 
considered unattractive. Yet neither area was designed as a tourism precinct, and we need to understand 
what attracted visitors. The research discussed below was designed to answer this question.   
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The research was in two parts. Initially surveys of overseas visitors to Islington and Bankside were 
conducted to explore their characteristics and the appeal of the area to them. Visitors in the surveys differed 
from overseas visitors to London as a whole, and could be differentiated from standardised markets.  They 
were older; more experienced travellers; had generally visited London before; were more likely to be visiting 
friends or relations or to be on business; and made use of their connections through friendship and other 
networks in deciding on the areas they wanted to visit. These characteristics were more pronounced in 
Islington than in Bankside, with its proximity to established tourism precincts (see (Maitland and Newman 
2004) for a fuller discussion). In both areas visitors liked the built form of the area and sense of place, along 
with atmosphere: sense of history, a cosmopolitan feel, a sense that the area was ‘not touristy’. They also 
enjoyed opportunities for consumption – the range of shops, bars, cafes, and restaurants. Major tourist 
attractions were rarely mentioned. This was true even of Bankside with the popular and well known Tate 
Modern and Shakespeare’s Globe, as well as a range of other tourist attractions. This seems surprising but 
is borne out VisitLondon surveys of the wider area of the south Bank have showed that despite the wide 
range of cultural and other attractions, the most popular activity was going for a stroll followed by visiting a 
bar, café or restaurant (VisitLondon 2005). 

It seemed that for these visitors at least, the appeal of the areas lay in atmosphere and how they perceived 
the sense of place, and that apparently mundane elements of vernacular architecture, and shops and cafes 
could constitute attractions. Qualitative research was undertaken to investigate visitor perceptions in more 
depth. Semi- structured interviews lasting from 25 to 45 minutes were carried out with overseas visitors 
selected on a convenience sampling basis in central locations in Islington and Bankside. Visitors came from 
a wide range of countries from around the world including western, central and eastern Europe, North and 
South America, Australasia, India and Africa, but interviews were conducted in English. Their ages ranged 
from 20s to 60s and most were in professional occupations.  

A series of themes can be drawn out of the interviews and three are discussed here (see (Maitland 2008) for 
a fuller discussion of other aspects). Text in italics is quoted from interviews. First, visitors perceived both 
Islington and Bankside as not touristy: not places that had been designed to attract visitors. Instead they 
were seen as out of the way and off the beaten path, quieter and less crowded. There were explicit 
comparisons with other parts of London that were seen as tourist hotspots: Covent Garden, Piccadilly Circus 
and Leicester Square or the area around Buckingham Palace, for example. There were also comparisons 
with tourism precincts in other cities, such as the Champs Elysees in Paris. This is unsurprising in the case 
of Islington, but more unexpected in Bankside. It turned out that visitors could be aware of or indeed go to a 
series of tourist attractions and still maintain their perception of the area as not touristy. Most interviewees on 
Bankside were aware of Tate Modern and Shakespeare’s Globe and planned to at least take a look at them. 
One respondent proved to have visited almost every attraction promoted in the Tourist Information Centre’s 
literature, but still enjoyed the area because of the out of the way places where there aren’t so many people 
catering to the tourists. The big touristy attractions were recognised but did not dominate perceptions of the 
area.  

Second, though they enjoyed getting off the beaten track, many visitors also visited and enjoyed 
conventional tourist precincts. They used the city in a sophisticated way, and could move easily between the 
different experiences it had to offer. Some saw different priorities for different trips. On their first visit to 
London (or when accompanying someone visiting for the first time) they might focus on big places like the 
British Museum. On subsequent visits they were more inclined to go to areas not many people know. Others 
switched readily between visits to tourism precincts and getting off the beaten track. They visited familiar 
London icons – the Palace, the Tower, St Paul’s, the London Eye – or areas like Covent Garden:  things you 
really can’t come to London and not go to see but at other times valued Bankside or Islington as quieter and 
places where you can take your time away from tourist hotspots. In the terminology of (Burtenshaw, 
Bateman et al. 1991), they saw London as a offering a series of attributes from which they could construct 
their own different ‘cities’ – some more touristy, others more off the beaten track. 

Third everyday life was at the heart of the areas’ appeal. Visitors were often acutely observant about the 
details of the built form and architectural character of the areas and of the mix of activities that were taking 
place. Visitors to Bankside and Islington noted that these were areas where Londoners lived and worked, 
and this was crucial to how the areas were valorised. The observations were accurate and unromantic. 
Commenting on Bankside one respondent noted the mix of offices, studios and apartment, and the proximity 
to the City and remarked that it’s nice that you can live close to where you work but quickly added that to do 
so you’ve got to be rich – more than rich. Islington was liked but seen as a high class community and pricey. 
Still, respondents felt that in these areas they could meet local people and chat over coffee or a drink, that 
the area was more relaxed, and you are not actually an outsider. This was a more common perception in 
Islington, but in Bankside too the presence of Londoners was crucial to the experience of the area. In part 
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was a flaneur’s enjoyment of observation: liking to see people going about their daily tasks or normal 
Londoners just doing their thing. For more than one respondent there was pleasure to be had in visiting 
Tesco (the dominant UK supermarket chain): the opportunity to observe ordinary people, and what they 
bought made it one of our favourite places. Under the gaze of experienced travellers, mundane work 
routines took on new significance. For a north American couple, one highlight of their visit to Bankside was 
seeing into office windows and observing workers typing at their computers - you can’t miss this. The 
recurring theme was that everyday life was both interesting in itself, and also a marker of the real London. It 
meant that for visitors even Bankside was not experienced as dominated by its big attractions, but as an 
area in which the city’s daily life went on. That made it more interesting: museums are museums and they’re 
all interesting, but museums [could be] anywhere and I like to see what the city is actually about. The words 
of one respondent speak for many:  tourist spots are always very generic, right, look at the places where 
tourist are in any city you feel like, oh, I’m just one of the them and I’m just doing the typical tourist thing but if 
you, somehow, end up in the place where the locals go, it feels like a more authentic experience somehow. 

 

6 Discussion  

We can draw a number of points from this discussion. First, tourists are much more discriminating than they 
are often given credit for. They learn from their experience as tourists and as they gain experience in visiting 
cities and living in cities more oriented to touristic experiences, they look at places with a more sophisticated 
eye. The neglect of the visitor experience in cities means that, unfortunately, we cannot compare the 
observations discussed above with findings from earlier decades. Perhaps London’s visitors in the 1960s 
and 1970s were equally acute in their perception. But it does seem reasonable to conclude that more 
experienced city visitors have learnt to look at places differently and are seeking out areas that they see as 
more real and more distinctive – at least for part of their stay.  

Second, sense of place is important and the distinctive arises from the built form and spaces that an area 
offers, combined with how it is used. A combination of gentrified cityscape and consumption opportunities is 
attractive for visitors when combined with the presence of local people going about their everyday lives. This 
provides empirical evidence to support ideas about the way tourism mixes into the fabric of the city (Terhorst, 
Deben L. et al. 2003) mentioned earlier. Observing this is interesting in itself, but more importantly, it acts as 
a marker for the area, and means that it is part of the real city and not simply a show put on for visitors. As 
one respondent said it doesn’t feel artificial… you don’t feel like you’re in Disneyland. Particularly for 
experienced travellers, often themselves living in large cities, this sense of being in a distinct, real, 
unbranded area can be a sought after experience.  

Third, the notion of ‘the real London’ is nonetheless an elusive concept. Whilst it is true that London 
residents live and work in both areas, and that the everyday life of the city goes on there, they are ‘the real 
city’ only in its middle class and gentrified guise. Visitors to Islington (like its middle class residents) evidently 
navigate the area to avoid its mundane and often unattractive social housing, which is never mentioned in 
interviews. If the ‘real London’ is where most of its inhabitants live and work then it is not to be found in 
Islington and Bankside but in ungentrified inner areas and in the suburbs and suburban centres of outer 
London. Yet visitation to outer town centres like Croydon and Bromley is limited and despite the fascination 
for real life poverty evidenced by the growth of slum tourism in the developing world (Gentleman 2006) there 
is little sign that London’s poor areas like Dagenham or the Aylesbury Estate at Elephant and Castle attract 
leisure visitors. Visitors to Bankside and Islington know that they are visiting a particular version of the real 
London, in which the locals they see are well off – yuppies, maybe – and shops and houses expensive. They 
are perhaps searching for an idealised city that from time to time emerges like islands in the sea of modern 
commercial London, increasingly homogenised and branded for consumption by visitors and inhabitants 
alike. A place with interesting built form, a combination of old and new buildings, with interesting shops, 
cafes and bars, where one can watch locals go about their everyday lives and enjoy a stimulating mix 
metropolitan buzz and the feel of an old place. If so, they would be sharing there perceptions with then 
middle classes who inhabit such gentrified areas. As (Butler 2003) 2374  says of Islington, it is a global 
space servicing the international service-class diaspora’ and although catering for the well-off it has ‘an aura 
of inclusivity  and this is a large part of it’s appeal’ (2476).  

 

7 Conclusions 

 

We began by identifying two dilemmas in city tourism: the tension between the distinctive and the 
standardised, and the increasing difficulty of distinguishing tourism and tourism practices from other city 
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users and what they do. Exploring the perception and practices of visitors to areas not designed as tourism 
precincts helps provide partial resolution to these dilemmas. For at least some visitors, for at least some of 
their visit, there is a demand for places that are seen as not designed for or marketed to tourists: locations in 
which ordinary, everyday life in the city goes on. The built environment plays an important role, and it matters 
to visitors that it seems in some way characteristic of the city. This does not mean it must be solely old, 
‘heritage’ buildings: new buildings can be valued additions to the mix provided a legible streetscape is 
retained (Maitland 2008). However the most important element in the everyday is the presence of ‘local 
people’ – city users who are not tourists - who act as both attractions and markers of the ‘real London’. In 
these areas, the behaviour of locals and visitors is similar: browsing the area, enjoying the milieu and 
pausing to consume food, drink, shops and culture. They are multi-use places, neither tourist precincts nor 
local neighbourhoods, but global spaces with some of the characteristics of both. 

Such areas provide a means for cities to cater for a desirable niche market of practiced travellers by offering 
an experience that is distinctive because it is everyday. That allows cities to avoid the zero sum game of 
competition to provide the newest gallery or the latest architectural icon or the most prestigious event as a 
lure for visitors. In those competitions there can be only one winner, and there is a constant battle to achieve 
the greatest prize. The distinctiveness of the everyday provides a potential means for cities to compete 
through differentiation. It also offers a way of avoiding the high costs that such attractions and events incur. 
Current estimates of the costs to London of staging the 2012 Olympics are £9.3b / €13b. Although the 
benefits to the political leadership in London government are clear, as opportunities are offered to connect 
with their followers (Newman 2007), the benefits to London tourism are less certain.  

However, identifying the attraction of new tourism areas does raise new dilemmas. These revolve around the 
stability of the mix of characteristics that make them attractive. Promotion and marketing of cities is 
relentless, yet once areas are advertised and promoted as ‘undiscovered’ and ‘off the beaten track’ they are 
likely to lose much of their appeal for many visitors. Can tourism marketers restrain themselves and find new 
and subtler ways of making potential visitors aware of these places? And are we in any case seeing an 
evolution of areas, in which visitors most concerned with exploration will seek out less ‘discovered’ parts of 
the city, in some version of Butler’s famous tourism area lifecycle (Butler 1980) ? There are some indications 
that exploring visitors in London are seeking out newer gentrifying areas like Shoreditch and Hoxton and 
may be moving even further afield. More research is needed to improve our understanding of how areas of 
the city outside of recognised tourism precincts are used by visitors and how this interacts with the dynamics 
of their development. 
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Abstract 
 
Outline 
 
 Pärnu – The Summer Capital of Estonia is a tourism destination that has managed to position 
itself in the most ambitious and successful way after Estonia regained its independence. The attractiveness 
and vitality of this process are enhanced by the historic, high-value urban milieu of Pärnu, which is closely 
related to the development of the resort – it is an ideal landscape that has preserved its essence and 
meaning during the last 170 years. 
 The image-building strategy, which has ensured the success in the past decade, mainly rests 
on the legend dating from the second half of the 1930s: Pärnu is the country’s premier resort, which is 
internationally known and recognised. Pärnu became an architecturally modern town with functionalist resort 
buildings. The main principles of functionalism – an abundance of light, air and sun, and a healthy lifestyle – 
accorded with the trends of beach culture of the time in every way and supported the realisation of the 
ambitious goal of the town to develop Pärnu into the most prestigious summer resort of Estonia.  
 
Past  
 
 Through the significant historical breakpoints and more complex bundles that are also the 
main milestones of development of the resort, Pärnu kept this heritage very carefully and respectfully. During 
1990s step-by-step Pärnu became one of the most attractive health and spa tourism destinations in Estonia. 
In this period, Pärnu reacquired the status of a respectable, internationally known and recognised summer 
resort, which carries the message of high-value historic urban milieu due to the harmonious and well-
balanced co-existence of traditions, modern health and spa tourism trends. 
 Year by year the status of Pärnu as the most popular summer holiday resorts in Estonia was 
regained. Taking advantage of the image and traditions of the historically developed hospitable health resort 
and holiday town, Pärnu has positioned itself in a very ambitious and attractive way within the Estonian 
tourism market, but has the same ambition in the Baltic Sea Region context. 
 
Present 
 
 The 21st century has seen swift changes to the Pärnu health resort. Beside 4 major new 
facilities opened, a new beach promenade has been opened, enhancing the image of the Pärnu beach area 
and the whole of the resort. In 2008 Pärnu celebrates 170th anniversary of its health resort as in 1838 the 
local bathing establishment received its first visitors. Nowadays Pärnu is looking for new visions and 
conceptual solutions for development and marketing strategies, carrying the message of a harmonious and 
well-balanced co-existence of traditions and modern tourism in the 21st century. 
 
Aim 
 
 This paper aims to analyse the transformation process of the development and image 
improvement strategies of the town of Pärnu, as one of the most attractive health resort and tourism 
destinations in Estonia for more than 100 years.  
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Prologue 
 
Discovery of the seaside 
 
 The origins of coastal resorts may be traced back to the mid of the 18th century, when step by 
step “the sea and shore had come to be viewed as something intensely and sensuously pleasurable.” By 
Corbin (1995) it was the starting point of the dramatic change in Western attitude towards the sea and 
seaside pleasures that occurred between 1750 and 1840. 
   According to Jarvis & Kallas (2006) the primary attraction for visitors to Baltic states and 
particularly to Estonia was the discovery that the sea mud from the Baltic coast could be of therapeutic 
benefit. By Schlossmann (1939) the fame of the curative sea-mud in Estonia was, at the beginning, solely a 
feature of popular medicine, from which it was taken over into scientific medicine. It is known that the 
inhabitants of the farms on western shore of the Island of Saaremaa quite a long time ago used the sea-mud 
for curing various pains and swellings. At about same time the people living on the islands and on the west 
coast of Estonia are said to have used the sea-mud for cures. 
   The first health resort in Estonia was opened in Haapsalu in 1825. This led to the growth of 
similar health spas throughout the 1800s carried out on the initiative of private persons in Pärnu (1838), on 
Saaremaa (1840) and Narva-Jõesuu (1872) (Kallas, 2002). In spite of the primitive character bathing 
establishments by Schlossmann (1939), people began step by step to take an interest in the hot water and 
mud bath. From the very beginning Estonian resorts attracted mainly elite from imperial capital St. 
Petersburg and from Moscow, but they were also very popular among local Baltic Germans. 
 
 
Pärnu case 
 
Pärnu – The Summer Capital of Estonia 
 
 The origin and development of the town are connected to its favourable location at the mouth 
of the Pärnu (Embecke) and Sauga Rivers, which flow into a shallow bay on the eastern coast of the Baltic 
Sea. The first written records about Pärnu as a town date from the 13th century. Later on, the port helped 
guarantee Pärnu the status of a Hanseatic town and for centuries made trade one of the most important 
fields of activity. This influenced the development of the town and also determined the competitive ability of 
the town. 

 The decline of Hanseatic trade, stemmed from a long period of wars that started in the middle 
of the 16th century. In 1617 Pärnu came under the rule of Sweden. By the end of the 17th century Pärnu had 
developed into a baroque fortress town with the most modern defensive constructions in Livonia. As a result 
of the Great Northern War (1700-1721) Russia annexed the territories of Estonia and Livonia. Pärnu 
operated as a fortress town on the western border of the Russian Empire till 1835, when Pärnu was deleted 
from the list of Russian imperial fortress towns. 
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Figure 1. Historical milestones of development of the resort of Pärnu. 
 

 Until first decades of the 19th century the seaside areas were only in use as natural pasture 
and grasslands. The land was often flooded by spring and autumn storms. But the fourth decade of the 19th 
century was the beginning of revolutionary changes and renewal. Pärnu developed from a closed fortress 
town into an open “drowned in greenery” seaside health resort with many parks, shady boulevards and 
elegant architecture. 
 The formation and development process of the resort of Pärnu can be divided into four 
periods. (see Figure 1) 
 
 
The First Period in 1838-1915 
 
The First Stage 1838-1888 
 
 Following the example of other Estonian and Livonian resorts by the Baltic Sea, which started 
their activities at the beginning of the 19th century, Pärnu tried to peg modern therapeutic and bathing 
traditions to its status as an established sea town.   
 
The story of the first bathing establishment 
 

 In 1837, the town council of Pärnu submitted a petition to build a bathing establishment on the 
beach.  On 26 June 1838, the bathing establishment received its first visitors. That date is considered to be 
the beginning of the resort of Pärnu. In summer, seawater baths and sea bathing were offered, but in winter 
the bathing establishment operated as a sauna. (Kask, 2007) 
 This stage was successful for only a short period, but had a significant impact on the 
development of the resort. By Friedemann Goebel, Professor Ordinarius of Chemistry at Tartu University (in 
his booklet “Das Seebad bei Pernau an der Ostsee”, 1845), Pärnu was even claimed to be one of the most 
visited Russian health resorts by the Baltic Sea. He noted that in the summer of 1844, there were 154 
summer visitors from far away. (Kask, 2007) 

 The experience of managing the activities of the first health improvement and bathing 
establishment and arranging bathing in the sea paved the way for valuing the urban space that opens to the 
beach in the south and adopting new spatial practices related to it. However, it took time to give up the 
closed urban space and spatial practices.  
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Breakthrough towards the sea 
 
 The magistrate of Pärnu started to look for realistic solutions for liquidating fortifications and 

moats around the town only in the 1860s. The town reached its first significant breakthrough in the 
fortification zone in the middle of the 1860s and the green zone replaced the fortifications and walls 
surrounding the historical centre of the town at the end of the 19th century. In 1882, Beach Park started to be 
constructed. During following decades, a beautiful free-shaped nature park was created nearby beach area.  

 It was a spontaneous stage of development of space and spatial practices when oases, i.e. 
dispersedly located parts of space, which were separated from urban space and had diffuse possibilities of 
local spatial practice, were prevailing. There was no supporting spatial structure that could have connected 
them yet, and the relationship between various spatial parts and spatial practices therein were very weak. 

  
 
The Second Stage 1889-1915 
 
The story of developing into a health resort 
 
 In fact after the coastal tourism “an uncertain and somewhat elitist start” there was a dynamic 
rise and development period of the seaside resorts during the mid to late 19th century. (Gomez & Rebollo 
1995) 
 
Formation of the Pärnu resort area 
 
 In 1889 it was decided to buy the economically languishing and depreciated bathing 
establishment for the town. By the order of the town government was designed a plan to expand the parks 
and boulevards in Pärnu. Pärnu was small town, but the landscaping and the construction of parks were 
carried out according to metropolitan ideas. By Tammet (2003) the same plan was adhered to even in the 
1920s. 

 Competent and consistent promotion of the municipally owned resort that started in 1889 
demonstrated excellent results already in the next decade. The chairman of the bathing commission wrote: 
… we are convinced that every right idea, when its has once been initiated, finds its own way and reaches 
materialization.  

 In 1890 Pärnu was entered into the official list of the imperial health resorts of Russia. The 
renewed and expanded bathing establishment started to give curative baths again. The visitors were offered 
mud, fen, pine needle, warm water and other therapy baths. Late on (in 1891) electric therapy was added.  

 In addition to already operating regular boat traffic, a narrow gauge railway line between 
Pärnu and Valga was opened in October 1896. In 1901 the railway connection Pärnu-Mõisaküla-Viljandi-
Tallinn was opened. 

 During that stage a foundation was laid for stable co-operation between public and private 
sectors in guaranteeing diverse high quality services to summer visitors. Progressive and elaborate activities 
of the town government guaranteed the efficiency of that co-operation, first of all by encouraging construction 
works and business activities connected to the development of the resort economy. 
 By the turn of the century the suburbs of Pärnu had been added to an attractive modern resort 
area with parks, boulevards and villas, together with various facilities, for spending leisure time. The 
reconstruction of the bathing establishment had been completed; an annex to it, the Beach Salon and a 
velodrome together with the tennis courts had been built. That all increased the number of summer visitors 
and the consumption of treatment and bathing services also rose. There were 100 summer visitors (i.e. 
staying in Pärnu for the whole summer season) in 1890 and the number of visitors had multiplied to 800 by 
1898. (see Figure 2) 
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Figure 2. Numbers of summer visitors in 1889-1915. 
(Source: Museum of Pärnu, Estonian State Archives and Estonian Historical Archives). 

 
 The most successful bathing season in the pre-war period was 1908. About 2500 summer 
guests visited Pärnu that summer, but regardless of the achievements in promoting bathing activities, the 
record season was immediately followed by a decline. The number of holidaymakers started to decrease 
year after year. In 1911 there were only 1700 summer guests in Pärnu and in 1914 the number had fallen 
already to 1100 (see Figure 2).  
 

 In 1914 the newspaper Birshevõje Wedomosti wrote: (an extract from the article) 
 [...] Pärnu is at the corner of Europe. The air is really marvellous here. All Pärnu is inside the 

greenery of nature; otherwise its values as a health treatment place are not significant. [...] 
Quietness, cleanliness and order – everything we consider disdainful has been made into cult here. 
A lot of groves in front of the houses. A big grove reaches the sea shore. The grove is being well 
maintained. There are benches everywhere and tables in pleasant corners. The boulevards are wide 
and beautiful. [...] Indeed, European culture can work miracles even with the weak Estonian yeast. 
Poor and stingy nature has given little to that country but love of work and rationally managed 
financial costs have turned the small Estonian town into a cheerful corner where you can breathe [...] 

 
 The beginning of World War I put an end to the second development period of the resort of 

Pärnu and eliminated most of the resort-related achievements, which had been important to the town. In the 
third period after the war (1919-1940), the town had to start the development of the resort from scratch again 
under entirely new political and economic conditions. 

 The stage between 1889 and 1915 was the first deliberate, systematic and persistent stage in 
getting recognition, acknowledgement and developing service productions and customer friendly 
environment in Pärnu as a health resort town. The ambitious goal set by the town government to develop 
Pärnu into a health resort with excellent ground maintenance and service culture was achieved. 

 
 
The Second Period in 1919-1940 
 
The story of the leading seaside resort of the Estonian Republic 
 
 At the beginning of the 20th century European spas and leisure resorts as “purely places of 
healing” started to turn to “places of fashion and pleasure”. (Gomez & Rebollo, 1995) 
 
Restoration of the Pärnu resort  
 
 In the spring of 1919 the town government discussed the possibility to reopen the holiday 
area, but the town government had to spend more time and resources on solving more urgent daily problems 
the town faced (accommodation, heating, etc). In 1920 the Pärnu Bathing and Plantation Committee was 
formed with the aim to solve all the problems connected to the possibilities to rebuild the resort and the 
bathing establishment. At first the committee decided to involve private enterprises in building the bathing 
establishment and the further exploitation of it, but regardless of the frequent bids in the newspapers nobody 
was interested. Once again as in the end of 1880s the town government had to undertake the organization of 
the holiday area itself.  
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 The resort once again became one of the most important keys for shaping the image, 
developing the urban environment and the economy of the town. Expansion of the resort and the 
organisation of the holiday area were about to develop into one of the most important priorities. “The 
Summer Resorts and Treatment Institutions Law” passed in the Republic of Estonia in 1925 impelled the 
town council to determine the boundaries of the bathing and holiday area in Pärnu (see Figure …). Bearing 
in mind the development possibilities of Pärnu as a summer holiday resort, the holiday area was determined 
to be as big as possible. Together with the expansions made in 1935 the resort area of Pärnu retaining the 
same boundaries even today. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. The bathing and holiday area plan of the Pärnu town from the year 1925.  
(Source: Estonian State Archives) 
 
 
 The building of the new bathing establishment was announced in May 1926. The corner stone 
was placed the same year in June and The Elder of the State inaugurated the new mud bath establishment 
in July 1927. 
  
 Resort achievements during the independence period. ... The lethargy of the summer holiday 

town continued till 1926. But regardless of the fact that the town government hadn’t had time to 
engage its organizing hand in improving the situation in the summer holiday town, a lot of guests still 
visited Pärnu every summer, enjoying the mild climate, sunny sandy beach and the warm seawater 
protected from north winds Pärnu also attracted with its “wild” beauty. 

  On the whole 1926 and 1927 were the turning points in the life of the resort of Pärnu and from 
that time on it is possible to date the rise. Not only the new bathing establishment emerged but at the 
same time the conveniences of the summer guests were taken care of with other undertakings. The 
beach of Pärnu always teemed with bathers, but there were no changing rooms. To eliminate that 
problem, a beach pavilion was built for the bathers in 1927. The first of its kind in Estonia, it was built 
with numerous changing cubicles and a café serving refreshing drinks. Together with the beach 
pavilion, comfortable deck chairs and wicker chairs with sunshades appeared on the beach sand. 
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There was a great demand for them and they were also the first in Estonia. (Collection Pärnu ja ta 
kuurort, 1939)  

  
During the summer season of 1927, there were separate traditional bathing booths in the sea for 

men and women. A beach pavilion with 32 changing cubicles was also open for general bathing. 
 

 ...mixed bathing in bathing costumes from the shore and the beach pavilion. In addition to that, 
separated bathing booths for both genders. ... during the summer diverse entertainments on the 
beach and in the beach hall. Sports fields and tennis courts. Water sport. Children’s playing grounds. 
Trips to the beautiful neighbourhood and nearby islands. The military orchestra plays every day  for 
everybody free of charge. There is no visitor’s tax. New hotels and boarding houses. Information 
about apartments is free of charge. More information is available from the town government of 
Pärnu.  
 ... During the last year the beautiful holiday and bathing resort of Pärnu has made major 
improvements regarding the management of holiday conditions ... Pärnu is on a steady path ... to 
become the best resort in Estonia, having all the necessary preconditions for that. (Brochure Pärnu 
supelus almanak, 1927) 

 
The years of international recognition  
Finnish and Swedish era in Pärnu 
 
 The previous successful seasons inspired the town government to set more courageous and 
ambitious goals and to present them convincingly to the public: Pärnu –the Estonian Nice... Pärnu doesn’t 
have competitors among resorts at home... Without any doubt this will bring the resort an unprecedented 
bloom in the future and the town can smoothly continue its success. (Brochure Pärnu supelus almanak, 
1928) 

 To present the resort of Pärnu, a systematic advertising campaign was carried out in the 
newspapers and other periodicals both in Estonia and abroad. Foreign advertising was organized mostly in 
Finland and Sweden where the majority of foreigners came from. Together with Haapsalu and Kuressaare 
and with the financial help from the Central Committee of Holiday Resorts and Treatment Institutions an 
advertising campaign was launched in the newspapers of Helsinki and Stockholm.  
  

 
Figure 4. Numbers of international summer visitors in 1928-1939. 
(Source: City Museum of Pärnu, Estonian State Archives and Estonian Historical Archives). 
 
 
 A handbook about Estonian resorts “Where to go for a holiday?” (Kuhu minna suvitama?, 
1933) presents Pärnu as a resort … for diverse tastes. [...] Pärnu is considered to be the most beautiful 
resort in Estonia. It is really spectacular and universal, because it affords various treatments for ill people 
and it takes care of healthy people with a wide range of entertainment. 
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Figure 5. Numbers of international summer visitors in 1928-1939. 
(Source: City Museum of Pärnu, Estonian State Archives and Estonian Historical Archives). 
 

 Interest in Pärnu grew quickly and the treatment and holiday possibilities offered by the town 
were met with the approval on an international level. 1934 became the year for Swedish tourists of 
discovering Estonia and especially Pärnu. 

 In 1935 Pärnu Ship Ltd offered Swedes two- week tours in Estonia containing visits to Tallinn, 
Narva, Narva-Jõesuu and a week long holiday in Pärnu. In the spring of 1937 a special page about Estonia 
and Estonian resorts was published in 3 newspapers of Stockholm – Svenska Dagbladet, Dagens Nyheter 
and Stockholms Tidningen. Among other things it informed about the opening of the Stockholm-Pärnu 
shipping line, in the context of which 14-day treatment and holiday packages were offered in Pärnu.  
 The so called Swedish era had started in the resort of Pärnu – in the summer of 1939 regular 
boat traffic between Pärnu and Stockholm was carried out by two steamers a week. The proportion of foreign 
tourists rose from 30–40% to 60% of the total in the years 1929–1939. (Saarinen & Kask 2008) 
 
Pärnu and functionalism  
 
 In 1930 Pärnu became the most favourable summer holiday resort for Konstantin Päts, Elder 
of the State. An inscription in the Pärnu bathing establishment guest book ...  

 My summer holidays are not perfect unless I have been to Pärnu and strengthened my health 
against winter. When leaving the place I always feel myself fresher and  healthier. 19 July 
1936. (Collection Pärnu ja ta kuurort, 1939)  

 As desired by the Elder of the State The development plan of the resort of Pärnu was 
compiled by Olev Siinmaa (town architect 1925-1940) by the end of 1934. In the 1930s Pärnu became, 
under the supervision of the town architect, an architecturally modern town with functionalist style resort 
buildings. By Kalm (2001) the main principles of functionalism – the abundance of light, air and sunshine and 
promotion of healthy lifestyles – suited the modern trends in beach culture and supported the achievement of 
an ambitious goal to develop Pärnu into the most imposing summer holiday resort on the basis of the 
expanding recognition and acknowledgement of the resort town. 

 The summer season of 1937 turned out to be a very successful one for Pärnu. The Beach 
Hotel was opened on 20 June and during the first season over 1000 visitors stayed there. The conclusion of 
the season of 1937: The past season was the best in the history of the Pärnu resort. There has never before 
been such a big number of summer guests, so much excitement and interest in Pärnu. (Pärnu Town 
Government - Annual Report 1937/38)  

 
From the beach sand of the summer capital 

Some years ago Pärnu got the title of the summer capital, because the meetings of the 
republican government were held there as most of the members of the government went on 
holiday in Pärnu. These meetings are no longer held in Pärnu, but the title of the summer 
capital has still remained there and the town can’t get rid of it. And it doesn’t want to get rid of 
it because not every resort can acquire the title. (Journal Maret, 1937) 
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 The heyday of the resort was in the years of 1938-1939. The Vasa Hotel and Boarding House 
meant to serve mainly the Swedish tourists. The Big Bridge over the Pärnu River was ready for the jubilee 
celebrations in 1938, and a year later the imposing functionalist style Beach Café was opened.  
  Since 1934 Pärnu saw a boost in visits. By the end of the 1930-ies the total number of 
registered visitors per summer season in Pärnu exceeded 8,000 annually. One has to keep in mind, that 
according to the municipal reports from the same period about 500-1,000 visitors failed to register 
themselves annually. While adding to the above the short visits (mainly weekenders) the total number of the 
pre-war summer visitors could have reached and exceeded 20,000 annually according to the claims by the 
local media of the period. 

 
Figure 6. Numbers of summer visitors in 1920-1940. 
(Source: City Museum of Pärnu, Estonian State Archives and Estonian Historical Archives). 
 

 In 1940 the Pärnu resort was a big economic municipal enterprise, the successful 
development of which had been mainly promoted by reliable principles developed during the course of many 
years. The principles were 1) constant raise in ground maintenance; 2) prolongation and stabilization of the 
activities of seasonal enterprises; 3) raising the conveniences of holiday life; 4) price policy acceptable to 
wider public.  

 
 [...] Time already dictates new tasks and the town government of Pärnu tries to be ready to 
carry out all possibilities. [...] When stepping into the jubilee season, the most important desire 
of Pärnu is to be well prepared, at the disposal of the people needing holiday and treatments 
and to move ahead with powerful steps. Let’s hope that the jubilee season and the coming 
years keep luck and success in stock. (Collection Pärnu ja ta kuurort, 1939) 

 
 Pärnu optimistically and hopefully planned new development trends for the holiday area, but 

World War II and the revolutionary events accompanying it broke the normal functioning of the resort for 
many years. 
 
 
1940-1944 German and Russian occupations 
 
 In 1940 Estonia became a Republic of the Soviet Union in two months and was then united 
with the USSR. As a result of those epochal events in the summer of 1940 the management of the Pärnu 
resort went over to the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions- “the authorities of the working people”. On 
7 July the first visitors, around 100 labour veterans, arrived at the holiday home opened in the Beach Hotel. 
During the season that lasted up to 29 September, all in all 1144 labour veterans from all over Estonia spent 
their holidays there. 

 In the summer of 1941, The Pärnu Resort Administration of the Estonian Professional 
Councils Central Association formed by the German occupational authorities took, in its turn, over the assets 
of the Pärnu resort, the organization of its management and administration. The operation of sanatoria and 
holiday homes, which had opened in 1940, was closed down and the resort enterprises were reorganized 
into a united integral establishment.   

 In May 1942 both Beach Café and the bathing establishment opened their doors for the 
summer season. Regardless of the state of war the holiday season turned out to be abundant in visitors. 
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Especially busy was the bathing establishment – 21,000 different therapy baths, 17,780 out of those to 
civilians, were given in 4 months.  

 In 1943, the Resort Administration consisted of 7 subsidiaries – the Beach Hotel, the bathing 
establishment, the Beach Café, Grand-Hotel, tenement houses, accommodation activities with special 
mission and workshop – market garden. At the ceremonial opening of the 105th season of the Pärnu resort, it 
was stated that the primary task of the resort during the starting season was to serve frontline soldiers on 
holiday or getting treatment.  

 Being reoccupied by the Soviets, the Pärnu resort started its post war operation already in 
November of 1944. The resort enterprises operated on the basis of the previous occupation, additionally a 
150 and a 200-place holiday home were opened for the war veterans to have holidays and get treatments. 
 
 
The Third Period in 1945-1991 
 
The story of the premier health resort and popular summer resort of Soviet Estonia 
 
 In 1945 the planning and building of a new network of sanatoria and holiday homes started, 
because “Pärnu had to become one of the most important treatment and holiday places for the workers of 
Estonia and other Soviet republics.” But first of all extensive reconstruction and restoration work lay ahead of 
the town. Two thirds of the town centre were destroyed and waited for reconstruction.  

 In the years from 1946 to 1948 Pärnu developed into an all-union sanatorial health resort 
operating year round. The next years were primarily years of extensive development for the resort under 
centralized, Soviet management traditions. The number of people undergoing treatments grew quickly.  

 In 1948 the amount was 6300 people, in 1962 this grew to 14000 people a year. In the 1960s 
construction work livened up – in the area of the resort new large-scale accommodation and treatment 
facilities were built. According to its treatment factors, by the 1960s the Pärnu resort had developed into the 
biggest health resort and centre of research work in balneology in Estonia. Since 1960, the resort was 
subordinated to the Republican Council of Trade Unions in the Estonian SSR. 

 The expansion of the resort also continued in the 1970s and 1980s. Since 1974 all the 
sanatoria and cultural establishments belonging to the trade unions in Pärnu were united by the Association 
of Treatment and Holiday Establishments of the Pärnu Resort, that dealt with the management of the 
treatment establishments and organised the work of the united laboratories and diagnostic studies. 

  

 
Figure 7. Numbers of visitors to sanatoriums in Pärnu  in 1946 – 1990. 

(Source: Kask, 2004, 2006) 
 
 In the 1980s the Pärnu sanatoria received about 25,000 health restorers a year. Taking into 

account the tourists who stayed at departmental boarding houses and holiday homes and the tourists who 
stayed at hostels and came on their own in summer, the total number of tourists visiting Pärnu was about 
300,000 a year. Precise numbers of summer visitors on this period are absent but some statistics about 
health resort or so-called sanatoriums visitors are available (see Figure 7). 

 In 1988 the 150th anniversary of the Pärnu resort was celebrated. The jubilee speeches and 
publications presented positive achievements during the last 40 years but regardless of that, the Soviet 
resort system due to unsteady political circumstances was becoming exhausted both economically and 
organizationally. 
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The Fourth Period in 1991 … 
 
The story of the Summer Capital of Estonia 
 
 At the beginning of the 1990s, as in the 1890 s and 1920s, the town government had to once 
again determine its role and participation in the reorganization of the resort and holiday economy. It was 
necessary to guarantee the consistency of the traditions of Pärnu as a health resort and holiday town and 
consider future visions.  

 In 1990-1991 the eastern market, i.e. the uncompetitevely predominated spa tourists and 
holidaymakers from the former Soviet Union, fell off due to political circumstances. Inevitably it was 
necessary to reorientate to the “new” nearby foreign markets – Finland, Sweden, Latvia, etc  

 The centralized administration and management system of the resort ceased operation and 
the further success of the resort treatment establishments depended in many ways on how the management 
of the establishments could see and solve problems, their initiative and ability to act in a new situation. The 
restitution of the assets connected to the Pärnu resort became the key issue. As a result of long and 
complicated talks the assets of the resort were delivered into municipal ownership through in autumn 1993. 

 Some health centres were privatised and some of them continued their operation in municipal 
ownership, but could go along with the transition to market economy and promote their own range of 
services. 

 In the years of 1996-1998, the health rehabilitation and treatment enterprises operating in 
Pärnu formed 60-70% of the potential of Estonian treatment resorts (number of beds, specialists with proper 
education, etc). About 60 % of all the visitors to Estonian rehabilitation and treatment centres visited Pärnu 
and about 85% of all the foreigners got treatment in Pärnu. The health rehabilitation and treatment centres 
gave in the last decades of the 20th century and give now the real essence of the ambitious vision of Pärnu 
as an attractive all-the-year-round health resort town, first set up in the town development plan in 1994. 
(Kask, 2007) 

 After the restoration of the independence of Estonia, Pärnu has actively participated in several 
international cooperation networks and projects. Pärnu has been an “importer” of professional know how 
regarding resort and tourism so necessary for Estonia. In 1994 the harbour of the Pärnu Yacht Club obtained 
the right to hoist the international Blue Flag, being the first harbour in the so called eastern block to do so.  

 Year by year the status of Pärnu as the most popular summer holiday resorts in Estonia was 
regained. In June 1996 at Town Hall Square, Tallinn gave back to Pärnu the title of the Estonian Summer 
capital, together with its rights and obligations for the first time. Taking advantage of the image and traditions 
of the historically developed hospitable health resort and holiday town, Pärnu has positioned itself in a very 
ambitious and attractive way within the Estonian tourism market. 

 Since 1996 Pärnu has been the leading cooperation partner from the Estonian side in the 
European Spas Association (ESPA). Pärnu became a fully qualified member of the ESPA in 1999. And 
finally from 2001 to 2005 the Pärnu beach was proven also to meet the requirements of the international 
Blue Flag. 

 
On the verge of the 21th century – re-inventing itself 
 
 Today Pärnu has established itself once more as one of the leading health resorts and holiday 
destinations in the Baltic Sea Region and Northern Europe with about 150 accommodation establishments 
with 4,000 beds (including 25 hotels), one third of Estonia’s spa and wellness capacity and 270,000 
overnight guests (56% from abroad) in 2007. 

 Among the hotels 6 larger spa and rehabilitation providers can be found with the total room 
capacity over 1,000 rooms. In addition to that many smaller accommodation facilities offer treatments as 
well, not to mention tens of salons providing beauty and health treatments. 

 Today Pärnu can be called not just a summer capital, but also the tourism capital of Estonia – 
i.e. the second-largest destination both concerning the supply and tourists after Tallinn, keeping in mind that 
Tallinn is the national capital anyway. 
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Table 1. 
 

ACCOMMODATED TOURISTS by in Pärnu county and Pärnu city 2002 and 2007 
  Total accommodated tourists 

Pärnu county (incl. Pärnu city)   
2002 135 365 
2007 268 237 

Pärnu city   
2002 109 026 
2007 231 152 

    
  Source: Statistics Estonia 
 
 The key markets are quite obviously the domestic market and Finland, amounting both in 
accommodate tourists and overnights to 85%. The dynamics in this context have been during the last couple 
of years clear – the domestic market is booming and concerning the Finns the peak so far was in 2004. 
 However, one has to keep in mind, that two major issues are likely to influence these 
developments without any perceivable hard facts available.  
First of all, the booming domestic market is most of all receiving its upwards mobility from the evergrowing 
overall economic well-being and the attractiveness of tourism in general or Pärnu as a specific destination 
has not much to do with it. 
 Secondly, the Finns have been very active on the real estate market and by now a 
considerable amount of Finns visiting Pärnu do not stay at the accommodation facilities mirrored in the 
official statistics and use second-home sector instead, which at present cannot be analyzed due to having no 
exact data. 
 Among the rest of the source market countries  Sweden plays a significant role (6% of 
overnights), while the rest of the Top-10 tourist generating markets – Norway, Germany, Russia, Latvia, 
Poland, UK and Lithuania – form a quite even group of their own. 
 
Table 2. 
 

NIGHTS SPENT by Country of residence Top-10 in Pärnu city in 2007  
  Total nights 
2007   

Total 676 440 
Finland 387 390 
Estonia 193 513 
Sweden 40 639 
Norway 12 757 
Germany 6 888 
Russia 6 385 
Latvia 6 182 
Poland 4 546 
United Kingdom* 2 710 
Lithuania 2 650 

 
Source: Statistics Estonia 
 
 The trend in Pärnu as a health resort has been obvious over the last decade – shorter stays at 
spas and rehabilitation centres and significant increase from the domestic market and Scandinavia. Also – 
while the domestic customer is considerably younger (average 30+), the Finnish customers belong mainly to 
the next age group (40-50), while the Scandinavian customer comes mainly from the 50+ age group. 

 Competition-wise Pärnu is torn between two dimensions – the domestic competitors and the 
Baltic ones. The domestic competition comes mainly from the two other Western Estonian coastal resorts – 
Kuressaare and Haapsalu. However, at present Pärnu is much larger both in supply and tourist numbers and 
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the key challenge is actually in implementing all the resources Pärnu has instead of keeping a wary eye on 
Kuressaare and Haapsalu. The truth is, that Pärnu is by far ahead concerning the domestic and Finnish 
market. And while Germans and Russians seems to like Pärnu as much as Kuressaare, in the overall picture 
these are marginal markets (2% of accommodated tourists in Pärnu). The only market, where Kuressaare 
outcompetes Pärnu is Latvia. 

 The Baltic aspect presents a totally different matter – in the long run Pärnu cannot compete 
quantity-wise – both in accessibility, area, supply and tourist numbers – with Palanga (territory 79 km2, 170 
accommodation providers) and Jurmala (territory 100km2, 32km of beachline) and has to choose a very 
clearcut status of a quality resort. Does this quality translate as returning to the pre-WWII elitarian glory ? 
 
 
2008-2018 – the Greater Pärnu in the making 
 
 Pärnu cannot escape the obvious developments towards becoming the tourism capital of 
Estonia instead on the present Summer capital status.  
 First of all, in ten years time the so-called resort area has left its traditional and historical 
boundaries. The development in this context can be seen in two dimensions.  

 Firstly, the historical resort area including the beach, parks, service providers and villas used 
for the last 80 years or so will almost double its area by incorporating new nearby areas still untouched by 
real estate, infrastructure and resort development. 
Also, in a way it can be said, that while today the resort area is just one part of Pärnu, in ten years time 
Pärnu as a administrative unit (32km²) will become a part of Pärnu as a tourism destination including the 
neighbouring municipalities – four of five - as well. Thus – the resort development provides the overall 
development in Pärnu with a new focus – the Greater Pärnu (200km²). 

 In becoming Greater, Pärnu still has a few crucial issues to deal with. First of all, no extensive 
construction projects can be implemented in the historical part of the resort area, but any larger complexes 
can be planned and built on the coastline behind the present city boundaries. Some visionaries have flashed 
the idea of Pärnu becoming the Florida of the Northern Europe. Well, the number of second homes rented or 
owned by the Northern Europeans has boomed over the last couple of years, but in order to become an 
attractive destination for retired community, the mission can be feasible only if the “villages” in question will 
be spread on the coastline outside the present resort area. 

 The very hearth of the resort should become in a sense a living museum (a theme park of the 
living resort heritage, if you will), where the developments since 1838 until today are preserved, but no new 
extensive layers can be added. 
In this context, the key is to return to the history by choosing the quality path – being a quality destination for 
quality visitors - instead of trying to compete with the resorts with decisively larger physical capacity. 

 In order to match the above vision, Pärnu needs to re-establish itself logistically as well by 
launching direct flights and re-opening international train connections. Having some passenger or cruise 
vessels dropping in on regular basis would be nice too, but not a likely scenario, unless some kind of Riga-
Saaremaa-Pärnu cruising operation would be opened. 
 
Summary 
 
 The majority of the academic research papers about coastal tourism resorts are focused on 
Northern and Southern Europe. Commonly the geography of those papers ends with brief descriptive 
references about Baltic Sea Region (BSR) and some of them even with some sentences about Baltic States. 
Therefore this paper aims to analyse the history of the seaside resort on the different stages of development 
and to advance understanding of resort evolution and change on the Eastern coast of the BSR through 
focusing on the case of Pärnu – on the past and the present of the Summer Capital of Estonia.   
 
Pärnu case 
 
 1838-1889 was a spontaneous stage of development of space and spatial practices when 
oases, i.e. dispersedly located parts of space, which were separated from urban space and had diffuse 
possibilities of local spatial practice, were prevailing. There was no supporting spatial structure that could 
have connected them yet, and the relationship between various spatial parts and spatial practices therein 
were very weak. 

 During 1889-1915 the part of the town with a spatial structure characteristic of a sea town and 
the set of traditional spatial practices that comprised a whole with the historical town centre (the former 
fortified town) was developed, ensuring the status of an attractive resort in the middle of greenery for Pärnu.  
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 A conscious, expedient and consistent effort was made to develop a customer-friendly 
environment and services, and achieve the recognition, acknowledgement and popularity of Pärnu. The 
ambitious goal that the town government had set, to create a well-maintained health resort with high-quality 
customer service, was achieved.  

 A solid basis was created for the tradition of stable co-operation between the public and 
private sectors, ensuring a wide range of high-quality services for summer guests; the efficiency thereof 
resulted from the very progressive and thorough activities of the town government in promoting the 
entrepreneurship and construction business related to resort management.  

 1919-WWII was the period of development of the ideal landscape. Pärnu acquired the status 
of a respectable, internationally known and recognised summer resort, which still carries the message of the 
high-value urban milieu due to the harmonious and well-balanced co-existence of spatial structure and 
practices. 

 In the 1930s, Pärnu became an architecturally modern town with functionalist resort buildings. 
The main principles of functionalism – an abundance of light, air and sun, and a healthy lifestyle – accorded 
with the trends of beach culture of the time in every way and supported the realisation of the ambitious goal 
of the town that was triggered by the increasing popularity and recognition: to develop Pärnu into the most 
prestigious summer resort of Estonia – into the Summer Capital of Estonia. 

 Post-WWII Soviet period was characterized by the parasitic spatial policy and very intensive 
concentration of the spatial practices. The resort of Pärnu became an organized mass health tourism (Soviet 
fordism) destination functioning all the year round. Pärnu had been included in the list of All-Russian health 
resorts even before World War I, and after World War II it belonged to the list of All-Union health resort 
towns. Since 1948 Pärnu was gaining fame as a health treatment resort and summer resort of the Soviet 
Union-wide importance with most of the decisions being made in Moscow and the local level being left to do 
the “subcontracting”.  

 In the 1950s Pärnu also developed into a successful summer holiday resort. The pre-war 
resort heritage – the abundance of parks, attractive bathing architecture, the beach area and diverse range 
of high level cultural summer activities, kept in Pärnu a cosy resort milieu even during Soviet political and 
economical circumstances. The individual mass holiday tourists were dominantly provided for by rented out 
housing from the local people and therefore there is no actual evidence about the number of summer visitors 
in Pärnu. 

 As a resort town Pärnu carried the double burden of being an All-Union health resort and 
managed by local municipality holiday destination. The traditions of summer visitors from St. Petersburg and 
Moscow who stayed for long periods in Pärnu at the end of the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th 
century were continued from the 1950s especially by creative intellectuals from Moscow and Leningrad. 
Although at that time the emphasis was above all on the quantity rather than quality of the services provided, 
it was still high in comparison with other areas of the Soviet Union.  

 1990-ies brought up the question “How to preserve and value the resort milieu peculiar to 
Pärnu?” as  the resort area, the most attractive and peculiar part of the urban environment of Pärnu up till 
now, has become one of the areas with the most intensive development in the town. The 21st century has 
seen swift changes to the Pärnu health resort- new facilities and infrastructure enhancing the image of the 
Pärnu beach area and the whole of the resort.  

 2008-2018 does not sound futuristic at all, as actually Pärnu has by now returned to its very 
essence – to be or not to be a credible and fully functional quality health resort. The regained independence 
has produced a certain cycle of 15 years of so in the local resort development, both in switching the foreign 
market focus, establishing itself as a Summer Capital on the domestic market and planning itself as a 
structured entity.  

 At the same time the very same cycle has (once again) brought up some unavoidable 
questions related to the identity (what kind of resort Pärnu wants to be and become – i.e. quantity vs. quality) 
and the commitment (do we plan and develop Pärnu as a resort, which has some other additional ways of 
sustaining itself as well or do we keep on making no strategic decisions and support tourism and resort as a 
PR tool, but not as a very basis of the overall development). 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper forms part of the output into a new project focussed on urban tourism activity. As one of its first 
tasks, it has been necessary to revisit the traditional notions of what is defined as a tourism activity, and to 
explore the mechanisms that are used to quantify this activity. In Australia, at least, there appears to be a 
significant discrepancy between the data that is collected for tourism analysis – using the National Visitor 
Survey (Australia 2008) – and the data sources which are available for all forms of transport. The paper 
suggests that the modal data for different types of passenger transport activity in Australia tell a consistent 
story of growth and expansion, while the domestic tourism data paradoxically identifies a pattern of 
stagnation and decline. The paper suggests the problem lies in the mechanisms used to collect tourism data 
and in the categorization of the results into prescriptions where tourism is defined by the characteristics of 
distance and time. The paradox may well be resolved if the growth in tourism is perceived as stemming 
largely from urban tourism, where the definitions of visitation and travel are more appropriately cast in the 
characteristics of place and motivation.  
 
Key Words: Visitors; Tourism; Urban; Data Estimation; Forecasts: Economic Development; Australia. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 This paper forms part of the initial output into a series of questions designed to explore the 
dynamics of visitation within the urban environments [see Michael, 2007]. The project seeks to re-consider 
the interpretation given to tourism in urban and metropolitan contexts, and to further explore where the 
methods and frameworks used by tourism analysts might usefully contribute to a better understanding of the 
movement of people in these environments. However, the project’s initial questions have called into question 
the voracity of some of the contemporary mechanisms that analysts have used to identify “urban tourists”. Of 
course, if the reliability of the data sources are challenged, so too is the capacity to point to any meaningful 
conclusions about tourism behaviour in metropolitan environments. Indeed, in some countries, including 
Australia, or New Zealand or Ireland as other examples, where it can be argued that there are very distinct 
divisions within the tourism industry between its urban and regional segments, then the inconsistencies in 
the available data points to the need to review or reassess the concept of urban tourism, because the 
present interpretations serve only to distort the public planning process. 
 
 This project’s premise moves beyond the rather unsophisticated notions that metropolitan 
cities are merely destinations for incoming travellers – attractive as centres of retail and commercial activity 
or as focal points for heritage and cultural display – or that they are relevant only because they are the 
residential origin [or source] for outgoing visitors. Rather, a city is assumed to be a vast and varied social 
complex. Each is different in its structure and unique in the experiences it offers. Perhaps, it is better to see 
cities as jumbled constellations of co-located foci that deliver vast ranges of discretionary services for 
consumers – providing a composite of culture, heritage, retailing, leisure, hospitality, entertainment and 
recreation needs (Timothy, 2005). Arguably, cities are now so vast that residents can often be visitors to 
locations within their own metropolitan boundaries.  
 
 Unfortunately, any analysis of urban tourism activity requires some means to identify the 
urban tourist, or to otherwise define the characteristics of those individuals who are visitors to the location 
from those who are routinely present there. More significantly, if the analyst seeks to observe changes in 
behaviour, or changes to the patterns of intra-urban movements, then there is a concomitant need for data 
that reflects these activities. Without getting lost in the arguments about the necessity for truth or the need 
for accuracy per se, there is still no escape from the reality that the need for this quantitative information is to 
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provide a range of decision-makers with the capacity to observe such ‘changes’, so that choices about how 
to respond become possible. In short, while it is not imperative for a data collection to identify every 
individual action, there remains an inescapable requirement for a routine data collection that establishes and 
monitors the scale of activity and any change to it.  
 
 The problem, which this paper seeks to clarify, is that the data sources used to gauge urban 
tourism activities are often inadequate, even as the means to estimate behaviour patterns within an order of 
magnitude. The problem is endemic, but using Australia as a particular example of the common problem, the 
issue is that public data sources frequently appear to grossly under-estimate the level of activity and, as 
these data are invariably based on surveys and estimates, they have become increasingly misleading as 
time progresses. There are two dimensions to this problem, of course, the first concerns the means to 
recognize and record the presence of an urban tourist, while the second concerns the interpretation that is 
made of the existing mechanisms that are used to quantify them.  
 
RECOGNIZING THE URBAN TOURIST 
 
 At a qualitative level, tourism analysts have little difficulty recognising that urban ‘visitors’ have 
needs or expectations that are different to those of residents (Timothy, 2005), but the attempts to turn these 
perceptions into quantifiable outcomes seems a little more hazardous. For this project, this problem is 
fundamental, because the concern is with the behaviour of people as they move between the smaller 
precincts that make up the metropolitan conurbation – it is only possible to evaluate the behaviour of tourists 
as different to other metropolitan residents if they can be separately identified from the milieu of residents 
and pecuniary travellers. 
 
 The traditional tourism approach is to prescribe a set of characteristics to individuals who 
travel from location to location, and to divine the statistical presence of the tourist where these criteria are 
met. The issue is vexed, and collective government agencies have struggled with the prescription for 
decades. At present, most national authorities take their lead from the definition provided by the World 
Tourism Organisation (WTO), which identifies the “tourist” as a special category of “visitor”.  
“For purposes of tourism statistics, the term “visitor” describes “any person travelling to a place other 
than that of his/her usual environment for less than 12 months and whose main purpose of visit is 
other than the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited” (WTO, 2008). 
The WTO (2008), however, suggests for the collection of comparative tourism data, the statistics should 
conform to their view of the “... basic forms of tourism”: viz: 

 International Visitors 
o Tourists (overnight visitors) 
o Same-day visitors 

 Domestic Visitors 
o Tourists (overnight visitors) 
o Same-day visitors 

By default, then, the definition of a “tourist” continues to be constrained by the statisticians need for clearly 
quantifiable characteristics – tourism behaviour, then, whether international or domestic, is identifiable only 
when a person stays at a location for at least one night.  This is not to imply criticism of what the statisticians 
do or of how they do it, but rather to focus attention on the very obvious problem that arises when the topic of 
discussion is urban tourism – surely we cannot pretend that the only visitors to the jumbled foci of a 
metropolis who can be categorised as tourists are those who stay overnight? 
 
 Metropolitan cities do vastly more for visitors than simply service a need for retailing, 
commerce and trade ... or for overnight accommodation! Cities create and maintain a range of experiences; 
and, while some may well be intended for consumption by visitors, many of their attractions and amenities 
are sustained by their resident populations. Large cities operate at a vast scale and comprise a plethora of 
locations, many of which were once geographically separate entities, but which now appeal to an intra-urban 
market of travellers, visitors and tourists. Defining the nature of these urban villages is difficult, for they vary 
significantly in scale and purpose. Most provide the necessary services to support the needs of the 
immediate local population, even if only for food and sustenance; but, many also provide a diverse range of 
additional services which are often unique to each precinct, making them destinations in their own right 
(Michael, 2007). In short, these urban village exhibit a capacity to draw consumers to them from other 
localities in the larger urban landscape, as well as from outside it. In this sense, the urban village acts as a 
primary trip generator in the same way as other destinations do (Stewart, 1990; Michael 2002). 
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 The issue at stake in any evaluation of intra-urban travel, of course, is that while the critical 
characteristics of behaviour, place and activity can be readily identified as “tourism” or not, as is done in any 
other location, it is far more difficult to physically identify those individuals who are resident from those who 
are visiting. Intra-urban visitors are not local residents by definition, but neither are they easily classified as 
tourists; yet, without their economic and social contributions these urban precincts may not be commercially 
viable and some could not sustain their cultural relevance. Tourism analysts are thus confronted with a 
conundrum, being forced to rely on a statistical assessment of urban tourism activity that cannot deliver a 
reasonable quantification of the scale of the phenomenon they seek to evaluate. The irony is that transport 
economists, sociologists, marketers and public sector planners simply ignore the distinctions and ambiguities 
of data collection and work with total visitor numbers.  
  
URBAN TOURISM IN AUSTRALIA – INCONSISTENT DATA  
 
 Given the problems of definition, and of interpretation, it is extraordinarily difficult to identify 
reliable data sets for visitation to and within metropolitan centres in many countries. In Australia, the 
Department of Industry Tourism and Resources believes that domestic tourism activity is in decline, citing 
results from the National Visitor Survey to demonstrate that the average number of overnight trips per person 
has fallen by 2% per annum since 2001/2 (Tourism Research Australia, 2007:7). In short, they argue that “... 
one of the main issues facing the industry is not that less Australians are travelling, it is that they are taking 
fewer trips per year for shorter periods of time.” (Tourism Research Australia, 2007:7). The government 
analysis goes on to note the decline in domestic tourism is particularly apparent in the regional areas of New 
South Wales, the Northern Territory and Western Australia (Tourism Research Australia, 2007:1) … but, 
then, in terms of visitor numbers and in terms of the dollar values of activity, these have always been the 
regions with the smallest levels of activity. The decline in domestic tourism in Australia is forecast to 
accelerate over the next 2 years, from around 289 million visitor nights to 274 million nights by 2009 
(Tourism Forecast Committee, 2007:5).  The implication is that visitation to non-urban regions is declining 
rapidly, while visitation to the metropolitan centres in each State has remained, and will continue to remain, 
relatively stable – unfortunately, the design of the domestic visitor surveys does not permit the level of 
metropolitan visitation to be accurately quantified. Even so, to draw their conclusions from only one source of 
data seems more than a little curious. 
 
  Trying to quantify the level of urban tourism by supposition from the data provided in the 
broader analyses of domestic tourism in Australia is fraught with difficulties, as it would be in any 
circumstances. However, without a dedicated data collection that derives from a clear perception of the 
categories to be used to discriminate between urban travellers, there are few choices left. In short, the 
analyst is left only with the tools of supposition, extraction and logic – supported perhaps by qualitative case-
studies, anecdotes and common-sense. In Australia’s case, however, these exist in abundance.  
 
 There are also similar patterns of declining domestic tourism activity coupled with the same 
paradox of increasing intra-urban visitation visible in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. In each of these 
jurisdictions, as in Australia, the government tourism authorities have argued that rising levels of both real 
wealth and relative currency values have encouraged outbound tourism at the expense of domestic travel 
(Tourism Forecasting Committee, 2007; Tourism Research Australia, 2007); and, of course, these agencies 
are compelled to argue that if economic conditions continue to improve then this pattern of travel behaviour 
must also accelerate. Again, to draw such conclusions from only one source of data seems more than a little 
curious. 
  
 In Ireland, at least, the issues have become more obvious, and there are clues in Prosser’s 
(2007) analysis that point to the forces that are changing the patterns of travel behaviour within a country, 
both for domestic and international visitors. Clearly, Ireland’s circumstances are not particularly comparable 
with Australia’s, but there are some parallels and similarities worth pursuing. In particular, Prosser (2007) 
pointed to the significant changes that have occurred in the mobility patterns of tourists in Ireland, resulting in 
shorter trip durations and an increasing ‘spatial concentration’ – by which he means an increasing focus on 
travel only to the city of Dublin. His exploration of Ireland’s tourism quandary helps clarify the focus on 
Australia’s inconsistent data, as he is able to demonstrate that while both visitor numbers and visitor 
spending have increased (in the period 2000-2005), these results are actually masking a fall in rural travel. 
The scale of the reduction in rural visitation is particularly significant, as he illustrated with the operators of 
bed-and-breakfast and caravan-and-camping facilities losing up to half their market share (Prosser, 2007: 
Table 3).  In Australia, regional tourism is [allegedly] in decline, yet revenues continue to increase: perhaps, 
because there is an increasing ‘spatial concentration’ on the major metropolitan centres. 
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THE REALITY OF AUSTRALIAN TRAVEL DATA 
 
 The problem with the Australian data, which has become the basis for most public 
assessments of the tourism industry, the source for forecasts and for industry planning, and the source for 
the development of the Tourism satellite Accounts, is that it derives essentially from a single mechanism – 
the National Visitor Survey – and this mechanism is ill-equipped to identify what happens in urban areas, 
especially amongst domestic tourists. The result is that over time it has sought to build on the evidence of 
past samples, but has now built in a significant distortion in outcomes that fails to recognize the changes 
which have taken place in the last 5-7 years. Recall, from the earlier discussion, that the Tourism 
Forecasting Committee is projecting a decline in domestic tourism activity that will accelerate over the next 
few years, and that industry growth will be almost entirely contingent on the expected “ … growth in inbound 
tourism” (Tourism Forecasting Committee, 2007:4) .  
 
 If this were the case, then all the other data sources for travel and mobility ought to project the 
same story … but, of course, they do not! Presented below are summaries of current travel patterns by the 
main modes of transport in Australia. 
 
Aviation – observations  
 
TABLE 1: AVIATION 
 
 
Year 

 
Aviation Passenger 
Numbers [trips] 
 

 
 
% Change 
(year to 
year) 

International  
(trips = arrival + 
departure) 
 

Domestic 
(by flight 
number) 
 

 
Total 

 
2000 

 
16,487,674 

 
32,671,498 

 
49,159,172 

 
.. 

2001 16,799,715 32,631,010 49,430,725 .05 

2002 16,682,373 31,060,313 47,742,686 -3.53 

2003 16,450,601 33,979,683 50,430,284 5.33 

2004 19,371,050 38,822,111 58,193,161 13.34 

2005 20,878,399 41,556,077 62,434,476 6.79 

2006 21,480,011 44,256,777 65,736,788 5.02 

2006/7  
(July to June) 

22,134,000 
(estimate) 

46,005,905 68,139,905 
(estimate) 

5.80 
(estimate) 

 
Sources:  
Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics (accessed 26th September 2007): 
www.btre.gov.au/info.aspx?NodeId=103; 
www.btre.gov.au/publications?25/Files/Dom_time_series%20July%2007.xls 
 
After nearly a decade of steady growth, Aviation passenger numbers cycled through a period of decline from 
2001 until late 2003, brought on by a global industry shakeout, security issues and, in Australia’s particular 
circumstances, the collapse of Ansett Airlines [Australia’s second largest airline]. Patronage levels took less 
than a year to recover and have since returned to a pattern of rapid growth. International passenger numbers 
(measured as arrivals and departures by flight number) have increased by 25.7% since 2003, but the 
number of domestic travellers has increased marginally more by 26.1% (BTRE, 2007). In fact, by mid-2007, 
it had become apparent that domestic numbers have been growing at a rate over the past 3 years that is 
consistently faster than international travel – at 5.8%p.a. compared with >5.0%p.a. The rapid increase in 
domestic passenger travellers reflects a number of factors, not the least being the effects of the resources 
boom, which has required more travel by workers to and from Australia’s west and north, the start-up of 
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Jetstar as a new medium-scale discount airline, and the attempts by Qantas and some other international 
flag carriers to place more emphasis on Sydney as a “hub”, forcing many international passengers to travel 
there on a domestic flight before boarding an international ticketed flight. The bottom line, however, is that 
the greatest single source of growth has been the holiday travel segment between major cities and the 
coastal resort centres. 
 
Motor Vehicle Transport - observations 
 Australia’s motor vehicle fleet continues to be replaced and to expand at a rate that averages 
nearly 3% p.a. (Australia, 2006a), or twice the rate of Australia’s net population growth of 1.5% p.a. 
(Australia, 2007a). That fact alone would be interesting, but not only does the Vehicle fleet continue to grow 
in size, the available data for vehicle usage continues to indicate that the same pattern established over the 
past several decades of an ever expanding distance travelled per vehicle per year continues to apply. In this 
case, the last available ‘Survey of Motor Vehicle Use’ (Australia, 2006b) indicates that the kilometres 
travelled per registered vehicle grew at an average 2% p.a. between 2001-2005.  In short, vehicle activity 
continues to rise at a steady rate of 4-5% per annum. 
 
 It is also intriguing to note the different rates of growth in registrations amongst types of motor 
vehicles over the last five years. Those that are most readily identified as ‘recreational’ are identified as 
motor cycles, campervans and light commercial [a  
 
Total Motor Vehicle Registrations, Australia 
Census years 2002 and 2006  

Type of Vehicle 2002  2006  Change Average annual 
growth  

 

 number  number   % %  

Passenger vehicles  10 101 441  11 188 880  10.8 2.6  
Campervans  35 164  41 520  18.1 4.2  
Light commercial vehicles  1 819 993  2 114 333  16.2 3.8  
Rigid trucks  341 483  383 546  12.3 2.9  
Articulated trucks  63 905  71 680  12.2 2.9  
Non-freight carrying trucks  18 797  20 293  8.0 1.9  
Buses  70 196  75 375  7.4 1.8  
Motor cycles  370 982  463 057  24.8 5.7  
Total motor vehicles  12 821 961 14 358 684 12.0 2.9  

 
Source: Australia (2006a): Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 March 2006, Cat No. 9309.0, Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, Canberra. 
 
peculiarity of the Australian system to identify many 4-wheel drive vehicles for taxation benefits], and while 
these are by far the smallest categories, they have growth rates that are 30-100% greater than for all other 
types of vehicles – despite the near doubling in the retail price of fuel over the same time period 
(comparative Consumer Price Indexes – see, for example, Australia 2007b). 
 
Rail passenger transport - observations 
 Australian railway statistics have been in disarray since the closure of the Australian Railway 
Research & Development Organisation Ltd. (ARRDO) in 1986, and the analyst is compelled to rely on 
amalgamations and estimates provided by industry operators, or on vetted compilations derived from the 
same estimates by the Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics or the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS). Given the State based divisions in the operation of Australia’s railway systems, even though most are 
now privatised in one form or another, it has always been particularly difficult to estimate non-urban or 
country and interstate passenger trips (ARRDO, 1981; Carr & Michael, 1985) but the task now is made 
impossible as different rail operators report in different ways with differing confidentiality requirements. For 
the purposes here, however, the real task is not to detail actual numbers of rail users but to observe any 
patterns of contemporary change – if they exist.  
 
 The total number of rail trips undertaken in Australia in 2004/5 was estimated by the BTRE at 
616.27 million (Australia, 2007c:7), but only 2% of these are likely to be classified as non-urban, country or 
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interstate. The BTRE estimates imply that rail passenger growth in the period 2002-2005 was only 1% p.a. 
but this outcome does not reconcile with any of the data offered by the major operators or by the various 
urban transport agencies in the major cities. The sole exception is Queensland Rail (2006) which reported a 
static market for non-urban passengers of around 1 million trips and an urban growth of only 1% p.a. for the 
same time period. Alternate data from the industry’s representative body, the Australasian Railways 
Association (ARA), identified total rail passenger growth in Australia in 2005-2006 at 5.8% (ARA, 2007: 99), 
and suggests that the growth rate for longer distance non-urban rail trips has been, and will continue to be 
for the next few years, in the range of 5-6% p.a., given the renewed levels of expenditure by some State 
governments on upgrading non-urban services. While the growth rates seem historically high, there is some 
confirmation to demonstrate the point from the independently audited results declared for Victoria’s non-
urban passenger services, which identify a continuing acceleration in the growth in trip numbers over the last 
5 years, rising to an increase of 6.2% in 2005-2006 (V/Line, 2006).     
 
Coastal Shipping - observations 
 Despite Australia’s geographic status as an island, marine transport is only of minor 
significance for passenger movements. There are some exceptions, of course, particularly for passenger car 
ferries that connect Tasmania with the mainland and in some specific localities, such as Kangaroo Island in 
South Australia, where short-haul ferry services provide critical links for communities. The Australian 
government’s statistical agencies have not collected a uniform data set for maritime passenger movements 
in recent years, but the evidence from the operating agencies indicates a very high level of growth since 
2002 with new commuter services introduced in Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane, and additional or new car 
ferries added to the Tasmania, Kangaroo Island and Port Phillip services. Sydney’s commuter ferry services, 
which have been in decline for some years, appear to have entered a new period of growth with additional 
investment and asset replacement and now carry more than 14 million passengers per year (Sydney Ferries, 
2007: 20). Interestingly, the scale of the Sydney ferry operation enables it to conduct extensive research into 
its markets, and it notes that 49% of its customers are “leisure travellers” and that this segment continues to 
grow while the “commuter” segment remains static (Sydney Ferries, 2007: 5).   
 
A summary of trends 
 The evidence presented above is descriptive of travel patterns in Australia in its own right, and 
provides useful information by mode and, perhaps, by region. Each fragment of data on its own cannot be 
seen to contradict the results promulgated from the National Visitor Survey; however, when the modal travel 
data are taken collectively, it becomes impossible to reconcile the cumulative story being told by the 
transport modes with the interpretations made from the Survey’s outcomes. For example, it is not credible to 
suggest that since 2002 the domestic level of aviation can be growing at an annual rate above 5%, while 
domestic tourism and leisure travel is static; or that total domestic road vehicle activity, and more especially 
recreational vehicle activity, can be rising by more than 4% per annum without their also being a substantive 
growth in tourism; or even that (allowing for variations between regions) both rail and sea transport can also 
show strong growth patterns without there also being a strong growth in domestic leisure activity.  
 
RESOLVING THE PARADOX 
 
 The logic of this argument points to significant problems with the National Visitor Survey, 
which is a matter of some concern as it provides the single collection point for data about the Australian 
industry. The consequences would also be of some concern, as this data is the source for most of the public 
sector forecasts and analyses that inform the development of tourism policy and public investment.  
 
 The National Visitor Survey was created a decade ago to overcome problems with the earlier 
mechanisms to estimate “… the volume and nature of travel by domestic travellers and information about the 
characteristics and behaviour of domestic travellers” (Australia, 2008). Surveys, of course, are not perfect 
research tools, and even when they are conducted by the most efficient of organisations, they can still run 
into data collection problems that will distort the outcomes or into issues that prescribe their interpretation. 
Both these problems are identified in the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ own description of the survey:  
“Data are collected by computer assisted telephone interviews of Australians aged 15 years and over. 
Interviews are conducted continuously throughout the year, on both weekdays and weekends. 
Respondents are interviewed regarding their recent overnight trips, day trips and outbound trips they 
have taken, consistent with the international framework for the collection of tourism statistics. 
Approximately 80,000 interviews are conducted annually”. (Australia, 2008). 
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 The first problem lies with the method used to collect data – the reliance on land-line 
telephone surveys, when individuals and households have shifted to mobile phones, is increasingly less 
likely to identify those who are travelling. Consequently, as each survey period goes by the numbers of 
respondents who are surveyed by this means are likely to indicate travel activity than previously. The second 
problem is clearly identified by the Bureau: they note that they must prepare their data in ways “…consistent 
with the international framework for the collection of tourism statistics”. In other words the respondents’ data 
must be categorized according to tourism definitions that are not always suited to the answers given, and in 
particular those responses that concern travel into, within and around metropolitan areas often do not meet 
the criteria established for the quantification of domestic travel.  
 
 The survey has some merits, of course, particularly in terms of identifying the relative patterns 
of change between regions. For example, there has been a reduction in visitation to the regional areas of 
north-eastern Victoria, western New South Wales and to southern and western Queensland but an increase 
in activity in coastal regions, perhaps as a consequence of the extensive drought in Eastern Australia. 
However, without assuming that there has been a fundamental shift in the travel destinations for many 
tourists to regional locations that the Survey has simply failed to identify, for which there is no anecdotal 
explanation to hand, then the only means to reconcile the contradiction between the National Visitor Survey’s 
results and those inherent in the components of the national transport system is to assume a rapid 
escalation in visitor numbers to metropolitan environments.  Tourism is not in decline in Australia, but the 
focus for growth is now in its metropolitan environments where data collection and identification is more 
difficult. 
 
IDENTIFYING THE URBAN VISITOR 
 

Of course, the concepts of urban and intra-urban visitation do not fit easily within the 
conventional approaches to tourism. As has been noted, tourism as a separable form of human behaviour 
has proved difficult to define and difficult to quantify (see Hall, 1995: Ch 1 – for an introduction to this 
debate). Tourism concerns the activity of people when they travel – what they do and why they do it – but the 
arbitrariness of distance and time are not necessarily appropriate as the characteristics for definition. Urban 
visitation often fails to satisfy both the distance and time criteria.  
 

One of the characteristics of tourism is the purpose of travel. This emphasizes that tourism is 
separable as a leisure or non-working activity, which “… a person chooses to perform…” (Aronsson, 1994: 
79). Conceptually, tourism is a non-pecuniary activity determined by the individual’s own choices and 
motivations. This does not resolve debates about the nature of the activities that might constitute the tourism 
experience, but it does distinguish tourism behaviour from other forms of activity. The concept of intra-urban 
visitation raises still more difficult challenges for the statisticians, because city travellers will quite possibly 
blend several motivations, pecuniary and non-pecuniary, in the pursuit of any one particular activity. 
 
 It seems more than contradictory that tourism analysts should be tied to a definition of tourism 
based on time and distance when, at its heart, tourism is about locations. The journey may embody many 
elements of the tourism experience, but most of the issues that concern the tourism analyst are about the 
places people visit and their experiences there. It is the study of place and the authenticity that demarcates 
the contribution of this approach. The concept of place and the relationships that people form as a 
consequence of their experiences with a location is varied and can be analysed in different ways (Bott et al, 
2003), but what happens within a location lies at the core of tourism research. Indeed the contemporary 
debate now focuses on the notion that each place is unique – it has a “touristic terroir” (Mitchell, 2004) that is 
defined by the interaction between its environment (place) and its people (both resident and visitor).  
 
 Arguably, cities are now so vast that residents can often be visitors to locations they perceive 
as unique but which lie within their own metropolitan boundaries. If an urban destination can be identified [at 
least in a generic sense] as a place that visitors go to, the problem that remains is how to devise the 
mechanism(s) to identify the differences between visitor’s motivations to account for their purpose for travel – 
after all, the essence of tourism analysis is on why they want to go somewhere, what they do at a location 
and on how they travelled there. The problem here is not new, but rather is the search for a better means to 
separate different classes of consumers within relatively small environments in order to better understand 
differences in human behaviour.  
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Abstract: We propose to perceive if the itineraries traversed by Beckford constitute, in the present time, 
proposals of tourist visitation and if the experiences of the actual tourists are as rich as those experienced by 
Beckford. Past little more of two hundred years, what smells, sounds, colours and what remembrances stay 
registered by those who visits the localities walked by Beckford? In a more and more massed tourism, what 
changed in the experiences of the current tourist face to the one’s that travelled in the Eighteenth century? 
Our propose is to show how journeys literature can constitute a fundamental instrument in the creation of 
new and innovative tourist experiences. 
In general, our main objective is to perceive if journey literature will have the capacity to be assumed as a 
reference for actual journeys and if it will be able to contribute for the enrichment and uniqueness of that 
experiences. 
 
 

The evolution of practices, today considered tourist practices, happened after the fall of the Old 
Regime and by the beginning and development of the Industrial Revolution, in England. It is in this 
economic, social, political and cultural context that tourism will be developed*. 

Until the eighteenth century, the majority of the European population was constituted by peasants 
that lived in the enclosure space of its community or region.  However, and despite this apparent immobility, 
the travels existed, motivated, mainly by religious, military, administrative or economic questions. The 
dislocations were made in road systems constituted, in its wide majority, for beaten land roads, here and 
there paved. These nets, irregular and very diffuse, make the transport, “elemento del sistema que pone en 
conexión los espacios emissores y receptors”†, slow and very unsafe. There were few occasions in which 
travel was motivated by leisure and recreation and, when such happened, the transports, rudimentary and 
slow, on horseback, in carriages, diligence or sailing boats, were excessively uncomfortable to stimulate the 
activity. This situation was verified a little by all Europe, and countries as France, England and Netherlands 
weren’t an exception.  

Along the eighteenth century, the road system tends to suffer significant improvements. The English 
road system was improved in the second half of the century, with the use of new techniques and new types 
of pavement – the McAdam roads, for example – that allowed to improve the transportation system, 
shortening the duration and improving the conditions of the journey.   

The need of travel were also explained by reasons as to protect or to conserve the health, the 
religion, the escape of the daily life routine and, finally, the desire of knowledge, patent in the Grand Tour 
and in the journeys of exploration. Rarely was it alleged the pleasure as motivation to travel, but, therefore if 
today travelling for pleasure, without excuses or alibis, is social and culturally accepted, in the eighteenth 
century people still appealed to subterfuges to justify a dislocation. Palma Brito point out, however, that 
travelling for pleasure did not begin in that century, being more or less present along the centuries because 

                                                 
* Brito, Sérgio Palma (2003). Notas Sobre a Evolução do Viajar e a Formação do Turismo. vol. I. Lisboa: 
Estalagem da Gaita.  
† Viñales Blasco,María José (2001). “La Historia del Turismo”, in Geografia Mundial del Turismo. coord. D. 
A. Barrado y J. Caldonig. Madrid: Editorial Síntesis: p. 36.  
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“the pleasure in travel is proper of the man, even when travel represents inconvenient and perturbation or 
has the explanation, sometimes an alibi, in religious practices or in conserving the health”‡. The explanation 
of travel for pleasure is settled in the increasing richness, which offer time and resources that create the 
search for the service given by a material base of culture, being born in this manner a market in which the 
main question consists of knowing who can enjoy it and what are the pleasures that each one can “enjoy”.  

England will serve for model to the changes in the form of travel of other countries. Traditionally, the 
words "journey" and "traveller" were respected and valued, reflecting the quality of the travellers, generally 
associated to an economic, cultural or social elite. According to Lickorish and Jenkins, the concept of 
"journey" with the intention of recreation and as an activity that aimed only and exclusively the diversion and 
the leisure, was new. In the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, in the England of the 18th century, with the 
urban development and with the appearance of factories, only a rich class, the "elite", had access to journeys 
and leisure. However, its volume was still very small and intentional. The growth of the population and the 
increase of the richness along this same century, led to the expansion of the journeys in the following 
centuries, stimulated by the classical determinants of the search – time, money, leisure and interest.  

Lickorish and Jenkins consider that the changes in the means of transport (the main service in the 
activity that consists in leaving home for a new destination) and the appearance of cheap and safe trips 
reduced considerably the duration of the journey and increased his security, causing significant changes in 
the life of the populations. However, the same authors point out that the improvements operated both in the 
road and transports systems were not responsible for the creation of the tourism, since the interest and the 
search already existed. They attribute to the wealth, under the form of an available income, the essential 
requirement to travel and for the development of the tourism§. 

Palma Brito** identified two directions in travel evolution. In a first direction, the travel practices of the 
16the and the 17th centuries, marked either for the journeys of the members of the State and of the Church, 
either for the practice of the Grand Tour, of the circuit of the culture, of the curiosity and of the pleasure. The 
journey of villeggiatura begins to form itself in the routes between the city and the place where people 
concentrate. In a second direction, the differentiation of villeggiatura practices that from rural and thermal are 
extended to the beach and to the mountain, ceasing of being a practice of travel to become a morphological 
form of the journey where the practices were differentiated: springs, beaches, sociability, walks, games and, 
as corollary, the pleasure.   

Until the eighteenth century, travelling was an elitist art due to the resources, economic and logistic, 
that it demanded, being those conditionings well represented in the realization of the Grand Tour. This was 
an educational journey, carried out by the young British aristocrats that visited the main cities of Europe. 
Forbidden to the women, this journey carried out around the 20 or 25 years, lasting between 6 months to 1 
year and half, and happened in the continuation of the university studies, as a complement to the education 
obtained or in substitution of those studies. The objective was to enrich the spirit, rectify the judgment, 
correct eventual damages of the education and form the exterior manners of the youth, in order to make a 
complete gentleman. On the mainland, the young aristocrats imitated the islanders.  

However, the tourism was not born with the Grand Tour†† of the 18th century. This journey began to 
have meaning in the 16th‡‡, and in the two followings centuries there wasn’t any innovation. The importance 
of 18th century Grand Tour is not in the innovation but in the continuity of the cultural journey: its use in the 
sphere of young English aristocrats education is only one part of the cultural journey. Beyond not being a 
novelty, it does not initiate a new type of tourist or tourism: it is previous to the Industrial Revolution and is 
the transformations that this originates that provoke deep changes in travelling in general and not only in the 
Grand Tour journey. The tourism, activity of recreation that can be carried out in times of leisure was 
developed after Industrial Revolution, going until the middle of the 18th century, when the urban culture is 
imposed to the rural one, when the tourism is popularized and is converted in a massed phenomenon and an 
economic activity comparable to other productive sectors. For such it was determinant the social and the 
economic emancipation of the middle classes and the proletariat, the development of the means of transport 
and the existence of organizational means, infrastructures of support, equipment and specialized 
professionals§§.  

In Portugal, the second half of the 19th century constitutes the historical landmark that separates the 
embryonic phase from the phase of emergency of Portuguese tourism. The embryonic phase corresponds to 

                                                 
‡ Brito, Sérgio Palma, Ob. cit., p. 223. 
§ Lickorish, Leonard J.; Jenkins, Carson L. (2000). Introdução ao Turismo. Rio de Janeiro: Editora Campus. 
** Brito, Sérgio Palma, Ob. cit. 
†† Idem. 
‡‡ We can find the roots of this trip in classical times, in the journeys made by young Romans to Greece on 
the end of his learning process as cultural enrichment. 
§§ Viñales Blasco, María José, Ob. cit.. 
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the period understood between 1700 and 1850, in which the "tourism" exists in a rudimentary and indefinite 
form. The seven hundred Portuguese society still did not admit the expression of travel for pleasure, having, 
however, an embryo of thermal and bathing villeggiatura still very rustic that resulted, in part, of the 
impossibility of externalize the pleasure of a free sociability. It will be only in the second half of the 19th 
century that the practices of the modern tourism are confirmed and accepted: the villeggiatura in beaches 
and springs, visitors in Tour, pilgrimages and peregrinations. The idea of travel for pleasure was finally 
generalized***. 

 
The seven hundred Portuguese society did not differ in much from the picture traced previously: a 

rural population, that lived in the geographic area constituted by its community and with a very few travel 
experiences. The testimonies about Portuguese travellers are given to us, in its majority, by foreign travellers 
as Gorani and James Murphy. Its writings refers that the Portuguese didn’t travel or travelled little and when 
they did it they went to the colonies, rarely abroad and almost didn’t travel in Portugal. In the words of these 
foreigners, Portuguese knew better Asia or Africa, where were situated the colonies, than Europe or its own 
country, conserving, thus, its old unchanged customs. Relatively to the road system, the Portuguese 
situation was similar to the majority of its European congenerous in the early 18th century. However, whereas 
these had developed and suffered improvements, in Portugal the situation of the road system during that 
century was calamitous: most of the terrestrial roads were rural, not crossable in the winter. In the end of this 
century, the government of Queen Maria I tried to solve the situation, opening and repairing roads from the 
North to the South of Portugal. It was during her reign that the Lisbon-Oporto road, the main national axle 
road was, finally, concluded. The new roads system allowed defeating the distances in less time and with 
larger benefit for all. However, these changes only happened in the end of the 18th century and especially 
along the 19th century. 

The difficulties of the journeys in Portugal were registered in different testimonies of foreigners: 
travelling in the Iberian Peninsula "required" that the traveller had an excellent health and should be 
accompanied with faithful servants. Robert Southey, an English traveller that visited Algarve, refers, 
ironically, that more than an adventure, the journey was a succession of problems. The carriages, pulled by 
mules, were very slow, covering barely 6 to 10 leagues daily: in 1757, to complete the journey between 
Lisbon and Madrid in 3 days and a half was considered an exceptional deed. The absence of a national 
transport system complicated excessively the journeys. The means of transport for excellence were the 
carriage and the "sege". The journeys of visitors unrolled himself in a limited geographical space and, 
according to Palma Brito†††, only Lisbon, Sintra, Caldas da Rainha and Salvaterra de Magos constituted 
privileged places of villeggiatura in Portugal frequented by Portuguese and foreigners.  

The foreign travellers that arrived to Lisbon divided themselves in 3 groups: the ones that had a 
personal and commercial relation with the foreign communities established, the ones that came to stay in a 
city known for its temperate climate and the ones that visited Portugal on purpose or on passage. However, 
its affluence was not sufficient to justify the creation of infrastructures for them‡‡‡. The fact of Portugal and 
Lisbon do not integrate the itineraries of the Grand Tour, neither constitute an alternative to travellers, tired of 
these itineraries, did not stimulate the growth of the investment in this practical. Portugal wasn’t more than a 
place of passage for some pilgrims to Santiago of Compostela and for travellers inserted in longer itineraries, 
as it is the case of Lord Byron that visited Portugal for mere chance. Portugal could also constitute the 
extension of a bigger journey to Spain. However, the difficulties of the terrestrial connections almost 
eliminated this search due to the absence of a national transport system. Thus, the visits of foreigners to 
Portugal were short and limited to determined places with interest, situated mostly in the centre of Portugal – 
Sintra, mainly, Alcobaça, Batalha, Coimbra and the South of River Tagus. In 18th century, the visit, stay or 
residence in Lisbon included almost always the walk to Sintra, Colares and Mafra, running away from the hot 
summer in Lisbon. These walks were sponsored by the Royal Family or resulted from the fascination 
exercised by the intemporal beauty of Sintra. There existed farms of recreation that converged to the 
existence of a critical mass of travellers that livened up the local life.  

These travellers, when they returned to their country, published descriptions, not always favourable, 
about their journeys to Portugal, criticizing mainly the infrastructures, or better, its absence. The traveller’s 
guides also appear, meaning that there was interest in a practical content to inform and facilitate the 
organization of a journey. Although in a embryonic state, existed in this period some Portuguese guides, as 
well as guide books published abroad: in 1793, it was published by Hans Ottokar Reichard, in French, Le 
Guide d' Espagne et du Portugal and, in 1839, it was published in London The Tourist in Portugal.  

                                                 
*** Brito, Sérgio Palma, Ob. cit.. 
††† Brito, Sérgio Palma Ob. cit. 
‡‡‡ Idem. 
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In the seven hundred, the foreigners came across with several aspects that stirred up to his curiosity: 
from the fairs to the state of the roads and buildings in general, from the religious rituals to the bullfights, 
from the monuments to the popular superstitions. They wrote works in which they analyzed the defects and 
the virtues of the Portuguese people from pre-conceived ideas leading to the creation of stereotypes, 
detaching the provincialism, the addictions of the nobility and the clergy, the ignorance and the rudeness of 
the Portuguese people. The journey literature constitutes, undoubtedly, the main source of information about 
the stays of foreigners in Portugal. Although in some of those books the authors just describe monuments, 
others also supply us with information, opinions and comments about Portugal and its uses and customs, 
revealing himself of great utility to show us their itineraries and experiences. Among these foreign travellers, 
the most relevant were Robert Southey, Lord Byron, James Murphy, Arthur William Costigan and William 
Beckford. It is about Beckford’s stays, itineraries and experiences that we will now going to bend over.  

William Beckford inserts himself in the group of those that visit Portugal on purpose or on passage. 
Been born in the Wiltshire, England, in September of 1769, he died in Bath, also in England, in May of 1844. 
Considered by Lord Byron as the "richer son of England", he was besides a famous traveller, a man of 
letters, booklover, aesthete, architect and a musician. Holder of a very huge personal fortune, based on the 
exploration of sugarcanes plantations in Jamaica and connected to the English aristocracy on the part of the 
mother, left in 1777 for Geneva, to conclude his education, integrating one of the circuits of the Grand Tour. 
Returned to England, leaves again, now to Italy, where stayed between 1780 and 1781. Considered for his 
relatives as detainer of an unstable character and a difficult temperament, he married in 1783 with the 
daughter of an impoverished nobleman. Accused of bad behaviour with a young English aristocrat, his 
reputation stayed hopelessly stained, being, henceforth, considered by his fellow citizens as a social outcast 
in any place where there were English, situation aggravated after the death of his wife, in 1786, when his 
enemies took advantage of the tragedy to attack him in the press. This situation detonates his, now 
unlimited, irony. Badly loved in the country that saw him born and very critic to its countrymen, Beckford 
passed long seasons travelling, choosing our country as destination in three occasions. He left us the 
register of his observations, of experiences and itineraries from the country that received him when he 
needed. Of his first stay in Portugal, between 1787 and 1789, resulted the elaboration of a journal (The 
Journal of William Beckford in Portugal and Spain), that showed us the citizen Beckford, interested in the 
Portuguese Royal Family and attracted by Lisbon and its outskirts, visiting Sintra, Mafra and Colares. From 
his second stay, between 1793 and 1795, resulted the work Recollections of an Excursion  to the 
Monasteries of Alcobaça and Batalha, written 40 years after the visit, in which he describes a rural and 
monastic Portugal, leaving us his impressions about that tour around region centre. From his third stay in 
Portugal, between 1798 and 1799, there aren’t scripts.  

His works about Portugal reflect the joy, the unconcern and the leisure, everything temperate with 
the incomparable ironic style of a great observer of human nature, landscape and art. They are full of 
personal impressions, of ironic, critical and humorous comments about what he observes, demarcating 
himself from the context of journey literature of the century of the Grand Tour, either for its literary quality, 
either for the form as he avoids the informative descriptivism so popular at the time. What makes it unique is 
the empathy established between this English who dislikes the conventions of the rigid environment of where 
he is deriving and the Portuguese that, independently of its social condition, felt fascinated by its eccentricity 
and magnificence. Beckford, unlike his fellow citizens, is tolerant with Portugal: he considers the addictions 
and the qualities as original marks of Portuguese way of being and if they are exhibitionists and vain they 
also know how to be generous and pleasant. William Beckford understands the characteristics of the 
Portuguese and these ones understand and accept him. 

Beckford arrived in Lisbon in March of 1787. His first stay in Portugal prolonged for 8 months. 
Excluded by the resident English society in Portugal, expert of his reputation, he was, however, presented to 
the favourite one of the Queen, the Marquis of Marialva, from whom he became inseparable. Through him, 
he was put in a situation of equality with half of the high society of Lisbon, in his majority relatives among 
themselves, forming a closed circle. It was in this environment that Beckford moved, being often visited by 
friends and relatives of the Marialvas, to whom he reattribute the visits, fulfilling the social rules, enjoying of 
enormous prestige between them either for his huge fortune, either for the his table and forms of receive, as 
well as for the his lively and exotic closeness.  

In his Journal§§§, initiated in 25 of May of 1787, about two months after his arrival to Lisbon, Beckford 
registered his impressions about Portugal and about the Portuguese. Through him, we know a part of his 
stay in Portuguese lands and his itinerancies by Lisbon and outskirts, mainly by Sintra. He begins for refer 
something that will be a constant during his stay in Lisbon: the walk on carriage, at the end of the afternoon, 
along Belém coast. He took advantage from those walks, almost always accompanied, to describe the 
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landscape, the monuments, the streets and the uses and customs of the Portuguese. In Lisbon, and 
afterwards in Sintra, he is object of Portuguese high society curiosity and not only. He does countless visits 
of courtesy, repaying the ones made to him. In Lisbon, frequents, often, the Palace Marialva, the Patriarchal 
of Lisbon (revealing himself very devout to Saint Anthony), the Farm of Marvila, among many others places. 
He visits convents, as the Convent of the Sacrament, the Convent Antonino of the Field of Sant' Ana and the 
Monastery of Belém, among many others, being guided in those visits, by the members of those religious 
communities, providing him fulfilling experiences, so well described on his journal. He takes a walk in the 
Alcântra Valley where he is enraptured with the vision of the Aqueduct of the Free Waters, highlighting “the 
grandeur in the drawing of this only line of arches worthy of admiration”****, by the Ajuda, the Royal Palace of 
Lisbon and by the Botanical Garden. During his villeggiatura in Sintra, to run away from the summer of 
Lisbon, he continues his visits of courtesy, to the resemblance of what he did in Lisbon: frequents Marialva 
Farm, the Dutch Consul Gildmeester house (Seteais Palace), the guesthouse of Sintra, among other places. 
Visit the convent of Cortiça, in Sintra and, in Mafra, the Palace-Convent. He takes a walk on horseback by 
the Penha Verde, Penha Longa, Cabo da Roca and by the rocky plains of Cascais. He goes up to Nossa 
Senhora da Pena, visit Colares and the Royal Palace of Sintra. In 27 of November, Beckford did the last 
register of his first stay in Portugal, leaving right away to Spain.  

In his Journal, full of comments, more or less guaranteed to Portugal and to the Portuguese, we find 
the impressions of the things that marked him more in his first stay. He describes the uses and the customs, 
the traditions, the way he found Lisbon, the road system, the means of transport he uses (carriage, sege and 
horse), among many other aspects. In one of his dinners in Marialva Palace, he weaves some critical 
comments to the apparatus that surrounded the supper, saying “there were in this apparatus something of 
medieval, that made me think about the times of the cavalry, when the great leaders were served, as the 
kings, by noble vassals”††††, as well as the alimentary habits of Portuguese who “need ostrich stomachs to 
digest the tons of greasy provisions that they eat. Its vegetables, its rice, its creation, everything is stewed in 
lard, and loaded of pepper and spices that one spoon of peas and a quarter of an onion leave us the mouth 
on fire”‡‡‡‡. About the alimentary habits he concludes that "With such feeding and such permanent swallow 
of candies, it is not to admire that this people are always complain of headaches and of intestinal gases”§§§§. 

The decoration of the houses he visited was also aim of his attention and comments as for example, 
the ones that he weaves when he visit Palhavã Palace, whose "tables were covered with velvet borders 
worked in the style of those that the matrons used formerly to adorn its dressing tables. The sight of these 
dressed tables was enough for us to sweat, and I am not capable to hit upon the devil that tried the 
Portuguese to invent so mouldy fashion, hateful everywhere, but in particularly in so suffocating climate as 
this. This custom of dress skirts to the tables is almost general”*****. Beckford mention countless times to the 
unbearable heat of Lisbon, present in expressions as "Is hot and suffocating", "horrible heat", "A burning 
day". He also strange, the absence of books in the houses that he visits and according to him, "at Marialvas 
there aren’t books. This people never read"†††††. Another aspect that astonished him is the fact that the 
members of the aristocracy didn’t speak fluently French. 

Relatively to the bullfights, so important to Portuguese and to the society with he deprives, Beckford 
shows clearly how much he disagrees with these practice: "Twelve of these unfortunate animals were there 
with all of their stupidity and bovine resignation […]. The poor animals did not give sign of courage of 
ferocity: they didn’t dug, furious, the ground neither threw land to the air. […] It is not necessary great 
courage to attack these patient animals. The spectacle displeases me deeply"‡‡‡‡‡. 

In one of his visits to Mafra Convent, describes the torments he passed during the journey: "In less 
of one hour we travelled 18 kilometres, in a road of very bad pavement, going up and coming down the 
steepest mounts, in a compulsive gallop, that if not dangerous it was at least extremely unpleasant. In each 
moment I expected to be thrown of nose to the ground, but, fortunately, the mules chosen between almost a 
hundred never stumbled"§§§§§. His impressions about the Portuguese road system do not differ from that we 
presented previously: winding roads of beaten land, with high inclinations, true bogs when it rained. 

However, nor all of his commentaries are critics regarding to Portugal. He affirms that "Each time I 
like more of this coast of Belém and beginning to know all of the hills, all the salient stones and all of the 
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clumps of aloes" ****** . Prodigal in his descriptions, highlights the smells, as the sweet perfume of the 
jasmines, among others, the colours, like the blue one of the sky and the sunset over River Tagus that 
enchanted him, and the green one of the fields, "The twilight hour in which I generally lose myself in these 
places, spreads out a soft blush through all the landscape and make admirable the most insignificant 
objects"††††††. 

During his second stay in Portugal, between 1793 and 1795, William Beckford was, finally, presented 
to the Royal Family, achieving an important victory upon the English ambassador who refused to do it. This 
journey was a result of his will, reflecting about the contrast between the European convulsion triggered by 
the French Revolution and the Portuguese peace, still immune to its effects. In Portugal, Beckford felted 
stronger, admired by the Portuguese and far from his enemies and detractors. From this journey resulted the 
work Recollections of an Excursion to the Monasteries of Alcobaça and Batalha. This work, written around 
40 years after the visit, relates his visit to the Monasteries of Alcobaça and Batalha, describing a Portugal 
eminently rural and monastic. The book relates the 12 days of his itinerancy between 3 and 14 of June of 
1794. This journey was "decided" by the Regent Prince that prepared all the logistics the dislocation implied. 
Thus, he part from Lisbon, passes by Benfica, Loures, following to the Convent of Saint Vincent, where he 
spends the night and stay during two days, visiting the River Trancão and the village of Tojal, dedicating 
himself to fishing, when "The Prior had ordered a fishing-party for our amusement; – no great amusement, 
however, for one who detests the sight of wretched animals, inveigled from their cool aquatic homes, and 
cast on a dry bank, gasping for life and distending their jaws in torment"‡‡‡‡‡‡. The journey continues straight 
to Caldas da Rainha, spending the night in Cadafais, following to Alcobaça, where he visits the Monastery 
and spends the night. He follows to Batalha, passes by the Field of Aljubarrota and, finally, arrives to the 
Monastery, where had dinner and spent the night. After, returns to Alcobaça where stayed for some days. In 
the returning to Lisbon, he passes for Pederneira, Alfeizarão, Caldas da Rainha, Óbidos and Cadafais, from 
where he departs to Queluz Palace, where he was received by the Royal Family. During his itinerancies he 
visited private farms, convents, took a walk for the margins of the river and, among other activities, he 
watched theatrical representations. Beckford is particular cruel in his description of the village of Caldas da 
Rainha: he criticized the constructions and its colours, saying that it had an unattractive aspect and that it 
was full of crippled patients who had bad colours and dressed in an inappropriate form to that kind of place.  

This work reflects the joy and the leisure, temperate with his unequalled ironic style, worthy of a good 
observer. It describes and reflects about landscapes, monuments, habits and customs of Portuguese, the 
colours, the smells and the sounds, just like he made before in his Journal. His refined sense of humour and 
his ironic style are well presented when he was waiting for the departure to the visit. Tired of the delay in the 
departure and bothered with the commotion generated around his group, he shouts: "For pity's sake, let us 
dawdle and doodle no longer, but drive through this mob if it be possible. You see what a disturbance the 
glorious fuss which has been making about this journey has occasioned; you see the result of a surfeit of 
superfluities really, if we had been setting forth to explore the kingdom of Prester John, or the identical spot 
where Don Sebastian left his bones, (if true it be that the shores of Africa, and not some pet dungeon of King 
Philip's, received them,) we could scarcely have gotten together a grander array of incumbrances”§§§§§§. 

In 1795, he goes to England but he returns to Portugal in 1798. He stays in Monserrate Palace that 
he rented in 1794 and he used part of his richness to carry through improvements in the Palace, constructing 
also a romantic garden. In 1799, William Beckford leaves Portugal and never returns.  

In general, our main objective is to perceive if journey literature will have the capacity to be assumed 
as a reference for actual journeys and if it will be able to contribute for the enrichment and uniqueness of that 
experiences. In a more specific approach, and having as a starting point Beckford description of his 
itineraries, we pretend to understand if it’s possible to obtain an equally full and detailed experience as those 
described and lived by Beckford.  There will be a surplus value in travel experiences if it is based on 
journey’s narrative? 

From the perspective of developing new tour options for certain sites (already tourist sites, or not), 
we like to give answer to the question that gave rise to this communication: Could journey literature 
contribute for new experiences in the sites described? Before trying to answer these questions and 
describing our experience by Beckford tracks is fundamental to reveal some aspects of the real tourist 
activity lived in the sites visited and described by the author. In addition, we consider essential to understand 
Beckford journeys and itineraries in a current logic of the travel and tourism sector conceptual spectrum.  

Facing a vast chart of concepts, demand tendencies, trips and tourist’s classifications and developed 
activities and attractions, Beckford journeys insert himself in a cultural approach of the tourism sector, where 

                                                 
****** Idem, p. 54. 
†††††† Idem. 
‡‡‡‡‡‡ Beckford, William (1997). Alcobaça e Batalha – Recordações de Viagem. Lisboa: Ed. Veja: p. 24. 
§§§§§§ Idem, p. 19. 
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is enhanced immaterial and built elements that culturally identify the places which were visited. We are 
referring to trips with cultural motivation. If we can insert Beckford visits to Batalha and Alcobaça in the 
current definition of Cultural Tourism*******, the same isn’t applied to the sightseeing walks carried out by 
Sintra which are assumed as a recreation activity.  

In what Cultural Tourism concerns, ICOMOS (International Scientific Committee on Cultural Tourism) 
define this form of tourism as that whose object, between others aspects, is the discovery of monuments and 
sites†††††††. In other words, Cultural Tourism happens whenever someone travels aiming to satisfy his needs 
of diversity and curiosity face other’s culture and lifestyle. And, these could be expressed by religion, 
traditions, gastronomy, architecture styles, traditional music and dance, and other cultural manifestations 
capable of distinguishing communities and territories‡‡‡‡‡‡‡. 

In Beckford’s case, his visits were marked by the rich and superb environments of the elite of that 
time and that place. Beyond that, and independently of the kind and duration of Beckford´s journeys the fact 
is that the places he visited are nowadays, in his majority, references of visitation in the current tourist 
streams of Sintra, Batalha and Alcobaça. The chart 1 reveals that reality.  

 
 

Chart 1: The main cultural attractions in Sintra, Batalha e Alcobaça, with tourist visits (in grey are 
identified those attractions frequented by Beckford, in 18th century) 
 

Designation Age 
(Century) 

Classification Owner§§§§§§§ Observations Visitors 
Nr. (2007) 

Monserrate 
Palace and 
Gardens 

XIX 
 

Site of Public 
Interest MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 

and free visits 42 047 

Queluz National 
Palace XVIII National 

Monument MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 
and free visits 152 565 

Sintra National 
Palace XIV/XVIII National 

Monument MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 
and free visits 420 049 

Pena National 
Palace XIV/XIX National 

Monument MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 
and free visits 478 069 

Ramalhão 
Palace XVIII Site of Public 

Interest 

Portuguese 
Dominicanian 
Sisters 
Congregation

S. José College - 

Seteais Palace XVIII/XIX Site of Public 
Interest MC/IPPAR Heritage Hotel - 

Capuchos 
Convent XVI Site of Public 

Interest 
MADRP 
/DGRF 

Open, with guided 
and free visits 24 125 

Moorish Castle VIII/XII National 
Monument 

MAOTDR 
/ICNB 

Open, with guided 
and free visits 152 562 

Convent and 
Church of 
Jerónimos 

XIV National 
Monument 

Private 
Propriety 

High Standard Hotel 
and Golf Resort – 
Penha Longa 

- 

Fort of Cabo da 
Roca (Roca 
Cape) 

XVII/XVIII 
Site of Public 
Interest 

Fiscal Guard 
/CPC 

Open, with guided 
visits to the 
lighthouse 

- 

Mafra National XVIII National MC/IPPAR  Open, guided and 114 3731 
                                                 
******* They are classified as travel and tourism trips because they presume a trip to a place outside of the 
habitual environment of the visitor (where does this reside and where develop other activities want 
professionals, want playful), with a duration that requires a spends the night (or more); say himself of 
cultural, by the character of the motivation that caused to the journey.   
††††††† Cultural Tourism Charter, 1976 (ICOMOS) in URL: www.icomos.org 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Cunha, L. (2001). Introdução ao Turismo. Lisboa: Verbo. 
§§§§§§§ The Law 215/2000 (Decreto de Lei), in September the 2nd  created the entity “Parks of Sintra, Hill of 
the Moon” (PSML), as a sequence of UNESCO Heritage of the Humanity classification “Cultural Landscape 
of Sintra”.  Currently, “Parks of Sintra” is responsible by the recuperation, preservation, and promotion of all 
the Parks: the Monserrate Park, the Capuchos Convent Park, Pena’s Palace Park and the one of Moorish 
Castle. The main objective is to create the best conditions of welcome the public, permitting the fruition and 
the knowledge of an excellence Natural and Cultural Heritage.  
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Palace Monument thematic visits  
Batalha 
Monastery XIV National 

Monument 
MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 

and free visits 337 199 

Alcobaça 
Monastery XII National 

Monument  
MC/IPPAR Open, with guided 

and free visits 238 637 
1 2006 data 
CPC – Cascais Seaport Administration; DGRF – Forest Resources DG; ICNB – Biodiversity and 
Nature Conservation Institute; IPPAR – The Portuguese Institute of Architectural Heritage; MA – 
Ministry for Environment, Spatial Planning and Regional Development; MATDRg – Ministry of 
Agriculture, Rural Development and Fisheries; MC – Culture Ministry 

 
Source: Tourism Division, Municipality of Sintra,  
Batalha and Alcobaça Monasteries  
 
 
 
 

The current number of entrances, in the sites frequented and lived by Beckford, allow us to perceive 
the existing dynamic concerning to tourist activity. On the other hand, the values presented reveal 
necessarily a change in the visit experience, due to growing and, in some cases, massive demand. The 
visits to the main monuments can be guided, permitting to the tourist getting solid information about the 
historical particularities and specificities of the visited attractions. The modality of visit without guide (free 
visit), despite of allowing a personal involvement with the space, ends up losing some curiosities and 
historical contextualization.  

Sintra, Batalha and Alcobaça are three of our country cultural tourism references. Sintra was classified 
under UNESCO´S "Cultural Landscape of Sintra" World Heritage classification, listed on the World Heritage 
List, since 1995. Batalha and Alcobaça are particularly known by their Monasteries, classified as UNESCO 
World Heritage Site: the Monastery of Santa Maria da Vitória, in Batalha, received this classification in 1983 
and the Monastery of Santa Maria d’Alcobaça, founded in the 12th century, is classified since 1989. 

The actual tourist activity in Sintra, Batalha and Alcobaça is based on these cultural attractions. 
Graphic 1 reveals the entrances of visitors in Sintra’s tourism information offices. Since 2003 the sum of the 
three tourism offices were, with the exception of 2006, above 400 000 visitor’s entrances. Even though these 
numbers do not translate the real number of visitors that effectively visit Sintra, they already reveal some of 
the existing dynamic.  
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Sintra’s visitors are mainly from international markets. Graphic 2 identifies Spain (22%) as the main 

origin of the foreign visitors.  There is a significant detachment from markets like France (8%), Germany (7%) 
and Italy (7%). Regarding the domestic market, just 12% of the entrances in the tourism offices concern to 
Portuguese. 

 
 

  
 
 

Relatively to Sintra´s cultural visitor profile, he specially seeks the monuments, e.g., the national 
palaces, the castle, the convents and the gardens. They are mostly foreign citizens visiting Portugal and 
having Lisbon or the Algarve as main tourist destination. But, many of them don’t leave without visiting 
Sintra. In his majority, they are one day visitors lodged in Lisbon, Cascais or Estoril, are below forty, present 
elevated instruction levels (specially the foreigners) and have professions of scientific character, specially 

Graphic 1: Visitors in the three tourism offices in Sintra 
(2003-2007)*

175 987

200 428 Sintra

114 044
108 136 Cabo da 

Roca

131 933 150 396 Estação

421 964 458 960  Total

0

100000

200000

300000

400000

500000

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

* (National and International visitors)               
Source: Tourism Division, Municipality of Sintra

Graphic 2: Visitors' Nacionality at Sintra's Tourism Offices 
(first semester of 2006)
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related with the architecture, engineer and education. Regarding the national citizens, these are attracted by 
the landscapes and the monuments, but just very occasionally visit them. They appreciated mostly the 
regional cakes and sweets, and those living in Lisbon Region frequently go to Sintra with the purpose of 
tasting these savoury cakes on the well-known establishments like, for example, Piriquita (Sintra’s Tourist 
Development Plan, s.d.).  

As mentioned previously, a great part of Sintra’s foreign tourists don’t stay on Sintra´s tourist 
accommodation. This happens mainly because Sintra is closed to Lisbon city, the national capital, an 
international tourist destination. Despite of Sintra be part of the visit intentions of many international tourists, 
installed in Lisbon, the fact is that the characteristics of the visit end up becoming a superficial experience. In 
general, they chose midday or full day circuits to visit the monumental buildings and the magnificent scenic 
offers. Unfortunately, time is always to short to see all Sintra’s wonders: 
 
“Sintra was perhaps the highlight of my time in Portugal (…) and I didn´t even get to see the highlight of the 
Pena Palace (…) a magnificent place and I am hoping to go back just to see the Palace.” Ian Cade 
(England)******** 
 

It is, in fact, a privileged place where historical and cultural resources find a perfect symbiosis with all 
the natural and scenic offers.  The dimension of the tourist streams reveals that singularity.  

Is it possible for the journey literature to work as an inspiring instrument for innovative tourist visits 
and experiences to Sintra? Naturally, before our departure we were certain that were many differences in our 
journey when compared with the experiences described by Beckford. Despite of being places with many 
historical and cultural heritage references, known nationally and worldwide, they also went through many 
changes due to time and society evolution. These changes - the ways and means of transport, the quantity 
of visitors, the consequent effects in terms of noise and congestion - points up, inevitably, any visit. 
 

So, we tried to follow the itineraries made by Beckford and visited the places that he frequented. We 
felt like being caught up in a true game, or better, in a real discovery exercise. In each turn of road, in each 
corner, in each hidden nook we tried to find the environments, the decorative particularities, the colours and 
the sounds described by Beckford.   

Analysing the resemblances with what we had read, we can make two distinctions: between what we 
lived in indoor and in outdoor environments. In the first case, our expectations weren’t fulfil at all. Differences 
between current and Beckford visits are many, naturally, and the reasons are diversified. Beginning with the 
differences between the motivations that lead visitors to Sintra and the one’s related with Beckford’s 
journeys. Despite of many of the farms, convents and palaces visited (and, even inhabited) by Beckford still 
being visited, the fact is that in those spaces he was always a special guest, having all the attentions and 
luxuries proper of the elite. 

Beckford had the privilege to live in a great style around the Portuguese high society. Moving himself 
in the heart of the Portuguese aristocracy, frequented its houses, received its visits and got their respect and 
consideration. Something that he didn’t had from (some of) his fellow citizens. In addition, these elite, so 
closed to his experiences, was the perfect guide of his trips, adventures and exquisite findings. Today, the 
visitor inserted in organized groups, or travelling individually, doesn’t have these privileges. Travel and 
tourism democratization and the associated overcrowding, has been weakening tourist experience, deflating 
it of the details so brightly described by Beckford, and so important to differentiate that experience. 

For example, almost every day Sintra’s historical downtown is filled of tourists – they are organized 
tourist groups that arrive by bus, individual tourists or families that arrive by car, motorcycle or family 
motorhomes, and those who used the railway connection. Public spaces and some of the built and natural 
attractions become, inevitable, overcrowded.  

Talking about outdoor environments we found many resemblances. Despite of the current travel 
conditions would not be comparable to the ones of 18th century, the truth is that Sintra’s natural and physical 
characteristics permitted us to go back in time.  

Sintra’s topography which turns some itineraries and routes almost impracticable continues even 
today to be a factor that marks the visit. We found many others aspects descript by Beckford like: the rough 
stone walls that limits the lands, the forests barely touched, the diversity of tree species, bushes and 
aromatic plants. 

This proposal was a discovery exercise of the past and, additionally, a continuous process of 
comparison between what we had lived upon reading Beckford narratives and what we were observing. We 
identified the changes, the transformations, the restores, the interventions of conservation and the new uses, 
namely the tourist uses developed on many of farms, palaces and others civil buildings and monuments.  

                                                 
******** in Url: http://whc.unesco.org 
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Therefore, we believe that the achievement of tourist experiences inspired by journey literature will 
be able to be an innovation challenge to some tourist destinations that had had the privilege of being visited 
and described in this literary format.   

However, mislead those who think that this is an experience that could be appreciated by all kind of 
tourists. We hardly will attract the attention of the mass tourists, even in a cultural base environment.   

According to the tourist typology presented by the European Commission, this kind of travel 
experience would be certainly adopted by the committed tourists, maybe by the interested tourists and, 
hardly, by the casual tourists. “The committed tourist plans a holiday so that the activity accounts for the 
majority of his/her holiday time. (…) These tourists also have a high level of environmental and social 
awareness”††††††††. 

In the perspective of local authorities who have the responsibility of destination planning and 
management we consider that journey literature can contribute to create innovative and special moments 
and experiences. We are thinking not only in the existing literature contents, but also in the creation of new 
associated leisure products, namely:   
- Conception of BD versions from the history base, to younger publics;  
- History adaptation to an audio version, which could be available on the local authority and/or the local 
tourist board websites. This audio version could be obtained from a download (freely or with costs) and 
heard in MP3 or MP4 format, will be probably more appealing to younger segments, to visual deficient 
people and to new technologies adepts. On the other hand, this kind of format could have the ability to meet 
a larger public, mainly if it were offered (at least) in one foreign language version;  
- Reproduction of some special events or epoch situations well described on many passages of Beckford’s 
books (for example, having figurants in the streets assuming historical characters, having historical 
recreations, organizing thematic dinners on palatial large rooms like the ones described by Beckford or, 
instead, tasting picnics in a bucolic landscape);  
- Stage-coach walks at the sunset along River Tagus margins; 
- Creation of a city mascot (in the case of well-known writers, or even famous characters like the legendary 
Don Quijote, Cervantes’s "Man from La Mancha"), a destination tourist trademark or image. 
- Development of tools with the aim of stimulating the knowledge and learning of the diversified cultural 
specificities in Europe. One good example to follow is the European project “The Europe of Tales”‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡, 
promoting regional traditions, story tales like the Finnish Epic Kalevala, among others. 
 

The examples of cultural destinations that start to develop some of these ideas had the capability of 
transforming a simple walk by the historical centre in something special, just like we were playing part of an 
epoch film in an environment that is somewhat unique. The statement of Ann Reeves, an American tourist 
who had visited Sintra, reveals what we are trying to say: “We left Sintra and toured the circular tour stopping 
at the Monserrat Palace... We followed stone walls, saw old villas, in a romantic green forest. We wouldn’t 
have been surprised to see a Knight Templar step out of the trees.” §§§§§§§§ 

Of this approach stays the conviction that journey literature contents will be able to guide the reader 
to the discovery of new territories, places and realities. A true exercise of discovery. Additionally, it can be a 
real tool, very useful to the management and promotion of cultural tourist destinations. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
†††††††† in URL: http://europe.eu.int/comm/enterprise/services/tourism/studies/ecosystems/products/pdf. 
“Using natural and cultural heritage to develop sustainable tourism in non-traditional tourist destinations”. An 
European Commission Study. Presented by Kerstin Sundseth Ecosystems LTD: p. 8-9. 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ in URL: http://www.europeoftales.net 
§§§§§§§§ in URL: http://whc.unesco.org   
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Abstract 
 
The tourism industry today is competing on a global arena and there are an increasing number of 
destinations, which are competing for the attention of the tourists. New destinations constantly appear and 
many mature ones are heading for change or decline. The tourism development in many destinations is also 
characterised by fragmentation and is dominated by a large number of small and medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs). Consequently, networks and partnerships are becoming increasingly important and research show 
that they are two important keys to the successful development of sustainable tourism in destinations.     
 
We propose that a network approach to studying tourist destinations is necessary in order to understand the 
complex interactions and interdependencies between actors connected to a destination. The findings 
indicate that the success of the tourist destination Fiskars Village is a result of extensive networking between 
various actors, such as the municipality, Fiskars Corporation, craftsmen, a Cooperative, enterprises, etc. 
One key competitive issue of Fiskars village is Fiskars Corporation’s commitment and long-term strategy for 
developing the destination.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
The tourism industry today is competing on a global arena and there are an increasing number of 
destinations, which are competing for the attention of the tourists. Tourists choose a destination according to 
what attractions it can offer and which facilities it can provide, e.g. restaurants, accommodation, 
transportation to and from the destination and also its physical setting. Hence the destination is both the 
product and the container of an assemblage of products (Ashworth & Goodall, 1990). New destinations 
constantly appear and many mature ones are heading for change or decline. As more destinations are 
opened up for tourists, and the total number of tourists increases annually, the impacts of tourism are not 
altogether positive. Tourism can have a positive effect on, for instance rural economies, but as the number of 
tourists grows, it also puts more pressure on the social, natural and cultural environment. There is, therefore, 
a need to strive for more sustainable tourism development in destintations.  
 
A tourist destination is made up of a multitude of different and often diverse set of actors, such as private 
enterprises, public organizations, a local government, the state, etc. None of the actors involved in a 
destination owns the whole tourism product, instead each actor is incorporated into a composite product 
(Brito & Correja, 2007). A destination is also typically a system containing a number of components such as 
attractions, accommodation, transport, and other services and infrastructure. Therefore, a tourist destination 
is often a complex combination of a range of activities and resources from various sources (Brito & Correja, 
2007). Some of these activities and resources may also come from industries other than tourism. In fact, part 
of the destination appeal is a direct result of a range of activities and resources by various actors (Brito & 
Correja, 2007). Many destinations are also characterised by fragmentation and are dominated by a large 
number of SMEs. Consequently, networks and partnerships are becoming increasingly important and 
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research shows that they are two important keys to the successful development of sustainable tourism in 
destinations. 
 
Current mainstream research focusing on tourist destinations has been criticized concerning three issues. 
Firstly, studies on destination development tend to perceive destination development primarily as a 
geographical expansion, increasing the tourist infrastructure (Tinsley & Lynch, 2001). However, a central and 
crucial aspect of understanding destination development is the integration and coordination amongst all the 
different stakeholders. Research seems to ignore the level of coordination between these different actors, 
activities and resources that is required in order to offer an attractive destination to the tourist. All these 
actors, activities and resources are intertwined in a complex network. 
 
Secondly, several models of destination development tend to be static in the way they approach tourism 
development (Butler, 1980; Pearce, 1989; Gunn, 1994; Laws, 1995). Models explaining destination 
development do not take into account that destinations are complex networks of a multitude of different 
actors, and these actors perform activities that shape and reshape that destination continuously. Dynamics 
is, in other words, a core aspect of a destination when viewed from a network perspective, and change 
occurs all the time (cf. Thorelli, 1986; Håkansson, 1989). Several other researchers have also through the 
years argued that networks are dynamic and undergo change, e.g. Thorelli (1986), Håkansson (1989), 
Powell (1990), Håkansson and Johanson (1992), Easton and Lundgren (1992), Hägg and Johanson (1992), 
Hertz (1996; 1998), Anderson, Havila, Andersen and Halinen (1998), Anderson, Andersson, Havila & Salmi 
(2000). Tourist destinations may, for instance, arise naturally, but often need to be developed to reach their 
fullest potential. Their course of development may be influenced by a number of factors, such as strategy 
plans, government support and investments in infrastructure or joint marketing efforts. The exact way in 
which networks are formed and used within a destination and how they contribute towards the building of a 
tourist destination is still unclear.  
 
Thirdly, the background to destination research tends to be based upon marketing and statistics for tour 
operators and their agents. The scale used has been large and general. While there have been some 
studies focusing on networks, they have often focused on frequency of contacts between actors, but offering 
little in terms of the content of the network or how it has developed (Lemmetyinen & Go, 2005; Ermen, Gnoth 
& Harris, 2006; Brito & Correia, 2007). 
 
There are two main purposes of this study. Theoretically, we propose that in order to understand complex 
interactions and interdependencies between actors connected to a destination, a network approach is useful. 
A network approach also offers tools and methods for studying change processes, i.e. putting focus on the 
dynamic aspect of a destination. A network approach to studying destinations has also been called upon by 
several researchers for instance, Brito & Correja (2007; Lordkipanidze, Brezet & Backman, 2005; Tinsley & 
Lynch, 2001). One of the main reasons for this interest in network dynamics lies in the need to understand, 
for instance, how actors adapt to internal and external changes. Furthermore, with regards to our theoretical 
purpose of the study, it has been noted that there still seems to be no fixed and generally accepted definition 
of what sustainable tourism development is. There we will focus on understanding sustainable development 
from a destination development perspective, since every contribution in the form of studies towards a further 
understanding of this concept can help drive the tourism industry closer to the objectives of sustainable 
tourism development.   
 
The empirical purpose of this qualitative case study is to focus on processes shaping the development of the 
tourist destination Fiskars Village. We aim at studying how Fiskars Village has developed over the years into 
a thriving and successful destination. We aim at providing an insight into how various network actors have 
worked together and contributed to the development of Fiskars Village. Furthermore, in order to understand 
the process of change and development at a destination, it is necessary to study its origins and history. 
Therefore we will identify important events that have shaped the development of Fiskars Village. 
 
This paper is the first part of a larger study focusing on understanding change processes related to 
sustainable destination development. In this pilot study we attempt to map key actors in the Fiskars 
destination and gain an understanding of the processes that have influenced the development of the 
destination. Although Fiskars Village has developed into a successful and competitive tourist destination, 
little is known about the process, which has lead to this success. Little is known about the roles different 
stakeholders have played and how various network actors have cooperated and added to the success. The 
case of Fiskars Village is also interesting because it is a publicly listed company, Fiskars Corporation that 
has been the key player in transforming and developing the destination.  
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2. A network approach to tourist destination development 
 
The spectrum of different definitions defining a destination is extremely broad. At one end there is for 
instance a theme park or a countryside hotel, that is, places that are often owned and operated by a single 
commercial group of companies. Some services may be provided by other operators, such as e.g. the 
restaurant or the spa department. At the other end of the spectrum an entire continent can be considered 
and marketed as a destination. In between a variety of destinations can be found as well, defined either by 
the tourists and/or by the administrative bodies assuming responsibility for them. These may include villages, 
towns, cities as well as areas, which extend beyond administrative borders but have a cohesive identity with 
a specific theme, such as national parks and finally, regions defined by administrative borders or brand 
names (Vellas & Bécherel, 1999). Hence in its broadest meaning every place for a holiday; every place to 
visit may be considered a destination. However, based on a number of traits common to a majority of 
definitions found, a tourism destination may be seen as “a complex system of tourist organisations, activities 
and attractions that form the basis of the tourists’ motivation and which in turn forms the basis of their 
satisfaction” (Laws, 1992, p. 131) and for the purpose of this paper we will define a destination as a complex 
system of organizations, entrepreneurs, activities and attractions that form a unity of its own.  

A literature review on destination development reveals that the concept of sustainable development is 
increasingly linked to destination development. Viewing destination development from a sustainability point 
of view is a response to the realization that increasing tourism has negative impacts on the environment. 
Hence, there is a need to balance economic, cultural, social and environmental issues to ensure sustainable 
tourism development (Joppe, 2003).  

LLiikkee  tthhee  ccoonncceepptt  ooff  ttoouurriisstt  ddeessttiinnaattiioonn,,  ssuussttaaiinnaabbllee  ttoouurriissmm  hhaass  nnoo  ssttrriicctt  ddeeffiinniittiioonn,,  hhoowweevveerr,,  tthhee  WWoorrlldd  
TToouurriissmm  OOrrggaanniissaattiioonn  ((WWTTOO,,  22000044))  ddeeffiinneess  iitt  aass  ffoolllloowwss:: Sustainable tourism should make optimal use of 
environmental resources that constitute a key element in tourism development, maintaining essential 
ecological processes and helping to conserve natural heritage and biodiversity. It should respect the socio-
cultural authenticity of host communities, conserve their built and living cultural heritage and traditional 
values, and contribute to inter-cultural understanding and tolerance. Finally, it should ensure viable, long-
term economic operations, providing socio-economic benefits to all stakeholders that are fairly distributed, 
including stable employment and income-earning opportunities and social services to host communities.  

Sustainability has been widely viewed as holding considerable potential as a way of addressing the problems 
of negative impacts of tourism and maintaining its long-term viability. Bramwell and Lane (1993) have 
praised it as a positive approach with the intention of reducing the tensions created by the complex 
interactions between the tourism industry, the tourists, the environment and the host communities so that the 
long-term capacity and quality of both natural and human resources can be maintained. Cater (1993) on the 
other hand, identifies three key objectives for sustainable tourism: meeting the needs of the host population 
in terms of improved living standards; satisfying the demands of a growing number of tourists; and 
safeguarding the natural environment. Finally, Swarbrooke (2005) argues that sustainable tourism is an 
approach to tourism, which recognizes the importance of the host community, the way staff are treated and 
the desire to maximize the economic benefits of tourism, for the host community. 

In this paper sustainable tourism is understood as development that makes optimal use of the natural and 
cultural resources without violating the natural and cultural heritage of the destination. In addition, 
sustainable destination development should recognize the importance of the host community and meet the 
needs of it. 

Common to the different definitions of a tourist destination is the realization that a destination is more than 
one company or organization offering a tourist product to a customer and that sustainability can be achieved 
only if a broad consensus basis on the different aspects of sustainability is established through extensive co-
operation between the relevant forces within society (Pforr, 2001). In fact, it has long been recognized that 
the tourism industry is made up of different actors’ networks, and these networks are often intertwined by 
cooperative arrangements (Schmoll, 1977). Brito & Correja (2007) note that the tourism industry 
encompasses multilevel interdependence between a large number of actors. Many studies support the 
notion that actors in a network do not survive or prosper only through their own individual efforts, because 
each actor is dependent on the activities, and performance, of other actors (Wilkinson & Young, 2002; 
Anderson, Håkansson & Johanson, 1994). In fact, Thrift (1996) argues that destinations are not places, but 
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settings for interactions between actors. Every actor exists within a complex network of interactions between 
companies and organizations as they exchange with each other information, expertise, goods and services, 
payments and loans and other strategically important resources (Wilkinson & Young, 2002).  

There are several other important characteristics of networks worth noting. Actors in networks are not self-
sufficient, and therefore need to rely on other actors for some of the resources it needs. It is also very difficult 
to define the borders or the surroundings of the network. A network has no objective boundaries, and the 
context of the network will depend on who analyses the network and for what purpose (Ford, Gadde, 
Håkansson & Snehota, 2002). The network is not restricted to those companies a focal actor deals with, or 
even to the actors they deal with (Tinsley & Lynch, 2001). Any boundary is deemed to be an artificial 
construct, because if one were to look at a network from for instance the perspective of a company on that 
network’s boundary, it is obvious that this firm is within a different network with different boundaries (Ford, et 
al., 2002). This also indicates that a network centred on a specific and single actor is restricted and even 
biased (Tinsley & Lynch, 2001). A network has no “centre”, although many companies or organizations may 
believe that they are at the centre (Ford, et al., 2002). Still there are many references in the literature on 
network boundaries as well as an idea that the network is what an actor knows of, thinks of or deals with. 
This gives an impression that an actor can control a network or even own it (Tinsley & Lynch, 2001). 
 
Another important characteristic of networks is the type of interaction taking place between actors. 
Sociologists emphasize the fact that for instance economic action does not take place in a barren social 
context but, rather, is embedded in social networks of relationships. Hence, the most important facet of an 
organization’s environment is perhaps therefore its social network of different contacts. For instance the 
structure of social relationships shapes the flow of information and opportunities between actors 
(Johannison, 1996). Social relationships also give access to resources such as information, motivational 
resources and material resources (Jenssen & Koenig, 2002). Social relationships can also be a tool for 
solving and dealing with problems that arise (Granovetter, 1985). Therefore, the nature of relationships can 
affect the occurrence and handling of conflicts and vice versa (Holmlund & Törnroos, 1997). A social network 
is built on interactions consisting mainly of social exchanges among individuals such as family, friends, 
acquaintances and employees. However, social and business interaction often intertwines. Johns and 
Mattson (2004) highlight this fact when they claim that both formal as well as informal collaboration play a 
vital role in tourist destinations. In fact, it is often empirically difficult to distinguish between the social, 
information and business exchanges taking place when actors interact. It is also difficult to determine where 
one network ends and another begins. Many interactions in predominantly social relationships may have an 
impact on business-related issues, regardless of whether monetary values are exchanged or not (Walter, 
1999). 
 
Törnroos (1997) notes that a network typically consists of a core group of actors, who collectively make 
decisions to start, maintain, add or even end some relationships. These core actors might change due to for 
instance various activities taking place within the network. However, not all actors within a network may be 
consciously aiming at developing the network. It is, however, common that many actors in a network do not 
actively participate in the collective actions of the network. Instead the implementation of the actions to reach 
the common goal is left for a small number of active participants (Brito, 1997; Araujo & Brito, 1998). Törnroos 
(1997) states that there is at a specific point in time an inner circle of the network, which is “constituted by 
the core actors who collectively make decisions in order to start, maintain, increase or possibly end certain 
relationships. These core actors vary in the network, to some extent, depending, for instance, on the actions 
that take place within the network.” (pp. 627-628) 
 
2.1 The dynamic aspect of networks 
 
Networks develop over time through a chain of interactions between actors. The processional nature of 
networks is also highlighted by Lordkipanidze, Brezet and Backman (2005). They state that for instance 
destination development is a process, and is something that takes shape and form over time through the 
actions of various actors in the network. Networks are rarely formed by design, but rather they emerge 
initially (Johns & Mattsson, 2004). The development of a network will depend on the development of any one 
relationship between actors in the network. The development of the relationship between two actors will, in 
turn, depend on factors such as what has happened in the past in the relationship, what each actor has 
previously learned in other relationships, what currently happens between the actors in the relationship and 
other relationships, on expectations of future interaction, and what happens in the wider network of actors in 
which they are not directly involved (Håkansson & Ford, 2002).  
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The development of a network is also dependent on the values and personal attitudes of the individuals 
acting in the network. Lordkipanidze et al., (2005) note that attitudinal commitment is a key component in the 
development of a network. Attitudinal commitment refers to the actor’s desire to invest in actions aiming at 
reaching the network’s goals in his/her own actions. A similar line of research emphasizes how ongoing 
interactions and activities between actors sharing or exchanging resources, rather than strategic decision-
making, shape the network (Anderson, Håkansson & Johanson, 1994). As a result if this kind of complex 
web of interactions and commitment the actors at a destination become to a certain degree dependent on 
each other. No single actor can offer everything a tourist requires and instead an actor has to trust that other 
actors provide the resources the actor lacks. Every actor has to be able to trust the tourist system and that 
the actors together can produce the product – a destination – that is attractive to as many tourists as 
possible. The reciprocal dependence on the different tourism companies stimulates in the long-term relations 
and develops co-operation between the different actors at the destination. (Svensk, 1998) 
 
One key issue when studying network dynamics is the notion of change. Hertz (1992) points out that in a 
network perspective, change develops mainly through the mobilization and coordination of activities and 
resources. Mattsson (1987) discusses change in terms of expansion and contraction of the size of the 
network. In terms of the origin of change in business networks, Gadde, Håkansson and Öberg (1989) 
discuss the issue of organization theory, which suggests that change originates in the external environment 
of an organization. All changes in a network have to be supported by one or more actors in a network, actors 
who also actively participate in the occurring change. Hence, changes initiated, for whatever reason, affect 
others and cause reactions and counter-reactions (Håkansson & Snehota, 1995). 
 
Halinen, Salmi & Havila (1999) point out that the knowledge of how networks change and the underlying 
forces behind their change is still very limited. So far, incremental evolution has been seen as the main mode 
of network changes. Kamp (2005), on the other hand, distinguishes between incremental and radical 
change. Incremental change is referred to as adjustments within ongoing relationships and overall stability of 
a network’s “deep structure”, while radical change is seen as changes of entire relationships including their 
termination and substitution of partners causing modifications in a network’s “deep structure” (by deep 
structure Kamp means the fundamental choices which actors have made regarding who they are connected 
to.) 
 
When attempting to understand network dynamics and network change it is important to remember the 
subjective nature of a network. In fact, all of the actors involved in a network will have their own different 
“picture” of the network. This picture is the basis for their perceptions and interpretation of what is happening 
around them and of their actions and reactions in the network (Ford, et.al., 2002). There is also a time 
perspective to the subjective understanding of a network. For instance, throughout the lifecycle of a 
destination, actors usually have different perspectives, positions and interests regarding the network. 
Therefore it is also likely that different network actors will have a subjective understanding of the network and 
this understanding will change over time. Understanding change in networks is therefore as much about 
understanding change per se as understanding the actors’ understanding of change, i.e. both about our 
understanding of networks, and how actors in networks make sense of their subjective reality. Weick (1995) 
has labeled this process of understanding change as sensemaking.  
 
Weick (1995) describes sensemaking in terms of a number of properties that stresses its dynamic, social and 
retrospective nature. The sensemaker undergoes a continuous redefinition and the identity is, according to 
Weick, constituted out of the process of interaction with other human beings. Retrospective means that 
people can know what they are doing only after they have done it. By this Weick (pp. 25–26) indicates that “it 
is only possible to direct attention to what exists, that is, what has already passed. […] whatever is occurring 
at the moment will influence what is discovered when people glance backward”. The creation of meaning is 
thus an attentional process. Sensemaking also includes expectations about the future. Enactive of sensible 
environments is a property by which Weick describes the fact that people shape and are shaped by the 
context in which all sensemaking takes place.  
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3. Methodology 
 
This research is interpretative with the aim of understanding change dynamics in destination network and 
thus contributing on a theoretical level with insights into destination network dynamics. Based on our 
perspective, which is grounded in interpretivism and social constructivism, we argue that destination 
development needs to be seen not as a variable to be measured, accounted for and controlled, but as a 
context within which interpretations of change dynamics are formed and intentions to influence networks are 
formulated. Reality is seen as a social construct (cf. Glaser & Strauss, 1967), which means that destination 
networks are a way of organizing this construct (cf. Axelsson, 1992). Seven interviews have been conducted 
in February 2008, which together with secondary sources such as Fiskars Oyj Abp (1999), Carlson (1999), 
and Paljakka, (2003), constitute the empirical data used in the study. 
 
When attempting to discover how the destination network has evolved and what the critical incidents have 
been, as well as success factors, there are some important considerations that need to be considered. 
Weick (1995) argues that sensemaking is about, among other things, interpretation, creation and 
discovering. The respondents have been contacted in their role as a representative of a particular actor in 
the destination network. However, in Weick’s (1995, p. 28) words, “[…] the past has been reconstructed 
knowing the outcome, which means things never happened exactly the way they are remembered to have 
happened.” It is thus easier to make sense out of events when they are placed in the past, even though they 
have not yet happened. One must thus keep in mind that the respondents are recalling events and 
happenings, which occurred possibly as long as 20-30 years ago. Taylor and van Every (2000) as well as 
Weick and Sutcliffe (2005) argue that sensemaking involves turning circumstances into a situation that is 
comprehended explicitly in words and that serves as a springboard into action. Sensemaking is thus the 
primary site where meanings materialize and eventually inform and constrain identity and action (Mills, 
2003). Weick and Sutcliffe (2005, p. 409) continue that sensemaking is, among other things, an issue of 
language, talk and communications where “situations, organizations, and environments are talked into 
existence”. 
 
3.1 Critical event analysis 
 
Critical event analysis is used during in-depth interviews to generate qualitative data. The respondents are 
asked to identify specific incidents or events which they may have experienced personally and which had an 
important effect on the final outcome. The emphasis is on incidents rather than vague opinions. Critical event 
analysis is a way of identifying events that may have a positive or a negative influence on the system under 
review. Critical incident technique, as labeled by Flanagan (1954, p. 335) is a “procedure for gathering 
certain important facts concerning behavior in defined situations”. Initially, Flanagan developed this 
technique within the field of psychology. Flanagan concentrated on an observable activity (the incident). The 
intended purpose of this activity seems to be clear and its effects seem to be logical. This means that the 
incident is critical. It is important to remember that critical incidents are not things that happen and exist 
independently of an observer and await discovery. Critical incidents are rather created (Angelides, 2001). 
The basic point is that incidents happen, but critical incidents are produced by the way we look at a situation. 
Edvardsson and Luukkonen (1996) define a critical event as an element in a process, which a person, e.g. 
client or an actor, initially experiences as abnormal. 
 
This technique is especially useful when (1) the topic researched has been scarcely researched or 
documented (Grove & Fisk, 1997) or (2) as an exploratory method to increase knowledge about a little-
known phenomenon (Gremler, 2004). (3) Critical event analysis can also be used when a thorough 
understanding is needed for describing and/or explaining a phenomenon (ibid.). (4) The technique is 
effective when studying a phenomenon for which it is hard to specify all variables a priori (de Ruyter, Kasper 
& Wetzels, 1995), i.e. it is an inductive method that needs no hypotheses as patterns are formed as they 
emerge from the responses. This, according to Olsen and Thomasson (1992) allows the researcher to 
generate concepts and theories. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of critical event (Olsen, 1992, p. 147) 
 
There is no reason why this technique could not be used in understanding tourist destinations in order to 
establish what critical events occurred for change to take place. Angelides (2001, p. 429) argues that “an 
analysis of critical incidents can be used by researchers interested in collecting qualitative data quickly as a 
method for doing a case study”. According to Gremler (2004) critical event analysis allows respondents to 
choose and determine which incidents are the most relevant to them for the phenomenon being investigated. 
This is in other words the respondents’ perspective in his/her own words (Edvardsson, 1992) and the content 
is developed entirely from the respondents’ perspective. Friman (2000) continues that categorizing critical 
events consist of (1) developing knowledge on the area to be investigated, (2) developing guiding principles 
for distinguishing critical incidents from other incidents, (3) developing categories as well as rules defining 
inclusion and (4) actually categorizing the critical events.  
 
There are, however, a number of disadvantages with the method, such as respondents being asked to 
remember a particular event and the reasons for their choice is not evident (Collis & Hussey, 2003; 
Edvardssson & Luukkonen, 1996). The respondents may also be unable to remember important facts or 
“rationalize events to impose a certain logic and coherence which did not exist at the time” (Edvardsson & 
Luukkonen, 1996, p. 165). Memory lapses are also noted as a drawback of the critical incident technique. 
Furthermore, respondents may be misunderstood or misinterpreted (Gremler, 2004). Since the technique 
relies on events being remembered by respondents and requires the accurate and truthful reporting a 
respondent might also misinterpret the event. A respondent might not want to or have time to tell the whole 
story as well (Edvardsson & Roos, 1992).  
 
A critical incident or an event can also be studied using the event structure analysis (ESA) (see e.g. Griffin, 
1993; 1994; Heise, 1989), which is used to “analyse history as a sequence of events” (Stevenson, Zinzow & 
Sridharan, 2001, p. 2). Events are here seen as happenings that are significant in understanding the history 
of a process. Events may be causally linked to each other and parallel series of events may occur 
simultaneously. Some events can be seen as critical turning points in a process and some events lead to 
multiple streams of events. Events may also merge on one significant event. ESA is a rule, driven and formal 
technique of narrative analysis and its aim is to clarify causal linkages between events. For instance, a “non-
event” may prove to be significant in the sequence of events or the event structure. This technique is rather 
special and its focus is on the event structure. In this study, the purpose is not to analyse the structure of 
critical events that have occurred in Fiskars Village, but rather to identify the critical events. Whether they are 
linked to each other will be discussed if there is a need for it and certainly some kind of structure of the 
identified critical events may be detected. However, the predominant aim is not to analyse a structure of the 
events but to point out what the events are that are/were critical for the process.  
 
 
4. The tourist destination Fiskars Village - from Ironworks to Structural Transformation  
 
The history of the modern tourist destination Fiskars Village, which is situated in the municipality of Pohja in 
South-western Finland about 100 km west of Helsinki, dates back to 1649 when Fiskars ironworks village 
was founded (Carlson, 1999). There was a period of industrial and economic development in Europe for 
about 160 years after its foundation and despite several changes in ownership, Fiskars gradually developed 
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its skills and reputation into one of the finest ironworks in Northern Europe (Fiskars Oyj Abp, 1999). In the 
19th century Fiskars consolidated its position as the centre of iron manufacturing in Finland and by the 20th 
century Fiskars had become a publicly listed company, Fiskars Oyj Abp (ibid.). However, in 1969 Fiskars 
Corporation underwent a thorough change of direction. The ironworks business, which had been the basis 
for the corporation for 320 years, had to cut back. As a result of the decline in the ironworks industry, the 
industrial operations left Fiskars in the 1970s and ‘80s and the former iron works village emptied (Carlson, 
1999). The change of direction that Fiskars Corporation underwent as a result of the decline in the iron 
business resulted in a transformation where the company developed its reputation as a premier steel and 
ironworks company extending its production into architectural, industrial, agricultural, and home products 
(Fiskars Inc, 1995).  
 
Today the lively community of Fiskars Village has over 600 inhabitants and is continually being developed 
both by Fiskars Corporation and the villagers themselves. Every year there are more than 150 000 visitors in 
the village. The historical village is situated in a river valley along the Fiskars’ river. The central parts of the 
village are owned and maintained by the Corporation, while most apartments and one-family houses (old 
workers’ houses) nowadays are owned by their habitants or by the municipality while they serve as rental 
apartments. An important aspect regarding the village is the focus on renewable energy usage. Many old 
residential buildings have geothermal heating. Firewood is also used as energy resource, since there is 
plenty of “waste wood” available from the local sawmill and from several local carpenters’ workshops. The 
waste-water management system is also new and advanced. In some cases there are private water works 
based on the biological system.    
 
Fiskars Village as well as some of its actors have received numerous awards through the years e.g. Arts 
Council of Uusimaa Award in 1996, Asko-Avonius Award in 1997, State Prize for Art in 1999 and Fiskars 
Village was appointed the Village of the year 2000 in Uusimaa. (Paljakka, 2003) Fiskars Village was also 
awarded the Royal Destination Award for Sustainable Tourism in 2007. The aim of the award is to recognize 
European destinations engaged in outstanding and innovative sustainable practices in tourism. (Fiskars 
Village, 2008) In addition, many members of the Cooperative have received individual awards, e.g. Barbro 
Kulvik and Antti Siltavuori were appointed Industrial Designers of the year 2001, Anneli Sainio received the 
Kaj Franck-prize in 2002, and Pyry Tamminen became the Young Designer of the year 2003 to name just a 
few (Paljakka, 2003). Both the awards for Fiskars Village as well as the awards for the Cooperative and the 
individual artists have strengthened the apparent success of Fiskars Village.         
 
4.1 The tourist destination Fiskars Village from a network perspective 
 
Identifying central actors of the Fiskars village 
 
The tourist destination Fiskars Village is a network consisting of a variety of different actors. The village is 
located in the municipality of Pohja, which has some 5 000 inhabitants. The municipality of Pohja is 
responsible for all the basic services, like general and detail planning, technical engineering, health care and 
social security. Together with Fiskars Corporation they tend to the infrastructure. General planning and detail 
planning are conducted by the municipality but are often financed by the Corporation. The municipal tourist 
administration also cooperates to some extent with the actors of Fiskars Village. Activities and events are 
planned together and marketing is coordinated. Every year, for example, the municipality of Pohja and 
Fiskars Village together take part in the main Travel Fair in Finland.  
 
In Fiskars Village there is a lively community of about 600 inhabitants, and the Fiskars villagers’ association 
is representing the inhabitants in the village community. The villagers’ association is a unifying entity for all 
inhabitants of the village and it cooperates with the Corporation and the Cooperative as well as the other 
associations in the village. The aim of the association is to increase the community spirit and collaboration, 
which is done by arranging activities for villagers of all ages. The community also has its own school, as well 
as many active associations and clubs, for instance a community theatre, several sports clubs and mother 
and child-groups. The villagers have also become committed to ecological thinking in their work and 
everyday life. Old workers’ houses have for instance been renovated into modern homes, respecting 
traditional techniques and recycling. There are also many enterprises in the village, for example a food shop, 
a clothes shop, a building company, restaurants, a hotel, cafés, etc.  
 
The members of the Artisans, Designers and Artists Cooperative of Fiskars live in the village.  Currently the 
Cooperative has a little over 100 members. The purpose of the Cooperative is to promote the businesses 
and marketing of its members who mainly make their living based on the flourishing tourism. Right from start 
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the Cooperative has adopted an ecological lifestyle and closeness to nature as a guiding principle and this is 
reflected in the work of many local artists and craftsmen, since many accentuate recycling or use renewable, 
natural materials, found in the surroundings. The Cooperative arranges year round high quality craft and art 
exhibitions and it runs a showroom “Onoma”, where products by the members are for sale. In addition to 
selling their products to tourists in the Onoma shop, many of the artists and craftsmen also sell their products 
in their own workshops and studios or in various outlets outside of Fiskars.  
 
Fiskars Corporation is responsible for the physical settings of the destination and owns the real estate with 
houses (most of them being old industrial buildings) as well as the land, including parks, green areas and 
forests. In the parks and green areas there are many nature walks. Nature tourism is planned so that it does 
not harm protected areas or disturb the animals. The income from nature tourism is often used to improve 
the conditions of the animals or the nature. Owning old industrial buildings has offered many challenges for 
Fiskars Corporation. There has been a need to restore them to functioning houses while at the same time 
preserving their identity. The local inn, Fiskars Wärdshus (1836), was for instance enlarged a few years ago 
to respond to the increasing demand for rooms. In order to preserve, while at the same time modernizing, 
the new hotel building was built using old methods and recycled materials (e.g. tiles). The interiors of both 
the hotel and the local restaurants have been designed and carried out by local cabinetmakers. The furniture 
is made from local wood and the restaurants often serve locally produced food. 
 
The Corporation rents out spaces for work and showrooms for the Cooperative as well as for the individual 
members of the Cooperative. The Corporation runs a Conference centre, Fiskars Forum, which annually 
brings over 3 000 business clients to the village. The Corporation maintains Fiskars Info, which is one of the 
central forms of cooperation between all actors and enterprises involved with tourism. Furthermore Fiskars 
Corporation cooperates with local companies and tourist enterprises and with several local associations. 
However, Fiskars Corporation is more than just the owner of the land and the buildings. The development of 
Fiskars Village has been personified through the vice-president of the Corporation, and much of the 
development has occurred as a result of ideas and initiatives of the vice-president. The influence and the 
importance of the vice-president is to such a degree central to the current state of the destination, that there 
is a real concern for the future of the destination because the vice-president is about to retire. “Maybe the 
future is a little bit unknown at this moment. There are many people who are soon going to retire.” 
(Respondent P, 2008) 
 
Another group of actors is made up of numerous enterprises, entrepreneurs and associations participating in 
the activities of the village and working together in terms of developing the village. In the village there can be 
found for instance two restaurants (Kopparsmedjan and Wärdshuset), a hotel (Hotel Wärdshuset), a lumber 
company and recently two old and highly valued lifestyle companies (fishing equipment, quality clothes) have 
also moved into the village. A large art and design company, Iittala, is about to set up a shop in the village. 
There is also a village food store, which belongs to the Siwa chain of food stores. During the summer there 
are several cafes (e.g. Gamla Mejeriet, Café Antique) in the village. There is a local history association that 
runs a museum, and during the summer Fiskars Info also employs a group of guides, and these guides 
conduct more than 400 guided tours every season. Because the nature in the village area consists of 
numerous protected habitats and wild animals, e.g. wolf, glutton, bear and northern lynx, all the guides have 
been instructed to avoid the natural areas. Those interested in nature are guided to the built nature paths or 
special guided tours might be arranged with expertise guides. The museum and local history association 
play an important role in preserving the original culture and history of Fiskars. The original culture has been 
extremely well documented and archived by two separate archives, containing several books, studies and 
memoirs, and by a local museum. The local history association also arranges special old time traditions, 
such as seasonal festivals and events. 
 
There is generally a lot of interaction between these actors. For instance the furniture of the restaurants is 
made by the craftsmen of the Cooperative, and the raw material comes from the lumber mill. The restaurants 
are using cutlery made by the members of the Cooperative, as well as products from Iittala. When larger 
groups are visiting Fiskars Forum, Fiskars Info reserves rooms at the hotel and makes reservations in the 
restaurants.  
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Figure 2 Focal actors in the network 
 
Core actors 
 
Essential for the governance in Fiskars Village is that all stakeholders negotiate and collaborate regularly. 
The development of tourism is planned and different stakeholders regularly carry out environmental and 
social impact assessments. However, even if Fiskars Village consists of many actors, not all of them are 
actively participating in the development of the destination and the village. This is in line with Törnroos’ 
(1997) findings that a network typically consists of a core group of actors who collectively make decisions. Of 
the actors outlined above, the Corporation through the vice-president is the prime motivator in the 
development of the village. Through the actions of Fiskars Corporation, the destination has taken shape and 
has been formed over time. The Corporation has also at one point in time intentionally limited the growth of 
the village. “Many are those who would like to have a summer or weekend house in Fiskars, but houses and 
plots are only sold to persons, who commit to living around the year in the village and who are interested in 
participating in the development of the village.” (Respondent M, 2008).  
 
Fiskars Info, maintained by Fiskars Corporation, is a core actor of Fiskars village. Fiskars Info may not be 
involved in the more strategic decision-making processes of Fiskars Village, but it is one of the central forms 
of cooperation between all actors and enterprises involved with tourism. Fiskars Info gathers all relevant 
information about the village, for example produces and distributes brochures and maintains the Fiskars 
village web pages. Fiskars Info also serves as telephone info, makes bookings, arranges guided tours for 
groups etc. Because it has to coordinate various actors and activities within the village, it has to actively 
involve various actors and can, thus, be seen as a unifying factor within the village. 
 
The Cooperative is an important actor and has an important coordinating role in Fiskars Village. With regards 
to this the Cooperative has had a central role in coordinating the activities of the artists and designers. 
Firstly, it is because of the artists, designers and artisans who have made their homes in Fiskars that the 
tourists have become aware of Fiskars Village. For instance many of the valuable industrial buildings have 
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been revitalized to serve as studios and workshops. Secondly, the Cooperative and the local enterprises 
serve as producers of content, e.g. fulfilling the different needs (craft, art, exhibitions, shopping, nature 
tourism, accommodation, restaurants, cafés etc) of the visitors. The Cooperative arranges, for instance, year 
round high quality craft and art exhibitions and it runs the showroom “Onoma”, where products by the 
members are for sale. The present vice-president of Fiskars Corporation has since the foundation of the 
Cooperative acted as its chairman and consequently actively takes part in the decision-making process of 
the Cooperative. 
 
Another core actor is the Fiskars villagers’ association. It is a unifying entity for all inhabitants of the village 
and it cooperates with the Corporation and the Cooperative as well as with most associations in the village. 
A major source of income for the villagers’ association comes from renting spaces in the market square at 
the heart of the village. The aim of the association is to increase the community spirit and collaboration 
among the villagers, which is done by arranging activities for villagers of all ages. 
 
5. Identifying change processes in Fiskars Village 
 
While Pfeffer (1978) argues that change is typically external to the organisation and the organisation must 
adapt as best as it can, Gadde et al. (1989) notes that organisations can also be change agents. In the case 
of the Fiskars tourist destination there is evidence that support both authors’ statements. In 1969 Fiskars 
Corporation underwent a thorough change of direction due to changes in the business environment. As a 
result, the ironworks business, which had been the basis for the Corporation for 320 years, had to cut back. 
Therefore the industrial operations left Fiskars Village in the 1970s and ‘80s and the former iron works village 
emptied (Carlson, 1999). A parallel process to the transformation of Fiskars Corporation from a former 
ironworks into a company producing designer consumer products for a mainly international market was the 
decay of the buildings in the former ironworks village which were owned by Fiskars Corporation. As in other 
traditional industrial communities, a vicious circle of decline was set in motion in Fiskars. When the working 
people moved away, the houses remained deserted and its services floundered (Paljakka, 2003). Critical 
events in the Fiskars network are identified and discussed in the next section. A summary of the critical 
events can be found in table 1 below. 
 
The Fiskars 350 year anniversary 
Because Fiskars Village is rich in history and cultural values, Fiskars Corporation wanted to start new 
activities, which would keep up the traditions when the old industrial community started to decline and 
disappear after the 1970s. Hence, in 1990 a decision was made by Fiskars Corporation that the Fiskars 
works should be restored by 1999, when Fiskars Corporation was to celebrate its 350-year-anniversary. This 
particular event was pointed out by several of the respondents as important and it was something that was 
clearly remembered. Hence, the authors have identified this decision as critical for the development of 
Fiskars Village. “Fiskars Anniversary was massive, then Fiskars became known to a lot of people I think” 
(Respondent J, 2008) represents one of the comments. The respondents defined the experience of the 
anniversary as abnormal (Edvardsson & Luukkonen, 1996) and one respondent remembers that “the events 
were fantastic” (Respondent p, 2008). The anniversary brought an increased self-esteem to the inhabitants 
of Fiskars Village and a realisation that Fiskars is something unique and special. It can also be argued that a 
sense of “us” started developing among the inhabitants and they started feeling allied to each other. Through 
the celebrations of the anniversary, Fiskars Village came to the attention of the media and as a consequence 
more visitors started coming to Fiskars. Fiskars Corporation, hence, took upon itself the role of change 
agent, and although it initially reacted to changes it also, through various actions and reactions, clearly 
introduced a new direction to Fiskars Village. Therefore, the decision to celebrate Fiskars Corporation can be 
seen as a critical event in the development of the destination, as it not only brought publicity to the Fiskars 
Village and its inhabitants, but also strengthened the commitment between the destination and the 
inhabitants, which are important actors in the development process.  
 
 
Establishing Fiskars as a destination 
In 1985, the first ‘art’ tourists had come to Fiskars, and an art show called Expohja was opened in the 
Copper Smithy. These art exhibitions were of varying success, one of the respondents in this study 
commented that “it was modern art, consisting of boards on the floor that nobody understood “(Respondent 
J, 2008) and they came to an end in 1990 after the ‘sixth summer of art’. However, a sense of direction for 
Fiskars was established through the Expohja experimentation. There were three years of no exhibitions but 
the village of Fiskars had nevertheless become interesting thanks to the artists that had moved into the 
village in connection with the Expohja art shows. These initial art activities clearly laid the foundation firstly, 
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for the subsequent art exhibitions starting in 1994 and organized by a group of artists in Fiskars and 
secondly, for the Artisans, Designers and Artists Cooperative of Fiskars that was to be founded in 1996. 
(Paljakka, 2003) The first exhibitions arranged by the craft artists, designers and fine artists in Fiskars in 
1994 had far-reaching results. The exhibition forged the people working with it into a community. The 
reputation of the new Fiskars began to spread. As one of Finland’s daily newspapers Helsingin Sanomat 
wrote in 1997: The cutting edge of Finnish design has moved as if by stealth to Fiskars in Pohja. An absolute 
torrent of design awards has flooded into the old ironworks village this year. (Fiskars Oyj Abp, 1999). The 
Cooperative that was founded in 1996 has today more than 100 members. Fiskars Corporation has also 
started a residence activity in order to promote international artist exchanges. The historical surroundings, 
the beautiful nature and the different exhibitions and events started attracting all the more visitors to the 
village.  
 
Attracting people to Fiskars 
The first step in this change process was to attract new skilful people by offering them cheap houses and 
working spaces, which turned out to be the turning point, and which turned the decay of the village into a 
new rise. An important aspect of attracting skilful people was that all the houses offered to those who moved 
to Fiskars were renovated using traditional methods and renewable materials. Also when building new 
houses the emphasis lay on using local materials, such as wood and recycled tiles, when possible. 
 
In 1994 the first Fiskars art and design exhibition was held, starting a snowball effect that increased the 
reputation of Fiskars Village. The actions of Fiskars Corporation are a clear indication of one of the main 
issues of network dynamics, that is, change develops mainly through mobilization and coordination of 
activities and resources (Hertz, 1992). According to Johns & Mattsson (2004) networks are rarely formed by 
design, and emerge initially. The development of a network also requires activation of activities and 
resources (Hertz, 1992). In the case of Fiskars Village there are elements of both planned and directed 
network formation and a gradual emergence of the destination network. As a result of the decline of the 
ironworks business, in the mid-1980s Fiskars Village was a desolate village, where only a few native 
inhabitants still lived. Fiskars Corporation appointed a new vice-president in 1987 in charge of the Fiskars 
ironworks. The new vice-president decided on a new direction for the works and actively started recruiting by 
handpicking actors to the village. The Corporation decided to attract craftsmen and artists to move to the 
Fiskars village by offering inexpensive apartments and working studios. Most of the first craftsmen and artists 
were handpicked, and each had to go though an application process “Everyone who wants to move here has 
to fill in a 3-page application form” (Respondent I, 2008). In other words, much of the change in the network 
has been initiated by the Corporation or by the vice-president. The Corporation and the vice-president have 
actively mobilized actors and resources in order to develop the destination network. The Fiskars network has 
not evolved on its own, but is an intentionally created network as a result of one actor’s activities, i.e. the 
vice- president selecting craftsmen and artists to the village.  
 
Although certainly not all outcomes have been a result of conscious planning, initially many of the activities 
have been designed by the vice-president. The village was being repopulated according to a plan and most 
of the future habitants were personally contacted and given an offer that was hard to resist (Paljakka, 2003). 
One of the first artists in Fiskars described the village in the 1980s as “a sleepy place” (ibid.). The artisans, 
designers and artists who from the beginning of the 1990s moved into the old ironworks village brought a 
new kind of vitality to Fiskars and this artist community has played an important role in the development of 
the village into what it is today (Fiskars Oyj Abp, 1999). Thus, actions taken by the vice-president and 
Fiskars Corporation were carried out in order to attract inhabitants and actors who can develop the 
destination further. The immigration of skilful people can therefore be seen as a critical event, which 
furthermore was intentionally designed by Fiskars Corporation. A network of actors, both individuals as well 
as firms, was established as an outcome of the mobilization process, which Fiskars Corporation initiated 
through its endeavours to resurrect Fiskars and develop the village into an attractive destination. This was, 
as already mentioned, done through the development of Fiskars Village. After a decision had been made to 
revitalize the old ironworks, the development of the destination (network) had initially been largely designed. 
Consequently, the development of the destination has been an active and planned mobilization of actors, 
activities and resources. There was a conscious decision to introduce change. 
 
One important process that has taken place is that everyone who has moved to any of the buildings owned 
by Fiskars Corporation in Fiskars Village has had to make a commitment to the village. The agreement has 
been that Fiskars Corporation offers housing at a low cost, and in return inhabitants move permanently to the 
village and participate in the development of the community. In fact, it has not been possible to buy housing 
or land unless settling permanently in the village. Since many of the facilities were in poor condition when the 
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first artists and craftsmen moved to Fiskars, a lot of work and cooperation has been needed. “I think the first 
artist who moved here must have been crazy. I mean, there was nothing here. There were, however, a lot of 
opportunities.” (Respondent I, 2008). By being involved in the restoration of Fiskars Village, the actors have 
through their own actions helped reach the destination’s goals.  
 
Forming the Cooperative 
Forming the Cooperative in 1996 has been an important process in the development of Fiskars Village. The 
process of starting the Cooperative meant that the initial actors in the development of the “new” Fiskars 
village created a forum where they were able to exchange ideas and thoughts about the future development 
of the village. The foundation of this Cooperative clearly strengthened the network. Up until then Fiskars 
Corporation and its vice-president had been the main actors but the Cooperative soon became a strong co-
actor willing to develop the network further. New members automatically accepted the values of the 
Cooperative and it made the socialisation process smooth and it was easy to adjust to Fiskars Village and 
the sense of “us” was further strengthened through this association. The Cooperative has since the 
beginning arranged annual exhibitions and their activities are organised with an executive manager, an office 
and a shop in combination with a showroom where the products of the artists are sold and exhibited: “…art, 
not kitsch – for once completely different objects” the German interior decoration magazine Schöner Wohnen 
noted after a visit to Fiskars in 1998 (Fiskars Oyj Abp, 1999). The Cooperative strived for a professionalism 
of a new kind in Fiskars and serious marketing campaigns for Fiskars Village were started. As one of the 
respondents, who is himself not a member of the Cooperative, notes: The foundation of the Cooperative was 
a strength for Fiskars since there came people here who were good at their profession (Respondent J, 
2008).     
 
The Cooperative has also become a strong actor in coordinating the activities and resources of a wide range 
of different artists and craftsmen. Early on it was decided that the Cooperative should focus on recruiting all 
kinds of artists, which meant that Fiskars turned out to become an artist colony of more than 20 different 
disciplines. This kind of multi-disciplinary activity has spawned many new ideas and interesting exhibitions 
and works of art. Another important issue in the formation of the Cooperative and its gradual evolvement is 
the strong emphasis on the social aspects of the network. In a sense, the Cooperative has become one of 
the main instruments for creating the strong sense of “us” and identity of Fiskars Village. “It didn’t take us 
long, we come quite quickly into it. Everyone here welcomes new arrivals, It’s very easy to get started here. 
We did not have any problems feeling at home here.” (Respondent M, 2008). In other words, the 
Cooperative has had an important role in getting the members to commit to the destination, and attitudinal 
commitment is also what Lordkipanidze et al. (2005) see as an important element in the development of a 
network. While conducting the interviews in Fiskars Village the authors of this paper have on many 
occasions noted that there is a very strong sense of “us” within the destination network. “I get along really 
well with everyone here, and it is easy to deal with the people here on a daily basis. In that sense I think that 
we have a good group of people here. And that is after all what is important” (Respondent J, 2008). There is 
even an internal joke among the residents that Fiskars should become its own municipality “We are almost 
already like our own municipality” (Respondent P. 2008). There is much evidence that the actors within the 
network have a real desire to invest in actions that strengthen the network. Many local actors, among them 
several enterprises, have a serious commitment to local services, sometimes even if they are municipal 
services. The actors, for instance, cooperate with the school and sponsor local associations, organisations 
and events. One example of such cooperation is the local sports ground, which was renovated by a few local 
companies and by voluntary work. Also, the brand new children’s playground and a new tennis hall were 
built in cooperation with local associations, local enterprises and Fiskars Corporation. 
 
The fact that there was a need for establishing the Cooperative in order to plan the future developments of 
the destination is here considered a critical event. The Cooperative has initiated further cooperation within 
the network and has managed to strengthen the feeling of belonging among inhabitants and network 
members. However, the Cooperative has grown considerably in twelve years from 30 to 107 members and 
there is a reflection that the strong attitudinal commitment that Lordkipanidze et al. (2005) point out as a key 
component in the development of a network has been weakened to some degree over the years with the 
growth of the Cooperative. The component of working together within the Cooperative has an important 
social role, this spirit has to some extent disappeared over the years and it is impossible to force it back. 
(Respondent m, 2008) The individual actor’s desire to invest in actions aiming at reaching the network’s 
goals is no longer necessarily the primary force for his/her actions. However, the same respondent points out 
in another comment that among the older members in the Cooperative a strong sense of us (authors’ 
highlight) still exists and the feeling that we are working towards a common goal (Respondent m, 2008). 
These comments could be an indication that the organizational process of the network is moving into a ‘new’ 
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developmental phase, since the members of the Cooperative nowadays to a large extent find new members 
themselves. In the beginning it was mainly the vice-president who as the central strong actor of the network 
with his own clear vision chose the new members. Although the vice-president is a member of the board of 
the Cooperative, perhaps as the Cooperative has grown to over 100 members, all the members do not share 
that strong vision. That could be one reason why the sense of “us” seems to be weakened within the 
network. Also, the fact that the vice-president is about to retire can be seen as a potential critical event, as it 
may lead to change in the network. A successor may view the development of Fiskars and its surrounding 
network in a different way, thus directing change processes in other directions. However, since the outcome 
of the current vice-president’s retirement is unknown, it is merely acknowledged in the analysis. 
 
Developing the destination network further 
Although there is a strong commitment to the network, the actors of Fiskars Village have sometimes differing 
ideas about the development of the network, for instance whether the destination should be open year round 
or just during the peak summer season. One of the respondent’s points out that in her six years in Fiskars 
Village the most noticeable change is that: “The Cooperative has started having exhibitions also in the 
winter. In general we have more activities nowadays in the wintertime”. (Respondent E, 2008) These 
exhibitions have until this year been involving a loss “but the word is spreading among visitors that we are 
open and this year’s exhibition has had most visitors ever in the winter” (Respondent, M 2008). Actions to 
aim at year round activities have not been cheered and picked up by all the actors in the network. There are 
actors who prefer a longer summer season instead of year round activities. However, a representative from 
the Cooperative says that “everybody would keep their shops open year round is a utopia but it would benefit 
the whole place” (Respondent M, 2008). The fact that some people are against keeping the destination 
available for tourists all year round is a potential critical event, since it largely tells how the destination will 
develop in the future. If all year round access is granted to Fiskars Village, new development opportunities 
arise, whereas granting access only during summer may either restrict development or also, strengthen the 
image of Fiskars Village as a summer destination. Either way, the outcome of the process will be change 
also in the destination network, as additional resources may be needed if Fiskars Village is to be open all-
year-round. 
 
Some of the actors do not see a need for further change, while others feel that more change must be 
introduced. However, strong social relationships enable an exchange of ideas and information, and clearly is 
a tool for solving and dealing with problems that arise (Granovetter, 1985). Johns and Mattson (2004) 
emphasise that within tourist destinations social relationships have an important function, and one aspect of 
it is that both formal as well as informal collaboration play a vital role in tourist destinations. It is also clear 
that in the Fiskars network there is no clear boundary between formal and informal. “Many ideas are hatched 
in Wärdshuset (one of the local restaurants) in the middle of the night” (Respondent I, 2008).  
 
 
Event Trigger  Process Outcome 
Restoration of Fiskars 
Works 

Fiskars Corporation 350 
year anniversary 
celebration 

1. The vice-president 
suggested in 1991 to 
develop Fiskars in time 
for the anniversary 
celebration 
2. The aim was to 
achieve visiblity and 
publicity for the Fiskars 
brand 

1. Identification with 
Fiskars by inhabitants 
and attitudinal 
commitment 
2. Publicity for Fiskars 
Corporation 

Immigration of skilful 
people 

1. Fiskars Corporation’s 
activity in informing 
individuals about Fiskars 
2. Marketing campaigns 
3. Future vision of 
Fiskars as a flourishing 
destination by the vice-
president 

1. Organizing exhibitions 
2. Offering housing and 
working spaces 
3. Handpicked 
inhabitants (not 
everybody are allowed 
to live in Fiskars) 

Development of a lively 
and functioning 
destination 

The Cooperative The need for a forum for 
exchanging ideas on 
future developments 
(coordinating the 

Emphasis on the social 
ties in the network 

1. Identification among 
inhabitants with Fiskars 
and attitudinal 
commitment 
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development) 2. Development of 
network 
 

 
Table 1. Critical events in the Fiskars network 
 
 
 
6. Concluding discussion 
 
Ford, et al (2002) as well as Tinsley & Lynch (2001) have pointed out that networks have no objective 
boundaries or specific centre. Understanding and mapping the Fiskars Village network is as demanding and 
complex as the researchers above point out. On the one hand, Fiskars Village is a tightly knit network of 
actors working towards a common goal. It is possible to identify a few core actors, and a number of actors 
who do not actively take part in the decision-making process, but who nevertheless contribute to the 
development. The actors in the network have also developed a strong common identity, defining them as 
“us”. In this sense it seems an easy task to draw a network map or network picture of the network. However, 
the governance of the village is a rather complex collaboration of several parties: the municipality, the 
Corporation, the Cooperative, the Fiskars villagers’ association, other associations and also the 
entrepreneurs and companies that function in the village. Fiskars Corporation is, in turn, owned by a number 
of old families, for instance the Julin and Ehrnrooth families. They bring knowledge, expertise and decision- 
making influence to the process of developing Fiskars Village.  
 
Because the municipality is responsible for basic services, local politicians should also be drawn into the 
network map of Fiskars village. The restaurants of the village use local produce as much as possible, 
meaning that for instance regional farmers are included in the network map. Because a company such as 
Iittala, along with the lifestyle shops located in Fiskars Village they will bring with them their own supplier 
networks, which make the total network map even more complicated.  
 
However, despite the complexity of any network and Fiskars Village in specific, for the purpose of 
understanding why and how Fiskars village has developed, it is valid to say that the main actors contributing 
to the development are Fiskars Corporation and especially the vice-president, the Cooperative, Fiskars Info 
and the villagers’ association. 
 
This study has revealed several important processes for successful destination development. Processes 
creating attitudinal commitment are important. Creating a successful destination requires that the actors 
involved in the destination network are committed to the development of the destination beyond expecting 
purely financial returns as compensation for the efforts that are required for creating a successful destination. 
This study clearly points out that the actors have a strong common identity and a strong sense of unity. In 
other words, it is important to put into motion processes that create cohesion and fellowship among the 
actors. 
 
This study has also showed that there is, at least initially, a need for a strong actor with decision-making 
power with a vision about the future development of the destination. When the destination is coming into 
existence it is likely that many of the actors do not have a common or similar vision of the future of the 
destination. Therefore a strong focal actor needs to be able to push forward towards a common vision. An 
important characteristic of the strong focal actor in the early stages of destination development is the ability 
to develop and maintain strong social relationships. By creating strong social relationships a positive 
atmosphere is created where different challenges and difficulties can be solved. Through social relationships 
it will also be possible to create an identity for the destination. In the case of Fiskars Village the actors have 
adapted sustainable development as a core value and identity. Social, ecological and economic 
considerations are continuously guiding the development of the destination. The knowledge of the historical 
traditions and environmental resources in the village have played a central role in the planning and fulfilling 
of actions in terms of sustainable tourism development. On the other hand, it has also been recognized that 
choices that respect the environment, such as energy efficiency and recycling also are economical in the 
long run. This is essential, because the aim of tourism is to guarantee the well being of the community and 
the environment.    
 
In addition to collaboration, long-term planning is crucial for successful destination development. In the case 
of Fiskars Village the development of the destination as well as tourism has been deliberately planned and 
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controlled. An overview of the village shows that the ironworks looks almost the same as centuries ago. The 
identity of the village and single buildings has been maintained. Collaboration and long-term planning with 
impact assessments are underlined in the governance of the village.  
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Abstract 
 
This paper highlights a new perspective to destination management based on the assumption that a tourism 
destination’s primary competitive advantage is the distinct travel experience that it has to offer. This suggests 
that traditional destination management perspectives need to be amended in order to put the travel 
experience at the heart of the strategic decision-making process. This paper proposes a two-step travel 
experience-oriented destination management approach. The first step is the step of making the promise for 
an experience through the promotional and branding efforts of a destination. At the second step the 
destination management processes are aligned with fulfilling of the promise and facilitating a distinct 
experience. In order to achieve this, there is a need for better understanding of how the travel experience is 
shaped and how different factors lead to the formation of strong and positive retrospective evaluations. A 
hypothesized structure of travel experience value chain is proposed for future research. 

 
Keywords: travel experience, experiential consumption, experience value chain 
 
 
Introduction 
Imagine going on an anticipated leisure trip after a string of overwhelmingly busy months. You have 
rewarded yourself with the opportunity to visit an exotic country from your “top” list and leave home filled with 
anticipation. The trip to the destination is not a pleasant one – there are flight delays and the airline loses 
your luggage only to find it three days after your vacation has started. At the destination you end up having 
an exciting time albeit some inconsistencies in service quality and deviations from the originally planned 
itinerary. The return trip is smooth and before you know it, you are back at the office sharing with your 
colleagues the memories from the exotic experience.  
How do you evaluate a travel experience like that and what determines whether you will perceive it as a 
meaningful one (Boswijk et al, 2007) or not? Does the failure of the airline impact your perceptions of the 
destination experience or you see the airline and the destination as two independent sources of different 
experiences (Lau-Gesk, 2001, 2005)? Do you perceive the high level of anticipation preceding the trip as 
well as the excitement of sharing your memories with close ones after the trip as components of the travel 
experience itself? 
This paper reports on ongoing research that attempts to find systematic answers to these questions, some of 
which have been raised in tourism literature in the past. Drawing on findings from the domains of consumer 
behavior, tourism and leisure literature streams, as well as the initial analysis of a recently completed 
qualitative study, it proposes a value chain framework for analyzing travel experiences. This work starts by 
introducing the principles of experiential consumption and the experience in the context of travel. This is 
followed by a review of existing knowledge about how consumers evaluate experiences and what that 
means from a destination management perspective. A discussion of the results of a preliminary study and 
the findings from the detailed literature review lead to propositions for future research steps.  
 

                                                 
* The author would like to thank Dr. Donald Hawkins for inspiring and facilitating the generation of some of 
the preliminary ideas that have led to this research. 
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Experiential Aspects of Consumption 
In 1999, the authors of a well-cited and widely discussed book, published by the Harvard Business School 
Press, officially welcomed us to the Experience Economy (Pine & Gilmore, 1999) and introduced the notion 
that consumers desire experiences while businesses respond by designing and promoting services and 
goods, which “engage individual customers in a way that creates a memorable event” (Pine & Gilmore, 
1998). Even though Pine and Gilmore (1998) were successful in drawing the attention of broader circles of 
practitioners and researchers to the experience economy philosophy, a lot of the ideas that they focused the 
spotlight on, have been fueling discussions in consumer behavior literature for more than two decades. 
Holbrook (2000) traces the acknowledged existence of experiential consumption back to the writings of 
classical economists like Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes (Lebbergott, 1993). In one of the pioneer 
articles on this topic, Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) bring together hints from works published as early as 
in the 1950s that there are “symbolic” aspects of consumption which supplement the purely functional ones 
(for example Levy, 1959 as cited in Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). The two authors introduce the concept 
“hedonic consumption” or “facets of consumer behavior that relate to the multisensory, fantasy and emotive 
aspects of one's experience with products”. They analyze four major aspects of the hedonic vs. the 
traditional perspective (mental construct, product classes, product usage and individual differences) in their 
effort to illuminate the new form of consumption “involving a steady flow of fantasies, feelings, and fun” 
(Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982) or the “three Fs” (Holbrook, 2000). In more recent conceptualizations hedonic 
or experiential consumption is also presented as manifestation of post-modernity where the line between 
consumption and production is blurred and the consumer takes an active part in the production process 
(Hopkinson & Pujari, 1999; Firat & Clifford, 1997).  
Experiential consumption is not clearly defined in literature but the most commonly cited conceptualizations 
suggest that it engages multiple senses, provokes real or fantasized imagery and triggers emotions 
(Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Building on the work of Pine and Gilmore 
(1999) Boswijk et al. (2007) add that an important condition for competitive consumption experiences is that 
they provide meaning to the individual in the different contexts of her/his life. These four key characteristics 
account for one of the specifics of experiential consumption - the strong dependence on individual 
differences (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982) based on individual life themes and personality (Mick & Buhl, 
1992), inclination to relate to personal stories (Padgett & Allen, 1997), assigned by the individual value and 
interest in the specific product (Mano & Oliver, 1993), perceived risk (Chaudhuri, 2002), individual 
consumption-related emotions (Richins, 1997; Lau-Gesk, 2005), entrenched value systems (Nelson, 2004) 
and so on. This relates to Pine and Gilmore’s (1998) insight that the experiential economic offerings are with 
a uniquely internal (to the consumer) nature.  
The multidimensional nature of consumption experiences and the dictating importance of the individual make 
analyzing them challenging. In most consumption realities, the experience is a complex series of events 
evoking responses with different intensity (for example Ariely, 1998) and different valence (for example Celsi 
et al., 1993). The context of leisure travel, complex in itself, makes the analysis of experiential consumption 
especially challenging but serves as an arena for some of the most insightful studies on the topic (Arnould & 
Price, 1993; Celsi et al., 1993; Hopkinson & Pujari, 1999).  
 
 
The Travel Experience 
There does not seem to be much disagreement on the fact that the key offering or the product in the context 
of travel is the experience. The physical attributes of a destination are not the actual drivers of consumer 
choice (Kim and Agrusa, 2005); the real preferences of travelers are increasingly associated with the 
“seeking lifestyle fulfillment and experience” (Morgan & Pritchard, 2004) and interest in attractions “modeled 
on the structure of the ego” (Maccannell, 2002).  
The nature of the product in this context is naturally associated with specifics that impact the profile of the 
consumption experience. Assuming a destination-level point of view, an easy to recognize challenge is 
associated with the complexity of the tourism product (for example: Gnoth, 2002; Morgan et al., 2002; Ekinci 
& Hosany, 2006) and the challenge of unifying the many attributes of a destination (Gnoth, 2002) into a 
single harmonious offering. What travelers purchase is essentially an amalgam of products, services and 
experiences (Murphy et al. 2000) delivered through a network of providers. The complexity of the tourism 
product and the changing dynamics of supply and demand (for example Ryan, 2002) impact the ways 
experience is conceptualized by tourism scholars (Uriely, 2005) and prevent the closing of the “gap between 
tourist experience and the representation of that experience” (Cary, 2004). The shifts that the concept has 
undergone are clearly illustrated in a detailed tracking of its development offered by Uriely (2005) and 
summarized in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1:  
The Changing Conceptualization of the Travel Experience  
(based on Uriely, 2005) 
 
PAST TODAY 
Everyday life and travel experience are 
complete opposites 

Merging of everyday life and leisure 
experiences 

Unified/group experience Individualization of the travel experience 
Control over the experience is in the industry Control over the experience is entirely in the 

hands of the traveler 
Search of solid and clear conceptualization of 
the experience 

Acceptance of the relative nature of the 
experience 

 
 
There are two dimensions characterizing the dynamic development of travel experience in the context of 
contemporary industry trends: its diversification, and the growing engagement of the visitor in an actual 
relationship with the destination. The diversification aspect is associated with the growing variety of 
experiences available in the industry (Wickens, 2002) and the growing “multiplicity” of experiences that 
visitors seek to include in one trip or vacation (Uriely et al. 2002, Frauman & Norman, 2004). For example, it 
is not unusual for today’s travelers to combine a relaxing sun and sand experience, exciting visit to ancient 
cultural heritage sites, thrilling mountain-climbing adventure and modern urban experience as part of visiting 
just one country. The specific for tourism diversity-seeking nature of demand (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000) 
essentially modifies the structure of destination loyalty and replaces repeat purchase with intention to 
recommend as the main success measure of destination performance (Ekinci & Hosany, 2006).  
The growing importance of sustainable development (Hassan, 2000) and the place has led to a stronger 
focus on the destination in contemporary travel itineraries. This is translated in the elevated importance of 
local culture (Wickens, 2002), host communities (Prentice, et al. 1994) and the impact that the traveler has 
on the destination (Frauman & Norman, 2004). Another trend is the increasingly individualized and 
customized nature of travel experiences with great emphasis on stimulation, social interaction and learning 
(Ritchie & Crouch, 2003). Relaxation is increasingly combined with social value (Foot & Stoffman, 2001 as 
cited in Ritchie & Crouch, 2003) and holiday activities are linked with involvement and local contribution. 
These trends have fueled the identification and establishment of new niche market categories among which 
the recently introduced SAVE (SAVE = Scientific, Academic, Volunteer & Educational) tourism (GWU, 2003) 
and geotourism (National Geographic, NA).  
 
 
The Travel Experience as a Driver of Competitiveness 
Regardless of the type of destination and the nature of its offerings, it is the experiences “superior to that of 
the alternative destinations” that create a competitive advantage in the tourism industry (Dwyer & Kim, 
2003). A recent review of competitiveness models (Gomezelj & Mihalič, 2008) in tourism literature reveals 
that they usually put focus on integrating processes like policy development, targeted promotion, resource 
management (Hassan, 2000; Ritchie & Crouch, 2003) and involvement of a broad circle of stakeholders 
(Sheehan & Ritchie, 2005). Using Michael Porter’s (1990) framework Ritchie & Crouch (2003) suggest that a 
destination’s core and supporting resources as well as its characteristics constitute the foundation for its 
comparative advantage but what creates competitive advantage is the sustained ability to use this 
comparative advantage in the most effective way. Given that the main driver of travel is the search for 
distinct experiences, it could be concluded that a destination’s competitive advantage depends on its 
capacity to consistently and effectively facilitate a high-quality distinct travel experience. This recognition 
requires the proposition of a sensible travel experience-focused management approach, which helps 
countries and destinations increase their competitiveness by facilitating distinct travel experiences that make 
them stand out among their competitors. That could be achieved through a two-step travel experience-
oriented destination management approach (Hawkins & Nikolova, 2005). The first step is inviting travelers for 
an experience through destination promotion and branding. In order to create and sustain brand equity there 
is a need to establish a relationship (Keller, 2008) with the traveler at the pre-consumption phase. This 
means that destination management processes should be aligned with fulfilling of the brand promise through 
a reiterative process of auditing and facilitating the travel experience (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2:  
The Travel Experience-Oriented Approach to Destination Management 
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Given the already mentioned individual nature of experiential consumption and the destination-traveler 
relationship, it is necessary to make a distinction between the concepts of managing experience and 
facilitating experience. The travel experience is constructed from many individual-based elements including 
past travels (Lehto, et al. 2004), the company the tourist is enjoying (Trauer & Ryan, 2004), one’s 
“personality and biography” (Mohsin, 2005), attitudes and perceptions (Kim & Agrusa, 2005), education 
(Mohsin, 2005) and knowledge (Trauer & Ryan, 2005; Mohsin, 2005), and affective associations (Mohsin, 
2005). Lehto et al. (2004) suggest that an experience cannot be fully duplicated even if an individual visits 
the same place or attraction twice. Because the individual nature of an experience is firmly established, it 
would be difficult to claim that anyone outside the individual visitor actually manages it. However, by creating 
and managing a rich menu of activities, attractions, infrastructure and facilities, service providers and 
destination managers might go as far as facilitating the travel experience.  
 
 
Analyzing Experiential Consumption in Travel 
If the travel experience is to be put in the heart of destination management processes, there needs to be 
thorough understanding of how it is shaped. Tourism literature offers a number of studies which have 
focused on different components of the overall tourist experience – cultural attractions like museums (Ryan 
& Higgins, 2006) and heritage sites (Poria et al. 2006), accommodation facilities (for example McIntosh & 
Siggs, 2005; Obenour et al. 2006), leisure activities (Arnould & Price, 1993; Celsi et al., 1993; Hopkinson & 
Pujari, 1999). A set of articles published in a special edition of the Journal of Leisure Research (1998, 30/4) 
devoted to the multi-dimensional nature of leisure experiences provide additional insight on choice and 
preference factors (Siderelis & Moore, 1998), the impact of social factors on leisure experiences (Stodolska, 
1998), the flow of multiple-day experiences (Hultsman, 1998), human interaction with wilderness (Patterson 
et al., 1998), and the relationship between the leisure experience and off-site benefits (Walker et al., 1998). 
However, there has been little effort in proposing an overall framework analyzing the total travel experience 
with all its components.  
The integrated approaches to understanding the entire destination travel experience have taken a temporal 
perspective. The most widely-cited structure is Clawson and Knetsch’s (1966) five-phase model of the 
“recreational experience”. The five phases that they propose are: anticipation phase, travel to the site, on-
site activity, return travel, and a recollection phase. Even though visitors use tourism products and engage in 
a relationship with the destination during the first four phases, the last phase is most powerful in terms of 
impacting their evaluation of the experience (Clawson & Knetsch, 1966). This is the stage when all events 
are reflected upon and the final positive or negative long-term satisfaction is formed based on the 
expectations shaped at the anticipation phase (Figure 3). A more detailed conceptualization suggests that 
the travel experience is constructed from a much longer series of “experience points” (Braithwaite, 1992) 
starting with the pre-trip search for information and again ending with the traveler’s reflections upon return. 
Every step or service that a destination visitor is exposed to, including making an online reservation, taking a 
taxi to airport, going through immigration check upon arrival or checking into the hotel at the destination, 
represents an experience point contributing to the overall travel experience.  
 

Experience 
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Figure 3: 
The Travel Experience Value Chain 

 
 
 
Even though from a process perspective breaking down the travel experience into temporal phases seems 
reasonable, adopting a consumer-based focus requires a different approach. What becomes important is 
how the experience of each traveler is formed and how it evolves after s/he leaves the destination. Given the 
already mentioned diversity-seeking nature of tourism demand (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000), destinations 
should see the maximum and positive word of mouth linked to their visitors’ retrospective travel experience 
evaluation as an important driver of future arrivals and expenditures. This essentially turns the retrospective 
evaluation of travel experience into an important asset for tourism places. In essence, retrospective 
evaluation becomes more important than the experience itself because behavior outcomes (future purchase 
decisions, word of mouth, etc.) occur when travelers are outside of the destination setting and are driven by 
the memories for experienced positive or negative events rather than the original events themselves (for 
example Ratner et al., 1999; Cowley, 2007, Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, Ariely & Zauberman, 2000).  
 
 
Reconstructing Retrospective Evaluation 
There are two main approaches to understanding how consumers retrospectively evaluate experiences that 
consist of multiple events (Dalakas, 1999): temporal integration and weighted average. Temporal integration 
assumes that every event in the experiential series carries equal value in the construction of the final 
evaluation at the post-consumption stage. Taking the example from the introduction of this paper, this would 
mean that the retrospective evaluation would include equal values for the anticipation (event 1), the trip to 
the destination (event 2), the onsite experience (event 3), the trip back (event 4) and the sharing of 
memories with colleagues at the office (event 5). A representation of the experience using [+] to mark 
positive events, [-] to mark negative events and [n] to mark neutral events would look like this: 
 
Figure 4:  
Exotic Trip Experience Series A 
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If positive and negative events are assigned a value of [1] and neutral events the value [0], then the temporal 
integration of the series would equal:  
1 – 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 
Most research on the topic reveals that temporal integration does not offer an accurate explanation of how a 
global evaluation is constructed at a post-consumption phase (for example Varey & Kahneman, 1992; 
Kahneman et al., 1997; Ariely, 1998, Lau-Gesk, 2001; Ariely & Carmon, 2000; Ariely & Zauberman, 2003). 
Several of the research publications on the topic illustrate this finding by quoting Kundera’s statement (1991 
as cited in Ariely, 1998) that “memory does not take film, it takes photographs”. This suggests that a 
weighted average approach might be more relevant in illuminating the structure of retrospective evaluation. 
According to it, retrospective global evaluation of a complex experience is constructed by key events 
(photographs) of experienced instants (Ratner et al., 1999). There are several theoretical propositions as to 
how that occurs. 
  
Peak and End  
One suggestion is that evaluation is based on the weighted average of the intensity of the peak moment and 
the final moment in the experience series (Kahneman et al., 1997). To illustrate this let’s take a slightly 
modified version of the earlier example whereby positive events can be valued between +1 and +3 
depending on their intensity, and negative events can be valued between 1- and – 3.  
 
Figure 5:  
Exotic Trip Experience Series B 

 
 
The peak-and-end approach means that the retrospective evaluation would be based on the average of the 
intensity of the on-site experience (+3) and the intensity of the end moment of sharing memories with 
colleagues (+2). Using an equation representation this would mean that the experience is evaluated as 
follows: 
 

2 – 2 + 3 + 0 + 2 = 3 + 2 / 2 = 2.5 
 
 
Cohesive vs. Segmented Event Series 
A set of experiments shows that when respondents perceive the experiences in a series as integrated (i.e. 
belonging together) the global evaluation is based on gestalt characteristics (Ariely, 1998) like peak moment, 
end moment and overall trend (improving or declining). In cases when respondents perceive the events in an 
experiential series as segmented, each segment is evaluated based on gestalt characteristics and all 
segment evaluations are integrated to form the global evaluation Ariley & Zauberman, 2000, 2003; 
Loewenstein & Prelec, 1991). This finding means that one and the same experience series will generate 
different global evaluations based on the consumer perceptions as to whether it is cohesive or segmented. 
Let’s illustrate with the already used example. In a hypothetical scenario 1 the traveler perceives the trip as a 
series constructed from individual segments: segment a: [the information search and the anticipation], 
segment b: [the flight and the airport immigration check], segment c: [days1, 2, 3], segment d: [return flight, 
arriving home], segment e: [recollecting the experience, sharing stories with friends]. An illustration would 
look like this: 
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Figure 6:  
Exotic Trip Segmented Experience Series 

 
An equation estimation of this scenario would look like this: 
 
[1 + 3/ 2] + [- 1 – 2/ 2] + [1 + 2 + 3/ 3] + [0 + 1/ 2] + [2 + 3/ 2] =  
2 – 1.5 + 2 + 0.5 + 2.5 = 4.5 
 
In hypothetical scenario 2 the traveler perceives the entire experience as cohesive and forms a global 
evaluation based on the peak and the end moments: 
 
Figure 7:  
Exotic Trip Cohesive Experience Series 

 
 
Using an equation based on the average of the peak and the end moments (Ariely & Zauberman, 2000), the 
estimated evaluation is: 
3 + 3/ 2 = 3 
 
Similarity of Sources 
Based on a thorough analysis of existing theory Lau-Gesk (2001, 2005) proposes that retrospective 
formation of global evaluation of complex experiences can be based on ambivalence or coping strategies. 
Her hypothesis is that the moderator in the relationship between experience and evaluation strategy is the 
perception for similarity of the sources of experiences. For example, the salad, the main course and the 
desert for lunch on the first vacation day would typically be perceived as three similar sources (food, lunch 
meal) of experiential response. At the same time, the bus ride to a local cultural attraction, the visit of the 
attraction and the rest at the beach afterwards would be three different sources of experiential response for 
the traveler. Through a series of experiments Lau-Gesk (2001, 2005) demonstrates that when consumers 
perceive the sources in a string of experiences as similar, global evaluation is based on peak and end 
instants; however, when consumers perceive the sources as dissimilar, their global evaluation is based on a 
temporal proximity strategy, which integrates positive and negative events. This means that in the case of 
the three meals, if the salad evokes neutral response, the main course evokes negative response, and the 
desert evokes a positive response, the global evaluation will be driven by the positive end moment. At the 
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same time, if the main course constitutes a positive experience and the desert - a negative experience, the 
global evaluation will be impacted by the negative end moment.  
 
Figure 8:  
Similar Sources Series 

 
 
In the case of different experiential sources, global evaluations are thought to be based on mental 
accounting strategies integrating positive and negative experiences to achieve maximum utility (Cowley, 
2008). In other words, when consumers are evaluating a series of events from dissimilar sources they may 
produce different evaluation depending on the temporal proximity of the positive and negative events. This 
means that in the cultural attraction visit scenario, if the traveler perceives the bus ride as a neutral 
experience, the crowdedness at the cultural site as a source of negative experience and the rest at the 
beach as a positive experience [n, -, +], s/he will offset the negative response by integrating the cultural site 
experience and the beach experience. The same evaluation will be accumulated if the cultural site evokes 
positive response and the beach – negative.  
 
Figure 9:  
Dissimilar Sources Series with Temporal Proximity 
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However, if the bus ride is bumpy and unpleasant, the cultural site is a neutral event and the beach is a 
positive event [-, n, +], or the bus ride is enjoyable because of great scenery along the way, the cultural site 
is neutral and the beach is crowded and unpleasant [+, n, -], the positive experience will not serve as a buffer 
of the negative one and the global evaluation will be more negative.  
 
Figure 10:  
Dissimilar Sources Series without Temporal Proximity 

 
 
 
Importance of Sequence 
Research has shown that sequence of events impacts global evaluation as well and that this may be 
associated with the so called “preference for happy endings” (for example Ariely & Zauberman, 2003). In a 
series of studies Ross and Simonson (1991) demonstrate that regardless of the size of the gain ($85 or $15) 
or loss ($85 or $15) individuals prefer a sequence whereby the gain comes at the end. In addition, Ariely 
(1998) demonstrates that an improving intensity trend (Varey & Kahneman, 1992) of moments in the latter 
half of an experienced series carries more positive weight for the global evaluation (Ariely & Zauberman, 
2003). For example, two series of three events – one positive, one negative and one neutral – may lead to 
different retrospective evaluations depending on the sequence and the overall trend. Taking again the earlier 
day-trip examples the illustration of this observation can be illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 11:  
Similar Event Series with Different Overall Trends 

 
 
Summary 
Theory suggests that there are two general global evaluation strategies that consumers use for complex 
experiences: temporal integration and weighted average. Most researchers prove that the latter is a more 
realistic framework but propose different modes in which it is applied. A number of studies reveal the 
importance of peak and end moments in experiential series and suggest that the global evaluations are 
based on the average of both. While duration is perceived as an insignificant factor, the overall trend of the 
experience is proven to impact retrospective evaluation. Another perspective advocates that consumer 
perceptions about the cohesiveness of a complex event series moderates the choice of appraisal strategy, 
i.e. more cohesive series are evaluated on the basis of peak and end characteristics while more segmented 
series are evaluated on the basis of the weighted average of all individual segment evaluations. Global 
evaluations are thought to be impacted also by consumer perceptions about how similar are the sources of 
the mixed experiences. If the sources are perceived as similar, the assessment is based on the final trend. If, 
however, experience sources are perceived as dissimilar, the assessment is based on the temporal proximity 
of positive and negative events.  
These different global evaluation frameworks are associated with different strategies that destination 
managers can take to maximize the chance for a positive outcome, i.e. positive global evaluation linked with 
strong intention for positive word of mouth. For example, if travelers perceive the entire series of events 
associated with a trip as one cohesive complex experience, management strategies may be focused on 
securing insertion of a peak moment and maintenance of an overall improvement trend towards the end. If 
travelers tend to divide complex experiences into smaller segments, management strategies may focus on 
impacting whether (Ariely & Zauberman, 2000), when (Ariely & Zauberman, 2003) and how (Lau-Gesk, 
2001) partitioning occurs, and on ensuring that each segment ends with more positive events (Ariely & 
Carmon, 2000; Ariely & Zauberman, 2003). Impacting anticipation or recollection phases (Cowley, 2007; 
2008) is another potential means of influencing global retrospective evaluation.  
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Pilot Study and Future Steps 
 The following section reports some preliminary findings from a pilot study conducted to 
provide insights guiding future research on the structure of global evaluations in travel. To supplement the 
findings of the described here literature review and inform the next steps in this ongoing research a 
preliminary qualitative research phase was needed. 45 undergraduate students from an East-coast urban 
campus in the US were asked to conduct two in-depth interviews exploring travel preferences as part of a 
consumer behavior class assignment. Students were given a set of guiding questions along with probing 
instructions and were asked to interview one female and one male respondent. Age limitations were set as 
well – one of the respondents had to be under 25 and the other above 25 years of age. Students were asked 
to submit an analysis of each interview (for their graded class assignment) along with a written transcript to 
be used in this research study. Several invalid transcripts were excluded from the analysis, which is based 
on a total of 82 in-depth interviews.  
 The preliminary review of the findings provides some answers to questions raised at the 
beginning of this paper and the extensive literature review. One of the key themes in the interviews is the 
identification and characteristics of a favorite trip. The rich variety of destinations identified by respondents 
as “most memorable”, as well as the different answers to the question “What makes this a favorite trip?” 
confirm the discussed earlier individual nature of travel experiences (Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12: 
Sample Illustration of Favorite Destination Experience Evaluations 

Gender, Age Memorability Factor: 
Female, 21 “Sisterly bonding”, ability to communicate in French 
Male, 21 “Anything goes there” 
Female, 20 Ideal setting for Spring break 
Male 34 European feel and beauty of every region 
Female 21 Family tradition, going there every year 
Female, 20 Never done anything like this before in life 
Male, 42 Availability of “everything you need in one place” 
Female, 42 Spiritual connection with Jewish culture, beauty 
Male, 52 Enjoyed speaking the language and experiencing the culture 

  
 Following on findings discussed earlier, these and other responses can provide insight into 
what constitute peak experiences that contribute to retrospective evaluations or whether there are other 
factors leading to stronger favorability. The wide variety of answers requires the adoption of a sensible 
categorization, which further research may find dependent on demographic or psychographic characteristics.  
 One of the most apparent findings is the importance respondents assign to weather and 
companionship. When asked to identify factors that can “break a vacation” more than half of the interviewees 
point to weather and a significant share list companion relationships (Figure 13). Because weather and 
companionship are not among the factors that are identified as “makers” of a favorite travel experience, this 
is worth further investigation. It is possible that factors like weather, companionship, health, safety, service 
quality and others have stronger impact on global experience evaluation when they are sources of negative 
experience but are merely background factors when they are positive. The frequency and intensity of the 
negative experiences associated with any of these factors should be explored in the next steps.  
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Figure 13: 
Vacation Breakers 

 
 
 The frequent inclusion of air-travel-related problems among the sources of negative 
experiences as well as shared insights on the value of bringing back souvenirs, photos and other memory 
carriers (Figure 14) reveal that the trip to and from a destination, as well as post-trip recollection are seen as 
integral parts of a travel experience. Whether there is some level of segmentation or visitors evaluate these 
phases as inseparable elements of a cohesive complex experience is a question of further interest. Insights 
into the inclination to use mental accounting strategies (Lau-Gesk, 2001) or hedonic editing (Cowler, 2008) in 
their evaluation should be explored in the next steps as well.  
 
Figure 14: 
Bringing back memories 
Gender, Age What do you bring back from a trip? 
Male, 61 “A good suntan and good memories” 
Male, 21 “Pictures, memories, cultural trinkets, intangible lessons and 

awareness. It’s the best stuff to bring back so you can remember and 
show your experience.” 

Female, 59 “I bring back memories rather than physical things. I’m not a fan of 
buying all that street fair stuff but the memories of spending great 
family time I always come back with” 

Male, 20 “A new outlook on life” 
Female, 47 “…souvenirs for others so they know we were thinking of them while 

we were away” 
Female, 21 “I try to bring back something that is characteristic of where I was 

staying. […] something that could only be purchased where I was 
visiting.” 

Male, 20 “Just something to remember the trip by” 
Male, 59 “I normally don’t bring anything back […] except my memories and 

some good photographs.” 
Female, 21 “Journal full of thoughts and adventure stories […] photos and wine 

corks from special nights.” 
 
 Another interesting observation is the mode of recommending a destination. Preliminary 
review of the replies shows that many of the respondents do not base recommendations on their favorite 
experience but consider the relevance of the context and the characteristics of the individual they are 
recommending to (Figure 15). In only 26 cases (out of a total of 82) the identified during the interview favorite 
trip destination is consistent with a recommendation made at the end of the conversation. The reasons 
behind should be further investigated but one possibility is that prompting someone to give a 
recommendation may be associated with stronger dependence on the context (Ariely & Carmon, 2000) than 
in cases when travelers voluntarily share their experiences as stories.  
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Figure 15: 
Sample Illustration of Word of Mouth Statements 
Gender, Age Favorite Trip Recommends Reasons 
Female, 51 Turks & 

Caicos 
Aruba “It would be good for you” with nightlife, 

drinking and gambling; gorgeous and safe 
Male, 21 Bahamas Acapulco “will be appealing for you” 
Female, 20 Italy London “It is a favorite. It is wonderful as home” 
Female, 50 Tuscany London “It is a great place for someone who has not 

bee out of the US” 
Male 55 Italy Eastern Europe “Everybody should go to Eastern Europe” 
Male, 20 St. Kitts Las Vegas  “You just turned 21” 
Female, 25 Puerto Rico Nepal “I want to go to Nepal and do the jungle 

walks” with the unique animals they have 
 
 
Future Steps 
The evolution of demand and supply in the market place has increased the significance of experiential 
economic offerings engaging consumer senses, emotions, imagination, and creating individual meaning. 
Leisure travel offers an especially appropriate context for the generating of much-needed insights about 
experiential consumption (Arnould & Price, 1993; Celsi et al., 1993; Hopkinson & Pujari, 1999). Better 
understanding of the travel experience from a consumer perspective is not only a valuable contribution to the 
theoretical knowledge on the topic. It can fuel strategies to help destinations manage visitors’ retrospective 
travel experience evaluation as an important asset driving future arrivals and expenditures. In essence, 
retrospective evaluation becomes more important than the experience itself because behavior outcomes 
occur outside of the destination setting and are driven by the memories for experienced positive or negative 
events rather than the original events themselves (Kahneman et al., 1997; Cowley, 2007, Ekinci & Hosany, 
2006, Ariely & Zauberman, 2000).  
A thorough analysis of how individuals form retrospective global evaluations of consumption experiences 
reveal that the used in tourism literature temporal perspective might not be informative enough. A value 
chain approach accounting for the cohesiveness of the travel experience and the relative contribution of 
different events to global evaluations will be explored in the future steps on this ongoing research.  A 
hypothesized structure of the travel experience value chain is represented in Figure 16. In order to enhance 
understanding on the topic it is necessary to build on existing knowledge by pursuing answers to the 
following questions: 
1) What are the characteristics of peak events and are there other important factors that have strong 
influence on retrospective travel experience evaluations? 
2) What is the impact on global evaluation of factors that are outside of the control of destinations like 
weather, companionships and others;  does the intensity of their contribution depend on their direction 
(positive or negative)? 
3) To what extend are travel experiences perceived as cohesive and is it beneficial for destinations to impact 
the segmentation of experience series? 
4) What is the contribution of anticipation and recollection evaluations to global evaluations and are there 
ways to impact them through targeted communication strategies? 
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Figure 16: 
Hypothetical Structure of the Travel Experience Value Chain 
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ABSTRACT 
Competitive advantage is created when a distinctive competence is: important for the customer  and has 
long term sustainability. The aim of this paper is to present a view of the indicators of Albania as a new 
destination to create the competitive advantage in the tourism sector. In defining factors that affect 
destination competitiveness we are focused first of all to the consumer perspective. Investigation was 
undertaken to identify the recent behavior and motivation of travelers to south coast of Albania (Vlora) 
region. The indicators of consumer as attitudes, behavior, personality etc. aim to assist in the development of 
both a local and regional marketing strategy that recognizes changing demand patterns by visitors in 
choosing the destination in case. As a result, the research aims to assist product development and 
destination promotional activities and to better harmonize these activities with market demand. 
Second, referring to a model for evaluating destination competitiveness - resources and management 
factors, indicators will enable comparisons between countries, identification of the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of the destinations. There is an associated set of indicators comprising both objective and 
subjective measures, identified from the major elements comprising the generic destination competitiveness 
model. A tourism destination may be regarded as ‘an amalgam of individual products and experience 
opportunities that combine to form a total experience of the area   visited’ governments to increase tourism 
numbers and expenditure, and enhance socioeconomic prosperity. 
The paper develops recommendations about strategies for achieving coherence of destination image, linking 
the public and private sectors. Exploring Albania destination characteristics, such as natural and cultural 
recourses, human recourses skills, etc will help appropriate management of individual recourses which in 
couple with destination policy and planning can enhance destination competitiveness.  
This paper has three major objectives: to develop a model of destination competitiveness that identifies key 
success factors in determining destination competitiveness; to develop an appropriate set of indicators of 
destination competitiveness; to highlight the advantages and limitations of Albania as the destination in case. 
 
Keywords: Tourism industry, destination competitiveness, competitiveness indicators, promotional activities, 
tourism sustainability. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
We have entered the 21st century and realized that many new opportunities await us in the tourism industry. 
The advent of globalization has coincided with a boom in the tourism sector and this has presented many 
new challenges. Free movement of capital and trade rules are the real forces behind globalisation. In the 
context of tourism, globalization means dramatic increases in the number of destinations and also in 
distances among them. International tourism conditions have changed drastically and it has become 
necessary to address these challenges in order to remain competitive in the tourism market. Development of 
new tourism products and destinations is one of the manifestations of the tourism sector shift towards 
increased productivity (Fadeeva 2003) 
The aim of this paper is to present the results of a survey made in spring – summer 2007 on the 
competitiveness of Albania as a tourist destination. Finally we will try to give recommendations for the 
strategy for this relatively new destination, based upon the results of the survey. The article is constructed as 
follows: First, a model of buying behavior for the tourism product is presented. Analyses of secondary data 
and  in depth interviews will show the special requests of tourist when visiting Albania. The description of 
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destination competitiveness model in the second part will give us the indicators that will be studied by the 
survey. Then a methodological framework is presented and data collection is described. At last the empirical 
results are presented and the article concludes with a summary of key strategic findings. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
First of all exploratory research was made to identify major reasons for destination choice in Albania. For this 
purpose data from in depth interviews from tourists ( 12)  and experts in tourism (5) were used, as well as 
data from tourism offices near local government.  The use of tourism experts as tourism stakeholders has 
some benefits and advantages. Their knowledge about the entire portfolio of destination competitive 
resources can help to discover the tourist destination more appropriately. 
 
Identifying these reasons and comparing with the resources of the country will help identify major 
sources of comparative and competitive advantage. So a survey was made in this phase aimed mainly at 
the hospitality enterprises and different tourism professionals. . Underpinning the survey instruments was a 
set of indicators of destination competitiveness, as it was concluded by studying different models because 
there is no single or unique set of indicators that apply to all destinations at all times (Dwyer, Livaic and 
Mellor 2003). 
The survey was performed from March to April 2007. Out of 200 questionnaires sent, 110 or 55% were 
returned. The sample included 6.8% government officials, 12.8% tourist agency managers, 26.4% hospitality 
sector managers, 6% tourism school academics, 15% tourism services managers, 12% postgraduate 
students on tourism courses, 15% employers in local tourist organizations and 6% the others. The majority of 
the participants were young – up to 40 years of age (61.9%). The respondents’ average length of residence 
in the South Coastal Region was 20 years (sd = 11.29). The sample was nearly  well balanced in terms of 
gender (55.1% female, 44.9% male). The majority of the participants had completed college or university 
(65.8%), so most of the respondents were quite highly educated.  
The respondents were asked to give a rating (on a 5 point Likert scale, for each of the competitiveness 
indicators, grouped into each of the six categories of the Model of Destination Competitiveness) for Albanian 
South coast compared to its major competitor destinations. The options ranged from 1 (well below average) 
to 5 (well above average). The aim of this study was to indicate the weak points in Albania’s tourism industry. 
The six groups of indicators are: inherited 
resources, created resources, supporting factors, situational conditions, management, and demand. For 
each of these groupings, tables were produced, where mean and standard deviation for each question is 
displayed.  
 
 
II. WHAT SEEKS THE CONSUMER WHEN VISITING ALBANIAN DESTINATION 
 
The relationship between consumer expectations and their perception of product performance will determine 
their satisfaction level. Creating satisfied customers is essential as this both assists in customer retention 
and can lead to new business through satisfied customers becoming advocates for the product. Firms 
therefore need to monitor both customer expectations and their satisfaction levels (Lovelock, Patterson & 
Walker, 2001). If the product is offered in the way that will satisfy consumer long term expectations, the 
bases for competitive advantage are set. 
Competitive advantage is created when a distinctive competence is: important for the customer and has long 
term sustainability. Moreover, the concept of customer value is basic for the competitiveness concept. So, 
consumer behavior is to be considered first of all when creating a destination competitiveness model.   
A range of theoretical models have been advanced in the academic literature to explain the destination 
decision process (Chon, 1990; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989; Gunn, 1989; Clawson & Knetch, 1966). It has 
been widely argued by researches concerned with such a purchasing decision, that the consumer’s decision 
to purchase is a multi-staged process. Kotler (1989) for example, identifies that when involved in a purchase 
decision, the consumer transits the stages of: 

1. need recognition 
2. information search 
3. evaluation of alternatives 
4. choice of product or service and 
5. post-purchase evaluation. 
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A key advantage of this model is that it recognizes that the buying decision process is likely to commence 
long before actual purchase and continue after purchase has occurred, signaling that marketers need to 
focus on the entire buying process rather than just on the purchase decision (Kotler, 1998). 
 
Researchers in the tourism and recreation area concerned with the travel purchase decision have made 
similar observations to that of researchers investigating consumption decisions. The decision to travel has 
been recognized as multi-phased rather than a single step process (Chon, 1990; Gunn, 1989; Clawson & 
Knetch, 1966). Clawson and Knetch (1966) identified a five-phased process in their recreational behavior 
model:   

1. Anticipation: planning and thinking about the trip. 
2. Travel to the site: getting to the destination. 
3. On-site behavior: behavior at the site or destination region. 
4. Return travel: traveling home. 
5. Recollection: recall, reflection and memory of the trip. 

 
A key aim of the initial research was to provide a more comprehensive framework for future surveys. It is 
important that findings of this initial study be used to generate further, research that may contribute in 
structuring a destination marketing strategy in the field of regional tourism. Such surveys will enable key 
tourism stakeholders to develop a more informed understanding of the tourist market to the region, paying 
particular attention to the effects of the seasonal impact on tourism flows, for example. From official data 
were found that the majority of visitors to Vlora Coast region where found to be families with children aged 
13 years or under (30.9%) with parents aged between 25 and 44 years (33.3%). This information is 
important for the marketing of Vlora Coast region as it indicates the region is currently attracting holidaying 
families staying almost 15 days in the peak season.  
In depth interviews were used to identify the reasons for visiting the South Coastal region of Albania and the 
way that goes the purchase process. It can be seen that the highest source of information was ‘family 
and friends’. This implies that favorable feedback on the region from friends and/or family either living in the 
region or who have previously visited the region, is an important influence upon the decision to holiday in the 
region. But this is true mainly for the tourists from inside the country. The travel agent is on the other hand an 
important tool used by visitors from abroad that are planning to visit Albania mainly for work or business 
reasons or for short visits. But from analyzing the in depth interviews, we realized that the most important 
tool for the tourist is in fact the travel agent and the visitor information centers. The majority of visitors to the 
region (64.3%) try to use travel agent to plan some aspect of their holiday. Continuing to have appropriate 
marketing communication and to use different promotional tools for the marketing of the destinations would 
therefore seem important. Visitor Information Centers must also play an important role in holiday 
planning. Therefore, it is important such information centers are visible and accessible and provide 
information on local attractions and entertainment activities. 
Among the main reasons  identified were the main reason for visiting the Vlora Coast region. Possible 
reasons included for 1. Holiday, 2. Visiting Friends and Relatives, 3. Personal, 4. Conference, 5. Sport, 6. 
Education, 7. Business, or 8. Shopping. Largely due to the time of the year when the survey was conducted, 
the majority of visitors were holidaying. However, a relatively high proportion also gave their reason as, 
‘visiting friends and relatives’, living within the region. There was either zero or relatively low proportions 
recorded against reasons other than ‘holiday’ or ‘visiting friends and relatives’. This demonstrates the need 
to conduct such visitor destination surveys throughout the year in order to develop a more comprehensive 
understanding of visitor 
destination decision making. 
 
 
Table 1 - Information Sources used for Trip Planning (Source: Interviews) 
 
Source of information used Percentage of usage 
Family and Friends 64% 
Travel Agent 32 
Internet 15 
Magazine and brochures 18 
Motoring organization 3 
Coatch operator 10 

 
Table 2 shows most visitors travel to the region in private vehicles (83.2%). This implies that regional 
planners need to provide infrastructure in the form of well maintained and safe ways for example, to support 
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the arrival of a relatively large number of visitors with their own vehicles at key holiday periods during the 
year. This is currently a major concern for tourism planners and marketers in Albania. The infrastructure 
considerations need to include appropriate parking at locations including beaches, entertainment venues, 
and shopping complexes. High fuel prices can also be expected to impact on the willingness of visitors to 
travel to South coast region. 
 
Table 2 – Mode of Transport to South Coast Region (source: official data of Vlora Region) 
 
 
Category  Percentage  
Own vehicle 83% 
Public transportation 10 
Train  0 
Coach 0 
Tour coach 5 

 
 
Satisfaction of visitors to the region 
Regarding the satisfaction levels of visitors to Vlora Region, almost all interviewees were satisfied with their 
visit to our region compared to the expectation independently from the reason of visit.  Thy reported 
satisfaction levels to be in almost all cases above expectations, these related with the relatively pure 
environment, beautiful beaches, accommodation, entertainment during holidays. However, while no visitors 
stated that their experiences were “well below expectations”, some of them reported that their experience 
was ‘somewhat low from expectations’, mainly related with quality of service, infrastructure, shopping 
alternatives. 
 
 
In general, the in depth analyzed interviews suggested visitors are satisfied with their experience while 
holidaying on Vlora Coast. A more detailed analysis of prepurchase expectations would however, need to be 
made with visitors in order to substantiate this claim more fully. Geva and Goldman (1991: 141) argue for 
example, that ‘satisfaction with past purchase may not be closely related to intentions to repurchase because 
of the different functions they may fulfill. Whereas satisfaction reflects the need to justify past purchase 
behavior, intentions to repurchase, which are of instrumental importance, reflect learning from experience’. 
As there is not likely to be a direct causal link between satisfaction and repurchase intentions, tourism based 
firms should not be content with simply being informed about visitors’ satisfaction levels. From Table 3 it can 
be seen that over 70 per cent of visitors had been to Vlora Coast prior to their current visit. It could therefore 
be expected that such tourists were familiar with the region and its attractions and were informed visitors. 
The overall satisfaction level apparent from Table 3 is therefore consistent with the relatively high proportion 
of return visitors to the region. From the Table it can also be seen that the majority of visitors stay for 10 – 15 
days. The average length of visit was 10 days, while the minority of respondents were visiting for les than 10 
days. So marketing needs to aim to increase the  proportion of visitors visiting for reasons like Sport, 
Business or week end holidays, that is to say also relatively short visits 5-10 days in order to increase the 
economic impacts of expenditure of visitors in a manner likely to stimulate regional output and employment 
further. 
 
Table 3 – Percentage of visitors according to the length of stay and the time of visit (Source: data from 
local tourism office, year 2006, total tourists 105474) 
 
Length of stay Prior to current visit For the first time 
Less than 10 days 15% 5% 
10-15 days 30% 25% 
More than 15 days 5% 20% 

 
It is evident from the analysis that most visitors to the Vlora Coast region prefer to limit expenditure to the 
lower levels. This is consistent with other results which indicate that families groups dominate the visitor 
profile to our Coast region. It appears from the data that such family groups are seeking relatively low cost 
forms of entertainment and activities during their stay. They are also predominantly using their own vehicles 
for transport. Such expenditure patterns have important implications for those involved in destination 
planning and marketing. They suggest that a key attraction of the destination is the ability of visitors to 
access and enjoy lower cost activities. 
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The destination product is an experience comprising an array of commercial tourism services (e.g. 
accommodation, commercial attractions, events, car rentals, restaurants, tours, for example). However, non-
commercial experiences (for example, a cityscape, forest, beach, wildlife, local residents) are also important. 
The destination product therefore, is complex and not subject to the degree of control and management 
often available for other products.  
There are a variety of reasons that impact returning to the destination,  
 
III. DESTINATION COMPETITIVENESS MODEL AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ALBANIA 
 
The notion of destination competitiveness should be consistent with the notion of ‘competitiveness’ in the 
international economics and international business literature. Accordingly, the literature on international 
competitiveness was critically reviewed with a view to developing a framework suitable for tourism research. 
The definitions offered in the literature provide both a micro and a macro connotation of ‘competitiveness’. 
Reflecting this macro perspective, competitiveness may be defined as the degree to which a country can, 
under free and fair market conditions, produce goods and services which meet the tests of international 
markets while simultaneously maintaining and expanding the real incomes of its people over the longer term 
(Global Competition: The New Reality. Report on the President’s Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, 
1985). 
On the other hand, from a micro perspective in order to be competitive, any organization must provide 
products and services for which customers or clients are willing to pay a fair return or price. In the long run, 
competitiveness is measured by the ability of the organization to stay in, to earn a return on the investments 
ensuring jobs for the future. 
By contrast, the ‘resource-based’ approach emphasizes that the roots of competitive advantage reside in the 
acquisition and maintenance of the core competencies of an organization. Barney (1991)defines a firm’s 
sustained competitive advantage as the implementation of a value-creating strategy not simultaneously 
being implemented by any current or potential competitors. They must be unable to duplicate the advantages 
based on such a strategy.  
 
While the discussions of competitiveness in the general literature are useful in highlighting the various 
determinants of ‘firm’ or ‘national’ competitiveness, they do not address the special considerations relevant 
to determining tourism ‘destination’ competitiveness. 
For a tourism destination, comparative advantage would relate to inherited or endowed resources such as 
climate, scenery, flora, fauna, etc., while competitive advantage would relate to such created items as the 
tourism infrastructure (hotels, attractions, transport network), festivals and events, the quality of 
management, skills of workers, government policy and so on. Since the core attractive resources that a 
destination possesses do not necessarily suffer depletion, despite the fact that people have paid for their 
use, ‘the tourism phenomenon represents a fundamentally different form of economic exchange than does 
the sale of physical resources’ (Ritchie & Crouch, 1993: 35–6). In the context of tourism, both comparative 
advantage and competitive advantage are important and a model of destination competitiveness must 
recognize this. 
The present model explicitly recognizes demand conditions as an important determinant of destination 
competitiveness. It also explicitly recognizes that destination competitiveness is not an ultimate end of policy 
making but is an intermediate goal towards the objective of regional or national economic prosperity. The 
model seeks to capture the main elements of competitiveness highlighted in the general literature, while 
appreciating the special issues involved in exploring the notion of destination competitiveness as 
emphasized by tourism researchers. 
figure 1 Model of destination competitiveness (adapted from Dwyer et al. 2003) 
 
The model displayed in figure 1 brings together the main elements of destination competitiveness as 
proposed by tourism researchers. The model displayed in figure 1 brings together the main elements of 
destination competitiveness as proposed by tourism researchers. The determinants are classified under six 
main headings (columns in tab 4): 
Taken together, Inherited, Created and Supporting Resources provide various characteristics of a 
destination that make it attractive to visit. This is why they are all placed in the same box. Inherited resources 
can be classified as Natural and Cultural. The Natural Resources include physiographic, climate, flora and 
fauna etc. The culture and heritage, like the destinations’ history, customs, architectural features, and 
traditions enhance the attractiveness of a tourism destination. Created Resources include tourism 
infrastructure, special events, entertainment, shopping and any available activities. The category Supporting 
factors and Resources provides the foundations for a successful tourism industry. They include general 
infrastructure, quality of services, hospitality, and accessibility of destination. 
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Below ( tab 4.) we will analyze all the group factors and the position of Albania as indicated from the 
questionnaires distributed, for each group.  
 
Inherited 
resources 

Created resources Supporting factors Destination 
management 

Situational 
conditions 

Demand 
conditions 

Flora and fauna  
m=2,50,sd= 
0.79 
 

special events 2.39 
0.86 
 

Financial 
institutions and 
currency exchange 
facilities 3.19 0.77 

Extent of foreign 
investment in 
destination tourism 
industry 2.15 0.90 

Co-operation 
between 
public and 
private 
sector 2.35 
0.84 

Internatio
nal 
awarenes
s of 
destinatio
n 2.00 
0.87 

Historic sites 
and heritage 
3.21 0.90 
 

Diversity of shopping 
experience 2,45 0.60 
 

Health/medical 
facilities to serve 
tourists 2.77 0.88 

Government co-
operation in 
development of 
tourism policy 2.33 
0.89 

Access to 
venture 
capital 2.59 
0.83 
 

Internatio
nal 
awarenes
s of 
destinatio
n products 
2.15 0.84 

Cleanliness 
3.66 0.76 
 

 transportation 
efficiency/quality 2.55 
0.84 
 

Animation 2.59 
0.79 
 

Public sector 
recognition of 
importance of 
sustainable tourism 
development 
2.38 0.98 

Investment 
environment 
2.63 0.80 
 

‘Fit’ 
between 
destinatio
n products 
and tourist 
preferenc
es 2.70 
0.69 

Attractiveness 
of climate for 
tourism 3.83 
0.76 
 

Water based activities 
(swimming, boating, 
fishing ect. 2.85 0.93 

Attitudes of 
customs/immigratio
n officials 2.89 0.85 

Quality of research 
input to tourism 
policy, planning, 
development 
2.38 0.79 

Use of e-
commerce 
2.86 0.72 
 
 

Overall 
destinatio
n image 
2.83 0.89 
 

Artistic and 
architectural 
features 3.72 
0.80 
 

Entertainment (e. g. 
theatre, galleries, 
cinemas) 2.88 0.61 

Visa requirements 
as an impediment 
to visitation 2.91 
0.85 
 

Public sector 
commitment to 
tourism / hospitality 
education 
and training 
2.40 0.82 

Manager 
capabilities 
2.94 0.82 
 

 

Unspoiled 
Nature 4.00 
0.70 
 

 Night life (e. g. bars, 
discos, dancing) 2.50 
0. 

Quality of tourism 
services 3.25 0.74 
 

Level of co-
operation (e. g. 
Strategic alliances) 
between firms 
indestination 
2.53 0.71 

Security/saft
y of visitors 
3.16 0.76 
 

 

 Tourist guidance and 
information 2.08 0.86 

Hospitality of 
residents towards 
tourists 3.45 0.76 
 

Development of 
effective 
destination 
branding 2.59 0.87 

Political 
stability 4.11 
0.71 
 

 

 Existence of tourism 
programs for visitors 
3.08 0.82 

Telecommunication 
system for tourists 
3.26 0.91 
 

Developing and 
promoting new 
tourism products 
2.66 0.85 

Value for 
money in 
destination 
tourism 
experiences 
3.44 0.86 
 

 

 Rural tourism 3.33 
0.89 

Accessibility of 
destination 3.31 
0.85 
 

Quality in 
performing tourism 
services 2.82 0.81 

Value for 
money in 
accommodat
ion 3.39 0.84 
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 Accommodation(varie
ty/quality) 3.40 0.80 
 

 Appreciation of 
service quality 
importance 3.03 
0.78 

Use of it by 
firms 3.06 
0.78 

 

 Variety of cuisine 3.81 
0.73 

 Destination vision 
reflecting tourist 
values 2.83 0.80 

Value for 
money in 
shopping 
items 3.06 
0.68 
 

 

 Sport facilities (e. g. 
golf, tennis) 3.22 0.76 

 Entrepreneurial 
qualities of local 
tourism businesses 
2.97 0.77 

  

 Visitor accessibility to 
natural areas 3.92 
0.85 

 Efficiency of 
tourism firms 3.00 
0.61 

  

   Private sector 
recognition of 
sustainable tourism 
development 
importance 
2.00 1.00 
 

  

Tab. 4 Competitiveness indicators (m =mean, sd=standard deviation) 
 
As a conclusion from the numbers of the table 4, Albanian tourism competitiveness is built mainly on the 
diversity and richness of its attractions. The secondary tourist supply is much less competitive. Unfortunately 
this primary attractiveness itself can be a source for higher value added, but the value is only created 
through performing activities and successful management. 
Thus it can happen that the advantage, due to the attractions is lost through the non-competitive secondary 
tourism supply. Especially in the area of all kinds of resources, inherited and created, Albania is an attractive 
destination. This means that we rally have the opportunity to become a successful tourism destination, but 
for the efficient prosperity of tourism industry, many improvements in the area of destination management 
should be made. In fact, from tourist behavior analyzes it can be seen that these are also important factors 
from their point of view. They evaluate the destination to return back also from the quality of services and 
management and not only from inherited recourses, nature and heritage. Based on this conclusions  we can 
now recommend some a strategic alignment for the region in case. 
 
 
IV. STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS FOR COMPETITIVENESS OF ALBANIA AS A NEW DESTINATION 
 
To achieve competitive advantage for its tourism industry, Albania as a touristic destination must ensure that 
its overall ‘appeal’, and the tourist experience offered, must be superior to that of the alternative destinations 
open to potential visitors. Existing and potential visitation to any destination is inextricably linked to that 
destination’s overall competitiveness; however that is defined or measured. The discussion of 
competitiveness in the general literature has tended to stress competitive advantage (resulting from value-
added activities by firms and organizations), while de-emphasizing comparative advantage as a source of 
international competitiveness. For Albanian tourism, comparative advantage would relate to inherited or 
endowed resources such as climate, scenery, flora, fauna, etc., while competitive advantage would relate to 
such created items as the tourism infrastructure (hotels, attractions, transport network), festivals and events, 
the quality of management, skills of workers, government policy and so on. Since the core attractive 
resources that our destination possesses do not necessarily suffer depletion, despite the fact that people 
have paid for their use, ‘the tourism phenomenon represents a fundamentally different form of economic 
exchange than does the sale of physical resources’ (Ritchie & Crouch, 1993: 35–6). In the context of 
tourism, both comparative advantage and competitive advantage are important and a model of destination 
competitiveness must recognize this. 
A major reason for us attempting to develop a model of competitiveness that focuses specifically on the 
tourism sector is that there appears to be a fundamental difference between the nature of the ‘tourism 
product’ and the more traditional goods and services for which the above models were developed. In 
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contrast to a specific manufactured product, for example, a tourism destination may be regarded as ‘an 
amalgam of individual products and experience opportunities that combine to form a total experience of the 
area visited’ (Murphy et al., 2000:44). From the strategy and management perspective there is a recognition 
of the importance of the firms’ resources in influencing the achievement and maintenance of sustainable 
competitive advantage. The basic premise is that the competitiveness of a nation stems from companies 
within that nation, so firm-specific factors that lead to competitiveness should be identified. In order to 
achieve competitive advantage, the focus should be on the ‘development and maintenance of meaningful 
assets and skills, the selection of strategies and competitive arenas to exploit such assets and skills and 
neutralizing of competitors’ assets and skills’ (Aaker, 1989: 105). Resources of the firm that are considered 
to offer competitive advantage include: the skills of the employees, assets, cash-flow, capital/investment 
(human, non-human and strategic), structure of the organization (flexibility, balance, and dynamic aspects), 
organization environmental interface (source and positional advantage, organizational alignment, generic 
strategy, strategic planning, and customer-oriented offering), and many firm-specific variables (core 
competencies, products patent, information, intelligence system, value added by the firm, and quality) 
Since existing and potential tourism flows to our destination are inextricably linked to that destination’s 
overall competitiveness there exists the need to develop a framework and indicators of destination 
competitiveness. The development of a set of competitiveness indicators can serve as a valuable tool in 
identifying what aspects or factors influence tourists in their decision to visit Albania.  The paper has sought 
to develop a model and indicators of destination competitiveness that will enable comparison between our 
tourism sector industries. The development of this model of destination competitiveness and an associated 
set of indicators will allow identification of the relative strengths and weaknesses of different tourism 
destinations, and can be used by industry and governments to: 

a) increase tourism numbers,  
b) expenditure and 
c) for positive socioeconomic impacts resulting from tourism growth. 

This model of destination competitiveness that was developed sought to capture the main elements of 
competitiveness highlighted in the general literature, while addressing the special issues involved in 
exploring the notion of destination competitiveness as emphasized by our research. The set of indicators 
associated with the model can be used to measure the competitiveness of different Albanian destinations. 
These indicators, comprising both objective and subjective measures, were identified from the major 
elements comprising the generic destination competitiveness model and also from discussions with 
representatives of tourism industry. Perhaps the major purpose of this model is to explore the role of demand 
side factors in comparing the competitiveness of different destinations in our country. In order to achieve this, 
it is needed the development of suitable measures of destination competitiveness from the viewpoint of 
different types of tourists with their different travel motivations. The greater our knowledge about the 
interrelationships between consumer preferences and destination attributes, the more informed can be 
decision making by private- and public-sector stakeholders to enhance resident socioeconomic prosperity 
from the tourism Albanian industry. 
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Abstract 
Skiing comprises a climate-sensitive activity. Unfortunately, the frequency of poor conditions for skiing has 
been increasing. Warming winters have made ski conditions less predictable and marginalized formerly 
viable locations. Due to climate change Alpine destinations are at risk to loose their most important source of 
income – tourism. As winters warm, areas in low elevation locations face a critical disadvantage. The 
potential effects of climate change are examined on the example of Kitzbühel (Tirol), a well-known holiday 
resort in Austria. A quantitative survey is carried out amongst 70 renowned experts in the fields of forecasts 
and trends, climate research, and tourism as well as amongst practitioners and scientists. By means of a 
self-administered online questionnaire, interviewees are asked to estimate effects of climate change and to 
rate the need of adaptation and avoidance strategies in winter tourism.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Longer-term trends towards warmer and less snowy winters are systematically increasing pressures on ski 
area operations in future (cf. Kolk & Pinkse, 2007; Kobayashi, 2004; Hamilton, 2003; Hudson, 2000; 
Gyalistras et al. 1998; Norhdaus, 1997; Morison, 1996; Abegg, 1996). Due to changing climatic conditions 
which are expected to happen between 2030 and 2050, snow will only be guaranteed in ski-regions located 
above 1,600 to 2,000 meters (cf. IPCC, 1996). In Austria it is some 35 of 190 existing snow-guaranteed ski 
resorts which will suffer from lack of snow (cf. IPCC, 1996; May, 1991). According to surveys (Buerki, 2000), 
sufficient snow is one of the most important factors when choosing a ski resort. Results show that guests will 
move to high altitude ski resorts if snow is lacking in lower reaches of the Alps. Alternatively, they might 
retain from going on ski holidays at all (cf. Buerki, 2000). Due to the frequency of less-snow years, Alpine 
destinations are challenged to react to changing climate conditions and to adjust their offers. Despite all 
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uncertainties regarding the variation of the climate, global and regional differences and their effects, it is 
indisputable that the climate is changing. Alpine destinations are called upon to implement measures to 
sustain winter tourism and to strategically reposition themselves. Only by means of a duly implementation of 
additional offers the competitive edge of a destination can be retained. The research question of the survey 
is defined as follows: which future strategies help winter sports destinations to guarantee winter tourism and 
economic sustainability of the destination in the time to come? The purpose of the paper is to identify 
strategies for Alpine winter destinations that are suitable to secure tourism and economic success.  

 
2. Climate change and future trends 
 

Climate change refers to the change of the climate due to human or natural influences (cf. IPCC, 2001; 
United Nations, 1992). Scientific research has shown that the climate is changing worldwide. According to 
the IPCC (2001) the average temperature has risen by approximately 0.6 degree Celsius. This increase has 
been the fastest during the last 1000 years and the reached temperatures have been the highest within this 
time frame. Furthermore, the temperature of the ocean’s surface has increased by approximately 0.3 degree 
Celsius. Additionally, to the raise of temperatures, precipitation has increased and more extreme weather 
conditions have been registered. Due to higher temperatures, the area as well as the thickness of the arctic 
ice has decreased. Furthermore, glaciers have been shrinking. During the past few years, glaciers have 
diminished significantly and, the sea level has been rising by about 10 centimetres. This has been mainly 
due to the warming of the oceans (cf. Alcamo & Kreileman, 1996). The consequences of climate change for 
winter tourism are predominantly negative. According to forecasts of Travel Research International (cf. 
Mather et al., 2005) winter temperatures in the Alps will increase and the snow line will move upwards by 
100 metres by decade. More rain will fall in lower altitudes and more snow in higher altitudes. However, the 
times in which snow is falling will be shorter and the summers will be warmer and drier. Consequently, the 
winter season will be shorter and the risk of avalanches might increase. 

Trends determine customer’s demand and are therefore important when formulating strategies and creating 
new offers. Besides activity holidays, sport events are becoming more and more popular which correlates 
with the trend towards event tourism (cf. Eccles & Costa, 1996; May, 1991). Additionally to events, 
entertainment centres are inquired as they fulfil the tourist’s requirements of fun and diversion (cf. 
Schiffmann & Kanuk, 1997). Due to the aging society who wants to feel young and fit and the increased 
desire of youth to be beautiful and physically active, health tourism booms. The healing of health problems is 
as important as the maintenance and protection of one’s personal health and fitness (cf. IUCN et al., 1991). 
Furthermore, culture and education are gaining importance. The number of people who go to musicals, 
concerts, the opera and who visit museums and do sightseeing has increased considerably (cf. Eccles & 
Costa, 1996). Moreover, the number of conferences and meetings has increased due to the growing 
significance of training (cf. IUCN et al., 1991).  

 
3. Strategies to sustain winter tourism 
 

During the past few years vast amounts of money have been invested in the infrastructure of ski resorts (i.e. 
Planai, Bad Kleinkirchheim). Technical measures like artificial snow making are essential. Moreover, the 
covering of glaciers with fleece has been tested in order to reduce their diminishment during summer and, 
the expansion into high altitude ski resorts has been discussed (cf. Alcamo & Kreileman, 1996). Various 
definitions of the term “strategy“ are found in literature (cf. Helm et al., 1999; Ansoff et al., 1976). In this 
paper, strategies are actions to secure long term success of a company or destination. In order to stay 
competitive, strategies need to be adapted to changing circumstances (i.e. new customer preferences, 
changing environment, climate change etc.). Overall, three strategies of how to sustain winter tourism have 
been discussed in literature: adaptation-, avoidance- and suppression strategies (cf. Abegg, 1996). 
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Figure 1 – strategies to sustain winter tourism 
Source: own illustration, information taken from Abegg, 1996, p. 161-188. 
 
 
3.1 Adaptation strategies 
 

Adaptation strategies comprise measures to sustain winter sports, additional offers and year round tourism. 

 
3.1.1 Sustainment of ski sports 
 
According to Abegg (1996), the strategy of sustaining ski sports offers possibilities to action in the areas of 
“technical measures“, “co-operations“ and “subsidisation by public authorities“. Technical measures comprise 
artificial snow making, self-contained transport facilities, fleece covers and expansion into higher altitudes. 
Snow cannons are being used in many ski resorts and their importance may grow in the future. However, 
infinite use of these machines is not possible due to economic, ecological and climatic limits (cf. Helm et al., 
1999). Moreover, people’s perception of artificial snow needs to be considered. The majority of skiers accept 
some artificial snow, however entirely artificial snow is not widely accepted. Self-contained transport facilities 
like chair lifts have been built in several ski destinations. Reasons for their construction are the increase of 
capacities as well as superior comfort. Furthermore, improved safety and the possibility of transporting 
guests to higher altitudes if there is little snow in low altitudes enhance the use of these facilities. Fleece 
covers are used to protect the glacial ice from melting during summer. Their use might be successful in the 
short term and during hot summers; however, the covers are unable to prevent the diminishment of glacial 
mass if warming continues (cf. Abegg, 1996). The expansion into high altitudes presents another possibility 
to sustain winter sports. The advantages of this measure are increased snow security, improved snow quality 
as well as the beauty of high Alpine scenery. However, there are also negative aspects attached to this 
strategy. First, the development requires high technical and financial resources. Second, the ecological 
system is affected negatively. Moreover, the risk of avalanches is higher and the rough weather conditions 
reduce the joy of skiing.  

Further to the above measures to sustain ski sports, co-operation is suggested. Co-operation strategies aim 
at collaboration between two or more companies in a certain field (cf. Drucker, 1993). Co-operation 
strengthens the competitiveness of each partner. Moreover, value is added because of the sharing of new 
skills as well as financial resources and facilitated access to markets and technologies is attained (cf. 
Mintzberg, 1994). 

Besides technical measures and co-operation, the subsidisation by public authorities has been discussed. 
The necessity of financial support of ski resorts by the government has been growing due to worse snow 
conditions. However, their financial involvement is connected with problems. Public subsidies lead to 
distortion of competition and are not favoured from a market-political point of view. 

 
3.1.2 Additional Offers 
 

In order to be able to reduce snow dependency, additional activities that are not primarily related to snow 
need to be created. Abegg (1996) differentiates between “alternatives during temporary periods without 
snow“ and “alternatives to ski tourism“. The offers within those two segments target at two different segments 
of customers. “Alternatives during temporary periods without snow“ focus on skiers, i.e. for an existing 
market (skiers) new products are created (so-called product development strategy). “Alternatives to ski 
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tourism“ focus on non-skiers, i.e. new products are created for a new market (so-called diversification 
strategy) (cf. Ansoff et al., 1976). 

Hence, the product development strategy aims at implementing offers that provide a pleasant holiday 
experience even if there is only little snow. Examples are hiking tours, ice sports, pools, beauty treatments, 
theatres, museums, musicals, concerts, dancing classes, fashion shows, sightseeing, traditional evenings 
among many others. Furthermore, the construction of indoor ski halls is an option. Such halls have already 
been successfully launched in Europe (i.e. Poland, Netherlands, England, France) as well as in the US, 
Japan, South Africa and Brasilia (cf. Hamilton et al.,2003). 

Skiing is the main motive for winter tourists and it is hardly possible to find another offer that appeals to them 
as much as skiing. However, with the help of alternatives to ski tourism the target group of non-skiers shall 
be reached. These alternatives comprise snow-independent as well as snow-dependent offers. Examples 
are health and beauty offers, conferences and meetings, events etc. Although some offers prove to be 
successful, the potential of snow-independent offers must not be overrated. Surveys show that a maximum 
of 20 per cent of winter guests are attracted by additional offers during less-snow periods (cf. Blowers, 
1993). Furthermore, it is essential that offers meet the customers’ needs. Hence, a niche product needs to 
be found that attracts many tourists and that consequently contributes to the economic success of a region. 

 
3.1.3. Year round tourism 
 
The focus on year round tourism has been discussed as a further possibility to reduce dependency on 
sufficient snow (cf. Abegg, 1996). The aim of this strategy is to reduce dependence on the economic results 
of one single season. This goal shall be reached with the help of tourism forms (i.e. conferences, meetings 
and culture) that are not bound to one specific term, but might be provided all year round. 

 
3.2 Avoidance strategies 
 

Avoidance strategies aim at reducing the speed and scope of climate change. In order to reach this goal, the 
amount of greenhouse gas emissions needs to be reduced. Tourism, a main contributor to the human 
greenhouse effect, needs to have a share in it. Procedures can be implemented on various levels. Single 
tourism businesses can make a contribution by optimizing their energy usage. Emissions can be reduced by 
forcefully utilizing energy saving potentials (i.e. efficient conversion of energy, heat insulation etc.) and the 
increased use of alternative energies (i.e. solar energy). On a local and regional level, measures in the area 
of transport are emphasized. The tourism-related traffic volume can be reduced by introducing car-free days, 
temporary limits of transport and the implementation of traffic management systems. Furthermore, public 
transport facilities should be improved. Lastly, long-term environmental and climate policies are required to 
diminish emissions. 

 

3.3 Suppression strategy 
 
The third strategy is the so-called suppression strategy which implies that the problem of climate change is 
not seen as such and is largely neglected by tourism experts.  

 

4. Empirical study 
 

As winters warm, areas in low elevation locations face a critical disadvantage. The potential effects of climate 
change are examined on the example of Kitzbühel (Tirol), one of the best known holiday resorts in Austria. In 
the light of the research question the following hypotheses are tested in the empirical survey: 

 H1: Adaptation strategies are appropriate to guarantee winter tourism despite climate changes.  

 H2: Avoidance strategies are desirable, as they might reduce the scale and velocity of climate 
change.  

A survey is carried out amongst 70 renowned experts in the fields of forecasts and trends, climate research, 
and tourism as well as amongst practitioners and scientists. By means of a self-administered online 
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questionnaire, interviewees are asked to estimate effects of climate change and to rate the need of 
adaptation and avoidance strategies in winter tourism.  

 
4.1 Results 
 
Overall, 32 questionnaires are returned, which equals a response rate of 44.3 %. 
 
4.1.1 Adaptation strategies 
 

As skiing is the main reason for going on winter holidays, technical measures should be deployed. The 
conditions of slopes can be optimized by means of artificial snow production. However, the ecological angle 
of snow making needs to be considered as well. Not all measures are ecologically compatible and 
appropriate in the long-term. Additionally to artificial snow making, self-contained facilities can be used 
during summer e.g. for the transportation of hikers. 

 
Figure 2 – technical measures 

 

Moreover, it is recommended to focus on co-operation with Innsbruck and Salzburg. In the case of lack of 
snow, trips to these cities can be arranged. Furthermore, collaboration with other ski resorts in the region 
should be maintained and emphasized. It should be possible for guests to visit other ski resorts without any 
hassle. Additionally, emphasis should be put on the spa centre “Aquarena”. By offering tempting packages 
tourists can be motivated to visit the leisure centre after skiing, which might even raise the capacity 
utilisation. 
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Figure 3 – cooperation potential 

 

As results of the survey as well as literature show, the focus on health tourism is highly recommended. 
However, offers in the field of wellness and beauty are changing. Nowadays, classical wellness treatments 
can be found everywhere. Therefore, future offers need to be unique and original. For example, the concepts 
of medical wellness need to be holistic and based on medical facts. This allows the combination of better 
ageing and lifestyle management. Moreover, offers need to be promoted that combine health, joy and soft 
sports. Additionally, regional herbs and methods should be used. Asiatic treatments are advertised 
everywhere; however, therapies with natural and regional products are not available in many places.  

In the future, events and action will gain further importance. Kitzbühel is well known for its events – the ski 
races in January alone attract thousands of spectators. The tourism industry benefits from big sports events 
in various areas – apart from the event itself, the number of overnight stays in the whole destination 
increases, and new jobs are created. Therefore, the strategy of focussing on event tourism should be 
continued. On the one hand, events attract new guests and on the other hand, contribute to the experience 
of guest’s who are already staying in the resort. Besides these happenings, traditional events like farmers 
markets, traditional Tyrolean evenings and concerts of local bands should be promoted. Another promising 
idea is the staging of mountains. The mountains can be advertised as zones of silence and recovery. 
However, on the other hand, experiences and action are demanded. With fun tools like the “mountain glider” 
and the “avalanche-bubble” unique experiences are presented. Furthermore, synergies with brands like 
Swarovski are potentially successful. A crystal hiking path would be something different to a fairy tale trail 
which can be found in many villages. Moreover, the combination of “mountains and water” offers great 
opportunities. Besides, Kitzbühel is a perfect venue for conferences and meetings. Besides the good 
infrastructure, additional offers contribute to the village’s attractiveness and qualification. Conference tourism 
helps to improve the capacity utilisation in the low season. Consequently, more value is created and the 
focus on a year round income is being supported as well. Further to the above mentioned concerts and 
farmers markets, cultural offers should be organised. Culture per se (theatres, concerts) might not be 
successful; however the possibility of experiencing traditions and customs is definitely appreciated by 
tourists. Moreover, touristic products need to satisfy the tourist’s multiple requirements. Undertakings like 
going to a sauna which is located on the top of a mountain or night canoeing ensure that the guest 
experiences something he/she will not find everywhere. In conclusion it is staging, experience, uniqueness 
and innovation which are the catch words of tomorrow.  

cooperation potential
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Figure 4 – additional offers 

 
4.1.2 Avoidance strategies 
 
The importance of avoidance strategies is seen crucial by experts. The strategy to optimally use energy in 
tourism companies receives great popularity (87.6%). Equally positive is the extension of public transport 
(81.3%) and the temporary reduction of the traffic amount (62.5%). As far as the absolute ban on driving is 
concerned, opinions diverge (from 50 to 43.8%). Moreover, experts name renewable energies and the wider 
use of regional products as possible avoidance strategies. 

 
Figure 5 – avoidance strategies 

 

5. Conclusions and outlook 
 

Results show that climate change has been well-perceived among experts, mainly due to job-related and 
private reasons. Climatic change favours ski areas with particular geographical advantages and ever-
escalating investments. As far as the hypotheses are concerned, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

 H1: Adaptation strategies are appropriate to guarantee winter tourism despite climate changes.  

Adaptation strategies suggest that it has become increasingly desirable to develop summer programs that 
contribute to year-round income, help maintain core staff and reduce reliance on unpredictable winter 
seasons. In reshaping the ski-industry landscape with additional and alternative offers (event tourism, 
lifestyle-staging of mountains, focus on aestival products e.g. heated lakes, and Alpine and medical health 
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treatments), climatic change affects skier experiences and expenditures as well. As winters are getting 
warmer, the ski industry might shift from expansion to consolidation. An industry historically characterized by 
many small areas might possibly evolve into one dominated by just a handful of large areas (cf. ski resorts in 
North America). Some ski areas might expand while others have to close down during the decades of 
warming weather. Competitive ski areas require substantial investments for new products and services in 
addition to snowmaking facilities. Altogether, experts are optimistic for the future of Kitzbühel due to the 
destination’s strong brand and its positioning as a lifestyle-resort. 

 H2: Avoidance strategies are desirable, as they might reduce the scale and velocity of climate 
change.  

Structural as well as climate change influence the ski-industry. Ski resorts above 1,600 metres are in favour. 
However, demand for ski holidays could decrease due to changing climatic conditions or due to alternative 
forms of leisure and tourism. Furthermore, skiing is loosing its character of being a national sport which 
needs to be taken into consideration as well. Besides, changing climatic conditions open new possibilities to 
other destinations. If weather conditions (e.g. in the Mediterranean) become unbearable, tourists might come 
to Austrian Alpine lakes which will still be cool. Overall, avoidance strategies are unlikely to be successful. 
However, a village can be profitably marketed as being environmentally friendly and clean which certainly 
appeals to guests.  

Although scientists are unable to predict if winters mainly are without much snow in the next few years, we 
are asked to react now and to develop new strategies. Destination authorities are requested to critically 
evaluate their offer, to define their target groups and to formulate new, seminal strategies. The duly 
implementation of new offers reduces the risk of being faced with low occupancy and revenue during winters 
with little snow. 
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Ethical Orientation of Tourists and their Demand for Ethical Tourism 
 
 

Moufakkir, O. 
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The Netherlands 
 

 
Tourism is growing and so are its concerns. Under the umbrella of tourism ethics and sustainable 

tourism, several types of tourism have emerged as alternatives to curtail the undesirable effects of tourism 
without minimizing its benefits. However, although ethics in tourism has captured the attention of researchers 
and practitioners, this domain of inquiry remains under researched. The primary purpose of this paper was to 
(1) assess the ethical orientation of respondents and (2) examine consumer demand for ethical tourism. A 
questionnaire adapted from the literature was completed by respondents randomly selected in the 
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and South Africa. In addition to respondents’ ethical orientation, a 
Contingent Valuation Method was employed to assess the willingness to pay for ethical tourism. Results 
support the literature that people are willing to change their ways of selecting a tourism destination, a tourism 
product, or a tourism booking company. On the other hand, traditional criteria for determining a holiday 
destination choice remain also important. Results suggest that the ‘new’ tourist is an enlightened tourist, and 
accordingly, winning destinations will have to offer quality service and products, as well as be ethically 
oriented. 

 
Keywords: Ethical tourism, Market research, Sustainability, Tourism trends, Willingness To Pay. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
New destinations in the international tourism market are facing the challenge to develop in sustainable way 
new place/ product combinations which are strongly competitive, unique and attractive for different targets 
groups. Apparently the market of ‘sun, sand and sea’ has reached a stage of saturation, which explains the 
current interest of tourism developers – public and private- in alternative resources transformable into tourist 
product. There are signs of an important expansion of travelling for and with cultural motives, which explains 
the growing worldwide success and potentials of cultural tourism. 
 
Cultural tourism is supposed to be one of the growth sectors in tourism market. A growing interest in 
cultural heritage, in historical places and as such in cities offering a diverse cultural agenda, opens new 
perspectives and involves new management issues for the tourism industry and for the governmental 
agencies. Developing tourist product based on historical and contemporary culture resources is now a 
strategic option for many cities and regions in search of new economic activities. Synergy between culture 
and tourism sounds very promising in view of these economic targets. 
 
Culture tourism as an alternative to mass tourism, and culture tourism as a vehicle for urban and regional 
revitalization, suggests both theses need to be questioned. Marketers of tourism and especially managers in 
tourism business must understand better the characteristics of cultural market segments, the push factors on 
the demand side and the pull factors from the supply side in order to attract tourists. The conservation of 
cultural resources and eventually the transformation process into tourism products can be a real incentive to 
the process of reviving cultural identity at the community or regional level. In its turn this process can create 
a good ‘incubation’ climate for development and investment in new tourism projects, which the tourism 
market, requiring innovation and diversification, actually need. Where both these objectives meet, the issue 
of a sustainable development model becomes a high priority, in particular in cities with a limited carrying 
capacity. 
Besides the ‘sun, sand and sea’ market, cultural tourism development create a competitive advantage and 
an opportunity to spread the demand over the year. The objective of this work is to present cultural and 
historical resources of Vlora region (one of the tourism place of ALBANIA) and to suggest strategies for 
developing cultural tourism. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Tourism is among the world's largest industries and an economic sector experiencing rapid growth. Tourism is 
an activity that, like other industries, draws on natural resources and services for profit in return for providing 
environmental, cultural and social experiences to the tourist. These elements gave impetus to the birth of the 
concept of sustainable tourism that was discussed at the general assembly of the United Nations in 1999.   
Culture Tourism is the subset of tourism concerned with a country or region’s culture, especially its arts. It 
generally focuses on traditional communities who have diverse customs, unique form of art and distinct social 
practices, which basically distinguishes it from other forms of culture. Cultural Tourism includes tourism in urban 
areas, particularly historic or large cities, and their cultural facilities such as museums, and theatres. It can also 
include tourism in rural areas showcasing the traditions of indigenous cultural communities, and their values and 
lifestyle. This form of tourism is becoming generally more popular throughout Europe. 
Cultural heritage is included in people desire to move from a continent to another, from a country to another 
through cultural tourism. Part of cultural tourism is: 
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• Archaeological tourism which is a touristy trip with cultural intentions to know archaeological centres, 
archaeological museums etc. 

• Art tourism a tourism trip to know figurative art, pictures, sculptures, architecture. Most of tourists want to 
explore beauties and story of castles, monasteries, rural home, and museums of far-away villages. 

• Events tourism, most of tourists is interested for musical, theatrical, cinematography show, folklore 
manifestation, and ceremony of festival days. 

• Religious Tourism has attracted most tourists who are interested to know religious monuments, and cult 
objects. 

The objective of the paper is to promote an industry that became more attractive through the combination 
between natural beauties and cultural heritage. 
 
  
 
GEOGRAPHIC POSITION OF ALBANIA 
 
Albania is a country in South-Eastern Europe, in the West of the Balkan Peninsula, between the 
geographical coordinates: 39 16' latitude and 42 39' longitudes. Albania is almost midway between Equator 
and the North Pole, and covers a surface of 28.748 km2. 
The overall length of the borderline of the Republic of Albania is 1094 km; out of which 657-km is land-
border, 316-km sea-border, 48-km river-border and 73 km lake-border. 
The Republic of Albania, on the North borders with Montenegro, on North-East with Kosovo, on the East with 
Macedonia, and in the South and South-East with Greece. 
On the West, Albania is washed by the Adriatic and Ionian seas. 
The average altitude is 708 m, i.e. two times higher than that of Europe. 
Albania is included in the humid sub-tropical zone of the Northern Hemisphere, and it belongs to the 
Mediterranean climatic zone. 
Climate 
Coastal areas: Central Mediterranean, mild and wet winter, hot and dry summer. 
Alpine areas: Central Continental, cold and wild winter, wet summer. 
Relieve 
Lowland – Western Albania, Plain – Eastern Albania 
Alpine – Northern Albania, the Highest Peak – Korabi Mountain (2,753m) 
Coastal Line 
362 kilometres 
 
NATURAL BEAUTIES OF VLORA REGION 
 
Vlora region has a very favourable geographic position, it outstretched in the South-Western of Albania. Vlora 
region is composed by three cities: City of Vlora, Saranda, and Delvina. This region has a size of   2,706 km2; of 
which 1,609 km2 belong to Vlora, 749 km2 to Saranda and 348 km2 to Delvina. The district of Vlora is 
composed by four cities: Vlora, Selenica, Orikum, and Himara. 
District of Vlora is surrounded by small hills, in the north side by middle high mountains and in the south 
side by high mountains. The highest mountain is Cika’s mountain (it is 2045 m over the sea level). The 
mountain – hilly relief predominates in all the area which is percolated with lagoons, combined with 
plateaus and the west side is broken from the coastline. 
The geographical location of Vlora is included in the Mediterranean climate areas, placed among the rare 
beauties of two Seas: The Adriatic and Ionian Sea. Through the Sea Ports of Vlora, Orikum, Himara and 
Triport is possible the maritime joins with the other Mediterranean Countries, like Italy, Greece, 
Montenegro, etc 
Vlora is farming and agriculture country, of an old culture of fruit-growing, viticulture, olives and citrus fruits. 
During the last year the economic developments were mainly in tourism industry.  
   
The bay of Vlora is the deepest and largest of Albania. It is protected by the Karaburun peninsula, the largest 
of the country and by the island of Sazan. Karaburun also serves as a border between the Adriatic and lonian 
seas. The sunny and warm climate of Vlora region allows for visiting the area during a period from May to 
September; there are small and very beautiful beaches just outside the city; there are numerous 
restaurants and hotels that offer their services seeking to meet the level of demands and desires of the tourist 
market; different sports , which do not require the use of special equipment, may be developed, such as 
swimming, trekking, strolls, excursions, other more difficult sports such as diving, boat travels in the bay and 
beyond, visits to the sea caves of the peninsula coast on both sides; the area's cultural treasure is little known 
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and may be of interest to specialized tourist segments; tourist offers may include visits to the symbols 
displaying the city's communist past. 
On reason that tourist come in Vlora is for beautiful nature that it has. There are a lot of beautiful beaches 
like: 

• Cold Water,  this beach separate the Adriatic sea from the Ionian sea, it has a very interesting view to 
observe and is rich of algae, and certain number of fish types.  

• Zhironi,  a rocky beach for about 20 m down and at the 4-5 m depth, the sand bottom begins, with 
bunches of black and brown algae and vertical leaves. There are also green algae here and there. 
Fishes: saragua-sargo, wrasse, crabs, sea urchins. 

• Jonufra, where the coast goes down to the sea level, the sea is deeper and it takes about 20 m to 
reach 3-4 m depths. There is little flora. Fishes: soles, crabs, mullets and jelly-fish after storms. 

• Radhima where the coast goes down on the inner side of the bay and on whose inner edge is 
Orikum. The sea bottom goes down gradually and one can make a good observation there. 

• Orikum, where there are submerged ancient constructions, covered by the algae. One should take 
great care to identify them.                      

• Karaburun peninsula, the inner coast. There are many beaches one after the other as well as rocky 
parts. The different sea bottoms with underwater rocks have vivid colours. The sea is generally 
calm. Be ware of numerous urchins.  Danger is not present.  

• The outer coast of Karaburun, which includes numerous caves caught between small beaches. 
Among others, one should not miss the cave of Grama, rumours about which will never end, as well 
as the cave of Haxhi Alia. 

• Beach of Palasa. The first beach of Dhermi.  There is a large beach with emerald colored waters, 
typical of the entire Riviera, a sign of a sea bottom rich in its flora. 

• Beach of Dhermi. One can use the goggles and snorkel even near to the coast. It is very advisable to 
move on toward the end of the beach, toward the rock, at the end of it. It has a rocky sea bottom 
and a rich fauna. 

• Gjipea. A very special beach. A creek flows in the middle of the beach. 
• lul. A very large beach.  One can get to the sea through the large beach and navigate along the bay's 

long rocky slopes. Or, can observe from a small rock a few tens of meters above the beach. It is 
probably the best place.                   

• Livadh. It is a very separate beach, almost permanently deserted. To get there it is advisable to 
use a rubber boat from Himara . 

• Himara. The beaches are found between two rocky parts. Diving in those areas are different for 
observation purposes. On the side of the northern rock, there is a small harbour for motorboats, the 
ferry to Corfu and some other boats. 

• Castle of Ali Pasha. A double very pretty beach, with the castle on top of the rock facing Porto 
Palermo. There are numerous urchins. The land stripe that takes you to the castle may serve for 
diving. The northern part has cold water due to an underwater source. The southern side features 
rocky slabs. At the end of the bay, there is a very pretty rock that may be reached through the sea. 

• Qeparo. A very large and sunny beach. It took the name from the village on top of the hill. Diving is 
possible straight from the beach.  

• Borsh. A very large beach, almost a repetition of that of Palasa. There are warm waters during the 
largest part of the year. It has a sandy sea bottom and the flora is similar to that of Qeparo. 

• Lukova. Very wide   beach. The hills on the sea show terraces of citrus and olive trees built in the '70s 
of the last century. It is interesting to note the continuity of sandy and rocky beaches. 

• Krorez. One of the prettiest beaches where one can get too easily by sea from Saranda. In fact, the 
place is extensively visited by tourists. 

• Road to Butrint. Along the Saranda-Butrint road, one notices that the coastal view is different from the 
Ionnian Riviera: low hills with citrus and olive trees nicely go down to the sea on the one side, and 
on the lagoon on the other, creating two different environments in a limited space: clear emerald-
colored waters, citrus trees, olive trees and flowers on the right, a swamp, rushes, bushes and 
marshy waters on the left.              

                                         
Karaburun Peninsula and the Island of Sazan 
It is the country's largest peninsula and it forms the outer part of the Vlora bay. In the north, it is separated 
from the island of Sazan by the Mezokanal. In the south, it borders with the inner tip of the Vlora bay up to 
the She –bear Bay.   
The length of the peninsula is 16 km and its width is maximally 4km. On the north western tip is the cape of 
Gjuhez, the westernmost point of all Albania. The western shore of Karaburun is high and very fragmented 
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vertically, with caves, gaps, and small beaches. The eastern shore is less fragmented.  
In the north, there is the cave of Haxhi  ALI, the countries largest. It is of limestone origin; it is 30m deep, 18m 
high and up to 12m wide. Its dimensions allow for the entry of small boats inside it. The sidewalls are an 
attraction, rising vertically and formed by limestone activity. The name has been given to it in memory of the 
XVII century sailor Haxhi Ali, from Ulqin, who was a defender of traders and travellers using these waters.  
The beach of Grama is one of the most historical and natural monuments of the entire lonnian coast. Ever 
since ancient times, it served as a place for anchoring ships. Grama's rocky walls are filled with inscriptions 
carved by travellers as epigraphic testimony expressing their gratitude to Poseidon. The first inscriptions 
belong to the IV century BC. You would find the names of Marcus Antonius, Pompeii, the Byzantine emperor, 
Manfred, etc. In Grama you also find traces of an ancient stone pit and cave with inscriptions and figures that 
served as places of cult and living at the time. 
 
Sazan is the country's largest island (55.5km2), known from ancient time by the name of Sason (VI century BC). 
After a long period of Venetian domination, it was invaded by the Turks in the XV century... Tectonically, it is 
part of the Sazan area and is morphologically formed by eroded limestone. Geographically, it forms a single 
block and its highest peak is 342 m. It has Mediterranean climate, very soft, average temperature is 25°C, and 
rains are at 715 mm annually. There are no superficial waters. Flora is made up of evergreen Mediterranean 
bushes. 
 

National Park of Llogara 
In a ray of 50 km, beginning from the city of Vlora, tourists offer is completed: seas and mountains follow 
each other, marshy lands and alpine pastures outline the view, a rich flora and fauna crowds the entire 
area, there are water reserves and a variety of climates and micro-climates throughout the territory and all 
during the year. This is all accompanied with an important cultural treasure as well as historic events. 
The park has a total surface of 1010 ha, with the highest peak being 1027 m above the sea level. The park is 
one of the prettiest places of the Albanian Riviera. Near the Llogara Park is the mountain of Cika, 2045 m 
above the sea level. The Llogara area is northwest of the Cika - Lungara chain and the relief is filled with 
coniferous forests, plains and high rocks. Geological forms add tourist values to the Park landscape: 
limestone and dolomite formations dominate.  
The area is known for a variety of relief forms that stretch vertically and varies between 816 m and 1499 m, 
and which go down to the sea with high rocks with numerous vertical cracks. Bays are rare and very deep. 
The climate of the area has great characteristics, with a cool summer and typical winter soft mountainous 
areas and considerable snowfalls. 
 
 
CULTURAL TOURISM 
  
Cultural  resources of Vlora region 
 

Vlora city is known in antiquity with the name Aulona, as one of the most important Sea Ports of the 
Mediterranean coasts of the Adriatic Sea. The vestiges demonstrate that this city has flourished since the 
VI century BC becoming a maritime and road junction between the East and West. During the IV century BC, 
being the principal port of the South Illyrian, it has been surrounded with stones - wall boundary, the vestiges 
of which are found near the Flag Square. The lifestyle of this region is mentioned in many memorials, as in the 
Cesar wars with Pompey on the year 48 BC; in the Norman invasion of the year 1081; in the Venetian War of 
the year 1205; and then in the German Domination. 
Of the first magnitude in the ancient culture of vlora city are the fortified habitations, barrows, mosaic, 
castles, basilicas, necropolis and the caverns. The tourist region of Vlora Gulf includes many important 
archaeological centers belonging to the centuries III-V BC where it is reflected the ancient living style of 
the Illyrian inhabitants. 
Of great attraction to the tourists are the "Written Cavern" of Lepenica and the cavernous habitation of 
Velca, which are lately mentioned even in the French and German researches. This cavern, which is placed 
in the village of Lepenica is filled with many murals in its rocky sides being a representative of the Neolithic 
art which belongs to the first half of the ll-nd millennial BC 
Meanwhile, the cavern of Velga, which belong to the late-Neolithic period as it is written by the Italian 
Archaeologist, Pirro Marcone (1937), is attested that it has been a habitation 1000 years BC. There are 
found many archaeological objects, which unfortunately exist in the museums of Italy and of the other 
European countries. These discoveries demonstrate the contiguity with the other discoveries of Italy and 
of the Balkan countries. 
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Painting is and important part of this spiritual culture of the habitants. After the Neolithic ceramics vestiges 
and its flourish in the Illyrian city of Amantia, emerges the prehistoric rocky painting of the cavern of 
Selenica, which belong to the third millennial BC. The paintings of this cavern reflect human figures in 
schematic forms, which are the rarest in Balkan. 

              
Despite this, one of the monuments of the times it is the "Mosaic of Mesaplik” of the VI century BC 
discovered in Cerje and today it is found in the National Museum in Tirana. Its construction with small stones 
shows up an artistic virtuosity of the time. 
 
The Tomb of Ismail Qemali. The tomb of the first Albanian Prime Minister is situated in the park near the centre 
of Vlora city and was castled by Odhise Paskali. It is in bronze and was inaugurated on November 28, 1972. 
The Museum of Independence. This building harkens back to 19th century construction. In 1912-1913 it 
served as headquarters for the Vlora interim government. Many original documents and antiquities of 
the Albanian renaissance and independence period are found here.  
 
The Historic Museum. Found in the centre of the city this museum of History boasts a plethora of archaeological, 
historic objects and relics from the medieval, renaissance and modern times.   
 
Ethnographic Museum. Opened on November 27/1912 it was proclaimed a Monument of Culture. Ethnographic 
items arc-displayed here. One can find objects of material culture carved in stone, wood, and metal as well 
as traditional costumes and carpets. 

Kanina and its Castle. It is a village of the district of Vlora located on the northern part of Lungare Mountain. 
The castle of Kanina was built on the hill. The elders of Kanina say that five "nations" worked on the castle: 
Illyrians, Romans, Byzantine, Venetians and the Ottoman. Archaeological diggings in 1971-1977 prove that 
the area was inhabited from the first half of the first millennium B.C. In the IV century BC, it was a city fortified 
with squared walls, inside which there is a castle stretching on 3,625 ha and with 18 towers. On the inside of 
the castle, there have been discovered remains of houses, stone alleys, water deposits, etc. The name 
Kanina was used for the first time in the XI century. 

Ancient Orikum 
It is one of cities of Vlora district, founded in the VI century BC. The city is on the hill known by the name 
Paleokaster. It is mentioned by ancient authors as an important port of the Adriatic and a battlefield between 
Caesar and Pompeii. It served as a base of the Romans in their wars against the Macedonians and Illyrians. 
The most important monument is the theatre of the I century BC, with a capacity of 500 seats, discovered in 
1959. In the II century BC, the city was destroyed by a strong earthquake, to be rebuilt in the V-VI centuries. 
During the Byzantine invasion and in the Middle Age, Orikum was known as a small port named Jericho. Near 
the city, in the XII century, the Marmiroi church was built... During the Ottoman invasion, the city was called 
Pasha Liman. 

Marmiroi Church 
The Paleochristian church of Marmiroi is located not far from Orikum. Based on its construction technique 
and the cross-type dome, the church belongs to the XIII century. The cylindrical barrel, a characteristic of the 
constructions of the time, rises on the entrance.  

Narta, island of Zvernec, and the monastery church  
Narta lagoon is an important ecosystem of the wetlands in the district of Vlora, together with Orikum and 
Butrint. These are areas typical of a low seaside with wide sand beaches and a distinctive flora of marshy 
parts. The island of Zvernec is in the Narta lagoon. The main reason for paying a visit to the island of 
Zvernec is certainly the monastery church of the XIII century dedicated to Saint Mary, located in the centre of 
the island, surrounded by evergreen trees. It is the area's most important cultural monument that served as 
a site for prayers even during the dark years of religious oppression in our country. People celebrate 
Orthodox religious ceremonies August 15th is commemorated every year, as the birthday of Saint Mary. The 
inhabitants of the area and of the district of Vlora carry out their pilgrimage, and spend the night out. They light 
fires and dance and sing until late. An orchestra that travels here to celebrate the occasion spends the night 
together with the young. Families or groups bring their already prepared food to the feast. The favourite dish 
is the roast goose, probably related to the feast of Saint Mary. Other inhabitants of the area visit the island 
the following day, even though they may belong to other religious beliefs. 

Near the village of Vranisht stands a prehistoric monument called "Stone with the sky," a megalith of the 
bronze period. The monument is supported by two vertical stones and looks like a giant table. The legend says 
that in ancient times, the inhabitants of this area came here to find refuge from natural disasters and devoted 
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sacrifices and offered gifts to the gods to tame their anger. 

The Castle of Jon Bocari. Standing near the village of Tragjas the castle of Gjon Bocari was built between the 
14th and 17th centuries. It is a quadrate with walls 1.25m thick and 5.5m high. It is dominated by two towers 
facing both the north and east angles for protection. 
 
The Tower of Dervish All These rare dwellings, called towers, are in the vicinity of the village of Dukat at 
the foot of Karaburun Mountain. The construction dates back to the 18th century and was the property of 
Dervish Ali, renowned as a warrior 

Llogara- Dhermi road. 
This is probably the country's prettiest road: it winds down from 1027 above the sea level for about 20 
minutes; there are gray bushes on the side, there are little plants; there are white beaches below, plantations 
of citrus trees and a horizon that opens up down to the island of Corfu and the blueness of the lonnian. The 
first village of the Riviera is Palasa, whose ancient name is Paleste; that is where Caesar's legions landed in 
the II century BC. In the village you will also find names of places related to this event, such as, the Caesar 
Pass, the White Roads, etc. The village of Palasa is characteristic of the area, with stone houses and a large 
beach below formed from the already dry stream, of Palasa. In Palasa there is St.Dimitri Church, built in 
1828. Continuing to travel down south, in the middle of olive trees, plantations of citrus trees and fig trees, 
we arrive at the village of I Dhermi, one of the prettiest of the Riviera and a very well-known and visited 
tourists place. 

History of Dhermi 
It is a village of the XIV century, built on a series of hills with olive and citrus trees. However, traces date back 
to the first century BC. Its name came from the Greek word Drymades. During its existence, the village has 
had economic and commercial relations with Greece's lonnian coast and stands out for its strong 
religious feelings. In fact, the little village hosts numerous churches (30) with important frescos inside.    
The houses built in the period before communism is precious and very valuable. They have usually two 
floors and are different from the other houses of the area. They are stone constructions, on hills planted with 
olive and citrus trees, and stand out for the harmonious elements and the aesthetic care shown. 
Among the numerous cult buildings, we recall the churches of Saint Stephan, Saint Mitri, which preserve 
frescos of the XII-XIV centuries. Inside the village, at the top of the hill from where the entire village can be seen, 
there is the monastery of Saint Mary, square-shaped building probably build in XIII-XIV century. Outside the 
Dhermi near the national road it is the cave of Parashqevi. The legend says hat Parashqevi arrived here from 
the sea through the underground routes devoted her live to Christ. In honour of the saint the inhabitants build a 
church at the entry cave where services continue even today.   

Himara is the largest commune of the entire Riviera and is along the Ionic coast and some hills, 18 km from the 
village of Dhermi. It is a typical coast area with the beach on the lower part of the town and with olive and 
citrus tree hills around it. It has borne that name since VI A.D. During its history, it has been a fortress of 
resistance of Albanian patriots against foreign invasions. The castle of the town, belonging to the XI century, 
known as a centre of trade for the lonnian Coast, with contacts with Italy and Greece, is of great interest. This 
is probably the reason for a strong pro-Greek feeling in the area. The more extreme would want unification with 
the Greek state. This desire may be understood looking at the writings that are often seen on the town walls. 
However, deep inside, the Himariot remain Albanian. 

Ali Pasha Castle 
It is one of the most important historical monuments of Vlora district built by Ali Pasha Tepelena. It has the shape 
of regular pentagon with the main entry gate on the east with thick walls, over 1m. There are numerous rooms on 
the inside that receive light from the central corridor. The entire castle surrounded by walls that served to protect 
castle from the land and the sea.  Unfortunately, today it is abandoned but untouched in its supporting 
structures and visitors may go up lo the upper walls. It was one of the places of Ali Pasha and its construction 
occurred at the end of the '700. The existence of a castle in Porto Palermo is referred to from the IV century 
BC. 

Borsh 
It is 23 km from Himara, on the way to Saranda. The first sign of the village is the castle built on the Borsh 
Mountain. The proximity with the sea, the presence of quiet beaches, the numerous sources of cold water, 
the cool air and the hospitality have helped the development of family tourism. The inhabitants of the village 
are known for the production of honey, the cultivation of citrus trees, olive trees and vines as well as their 
tradition in fishing. Not far from the village, it is an ancient castle of Borsh (IV century BC). Preserved there 
are the remains of walls, houses and a mosque of the XVIII century.  
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Saranda 
It is Albania's south city. It lies on the bay of the same name and on the hill across the sea. The small city's 
beginnings are in ancient Onhezm, whose first traces are from I century BC. It continued to be a centre 
inhabited by the Illyrian populations of the Kaon and is part of the larger part of Epirus bearing always the 
same name, Onhezm or Anchezm. 
During the first centuries of our era, it had its own bishopric and had contacts with Rome and the Pope. In 
the VI century, it was invaded and destroyed by the Ostrogoths. During the X-XI century it moved further to 
Gjashta with the construction of the church of Forty Saints (which is where the name comes from) and then 
to the hill of Lekures, with the construction of the castle that was a defensible place from the land and the 
sea. During the Middle Age, the city fell under the Turks and lost its importance, turning into a small port 
with a military base and was almost not mentioned after. It was private property of Sultan Abdyl Hamit, and 
after the independence, during King's reign was donated to the latter. Mussolini named it Porto Edda, 
giving it his daughter's name. During communism, Saranda saw limited development, like the rest of the 
country, but the population did however reach 15,000 inhabitants during the last years of the regime. After 
the fall of the regime, in about ten years, the population has doubled, also with the arrival of newcomers from 
different villages and towns of the country and the region. Today, Saranda is the most touristy and cleanest 
city of the region. Its proximity to the ancient towns of Butrint and Finiq, the city's archaeological wealth, the 
hot and sunny climate, the hotel infrastructure and other facilities, its nearness to Corfu and Greek lands, 
make Saranda a very visited and recommended not only for Albanian but also for foreign tourists. 

Butrint 
South of the city of Saranda, 21 km away, there is Butrint, one of the richest and most important archaeological 
centres of the country. Life in this centre existed for 1,500 years in a row and there are still remains of monuments 
belonging to different periods, beginning from the first half of the first millennium and come to the time when 
Butrint was ruled by Ali Pasha. 
One of the most important Paleo Christian monuments of Butrint is Baptistery, made up of the christening 
hall and a secondary hall, both featuring floors with mosaics that present the flora and fauna of the area 
from Nikopol to Vjosa. They are placed on 69 medallions grouped into 7 concentric circles. The Baptistery 
is from IV century AD. 
Another object of artistic value is the Butrint Basilica, built at the end of the VI century AD. The basilica 
walls have been preserved to late; the floor is made up of stone slates, and the window arches are made 
with bricks. The construction values and the dimensions of the basilica testify to the high level of 
Paleochristian constructions in Albania. 
Located at the centre of the town, below the hill, is one of miracles of ancient times in our country, theatre 
of Butrint. The hill slope has been used to build the steps of the theatre. There are 11 tiers placed in a 
horseshoe shape; the theatres southern part borders with a stone platform and stenographic construction  
Among other things, in Butrint you may see two medieval fortifications, one of which is the castle of Butrint. It 
is located at the entrance of the ancient town and is quadrangle-shaped; its dimensions are 22x30 (m). It 
stands out for the construction of walls with dressed stones and for the numerous windows. Construction 
ended in the XIX century. 
Another castle is that of Vivar, built at the end of the XVII century. The special thing about the castle is the high 
round towers and the castle corners. On a belt rising at about 1.5m all along the walls, there are numerous 
loopholes. In order to visit the castle, you need to cross the river that separates it from Butrint. 
 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY IN VLORA REGION. 
 
Vlora is known as a touristy destination that has competitive resources in Mediterranean region and a 
favourable position to offer international tourism. 
Sustainability and consciousness for environmental issues are important part of tourism development 
strategy.  
To realise above mention vision must attended these objectives: 
• Creation of qualify hospitality for tourists. Hospitality is fundamental condition for a long-run tourism. 
• Support of cultural and historical heritage. Cultural and historical heritage is one of strongest points that 

Vlora can use to attract tourists. 
• Quality offered. Only offering in continue way a high quality to meet demand of target groups, vlora can 

compete in touristy market. 
• People resources. Train undertaker, and skilled personal can meet demands of consumers.   
• Promotion of touristy products with competitive price. A fair relation between quality of product and price 

with affect in attractiveness of target groups. 
• Creation of touristy long-run development. Only offering sustainable quality condition, we can secure a 
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long-run sustainable tourism. 
• Positive image establishment. Is positive image foundation of city a way to attract tourists to choose 

vlora like touristy destinations? 
 
Recommendations 
• Promotion of our country for natural and cultural resources that it offers. 
• Improvement of infrastructure to attract more tourists. 
• Maintenance of historical and cultural monuments for sustainable tourism. 
• Needed for more tweeters to inform tourists for events related to historical and cultural monuments. 
• Personal training to create consumer satisfaction. 
• Development of alternative form of tourism, to attract different groups of tourist. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Wine tourism has emerged as an integral product of ‘New World’ wine producing countries.  Branding is the 
primary marketing tool used within the industry to create a strong, favourable and unique image in an 
attempt to differentiate one wineries’ product from those of the competitors.  These associations are explored 
and reveal that prior to visitation the wine and its brand create an image and expectation of the winery and 
its products and, whilst on-site, visitors expect to replicate this image. The reality of the visit however may be 
different and this can impact the ongoing perception and appreciation of the wineries products. 
 
KEYWORDS:  wine, tourism, brand, image, marketing.   
 
 
THE BACKGROUND 
Wine tourism is an important product both within the wine and the tourism industries. For the Australian 
tourism industry, wine tourism provides an attraction that draws people to regional areas; its potential 
benefits acknowledged by every state and territory tourism organisation (Macionis and Cambourne 1998, 
Houghton, 2001).  For the Australian wine industry, wine tourism has been identified as an integral and 
valuable marketing component, assisting small to medium sized wineries to overcome the difficulties 
associated with distribution and market penetration (National Wine Tourism Strategy, 1999, Winemakers 
Federation of Australia (WFA), 2002) by providing an alternative distribution outlet and an opportunity to 
create brand awareness and loyalty (Lockshin and Spawton, 2001). 
 
Industry based literature on wine tourism advocates that wineries utilise a branding focus in their cellar door 
operations in an effort to establish brand awareness and loyalty (Lockshin and Spawton, 2001). This strategy 
can assist wineries in differentiating their products within the domestic market and offset cellar door costs 
through increased sales post visitation. However, although research has been conducted in relation to 
influencing continuing wine product sales (Beverland, 1999; Dodd, 2000; Charters and Ali-Knight, 2001, 
Mitchell and Hall, 2001), no studies have addressed the topic of branding in regard to the behaviour and 
perceptions of wine tourists themselves; this study addresses the role of the wine brand in wine tourism.    
 
In relation to wine tourist behaviour Mitchell, Hall and McIntosh (2000) describe wine tourism as being  
unique,  bringing together the tangible product of wine and all stages of the tourism experience, that is,  the 
before, during and after of a  cellar door visit.  Further, these same authors suggest that due to the marketing 
synergies that exist between wine and tourism in relation to place and region, wine tourism provides a 
unique opportunity to study tourist behaviour within a wider temporal and spatial framework (Mitchell et. al., 
2000).  These observations form the basis of a theoretical framework that suggests that the wine and its 
brand influence pre-visit perceptions and expectations of the winery experience, behaviour whilst on-site and 
post-visit behaviour through recall and reminiscence.   
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A DISCUSSION OF BRANDING AND THE WINE TOURISM INDUSTRY 
 
Satisfaction with a cellar-door experience is of prime importance to a host winery, as not only does the cellar 
door provide the winery with an opportunity to create awareness of their brands and products, a positive 
experience may add to positive brand associations and thus may contribute to future purchase(s) in the 
tourist’s home environment (Beverland, 1999; Dodd, 2000; Ali-Knight and Charters, 2001).   The 
opportunities and possible benefits provided through wine tourism have been well documented (Macionis 
and Cambourne, 1998, 2000; Houghton, 2001; Hall, Johnson and Mitchell, 2000; Lockshin and Spawton, 
2001; Olsen, Eaton, and Getz, 2004; Hall and Mitchell, 2008).  In addition to providing an additional 
distribution outlet, small wineries play an important role in developing domestic demand through education 
(Beeston, 1994) however their profitability is hindered by the struggle to compete in “a business environment 
characterised by increasing supply of product, shrinking numbers of distributors and retailers, high levels of 
taxation and overall intense competition for retail shelf space” (WFA 2002, p.2).   The opportunity therefore 
to create brand awareness and influence brand perceptions and loyalty through wine tourism is critical.  In 
fact, these opportunities can assist in overcoming the costs of opening a tasting facility to the public (Dodd, 
1995).  Lockshin and Spawton (2001) recommend a brand focus when wineries are developing a wine 
tourism strategy, as it assists in differentiating their products from the 16,000 labels competing within the 
domestic market.   
 
Experiential Approaches to Wine Tourism 
 
As with any marketing activity that aims to influence behaviour, an understanding of the consumer is of prime 
importance.  Mitchell et. al. (2000) propose that in analysing wine tourist experiences an experiential view of 
wine tourist behaviour could be adopted.  Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) pioneered research on the 
experiential view of consumer behaviour and contrasted it with the information processing model, claiming 
that behaviour may not always be based on rational choice and utility, but rather the quest for sensory 
pleasures and emotional responses. Lofman (1991) has highlighted the applicability of the experiential view 
to products such as wine and tourism due their hedonic nature while Holt (1995, p.2) explains that such an 
approach “views consumption as a psychological phenomenon from a phenomenological perspective”.   The 
philosophy of phenomenology is grounded in the inter-subjective meaning people create, as a result of 
various social worlds (Jennings, 2001).   
 
In applying an experiential approach to wine tourism, Mitchell et. al. (2000, p.134) propose three dimensions 
for the wine tourism experience: “phenomenal environment (environments as perceived and acted upon by 
humans), human constructs of time (concepts such as past, present and future), and the phenomenon itself 
(tangible and intangible tourism activities)”.  This three dimensional framework indicates that the wine 
product, and incidentally its brand, are present throughout all stages of the wine tourism experience -  
before, during and after the winery visit, providing an opportunity to investigate the role of the wine brand in 
influencing pre-visit perceptions, on-site behaviour and post-visit purchasing.  
 
The products of wine and tourism share a symbolic relationship as they are both products that are marketed 
and differentiated on the basis of place (Hall, Johnson and Mitchell, 2000).  The WFA (2000, p.2) says they 
“have a common objective of capturing and presenting a unique sense of place to consumers, whether they 
be wine drinkers or tourists”.  The term ‘sense of place’ is a concept derived from behavioural geography, 
Walmsley and Lewis (1984) explaining that the term involves a specific location and the integration of nature 
and culture.    The branding of wine also has strong connections with the physical environment and the 
social situation thus behavioural geography can provide a framework for understanding the role of the wine 
brand in wine tourist behaviour.   
 
The use of regional identity to differentiate wine products dates back to the Egyptian and Roman Empires 
(Lockshin, 1997) such methods being firmly grounded in the concept of terroir, a French word, with no 
translation in any other language, relating to the natural environment in which wine grapes are grown 
(Halliday and Johnson, 1992).  The environment in each winery and wine region creates unique 
characteristics and regional distinctions and has the potential to impact on quality and marketing.  These 
differences are at the foundation of the French Appellation Control, a system that places strict geographical 
guidelines on winemaking practices as well as packaging and labelling (Johnson 1994; Iland and Gago, 
1995; Phillips, 2000).  
Lockshin (1997) and Spawton (1998) suggest that it is not simply the use of regional identification that 
results in differentiation, but rather the manner in which the region communicates a message of quality to the 
consumer. Central to their discussions is that the notion that the wine brand is not simply a marketing device, 
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but rather a psychological cue or symbol that communicates a product’s objective and subjective quality to 
the consumer (Lockshin, 1997; Spawton, 1998).   Given wine brands are psychological symbols or cues that 
have the ability to project information regarding both the natural environment and social situation, it can be 
presumed that the wine and its brand can be used by consumers, ‘to establish a sense of place’ in regard to 
the winery itself. On this basis, a theoretical framework for understanding the role of wine brand in wine 
tourist behaviour can be tendered. 
 
Experiential Approaches to Geography 
 
Walmsley and Lewis (1984) explain that experiential approaches to behavioural geography have developed 
as a result of deficiencies, for example the focus on individuals rather than group behaviour, ignoring the fact 
that behaviour takes place in time as well as space.  This approach takes a hermeneutic perspective on the 
interaction between people and places by focusing on the manner in which individuals interpret and 
experience their surroundings through the senses (Walmsley and Lewis, 1984; Daniels, 1985).  Such 
interpretations influence an individuals ‘sense of place’.   Rose (1997) explains that these connections are 
created via the meaning acquired through experience and interpretation and central to this is the notion that 
culture and society determine the meaning of places.       
 
However, Daniels (1985) says that it is not simply the interpretation that gives a place meaning, nor the 
direct experience, but rather, the degree to which the meaning is shared with other members of society.   
Urry (1990, p.140) explored the sociology of tourism history and introduced the concept of the ‘hermeneutic 
circle’, a description of the manner in which tourists derive meaning from photographic images.  He suggests 
that photographs influence pre-visit perceptions through mediums such as brochures and, whilst on-site, 
tourists are attempting to replicate the photographs.  Upon returning home they utilises their personal 
photographs as evidence of their trip and as a tool to vicariously re-live their experience (Urry, 1990).  
Jenkins (2003) has investigated the applicability of the hermeneutic circle to Canadian backpackers and 
concluded that the meaning derived from such visual images heavily influenced this market.   Although 
Urry’s (1990) hermeneutic circle is based on visual images, it is suggested that this theory can provide a 
framework for understanding the role of the wine brand in wine tourist behaviour.   
 
Figure 1 is an adaptation of Urry’s hermeneutic circle with the role of photographs being replaced by the 
wine brand.  This model proposes that the wine and its brand influence pre-visit perceptions of the winery 
experience through the associations of region and the social context.  In the next stage (on-site), the tourist 
experiences the actual winery first hand, and following the visit, the wine and its brand provide evidence of 
the trip and a tool to relive the experience via memories.  
 
The substitution of the wine brand for the photographs can be justified as both are psychological symbols 
designed to communicate information to consumers.  Further, the temporal and spatial implications of the 
model utilise the three dimensional framework devised by Mitchell et. al. (2000) and thus acknowledge wine 
tourist behaviour over time and space.  
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Figure1  The Role of Wine Brand in Wine Tourist Behaviour 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Source: Authors, adapted from Urry, 1990 ) 
 
 
Wine Brands 
 
Branding is a complex concept with differing definitions (Lockshin et. al., 2000).  Spawton (1998, p.417) 
speaking of the wine industry proposes that, “a wine is something made in a winery: a brand is something 
bought by the consumer.  A wine can be copied by a competitor: a brand is unique. A wine can be quickly 
outdated: a successful brand is timeless”.   
 
Lockshin (1997) and Spawton (1998) in recommending brand management strategies to the Australian wine 
industry have recommended the concept of brand equity.   Memory is the foundation of customer based 
brand equity as it is the recall of brand knowledge in the purchasing situation that will influence the 
consumers’ decision (Keller, 1993) and consequentially, provide value to the winery.  Brand knowledge is 
conceptualised by Keller (1993) as consisting of two parts, brand awareness and brand associations.  Brand 
equity also acknowledges brand awareness and associations and their importance are illustrated through the 
fact that a consumer has to be aware of a product in order to purchase it, and that the brand associations are 
the basis of consumer differentiation (Lockshin, 1997; Spawton, 1998). Whilst Keller (1993) acknowledges 
these implications, brand awareness and associations are related to memory whereby the awareness of a 
brand represents the memory node and the associations are the various links that are connected.  These 
brand associations (either product related or non-product related) represent the consumer’s perceptions of 
the brand and hold the meaning for the consumer (Keller, 1993).   
 
Within brand equity, the importance of product related attributes is achieved through perceived quality and 
Aaker (1996) states that the quality of a product and its performance is the driver of financial return.  
However, whilst the fact that a winery must have a quality product to succeed is acknowledged, Keller (1993) 
suggests that it is non-product related attributes that hold the most potential for differentiation.  Non-product 
related attributes are described as price, packaging, user imagery (the people who use the product) and 
usage imagery (the situation in which the product is used) (Keller, 1993).  Product related associations are 

WINERY 

WINE & BRAND CELLAR DOOR WINE & BRAND 

PRE-VISIT  WINERY EXPERIENCE POST-VISIT  

WINE TOURIST 
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likely to be similar as the majority of competitors will produce products that are within a category therefore it 
the non-product related attributes that have the potential to be unique (Keller, 1993).   
 
Favourable and strong brand associations according to Keller (1993) relate to the degree of satisfaction a 
consumer believes they will obtain from the brand that is, the stronger the association, the easier it is to 
retrieve from memory; if the association is weak and less favourable the accumulation of new information in 
memory is less likely (Keller, 1993).  Wineries have the potential to influence the consumers brand 
knowledge whilst at the cellar door, and by establishing strong, favourable and unique brand associations, a 
differential effect should occur in future wine purchasing situations.   
 
In adopting the theory of  Keller’s (1993) customer based brand equity theory, it can be assumed that 
wineries require an understanding of pre-visit winery perceptions in order to positively influence the strength, 
favourability and uniqueness of brand associations at the cellar door and it follows that  positive brand 
knowledge should provide a differential effect in future purchasing situations.  Thus, the winery must 
communicate a clear and consistent message before, during, and after the winery visit to reinforce 
perceptions of the winery, its branding and its product.   
 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN  
 
This exploratory study was designed to explore the role of the wine brand on wine tourist behaviour; 
specifically the influence of a wine brand pre-visit, during the experience and post visit.  Of particular interest 
was the wine tourist’s interpretations of the wine brand and the impact this had on their expectations.   
 
The participants were wine interested tertiary students (aged approximately 21 years) who were undertaking 
a field trip to the Yarra Valley wine region of Victoria Australia.  The decision to utilise this sample was based 
on the desire to have a group of participants who had a general knowledge of the region, a specific interest 
in wine/wine tourism but limited preconceived ideas about the properties that would form the basis of the 
study.   The voluntary questionnaire was distributed before and whilst en-route to and from the wine region. 
Hurst (1994) suggests that the use of en-route surveys provides the researcher with a unique opportunity to 
obtain detailed information without major disruption to the respondents and further contributes to a higher 
response rate.   The two wineries visited (identified hereinafter as YS and DC) both  have extensive, 
attractive tourism facilities and while their wine tourism activities have similarities their business strategies 
vary slightly in that  while both produce a range of wines,  one is traditionally associated very strongly  with 
the sparkling variety.   
 
The collected data (using a structured questionnaire) was of a descriptive and comparative nature enabling 
the comparison of data from two time periods (pre and post visit).  The questionnaire was divided into three 
sections.    Section 1 (collected one week prior to the winery visit) contained open ended questions relating 
to the respondents impressions of the wine brand and winery.   This allowed for the respondents subjective 
interpretations of the wine brand and winery and also specifically addressed the non-product related aspects 
of the wine brand and of the winery itself.  Section 2 gathered data (on route to the wineries) on pre-visit 
perceptions, whilst Section 3 addressed these perceptions post-visit (that is, on the return trip).  Attribute lists 
and Likert scales were used within the questionnaire to measure perceptions of the winery and to enable 
comparison pre and post-visit.  The use of attribute lists to investigate destination perceptions has been used 
previously in a study on wineries (Dodd and Bigotte, 1997) and is further advocated in relation to tourist 
destinations (Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; Driscoll, Lawson & Niven, 1994).   
 
 In analysing the subjective interpretations of the wine brand, this study utilised the method of objective 
hermeneutics, which aims to describe the nature of interpretations and their consequences (Jennings, 2001).   
The questionnaire design assisted as respondents were required to provide information in relation, to pre-
determined categories and their responses represented their subjective interpretations and the subsequent 
consequences.  Qualitative analysis was conducted by dividing responses into two categories descriptive 
(that is, factual attributes) and evaluative (adjectival evaluations).  Further, the responses were summarised 
using Roget’s Interactive Thesaurus (online) to identify synonyms and categorise data into a more 
manageable form.  Quantitative analysis was then employed calculating frequencies to allow for 
observations and comparisons.   
 
To compare the perceptions between wineries as well as pre and post visit perceptions, The Wilcoxon 
Signed Rank Test was used because it facilitated the use of non-parametric data and allowed the use of a 
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large range of values (Pallant, 2001).  A significant difference between two variables was measured at the 
95% confidence interval (Pallant, 2001). The output generated by Spearman’s rho correlation analysis 
identified the strength of associations.  Given that there is inconsistency as to the precise value for a strong 
association (Veal, 1997; Berenson and Levine, 1999; Pallant, 2001) guidelines provided by Pallant (2001) 
were utilised. 
 
 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In conducting a preliminary analysis on the respondents’ interpretations, it was noted that 68.8% of the 
sample provided interpretations in regard to the wine brand and its implications for the wine product, whilst 
90.6% provided interpretation of the consequential winery expectations.   
 
The Table (1) provides a summary of the pre-visit perceptions using the 5 point Likert scale as a measure.  
The attribute mean (μ) and standard deviation (s) illustrate consistency amongst responses, with the largest 
standard deviation (s) being 1.083.  It is apparent that pre-visit expectations where very positive.  
Educational opportunities  
 
Table 1 Summary Pre-Visit Perceptions  
 
Attribute 

YS (n=31) DC (n=31) 
Mean (μ) Std. Dev. 

(s) 
Mean (μ) Std. Dev. 

(s) 
Recreational Facilities 3.34 .920 3.9 .939 
Wine Tasting Facilities 4.11 .629 4.38 .775 
Opportunity to Learn about Wine 4.25 .752 4.45 .572 
Opportunity to Relax and Socialise 3.82 .772 4.03 .731 
Picturesque Landscape 3.81 .662 4.21 .675 
Relaxed Social Atmosphere 3.21 .917 4.10 .817 
Sophisticated / Up Market Atmosphere 3.81 .736 4.21 .675 
Professional & Knowledgeable Staff 4.11 .875 4.36 .678 
Winery Tour 4.04 1.071 4.39 .629 
Restaurant Facilities 3.96 .962 4.50 .638 
BBQ / Picnic Facilities 3.43 1.034 3.38 1.083 

  
for example provoked a strong response in both cases and similarly high expectations were held regarding 
staff and the facilities.  In DC’s case the restaurant and tour facilities were also highly anticipated. 
 
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test comparing YS and DC pre-visit perceptions (95% confidence level) reveals 
a statistically significant difference for five winery attributes namely; wine tasting facilities, opportunity to learn 
about wine, picturesque landscape, relaxed social atmosphere and restaurant facilities which indicate that 
the respondents believed the provision of these attributes would differ between the properties (Table 2).    
 
Table 2 Summary of Differences between Pre-Visit Winery Perceptions  
Attribute  
Recreational Facilities .127 
Wine Tasting Facilities .030* 
Opportunity to Learn about Wine .034* 
Opportunity to Relax and Socialise .108 
Picturesque Landscape .017* 
Relaxed Social Atmosphere .001* 
Sophisticated / Up Market Atmosphere .089 
Professional & Knowledgeable Staff .152 
Winery Tour .159 
Restaurant Facilities .020* 
BBQ / Picnic Facilities .106 
Asymp. Sig.(2-Tailed).                Significance is at p ≤ 0.05 

 
A Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was also conducted to compare the winery perceptions pre and post visit 
(Table 3).   YS showed statistically significant differences on two attributes pre and post visit namely, 
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sophisticated/up-market atmosphere and restaurant facilities.  Similarly there was a change in perceptions 
relating to DC’s wine tasting facilities, atmosphere and BBQ/picnic facilities as a consequence the winery 
visit.  This demonstrates that in this instance the site visit had changed the respondent’s views.  
 
Table 3 Summary of Differences between Pre & Post Visit Perceptions  
Attribute YS DC 
Recreational Facilities .171 .095 
Wine Tasting Facilities .819 .011* 
Opportunity to Learn about Wine .870 .122 
Opportunity to Relax and Socialise .227 .199 
Picturesque Landscape .073 .108 
Relaxed Social Atmosphere .863 .230 
Sophisticated / Up Market Atmosphere .002* .015* 
Professional & Knowledgeable Staff .378 .869 
Winery Tour .970 .134 
Restaurant Facilities .008* .646 
BBQ / Picnic Facilities .106 .005* 
Asymp. Sig. (2-Tailed).     Significance is at p ≤ 0.05 

 
For the wineries purchases, both during and after the visit are of prime importance ((Beverland, 1999; Dodd, 
2000; Charters and Ali-Knight, 2001).  The correlations between post-visit perception variables and intention 
to purchase are presented in Table 4.  In YS’s case the majority of variables showed only a small correlation, 
while the variables, tour, professional staff and recreation facilities displayed no relationships. The most 
significant variables were, opportunity to appreciate the landscape and the provision of a sophisticated/up-
market atmosphere. Both variables showed a medium negative correlation.  Initial observations of this result 
may lead to the assumption that as the wineries provision of these attributes decreases, so too does the 
respondents intention to purchase YS wines (in this case). However in order for such a conclusion to be 
formed, a statistically significant causal relationship would be required and such a result is unobtainable with 
the current data.   
 
Table 4 Correlation of Post-Visit Perceptions and Purchase Intention 
 Intention To Purchase 

Correlation Coefficient 
Attribute YS DC 
Recreational Facilities -.012 .164 
Wine Tasting Facilities -.147 .399 
Opportunity to Learn about Wine -.146 .334 
Opportunity to Relax and Socialise -.116 .340 
Picturesque Landscape -.308 .334 
Relaxed Social Atmosphere -.211 .137 
Sophisticated / Up Market 
Atmosphere 

-.331 -.005 

Professional & Knowledgeable 
Staff 

.011 .527** 

Winery Tour .062 .185 
Restaurant Facilities .132 .389 
BBQ / Picnic Facilities -.149 .145 

 
The DC correlations show more strength.  Only one variable displayed no relationship with purchase 
intention namely; sophisticated / up-market atmosphere.  It may be that the provision of such an atmosphere 
is unimportant to this sample. Small correlations were observed on the variables of relaxed social 
atmosphere, BBQ / picnic facilities, and recreation facilities. A strong correlation was obtained on the 
variable, professional staff and it could be concluded that it was the staff at DC that exerted the most 
influence on the respondent’s future intention to purchase.     
 
Whilst the correlation results assist in understanding what influences the intention to purchase, the most 
significant finding is simply that no one factor made a difference; it was the overall winery experience itself 
that most influenced purchase intentions.  This result represents a key finding for wineries as it validates the 
opening of the winery’s cellar door to the public.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
This research revealed wine brands communicate expectations and that wineries have the ability to influence 
these perceptions through their brand.   
 
Perhaps the most significant finding was that 90.6% of the respondents provided detailed descriptions of 
their expectations of the winery while only 68.8% provided such information in regard to the wine product 
itself.  This supports the suggestion made by Keller (1993), that it is often easier for consumers to retrieve 
the meaning of a brand rather than the underlying attribute information and is consistent with the 
recommendation made by Lockshin and Spawton (2001) on the benefit of adopting a brand focus to cellar 
door operations.    
 
The comparison of the pre-visit perceptions for both wineries reveals a statistically significant difference 
suggesting that although the sample/demographic group remained the same the perceptions changed in 
accordance with the winery brand. Subsequently, further differences were revealed between pre and post 
visit perceptions demonstrating that the visit to the winery influenced the brand image and purchasing 
behaviour.  This outcome is of consequence for wineries wishing to offset their cellar door costs through 
post-visit sales and confirms the suggestion of Dodd (1995) that the cellar door provides an opportunity to 
influence brand perceptions.   
 
As Cambourne, Macionis, Hall and Sharples (2000, p.319) describe “when people purchase wine they are 
buying much more than a physical product, they are consuming images, lifestyles, experiences and 
places…..they are taking their memories home in a bottle and they can do so for many years to come”.    
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Abstract 
 
 The aim of the study is to find out the perceptions of young tourists towards the archaeological 
site of Delphi in Greece, through their importance and satisfaction levels and from a marketing management 
perspective. The research was conducted during August-September 2006. Although Delphi is just one of the 
most famous cultural attractions in Greece, it offers significant insights of under applicability because it is one 
of the most visited, as well as largest, sites. Among the themes of the survey were the perceptions of young 
tourists about Delphi, the attraction and its management. The study derived three groups of attributes - 
factors - that according to importance and satisfaction levels of young tourists should be taken in account for 
the better marketing management of the site: Factor 1: Place and Experience, Factor 2: Amenities and 
Quality and Factor 3: Facilities and Operations. By failing to understand young people as a segment, 
opportunities are lost to maximise value from the site as well as to operate it in a more sustainable manner.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
 The historic site of Delphi is located in the Sterea/Central Greece, 178 km North West of 
capital city Athens. Delphi’s oracle was founded in 8th century B.C. and it was the most significant oracle of 
ancient Greece. Delphi for the ancient years was the centre of the known world and it signified many major 
historical events. The greatness of Ancient Delphi is reflected by the fact that, together with Athenian 
Acropolis, were the first Greek monuments that registered on the world heritage list of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation - UNESCO in 1987 (UNESCO, 2006). 
Although there has been some progress in the field of young tourists’ behaviour (Carr, 1998; Schönhammer, 
1992; Shaw and Williams, 2004) and tourism in cultural destinations (McKercher and du Cross, 2002; 
Richards, 2001; Stebbins, 1997), in general there is a lack of data concerning the actual young tourists’ 
behaviour in cultural places. Many people think that cultural tourism is the preserve of older people (Fraser, 
2001). However, young people are important consumers of culture, and greater research effort is required to 
understand youth culture (Scottish Executive et al, 2001) since certain behaviour in young ages can lead to 
certain decisions in their future travel career, when they are older. Therefore, cultural assets, reserves of the 
past, attract constantly new generations and create a specific demand for culture in parallel with a framework 
for a positive attitude towards it.  
The aim of the study is to identify young tourists’ perceptions, through importance and satisfaction levels, for 
a major cultural destination, Delphi in Greece and from a strategic marketing management perspective.
 Studies of young cultural tourists are clearly important because they are tomorrow’s adult 
visitors and their experiences as younger people are identity-forming and help to understand their behaviour 
in later life more fully. Studies of cultural tourism in Greece are significant because, paradoxically, although 
Greece is the cradle of the modern civilisation, it has not been the subject of systematic analysis. Indeed, 
there is a notable policy gap in terms of the administration of heritage sites, especially when compared to 
traditional 3 S’s destinations. Most notably, though, many visitors, even young people, in Greece do not 
solely consume 3 S’s holidays and, in fact, embed heritage visits and excursions into their trips to one 
degree or another.  
   
Background 
  
 Although Greece has a long past, in terms of tourism it started to be developed systematically 
just after the Second World War. The estimation of tourism’s positive – mainly economical – consequences, 
created a rapid tourism development, many times based on misrule and without taking in account 
environmental and sustainability issues. Therefore, for years, the Greek tourist product is based on 
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heliocentric elements, the visual consumption of sea, sun, sand landscapes, and the massiveness, while it is 
characterised by regional imparity, attracting the majority of tourists to only some summer resorts, mainly 
islands (International Tourism Consultants – THR and Association of Greek Tourism Enterprises - SETE, 
2004; Yfantis, 2005). Furthermore, the lack of efficient tourism policy and the partial unreadiness of the 
responsible carries controlling the situation accelerated this phenomenon. As a consequence, the Greek 
tourist product for many years was exchangeable more by its price and less by its quality, creating an image 
for Greece as the cheap sunny destination for summer vacations.  
 Moreover, despite the cultural diversity Greece offers, the role of cultural heritage for tourist 
purposes was supplementary and overshadowed by the model of mass tourism. In addition, Greek tourist 
policy contributed to the promotion of Greek culture as a component of the total tourist product using it as an 
enticement for summer vacations in Greece, rather than an alternative form of tourism. Culture was treated 
as a part of the total tourist product and not as a special form of tourism itself (Richards, 1996). The 
focalisation of Greek government to the promotion of some places of major cultural and historical 
significance and fame, especially in Athens, while, sometimes, putting in a second place other sites of 
Greece, explains the phenomenon of concentration of the cultural attractions. According to Kalogeropoulou 
(1996), Greek administration emphasised more on few major sites of international significance aiming to the 
development of tourism. Cultural tourism demand in Greece is modulated in accordance to the rhythms of 
the foreign visits. In periods or years that foreign arrivals are significant then there is a respective number of 
visits to archaeological sites and museums. As Richards (2001) suggests, in 1990 the visits to museums and 
sites in Greece reduced because of the attenuation of foreign arrivals mostly. These facts indicate the lack of 
administration of Greek heritage and heritage sites independently and in comparison to traditional 3 S’s 
destinations that currently rule in the country’s tourism activity.  
 
Cultural heritage as a tourist attraction 
 
 Cultural heritage is extensively used for tourism purposes. As McKercher and du Cross (2002) 
suggest, cultural tourism assets can function as attractors of tourism demand since they amalgamate the 
unique features of a place which reflect its culture, history or environment and they promote the rich tapestry 
of cultural traditions, background and landscapes. Richards (2001, p37) sets two definitions for cultural 
tourism; a technical and a conceptual one:  
 
• From a technical perspective, cultural tourism encompasses all movements of persons to specific 

cultural attractions, such as heritage sites, artistic and cultural manifestations, arts and drama outside 
their normal place of residence.  

• From a conceptual outlook, cultural tourism is the movement of persons to cultural attractions away from 
their normal place of residence, with the intention to gather new information and experiences to satisfy 
their cultural needs. 

  
 The characteristics of cultural tourism and cultural tourists’ profile are presented, according to 
ICOMOS (2003), in Table 1: 
 
Table 1: Cultural tourism and cultural tourists’ profile 

Cultural tourism Cultural tourists 
Small Environmentally conscious 
Well-managed Politically open-minded 
Educational Appreciative of cultural differences 
Frequently up-market Probably travel frequently 
Particular and, often, rarefied interests Highly educated 

Dedicates and presents cultural ideas Bring a sharp intellectual and friendly energy 
to their encounters with foreigners 

Ideas expressed in monuments and 
surrounding locations 

Prefer handicrafts than souvenirs (seek to 
know how they are made) 

 Refined customers with love of excellence, 
taste of authentic and not tolerate mediocrity 

Source: ICOMOS (2003), Tourism at World Heritage Cultural Sites, The Site Manager’s 
Handbook, Washington: International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and the 
World Tourism Organisation (WTO) Washington, p.viii  
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From the table it can be realised that cultural tourists have specific characteristics in terms of profile and 
motivation. A categorisation of cultural tourists has been done from the Central and Northern Jutland and 
groups cultural tourists in specific and general (Therkelsen, 2003): 
• Specific cultural tourists (or core cultural tourists); go to a cultural place because of the cultural 

offers, and use them often. When they choose a holiday destination culture plays a vital role in their 
decision making, 

• General cultural tourists (or occasional cultural tourists); go to a cultural destination because of the 
nature, the beaches, etc. just like the ordinary holiday tourists. These kinds of tourists only use cultural 
offers occasionally. Culture, therefore, is not a decisive parameter when the destination is chosen.  

  
 It is evident that cultural tourists have certain behaviour and characteristics and play an 
important role in the tourism industry. Therefore, their significance must be taken into consideration and not 
underestimated.   
 
Youth tourism 
 
 The significance of youth market is great. World Tourism Organisation (WTO) estimated that 
in 2001, 140 million of the total 700 million, or 20% of the total international travellers were young people 
(Trendafilova, 2000). Youth tourism is growing rapidly every year - one fifth of all tourism journeys in the 
world are made by young tourists, while young tourists tend to travel more frequently and for longer periods 
(Richards and Wilson, 2003).  
 Even if there is no exact definition for the youth travel market – emerging problems at the 
measurement of their size and characteristics in various studies (Youth Tourism Consortium of Canada, 2004) 
– the determination of it, from the most authors has been done mostly according to their age. World Tourism 
Organisation – WTO defines the young tourism market as people between 16 and 25 years old who take a 
trip that lasts of at least one night’s stay. The Youth Tourism Consortium of Canada (2004) expands this 
variation to 30 years old. Hickey (n.d.), includes even older ages and mentions that the typical age of youth 
market is between 18 to 35 years old. 
 Youth market is a special market with unique profile and characteristics, while subcategories 
of it are existent. The Youth Tourism Consortium of Canada (2004) identifies two broad categories of youth 
travel market segments; the youth group travellers and the independent youth travellers: 
• Independent youth travellers; they travel alone or in small informal groups. There is no homogeneity 

since there are differences concerning spending patterns and travel needs according to nationalities and 
age groups.  

• Youth group travellers; group of six or more not related young people that travel together. They are 
divided in two subgroups: 

o School-based youth group travellers; travel is organised mostly by schools, school boards and 
districts.  

o Non-school based youth group travellers; travel is organised mostly by an organised group 
(sports team, church group, etc.).  

 
 Despite that culture is usually a product that addresses to elderly tourists (McKercer and du 
Cros, 2002) the significance of cultural activities for youth market is obvious. According to Misiura (2006) for 
1999, the 27.3% of heritage consumers in UK market were between 15 and 34 years old while the most 
faithful age sub-group was that of age between 25 to 35 years old (14.5%). Smith (2003) indicates that 
visitors that could be identified as ‘heritage visitors’ are at the age group between 20 to 30 or 45 to 60 years 
old. From Smith’s argument it can be identified the importance of culture and heritage for young people 
between 20 to 30 years old. Furthermore, according to Tourism Queensland (2003), from the Australians who 
visited a cultural attraction or participated in a cultural activity on their last holiday in Queensland, the 23% 
where people of age between 15 to 34 years old (11% between 15 to 24 and 12% between 24 to 24 years 
old). Therefore, culture is a motivator for young tourists. This happens also in the case of Greece. 
Considering the notable movement of young tourists in terms of tourism, their choice to know culture and 
cultural destinations and the fact that Greece, possesses what young tourists want, an analysis of their 
perceptions, through their importance and satisfaction levels, towards certain characteristics that compose a 
cultural destination is essential for the appropriate management of the cultural tourism activity, especially 
when there is a need of diversification of the current tourist product. 
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Methodology 
 
 The aim of the paper is to identify the perceptions through importance and satisfaction levels 
that young tourists attach to a major cultural destination, Delphi in Greece, from a strategic marketing 
perspective. For the fulfillment of this aim a questionnaire divided in four parts was used. The first part 
included questions about the travel profile of the respondents as well as one question about the role of 
culture as the strongest motive for travelling. The second part included questions relative to the perceived 
importance for 33 attributes that compose cultural destinations in general (from amenities and facilities till 
experience and quality). The third part was composed by questions related to the satisfaction levels of young 
tourists from the mentioned 33 attributes and overall, but this time for the archaeological site of Delphi, 
specifically. Finally, the fourth part included questions related to the demographic profile of the respondents.  
The research took place at the exit point of Delphi's museum, during August and September 2006, and was 
piloted during the first week of August. The sample of the research was 408 visitors at the archaeological site 
of Delphi, after their visit to it. From the 408 questionnaires given to the visitors, 348 were usable or valid. 
The remaining 60 questionnaires were poorly or half completed, or belonged to people outside the given age 
margins (from 15 to 35 years old), so they were not accepted for the analysis procedure. 
For the analysis SPSS software program was used while factor analysis for both importance and satisfaction 
levels' attributes was applied, for finding out which sets of variables - factors - have to be taken into 
consideration for the future marketing management of the destination in order to be more attractive for young 
tourists.   
 
Findings 
 
Demographic profile  
 
Table 2: Demographic characteristics 

Characteristic Number (N) of 
respondents % 

Age   
 15–20 141 40.5 
 21–25 68 19.5 
 26–30 94 27.0 
 31–35 45 12.9 
Gender   
 Male 156 44.8 
 Female 192 55.2 
Country of origin   
 France 87 25.1 
 Greece 43 12.4 
 USA 43 12.4 
 Italy 41 11.8 
 Belgium 25 7.2 
 Spain 21 6.1 
 Germany 18 5.2 
 UK 7 2.0 
 Netherlands 4 1.2 
 Cyprus 2 0.6 
 Other 56 16.1 
Highest qualification   
 School diploma 130 38.7 
 Bachelor degree 88 26.2 
 Master degree 56 16.7 
 Doctorate (PhD) 11 3.3 
 Other 51 15.2 
Annual income   
 Under €4999  55 20.3 
 €5000 – 9999  23 8.5 
 €10 000 – 19999  43 15.9 
 €20 000 – 29999  43 15.9 
 €30 000 – 39999  32 11.8 
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 €40 000 – 49999  21 7.7 
 €50 000 – 59999  14 5.2 
 More than €60 000  40 14.8 

Characteristic Number (N) of responses  
Occupation   
 Full-time employee 123 32.8 
 Higher education student 94 25.1 
 High school student 89 23.7 
 Unemployed seeking job 14 3.7 
 One or more part-time jobs 14 3.7 
 Volunteer 10 2.7 
 Full-time homemaker 6 1.6 
 Unemployed not seeking job 4 1.1 
 Other 21 5.6 
 Total 375 100.0 

Source: Author’s fieldwork 
 
The most of the respondents of the survey were females (55.2%) and belonged to the age group between 
15-20 years old (40.5%), followed by those who were of the age group 26-30 years old (27.0%). Concerning 
the country of origin the most of the respondents were French (25.1%), followed by Greeks and U.S.A. 
citizens (12.4%), and Italians (11.8%).  Most of the respondents possessed a school diploma (38.7%) with 
those with bachelor degree (26.2%) to follow. In terms of income levels there is a wide distribution of the 
respondents, with the highest concentration on people with annual income less than €4.999 (20.3%). Finally, 
the most of the respondents were full-time employees (32.8%), followed by higher education students 
(25.1%) and high school students (23.7%) (Table 2).  
 
Travel profile  
 
The most of the respondents indicated that they have visited at least another cultural destination except 
Delphi the last three years (89.6%) while a percentage of them were repeat visitors in Delphi (16.1%). The 
majority arrived at Delphi independently (59.6%) with their family/group (51.0%). The wide distribution of the 
respondents as far as the time planning visit to Delphi is concerned, indicates that the arrangement of the 
visit takes place any period of time from the last moment till six months or more. Travel guidebooks and 
history books were the main sources of information (25.04% and 19.29% respectively), followed by 
friends/relatives (14.37%) and previous knowledge (13.94%). The majority of the respondents visited Delphi 
to see the heritage site and the museum in it (43.11%), followed by part of my tourist package (17.93%) as 
the second main reason for visiting and educational reasons  respectively (16.44%). Finally the 49.9% of the 
respondents arranged the trip to Delphi by themselves followed by those that arranged their trip through a 
travel agent outside Greece (23.7%) (Table 3). 
 
 
Table 3: Travel characteristics 

Characteristic 
N 
respon-
dents 

% Characteristic N res-
ponses % 

Visits to other cultural 
destinations, except 
Delphi, the last 3 years 

  Source/s of information 
about Delphi   

 Yes 310 89.6  Travel guidebook 176 25.04 
 No 36 10.4  History books 135 19.20 
First visit to Delphi    Friends/relatives 101 14.37 
 Yes 292 83.9  Previous knowledge 98 13.94 
 No 56 16.1  WWW/Internet 57 8.11 
Arrangement of the visit    Tourist authority 40 5.69 
 Organized group 139 40.4  TV program 27 3.84 
 Independently 205 59.6  Magazine article 20 2.84 
Travel party    Newspaper story 14 1.99 
 Family/group 174 51.0  Radio program 1 0.14 
 Couple 78 22.9  Other 34 4.84 
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 Friends/relatives 77 22.6  Total 703 100.0 
 Alone 12 3.5 Reason/s for visiting Delphi   
Time planning visit to 
Delphi    To see the heritage 

site/museum 291 43.11 

 Last  minute/same day 35 10.1  Part of my tourist package 121 17.93 
 Less than 1 week 71 20.6  Educational reasons 111 16.44 
 Less than 1 month 55 15.9  Short break trip 47 6.96 
 3 months or less 88 25.5  To accompany family 40 5.93 
 4 - 6 months 33 9.6  To accompany friends 39 5.78 
 6 months or more 63 18.3  Conference/seminar 3 0.44 
     Other 23 3.41 
     Total 675 100.0 
    Way/s of arrangement   
     Arranged by myself 181 49.9 
     Travel agent outside Greece 86 23.7 
     Travel agent in Greece 13 3.6 
     Component of my package 39 10.7 

     
Arranged by 
accommodation's 
management 

5 1.4 

     Other 39 10.7 
     Total 363 100.0 
Source: Author’s fieldwork 
 
Factor analysis 
  
 Factor Analysis was used for grouping the 33 attributes of the site in factors or components 
according to respondents’ importance and satisfaction levels. Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) test of sphericity 
was adopted for checking the appropriateness of the Factor Analysis. For this case, the KMO value was 
0.810 and the significance value 0.000, therefore Factor Analysis could be used. Through, Principal 
Components analysis, 66 attributes were used (33 describing the importance that young visitors attach to the 
33 attributes of a cultural destination in general, and 33 describing the overall satisfaction that young visitors 
have from the same 33 attributes from the site of Delphi). Initially, Principal Component Analysis derived, 
automatically, 18 factors from the 66 used attributes that explained the 68.68% of the total variance. However, 
the Scree Plot method derived three factors that grouped the 33 attributes. According to the Varimax 
Rotation, the three factors indicated logical groupings of the site’s attributes that explained the 31.77% of the 
total variance, percentage high enough considering the large number of the variables that were used in the 
analysis. 
 The three factors that extracted were: Factor 1: ‘Place and Experience’, Factor 2: ‘Amenities 
and Quality’, and Factor 3: ‘Facilities and Operation’ (Table 4). Next to each attribute of the table there is a 
sign in bracket either an (S) or an (I) indicating the variable with the largest loading between satisfaction (S) 
and importance (I).  The first factor (Factor 1: ‘Place and Experience’) is comprised by twelve attributes that 
are related to the place itself and the experience that the visitor can have in it (most of them are formed by 
the satisfaction of the respondents) and it explains the largest percentage of the common variance; 19.011%. 
Therefore it is the most important in determining the significance of the attributes. The second Factor (Factor 
2; ‘Amenities and Quality’) is comprised by attributes that are closely related to the amenities of the cultural 
destination and quality issues that accompany these amenities (formed exclusively by importance loadings). 
This factor includes eleven items or attributes and is the second most important of the three extracted 
components and explains the 7.469%. Finally the last factor, (Factor 3; ‘Facilities and Operation’), includes 
ten items that concern the facilities of the site and the operation of it, including the prices (formed by 
satisfaction loadings). The significance of this factor, in terms of variance, is lower than the significance of the 
second factor since the common variance is 5.297%.  
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Table 4: Factor analysis– Importance & Satisfaction 
Components/Factors 1 2 3 
Place & Experience    

Place of major fame (S) 
   
0.699     

Seeing old buildings/monuments (S) 
   
0.687     

Learning more about site's past (S) 
   
0.649     

Learning about Greek history (I) 
   
0.632     

Beauty of scenery & landscape (S) 
   
0.625     

Authentic experience (S) 
   
0.621     

Seeing aspect of the area's heritage (S) 
   
0.592     

Experiencing a different environment (S) 
   
0.548     

Peaceful and calm place (S) 
   
0.538     

Quality of museums/interpretation centres (S) 
   
0.537     

Variety of exhibits & displays (S) 
   
0.522     

Well promoted site (S) 
   
0.494     

Amenities & Quality    
Safety and security on the site (I)  0.674  
Helpfulness of staff (I)  0.659  
Tour guides (I)  0.615  
Cleanliness of the area (I)   0.610  
Toilets (I)  0.600  
Accessibility around the site (I)  0.537  
Maintenance of the attractions (I)  0.529  
Eating /refreshment areas (I)  0.523  
Signposting to/from the site (I)  0.510  
Accessibility to/from the site (I)  0.478  
Timetables (I)  0.369  
Facilities & Operation    
Educational activities (S)    0.707    
Information centres (S)    0.699    
Entertainment activities (S)    0.637    
Signage within the site (S)    0.636    
Resting areas (S)    0.608    
Parking (S)    0.506    
Transport services to/from the site (S)    0.503    
Shopping facilities (S)    0.483    
Ticket prices (S)    0.391    
Concession tickets (S)    0.386    
Eigen Value 12.548 4.929 3.496 
% of common variance 19.011 7.469 5.297 
% of cumulative variance  19.011 26.480 31.777 

Source: Author’s fieldwork 
 
 In the first factor, six attributes are quite strong items, in terms of loadings (loading larger than 
0.6). These are related to the popularity of the place, the actual experience from seeing the destination, the 
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destination’s landscape and authenticity and, items that have to do with learning procedures. Factor 1 
indicates that, according to the respondents’ importance and satisfaction levels, cultural destinations are 
‘powerful’ as tourist commodities because of their one glory and uniqueness. In other words, the destinations 
themselves are those that can act as pull factors for someone to visit them. For this reason they attract 
different types of visitors, from the greatly involved cultural tourists to adjunct or even accidental visitors, or 
specific cultural tourists as well as general cultural tourists (Therkelsen, 2003).  
 Factor 2: ‘Amenities and Quality’ indicates that issues concerning quality and amenities are 
the second most important component in cultural destinations, according to respondents' importance and 
satisfaction levels (importance loadings dominate). In this factor a central place (loadings above 0.6) have 
the attributes of safety and security, helpfulness of the staff, tour guides, cleanliness of the area and toilets, 
all of them closely related to human interaction in the space. Therefore, attributes that have to do with the 
personnel in the cultural destinations are strong enough according to young visitors and for this reason they 
have to be taken in account.  
 Finally, Factor 3 is comprised by variables that are related to various facilities and to the 
operation in the cultural destinations. The basic role in this factor is held by educational activities, information 
centres, entertainment activities, signage within the site and resting areas, since these are the attributes that 
were loaded most in this factor according to the importance and the satisfaction of the respondents 
(satisfaction loadings dominate) (loadings above 0.6). Knowledge is one of the characteristics that young 
visitors seek on the site; therefore, the existence of satisfactory educational activities is essential. The same 
happens with the information centres, whereas people attempt to find information about the cultural sites. 
Signage within the site is related to the appropriate direction of the visitors across the space, attribute very 
important for their interpretation and in expansion for their understanding of the site and its history and 
meaning.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 Even though the three factors explain only the 31.777% of the total variance of the total 66 
attributes that were used in the analysis, they are essential for the categorisation of the cultural destinations’ 
attributes for the better management of similar places with similar characteristics, targeting young tourists. 
Therefore, the attention initially has to be paid to attributes that are related to the place itself and the 
experience that someone can have on it. Promotional and marketing strategies have to underline the 
uniqueness of each place and to make clear the authentic experience that young visitors could have on it, 
emphasising on the knowledge that the individual could derive from it. Therefore, promoting the greatness of 
Delphi to young people will bring more potential visitors to the site. Young tourists are demanding and 
selective in their choices while they seek experiences while travelling. Taking into consideration that a 
cultural destination can satisfy these wants, the appropriate promotion of those characteristics, is not only 
desirable but essential too. Secondly, issues concerning quality and amenities in cultural destinations are 
also significant for the young tourists’ importance and they can affect positively or negatively their 
perceptions towards them. Attention has to be paid on the appropriate training of the staff and the use of 
specialised personnel that can explain and provide information to the visitors concerning the particular 
cultural destination. Issues like safety and security, appear to be sensitive for the young visitors, therefore 
special attention has also to be paid on. Finally, an improvement of the facilities and operational 
characteristics of cultural sites would attract more young visitors to the cultural sites, according to the 
respondents’ perceptions. Still, educational activities play an important role on the travel behaviour of young 
visitors. Since education is one of the greatest motives for attending to a cultural destination (Lohmann and 
Mundt, 2001) closer attention has to be given on issues that aim to increase the knowledge and to satisfy the 
curiosity of young visitors about the cultural site the visit. A plan has to be introduced, that would bring them 
closer to the cultural destination and would enrich their knowledge, while simultaneously, would enforce any 
bond with the destination and lead to a series of positive results, as far as managerial terms are concerned, 
such as destination loyalty, repeat visit and word of mouth marketing. The study derived that young tourists 
are significant cultural tourists and their value must not be underestimated.  
 Young people as a segment have specific wants and needs while they can be the tourist 
demand for cultural destinations, of the future. By ignoring their importance, opportunities are lost to 
maximise value from the site as well as to operate it in a more sustainable manner. Considering that many 
destinations that possess cultural deposits are not developed appropriately, in terms of cultural tourism, and 
that mass tourism in countries like Greece is a common phenomenon which reflects the monoculture in the 
sector, bringing more markets with potentials and future, like young tourists, to more diversified tourist 
products that make use of the cultural resources of the past (that are innumerable in the case of Greece), will 
be a panacea for the holistic tourist development. In parallel it will change positively the tourist motif of the 
country generating more income to cultural destinations like Delphi and the surrounding areas.   
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International tourism destination competitiveness could be defined as the degree to which a destination can, 
under free and fair market conditions, meet the test of international markets, while simultaneously 
maintaining and expanding the quality of life of its residents. Numerous authors have conceptualized and 
researched destination competitiveness, such as Crouch and Ritchie (1994, 1995, 1999), or Kim and Dwyer 
(2003) to cite only a few.  Ritchie suggested that a destination is competitive when it performs vis-à-vis other 
destinations, on four critical measures: Economic performance; sustainability; visitor satisfaction; and 
management action.  These four categories are used in this paper to help ascertain the level of 
competitiveness of a leading European destination, the French Riviera.  

The purpose of this paper is not to address destination competitiveness from an academic perspective; it is 
to examine competitiveness from an industry perspective, in the context of a well known destination, the 
French Riviera.  More specifically, the paper first presents information that addresses the fact that the French 
Riviera is not as competitive and desirable as it used to be, particularly in the context of business tourism.  
Second, it attempts to explain how local professionals have let competitiveness decline.  Finally, the paper 
presents an initiative of the regional tourism office, involving professionals, that aims at regaining 
competitiveness in the context of business tourism, a key economic segment for the region. 

The French Riviera is a historic tourism destination: Dating back to the 19th century, the Côte d’Azur has 
attracted seasonal visitors, first in winter (with brittish and Russian tourists), then during the summer with the 
advent of mass tourism and the quest for beach and sun destinations.  Today, the French Riviera is still a 
seasonal destination, as a classic visitation bell curve testifies.  However, with the development of a local 
non-tourism economy, an airport that is only second to Paris in France and investments in convention 
centers and exhibition halls (business tourism), hotels do not have to close in winter anymore.  However, 
signs of relative decline have been noted through various indicators.  Qualitative data were collected by the 
author as a participating observer to tourism business meetings taking place on the Riviera as well as with 
personal interviews.  Secondary quantitative data were collected from the regional tourism office research 
publications.   

Comparative advantage refers to a destination’s natural endowment in factors of production; the resources 
that make a destination attractive.  Indeed, the Riviera is an attractive destination.  But one could argue that 
the destination has lost competitive advantages (the destination’s ability to use comparative resources 
effectively).  In response to this decline in business tourism, French Riviera business tourism professionals 
have recently created a “business tourism club” whose purpose is to bring together the best suppliers of the 
destination and let them develop coordinated training, management, and marketing strategies to help regain 
competitiveness. 
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Abstract 
 
Whilst the study of tourism destination competitiveness continues to gain interest amongst tourism 
researchers (Evans, Fox and Johnson 1995; Faulkner, Oppermann, and Fredline 1999; d’Hauteserre 2000; 
Hassan 2000; Enright and Newton 2004), there is little identifiable research that 1) links this broad concept of 
tourism destination competitiveness with the development and evolution of tourism destinations, nor 2) 
suggests the relevance or importance of key competitiveness variables to destinations at different stages of 
development. In exploring this association, focus group discussions with tourism industry stakeholders were 
conducted in a mature destination on the East Coast of Australia. Preliminary results from this discussion 
indicate competitiveness factors related to the ‘management’ of the destination appear to be of utmost 
importance to local stakeholders, given the identified stage of development. To this effect, three fundamental 
elements were identified by respondents: the ability of tourism infrastructure to be maintained and introduced 
to sustain the destination’s appeal; the ability of the local tourism industry and relevant governing bodies to 
cooperate as a driving force to sustain the destination; and the existence of a strong community vision for the 
future of tourism.   
 
Keywords: Destination competitiveness, tourism destinations, destination development, regional 
Australia. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
In Australia, as throughout many parts of the world, an increasing number of regions are turning to tourism 
as a vital driver of regional development and as a major source of new employment growth. In some cases, 
tourism is replacing traditional activities as a major source of income for regional communities 
(Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1993; BTR Australia 2000). Tourism can create jobs not only 
directly serving tourists but also in a range of related services, construction and manufacturing industries. 
Tourism can also be a catalyst for diversifying regional economies, as new tourism infrastructure 
development may in turn help in the establishment of other industries (Beer, Maude and Pritchard 2003). As 
such, regions commit considerable funds and resources toward enhancing their image and appeal among 
tourists. 
 
Tourist destinations and regions compete with each other for various tourist segments. However, no two 
destinations are matched, or develop at the same rate. Some destinations have an abundance of inherited, 
natural resources; where others may have limited created assets, such as poor tourism-related infrastructure 
or other facilitating resources. Given this development has implications for the types of tourists that will be 
attracted (Ryan, 1991), it is therefore critical that the stage and roots of tourism development is considered 
when developing a competitive strategy for a destination (Buhalis 2000). Despite such acknowledgements, 
research seeking to highlight the relationship between principal factors contributing to the competitiveness of 
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tourism destinations, and the stage of development or evolution of a destination, appears to have ‘been 
totally neglected by tourism researchers to date’ (Dwyer and Kim 2003, p. 406). This paper analyses the 
concept of tourism destination competitiveness, and explores the significance of key competitiveness 
indicators to industry stakeholders in a mature regional tourism region in Australia. 
 
Literature Review 
 
The subject of competitiveness has consumed the attention of researchers, organisations, and policy makers 
for as long as there have been social, economic, and political units (Porter 1990). In all forms of economic 
theory, ‘competition’ is a fundamental concept (Eatwell, Milgate and Newman 1987). There has been no 
shortage of explanations for why some nations, regions or firms are competitive and others are not. Yet 
these explanations are often conflicting, with such research failing to reach a consensus as to a universally 
acceptable definition of competitiveness (Feurer and Chaharbaghi 1994). A number of main elements of 
competition have been advanced in the literature. Scott and Lodge (1985) classify competitiveness as a 
country’s ability to create, produce and distribute, products and services, both domestically and 
internationally, while earning rising returns on its resource. Similarly, competitiveness is about producing 
more and better quality goods, and services that are marketed successfully to consumers at home and 
abroad (Newall 1992). Further, Feurer and Chaharbaghi (1994, p. 58) argue that ‘competitiveness is relative 
and not absolute. It depends on shareholder and customer values, [and] financial strength which determines 
the ability to act and react within the competitive environment and...can only be sustained if an appropriate 
balance is maintained between these factors’. 

 
While the discussions of competitiveness in the general literature are useful in highlighting the various 
determinants of ‘firm’ or ‘national’ competitiveness, they do not address the special considerations relevant 
to determining tourism ‘destination’ competitiveness (Dywer and Kim 2003). For example, the discussion of 
competitiveness in the general economics and business literature has tended to stress competitive 
advantage, while de-emphasising comparative advantage as a source of competitiveness. When viewed in a 
tourism destination context, comparative advantage relates to inherited resources such as climate, scenery, 
flora, fauna, etc., while competitive advantage relates to created items such as the tourism superstructure 
(that being additional created assets which rest upon general infrastructure and which serve visitor-oriented 
needs and desires such as hotels, attractions, transport network), the quality of management, skills of 
workers, government policy and so forth (Dywer and Kim 2003). Extant literature clearly appreciates the 
importance of both comparative advantage and competitive advantage within the tourism industry, and as 
such, the importance of understanding the factors that determine the ability of a tourism destination to 
compete is being increasingly recognised from both a theoretical and managerial perspective (Chon and 
Mayer 1995; Evans, Fox and Johnson 1995; Faulkner, Oppermann and Fredline 1999; d’Hauteserre 2000; 
Hassan 2000; Ritchie, Crouch and Hudson 2001).  
 
Destination competitiveness has been defined as the ability of a destination to maintain its market position 
and share and/or improve upon them through time (d’Hauteserre 2000). It is a general concept that 
encompasses price differentials coupled with exchange rate movements, productivity levels of various 
components of the tourist industry, and qualitative factors affecting the attractiveness or otherwise of a 
destination (Dwyer, Mistilis, Forsyth and Rao 2001). Competitiveness also refers to a destination’s ability to 
create and integrate value-added products that sustain its resources while maintaining market position 
relative to competitors (Hassan 2000) and the relative ability of a destination to meet visitor needs on various 
aspects of the tourism experience, or to deliver goods and services that perform better than other 
destinations on those aspects of the tourism experience considered to be important by tourists (Dwyer and 
Kim 2003).  
 
Despite numerous definitions, few frameworks have been developed to assess the competitiveness of a 
destination. Poon (1993) suggests four key principles which destinations must follow if they are to be 
competitive: put the environment first; make tourism a leading sector; strengthen the distribution channels in 
the market place; and build a dynamic private sector. While such principles have merit, clearly they are too 
broad and general to be meaningful to tourism stakeholders and policymakers (Dwyer and Kim 2003; Ritchie 
and Crouch 2003). Some tourism researchers (see for example Fabricius 2001) have affirmed that generic 
competitiveness models derived by theorists such as Porter may be utilised in a tourism context. In 1993, 
Ritchie and Crouch developed the Calgary Model of Tourism Competitiveness, arguing that the nature of 
economic competitiveness models, such as those advanced by Porter, appeared to be just as applicable at 
the destination level (Table 1).  
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TABLE 1 
THE CALGARY MODEL OF COMPETITIVENESS IN TOURISM 
 

Destination 
Appeal 

Destination 
Management 

Destination 
Organisation 

Destination 
Information 

Destination 
Efficiency 

ATTRACT 
Destination 
Attractiveness 
 
DETER 
Destination 
deterrents 

MANAGER 
Managerial 
Efforts 
 
MKGT 
Marketing 
efforts 

DMO 
Management 
organisation 
capabilities 
 
ALLIANCE 
Strategic alliances

MIS 
Internal 
management 
information system 
 
RESEARCH 
Research 

IOE 
Integrity of 
experience 
 
PROD 
Productivity 

 
Source: Ritchie and Crouch 1993, p. 48. 
 

 
Ritchie and Crouch’s (1993) Calgary model recognised 5 key constructs of destination competitiveness. 
These constructs are underpinned by a number of destination related factors. At the outset, Ritchie and 
Crouch identify a destination’s appeal to be a factor of tourism destination competitiveness, referring to the 
destination attractors and deterrents. Attractors include eleven elements: natural features, climate, cultural 
and social characteristics, general infrastructure, basic services infrastructure, tourism superstructure, 
access and transportation facilities, attitudes towards tourists, cost/price levels, economic and social ties and 
uniqueness. Among destination deterrents are security and safety (i.e. political instability, health and medical 
concerns; poor quality of sanitation; laws and regulations such as visa requirements). These factors can act 
as a barrier to visiting a particular destination.  
 
The Calgary model further emphasises that a carefully selected and well executed program of destination 
management can serve to improve the tourism competitiveness of a destination. In particular, marketing 
efforts have the potential to enhance the perceived appeal (e.g. image) of a destination, whilst managerial 
initiatives can strengthen the competitive position of a destination. The model also argues that destination 
competitiveness can be enhanced through management organisation capabilities and strategic alliances. 
Additionally, the use of detailed information systems is advanced as a basis for decision making, where 
internal management information provides the ability to better manage the performance of destination's 
product. This aspect of the model is closely linked to a research function, as research enables a destination 
to adapt to changing market conditions. The final construct in the model is Destination Efficiency, which 
draws on the integrity of experience, relating to the ability of the destination to provide an appropriate 
(expected and promised) experience. The second set of the efficiency factors are termed by the authors as 
productivity variables. These include variables which are hypothesised to develop skills and/or conditions 
which can increase the quantity and quality of the output of tourism experiences for a given level of resource 
input, such as training staff. Over a number of years, Ritchie and Crouch further refined the concepts and 
propositions underlying the Calgary model, to a point where it has developed to its current form (Ritchie and 
Crouch 2003). This more complex model has some 36 factors divided into five categories with relatively 
complex interrelationships. Discussion on each of these factors is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
Chon and Mayer (1995) suggested enhancements to the five constructs on the Calgary model. They 
proposed the inclusion of sub factors ‘substitutes’ for the appeal dimension, ‘entry/exit barriers’ for the 
management dimension, ‘organisational design’ for the organisation dimension, ‘technology’ for the 
information dimension, and ‘value’ for the efficiency dimension. Additional frameworks have also been 
developed, such as Faulkner, Oppermann and Fredline (1999); Hassan (2000); and Murphy, Pritchard and 
Smith (2000), whose simplified model highlights the intention of return visitation to a region.  
 
Dwyer, Livaic and Mellor (2003) in their model of destination competitiveness, brought together the main 
elements of the wider competitiveness literature (Porter 1990; Moon and Peery 1995; Narasimha 2000; 
Waheeduzzan and Ryans 1996), whilst incorporating elements of destination competitiveness as defined by 
other researchers (Buhalis 2000; Hassan 2000; Mihalic 2000). Their research aimed firstly to develop a 
model of destination competitiveness; and second, to set out the results of a survey, based on indicators 
associated with the model, to determine the competitiveness of Australia as a tourist destination. The model 
contains many of the variables and category headings identified by Crouch and Ritchie in their seminal 
competitiveness research, but it does differ in a number of aspects. In particular, the present model explicitly 
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recognises demand conditions as an important determinant of destination competitiveness. It also explicitly 
recognises that destination competitiveness is not an ultimate end of policy making but is an intermediate 
goal towards the objective of regional or national economic prosperity (Dywer and Kim 2003). 
 
Understanding the sequence of events or phases that mark the history of the destination can also assist in 
bringing a destination’s inherent potential and its impediments into sharper focus (Faulkner and Tideswell 
2002). Butler's (1980) paper on destination development signified a fundamental turning point into life cycle 
research, by intending to show the development of a destination in terms of the series of life stages defined 
by infrastructures and number of visitors. Hovinen’s (1981) work in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, likely 
the first use and examination of Butler's tourism area life cycle (TALC) model, concluded that a destination 
may be categorised by the co-existence of several development stages, a stance supported by other tourism 
researchers (see for example Harrison 1995). In recognising this feature, Hovinen substituted Butler’s 
phases of consolidation (commonly characterised by factors such as: early signs of declining visitor 
numbers; the emergence of discontent towards tourism among permanent residents; some deprivation and 
restrictions placed upon visitor activities) and stagnation (where an area is seen to have poorly maintained 
accommodation and amenities;  has a well-established image, but is no longer in fashion; has a heavy 
reliance on repeat visitation traffic) with a stage termed ‘maturity’. 
 
Having resolved that different destinations are affected by a recognised pattern of development, some 
tourism researchers (Dwyer and Kim 2003; Enright and Newton 2005) argue that the principal factors 
contributing to competitiveness will vary amongst destinations, and as such, destinations must take a more 
tailored approach to enhancing and developing tourism competitiveness, rather than adopting a single, 
universal policy or strategy. Of particular interest is the relevance or importance of key competitiveness 
variables to destinations at different stages of development or evolution. This paper therefore aims to 
examine the association between key destination competitiveness variables and the stage of development 
for a tourism destination, by presenting preliminary results from focus group discussions with industry 
stakeholders within a mature destination on the East Coast of Australia: the Coffs Coast Tourism Region. 
 
Coffs Coast Tourism Region 
The Coffs Coast Tourism Region is visited by an estimated one million tourists per annum. The Coffs Coast 
consists of three local government areas. They are the City of Coffs Harbour, the Shire of Nambucca and the 
Shire of Bellingen. The region is 550 kilometres north of the city of Sydney, the capital of New South Wales 
and 430 kilometres, south of Brisbane, the capital city of the state of Queensland. The coastal destinations of 
Coffs Harbour and Nambucca are characterised by a mild, pleasurable climate with spectacular beaches and 
coastal scenery. Bellingen is an attractive rural area, with scenic vegetation, surrounding wooded, sub-
tropical ranges and meandering rivers flowing from the Dorrigo World Heritage Area to the Pacific Ocean. 
Figure 1 shows the location of the Coffs Coast on the East Coast of Australia. 
 
FIGURE 1 
LOCATION OF THE COFFS COAST (EAST COAST OF AUSTRALIA) 
  

Coffs 
Coast 

Map Inset 
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There are a number of indicators that the Coffs region is currently a destination in the mature stage of the 
tourism life cycle. In spite of the Coffs Coast being a popular holiday destination for visitors for many years, 
visitor numbers to the region have been seen to decline. Data from the National Visitor Survey, a primary 
measure of domestic tourism activity travel patterns of domestic tourists within Australia, indicates that visitor 
numbers decreased in the region from 1,055,000 in the year ending June 1999, to 999,000 in the year 
ending 2005. Recently released figures by Tourism Research Australia indicate further deterioration of 
domestic tourist visitations to the Coffs Coast region, with 971,000 visitors in the year ending June 2006 
(Tourism Research Australia 2007). 
 
Over the same time period, the sum of visitor nights declined from 3,773,000 to 3,480,000 respectively 
(Tourism Research Australia 2007). Through the period January 1998 to December 2001, the State of NSW 
as a whole, experienced stable domestic tourist visitation while the North Coast Region of the State 
experienced declines of over five percent. The decline was recorded principally in the holiday/leisure market 
(ATS Group 2004, p. 19), and has since continued beyond 2002. According to Tourism NSW (2007), the 
number of trips taken domestically by Australians (year ending March 2007) to regions such as the North 
Coast of NSW was down by 2.4 percent compared to four years ago. Through this volatility, the Coffs Coast 
has experienced declines in both visitors and visitor nights greater than the North Coast Region and the 
State (Coffs Coast Marketing 2007). The North Coast Regional Tourism Plan 2004-2007 highlights a number 
of factors which may have contributed to this decline, namely increased tourism investment and resources 
applied at other popular coastal ‘hot spots’, some of which fall within a ‘competitive set’ challenging the Coffs 
Coast region; an increasingly number of ‘like’ destinations along the coastal fringe of NSW, improved 
transportation access to competing destinations (including capital cities), increasing price competition, and 
strong competitive regional marketing campaigns highlighting other regions of the State and Country.  
 
While trends in visitor numbers have been the most commonly used indicator of the stage reached in a 
destination’s development, a number of authors (Butler 1980; Cooper 1990; Haywood 1986; Morgan 1991; 
Faulkner and Tideswell 2005) have identified a more comprehensive range of evolution indicators pointing to 
destination maturity. These are outlined in Table 2. Following an analysis of the Coffs Coast’s position with 
respect to the indicators contained in Table 2, it is reasonable to at least conclude that the Coffs Coast is a 
mature destination showing signs of stagnation. 
 
TABLE 2 
DESTINATION STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT: INDICATORS OF MATURITY 
 

Area of destination performance Indicators 

1. Changing markets  Growth in low-status, low-spend visitors and day visitors 
 Overdependence on long-haul market 
 Emphasis on high-volume, low-yield inclusive tour 
market 

 A decline in visitors length of stay 
 Decline in overall visitations 
 Type of tourists increasingly organised mass tourists 
 A declining proportion of first-time visitors, as opposed 
to repeat visitors 

 Highly seasonal 

2. Emerging newer destinations  Competition from emerging newer destinations 
 The destination is well known, but no longer 
fashionable 

3. Infrastructure  Outdated, poorly maintained accommodation and 
amenities 

 Older properties are changing hands and newer 
properties, if they are being built are on the periphery of 
the original tourist areas 

 Market perceptions of the destination becoming 
overcommercialised, crowded and ‘tacky’ 

 Diversification into conventions and conferences to 
maintain numbers 
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 Large number of man-made attractions, which start to 
outnumber the more natural attractions that made the 
place popular in the first place 

4. Business performance  Declining profits of major tourism businesses 
 Lack of confidence in the tourism business 
community 

 A decline in the elasticity of advertising 
Lack of professional, experienced staff 

5. Social and environmental carrying 
capacities 

 Visitor levels approaching or exceeding social and 
environmental carrying capacities 

 Local opposition to tourism as the resort’s (destination) 
residential role increases 

6. Institutional environment  Local government reorganisation (amalgamation) 
diluting the political power of resorts (destinations) 
in larger authorities 

 Demands for increased operational efficiency and 
entrepreneurial activity in local government 

 Short-term planning horizons in local government owing 
to financial restrictions and a low priority given to 
strategic thinking 

 Shortage of research data 
 
Indicators in bold apply to the Coffs Coast on the basis of existing data (modifications from Butler 1980; 
Cooper 1990; Haywood 1986; Morgan 1991; Russell and Faulkner 1999; Faulkner and Tideswell 2005). 

 
 
Methodology 
 
A list of possible focus group participants was derived by the researchers. Potential participants were then 
provided with a Research Information Sheet, in an effort to fully explain the reasons and nature of the study. 
In total, 15 tourism representatives within the case region agreed to participate in the discussion, which was 
conducted in February 2008. This number ensured that the group was workable, given larger numbers tend 
to constrain or limit the interactions between members (Jennings 2001), and allowed sufficient variation to 
allow for constraint opinions (Krueger and Casey 2000). Key tourism stakeholders included representatives 
from chambers of commerce, local government bodies, local tourism agencies, tourism associations, 
bureaus and peak bodies; and tourism operators. Justification for utilising tourism ‘experts’ in focus groups, 
as opposed to tourists, has strong support within the destination competitiveness literature. Crouch (2007) 
asserts that judgment based on experience, expertise and insight is, in itself, a valuable source of 
information. 
 
‘The collective experience, knowledge, and insights of tourism destination managers, researchers and others 
who have spent time addressing the challenge of what makes a destination competitive, can provide a useful 
starting point for an analysis such as this’ (Crouch 2007, p. 7). Enright and Newton (2005) also draw 
attention to the fact that it is not uncommon for destination factors to be evaluated by practitioners (see for 
example Evans and Chon 1989; Faulkner, Oppermann, and Fredline 1999; March 2004), with their research 
suggesting that their views do constitute accurate measures of competitiveness. In addition, Gearing, Swart 
and Var (1974) in particular argued the case for using respondents who were widely experienced in dealing 
with tourists rather than the tourists themselves. They suggested that such ‘experts’ would be able to speak 
for the tourists, given their experience, and that each expert opinion would be representative of a large group 
of tourists.  
 
At least as a first step, a study based on an analysis of expert judgement seems to be a much more sensible 
starting point as a means of estimating the relative importance of each of the large number of attributes 
involved in the study of destination competitiveness (Crouch 2007). Consequently, such practitioners are 
viewed as an appropriate population to respond to this stage of the research (see the section Conclusions 
and Future Research for further information on this ongoing research undertaking). 
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Three data collection tactics were employed in this research. First, hand written notes, taken by a recorder 
during the 90 minute discussion, assisted in describing the context and the flow of the interview. Second, in 
addition to these notes, audio of the conversation was captured via a digital recording device. Third, 
participants were required to read and complete a discussion guide, as a record of points raised. The 
analysis of the audio transcription, and corresponding notes, was conducted manually, with emphasis 
provided to particular patterns, themes, concerns or responses posed repeatedly by the respondents. Once 
completed, interpretations of the results were cross-checked by the researchers to ensure validity of the 
interpretation.  
 
Exploratory Findings and Discussion 
Initially, participants were asked whether, in their opinion, they agreed with the earlier judgment that the 
Coffs Coast was a mature destination. Members of the group strongly supported this conclusion. The 
following statements were found to be indicative of the wider view of the group: 

 
…“Yes – it has not evolved with consumer demands…there has been little capital injection into 
the destination, in order to revitalise it”. 
 
…“ The Coffs Coast is not attracting new markets. It’s no longer seen as a cool or exciting 
destination”.     
 
…“Agree – because the Coffs Coast has not seen any major injection of tourist facilities since 
the resort development of the 80s. Coffs in not unlike a number of coastal places that have 
relied on the sea change tourist”. 
 
…“Yes – the Coffs Coast is definitely a mature destination. The physical attributes of the area 
are tried. Services in the area are tried and not appealing. The current promotion and strategic 
development is stale”. 

 
March (2004) maintains that since destinations compete for target segments, the best means of 
understanding destination competitiveness is to assess how a destination competes against its main 
competitors in those segments. In support of this assertion, participants were then invited to think about the 
competitiveness of the Coffs Coast in relation to a key competitor destination (the Great Lakes Tourism 
Region of New South Wales) that was not mature in terms of its life cycle, but with whom the Coffs Coast 
competes against for a specific market segment, namely domestic family/leisure visitors. 
 
Stakeholders were then asked to identify those elements considered critical in improving the competitiveness 
of a destination categorised as mature. Specific questions asked of the group included (but were not limited 
to):  

 
• Name those elements you consider critical in improving the competitiveness of a destination 

categorised as mature? 
• In which ways do you believe the critical competitiveness factors important to a destination in a 

stage of maturity differ from a destination which is, for example, developing? 
 
Given a large number of variables are linked to the notion of destination competitiveness, it is not surprising 
that numerous general elements of competitiveness were acknowledged. However, three critical elements 
emerged from the discussion (through frequency of reference). These elements specifically relate to the 
‘management’ of the destination. It is those elements which will be expanded upon in this section.  
 
Infrastructure 
The preservation of current and the development of new, infrastructure was considered by participants to be 
a major aspect in enhancing the competitiveness of a destination facing maturity. Destinations must ensure 
that their general infrastructure is as user-friendly to visitors as possible, as many destinations fail at this 
fundamental undertaking (see for example Pigram 1999; Diaz 2001; Buhalis 2000), whilst the quality of a 
tourism infrastructure (sometimes termed tourism superstructure) also serves to attract or deter tourists. It 
has been shown that the image of infrastructure will play some role into the image of a competitive 
destination (Chen and Kerstetter 1999; Jenkins 1999; Hankinson 2004). As a maturing destination, this 
aspect appears important within the Coffs Coast region, as detailed in the following statements: 
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…“You’re getting repeat business, but the accommodation offerings are getting old... it’s hurting 
us!”. 
 
…“Developing destinations have easier access to the ‘spotlight’. It is important as a mature 
destination that we still evoke the ‘spark’ in people’s minds with the understanding that we have 
the potential to meet their needs”.  
 
…“When a destination is mature, some facilities are old and tried. In a developing destination, 
they take a new, fresh and vibrant outlook. A mature destination can be stifled by negativity”. 
 

General infrastructure, especially in regional and rural locations within Australia, is generally delivered by 
local government authorities. In the case of the Coffs Coast, this involves Coffs Harbour City Council, 
Nambucca Shire Council and Bellingen Shire Council. As a result, these authorities have the ability to 
heavily influence the overall effectiveness, and by extension, competitiveness of this element. 
 
Furthermore, infrastructure has been seen to significantly affect the performance and operation of suppliers, 
tourism enterprises, marketing intermediaries and other supporting industries, in that poor or outdated 
infrastructure can potentially produce an unproductive environment in which such supporting firms are to 
function (Ritchie and Crouch 2003). This again appears relevant to the maturing case destination, as 
illustrated by the following comment: 

 
…“It’s a catch-22 though; commercial interests are not investing in the Coffs Coast because the 
tourism industry is in decline”.  
 

 
Industry collaboration and cooperation  
Collaboration is ‘a process of joint-decision making among key stakeholders of a problem domain about the 
future of that domain’ (Gray 1985, p. 227). Collaboration thus creates a temporary forum within which 
consensus about the problem can be sought, mutually agreeable solutions can be invented, and collective 
actions to implement the solution can be taken (Gray 1985, pp. 5-6). 
 
The importance of involving a diverse range of stakeholders in tourism destination development and 
planning is well recognised. Quite often, however, this type of planning requires cooperation between 
government agencies, various levels of government, public and private sectors. It is therefore not uncommon 
that the divergent views held by such stakeholders may, at times, hinder attempts for collaboration. This may 
be due, in part, to Edgell’s (1990, p.7) assertion that ‘there is no other industry in the economy that is linked 
to so many diverse and different kinds of products and services as is the tourism industry’. 
 
The perceived lack of cooperation among tourism stakeholders within the Coffs Coast tourism region is 
emphasised by the following statements made by stakeholders: 

...“One of the issues the Coffs Coast is experiencing is that it’s being promoted as a single 
entity, or a single experience, but in fact is managed in a very fragmented fashion. We are 
promising something, but not delivering on the promise”.  

 
…“It comes back to all the stakeholders, we need to get that cohesion”.  
 
…“There is a big difference between local government and operators. It can’t just be local 
government managing the destination, there needs to be a solid base of interaction with 
operators and other stakeholders”. 
 
…“Local government tends to work in isolation”. 
 

In spite of such a strong desire by group participants to work more ‘collaboratively’ with stakeholders 
(especially local government), the simple adoption of a collaborative planning process at the destination level 
is not as straightforward for a mature destination. According to Cooper (2002), the stage of the destination in 
the life cycle heavily influences the acceptability of a destination-wide planning exercise. In the early stages 
of the life cycle for example, success often obscures the long term view, whilst in the later stages, particularly 
when a destination is in decline, opposition to long term planning exercises may be rationalised on the basis 
of cost. 
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In seeking to remedy the issue of local opposition, focus group participants identified the development of a 
community tourism vision as an important starting point from which whole-of-destination collaboration may 
occur. 

 
Community Vision 
Visioning aims to develop ‘a clear and succinct description of what the…community should look like after 
it…achieves its full potential’ (Bryson 1995, p. 155). As a community-based planning approach, destination 
visioning effectively places the future of the destination in the hands not only of government and industry, but 
also of the local community. As Ritchie (1993, p. 379) states, ‘residents of communities and regions affected 
by tourism are demanding to be involved in the decisions affecting their development’.  
 
As seen in the following comments, participants pointed to the importance of developing a whole-of-
destination vision for the case destination: 
 

…“It’s about the vision. It’s the point of differentiation. But as a destination, we have never sat 
down and identified our vision or point of difference”. 
 
…”The airport is not seen as a transport gateway; it’s a separate entity that gets 300,000 odd 
passengers. There’s not really an understanding that it’s part of the wider tourism industry. We 
need to change this mindset”. 

 
This challenge appears to conform closely to the first of Ritchie’s (1993) three key elements of a 
destination/community visioning process, being: 
 

1. The vision must bring together the views of the whole community and all tourism stakeholders; 
2. The vision must reach consensus and endorsement of the future; and 
3. The vision defines the long term development of the destination. 
 

Despite this logical sequence of the visioning stages, tourism researchers have identified there are potential 
problems with the approach (Ritchie 1993; Helling 1998). These include: the difficulty of obtaining 
representation across the community; the difficulty of obtaining consensus on controversial issues; and the 
difficulty of implementing the vision. Notwithstanding such issues, Cooper (2002) views destination visioning 
as becoming the new tool for sustainable and strategic tourism planning for tourism destinations, as tourism 
catches up with the imperative of community involvement and embraces the need to manage change. Of 
promise to stakeholders of the Coffs Coast tourism region is the knowledge that visioning projects have 
proven successful in regions close to the Coffs Coast, including the Gold Coast (undertaken in 1999) and the 
Tweed Shire (located in Northern New South Wales, and undertaken in 2002).   
 
Conclusions and Future Research 
At this time, little is known about the relative importance of factors of competitiveness to destinations at 
different stages of development or evolution. Quite simply, it has been argued, conceptually, that at each 
stage of the life cycle, the mix of evolutionary and competitive forces differs and thus, strategies to deliver a 
sustainable destination should be distinctive at each life cycle stage (Cooper 2002). It is therefore the aim of 
this paper to present preliminary findings from focus group discussions with industry stakeholders in a single 
mature case destination, located on the East Coast of Australia.  
 
According to the results reported on in this paper, key stakeholders in the tourism industry have confirmed 
that the factors that are considered most important to a destination considered to be at the mature stage of 
its life-cycle, are quite distinct to those factors of importance for destinations at other stages of the 
destination lifecycle. The key competitiveness factors believed to be of critical importance to the mature 
destination are the ability of tourism infrastructure to be maintained and introduced to sustain the 
destination’s appeal; the ability of the local tourism industry and relevant governing bodies to cooperate as a 
driving force to sustain the destination; and the existence of a strong community vision for the future of 
tourism. It is argued that these three factors are of critical importance for a destination to manage in order to 
continue to grow rather than to stagnate as Butler’s (1980) destination life cycle model suggests. 
 
This research is continuing to gather data from expert respondents across additional case locations in 
regional Australia. Equally important in defining and analysing tourism destination competitiveness is the 
need to incorporate consumer input and perceptions into competitiveness research (Dwyer, Livaic and Mellor 
2003). It could be argued that certain components of the model, like quality of service, accessibility, 
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entertainment and hospitality, should be measured by direct consumer surveys, rather than indirect 
measures (Hudson, Ritchie and Timur 2004). Therefore this project will obtain via sample survey methods, 
important information and insights into factors influencing consumer choice of regional tourism destinations. 
When combined with ‘expert’ observations, this research will provide a holistic measure of competitiveness 
within regional Australian tourism destinations. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of the study is to understand European travelers’ use of information sources.  The study is 
based on data collected from 877 tourists from the major European countries which constitute the main 
markets for Mauritius.  The impact of nationality and prior product knowledge on the external information 
search behavior of travelers has been investigated.  The Kruskal-Wallis test has been used to analyze 
whether the nationality of the travelers influenced their use of information sources.  A series of one-way 
ANOVA and t-test were also conducted to investigate the relationship between prior product knowledge and 
use of external sources of information.  Results indicate that nationality and prior product knowledge are 
determinants of use of information sources.  The findings suggest the Internet was an important source of 
information for both first-time and repeat visitors.  However, travel agencies, friends and relatives, 
information leaflets and National Tourism Offices were found to be more important sources of information for 
first-time travelers than repeat visitors.  Implications for marketing and communications as well as the 
limitations of the research have been discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Understanding the information search behavior of travelers is important for providing effective marketing 
strategies and designing appropriate communication campaigns (Gursoy & Chen, 2000).  However, travelers 
from different national cultures behave differently in their search for information about a destination.  Indeed, 
previous studies have revealed that nationality is a determinant of information search behavior of travelers 
(e.g. Chen & Gursoy, 2000; Gursoy & Chen, 2000; Uysal et al., 1990).  Hyde (2000) further argued that other 
determinants of travelers’ search behavior are their demographic characteristics.  Prior knowledge about the 
destination has also been found to influence travelers’ behavior (Kerstetter & Cho, 2004).  These differences 
present many problems and challenges to destination managers and tourism authorities trying to market 
their products to diverse consumers with different socio-economic and socio-demographic backgrounds.  
Nevertheless, only a few studies in the tourism literature have focused on analyzing the information search 
behavior of travelers from different nationalities (e.g. Chen & Gursoy, 2000; Gursoy & Chen, 2000; Gursoy & 
Umbreit, 2004; Uysal et al., 1990).  Also, most of the research work on information search behavior has 
focused on US travelers (Gursoy & Chen, 2000).   

This study therefore analyzes the information search behavior of travelers from five main European countries 
visiting Mauritius.  These European countries constitute the main tourism generating markets for the island.  
It is expected that this research will contribute to the few studies available on cross-cultural information 
search behavior of travelers by investigating and comparing the information search behavior of tourists from 
France, UK, Germany, Italy and Switzerland.  The findings from this study can also help tourism authorities 
in Mauritius to better cater for the needs of the tourists and market Mauritius more effectively by using the 
appropriate communication and marketing channels.   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Understanding information search 

An individual’s awareness, choice and selection of destinations depend on the information available (Bieger 
& Laesser, 2001).  The literature on information search behavior of travelers has revealed that the way in 
which tourists look for information has often been used as a segmentation criterion in tourism research 
(Bieger & Laesser, 2004; Fodness & Murray, 1997).  Segmenting travelers is important to understand their 
individual behavior (Cohen, 1972; Wickens, 2002) and has been found useful for marketing purposes, 
designing appropriate tourism products and for establishing appropriate communication channels to meet the 
needs and expectations of tourists in different segments (Alvarez & Asugman, 2006). Segmenting the 
tourism market on the basis of information search behavior of travelers is especially appropriate for the 
industry as the latter rely to a large extent on information (Alvarez & Asugman, 2006; Bieger & Laesser, 
2001) and communication with tourists (Pan & Fesenmaier, 2006). As such, many attempts have been made 
to segment travelers according to their information search behavior (Fodness & Murray, 1997, 1998; Schul & 
Crompton, 1983).   
 
Information search behavior has been defined as the “motivated activity to search for information stored in 
memory or acquisition of decision-relevant information from the environment” (Engel et al., 1995, p. 41) and 
has been considered as one of the first steps of the vacation decision making process (Gursoy & Umbreit, 
2004). The process of information search starts when an individual recognizes a need or a problem 
(Kerstetter & Cho, 2004) and is likely to take place when the consumer has to make a (travel) decision.  
Studies on information search behavior have been guided by two models which have been used to 
investigate the search behavior of travelers: the strategic model and the contingency model (Fodness & 
Murray, 1997).  The strategic model which was first proposed by Snepenger et al., (1990) defines 
information search strategies as the combination of information sources.  However, many studies which have 
used this source-based approach have considered only one type of information source used by tourists 
(Fodness & Murray 1997) when in fact, Snepenger et al., (1990, p. 22) defines a search strategy as ‘the 
combination of information sources used by a travel party to plan a trip.’  Other studies have revealed that 
travelers tend to use different information sources such as travel consultants, family and friends, destination 
specific literature and the media when planning a vacation (Snepenger & Snepenger, 1993; Woodside & 
Ronkainen, 1980).  For instance, the research by Fodness and Murray (1998) revealed that travelers did not 
use and depend only on one type of information.  They noted that travelers might use several types of 
information sources before making a decision.  The strategic model also deals with the influence of socio-
demographic characteristics on the use of external information sources (Snepenger et al., 1990).  
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Alternatively, the contingency model which was first proposed by Schul and Crompton (1983) defines 
information search in terms of individual efforts such as previous trip experiences, the number of sources 
used, amount of time spent, product characteristics and situational influences (Fodness & Murray 1997; 
Schul & Crompton, 1983).  These researchers argued that travel specific lifestyles and differences in 
individuals were more appropriate predictors of external search behavior of travelers than socio-
demographic characteristics. 
   
Internal versus external information search  
          
Consumer behavior research has identified two types of search that buyers go through before making 
purchase decisions: internal and external search (Engel et al., 1995; Hawkins et al., 1998).  Internal search 
is based on the retrieval of information from long term memory which may have been acquired from previous 
experiences and part information searches (Money & Crotts 2003).  When consumers need to make a travel 
decision, they initially rely on internal sources of information.  This is particularly relevant when past 
experiences and knowledge are used as a basis for making travel decisions (Fodness & Murray, 1997; 
Gursoy & Chen, 2000; Vogt & Fesenmaier, 1998).  For instance, travelers may not require external 
information for a routine trip to family or friends, or for traveling to a previously visited destination as they 
may make use of previous experiences to plan their trip (Etzel & Wahlers, 1985; Snepenger & Snepenger, 
1993).   
 
When the internal search for information does not reveal enough information, the travelers may decide to 
collect information from external sources (Gursoy & Chen, 2000; Gursoy & Umbreit, 2004) or when an 
internal search for information does not provide up-to-date information, travelers search for information 
externally (Beatty & Smith, 1987).  However, Perdue (1985) argued that even a traveler with adequate 
experience may need to rely on external sources of information before a routine trip or because of some side 
trips or change in route.  External search is the retrieval of information from the market (Engel et al., 1995) 
and during the information search process, the memory is used to retrieve information and/or the consumer 
relies on various external sources of information (Wicks & Schuett, 1991).  Schul and Crompton (1983) 
argued that in the case of vacation travel, the traveler relies on a variety of external sources of information 
and that the search involves considerable efforts.     
 
Travelers have a wide choice of external sources of information (Raitz & Dakhil, 1989) and have actually 
been found to use different types of external sources of information namely: personal, marketer-dominated, 
neutral and experiential sources (Assael, 1987; Beatty & Smith, 1987).  Fodness and Murray (1998) found 
that travelers tend to combine available information in a rational way and that they do not depend on one 
type of information source.  They used spatial, temporal and operational dimensions to distinguish between 
the different types of information (Fodness & Murray, 1998). Snepenger and Snepenger (1993) further 
classified the external sources of information under the following headings: family and friends, destination 
specific literature, media and travel consultants.  Other researchers and academics consider the Internet to 
be another source of external information (Money & Crotts 2003).  Indeed, many researchers have analyzed 
the Internet in relation to tourist information search (Gursoy & Umbreit, 2004) and it has been found to be a 
better choice since it is accessible worldwide and contains a large quantity of information (Pan & 
Fesenmaier, 2000).     
 
Determinants of travelers’ use of information sources       
 
The utilization of external information sources are determined by a number of factors such as prior product 
knowledge (Brucks, 1985; Vogt & Fesenmaier, 1998), composition of travel party (Snepenger et al., 1990), 
the environment (e.g. the number of alternatives, difficulty of the choice task), situational variables (e.g. 
previous satisfaction, perceived risks) and consumer characteristics (e.g. level of education, prior product 
knowledge) (Fodness & Murray, 1998, 1999).  Previous studies have also revealed that the characteristics of 
the tourists are determinants of their information search behavior (e.g. Chen & Gursoy, 2000; Fodness & 
Murray, 1999; Gursoy & Umbreit, 2004; Hyde, 2000; Money & Crotts, 2003; Uysal et al., 1990).  Hyde (2000) 
argued that demographic variables of travelers determine the amount of information searching.  Indeed, in 
their research on information search behavior of German, French, British and Japanese tourists traveling to 
the United States, Uysal et al., (1990) found that tourists from different nationalities used different types of 
information.  Gursoy and Chen (2000) conducted a similar study on the information search behavior of 
British, French and German tourists.  The research revealed that British and French travelers’ information 
search behavior are alike and that German travelers are likely to use the Internet and travel offices more 
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than British and French travelers.  The above findings therefore suggest that the nationality of the traveler is 
an important factor affecting his or her search behavior. 
 
 
Prior product knowledge as a determinant of information search behavior  
 
Another determinant of information search behavior is prior knowledge about the destination (Alba & 
Marmorstein, 1987; Baker et al., 1986; Jocoby et al., 1978). Travelers gain prior product knowledge from 
previous experiences and by means of virtual stimuli such as advertisement, newspapers and magazines 
(Milman & Pizam, 1978; Vogt & Fesenmaier, 1998).  Bloch et al., (1986) further argued that consumers gain 
prior product knowledge through an ongoing information search process.  Previous researchers who have 
analyzed the relationship between prior product knowledge and information search have concluded 
contradictory findings.  While some studies have revealed a negative relationship between prior product 
knowledge and the amount of external information search (Anderson et al., 1979; Etzel & Wahlers, 1985; 
Katona & Mueller, 1955; Snepenger & Snepenger, 1993), other researchers have found a positive 
relationship between prior knowledge and external information search, arguing that prior product knowledge 
encourages information search (Gursoy, 2003; Ozanne et al., 1992).  In the former case, consumers who 
have prior product knowledge do not need to search for information externally (Brucks, 1985) hence, 
explaining the negative relationship.  In the latter case, prior product knowledge encourages external 
information search as it makes information processing and acquisition easier (Gursoy, 2003; Ozanne et al., 
1992). 
 
Alba and Hutchinson (1987) argued that prior product knowledge is a multidimensional construct comprising 
of familiarity and expertise.  Other researchers suggest that it is one-dimensional and is measured through 
familiarity (Johnson & Russo, 1984; Rao & Monroe, 1988), expertise (Bettman & Sujan, 1987; Mitchell & 
Dacin, 1996) and product experience (Brucks, 1985; Wright & Lynch, 1995).  Indeed, past experience as a 
dimension of prior product knowledge is one of the most important factors affecting the decision making 
process (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Gursoy, 2003; Vogt & Fesenmaier, 1998).  Previous studies have 
revealed that the amount of past experiences determines the extent of external search for information (Bitner 
& Booms, 1982; Etzel & Wahlers, 1985; Perdue, 1985; Woodside, 1980).  The types of external sources of 
information have also been found to differ between first-time visitors and repeat visitors (Gursoy, 2003; Vogt 
et al., 1998).  For instance, Baloglu (2001) found that first-time visitors tend to use commercial information 
sources such as advertisements and brochures while repeat visitors use both commercial and non-
commercial sources of information.  Gursoy and MacCleary (2004) argued that the cognitive theory can be 
used to explain the influence of previous visits on information search.  The theory postulates that when 
experiences are gained through previous visits, consumers also gain knowledge about a given destination or 
activities and their internal cognitive image of the destination becomes more complex (Spence & Brucks, 
1997; Williams et al., 1990).    
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Data collection and study sample       
 
This research has used a structured questionnaire to collect data from European tourists who were actually 
visiting Mauritius. Data was collected by interviewing tourists at major tourist attractions in Mauritius between 
September 2006 and January 2007.  The total sample size was 877 European tourists: 225 French travelers, 
204 British travelers, 187 German travelers, 189 Italian travelers and 122 Swiss travelers (Table 2).  The 
survey sample consisted of tourists from those European countries representing the major tourist generating 
markets for Mauritius.          
 
 
Survey variables 
The questionnaire has been designed out of a review of existing literature on information search behavior of 
travelers (e.g. Chen & Gursoy, 2000; Fodness & Murray, 1997; Gursoy & Chen, 2000; Uysal et al., 1990).  
Questions in the first part of the questionnaire asked respondents about their demographic profile such as 
nationality and whether they had previously visited Mauritius.  To determine their nationality, respondents 
were asked about their country of permanent residence and country of birth.  Based on their responses, they 
were classified as French, British, German, Italian and Swiss.  If they were of nationalities other than those 
which are the focus of the study, they were eliminated from the survey.  If a respondent’s country of 
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permanent residence was different from his/her country of birth, he/she was also eliminated from the survey.  
To determine whether the respondents had prior knowledge about the destination, they were asked to 
indicate whether they had been to Mauritius on previous occasions or whether this was their first visit. The 
second part of the questionnaire asked the respondents about the different sources of information they have 
used to plan their trip and they had to pick all the sources of information from a list namely: (1) travel agency, 
(2) friends and relatives, (3) Internet, (4) information leaflets, (5) National Tourist Office (NTO), (6) airlines 
and (7) others.  Respondents were also asked to rate the importance of the different external sources of 
information in planning their visit to the destination on a 1-5 scale, where 1 = not important and 5 = very 
important.       
 
Data analysis  
 
Data analysis was conducted using the Kruskal-Wallis test to analyze the impact of nationality of the 
respondents on the use of information sources.  The Kruskal-Wallis test is most commonly used when there 
is one attribute variable and one measurement variable, and the measurement variable does not meet the 
assumptions of an ANOVA: normality and homoscedasticity.  To investigate the relationship between prior 
product knowledge and use of external sources of information, a series of one-way ANOVA and t-test were 
conducted.   
 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS   
 
The findings from this study (Table 1) have revealed that French tourists use travel agencies as their main 
source of information followed by the Internet, friends and relatives, airlines, National Tourist Offices (NTO), 
information leaflets and others. For British travelers, travel agencies were the most important source of 
information.  This was followed by the Internet, information leaflets, NTO, friends and relatives, airlines and 
others.  The study further revealed that travel agencies were the most important source of information for 
German travelers.  This was followed by the Internet, airlines, information leaflets, friends and relatives, NTO 
and others.  Italian tourists were however, found to be using the Internet as their main source of information, 
followed by travel agents, friends and relatives, NTO, information leaflets and others.  For Swiss travelers, 
travel agencies were the most important source of information followed by the Internet, friends and relatives, 
NTO, airlines, information leaflets and others.  In all cases, the Internet was found to be an important source 
of information for all travelers. This finding is in line with the study by NFO Plog Research which found that 
the Internet has become one of the most important sources of external information for travelers (Lake, 2001).   
 
 
Table 1: External sources of information used by European travelers (N = 877) 
 
 N Travel 

agency 
(%) 

Friends/ 
relative 
(%) 

Internet 
(%) 

Information 
leaflets (%) 

NTO 
(%) 

Airlines 
(%) 

Others 
(%) 

Nationality         
French 
Rank 

225 70.45 
(1) 

28.40 
(3) 

69.3 
(2) 

18.5 
(6) 

23.33 
(5) 

27.2 
(4) 

7.94 
(7) 

British 
Rank 

204 75.28 
(1) 

31.48 
(5) 

68.67 
(2) 

45.7 
(3) 

34.89 
(4) 

18.41 
(6) 

10.53 
(7) 

German 
Rank 

187 65.42 
(1) 

22.55 
(5) 

58.45 
(2) 

34.62 
(4) 

12.65 
(6) 

45.71 
(3) 

8.91 
(7) 

Italian 
Rank 

139 56.31 
(2) 

37.85 
(3) 

77.74 
(1) 

22.65 
(5) 

24.81 
(4) 

19.74 
(6) 

12.56 
(7) 

Swiss 
Rank 

122 75.47 
(1) 

35.78 
(3) 

56.67 
(2) 

18.44 
(6) 

32.61 
(4) 

23.80 
(5) 

11.41 
(7) 

Note: Respondents were allowed to choose multiple sources 
 
With the exception of Italian tourists, travel agencies are the most frequently utilized source of information by 
almost all travelers from the different nationalities (Table 1).  This finding is in line with previous research 
which has examined the utilization of external information sources by European nationalities.  For instance, 
Gursoy and Umbreit (2004) reported that the most important source of information for European travelers 
was travel agencies.  Similar findings have been revealed by the study of Chen and Gursoy (2000) and 
Gursoy and Chen (2000).  Both studies reported that travel agents were the most frequently used external 
source of information of British, French and German travelers. 
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To analyze the impact of nationality on the external information source utilization, a series of Kruskal Wallis 
tests were conducted and Table 3 presents the results.  As shown in Table 2, at p ≤ 0.05 significance level, 
the impact of nationality on the use of external sources of information is significant, implying that the 
nationality of the travelers is a determinant of the respondents’ search behavior in relation to the different 
external sources of information.  This finding confirms the findings of other research.  The studies by Gursoy 
and Umbreit (2004), Chen and Gursoy (2000) and Uysal et al., (1990) reported that the national cultures of 
travelers were likely to influence their external search behavior.   
 
Table 2: Nationality’s impact on utilization of external sources of information: 
Kruskal Wallis test results 
 

Information sources Chi-square Significance (P) 
Travel agents 132.54 0.000 
Friends and relatives 99.91 0.000 
Internet 127.37 0.000 
Information leaflets 82.64 0.015 
NTO 78.72 0.015 
Airlines 57.82 0.000 
Others 34.53 .0.015 

 
In an attempt to test whether the prior product knowledge construct, conceptualized as previous visits to 
Mauritius in this study is a determinant of travelers’ utilization of external sources of information, a series of t-
test was conducted to assess the difference between those respondents who visited Mauritius previously 
and first-timers (Table 3).  In general, the results indicate that those respondents who have visited Mauritius 
for the first time considered the external information sources as being more important than those who had 
visited the island previously.  The results suggest that prior product knowledge, conceptualized as previous 
visits, is in fact a determinant of utilization of external sources of information.  As product knowledge 
increases, the external sources of information become less important when planning the trip, supporting the 
assumption of the contingency model that those travelers who are familiar with a destination will approach a 
product decision with limited problem solving process and that they are less likely to look for more 
information about the destination.  Their decisions about a trip are based on internal information sources 
(Fodness & Murray, 1999). The findings of this research also support that of other research in the area which 
has revealed a negative relationship between prior product knowledge and amount of external information 
search (Anderson et al., 1979; Etzel & Wahlers, 1985; Katona & Mueller, 1955; Snepenger & Snepenger 
1993) but however, contradict the observations of other research in the field (Gursoy, 2003; Ozanne et al., 
1992). 
 
Table 3: Differences in the use of external information sources between respondents who had visited 
Mauritius previously and first-timers 
 
 Mean value**  
Information sources 1st time 

(N= 734) 
2nd time or more (N= 
143) 

t-value 

Travel agents 4.5 3.7 - 6.5* 
Friends and relatives 4.7 2.5 - 6.3* 
Internet 4.8 4.6 - 1.1 
Information leaflets 3.7 2.4 -3.5* 
NTO 3.4 1.7 -2.7* 
Airlines 1.6 2.2   5.2* 
Others 3.9 3.1 - 4.8* 
* Statistically significant at 0.05 or less (p ≤ 0.05) 
** 1 = not important; 5 = very important  
 
The most significant difference between the two groups of travelers was found in the utilization of travel 
agents and friends and relatives as external sources of information.  First-time visitors were found to 
consider friends and relatives and travel agents as being more important sources of information compared to 
those who had previously visited the destination.  First-timers considered information leaflets, NTO and other 
sources of information as being more important in planning their trip than those travelers who have visited 
the destination previously, supporting the study of Woodside (1980) on the information search behavior of 
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travelers to South California.  He observed that first-time visitors relied more on professional sources of 
information than repeat visitors.   Another important observation is that travelers with previous experience 
considered airlines as an important source of information compared to first-time visitors.  Both groups in this 
study however, rated the Internet as being an important source of information for planning their trip.     
 
 
CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
The study has revealed that prior product knowledge acquired through previous visits to Mauritius and the 
nationalities of the travelers were determinants of their utilization of external information sources.  Those 
travelers who had previously visited the destination considered external sources of information as being less 
important than first-timers.  Significant differences were found between first-time visitors and those who had 
visited the destination on previous occasions in the use of travel agents and friends and relatives as sources 
of information.  Other differences in the utilization of information sources were for information leaflets and 
NTO.  First-time visitors were found to rely more on these sources than those who had previous experiences 
with the island.   Travelers from both groups however, reported that the Internet was an important source of 
information while planning their trip. 
 
The findings from this study can be used to draw some practical implications for marketing the Mauritian 
tourism product.  The research can help tourism authorities of the island by improving their understanding on 
how to reach the different markets through appropriate marketing channels.  It is clear from the findings that 
travelers use more than one type of information source when planning their trips.  Segmenting travelers by 
information search strategies can therefore prove useful in targeting markets and employing appropriate 
promotional and marketing mixes.   
 
Regardless of the impact of nationality and previous visits to the destination, travel agents and the Internet 
were found to be important sources of information for most of the respondents.  It is therefore recommended 
that marketers develop close contact and good relationships with travel agencies located in the different 
European markets.  Tourism marketing managers can also send representatives of Mauritius to talk about 
new development at the destination to travel agents.  Travel agencies can further be motivated to persuade 
potential tourists to visit Mauritius by providing the former with free trips to the destination.  Personalized mail 
shots targeted at the travel agents can also be used to encourage them to recommend the destination to 
potential travelers. 
 
Increasing online marketing techniques will also prove useful in increasing the island’s market share from 
European countries.  It is important for the tourism authorities to design web pages which provide extensive 
information about the destination.  Destination managers can provide additional services through the web 
pages such as purchase of accommodation, car rental and online booking facilities.  Such web pages can 
also be advertised at other sites and promoted free of charge.  This would ensure that the sites would reach 
a critical mass of potential visitors to Mauritius.  To facilitate the search process, it is also recommended to 
provide information hubs containing links to authoritative websites regarding the destination.  These could 
include links to the embassy or consulate, convention and visitors’ bureau websites. Providing such types of 
information through the Internet will increase the level of contact with potential customers and will also 
provide them with prompt service and up-to-date information. 
 
In general, friends and relatives were found to be an important source of information for French, Italian and 
Swiss travelers.  Increased attention therefore needs to be given to customer satisfaction to encourage 
positive word-of-mouth of the destination.  Customer satisfaction can be assessed by survey feedback from 
departing tourists and areas requiring improvements should be worked upon.  Complaint handling 
procedures should also be improved to increase satisfaction levels with the destination and its services.  
British travelers were also found to rely on information leaflets for information.  Tourism marketers should 
focus on information leaflets if they want to reach British consumers and should provide such leaflets in large 
numbers in different regions of UK.  Information leaflets should provide as much information as possible on 
the destination and should be attractive.  For German travelers, airlines were another important source of 
information.  Mauritian tourism authorities should therefore develop close links with airlines.  They can 
arrange to set up tourism offices within the airline companies in order to provide better information about the 
destination to potential travelers.  Promotional and marketing efforts can be directed at the airline 
companies. 
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Despite the managerial and marketing implications of this study, it is however important to consider its 
limitations.  The findings from this study suggest that prior product knowledge is a determinant of search 
behavior. Prior product knowledge was conceptualized as a one dimensional construct in terms of previous 
visits to the destination when in fact other researchers have argued that prior product knowledge is a 
multidimensional construct comprising of familiarity and expertise (Alba & Hutchinson, 1987) and familiarity, 
expertise and past experience (Kerstetter & Cho, 2004).  The study also did not attempt to analyze why 
travelers consider a certain type of information as being more important than others.   
 
The study has also focused on only 7 types of information sources used by European travelers in planning 
for their trips.  There is a need therefore to study other sources of information which might be more culture 
specific since nationality might not be a determinant of the culture of a traveler.  Subcultures may exist within 
a national group and their relationship between information search behaviors deserves further investigation.  
Therefore, equating nationality with culture might produce limited findings.  
 
Overall, this study provides some useful insights on how European tourists acquire information about 
Mauritius.  Findings suggest that destination managers and marketers of the island should understand that 
tourist information search behavior is not a homogenous process, but is rather heterogeneous in nature, 
where different travelers have different information needs.  With this understanding, tourism marketers 
should design different communication strategies and make use of different types of information sources to 
achieve more success in attracting tourists to Mauritius.               
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Introduction  
 
The offices of the Tourinform Network in Hungary are the centres of up-to-date information about the tourism 
supply of the country, including attractions, events, and all kind of tourism related services. The Hungarian 
National Tourist Office (HNTO) is responsible for the professional supervision of the national network, whilst 
the offices themselves are operated mostly by local governments. By the end of 2007, about 150 non-profit 
offices were available throughout the country.  
 This paper examines the awareness and the image of the Tourinform Network among the 
Hungarian population and among the foreign and Hungarian visitors to the offices. The main goal of the 
study is to monitor the performance of the network, to determine future development areas, furthermore to 
follow up the changes over the last few years. The research also tries to find answers to actual problems e.g. 
the opening hours of the offices or the need of a visitor centre in Budapest.  
 
1. Methodology  
 
The Hungarian National Tourist Office monitors the visitor satisfaction of the Tourinform offices on a regular 
basis. This paper highlights the methodology and the main outcomes of the 2007 survey, with a special 
focus on the offices’ awareness, image, attitudes toward and satisfaction with the network. The field work 
was conducted by the research company M.Á.S.T. Piac- és Közvéleménykutató Kft. (M.Á.S.T.). The survey, 
which took place in August-September 2007, included the following phases: 
• telephone interviews among the Hungarian population about the awareness and image of the network 

(sample size: 1000 persons; representative for gender, age and residence), 
• face-to-face interviews among the Hungarian and foreign visitors of the network about their satisfaction 

(two in each tourist regions – one at the Lake Tisza Region, altogether 17 offices countrywide; sample 
size: 1009 persons of which 341 foreign guests),  

• an e-mail mystery shopping among the offices (144 offices included), and 
• a questionnaire among the Tourinform offices (105 replies).  
 
The methodology enabled us answering questions raised at the beginning of the research in a very cost 
effective way and in short time. The complexity of the methods ensured well-grounded results aimed at 
future decision-making concerning the development of the Tourinform Network.  
 
2. Awareness and image of the Tourinform Network  
 
2.1 AWARENESS OF THE TOURINFORM NETWORK  
 
Almost sixth tenth (58.1%) of the Hungarian population know the word ’Tourinform’, but the services 
associated do not cover completely the ones offered by the information offices. Although the awareness has 
improved during the last five years – in 2003, 54.0% of the population knew the network –, still there is a lack 
of awareness about the offices which is reflected by the high proportion of so called ’general’ services 
associated with the network (e.g. ’providing information’). The awareness of the offices is above average 
among the 31-40 year old, people with higher education or graduation, people living in cities, and inhabitants 
of the regions of the Northern Great Plain, and Central and Western Transdanubia. Correspondence can be 
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observed between the travel frequency and the awareness of the Tourinform Network: 69.4% of the 
respondents knowing the offices took a domestic trip in the period of 2004-2007.  
 
According to the research results, the most frequently mentioned services included tourist or general 
information, brochures, and information about accommodation. But, at the same time we found some 
’misbeliefs’ like tour operator services or beach holiday information reflecting to outgoing tourism. Altogether, 
slightly more than half of the respondents mentioned one, further 29.8% two, and 12.7% three services 
associated with the network. In conclusion we can say that the Tourinform Network is mainly associated with 
providing information, and not with commercial activities what is in accordance with its goals and main tasks 
(Table 1).  
 
Table 1  
Services associated with the Tourinform Network 
Frequency  Service 

I. (10%<)  

 Tourist information  
 General information  
 Brochures  
 Information about accommodation  

II. (4.7-10.0%)  

 Information about current programmes 
 Travel organisation  
 Accommodation booking  
 Information about attractions  
 Ticket sales (concert, theatre, event)  
 Timetable, transport  
 Programme organisation  

III. (2.4-4.7%) 

 Direct assistance  
 Sales of maps 
 Information for foreign visitors  
 Tourist information centre  
 Office like a travel agency  
 Information about restaurants, gastronomy  

IV. (1.4-2.4%) 

 Change money 
 Information network countrywide  
 Company ’dealing with tourism’  
 Up-to-date tourist information  
 Domestic tourist information  
 Helping in choosing the destination/decision 

making  
 Comprehensive information providing  
 Office ’dealing with domestic tourism’  

N = 582 respondents. ……………………………………………………………………Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
2.2 FORMER VISITS TO THE TOURINFORM NETWORK  
 
Between 2005 and 2007, one tenth of the population have visited any of the Tourinform offices, of whom 
48.0% before, 24.0% during traveling, and further 24.0% both before and during traveling. Besides providing 
information to the visitors, the Tourinform offices have an important role in serving local residents, as well. 
8% of the respondents looked for non-tourist information when visiting an office (Figure 1). Compared with 
2003, a significant development can be observed: only 7% of the population had ever been to any of the 
Tourinform offices four years ago.  
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Figure 1  
Former visits to the Tourinform Network (%) 

 
Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
2.3 VISITOR SATISFACTION 
Personal interviews, including questionnaires in Hungarian, in English, and in German, were conducted in 17 
Tourinform offices. Two thirds of the 1009 respondents were Hungarian visitors. One third of the visitors 
were under the age of 30, further 25.0% were 31-40 year old. The network also plays an outstanding role in 
serving local inhabitants, as almost half of the respondents are local inhabitants.  
 Two thirds of the visitors have already been in any of the Tourinform offices before, of whom 
37.9% were repeat visitors to the same office where the interview took place. These shares were higher, 
namely 75.6% and 45.0%, among the Hungarian respondents, meanwhile 42.4% and 22.5% among foreign 
visitors. Most of the foreign visitors came from Germany, Austria and the United Kingdom, in accordance 
with Hungary’s main source markets.  
 To be easy-to-find is very important for the Tourinform offices. Although four tenth of the 
visitors knew the office before, more than 20% were attracted by the street sign or shopwindow, and 2.4% of 
the visitors searched for the location of the office on the internet (Figure 2). If we take a look at the difference 
among Hungarian and international visitors, we can say that foreigners mentioned guide books (19.1%), 
maps (18.1%) and brochures (17.4%) more frequently.  
 

Before and during 
traveling

24%

During traveling
24%

Other occasion 
8%

Before traveling
44%
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Figure 2  
How did you find the Tourinform office? (%) 

 
Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
Local importance of the Tourinform Network is outlined also by the fact that almost half of the respondents 
looked for local information, and further 21.7% searched for information about the surroundings. In the case 
of foreign visitors, local information had a share of 59.7%. At the same time, Hungarian visitors were more 
interested in information not connected to a certain settlement/destination (12.5%).  
 Most of the visitors looked for information about programmes, events, attractions, 
accommodation and restaurants. Furthermore, there was a big demand for practical information (e.g. shops, 
doctor etc.) (Table 2). Foreign visitors were interested above average in information about attractions, and 
practical information (e.g. change, bank, post office etc.). Meanwhile, Hungarian visitors mentioned 
information about events, programmes more frequently (Figure 3).  
 
Table 2  
Information needed and services used by the visitors to the Tourinform Network  
Frequency  Service  

I. (10%<)  
 Information about accommodation  
 Information about events  
 Information about the settlement  

II. (4.0-10.0%)  

 Information about attractions  
 Brochure  
 Information regarding travel organisation  
 Information about programmes  
 Programme brochure, flyer  
 Information about theather  
 City map  

III. (2.4-4.0%) 

 Information about museums, exhibitions  
 Ticket sale  
 Information about excursions  
 Information about concerts  
 Information about restaurants  

IV. (1.1-2.4%) 

 Information about city card  
 Timetable, transport  
 Information about wellness, spa  
 Change, bank, ATM  

2.2

2.4

5.5

7.7

8.3

11.2
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 Information about renting a bike  
 Postcard  
 Holiday voucher  

N = 1090 respondents. …………………………………………………………………..Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
 
Figure 3  
Information requested by Hungarian and foreign visitors (%)  

 
Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
 
Only 3.8% of the respondents missed any service during their visit to the Tourinform offices. Some of the 
mentioned services are not related to the network’s profile (e.g. information about foreign destinations), but 
some of them can be part of the future development (e.g. internet point, ‘self service’ information).  

86.8% of the visitors received oral information, and 55.2% received written information in the form of 
maps and brochures. The employees often sketched the information needed (19.8%). Among commercial 
activities, ticket sale had the biggest share (11.1%), followed by guide book/book sale (8.7%), and map sale 
(8.4%). 11.5% of the visitors needed direct assistance, as well. Foreigners were more interested in 
written/drawn information (there was a significant difference among Hungarian and foreign visitors only in 
this category), and they were more willing to buy something. 
 
Visitors to the Tourinform offices were mainly satisfied with the services. Measuring 11 aspects on a scale of 
1 to 4 (1 = very bad, 4 = very good) resulted an overall average satisfaction of 3.61. The highest scores were 
reached by the courtesy and helpfulness (3.71), the speed (3.65) and the preparedness of the employees 
(3.65). Although further aspects received an average of less than 3.61, the lowest rate was 3.53 (design of 
the office). Hungarian visitors were significantly more satisfied with the politeness and the professional skills 
of the employees, the display, the sortiment and the design of the brochures than the foreign visitors (Figure 
4).  
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Figure 4  
Visitor satisfaction  

 
Source: HNTO/M.Á.S.T.  
 
77.9% of the respondents said Tourinform offices should be open on weekends, 54.1% suggested to be 
open on holidays, as well. Comparing Hungarian and foreign visitors, we can say that foreigners were much 
more interested in weekend and holiday opening hours, meanwhile Hungarians – who presented a 
significant share of the visitors – rarely go to a Tourinform office on weekends or public holidays.  

The research also focused on the potential of a visitor centre in Budapest. 78.4% of the Hungarians 
and 88.2% of the foreigners said it would be necessary to have a visitor centre********* in the Hungarian capital.  
 
3. E-mail mystery shopping  
 
Internet and online marketing communication tools are becoming more and more important also in tourist 
information providing. The visitor satisfaction survey was extended with an e-mail mystery shopping including 
the Tourinform Network, and other Hungarian and foreign information offices†††††††††.  
 
E-mails were sent to the offices in September 2007 including the following six themes:  

• Request for brochures (in Hungarian);  
• Looking for family-friendly accommodation (in English);  
• Asking for cycling map, services for bikers (in German);  
• Looking for information on current programmes (in Italian) and  
• Complaints (2) – the dust-bins are dirty and full of garbage; the office cannot be reached by phone 

(in Hungarian).  
 
As an answer, 97 out of the 144 Tourinform offices sent brochures via post. 47 offices sent brochures and 
did not reply by e-mail. Those who replied the e-mail, did it mostly in a short time (95.7% within one week), 
55.7% sent an e-mail the same day. 88.9% of the offices sent the brochures in one week. One fourth of the 
                                                 
********* The visitor centres provide concentrated experience in order to fulfilling visitors’ needs. They give 
information about the whole attraction, its services, and they provide other services (e.g. restaurant, shop, 
education) themselves (Source: Puczkó-Rátz: Az attrakciótól az élményig – A látogatómenedzsment 
módszerei (page 202), 2000).  
††††††††† Other Hungarian and foreign offices (e.g. Amsterdam, Dubrovnik, Zürich) are not representative, 
therefore these results are not compared with the replies of the 144 Tourinform offices.  
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’packages’ included a letter (11 offices), as well. 54.1% (33 offices) recommended a website, 26.2% (16 
offices) other information sources.  
 Information request sent in English about family-friendly accommodation received lower rate 
of response. Altogether 57 offices replied, of which 21 did it the same day, 28 in 2-3 days. All of the offices 
replied in English. 33 offices recommended further websites, of which 29 had an English version, but only 17 
sites included the information needed, namely ’family-friendly’ services. 16-16 offices suggested specific 
accommodation or sent a list. Only seven offices took advantage of the information request and provided 
other up-to-date information about the destination.  
 67 offices answered the information request about cycling map and services for bikers, of 
whom 21 offices answered the same day, and 32 offices in 2-3 days. Although most of the replies were in 
German, five offices sent an e-mail in English. 52 offices recommended other websites, of which 44 had a 
German version, and 46 included the searched category ’services for bikers’. Among the six themes, this 
category had the highest (40%) percentage of providing additional information. 31% of the offices who 
replied offered to send printed brochures by post, and 7.5% sent maps or cycling brochures as an e-mail 
attachment.  
 Current events – in Italian – reached the lowest response rate‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡. 13 out of the 25 replies 
arrived the same day, further 6 offices answered in 2-3 days. Eight offices replied in Italian, and 13 in 
English. The recommended websites had mainly English or German versions, and the ’current events’ could 
be found. 11 offices suggested specific programmes.  
 Complaints had ’mixed’ results. Only 33 offices replied the complaint about dirty and full dust-
bins of which 16 replies arrived the same day, 8 in 2-3 days. 24 offices promised to forward the complaint to 
the responsible body, but 7 offices asked for some more information. The other complaint, namely that the 
office cannot be reached by phone, resulted 122 (!) replies which is the highest proportion among the six 
themes. 102 offices answered the same day, and 33 offices admitted that the problem could exist(!).  
 
Table 3  
Results of the e-mail mystery shopping  

 Brochures  Family-friendly 
accommodation  

Cycling map, 
services for bikers 

Current 
programmes 

Reply  
97 offices sent 
brochures, 50 sent 
an e-mail reply 

57 offices 67 offices  25 offices 

Content of the 
e-mail  - 

Specific 
accommodation 
(16 offices),  
Accommodation 
list (16 offices) 

Accommodation 
list (13 offices),  
Specific 
accommodation 
(12 offices) 

Specific 
programme (11 
offices) 

Recommendati
on of another 
website  

33 offices 33 offices 52 offices  13 offices 

Providing 
additional 
information  

16 offices  7 offices 27 offices - 

Source: HNTO  
 
Although the results of the mystery shopping were positive, even more benefits can be achieved by 
answering an e-mail request, including both the format and the content of the letter (e.g. better language 
skills, providing supplementary information etc).  
 
At the moment, one fifth of the information requests to the Tourinform Network arrive by e-mail. 22.9% of the 
105 offices that replied the questionnaire have an electronic newsletter. Most (54.3%) of the offices do not 
use the e-mail addresses and the data derived from the information requests for further marketing§§§§§§§§§. 
Taking into account its increasing role, about 70% of the offices are planning some kind of improvement in 
giving information by e-mail in the near future.  
 

                                                 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ According to the franchise conditions, Tourinform offices have to reply in English or in German.  
§§§§§§§§§ One third of the offices has some kind of registration about the information requests.  
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4. Conclusions  
 
As a conclusion we can say that most of the Hungarian population is familiar with the Tourinform Network, 
although there are some misbeliefs. Comparing associated and actually used services (Figure 5), we can be 
point out that the main ‘pillar’ of a Tourinform office is the information about the destination, the current 
programmes, and brochures.  
 
Being satisfied with the services of the Tourinform Network, does not mean that visitors would not have any 
suggestion regarding the future development of the offices. Most of the recommendations referred to the 
promotion of the offices, longer opening hours, ’self-service’ (e.g. touch info), information available at service 
providers (e.g. in hotels), providing information in more languages (e.g. French, Spanish) etc. Suggestions 
included furthermore:  

 More offices needed,  
 DVD about local arts,  
 Information about public holidays, and 
 Offices more ‘trendy’ and marked on the local information map.  

 
Figure 5  
Services of the Tourinform Network (number of replies)  

 
Source: Hungarian National Tourist Office  
 
 
Sources  
 
Study: Hungarian National Tourist Office (2007). „Image and awareness of the Tourinform Network among 
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Abstract 
This paper reports an application of Action Grid Analysis in destination management, prior to or without 
conventional importance-performance investigations.  Knowledge of how tourist market segments behave on 
tour and at destinations is converted into grids of attribute relevancy, and conventional expert judgment is 
used to evaluate the corresponding attribute’s quality. The twin attribute ratings are at last merged into a 
measure of “Relevant Quality Scores” that may be useful in evaluation of both single tourism product 
attributes and of attribute aggregates at a destination, in a tourist region or in form of a tour product package. 
The methodology is applied to two Norwegian tourist destinations to indicate how AGA may contribute to 
destination management and promotional policy decisions.   
 
Keywords: Action Grid Analysis, attribute relevance, attribute quality grading. 
 
1. Action Grid Analysis - An Introduction 
 
Action grid analysis (AGA) is a tool with real potential for tourism management, especially in cases where the 
market has segments and/or when a supplier or a destination aim at serving multiple segments 
simultaneously. In international hospitality and tourism research the AGA is closely related to the more 
frequented important-performance analysis (IPA), but has a broader area of application and a wider source 
of information than the latter...   
 
The AGA is primarily a way of understanding the customers, their needs and preferences, and guidance to 
how to give appropriate reactions to the demand (Martilla & James, 1977). The technique has gained wide 
acceptance. Haemoon Oh (2001) lists several studies in service quality, travel and tourism, leisure and 
recreation, education, and healthcare marketing that utilize IPA/AGA, mainly as applications of the same 
technique in different subject areas. More recently, researchers have extended the original IPA method to 
cover more specialized tourism subjects, such as destination management (Litvin & Ng Sok Ling, 2001 and 
Tzung-Cheng, Beaman & Shelby, 2002), evaluation of tour guide’s performance (Zhang & Chow, 2004), and  
tourism destination competitiveness (Enright & Newton, 2004 and 2005).  
 
This study is carried out primarily to develop and test a method for Action Grid Analysis in destination 
management, prior to or without any time- and money-consuming importance-performance investigations. By 
converting knowledge of segmented tourist behavior to a grid of attribute relevancy to be used in simulations 
of tourist decision processes, the method make it possible to extend traditional expert judgment of tourism 
resources into measures of “Relevant Quality Scores” both for single tourist attributes, and for aggregates of 
several different attributes, when marketing tourist product packages.  
 
The methodology is applied to two Norwegian tourism destinations, to demonstrate the procedures and 
document their usefulness when conducting managerial and policy decisions in the tourism industry.   
 
1.2 AGA in product considerations 
Action Grid Analysis is based on information on both segmented preference profiles and product quality 
considerations. The dimensions may be merged simply by multiplying the relevance weight and the quality 
grade of each tourist attribute. The mathematical product of weighted quality grades may be called Relevant 
Quality Score (RQS) and is obtained by the multiplying of the quality grade (xi) for attribute i and the attribute 
relevance weight (wji) (for segment j). The result (Wji Xi )  is labeled “score” of attribute i. In terms of 
multiattribute analysis this “score” may be defined as the contribution of attribute i to the product “value” for 
segment j. The contribution is considerable only if both the weight and the quality grade are high, in all other 
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cases the contribution is low, marginal or missing. Three of four combinations of high or low attribute quality 
and high or low attribute importance result in low score (Low importance x low quality, low importance x high 
quality, and high importance x low quality). Only when high quality attributes match with attributes of high 
importance for the market segment in question, the score outcome is high.  The significance of the outcomes 
varies with its causes, and a given combination of the two factors may have different implications on 
development than on promotional considerations.  In table 1 the relevance factor is divided in near zero/zero 
values and significant (“high”) values as the quality factor is divided in a “low” and a “high” category. The 
simple four-cell table shows how the four combinations of low(no)/high relevance and low/high 
quality/standard results in four quite different action recommendations. 
(table 1) 
The major outcome of this score matrix is that only one constellation calls for product development. That is 
when important product attributes have lower standard than the tourist segment demands. In such situations 
product development may be worth its costs. In all other combinations product development most probably 
would be unwise; either the attribute in question is of low or of high importance for the segment. In both 
cases improvements in quality would have had to small effects on the scores to be of any significance for the 
attractiveness or competitiveness of the company or the destination. These investment failures often occur 
connected to arguments such as “you have to keep on with that you are good at”, or to the common habit to 
extend capacity beyond the needs in already well functioning tourist areas. In both cases the relevancy-
quality information will earn as warnings against unnecessary product investments in the name of a habitual 
investment policy.  
 
Unlucky owners of  high standard products with low interest in or little relevance for  major tourist segments, 
are also warned against further investment, and against a rather common habit to rely on promotion, or to a 
“wait for better times”-strategy. The interpretation leaves no other hopes than to turn attention to other, new 
or special segments. It is quite unrealistic to believe that major tourist segments will change their 
considerations of product attributes within a reasonable time. Operators in this situation have to search for 
segments that pay attention to the attributes in question, or to accept that tourist demand is too small to 
utilize their capacity.  
 
1.3. AGA in promotional considerations 
When it comes to promotional considerations, a complex situation and lack of consistent experiences often 
result in bad choices of communication messages and symbols. Litvin & Ling (2001) focus on the 
importance-relevance dimension to secure promotion of the “right” attributes, regardless of attribute quality 
(all attributes in the destination are probably well above sufficient standard). In other cases, however, with 
complex supply functions and multisegmented demand, varying standard and quality expectations and wide 
service product lines, also the quality factors may cause problems. Bidders may not know for sure where the 
good arguments are hidden, or fail to unify different views on the topic. This may result in a practice where 
“destinations try to be everything to everybody”. A simple relevance - quality consideration may be a useful 
tool to clarify opportunities and common pitfalls:  
(table 2) 
The table shows how promotional arguments focusing attributes of low importance make little sense for the 
tourist segment in question. The push situation, where bidders are promoting high quality products to low 
interest segments, is probably one of the most common failures in tourism promotion. Pushing tourist offers 
is waste of money as is development of low interest attributes. A search for more appropriate market 
segments are crucial for these bidders, and that may imply promotional efforts against new targets, not more 
arguments to the established and uninterested segments. On the other hand, destinations may be trapped in 
promoting low quality products to high interest target segment. The best strategy is obviously to promote 
destination attributes of high quality to segments with a high interest for these attributes.  
 
1.4. Summarized score lists – basis for other strategic marketing considerations  
A score list reveals how a combination of different attributes contributes to make a complete product (e g 
superstructure) package. If we consider the attributes to be additive, we may define the total score of a 
product/superstructure alternative (for segment j) as the sum of the individual attributes’ contributions (Norris 
& Marshall 1995:24): 
 
             n 
RQSj = ∑ Wji Xi         
             i=1 
This measure may be used to expose the condition at a destination for several different market segments or 
how well different destinations fit to the preferences of a given segment. The first consideration may be 
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useful in discussions of target market priorities and the latter concerns competition; which destinations that 
are to be perceived as competitors, and to what extent and in what way they maintain a position in the 
different market segments.   
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1. The merging of two dimensions   
Application of Action Grid Analysis in destination management require knowledge of two quite different and 
independent dimensions: 
 a) Knowledge of how tourist market segments behave in tour planning and what product attributes that are 
relevant for their choices of destinations and/or places to stop when on tour. This knowledge has to be 
converted into grids of attribute relevance for all different market segments and the travel modes they make 
use of. The relevance grids are thought to be independent of the destinations in question and to a great 
extent independent of the place where and the time when it is put into use. A relevance grid is a “universal” 
mirror of the specific buyer behavior of the market segment in question.  
 
b) The second dimension to be taken into consideration is the product standard or quality of the destinations 
in question. Knowledge of product quality has to be collected and filed in grids corresponding with the 
attribute relevance grids mentioned in the last paragraph. The quality grids are thought to be independent of 
user characteristics. You may offer different segments the same product and got quite different response, 
but the differences have to be related to different priorities (relevance weights) rather than to different 
evaluations of the standard and quality of the product offered. The quality dimension in action grid analysis 
should ideally be based solely on product attributes.  
 
The two different but corresponding ratings of the same attribute may be merged into a measure of 
“Relevant Quality Score” simply by multiplication. That forms a useful tool for evaluation of single tourism 
product attributes. A score list reveals how a combination of various attributes contributes to making a 
complete product (e.g. superstructure) package. If we consider the attributes to be additive, we may define 
the total score of a product/superstructure alternative (for a given segment) as the sum of the individual 
attributes’ contributions.  
 
The following paragraphs are discussions of some methodological aspects of attribute relevance grids and 
attribute quality grading. The first is made specific by a description of two of the most interesting and 
significant segments in international summer tourism in Norway: tour operator organized group travel by 
coach and longer stay visits in rented second homes. The attribute quality grading is made more specific by 
a description and evaluation of the tourism resources of the Norwegian Fjord Center Flåm and the Mountain 
Village Geilo.  
 
2.2. Measures of relevance. Description and evaluation of tourist activity patterns.  
The attribute relevance grid is generally based on visitor surveys with combined exploration of both  attribute 
relevance and attribute performance/quality (Ericsson, B., Helwig, M.H., & Vonlanthen, P. (1986), Tzung-
Cheng, H., Beaman, J., & Shelby, L.B. (2002),  Zhang, H. Q., & Chow, I. (2004)), but from the research field, 
we can enjoy more universal contributions such as the work of Rao, Thomas, & Javalgi (1992) who examine 
activity preferences and trip-planning behavior of the U.S. outbound pleasure travel market. Other studies 
such as Enright & Newton (2004) collect knowledge on consumer behavior and tourist preferences from a 
sample of sales staff, marketing managers and other experts that constitute a panel for expert judgement.  
 
Regrettably, none of the sources is a sufficient basis for reconstructions of complete and consistent 
measures of tourist preferences attached to destination choice and activity potentials when on travel. Ideally 
the information should be a general and, to a great extent, timeless description of tourist priorities regarding 
activity and service possibilities. As the preferences and priorities are assumed to be dependent of tourist 
characteristics and travel modes, not on situational or location factors, the investigation has to be based on 
segmented studies across different locations and destinations. 
 
The need for research is obvious, but in the meantime it is possible to rely on sketches based on general 
knowledge of tourist behavior.  There is no need for precise and significant knowledge of tourist preferences 
to reach the first but often tickling results of an AGA.  
 
This study is utilizing knowledge of actual tourist behavior patterns extracted from more general studies of 
pleasure travel vacationing, combined with data from different sources of visitor statistics (Dahl, 2004).  The 
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basic assumption is that activity- and consumption patterns reflect  dimensions that may be labeled “tourist 
interests” or “tourist preferences”, and that these factors have (or ought to have) major influence on what 
tourist emphasize when deciding on travel destinations, travel routes, and stop patterns. Information of 
tourist activity patterns and activity preferences can rather easily be transformed to relevance (or importance) 
grids that may earn as the weight factors in AGA. The relevancy grid is based on revealed tourist 
preferences.  
 
The focus is on two travel mode segments that are seen as contrasting. Gunn (1997:22) groups the travelers 
into two segments based on activities: “those associated with touring circuits and those linked to longer-stay 
destinations.” Similarly he (p. 47) classifies the corresponding attractions by dividing all attractions into two 
general classes - attractions that are typically visited on tour and for a comparatively short time, and 
attractions for longer-stays.  Touring circuit travelers will visit many locations in the period between leaving 
home and returning, whereas longer-stay travelers will stay in a destination for more than a brief visit and 
prefer attractions according to that.  
 
To cover a broad variety of  resource-based “attractions”, and at the same time prepare for combining the 
outcomes with a similar broad range of tourist activity preferences, it is useful to classify attractions by their 
main or core potential for tourist activity: 
- something to (sight-)see (natural features, scenic landscapes, buildings, museums, parks) 
- something to learn (universities, conference centers, learning centers, professional meetings) 
- something to experience (theme parks, cultural performances, sports events) 
- something to do (golf courses, ski slopes, rendered possibilities for wind surfing, rafting, mountain climbing, 
water activity, angling, haunting, camping, hiking, and so on). Dahl (2000a)) makes the observations of Gunn 
more specific by collecting information of what activities tourists in different travel mode segments actually 
spend their time on, and, on the other hand, what they normally don’t have time to do (or don’t prefer to do), 
even thou the activities are offered at the destination.  
 
The knowledge of actual activity preferences and typical biases regarding accommodation and other 
services are converted into a system that levels the relevance of the different activities and services 
(=“attributes”) by means of Multiattribute Analysis (MADA) methods. MADA allows decision makers to 
operate with different levels of importance to different attributes, simply by assigning separate numerical 
multipliers, or ‘“weights,” to each attribute (Norris & Marshall 1995:9).  Multiattribute analysis methods also 
offers ideas and procedures to solve problems of attribute hierarchies by grouping sets of attributes together 
when the number of attributes becomes large, or by dividing complex attributes into sets of subattributes. In 
this paper the last procedure is employed to divide the main product components into different classes or 
ways to fulfill tourist’s demands.  Another lesson to be learned from MADA is to keep the relative importance 
of attributes constant across all alternatives in question.  In MADA the weights are “normalized” by defining 
their sum to be 1.00. The sum of importance weights of all attributes taken into a consideration is defined to 
be 1.00. An important implication of this principle is that the relevance weight of a single attribute will range 
from 0.00 (for completely irrelevant attributes) to 1.00 (for cases with a single and cardinal attribute, e.g. 
funerals, or participation in or attending at sport championships....).  
(table 3) 
Table 3 exhibits relevance weights for two important segments in Norwegian international tourism – 
Individuals or small groups of adults without children on either touring circuit travel by coach or at longer stay 
(“resort”) vacations. The first column is summing up the priorities of a “typical” tour operator in considerations 
of destination areas for circuit travel. The fourth column covers the priorities of individual tourists when 
choosing a resort for longer stay vacations.  
 
2.3 Measures of quality. Description and evaluation of destination tourism resources  
The performance/quality grading of tourist attributes in AGA may also be based on visitor opinions, but as an 
alternative or as a supplement it may be useful to rely on expert judgment also on this issue. When based on 
expert judgment, the quality status may (and ought to) be treated as unrelated to tourist behavior, 
experiences or opinions. Then it is possible to avoid difficult evaluation of tourist experiences. Most experts 
have sufficient problems with grading of tourism product per se, so it is no need to make the work more 
complicated by involving questions of how tourists would have evaluated a given destination. A feasible 
solution is to replace performance with terms like quality or standard, and define them as completely 
depending on the supply side.  The task is to describe and to evaluate the collection of tourism resources 
within a destination or a tourist region. That may be done in different manners, but within the framework of 
AGA, the structure is given by the relevance grids that are presented above.  Then it is a problem that the 
visit of a destination includes a mix of different components such as transport, attractions, accommodation 
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and other facilities. The delivery of service is often done by several different suppliers, and the evaluation of 
aggregates of resource components may be difficult. A solution may be to map and rate “all” service 
providers individually and then decide on the graduation of each component aggregate. That make it 
possible to match relevance grids and resource grids although the first are results of a break down process 
and the latter are based on the build-up principle.   
 
In the following the principle of Gunn (1997) that longer-stay activities are met on the resource side by 
longer-stay attractions are given the possibility of being applied also at the other components; e g that longer 
stay ought to be offered other accommodation than for example short visitors like touring circuit travelers.  
The components discussed are attractions, services (accommodation, food service, shopping service),  
accessibility, and reputation (image or status).  
 
2.3.1. Destination attractions and atmosphere 
The attractions are normally seen as key components when prospective tourists choose a destination for 
longer stay or a destination area for touring circuit travel. Attractions may also be important for decisions of 
touring circuit routes and stop-over places on route.    
 
Middleton (2001:125) argues that attractions “are the component elements within the destination that largely 
determine consumer’s choice and influence prospective buyer’s motivation” and divide them in four classes: 

1. Natural attractions: landscape, seascape, beaches, climate, flora and fauna ...  

2. Built attractions: buildings, monuments, promenades, parks and gardens, convention centers, 

marinas, ski slopes, golf courses, specialty shops and themed retail areas 

3. Cultural attractions: history and folklore, religion and art, theatre, music, dance and other 

entertainment, museums, special events, festivals and pageants 

4. Social attractions: way of life and customs of resident or host population, language and opportunities 

for social encounters 

 
Gunn (1997) makes an important contribution to attraction evaluation by pointing out that attractions have to 
be tested for their pulling power, not for the owner’s declaration and construction. Dahl (2000b) ) goes 
deeper into the concept by discussing the contradiction between a local resource-oriented perspective on 
elements that are or could have been utilized as “tourist attractions” and the perspective of international tour 
operators that rather “cynically” pick the “best”, the most convenient (and often “free”) attractions for their 
touring circuit coach travel programs, quite independent of what local contributors wish to sell. The author 
claims that “pulling power” may be calculated by the aggregated cost of all visitors to reach there, and 
prescribe a methodology for calculation, based on mapping of tourist travel and stop patterns in different 
travel segments with known tourist volume. The exploratory study covers the tourist region currently in 
question, and the results in form of measures of attractiveness, are presented in a taxonomy adopted from 
Board Failte1:   
(table 4) 
The tourist places considered in this article is Flåm and Geilo. Flåm is a tiny tourist center located at the 
narrow beach of one of the most spectacular fjords in Norway, rounded by steep mountains, filled with tourist 
facilities, and crowded by thousands of tourists during the summer season. A spectacular mountain railway, 
Flåmsbana, is the far most visited local attraction, but sightseeing in boats on the narrow Nærøyfjord and/or 
sailing with cruise ships and steamer liners along the picturesque Sognefjord are also high graded 
attractions. In addition the area offers a variety of scenic road routes including quite unusual sights of the 
fjords from viewpoints high above the sea level at roads in the mountains.  The area lacks almost all usual 
resort activity offers. Ordinary tourists have little to learn, to do or to experience in the area, but specialty 
seekers can enjoy organized opportunities to practice different “extreme-activities” such as fjord kayaking, 
mountain climbing, paragliding, and river rafting. The area also offers several marked trails for safe and 

                                                 
1 In 1998 Ireland Tourist Board utilized a four-graded “star-classification” system on tourist attraction, hotels, 
golf courses, and so on, in their internet based information system. Later on the authority seems to have 
joined the common practice not to obtain or publish such information 
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relaxing mountain hiking. The center alternates between considerable overcrowding and near complete 
emptiness due to the railway and steamer liners schedules and a rather busy cruise harbor. Between the 
arrivals or departs of tourist vehicles, the center is rather desolated. Even in the pike season the atmosphere 
is affected by the fact that only a small number of people (inhabitants and tourists) live at the place. Off 
season the place is constantly suffering of desolation. These problems result in the low grade 2 on 
atmosphere for the fjord center.  
 
The Mountain Village Geilo is a well known and up-market winter destination, located in the central part of 
southern Norway, with almost same travel distance (by road or railway) to the two most populated parts of 
the country (Oslo, the capital city of Norway, in east, and Bergen, the main city of the fjord area in western 
Norway).  
Regarding summer tourism, the principal concern of this study, the mountain village gets advantages from its 
accommodation and retail sectors. The central localization at the main road and the railway for east-west 
travel in southern Norway, is of course also a positive element, especially as the actual routes are crossing 
very scenic landscapes and are connecting the village to some of the most famous tourist attractions in 
Norway, such as the Norwegian fjords (Matley 1976) and Oslo and Bergen, general tourist nodes in the 
country. On the other hand, the winter resort lacks attractions; something for the tourists to see, to learn, to 
do or to experience, when on visit during summer holidays. These facts result in low grades of attractions, 
but a nice and compact village center well suited for lazy walks between numerous small but well equipped 
and never crowded shops, generates a high grade on atmosphere.  
 
2.3.2. Destination facilities and service quality 
These are elements that make it possible to stay and enjoy a visit at a resort or in the neighborhood of an 
attraction, and they may be of great importance to tourist’s decisions on where to travel and where to stop. 
The “hospitality” components include (according to Middleton (2001:126)): 

- accommodation units : Hotels, holiday villages, apartments, campsites, caravan parks, hostels, 
farms, guesthouses 

- restaurants, bars and cafés: ranging from fast-food through to luxury restaurants 
- sports/interest activity: cycle hire, swimming pools, walking slopes, parks 
- retail outlets: shops, travel agents, souvenirs, camping supplies 
- other facilities and services: health services, car rental, taxis 

 
Middleton remarks that the distinction between attractions and facilities may be blurred, but he emphasizes 
that even famous hotels have their primary function of providing services in a context of the specific 
attractions and environment of a place.  
 
The facility components have been classified and graded for centuries. Vine (1981) refers to clubs of cyclists 
and canoeists who passed on recommendations about food and accommodation from their members in the 
1880s. Later on (in 1911) The Automobile Association introduced hotel classification to Britain (Vine 1981). 
In this article we employ the grading system described in table 5 
(table 5) 
The grading aims at measuring the quality of wide ranges of service facilities and components at an 
aggregate destination level and have to mirror the capacity of the service, as well as its quality standard. 
Other dimensions to be measured are the width and the depth of the supply, e.g., what capability a 
destination has to fulfill different tourist aspirations, and to what extent “the place” manage to secure different 
market segments “value for money”. 
 
The Fjord Center Flåm suffers of little accommodation capacity, and partly low hotel standard. The camping 
and caravan parking earn its low grade due to a shortage of high standard cabins.  The Fjord center has very 
good access measures at all four travel modes in question. Regarding road connections and access the 
center has almost identical measures as the mountain village, as the places are located only 100 km apart 
on two competing, but rather equivalent, east-west connections, and at the same north-south connection, 
through the central parts of southern Norway.  
 
Geilo is a nice and small village with a capacity for tourists to double the number of inhabitants from 5000 to 
10000 by commercial accommodations and a capacity of four times the number of private vacation homes 
(almost 5000 second homes with at least 20000 beds). The area has a broad and sufficient capacity for 
alpine and cross-country skiing. The place seems to attract families more than demanding sport participants 
and party seeking youngsters. The accommodation sector has a capacity and standard that seems to be well 
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adjusted to the winter business, and the retail sector are better developed than you would expect in a small 
mountain village, due to considerable tourist demand for many decades. .  
 
2.3.3. Accessibility of a destination 
Middleton (2001:126) defines accessibility as “the private and public transport aspects of the product that 
determine the cost, speed and convenience with which a traveler may leave his place of residence and 
reach a chosen destination.”  Infrastructure (roads, airports, railways, etc), equipment (size, speed and range 
of public transport vehicles), operational factors (routes operated, frequency, prices), and government 
regulations are among the mentioned aspects.  
 
Dahl (2001) treats accessibility of a destination as a question of “willingness to pay”: how much tourists are 
willing to expend in terms of money and time to visit a place or a landscape. The term may serve as an 
explanatory factor for variations in tourist demand.  “Paid” access cost may also serve as specific measures 
of attractiveness, simply by assuming that total attractiveness of a destination equals the total access cost 
paid by all visitors to the area. As an element in an evaluation of destination quality and competitiveness, the 
accessibility may be replaced by the term visit feasibility. This can be calculated as a function of ticket costs, 
traveled mileages and travel hours. Each place has a computable feasibility factor for each transportation 
mode. In complex travel programs, such as programs of touring circuit travel, with plural visits to different 
attractions and stays at different places, the total travel costs has to be divided on each place, before they 
can serve as place related measures of visit feasibility. Regarding road transport feasibility, the computation 
is made even more complicated by the fact that travel routes and distances seems to be considerably 
affected by a tendency of holiday travelers to prefer major gateways, main road routes and the best known 
places to visit. Thus, the visit feasibility of a given place also depend on how well it is located in relation to 
(other) attractions and travel nodes (Forer & Pearce, 1984, referred in Pearce, 1995), and to what extent it is 
located at a preferred road route. A last complicating element in feasibility considerations is how well a place 
is located for tourists on longer-stay vacation if they want to do as half-day-trips (or day-trips) from other 
destinations or to other attractions in the region. 
(table 6-“landscape”) 
 
2.3.4. Images of the destination 
Middleton (2001:126) states that “the attitudes and images customers have towards products strongly 
influence their buying decisions. Destination images are not necessary grounded in experience or facts but 
they are always powerful motivators in leisure travel and tourism. Images and the expectations of travel 
experiences are closely linked in prospective customers’ minds.”  Other writers look at “image” and the close 
related “position” as a key element in their destination choice theories (Woodside & Lysonski 1989, 
Crompton 1992).  
 
Empirical analyses of destination image are usually kept at country or state level. Even primary destinations 
as New York and London seem to be too small to justify scientific measurement of destination image 
(Echtner & Ritchie 1993). On the other hand, most and much smaller destinations pay much attention to their 
positional status and are usually willing to accept huge efforts to improve it. This may reason the inclusion of 
“image” in destination analysis, but at the same time it is very wishful to think of any separate attraction or 
destination to score more than medium on this factor. 
(table 7) 
 
 
3. AGA for the Fjord Center Flåm 
 
At last it is time to to merge the segmented preference profiles and product quality grading of the destination 
in question. Table 8 sums up relevance weights for choice of places for overnight stops on tour operated 
coach cucuit travel and the quality grading of the torism resources of the Fjord Center Flåm. The third 
column exhibits the mathematical product of the two dimensions; the relevant-quality scores of the product 
attributes in question. Table 9 sums up the results for the second travel segment covered in the study; how 
well Flåm serves as destination for longer stay visits. In the following different aspects of the findings are 
discussed.  
 
3.1. Product attribute considerations  
The Fjord Center is well fitted to the assumed claims of operators of coach circuit travel. The atmosphere of 
the place is the only attribute that are to be considered for improvement action. In addition a rather weak 
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hotel sector may have been improved, but is already suffering from low off-season demand and low all-year 
profit. 
 
Regarding the longer stay segment the Fjord Center has several rather serious weaknesses. Again, the 
atmosphere characterized by congestion of tourists on short visits is quite opposite to preferences of a quiet 
life at leisure that is found in these segments. Further, the center lacks appropriate accommodation capacity 
to get success in this segment, both regarding cabins and camping sites. The fact that these weaknesses 
remain unsolved after decades of public and private investments in the accommodation sectors in other 
parts of the region, indicates that the segment has a low potential.   
(table 8) 
(table 9) 
 
3.2. Promotional considerations 
The Fjord Center has two outstanding sightseeing attractions in form of a mountain train and the very scenic 
Nærøy Fjord.  In this case, the challenge is to keep focus on the core attractions and to avoid that the 
communication platform is diluted by push attributes or cooperators that have other products to sell than the 
main attractions of the Norwegian Fjord region. In fact, attractions as The Norwegian Fjords is a “Common 
Pool Resource” (see Healy 1994 and 2006) that are out of the range of local promotion. Tour operators 
seems to have no problems by identifying the core attraction(s) of the region, but the same  attributes often 
are serving as unidentified scenic wings in place and operator related promotion.  AGA may serve as a tool 
to moderate debates on promotional priorities and to secure support to core attractions with weak 
organizational and economic basis.   
 
3.3. Market segmentation considerations 
Most destinations have scarce resources to spend on product development and promotion, and have strong 
reasons to give priority to the most profitable prospects. An important decision is the selection of target 
market segments, and then the relevant quality score is a useful measure, as it in a single figure reveals how 
well the existing offers fit different market segments.   
(table 10) 
  
The aggregates, obviously, only reflects the conditions that are already commented, but is presented here to 
indicate how easily and stringently the score summaries make it possible to extend the analysis.  The table 
covers the segment of singles, couples, or small groups of adults traveling without children, divided in two 
travel mode segments, with specific calculations of two different visit purposes for the touring circuit 
segment.  
 
The total scores vary from near 2/3 of maximum 6,00 for overnight stops to slightly above 40% for longer 
stay vacations, and indicate that the destination should focus on touring circuit visitors and give lower priority 
to the marketing of longer stay vacations.  An indication of fitness is, of course, not sufficient information for 
any conclusions. Other conditions, such as market volumes and market potential, are also important as are 
the question of how well other destinations fit to segment specific preferences. That is a question to be 
answered by multiple AG analyses, conducted on different destinations.  
 
3.4. Destination competitiveness considerations 
Evaluation of the competitiveness of tourism destinations is seen as an important tool in analysis of the 
strategic position of destinations.  Pearce (1997:17) claims  that “Systematic appraisal and comparison of 
key tourism elements among competitors can constitute a more objective basis for evaluating the strengths 
and weaknesses of the focal destination, provide a better appreciation of its competitive advantage, and 
contribute to the formulation of more effective development policies by broadening the context in which the 
focal destination is set.”  Dwyer, Forsyth, and Rao (2000) state that it is useful for the industry and 
government to understand where a country’s competitive position is weakest and strongest and that it is 
important to know how and why competitiveness is changing. Obviously, these points of view can easily be 
applied at tourism destinations on other geographical and organizational levels. 
 
Traditionally studies of tourism destination competitiveness have focused on destination image or 
attractiveness (see Gearing, Swart & Var, 1974). Later studies implement “competitive destination analysis” 
based on systematically comparing attributes of competing destinations (Pearce, 1997 and Kozak & 
Rimmington, 1999), as Faulkner, Oppermann & Fredline (1999) limit their study of the competitiveness of 
tourism destinations to the “core attractions”.  
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The aggregates of “Relevant Quality Score” on the destination level constitute a simple but differentiated 
quantitative measure of destination competitiveness. To show how useful the measure may be for comparing 
destinations, the scores for the two destinations focused in this paper are presented in a joint table. The 
comparison is primarily done as an illustration of the technique, not to indicate or to claim that the two 
destinations are competitors.  In fact, the destinations are, in relation to several important market segments, 
better seen as supplementary than as competing destinations (Dahl, 2000b), but still the differences between 
the places and their weaknesses and strengths are of vital interests.  
(table 11) 
The Fjord Center competes well on coach circuit travel, due to strong sightseeing attractions, but is in a 
weaker position regarding longer stay vacations. In that travel mode segment, the mountain village is much 
better off, due to the standard and capacity of accommodation and service facilities. The constellations seem 
to strengthen the arguments for the destinations to give priority to different travel segments, and to cooperate 
in promotion of the sightseeing attractions in the region.  
 
In a real planning process the participants obviously have to broaden the considerations with other 
destinations and other market segments, but the covered segments and situations indicate how easily AGA 
may be extended to explicit cover of destination competitiveness.  
 
4. Discussion 
 
This paper offers a methodology for Action Grid Analysis in destination management, prior to or without any 
time- and money-consuming importance-performance investigations. By converting knowledge of segmented 
tourist behavior to a grid of attribute relevance weights to be used as simulations of tourist decision 
processes, the method make it possible to extend traditional expert judgement of tourism resources into 
measures of “Relevant Quality Scores” both for single tourist attributes and for aggregates of different 
attributes when marketing tourist product packages.  
 
In applying the methodology to two Norwegian tourist destinations, the paper demonstrates the importance 
and usefulness of combining knowledge of segmented tourist priorities and systematic evaluations of the 
corresponding tourist resource basis when conducting managerial and policy decisions in the tourism 
industry.  In addition the article draws attention to the possibility of utilizing AGA methodology also when it 
comes to promotional considerations, as a tool to clarify promotional opportunities (promotion of high quality 
products to segments that find such offers interesting) and to avoid common pitfalls such as pushing high 
quality products to low interest segments.  
 
The author did not initially have intentions of contributions to the methodological issues regarding AGA or 
tourism destination competitiveness studies, but the paper may still be of some interest, i.e. as it is covering 
multiple market segments with much differentiated interests and preferences. That enforce reflections on the 
need to regard (or the advantage of looking at) the importance or relevance issues as completely depending 
on consumer characteristics and preferences that are stable across different destinations, but varying across 
different travel modes, travel purpose, or lengths of stay at a destination. In fact, the experience from this 
work is indicating that it would be useful to regard the graduation of different tourism product attribute as 
important characteristics of a market segment. It is even possible to think of attribute weighting grids as an 
independent segmenting criterion.  
 
Enright & Newton make this position controversial when they question approaches to competitiveness that 
assume that the relative importance of attributes is common across locations. The authors suggest that the 
importance of competitiveness attributes may vary across locations, depending on product mix and target 
market segments (Enright & Newton 2005:339).  Matzler et al. (2004:274) go to the extreme, when they, in a 
discussion of how varying attribute importance may explain asymmetric impact of attribute 
quality/performance on overall consumer satisfaction, claim that “Attribute importance ... is a function of 
attribute performance.”  
 
Regarding the hypothesis that attribute importance may vary across market segments, the answers are 
probably more dependent on segmentation criteria and on empirical difficulties than on  substantial 
differences between for instance longer stay tourists and touring circuit tourists which are the two contrasting 
travel mode segment that are investigated in this article. 
 
This work, on the contrary, is more or less depending on the assumption that there are substantial 
differences in the weighting of product attributes across the main market segments. In fact, the attribute 
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weights grid is used to secure that the differences in tourist decision processes are incorporated in action 
grid analyses.  
 
When it comes to the doubts about the stability of tourist priorities of tourist product attributes across 
locations and product mixes, the situation is more questionable. Nobody can be sure that consumers are 
completely consistent when  considering different potential travel destinations, much evidence tells they are 
not, but if we assume that consumers act rationally, the principle of rationality has to be applied also for 
decisions that require multiattribute analysis.  In the case of competitive destinations in Asia Pacific, Enright 
& Newton (2005) claim to have got empirical results that question the assumption that relative importance of 
attributes is common across locations, but as the study is based on opinions of professionals in the travel 
industry, the results may indicate that a minor part of the experts have reported doubt about the principle of 
universal attribute importance. Other interpretations are that the respondents may have had slightly different 
travel segments in mind, or that they simply lacked knowledge about the principle. All alternatives indicate 
that the authors may have rushed to conclusions. Different views of how to rate attribute importance do not 
necessary indicate that attribute importance lack stability across different locations or even stronger, that 
attribute importance depend on product mix and location factors.  
 
This work has developed and tested a methodology that can easily be replicated on other destinations. That 
will hopefully develop a broader basis for discussions of attribute weighting; the application of tourist 
priorities of product attributes as weights, and the position that weighting patterns are general and specific 
characteristics of different travel segments that are stable and universal across different locations or 
situations.  
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Attribute quality Low High
Low Low score - Don't bother Low score - Consider improvements

Low score  - Leave as is High score - Leave as is
Consider other segments Rely on promotion 

AN INTERPRETATION OF ATTRIBUTE SCORES IN DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
TABLE 1

High

Attribute relevance 

Attribute quality Low High
Low Low score - Don't bother Low score - Don't tell anybody

Low score - Don't push High score - Tell them!
Consider other segments Consider as promotional platform

AN INTERPRETATION OF ATTRIBUTE SCORES IN PROMOTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
TABLE 2

High

Attribute relevance 
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Travel mode: Touring Circuit by coach Longer stay

Situation: Choice of place(s) for Touring 
(areas)

Overnight 
stops

Major 
breaks Resort

weights weights weights weights

Attributes:
Attractions and atmosphere 0.40 0.45 0.10 0.30

Attractions: 0.40 0.40 0.10 0.25
something to see 0.40 0.40 0.10 0.05
something to learn
something to do 0.15
something to experience 0.05

Atmosphere 0.05 0.05

Facilities and services 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60
Accomodation 0.20 0.35 0.50

hotels 0.20 0.35
cabins 0.40
camping sites 0.10

Food service 0.05 0.00 0.45 0.05
fast-food
cafeterias 0.10
restaurants 0.05 0.00 0.35 0.05

Shopping 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
groceries 0.03
shopping stores 0.03 0.03 0.03
other services 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Accessibility 0.10 0.10 0.35 0.05
by road 0.02 0.10 0.35 0.04
by sea 0.03
by train 0.01
by air 0.05

Image 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.05

Sum weights 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Summary
Attractions and atmosphere 0.40 0.45 0.10 0.30
Facilities and services 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60
Accessibility 0.10 0.10 0.35 0.05
Image 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.05

Segment: Singles or small groups of adults without children

RELATIVE RELEVANCE WEIGHTS OF ATTRIBUTES 
TABLE 3
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quality grade quality label

6 "travel motive"
5 "don't miss it"
4 "outstanding"
3 "very interesting"
2 "worth seeing"
1 "pastime"
0 "uninteresting"

TABLE 4
EVALUATION OF ATTRACTIONS 

quality grade quality label

6 "world class"
5 "first class"
4 "high standard"
3 "medium standard"
2 "below medium"
1 "low standard"
0 "not available"

TABLE 5
EVALUATION OF FACILITIES 
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Destination
Selected 

destinations Oslo Bergen Larvik Lillehammer Lom Stryn Geiranger Ålesund
Criterion

distance km 320 162 360 275 205 215 285 306
travel time minutes 270 145 305 240 210 210 280 330
travel time hh:mm 04:30 02:25 05:05 04:00 03:30 03:30 04:40 05:30

comfort index 1-6 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 2
travel costs US$ 890 480 1000 780 660 680 890 1030

costs pr tourist US$ 35 20 40 30 25 25 35 40
Scenic quality index 1-6 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4
Average speed km/hour 71 67 71 69 59 61 61 56

Evaluated as
transit trip index 1-6 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
half daytrip index 1-6 4 1 4 1 3 5 5 2 2

daytrip index 1-6 4 3 2 4 4 3 3 5 5
All trips index 1-6 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

Road connections index 1-6 4
All travel by tourist coach

TABLE 6
ROAD CONNECTIONS BETWEEN FJORD CENTER FLÅM AND MAJOR NORWEGIAN DESTINATIONS
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Attributes:
relevance 
weights

quality 
grade score

Attractions and atmosphere
Attractions:

something to see 0.40 5 2.00
something to learn 2 0.00
something to do 2 0.00
something to experience 4 0.00

Atmosphere 0.05 2 0.10
Facilities and services

Accomodation
hotels 0.35 3 1.05
cabins 2 0.00
camping sites 2 0.00

Food service
fast-food 2 0.00
cafeterias 4 0.00
restaurants 3 0.00

Shopping
groceries 3 0.00
shopping stores 0.03 3 0.09
other services 0.02 3 0.06

Accessibility
by road 0.10 4 0.40
by sea 4 0.00
by train 3 0.00
by air 2 0.00

Image 0.05 3 0.15

Summary
Attractions and atmosphere 0.45 2.10
Facilities and services 0.40 1.20
Accessibility 0.10 0.40
Image 0.05 0.15
Sum 1.00 3.85

% of potential 64 %

Segment: Small groups of adults without children
Travel mode: Touring cucuit by coach

TABLE 8
FJORD CENTER FLÅM  SERVING ADULTS AT OVERNIGHT VISITS

  

Destination

Attributes:

Attractions and atmosphere
Attractions:

something to s
something to le
something to d
something to e

Atmosphere
Facilities and services

Accomodation
hotels
cabins
camping sites

Food service
fast-food
cafeterias
restaurants

Shopping
groceries
shopping store
other services

Tourist access
by road
by sea
by train
by air

Image

QUALITY EVALUATI
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Attributes:
relevance 
weights

quality 
grade score

Attractions and atmosphere
Attractions:

something to see 0.05 5 0.25
something to learn 2 0.00
something to do 0.15 2 0.30
something to experience 0.05 4 0.20

Atmosphere 0.05 2 0.10
Facilities and services

Accomodation
hotels 3 0.00
cabins 0.40 2 0.80
camping sites 0.10 2 0.20

Food service
fast-food 2 0.00
cafeterias 4 0.00
restaurants 0.05 3 0.15

Shopping
groceries 0.03 3 0.09
shopping stores 3 0.00
other services 0.02 3 0.06

Accessibility
by road 0.04 4 0.16
by sea 4 0.00
by train 0.01 3 0.03
by air 2 0.00

Image 0.05 3 0.15

Summary
Attractions and atmosphere 0.30 0.85
Facilities and services 0.60 1.30
Accessibility 0.05 0.19
Image 0.05 0.15
Sum 1.00 2.49

% of potential 42 %

Segment: Small groups of adults without children
Travel mode: Longer stay in the summer season

TABLE 9
FJORD CENTER FLÅM  SERVING ADULTS AT LONGER STAY
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Travel mode: Longer stay Touring cucuit by coach
Stop category: Visit Overnight visit Major break
Attributes: score score score

Attractions and atmosphere 0.85 2.10 0.50
Facilities and services 1.30 1.20 1.60
Accessibility 0.19 0.40 1.40
Image 0.15 0.15 0.15

Sum 2.49 3.85 3.65
% of potential 42 % 64 % 61 %

Segment: Small groups of adults without children

TABLE 10
FJORD CENTER FLÅM  SERVING SMALL GROUPS OF ADULTS 

Travel mode: 
Stop category:
Destination: Flåm Geilo Flåm Geilo Flåm Geilo
Attributes: score score score score score score

Attractions and atmosphere 0.85 0.75 2.10 1.00 0.50 0.20
Facilities and services 1.30 2.45 1.20 1.55 1.60 1.95
Accessibility 0.19 0.20 0.40 0.40 1.40 1.40
Image 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

Sum 2.49 3.55 3.85 3.10 3.65 3.70
% of potential 42 % 59 % 64 % 52 % 61 % 62 %

Segment: Small groups of adults without children

Longer stay Touring cucuit by coach 
Visit Overnight visit Major break

TABLE 11
 COMPETITION POWER OF FJORD CENTER FLÅM AND MOUNTAIN VILLAGE GEILO 
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ABSTRACT 
This study explores the concept of perceived knowledge in the context of travellers’ information search 
behaviour during vacation planning. More specifically, two dimensions of perceived knowledge – consumer-
related as well as product-related knowledge – are examined for their impact on information search breadth. 
The research design is based on a panel study to monitor trip planning processes longitudinally, including 
Internet-users as well as non-users. Results from correlation analyses establish a linear, positive relationship 
between perceived knowledge and information search. While the use of Internet sources and commonly 
accepted information sources are positively related to travellers’ perceived knowledge, no evidence can be 
found for a significant relationship between knowledge and interpersonal search. Results also demonstrate 
that information gathered from the Internet does not substitute but rather complement traditional information 
sources such as travel agencies and brochures. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The possibilities of marketing communication have been changing rapidly with the penetration of the Internet. 
The Internet “[...] can subsume many different physical sources of information, including mass media, 
person-to-person word-of-mouth communication, expert reports and opinions, and store-based product 
displays” (Peterson and Merino 2003, p. 112). Although it has been hypothesized that the Internet will 
substitute commonly accepted information sources due to more efficient and effective search techniques 
(e.g. Peterson and Merino 2003), current empirical studies showed no evidence for this proposition that 
individuals adapt their search behaviour to new communication technologies (Beritelli et al. 2007). 
Travel information search and trip planning have drawn considerable attention from both, researchers and 
practitioners during the last decades (Bieger and Laesser 2001; Bieger and Laesser 2004; Brucks 1985; 
Fodness and Murray 1997; Fodness and Murray 1998; Fodness and Murray 1999; Gitelson and Crompton 
1983; Gursoy and McCleary 2004a; Kiel and Layton 1981; Vogt and Fesenmaier 1998). Different modelling 
approaches have been applied in order to gain insights into information sourcing behaviour during the travel 
decision process. Given the amount of existing studies, one might think that this field of research is well 
settled. However, common to most previous studies is the analysis of consumer information search from a 
cross-sectional perspective. Since information search behaviour is a dynamic and complex process, the 
present study adopts a longitudinal approach for a better understanding of information search activities 
during trip planning. 
The tourist buying decision has been subject to considerable changes during the last few decades of tourism 
research. More than 20 years ago, the common belief was that the purchase of a tourism product is an often 
long prepared and planned process (Moutinho 1987). In recent studies, however, no support for this 
assumption can be found any longer. Zins (2007) provided empirical evidence for late decision making and 
last minute booking. In his longitudinal study, more than 60% of all recorded trips (n = 1,077) substantiate a 
travel planning period of less than two weeks. Since the sample mainly consisted of experienced travellers, 
the tendency to late decision making can be attributed to previous travel experience and accumulated 
knowledge. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Conceptualizations of Knowledge 
 
Knowledge is a key issue in consumer behaviour. It refers to information that is stored in a person’s long 
term memory (Ratchford 2001). Prior knowledge can be acquired during consumption experiences as well as 
through external information such as recommendation from others or the media (Vogt and Fesenmaier 
1998). More specifically, it is considered to significantly determine the extent of consumers’ information 
search behaviour (Bettman and Park 1980), (Park, Mothersbaugh and Feick 1994), (Kerstetter and Cho 
2004). So far, literature is not consistent on what components and on how many dimensions comprise the 
prior knowledge concept.  
In the tourism field, knowledge has either been conceptualized as unidimensional (Snepenger, Meged, 
Snelling and Worrall 1990), bidimensional (Gursoy and McCleary 2004) or multidimensional construct 
(Kerstetter and Cho 2004). Based on previous work by Alba and Hutchinson (1987), prior knowledge is 
composed of familiarity, expertise, and experience. Familiarity has generally been conceptualized as 
destination-related experiences (i.e. the number of times individuals previously visited a destination) (Baloglu 
2001) and is thus, in a tourism context, very closely related to the dimension of experience. Expertise, on the 
other hand, represents the level of an individual’s ability to deal with product-related tasks in a successful 
manner (Alba and Hutchinson 1987). In contrast to experience which is often affected by emotions, expertise 
is cognitively based and represents accumulated skills that enable information acquisition and processing. 
Due to more sophisticated cognitive structures, experts can deal with complex problems more easily than 
novices can (Kerstetter and Cho 2004).   
Another conceptualization of consumer knowledge refers to objective versus subjective knowledge. In her 
study, Brucks (1985) found support for a conceptual distinction between objective and subjective knowledge. 
Objective knowledge refers to accurate and factual knowledge held in memory that has been accumulated 
during experiences and learning processes (Park, Feick and Mothersbough 1992). Subjective knowledge, on 
the other hand, reflects a consumer’s perceived or self-assessed level of knowledge. This type of knowledge 
indicates the degree to which an individual feels confident in her/his knowledge (Brucks 1985). Typically, 
consumers are not well calibrated regarding their perceived and actual knowledge. Empirical evidence has 
established an over-estimation of objective knowledge levels implying that consumers feel more 
knowledgeable than they actually are (Alba and Hutchinson 2000). 
 
Tourist Information Search Behaviour 
 
The motivation to conduct information search is, to a large degree, dependent on perceived (i.e. subjective) 
knowledge levels. More specifically, consumers who feel they know too little will balance their knowledge 
deficiencies by engaging in information search (Park, Feick and Mothersbough 1992). Information search 
thus serves the function to compensate for non-satisfying knowledge levels with the acquisition of additional 
information from the environment.  
Besides the functional role of information search, also other aspects have evolved recently. While the focus 
of the role of information search was first on utility maximization and uncertainty minimization (Stigler 1961), 
the senses of tourism researchers have sharpened during the years. Tourist information search is no longer 
considered a consequence of rational thinking or goal-oriented behaviour. Hedonic dimensions of 
information search have been added to the field of research interest and investigated more deeply. For 
instance, tourists use information in order to satisfy their need for entertainment and communication (Vogt 
and Fesenmaier 1998). Reading through tourism magazines or watching tourism-related programs can give 
pleasure to travel-interested individuals (Gursoy and McCleary 2004) or encourage daydreaming (Decrop 
2006). Processing tourism-related information, to a certain degree, is thus considered to be part of the travel 
experience (Lee, Soutar and Daly 2007).  
 
Knowledge and Search 
 
Bringing both concepts (i.e. information search behaviour and knowledge) together, the relationship is still 
under debate. A perusal of academic papers on tourist information search behaviour reveals that when 
studying determinants of information search, demographic variables are often used as proxies for individual 
differences (e.g. Luo et al. 2004). More variation, however, can be explained by analyzing knowledge as 
determinant factor of information search behaviour (Moore and Lehmann 1980; Teare 1990).  
So far, the relationship between knowledge and information search remains controversial: First, empirical 
research has established a negative relationship between knowledge and information search (Bettman and 
Park 1980; Newman and Staelin 1971; Radecki and Jaccard 1995). Put differently, the more an individual 
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feels knowledgeable the less information s/he will search and use. Brucks (1985) argues that with increasing 
knowledge efficient search strategies and subtle memory structures continue to develop where individuals 
can retrieve information. Consequently, little additional information will be used. On the other hand, 
inexperienced people may want to overcome their shortcomings and engage in extensive information search. 
Second, increasing knowledge also increases the awareness of problems and the ability to encode and 
process new information (Punj and Staelin 1983). The more knowledgeable individuals are the more 
questions about product characteristics and attributes come up. Thus, a positive relationship has been 
evidenced in literature, too. Third, non-linear effects between knowledge and the extent of information search 
have been established. Both, concave and convex relationships indicate that a threshold exists. Moderately 
knowledgeable individuals can either search extensively due to developing cognitive structures, or they, on 
the other hand, can engage in sparse search efforts as a consequence of increasing search costs. 
Since conflicting definitions of knowledge exist in literature, a generalization of findings is hardly possible. In 
consumer behaviour, knowledge is related to product or brand knowledge. In a tourism context, however, the 
objects of knowledge can be manifold: destinations, cities or travel organizations are aspects that all 
contribute to an individual’s knowledge on travel-related issues. On the other hand, ability with regard to 
vacation planning (i.e. where to find what information and the ability to satisfy one’s information needs) is 
another way of conceptualizing consumer knowledge. Therefore, adapting concepts from consumer 
behaviour to the tourism field should be done carefully. Definitions and clear concept specifications can avoid 
any misconceptions and deliver useful contributions to the field.  
 
Research Questions 
 
Since literature lacks consensus on the aspects of knowledge and information search mentioned above, the 
present study advances three research questions: 

• Is perceived knowledge a bidimensional construct comprised of consumer-related as well as 
product-related knowledge? 

• Which relationship (either linear or non-linear) can be established between perceived knowledge and 
information search? 

• Is perceived knowledge significantly related to travellers’ source type preference? 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The primary focus of this study was to explore information search behaviour in preparation of a vacation trip. 
According to a plethora of information search behaviour texts, sources used are often taken as a measure of 
information search extent. However, more than 20 years ago, Kiel and Layton (1981) and a few years later 
Beatty and Smith (1987) called for improvement in measuring information search activities.  They suggested 
to consider cognitive phenomena such as selective retention and forgetting when respondents need to recall 
sources used after purchase or consumption. Therefore, in order to discard disadvantages of retrospection a 
panel design was applied.  
To test the above mentioned research questions related to knowledge levels the data of a longitudinal study 
was exploited. The study is based on a sample of 769 respondents representative for a national European 
population vacationing international including Internet users as well as non-users. Internet-mediated as well 
as postal questionnaires were sent each month within a period of more than one year. The study finished 
with 290 respondents in June 2007. Trip decisions and the information search activities around represented 
the core research objects. In total, 364 trip plans could be monitored by this panel. 
For capturing information steps taken during the vacation planning process, an index is calculated based on 
the work by Klein and Ford (2003). The number of source types (e.g. travel guides, information given by 
friends and relatives) is multiplied by the number of different sources within each source type. In contrast to 
previous studies, this measure thus accounts for different sources and functions to be found on the Internet 
(i.e. tour operator websites, websites of travel agencies, online travel guides/journals, communities/forums, 
and the like). Using a panel design, repeat measurement of information sources used for trip planning allows 
for demonstrating more accurate information search behaviour.  
Perceived travel experience was assessed through six questions measured on a dichotomous scale (see 
Table 1 below). This set of items was developed on the basis of thorough literature review, particularly 
referring to Zins (2007). The first three items of the set were recoded in order to get a measure for self-
assessed travel experience. In a further step, the five items were pooled into one single dimension of travel 
experience (TE). 
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How do you consider yourself regarding your experience with 
travelling? Applicable Not 

Applicable 
I only travel occasionally.   
I do not consider myself as experienced in travelling.   
I travelled several times but I do not consider myself as a travel 
expert.   

Since I have travelled a lot and to many places of the world, I am 
experienced in travelling.   

I have been travelling a lot and I have a lot of experience what travel-
related issues concern.   

Table 1. Measures for self-assessed travel experience 
 
Concerning the measurement of knowledge, a lack of consistency in methodologies can be established. For 
capturing the domain of subjective knowledge discussed above two dimensions were operationalized: 
product- and consumer-related knowledge. Product-related knowledge (PK) was conceptualized as product 
expertise. Based on previous work by Kleiser and Mantel (1994), Gursoy and McCleary (2004b), and 
Schmidt and Spreng (1996) a set of 15 items measured on a five-point Likert-type scale was used (ranging 
from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”). For the purpose of this study, the scale was adapted to the 
tourism context including expertise in trip planning, destination choice, and travel experience. Four sub-
dimensions are used to capture the dimension of product-related knowledge: PK_1 refers to habitual 
decision making, PK_2 captures individuals’ knowledge related to travel offers, PK_3 denotes the ability to 
make inferences based on prior experience, and lastly, PK_4, refers to the ability to remember suppliers of 
tourism products and services. The second dimension, i.e. consumer-related knowledge (CK), refers to the 
ability which consumers possess when operating in the market with regard to decision-making and 
information search (Bearden, Hardesty and Rose 2001). The concept of consumer self-confidence was used 
in order to capture different dimensions of perceived knowledge. Bearden et al. (2001) developed a scale 
including six dimensions. For the scope of this study, four dimensions were included: information acquisition 
(CK_1), consideration-set formation (CK_2), personal outcomes decision making (CK_3), and social 
outcomes decision-making (CK_4). The scale consists of 20 items structured as 5-point Likert-type format 
ranging from “very suitable” to “not suitable at all”. The whole block of knowledge-related questions was 
raised just at the beginning of the travel planning process when the panel respondents indicated to tinker 
with the idea of going on vacation. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The sample 
 
The larger percentage of respondents was female (60%) and 42 years on average. 54% of the respondents 
reported to take one to three short domestic trips and an equal amount of respondents (51%) indicated to 
take one to three short cross-border trips annually. The smaller percentage (36%) reported to travel more 
than four days domestically one to three times annually. By contrast, two thirds (64%) of the respondents 
indicated to take cross-border trips one to three times per year.  
 
Use of information sources  
 
Table 2 shows the information density across 16 different sources. Own experience – the most important 
information source in the pre-trip planning phase – lost in value during the trip. On the other hand, travel 
guides/journals became very important as soon as vacationers were at their respective destination. 
Concerning information from other visitors and travel maps, only values for the during-trip stage are given 
since these two variables were not included in the questionnaire used during the trip planning phase.  
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Information sources Pre-trip stage
Usage ratio 
(pre-trip) 

During-trip 
stage 

Usage ratio 
(during-trip) 

 n =  n =  
Tour operator brochures 518 59% 185 24% 
Tour operator websites 451 60% 138 30% 
Travel agencies 518 54% 185 16% 
Travel agency websites 451 41% 138 14% 
Convention & visitor bureaus 518 27% 186 40% 
Convention & visitor bureau 
websites 451 41% 137 31% 
Hotel/accommodation brochures 518 41% 185 46% 
Hotel/accommodation websites 451 58% 137 46% 
Travel guides/journals 518 47% 186 68% 
Online travel guides/journals 451 40% 137 31% 
General websites 451 59% 138 33% 
Friends/relatives 518 61% 186 36% 
Communities/ forums 451 26% 137 13% 
Own experiences 518 81% 185 30% 
Other visitors n.a. n.a. 185 26% 
Maps n.a. n.a. 185 56% 

Table 2. Frequencies for source usage before and during the trip 
 
 
Self-assessed travel experience and perceived knowledge measures 
 
As stated before, self-assessed travel experience was measured through individual questions reflecting 
general experience with travelling. Approximately one third (36%) of the respondents reported they had a low 
to moderate level of travel experience (up to three items applicable), whereas 40% indicated to be very 
experienced in terms of travelling. This finding validates respondent profiles reflecting a sample that is active 
in travelling. As far as differences in knowledge dimensions concern, the descriptive statistics show that the 
means are rather high for both, consumer- as well as product-related knowledge (Table 3). On average, 
respondents are moderately to highly confident in their perceived knowledge regarding general consumer 
decision making and information search (1 “not suitable at all” to 5 “very suitable” for CK-measures). 
Concerning travel-related knowledge (PK), the means are lower compared to consumer-related knowledge 
(1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”). In order to determine significant differences between the two 
knowledge dimensions, a one sample t-test was conducted. The analysis shows that, on an aggregate level, 
the means of consumer-related knowledge and product-related knowledge differ significantly (p < 0.001, t-
valueCK = 75.0, t-valuePK =  68.6). 
 
Knowledge sub-
dimensions n Mean 

Std. 
Deviation 

CK_1 112 4.2 0.66 
CK_2 112 3.9 0.67 
CK_3 112 4.0 0.78 
CK_4 112 3.3 0.78 
PK_1 112 3.1 0.66 
PK_2 112 4.1 0.83 
PK_3 112 3.7 0.73 
PK_4 112 3.6 0.84 
Table 3. Descriptive statistics for knowledge dimensions (1: not suitable at all/strongly disagree to 5: very 
suitable/strongly agree) 
 
 
Concerning the coherence of the two knowledge dimensions and experience,  correlation analyses were 
utilized. Table 4 visualizes the rank correlations for the eight sub-dimensions measuring consumer-related 
(CK) and product-related knowledge (PK) as well as perceived travel experience (TE). The upper triangle 
shows the results for Spearman-R. The lower triangle presents respective significance levels (p-values). 
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Diagonally, the numbers of cases are presented. As the table shows, the correlation coefficients did not 
exceed a value of 0.66 and were only highly and significantly correlated with other sub-dimensions in their 
respective knowledge dimension. PK_1, a measure for repeated vacation behaviour, is weakly and 
insignificantly correlated with all other dimensions. Follow-up correlation analysis on an aggregate level 
indicated that consumer-related knowledge was significantly but moderately correlated with product-related 
knowledge (r = 0.45, p < 0.001), while travel experience is significantly but weakly correlated with both 
knowledge dimensions (rCK = 0.26, p = 0.007; rPK = 0.38, p < 0.001). The results thus showed that consumer- 
and product-related knowledge are two distinct aspects of the knowledge concept. Also perceived travel 
experience can be considered as independent from the two knowledge dimensions. 
 

Measures CK_1 CK_2 CK_3 CK_4 PK_1 PK_2 PK_3 PK_4 TE 
CK_1 n=112 0.63 0.37 0.53 0.15 0.32 0.41 0.25 0.18 
CK_2 < 0.001 n=112 0.35 0.45 0.10 0.30 0.36 0.36 0.07 
CK_3 < 0.001 < 0.001 n=112 0.27 0.04 0.31 0.42 0.23 0.30 
CK_4 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.002 n=112 0.11 0.23 0.31 0.27 0.24 
PK_1 0.063 0.151 0.355 0.127 n=112 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.00 
PK_2 < 0.001 0.001 < 0.001 0.007 0.144 n=112 0.58 0.66 0.35 
PK_3 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.062 < 0.001 n=112 0.57 0.52 
PK_4 0.004 < 0.001 0.007 0.002 0.008 < 0.001 < 0.001 n=112 0.36 
TE 0.047 0.256 0.003 0.012 0.493 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 n=174 

Table 4. Rank correlations for perceived knowledge measures (CK and PK) and self-assessed travel 
experience (TE) 
 
 
Relationships between perceived knowledge and information search 
 
In order to determine the relationship between perceived knowledge and information search, correlations 
were utilized. As mentioned above, an index for information breadth was first calculated. This index 
considered the number of source types as well as the number of different sources within each source type. 
Second, perceived knowledge was divided into three levels (low, medium, and high knowledge levels) based 
on equal percentiles. The results indicated that perceived knowledge was significantly and positively related 
to search breadth (r = 0.29, p = 0.004). Taking into account the findings of previous studies, in a further step, 
also alternative relationships between knowledge and information search were investigated. Separate 
correlations were utilized for each of the three knowledge levels. Although not significant, the correlation 
coefficients established a weak non-linear relationship between knowledge and information breadth. The 
results indicated that at a moderate level of knowledge, a weak but negative relationship existed (r = - 0.05, p 
= 0.383). Since these results lack significance, evidence could be found for a positive and linear relationship 
between knowledge and search breadth. Similarly, experience was divided into two levels: low and high self-
assessed travel experience. The results indicated a weak but linear correlation between experience and 
search breadth (r = 0.17, p = 0.016). 
To determine the relationships between knowledge and information source types used, again correlation 
analyses were utilized. The results indicated that the use of the Internet as an information source was 
positively correlated with perceived knowledge (r = 0.43, p < 0.001). More specifically, as perceived 
knowledge of travellers increased, individuals were more likely to gather travel information from the Internet. 
The same relationship existed between commonly accepted/traditional information sources: the more 
respondents felt knowledgeable the more they relied on ‘classic’ information sources such as travel guides, 
tourism-related brochures and travel agents. Similarly, positive but weak correlation coefficients were 
evidenced concerning the use of commercial as well as non-commercial sources. Astonishingly, no 
significant correlation between own experience and perceived knowledge was found. The same relationship 
was true for interpersonal search. The results showed that knowledge was not related to the use of friends 
and relatives as sources of information.  
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
Travel information search is a paramount part of the travel decision-making process. For management 
decisions, it is vital to gain insights into tourists’ travel planning processes. Of particular interest is exploring 
where to reach and how to provide information to potential customers. The results of this study indicate that 
individuals prefer certain sources over others for their vacation planning and preparation. To a large 
percentage, tourists rely on their own experiences regarding travel planning. This means that satisfaction 
and attachment with prior travel experiences potentially affect future travel planning processes. As previous 
studies showed, interpersonal sources are of particular importance for vacation planning (Bieger and 
Laesser 2001; Fodness and Murray 1998; Gitelson and Crompton 1983; Teichmann and Zins 2006). Friends 
and relatives thus considerably influence tourists in their information search behaviour and decision making. 
Hence, marketers need to consider the relevance of word-of-mouth recommendation in their marketing 
decisions.  
Of almost equal importance is information gathered from the Internet. The penetration of the Internet has 
reduced the influence of interpersonal information when comparing current studies with studies where the 
Internet as information platform did not exist as in today’s understanding. The Internet offers advantages to 
both, customers and suppliers of tourism products and services. Individuals can easily and inexpensively 
access up-to-date information and interact with service providers. At the same time, however, travellers can 
face information overload which provokes the reverse of efficient information retrieval.    
In general, the results of this study strongly indicate that the Internet rather complements than substitutes 
commonly accepted information sources. According to Beritelli, Bieger, and Laesser (2007) a reason for this 
is that information behaviour habits did not develop as rapid as new communication technologies did. 
Evidence is provided that travel agencies and brochures remain important sources of information for 
travellers’ trip planning. Besides that, another noteworthy finding is that electronic word-of-mouth is 
secondary for travel information search. To conclude, for efficient targeting and product positioning, 
marketers should orientate towards the usage of information sources. Due to the vast amount of marketing 
options, they are challenged to balance benefits and costs as well as to find an optimal mix for 
communicating their products and services. 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 
 
For many years, there has been a request to investigate information search behaviour more precisely and 
accurately (Beatty and Smith 1987; Cleveland, Babin, Laroche, Ward and Bergeron 2003; Perdue 1993; 
Srinivasan 1990). The present study thus accounted for this request adopting a longitudinal approach. The 
concept of consumer knowledge has been considered as rudimentary determinant of consumer behaviour in 
many previous studies. In the field of tourism research, knowledge has been conceptualized as either uni- or 
multidimensional construct (Gursoy and McCleary 2004b; Kerstetter and Cho 2004; Snepenger, Meged, 
Snelling and Worrall 1990). Different operationalization approaches as well as lack of definitions contributed 
to the fact that, until now, no consensus has been reached on how many dimensions comprise the 
knowledge construct.  
While previous studies primarily focused on investigating the influence of familiarity or expertise on 
information search behaviour, this study used a different approach. Consumer- as well as product-related 
knowledge measures were utilized in order to examine their contribution to explain differences in individuals’ 
information search behaviour. The results of this study provide evidence that perceived knowledge is a 
bidimensional construct that can be measured at two levels: on an individual and on a product level. For 
knowledge about destinations (PK_1), the correlation showed only a weak and insignificant relationship with 
all other sub-dimensions. This contradicts previous findings by Gursoy and McCleary (2004b) who 
investigated individuals’ expertise with destinations. The present study provides evidence that knowledge 
concerning information search and travel planning as well as knowledge about suppliers of travel products 
contributes to a better understanding of perceived product knowledge. Similarly, a positive relationship 
between self-assessed travel experience and product knowledge was established.  
Turning to the second research question, the study provides valid results for the relationship between 
knowledge following potential vacationers through their planning process and information activities. More 
specifically, the relationship between breadth of information search and knowledge – including both, product- 
as well as consumer-related knowledge – was examined. Linear as well as non-linear relationships between 
the two constructs were taken into consideration and analyzed in a concurrent way. The findings, however, 
indicated that perceived knowledge is significantly and positively related to information search. While several 
previous studies hypothesized U-shaped relationships (Gursoy 2003; Gursoy and McCleary 2004b), the 
present study provides no evidence for non-linear effects between the two constructs. This is a notable 
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result. Individuals who consider themselves to be knowledgeable engage in more information processing 
than individuals with low knowledge levels. As previously specified by MacInnis and Jaworski (1989), a 
possible reason for little information search along with low knowledge levels is the lack of ability in encoding 
new information. Thus, as knowledge increases the ability to efficiently process information also increases 
indicating a linear and positive relationship between knowledge and search. 
Concerning the third research question, some findings were unexpected. While perceived knowledge and 
the use of both, commonly accepted information sources and Internet was positively correlated, a negligible 
correlation with own experience as information source was evidenced. This contradicts previous findings by 
Kerstetter and Cho (2004) who found a strong correlation with own experience and prior knowledge. Further, 
no evidence was found for the relationship between interpersonal information search and perceived 
knowledge. Although the usage ratio for this type of information was high in the trip planning stage, 
perceived knowledge could not contribute in explaining factors affecting the use of friends and relatives as 
information source.   
To conclude, the study contributes to the field of research in terms of exploring if perceived knowledge is a 
bidimensional construct consisting of consumer-related and product-related knowledge. Future research, 
however, should include other factors such as satisfaction with information search efforts as well as 
satisfaction with knowledge levels in order to add explanatory power. Adding a different operationalization of 
travel experience that focuses more on objective rather than subjective perceptions could provide valuable 
insights into exploring other factors that affect information search behaviour.  
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In order for something of quality to take place, an empty space has to be created 
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ABSTRACT 
Narrative analysis within the social sciences has evolved throughout this decennium as a mature qualitative 
methodology.  An extensive body of academic publications has been already portrayed.  However the use 
and utility of this method in tourism research has to be proved.  Another issue in the social sciences is the 
attention for the attribution of implicite contextual information (tacit knowledge) of insiders, these are the 
‘silent voices’ which make the true social reality visible in everyday life.  What is the meaning of narrative 
analysis for tourism research?; How are these silent voices related to the tourism business or more 
specifically to the tourism ‘field’ Bourdieu refers to? And last but not least: Is there a combination possible 
between this methodology and this conceptual framework in addressing tourism issues?  This demands an 
exploration.  
Aim and objectives are: 1. to assess narrative analysis as a tool for the tourism field.  2. to assess the 
conceptual framework of the silent voices on its relation with the tourism field.  3. to confront these findings 
into a development of a silent voices methodology design 
 
Methods are: An extensive literature review has been performed in the fields of narrative analysis, silent 
voices conceptual framework and tourism research.  
A case study “The international classroom in Wageningen en Breda” is executed in confrontation with the 
theoretical background (Contexts in tourism, Vincent Platenkamp) (Silent voices, international classroom) 
Expected Results:  Can a Relation between narrative analysis and tourism research be asserted and 
specified, also towards future tourism research. Is there a significance for the tourism business field.  A 
development of a ‘silent voices’ methodology design could result in an integrative view into tourism practice. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
A new type of society is emergent in which historically new social structures stem from a segmentation of the 
global economy, an international division of labour, informational based production and consumption and an 
increasing diversification worldwide but also within each region. There are several centres, several 
peripheries and some regions according to some analysts even seem to have become structurally irrelevant.  
Global movements in financial, technological and informational networks  constitute a level of power that 
remains decisive in its influence on the world economy and power-structure. Huge groups of people are 
economically incorporated in the structures of these emergent and powerful, capitalist networks. Whole 
industries in Western society have been transfered to the Southern part of the globe where labour is cheap. 
And more non-Western expatriates than ever are moving over the world but also more highly qualified 
specialists from India and other developing countries than ever are involved in the most recent developments 
of informationtechnology or other areas of applied sciences. Groups of people from various parts try to 
connect with these powerful networks. At this level changes seem to have far-reaching consequences. 
 
At a next level of such a network-analysis these most powerful, global networks interfere with the networks of 
regions, states and with the international networks already in existence. These interfering processes have a 
lot of social and cultural consequences for various groups of people. Therefore, what happens in the 
interrelations between these networks? What happens with migration-patterns all over the world, what 
happens with the positions of men and women? 
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An interesting global phenomenon is the deterritorialised ethnoscapes of Appadurai (2001) which starts with 
the migration-patterns. Varying groups of ethnic, religious or other composition are scattered around the 
globe with less and less a concrete basic land as their point of reference. This historical phenomenon takes 
place on a larger scale than ever and makes the relation between the global and the local even more 
troubled. In huge parts of the non-Western post-colonial world this deterritorialisation even is much more 
striking as Achille Mbembe demonstrates (Appadurai, ed., 2001). Boundaries in Africa are produced by 
moving already existing ones or by doing away with them, fragmenting them, decentering or differentiating 
them. There are different boundaries caused by different mechanisms of which colonialism is just one. Oil-
networks on the West-African coast with its hinterland, urbanisation by regional migrations to Johannesburg, 
Casablanca, Cairo, Kinshasa, Lagos, Douala, Dakar and Abidjan, Islamification, Christianisation, tribal 
controversies with a long history are symptomatic for the multiple geneses of the current African boundaries. 
And this remodelling is still going on following a variety of unstable patterns. Boundaries of territories have 
been shifting all the time. 
 
This is not only true for spatial boundaries, but for symbolic ones as well. In the same book there is an article 
by Zhang Zhen  (Appadurai, ed. 2001) on the changing images of young Chinese women in urban China.  
Presentations on TV series such as Public Relation Misses attract a huge audience and correspond to 
ongoing changes in social space and encourage identification and mimetic desire. The magazine Chinese 
Woman published a long-running debate forum in 1994 entitled “The Value of Women – The Issue of the 
‘Rice Bowl of Youth’”. The Rice Bowl of Youth represented the new symbol of a mainly female and young 
public that took its opportunities to participate in a new ‘global’ hedonistic culture in China’s metropoles. 
Editors of the magazine asked readers: what is the appeal and value of feminine youth in a society 
dominated by the drastically expanding market economy? Hundreds of replies to this question resulted in a 
hodgepodge of  (Appadurai, ed., 2001, 139):  
 
‘... perspectives often confounding preconceived discursive boundaries between socialist and capitalist 
values, modern and traditional worldviews, official and nonofficial attitudes, and collective and private 
concerns.’ 
 

And a little bit further the author concludes (Appadurai, ed. 2001, 153): 
 

‘With the steady enlargement of the rice bowl of youth into a media event, the kind of debate carried out in 
‘Chinese Woman’  has allowed a vast array of voices to enter the public space’ 
 
Therefore, at a micro-level of this multi-layered model to understand the nuanced tension of the global 
versus the local, an attempt must be made to understand how people from various interfering networks 
translate all these influences in their everyday lives. The analysis also entails activities at the level of the 
household, the kingroups and the community as they are influenced by these networks. In order to 
understand the game of  cultural globalisation on a micro scale even better it seems relevant to construct 
‘true’  pictures of  selves in varying networks. Within these networks actors with ‘selves’ play the roles that to 
an important degree are determined by these networks in their everyday life-world. 
 
Too often these actors remain silent and there are different reasons for this silence. In many cases power is 
the name of the game and voices became silent because they were silenced down. But, in cultural respect, 
often background assumptions may also remain silent because they have become self-evident during the 
period that they have been learnt. They are not questioned when evereybody thinks in the same self-evident 
manner and the question is how to generate these silent voices into the public domain of the tourism field.  
In this paper an attempt has been made to reflect on the methodology that enables us firstly to generate this 
information and secondly to use this information in an optimal manner for purposes to be defined. In line with 
(Platenkamp, 2007) the accent will be put on a narrative approach in which tentatively eight voices have 
been created in the international student community of Wageningen and Breda. This study had the character 
of an exploratory research and needs a much more thoroughly reflection on how a narrative approach might 
support an improved insight into the complexities of this network-society, casu quo the international student 
community in a globalising practice. 
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a. Cross-cultural shocks as a source of information 
 
The boundaries set by culture often become apparent in cases of ‘anomalies’, ‘problems’ or disjunctures 
identified by social actors. This type of clash can become a window through which otherwise latent cultural 
elements and their mutual connections can be identified. Cultural shocks can offer us this type of opportunity. 
 
In the studies on culture shock the focus mostly is on the individual and his or her reactions to an unfamiliar 
environment. The individual handling of this type of situations is the main concern of these psychological 
studies (Ward, Bochner and Furnham, 2001, Hofstede 1980 inter alia). In the context of the creation of 
knowledge the value of a culture shock lies more in the liberation and understanding these clashes generate: 
the full realisation that other customs are not quaint or meaningless to those who practise them. In cross-
cultural encounters people seem to depart from the superiority of their own customs. The everyday life-world 
is organized in terms of their own culture with a specific meaning structure which seems to be self-evident 
and relevant in all everyday life cases. Therefore, according to (A. Schutz, 1974), the transition from one 
‘province of meaning’ (meaning structure) to another can only be accomplished by a leap (à la Kierkegaard, 
says he), which is accompanied by a shock experience. The feeling of this self-evident superiority is under 
pressure, even being threatened. And this is exactly what happens in a cultural shock as we perceive it. 
 
It offers the opportunity to practice cultural perspectivism more in depth by focussing on cross-cultural 
misunderstandings through culture shocks.  
 
b. A lifeworld shock at the start 

But a cross-cultural shock involves more life-worlds at the same time in a context of different ‘provinces of 
meaning’, which have become part of  a new everyday life in this globalized world.  These ‘provinces of 
meaning’ coexist juxtaposed to one another, but they can clash as well. People experiencing such a clash, a 
culture shock, are thrown out of their closed everyday life-world. This event cannot be underestimated in its 
far-reaching consequences. A person’s life-world is a person’s guarantee of survival in a particularly 
structured environment. When this guarantee is taken away, the world may become a chaotic and 
threatening jungle. People with a long experience in another culture recognise this shock without exception.  
 
In a local, regional, natonal, transnational, deterritorialised and global world where networks are more 
complicated than ever before this type of transitions seems to be highly current. Self-evident background 
assumptions – the doxas of Bourdieu – which attribute a lot to the self-evident  positions of many people in 
traditional and modern everyday life are questioned in this context. The enormous amount of art-production 
within this globalized context is an obvious symptom of this questioning. That’s what makes a cross-cultural 
shock so important in this discourse.   
 
In this world cross-cultural shocks are an important source of information. Writers such as Rushdie or 
Kureishi in Great Britain – but in each European country there is a huge production of literature by writers in-
between cultures – have testified this convincingly. Looking for a sense of ‘belongingness’, they traverse 
these frontiers in different forms of cultural life. 
 
Cross-cultural shocks may also be related to the awareness of the almost impossibility of coping with 
‘cultural differences’. A main reason for this is, that it is not just a question of different cultures. It is a clash of 
life-worlds in the first place, that include cultural elements amongst others as attempts to structure the chaos. 
The outcomes of these attempts to survive are uncertain and the awareness of this uncertainty makes these 
clashes so intense and important to understand. 
 
That’s why the concept of ‘lifeworld-shock’ will be welcomed as better than a (cross-)cultural shock. There is 
more to cope with in these situations than culture alone. 
 
c. Sensitising perspectives during lifeworld-shocks 
 
During a lifeworld-shock one enters an ‘open situation’ in which varied forms of differentiated, habitual 
knowledge become thematised in a new reality and the question comes up how deep to the bottom one must 
go to master the situation.  
New problems are created by gaps in the interpretations of the new provinces of meaning that get reality for 
them because of the eruptions in their stock of knowledge. And the relevance of all this is that  ‘familiarity is 
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usually graspable only in the negative, through “effects of alienation” which occur when something hitherto 
stable suddenly explodes’ (Schütz, 159). 
 
A Cameroonian male student who enters a mixed student house for the first time, is shocked by the gender-
relations in The Netherlands and starts to reflect on  the same type of relations in his home country.  He 
becomes sensitised to this topic and from there on he will focus on this difference in background 
assumptions. Therefore, he might start to develop a new (sensitized) perspective to gender-relations in 
cross-cultural contexts at the end of the day. 
 
What happens here is comparable to the sensitising concepts of symbolic interactionism where the 
possibility has been introduced ‘of finding a process, interpretive social science that would utilize sensitising 
concepts grounded in subjective human experience’ (Denzin, 1992, 56). Concepts, in this tradition, are not 
operationalised and tested thereafter, but at a start they are loosely defined and are supposed to get their 
fuller signification during the process of interpretation of these human experiences. If concepts are replaced 
by (sensitising) perspectives, the outcome suits the purpose of the international classroom to generate 
perspectives that may evoke tourism discussions.  
 
The purpose, here, is to stimulate these sensitising perspectives in narrations from students abroad after 
their confrontation with their new Dutch environment. At the end of the day, these perspectives might lead to 
the uncovering of some ‘common sense biases’ from previously silent voices in theories that are also related 
to tourism and leisure. 
 
During a lifeworld-shock elements of tacit background assumptions, so-called doxas – ‘adhésions aux 
présupposées du jeu (Bourdieu, 1980, 111) – are ‘shaken loose’ in confrontation with the (Dutch) host 
culture. By referring to these unique experiences students develop their sensitising perspectives by telling 
their stories and clarifying them in a dialogue with Dutch students.  
 
A basic question, here, is how to develop strategies to involve these insights, hidden in important elements 
(doxas) of this backgound knowledge, in the common sense biases that lurk at the background of academic 
tourism discourses. 
 
2. Narrative methodology in the social sciences: a powerful relationship 
 
The social sciences want to research society in all its aspects.  In this simple statement lies the link with the 
narrative world and its methodology.  If we employ the words of Roland Barthes, who sees a central role for 
the narrative in social life: 
 
‘Caring nothing for the division between good and bad literature, narrative is international, transhistorical, 
transcultural: it is simply there, like life itself (Barthes, 1977:79)’ 
 
The social sciences are interested in the social life of every actor.  The relation with the field theory of 
Bourdieu is a nice example of this way thinking. Or as Alasdair Macintyre would put it: social life is a 
narrative.  If we turn to sociology we all know the paradigms of phenomenology (Schütz, 1974, Berger and 
Luckmann, 1966) and Ethnomethodology (Harré, 1982).  Both emphasize the interactions of social actors.  
Within this interaction lies the force of the narrative.  Through interaction the narrative is the outgoing 
dynamic into social life.  (Czarniawska, 2004, p. 6) points out this important role of the narrative for social 
sciences: 
 
‘Social sciences can therefore focus on how these narratives of theory and practice are constructed, used 
and misused’ 
 
In fact the social sciences have also a quest, a search for meaning in the lives of social actors and the social 
world.  Narrative methodology could make this quest more fruitful and easier to explain.  The way individuals 
deal with their lives, the interaction that they share with each-other, all this can pointed out in a narrative tale. 
In our terms: a narrative can set the agenda of social scientific issues in interaction as in social life in 
general. 
 
Off course in the social sciences we have to be aware of the limitations of the narrative methodology. 
(Czarniawska, 2004, p.132)  puts this in the right words: 
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‘But worries about the status of the narrative material are relatively small compared to the worries about 
‘narrativized’ social science.  Does anything go in social science writing’ 
 
Therefore if we want to move from general social science towards the relation between narratives and 
tourism research, we also will have to deal with the typical post-modernist way of thinking ‘Anything goes’.  
This crosses also the meaning of a methodology, which indicates and supposes structure and methodical 
reasoning. 
 
If we argue in the sense of a narrative methodology, this means that certain concepts occur and have to 
prove their intellectual usefulness.  Following the theoretical body of (Bal, 2004) we can speak of narrative 
texts (a text in which an agent relates a story in a particular medium) of a story (a fibula presented in a 
certain manner) of a fibula (a series of logically and chronologically related events that are caused or 
experienced by actors) of an event (transition from one state to the other).  We choose to adapt this simple 
methodology, in fact it can easily be translated towards its use for social sciences.  Events, Acts and Actors: 
these are the elements of every day life, once beautifully described by (E. Goffman,1971, symbolic 
interactionism).   
 
From this moment we can also speak about the Self and its identity (Mead, 1934).  The construction of 
someone’s own identity through narrative methodology, is beautifully portrayed by (Haynes, 2006), in which 
she is interested in the social world of accountants.  The author uses a narrative methodology, based on 
biographies, to get closer to the identity of the social actors. This is a very clear example and prove that a 
plot of the social sciences and narratives could enhance a better understanding and recognition into the field 
and habitus of Bourdieu.  A target in this paper is to see if such possibilities are also open towards tourism 
research.  
 
3. Narrative methodology and tourism (industry) 
 
If we take the basic concepts related to narratives and the specific context of tourism into consideration, we 
observe that within the field of Bourdieu, also tourism could be seen as a social reality, a social framework.  
Also stories, narratives, events and  actors play a role within this framework.   
 
But before we can turn to the practicability of narrative methodology it is a good idea to first observe what 
tourism (research) in fact means these days. According to (Xiao and Smith, 2006) subject areas which have 
an academic publishing link with tourism are: economics, products, development, methodology, geography, 
anthropology, psychology, tourism hardware, political science and sociology.  This comprises roughly what 
social sciences is all about.  (Zhao and Ritchie, 2007) emphasize also the existence of leading scholars and 
the way they publish more extensively in a growing amount of international tourism journals within tourism 
research.  Academic work and performance into tourism is developing.   
 
If you consider tourism research as a part of the social sciences, the possibility should exist to use also the 
narrative methodology in this field of expertise.  To state it very simple: also tourists and tourist professionals 
have stories to tell, experience events and practice acts.  Therefore the body of knowledge that could be 
explored within this field are numerous.   
 
We suggest some authors and their work who have taken this path.  It is possible, following (Obenour, 
Patterson, Pedersen and Pearson, 2006), to adapt tourism services on the basis of narrative interviews with 
tourists.  However they also report the danger of incompleteness, ambiguity and contextuality (Riessman, 
1993).  Also the experiences of families with young children could be explained, using narratives from these 
families.  It gives an insight in the social lifeworld this people, and enhances the relation with the specific 
touristic contexts.  (Gram, 2005) performs this narrative exercise; which states also the very specific 
relationship between narrative methodology and qualitative research.  But also in the framing of tourism 
destinations, such as Portugal and Spain, relating to the image that tourists have of this destination, the 
usage of narratives could be seen as a possibility.  (Santos, 2004) describes the different frames of Portugal 
(Contemperary and Traditional) which are determined by narratives such as ‘Romanticized perceptions and 
implications of the past’ or ‘Urban Portugal’.  
 
Narrative methodology is used in tourism research, as this a very broad research field.  New, exciting  
publications suggest that also the narrative is finding the turn to be functional in an academic mode of 
knowledge.  However, Tourism being also a very practical and professional workfield, narratives should also 
have the capacity to deliver and suggest real-time solutions for the tourism professionals and tourists.  This 
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paper uses this narrative methodology to see how tourism students and their different cultural backgrounds 
are translated in very specific doxa’s and presuppositions.  With Barbara Czarniawska we are convinced, 
that narrative methodology is a powerful tool to detect what is hidden or latent in the tourism field and 
context. 
 
4. Narrative methodology and silent voices 
 
What we need is an academic attention for the attribution of implicite contextual information (tacit knowledge) 
of insiders, these are the ‘silent voices’ which make the true social reality visible in everyday life.  Contexts 
that are hidden, stories which only occur when you see or hear them in stories, tales… in other words 
narratives.  Staring from the basic concepts in narrative methodology: Acts, Events, Actors and Stories: ‘How 
can this methodology contribute to the detection of silent voices?’  First of all do people and tourists find it 
comfortable to tell narratives if you create the right atmosphere as a researcher.  If you want to embark to the 
discovery of the self-identity of backpackers, and how they change throughout their experiences with 
narratives, you need as a researcher a certain anthropological quality. (Noy, 2004) states in his article that: 
 
‘The narratives exhibit a clear connection between the touristic experiences their narrators underwent while 
traveling and the unique experience of self-change of which they tell: the former is narratively presented as 
the basis for the latter’ 
 
We could see the internalised world of the backpackers as a hidden world, which you could facilitate through 
narratives.  These silent voices could also help professionals to adapt there touristic products along several 
touristic categories. 
 
In our view 'Silent voices’ could emerge from events that are seen as unusual, unexpected or unique (Labov 
& Waletzky, 1967 in McCabe and Foster, 2006), but maybe also from classes of stories out of the mundane 
and commonplace (Lerner, 1992 and Gabriel, 2000 in McCabe and Foster, 2006) 
 
You could see the silent voices as an outskirt of the Narrative Unconscious (M. Freeman) in relation to 
culturally unconscious memories.  (Freeman in Bamberg, 2004) states: 
 
‘What the idea of the narrative unconscious suggests, to me at any rate, is that there is a deep ‘otherness or 
alterity within the fabric of identity, that alongside the manifest narratives we might tell about ourselves there 
are indeed latent counter-narratives, narratives that are different, that have little to do with events or scenes 
or (my) experiences but instead with supra-personal structures of meaning and significance (i.e. culturally-
rooted aspects of one’s history that have not yet become of one’s story)’ 
 
In this quotation the common root of silent voices methodology and narrative methodology is set forward.  As 
a narrative researcher, interested in silent voices,  you want to discover the Narrative Unconscious.  This 
narrative unconscious could be related to the Doxa principle of Bourdieu.  Hidden Doxa’s in the life-world of 
the tourist are showing the researcher what the historical supra-personal structures of meaning are. 
 
In the following of this paper we uncover the narrative unconscious of a network of international students as 
a case study, to introduce a first debate into a silent voices methodology.  
 
5. Case study: international classroom in Wageningen: a narrative confrontation of tourism and 
silent voices 
 
a. From doxas to sensitising perspectives  

 
The Masters of Science in Tourism, Leisure and Environment in Wageningen starts in september and takes 
two years. The study is designed with a strong international accent. Lecturers and students come from all 
over the world and provide the whole education with an international context. In their everyday life outside 
the university, students are also necessarily coping with this international atmosphere. The study itself is 
focussed right from the start on this cross-cultural richness. One of the main questions in the curriculum is to 
develop cross-cultural insights that can be fruitful in the international context of tourism onversation.  
 
Until now there have been no such masters in leisure and tourism in The Netherlands apart from 
‘Wageningen’. An important reason might be that Wageningen as a university already has a self-evident rich 
international tradition in a much broader field than tourism and leisure alone. Within this strong international 
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tradition and through the association with the “World Leisure’s International Centre of Excellence” (WICE) 
this strong international accent became a self-evident characteristic of this master’s course. 
 
An important intention in the Wageningen tourism-curriculum is to develop a chronology in which informal 
knowledge is assembled. This curriculum in the shadow of the official one aims at getting ‘silent doxas’ into 
the official discourses by developing sensitising perspectives from these doxas.  
 
Students are supposed to work on this part of the curriculum from the start. They do that by compiling a 
‘portfolio’ in which this more personal material will be assembled. This hidden curriculum is designed 
chronologically in such a way that optimal use will be made of the so-called lifeworld shock that people in 
strange cultures experience. Therefore there are three crucial moments to be distinguished. These moments 
circle around the lifeworld-shock and its meaning for the discovery of the main doxas involved: 
 

1) before the shock: to understand the student in his or her situation just before the shock takes place. 
 
It seems important to know what context students come from and what made them decide from 
within that context to come and study in Wageningen. This infomation is relevant for a better 
understanding of how the lifeworld-shock in Wageningen is to be understood from the students’ own 
perspectives. Their first impressions can be understood as the first ‘honeymoon’-stage in the 
psychological analysis of  a culture-shock. These questions form the base for an organised round of 
interviews in which foreign students interview Dutch ones and the other way around. After these 
interviews Dutch students will summarise their interviews with the foreign ones in a plenary session. 
The foreign students subsequently will compose one picture of their Dutch mates as a concluding 
part. Like this they will have been forced to ‘change perspectives’ and to enter the hermeneutical 
circle of pre-understanding and understanding another culture. After this each student is supposed to 
write a story of about three pages about his or her own situation, based on the above mentioned 
questions. 
 

2) After two months the same procedure with a story about what happened since the start is conducted 
as a point of departure. During this round the lifeworld-shock is the main topic. 
 
During this period, where at least two cultures clash, the assumption is that students arrive in 
another ‘province of meaning’ and to an important degree this change will cause new reflections 
about some background assumptions that were self-evident before. These background assumptions 
are called ‘doxas’ and in this study they represent a starting point for new perspectives to be 
developed. These doxas are the more relevant because of the fact that they are shaken loose during 
this shock. By the combination of the emic, the etic and self-reflexivity an attempt will be made to 
include the students thoughts about these shocks and doxas. 
 
For Dutch students the same goes, but it is assumed that they will not experience the same lifeworld-
shock. However, they function in the same context and are confronted with reactions of foreign 
students all the time. Because of that they will be asked about the ‘Dutch way’, which will make them 
reflect on cultural clashes as well. Apart from this, these students also experience a new and 
international lifeworld that in important respects will differ from what they are used to. 
 

3) after these interviews and stories interviews should be organised in which  a first attempt will be 
made to let students develop a ‘sensitising’ perspective that emerges from their lifeworldshock and 
refers to (an) important background assumption(s) or doxas as Bourdieu understands them. After a 
year it seems relevant to ask the students how they look back at the development of this perspective 
and how useful it has been to them.  

 
Before the shock the results from the interviews that students had amongst themselves were rather 
predictable. They liked the international atmosphere of Wageningen, meeting people from all over the world 
with different backgrounds. Some wanted to build their own international networks or liked the good 
international connections of Wageningen university. Some longed for the closed community of international 
students, many were excited about their new and independent student-life, some wanted to escape  from the 
boredom at home and one even wanted to ‘postpone the bourgeois and boring way of life of his probable 
future’. Some, though, also referred to the relaxed student-atmosphere in a small city, to sustainable 
development as a desirable element for their future jobs and to Wageningen as a special place in the 
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countryside. It was striking, however, that a majority was excited by the new life in a new place in a new 
stage of their lives. 
 
Some Chinese students saw a crucial difference in student life: they were used to hard work and high family 
expectations but also to a very different leisure time where many activities took place. In The Netherlands 
leisure time was boring or a little bit too relaxed. For some students religion played an important role. Back in 
China some students expected to contribute to the development of sustainability and of good opportunities 
for leisure in China. 
 
Concluding, the general atmosphere might be characterised as filled with excitement about a new life, about 
the challenging international climate and about an enriching experience in the international student  
community of Wageningen. 
 
During and after the shock new interviews were organised with the intention to understand the main clashes 
from various cultures with the Dutch environment. In lifeworldshocks relevant background assumptions will 
be ‘shaken loose’. From these assumptions  interesting doxas can be deduced which are crucial for the 
(sensitising) perspectives that students might develop in this type of situation.  
 
b. Lifeworld as a source of information, during and after the shock 
 
In the presentations of the interview-results the Breda and Wageningen experiences, interviews and stories 
have been combined in order to prevent repetition. Both in Wageningen and in Breda, the main aim is the 
same: assemble the most relevant lifeworld-information related to the lifeworld-shocks student are going 
through. 
 
Though non fictitious, ideal-typical stories have been composed out of this material. Eight stories will be told 
in the words of the author, who claims therefore to be the director of the play and speaks again in behalf of 
these (silenced?) voices. Finally, this study ís the author’s story. 
 
Eight voices are constructed: a South-African, an African between the Sahel and South-Africa, a post-
communist from former Eastern Europe, a Chinese, a Mongolian, an Indonesian, a South-American and a 
Dutch one. The stories have been checked by the experiences of colleagues in Wageningen and in Breda. 
One of the stories will be told here. The others can be checked in the appendix. 
 
The African, south of the Sahel 
 
The African student has been composed of Ugandese, Ghanese and Cameroonian elements with as a 
consequence some harm to the uniqueness of each context. The parents of one of the Ugandese students 
were forced to move from the Northern countryside to the capital. They came from strong networks with 
extended family obligations in which religion played a crucial role, also in politics. This traditional community 
feeling is more important, says he, in Uganda than modern  democracy. This student was raised in a 
traditional, rural manner combined with city life in his later childhood. He already had been a teaching 
assistant at university level and wanted to work at the university in the future in combination with private 
business. To assemble some capital for a start is the biggest problem, but he wants to save money and work 
with friends to get where he wants to be. Friends are crucial for your work prospects. To enter the right 
networks seems not always to be easy. There are many stories of students who finished a Western degree, 
came back and stayed in their previous, pre-study networks. Social mobility is an important issue in Uganda. 
 
There are many opportunities, though, for tourism development. In this respect the Cameroonese student 
had some interesting experience. He was in the Peace Corps Volunteers, working for the ministery of 
education. He was involved in many tourism projects and expects to work on the development of a tourism 
system in Cameroon in the future. While working for a private company who wanted to introduce condoms in 
the countryside, he entered a village and was surrounded by villagers at short notice. They distrusted him 
and saw him as a criminal who wanted to put some dangerous things into their condoms so that they would 
die. He had to ask for the chief first and then he managed. Otherwise, he would have been killed. His 
conclusion: marketing tools need to take contextual information into account, which they do not (enough, 
VP). If you want to be successful, you have to ‘network’, is his conclusion as well. With good relations, 
especially in the government, things will be possible to a certain degree. If you have success with the help of 
the government, other families will try to blame you for it. Therefore, also this route to success is a relative 
one. Politics are more based on community feeling than on democracy. 
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Organised domestic tourism is not well developed. This is a survival economy and not a welfare state. You 
can go to the sea with your friends, but you do not pay anything for it. If you have money to spend, you 
organise yourself and you can take your family to the mountains for a picknick. Circulating money is a pre-
condition for tourism development. 
 
Like so many students from non-Western countries the African student also was shocked by the 
individualism in The Netherlands. The isolation of  too many students in student-houses would be impossible 
in his home country. Additional to this he criticizes the lack of respect in Dutch relations. Teachers educate 
you to become a better person. It is disrespectful, therefore, to approach them as your equals or to smoke in 
front of them. 
 
Most relevant in the lifeworld-shock African’s case, however, is sexuality. And this is not only, as says the 
female Ghanese student, about the redlight districts for which Holland is famous. It also goes for public 
kissing in front of children, homosexual marriage and the sexual morals in tourism. The whole society seems 
to be crazy, in this sense. In student flats the African student feels uncomfortable because men and women 
live in the same corridor, often even with communal showers. In African student houses men and women live 
separately. 
 
An interesting doxa emerged here, when the African student refered to his own cultural background. In 
Cameroon there is an interesting attraction, the Twin-Muanenguba-lakes. These two lakes are not developed 
yet, do not have an infrastructure and are not (yet?) a big tourism attraction. However, they represent an 
interesting view on gender in Cameroon. One lake (the male one) is dark, associated with complexity and 
aggressivity and very difficult to approach.There are mysterious powers in this area. It seems that leaves 
never fall in the lake and in the village in the forest nearby villagers have extra voodoo-power. Cameroonese 
people are frightened of it. The other lake is typically female. The water is shining and crystal clear, you can 
easily get access to it and the lake lies in the open. The story has been confirmed by the other Cameroonese 
students as well. 
 
This image of what men and women symbolise appears to differ fundamentally from the Western images of a 
‘belle dame sans merci’, ‘the beauty of the Medusa’ or a ‘femme fatale’ (Praz, M. !970), in which women are 
complex and inaccessible.  
 
A last and interesting academic topic might be related to modernisation in Uganda. The parents of the 
Ugandese student were still part of a tribe in the North, where totemism was the most important religion. 
What happens with them and their religion after their arrival in the capital?  
 
c. Lifeworld as a source of information 
 
All these first conclusions that emerge through this evocation of striking perspectives during the lifeworld-
shock of these international students are to be related to the broader context of the cultural apparatus of their 
backgrounds.  
 
In a course on cross-cultural research in Breda students are asked to make this relation by writing an essay 
on a narrowed down theme that relates these personal  experiences to elements of this cultural apparatus. 
They are stimulated to do research on the position of modern Cameroonese women, the cultural position of 
Turkey in-between the East and the West, Dutch drugs policy in relation to Dutch tolerance, the significance 
of Balinese alternative medicine in our modern world, Spanish-Dutch differences in leadership style, 
multiculturalism in Antwerp and Rotterdam, the attitude towards the death in Africa and in The Netherlands, 
the countryside in The Netherlands, cultural consumption in China, cultural imperialism in Malaysia and 
tourism, sexuality in Thai history and sex-tourism, post-colonialism in Surinam, disenchantment in the Kikuyu 
culture of Kenya. In this way a sensitising perspective comes into being by which the student will concentrate 
in a more refined manner on the relevant doxas  that emerge during his lifeworld-shock. 
 

Sensitised perspectives and the professional tourism discourse in Wageningen 
 
In Wageningen, at the end of the second period in the programme and as a last preparation for their essay, 
there was a ‘working session’ during which students collaborate amongst others in defining a concept for a 
tourist attraction for a domestic market in their home country. In this concept their (sensitised) perspective 
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has been included and focussed on leisure as ‘a form of life art’. This appeals to their understanding of what 
they would like to stand for in the actual (post-colonial) tourism situation of their home-country. By this they 
will be stimulated to use their cultural background knowledge for professional purposes. At the end of this 
working session the groups presented their concepts. Eventually, they wrote essays on this concept inspired 
by these presentations. Students had also to make use of the academic knowledge in tourism and leisure 
studies as a source of inspiration and explanation for their essays on this professional discourse. 
 
Looking back at the whole procedure, first, stories about students’ backgrounds were assembled that 
emerged during their lifeworldshock. Then, these stories delivered some sensitising perspective with which 
they tried to orient themselves in the field of academic tourism studies and in professional discourse. The 
results in these essays illustrated in many cases the creativity that surrounded this way of working in the 
international classroom.  
 
The Bulgarian student had been shocked by the vegetarian arrogance of some Dutch students, as has been 
explained before. It made him sensitive to  the attitude towards nature in his own country. He explained that 
rebels and heros in the past went to the mountains in the centre of his country, where they were safe and 
protected by nature. These mountains are still a symbol today for the independent mind of Bulgarians, 
despite the long submission by the Ottoman empire and the Soviets in the past. A ‘great nation’ once, it 
became dependent on other  and ‘greater nations’. Referring to history, he concludes, is a possibility for 
Bulgarian people to recover from these feelings of inferiority. The mountains, that have this long symbolic 
meaning mixed with a huge respect for this nature in the centre of Bulgaria, might serve this historical 
reference. His concept – ‘Living free as a haidout (a Bulgarian rebel from the past) in harmony with nature’ – 
intended to stimulate this respect for nature in combination with this national recovery from inferiority. In this 
way he reacted to this ‘vegetarian arrogance’ of his Dutch friends, that came out of his lifeworld shock as a 
sensitising perspective. In a similar reaction an Estonian student reflected on responsible hunting in the 
bushes of his country. He was co-owner of a tourism attraction in the woods near the border with Latvia. This 
attraction consisted of a farm where eco-tourism also implied  guided ‘responsible’ hunting of very specified 
animals. He was very shocked by the categorical rejection of this scientifically supported way of hunting by 
the Dutch vegetarians in his class. A Russian student who concentrated on adventure tours in Russia, also 
accentuated the sense of non-limited freedom that Russians would get in the wild nature. Besides, he 
criticised the “Spartan Soviet vacations” in which competition and hard work inspired Soviet people to 
participate in active leisure, such as self-organised backpacking and cheap camping trips. Today, however, 
in postcommunism a good balance is looked for between days of adventure in nature and relaxing evenings 
with a non-individualistic and  romantic atmosphere. A cautious conclusion also might be that in 
postcommunism many people experience a feeling of ‘return to nature’ in a non-individualistic (non-Western) 
manner. The post-communist attitude towards nature seems to be an interesting research-topic for the 
academia. At the same time this research is connected to themes that relate to normative and existential 
issues such as the philosophy in different cultures about nature or about the concept of a ‘great nation’ 
indicate. 
 
The Surinam student wanted to stimulate ‘national pride’, a normative issue that connects with 
professionality as well. Surinam is a former Dutch colony and many inhabitants have left the country for The 
Netherlands since independence in 1975 and they still do. In Surinam they logically complain about this 
brain-drain towards The Netherlands. Therefore, it seems a good idea to use a tourism attraction for children 
from primary and secondary school for educational purposes. A tour, called  “Paramaribo, the wooden city of 
the Caribbean” would have be a stimulating tour in which the cultural awareness of the participants about 
their colonial past will be enhanced. This professional context, that has been treated narratively by the 
student, obviously is a post-colonial one. 
 
The Indonesian student, who became 'sensitised' to her warm family-backgound on Java,  wanted to attract 
families to her "Kampung Wisata" (= toursim village). The word Kampung stands for a traditional Indonesian 
mixture of house style, clustering neighborhood and homogeneous environment. In the product the family is 
included as the center of people's life, the main aim being " to fulfill all family  members' needs''. The Iranian 
student became ‘sensitised’ by the discussions on beach tourism in the Western way. She demonstrated her 
tolerance towards these Western ways, but was stimulated to reflect on a similar form of tourism in her own 
country, Spa tourism in the North-West of Iran. Her concept “Freshness and youthfulness in Sareyn” wanted 
to involve the whole family including grandparents and children. Like the Indonesian student she also missed 
this community and family-feeling in The Netherlands. At the same time she did allow a naked man 
swimming in the lake in her advertisement: 
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‘On the right hand of this brochure we can put that man’s picture that is so fresh and that stands for youth 
drying himself. No allowance to use undressed woman pictures, even in painting.’ 
 
Men and women would live in separate rooms, except for formal couples. It would be a product full of social 
gatherings but with this strict distinction between men and women. Western tourists may do what they want 
to do, but this would be the Iranian way. She made her point as it is the intention in this international 
classroom. In a professional discourse this would be a happy end. In a normative discourse, though, an open  
confrontation of values still needs to take place about this gender related distinction in tourism. The Iranian 
student anticipated this discussion by stating that for her political decisions should be separated from 
religion. 
 
In contrast, a Dutch student from The Hague told his story about the struggle against the water in The 
Netherlands. For leisure this implied long, broad beaches with dunes behind them, that are very attractive for 
sun-worshippers, sport fans, nature lovers and children of all ages. Beach tourism has a long tradition in 
Western Europe and Scheveningen, near The Hague, is no exception. Since the start of the 19th century the 
beach as a place for warm days that provides a careless feeling and a return to playfull, hedonistic 
surroundings, became popular in a national but also international context, as is so characteristic for Western 
Europe in general. His concept: “Scheveningen, the revival of old memories”. In line with this ‘struggle 
against the water’ his fellow student wanted to ‘create nature to conserve nature’. He suggests an 
arrangement for an active holiday for older people on a newly created island in ‘De Waddenzee’, the sea 
between the Dutch Wadden Islands and the Dutch northern mainland.  
 
Another Dutch student criticised the lack of community-feeling of the Dutch and their dissociation from 
nature, his sensitised perspective. In comparison to his Mongolian and Chinese colleagues the Dutch seems 
to be less involved in national pride and one’s own traditions, that confirm his commnity-feeling. He is more 
individualistic and wants to experience leisure alone or with close friends and family, not in big groups as the 
Chinese and Japanese seem to do. Although many Dutch campers do not want a real confrontation with 
nature, there also always is a group of  ‘nature seekers’. Being alone in nature and explore nature for 
yourself seems to be a possible Dutch alternative. This also can be organised in Dutch reserves. 
 
The Ugandese student who talked about modernisation in Uganda during the interview and the 
disenchanting effect this has on totemism in traditional life, came up with the concept 'Discover Your Own 
Totem'. This concept tries to attract 'modernised' city-people who originated from rural parts in traditional 
Uganda and cherish their nostalgic feelings about old, traditional times. In a cross-cultural discussion with 
this Ugandese student a Dutch student concluded: 
 
Self-reflecting on the cross-cultural discussion I can conclude that in Uganda very different values and 
perceptions play a role. The Ugandese urban middle class is strongly related to the ties with their tribes and 
clans, which plays a significant role in their leisure and travel behavior. The roots of these people are far 
more present and detectable: they can physically return to their roots in their free time; namely the villages 
where their tribe originated, but also the mental relation with their roots is ‘alive and kicking’. The Dutch 
population however, does not tend to visit exhibitions of Dutch original culture on a regular and intrinsically 
motivated base. Nevertheless, in leisure time generally a tendency of returning occurs, even though no direct 
tangible aspect of ‘returning to roots’  can be related to since “civilisation” has started a few centuries earlier 
on the European continent. It should not be left unnoticed, however, that to a significant group in Dutch 
society this tendency is certainly invalid given the large amounts of people that opt each year for a sound 
and safe holiday in Benidorm, not to speak of the families that do not even wish to leave their hometown for 
travel. 

 
In-between the global and the local there are various types of reaction in leisure time towards traditional ties 
of the past in diverse places of our globe, seems to be the conclusion. A precise analysis of the particular 
place where this reaction takes place, appears to be necessary. Another nostalgic product for older people 
has been proposed by a Dutch student. He related his product to Dutch society during the fifties, which was 
in many respects a very traditional society. Rotterdam was especially bombarded heavily during the war. 
After the war there was a general climate of rebuilding the economy, working hard without complaining and 
paying respect to one another. Life was better in these days, many seniors claim, especially since the norms 
and values of the fifties, such as this respect, have disappeared. Since the sixties these people have 
experienced a lot of changes and nostalgia for the fifties is a logical consequence. The TV-program ‘Toen 
was geluk nog heel gewoon’ – when happiness was quite normal – has become very popular because of this 
nostalgia. It is about a Rotterdam-couple that lives during the fifties. The concept for his product ‘ Nostalgia 
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Senior Centre’, a revival of the fifties, has been based on this programme. In this centre seniors are brought 
back to the fifties. They can watch old Dutch T.V. programs, listen to the radio of the fifties, play old Dutch 
games, take a virtual bus ride throught the old city centre of the fifties and eat traditional Dutch food in a old 
Dutch restaurant. 
 
Another reaction to hectic and modern city-life came from a South-African student who referred to the (still?) 
unspoilt, exciting and whole nature through the slogan  "Rediscover the Eden of South Africa". This beautiful, 
South-African nature ‘is designed to lure away the young adults of any race, between the ages of 24 to 40 
years, who have hectic lifestyles due to their demanding jobs and living in big cities, like Cape Town, Durban 
and Johannesburg’. 
 
Community life and sexuality are the other, dominant themes of the South-African and African student in his 
clash with the West (in Wageningen and Breda). In Africa gender-relations are much more indirect in public 
and more embedded in community-life.  An interesting question, therefore, relates to the romanticism of the 
African students. In the Ugandese cities there also are some small leisure-activities for the rising middle 
class. When they are related to romanticism, it should be organised in a very indirect way, without showing 
disrespect in the public space. Organising romantic tourism in an indirect Ugandese way popped up in his 
mind as his professional reaction to these reflections. There is a restaurant in the city, called ‘Bambunest’, in 
which different ‘nests’ are designed in such a way that no couple can see anybody else. In this way intimacy 
has been guaranteed without showing disrespect in public. Otherwise nobody would come. This is organising 
romanticism in the Ugandese way. Of course, there are also huge differences here between the city and the 
countryside. It would be interesting to concentrate on the consequences of this difference in gender and on 
the kind of romanticism that goes with it on leisure concepts and tourism development in this part of Africa. 
 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
 
The international classroom is a case study which reflects on the idea that narrative tales of students in an 
international context can contribute to a better understanding of the local-global divide.   The strength of this 
way of working, is that it can reveal information which was not known as an absolute truth, rather it can be 
seen as knowledge that is of a latent structure, which has to be uncovered. We also discussed the use of the 
narrative as a tool in tourism research.  Silent voices refer to that latent structure of knowledge which could 
be uncovered by narrative qualitative analysis. Freeman talks about the ‘narrative unconscious’ and of 
counter narratives.  These concepts indicate that narrative methodology not only observes what lies directly 
in the eye of the beholder, but that it also can focus on silent voices as unconscious counter narratives.  An 
existing example in this paper of the international classroom shows this very directly: 
 
‘Self-reflecting on the cross-cultural discussion I can conclude that in Uganda very different values and 
perceptions play a role. The Ugandese urban middle class is strongly related to the ties with their tribes and 
clans, which plays a significant role in their leisure and travel behavior. The roots of these people are far 
more present and detectable: they can physically return to their roots in their free time; namely the villages 
where their tribe originated, but also the mental relation with their roots is ‘alive and kicking’. The Dutch 
population however, does not tend to visit exhibitions of Dutch original culture on a regular and intrinsically 
motivated base.’   
 
By examining the nature of the Ugandese culture and habits, and also the cultural touristic behaviour of the 
Dutch, a new hidden reality becomes real:  If you would just observe one of these cultures, only one part of 
the deal becomes clear.  But by examining them both by the narrative tales and analysis of both of their 
citizens a counter narrative reveals oneself: 
 
‘Nevertheless, in leisure time generally a tendency of returning occurs, even though no direct tangible aspect 
of ‘returning to roots’  can be related to since “civilisation” has started a few centuries earlier on the European 
continent.’ 
 
Through an epistemological reflection on tacit knowledge that becomes sensitised during a lifeworldshock a 
conceptual frame has ben constructed. In this frame doxa’s emerge from within growing sensitised 
perspectives. Dutch students become sensitized to their assumed lack of community-feeling and heir 
dissociation from nature in modern life. Modernisation in Uganda created a revival of totemist nostalgia. In-
between the global and the local many hidden perspectives are to be generated into the academic and 
professional discourses and narratives are of a great help in doing so.In this case-study the stories have 
been generated through interviews  with foreign students in a Dutch host-situation. In these constructed 
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narratives ‘supra-personal structures of meaning and significance’ are lurking at the silent background. 
Through this idea of a narrative sensitised perspective they can be organised into a coherent whole that may 
attribute to the more universal economical, political, cultural or professional discourses. They might even 
refer to a counter-narrative that challenges the often as universal presented Western dominated narratives in 
the social scientific discourse. Camoerounians came up with a different perspective, a counter-narrative, on 
gender-relations. This counter-narrative around the already mentioned twin-lake in Cameroun challenges the 
influential imagery of Mario Praz, constructed in his Romantic Agony by referring to the 19th century 
romantic literature in the West. No ‘femme fatale’ or ‘belle dame sans merci’ but inaccessible men that are 
unpredictable and unaccessible in contrast to the ladies. A hidden doxa in the Camerounian frame seems to 
illustrate a supra-personal structure of meaning and through a narrative approach this insight came to he 
surface. 
 
Examination of narratives, counter narratives, resulting in the narrative unconscious, proves its succes by the 
cross-cultural global reality.  By listening to African tales also the European counter narrative can be 
explained and pointed out.  This is only a first and incomplete elaboration on the narrative methodology of 
silent voices, but could have its use and meaningfulness for future tourism research and beyond. 
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Understanding battlefield tourism in the Westhoek 
 
Abstract  
After the Great War in 1918, battlefield tourism expanded slowly in the Westhoek and has now become 
strongly embedded in the region. In light of the centenary remembrance of World War One, we are interested 
in the further touristic valorization in the Westhoek. Therefore, we want to investigate battlefield tourism in 
the Westhoek and indicate its economic importance for the region. In this research study, both visitor 
counting and survey research are used. The results indicate the diversity of battlefield tourists visiting the 
Westhoek: we found differences in profile, satisfaction, activities and expenditure. Based on the results of 
this study we have made some interesting recommendations for product development around battlefield 
tourism in the Westhoek.  
 
Keywords: 
Battlefield tourism 
Touristic valorization 
Visitor counting 
Survey research 
Economic importance 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Westtoer is a provincial agency for tourism in the province of West Flanders. 
West Flanders is the most important tourist province in Flanders since it houses some major Flemish tourist 
destinations as Bruges, the Belgian Coast and the Westhoek region. 
Westtoer is concerned with the planning and the monitoring of tourism in the different destinations in West 
Flanders but also with product development and marketing of these destinations. We are not planning and 
promoting the province as one tourist destination since the different tourist destinations have very distinct 
product market combinations. We therefore focus on the planning and promoting of tourist regions. This 
research study focuses on the Westhoek region which is a mainly rural region in the western part of 
Flanders.  
 
Tourism in the Westhoek has steadily grown in the last 8 years mainly because of three factors. 
First of all it is the authenticity of the rural setting with some small villages and small cities that appeals for 
relaxing stays in the countryside mainly of Belgian and Dutch overnight tourists. The focus on tourism 
development has always been towards the small scale accommodations (quality B&B’s en small family 
hotels) and towards attractions rooted in the history of the region.  
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A second large component of tourism, especially in the northern part of the region, is day tourism from the 
nearby Belgian coast. 
Battlefield tourism is a third large reason of the success of tourism in this Westhoek region.  The paper 
focuses on this specific part of the tourist product. 
 
After the Great War in 1918, visitors came to the Westhoek region mainly to remember their family members 
deceased during the war and buried on one of the many cemeteries spread all over the area. Battlefield 
tourism expanded slowly. As such, it is strongly embedded in the region. In 1997 the city of Ypres, together 
with the province and Funds of Europe, invested in a new contemporary museum on the First World War: the 
‘In Flanders Fields Museum’. Its 200 000 yearly visits indicate the consistent relevance of battlefield tourism 
for the Westhoek region. 
Although battlefield tourism was appreciated as important in its individual components as for instance the 
number of visitors to some major WWI-related attractions or the number of overnight stays of British tourists 
in Ypres, it was never really studied as an economic component in the region that brings in incomes and 
creates employment. It was felt important by the many local stakeholders to state its economic importance 
explicitly related to the many threats on WWI-related locations coming from other developments as large 
infrastructure projects and industrial and agricultural developments. It was also felt that it was necessary to 
understand deeper battlefield tourism in order to better prepare the tourist component of  the centenary 
remembrance of World War One (2014-2018) and to better develop the battlefield product overall taking into 
account the competition of nearby regions such as the Somme and Verdun.   
Westtoer was asked by the local authorities and the province to develop a research project that would give 
an answer to these major policy issues. 
 
 
Research purpose 
 
The research project focuses on the one hand on the volume of battlefield tourism and its spreading over the 
region and on the other hand on specific characteristics of the battlefield tourists, their satisfaction and their 
expenditures during the stay in the Westhoek.  
 
To achieve the research purpose, two main research objectives are formulated.  
 
First, we want to gain insight into the total volume of battlefield tourism: how many battlefield tourists visit the 
Westhoek on a yearly basis and which sites do they visit. It was not only the purpose to estimate total visitor 
numbers  but also to estimate the volumes of visitors to specific cemeteries and WWI-related locations for 
which no counts ever were implemented in order to gain an overall understanding of the spreading of the 
flows of battlefield tourism throughout the region. To answer this research question, visitor counting is used 
in combination with a survey with battlefield tourists. 
 
The second research objective relates to the specific characteristics of the battlefield tourists in the 
Westhoek. We are interested in the profile of battlefield tourists, their behavior, their satisfaction related to 
the WWI-related attractions and their expenditures during their stay. The latter enables us to estimate the 
return generated by battlefield tourism in the Westhoek and as such investigate its economic importance for 
the region. For this purpose,  survey methodology is used.  
 
Research Methodology 
 
In order to answer the research questions, battlefield tourists needed to be counted and questionnaires 
needed to be distributed. First, we needed to define the locations where counting and distribution of 
questionnaires would take place. A panel of experts acquainted with battlefield tourism in the region was 
composed. They determined 10 locations in the Westhoek that are strongly related to WWI: 6 attractions and 
4 military cemeteries. In each location, visitors should be counted and questionnaires distributed to attain our 
research goal. However, within this method, an important assumption is made. We assume that at least 95% 
of the battlefield tourists in the Westhoek visit at least one of these 10 WWI-related locations in the Westhoek 
during their stay in the region. Consequently, there should be little probability (< 5%) that there are battlefield 
tourists in the Westhoek who only visit other WWI-related locations than those 10 included in this research 
study. We note that this assumption does not mean that locations not recorded in the list of 10 are 
considered less relevant for battlefield tourism in the Westhoek. The selected locations are illustrated in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1: WWI-related locations included in the research study 
 
Location     Type 
Bayernwald     Attraction 
Dodengang     Attraction 
German cemetery in Langemark   Military cemetery 
German cemetery in Vladslo    Military cemetery 
Ijzertoren     Attraction 
In Flanders Fields Museum    Attraction 
Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery   Military cemetery 
Memorial Museum Passchendaele 1917   Attraction 
Talbot House     Attraction 
Tyne Cot Cemetery    Military cemetery  
 
 
To investigate the total volume of battlefield tourism in the Westhoek, visitor counting is used. Two different 
types of visitor counting are used dependent on the type of WWI-related location (attraction or military 
cemetery). 
The number of visitors in attractions is counted based on tickets sold during one year: the cashier at each 
attraction is asked to keep count of the number of individual visits, group visits and school visits. As such, we 
have a complete count of the visitors at these attractions during one year. 
At the military cemeteries, visitors can not be counted based on tickets sold as these cemeteries can be 
accessed free of charge. To be able to count those visitors, automated counters were installed at the 
entrance of each of the four military cemeteries. In order to identify the share of individual, group and school 
visits, survey methodology was used (see below).  
 
Survey research is used to investigate the specific characteristics of battlefield tourists in the Westhoek. Two 
types of surveys were combined: a short, fast survey and an extended survey. 
Based on the short, fast survey, we gained insight into the population and especially into certain basic 
characteristics of the population: date of visit, type of tourist (individual, group or school visit) and country of 
origin. Identifying the type of tourist is especially important for military cemeteries as visitor counting at these 
locations does not provide this kind of information. To obtain a representative sample, no restrictions were 
made concerning nationality. The short, fast survey was administered orally by cashiers at the attractions 
and by pollsters at the military cemeteries. 
When the fast, short survey was completed, respondents received an extended survey to be completed at 
home, after their stay in the Westhoek. This survey was only distributed to Dutch-speaking and native 
English-speaking tourists. Thus, the nationalities included in this research study are Dutch, Belgian, British 
and other English-speaking countries. Based on previous research (Westtoer, 2002, 2004) indicating that 
Walloons, Frenchmen and Germans in battlefield tourism in the Westhoek represent each less than 2% of 
the population, these tourists are excluded in this study. The extended survey asks for the profile of 
battlefield tourists, the activities, the sources of information used, the satisfaction and the expenditures. 
About 7 040 extended surveys were distributed. To increase response, 10 holiday cheques and 100 maps of 
the cycling route network were raffled between the respondents. We received 3 028 completed surveys, a 
very high response rate of 43%.   
 
Based on the fast, short survey, we gain insight into the proportion of individuals, groups and schools in 
battlefield tourism in the Westhoek. This proportion is used to make the sample of the extended survey a 
representative one. 
 
Total volume of battlefield tourism 
In this research we make an estimation of the total volume of battlefield tourists in the Westhoek. Several 
steps need to be taken in order to estimate the total number of battlefield tourists. 
 
First, we estimate the total number of visits at the 10 selected locations by means of visitor counting. 
Ticketing at the 6 attractions indicates that about 465,049 visits were made to those attractions in 2006. The 
automated counters installed at the 4 military cemeteries indicate a total number of visits of 454,551 on a 
yearly basis. Thus, almost one million visits (919,600) were made in one year to the 10 selected locations in 
this research  study. The number of visits to each selected location in this study is illustrated in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2: Number of visits to the WWI-related locations included in the study 
 
Location   Number of visits  Share 
Tyne Cot Cemetery  228,027   24.8% 
In Flanders Fields Museum  216,131   23.5% 
German cemetery in Langemark 144,656   15.7% 
Ijzertoren   78,587   8.5% 
Dodengang   71,625   7.8% 
German cemetery in Vladslo  52,359   5.7% 
Memorial Museum Passchendaele 1917 44,004   4.8% 
Bayernwald   31,058   3.4% 
Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery 29,509   3.2% 
Talbot House   23,644   2.6% 
TOTAL   919,600   100.0% 
 
 
However, one tourist can visit several WWI-related locations during the stay in the Westhoek. Consequently, 
about one million visits in 2006 are not equal to the same amount of battlefield tourists in the Westhoek. In 
order to estimate the total number of battlefield tourists, additional information is needed. We need to know, 
of the 10 selected locations, how many locations battlefield tourists visit on average during the stay in the 
Westhoek.  
 
In the extended survey, the battlefield tourist was asked to indicate which attractions or military cemeteries – 
the 10 selected locations included – he/she has visited during the stay in the Westhoek. The average 
number of visits to the 10 selected locations is calculated based on this information. As the number of visits 
can differ across the type of tourist (individual, group, school), the average number of visits to the 10 
selected locations is calculated separately for individuals, groups and schools. Table 3 illustrates the average 
number of visits for these three types of tourists. Schools have the highest average number of visits and 
individuals the lowest. We note that the average number of visits is calculated across excursionism and 
overnight tourism. 
 
 
TABLE 3: Average number of visits to the ten selected locations for each type of tourist 
 
Type of tourist  Average number of visits  
Individual   2.7 
Group   2.5 
School   3.1 
 
 
Finally, for each type of tourist (individual, group, school), the total number of battlefield tourists is estimated: 
the total number of visits to the 10 selected locations is divided by the average number of visits to those 10 
selected locations. The total volume of battlefield tourists in the Westhoek in 2006 is then the sum of the total 
number of individuals, groups and schools: about 326 900 battlefield tourists visit the Westhoek on a yearly 
basis.  
 
Specific characteristics of the battlefield tourist 
Based on the extended survey and SPSS analyses, some specific characteristics of battlefield tourists are 
investigated: profile, sources of information, activities, satisfaction and expenditures made. 
 
Profile 
The results indicate that about 41.4% of the battlefield tourists are individuals, 37.3% are schools and 21.3% 
groups. Most of the battlefield tourists are Belgians (46.6%) and the British are also strongly represented 
(40.3%). Almost one out of ten battlefield tourists is a Dutchman (9.3%). The nationalities are not equally 
represented across the type of tourists. More than half of the individual visitors are from Belgium (52.0%), 
while Britons are more represented in groups (52.5%) and schools (48.8%). When investigating the specific 
region of origin for the battlefield tourists from Belgium, Great-Britain and the Netherlands, we note that those 
tourists who live in a region closer to the Westhoek are stronger represented in battlefield tourism in the 
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Westhoek than those who live in a region further away from the Westhoek. For example, more than half of 
the Belgian battlefield tourists (61.0%) are from West and East Flanders and 30.4% of the British battlefield 
tourists are from the South-East. 
 
The company on the trip differs between Belgian and British battlefield tourists in the Westhoek. Individual 
and group visits from Belgian battlefield tourists have a higher share of company with children (respectively 
22.7% and 40.8%) than British battlefield tourists (respectively 12.9% and 7.1%). Moreover, British battlefield 
tourists are on average older than Belgian battlefield tourists: more than two out of three British tourists of an 
individual or group visit are older than 50, while for Belgians only one out of two are older than 50. 
The same is found for school visits: almost all British schools visiting WWI-related locations in the Westhoek 
consist of students between 12 and 17 years old (93.3%). However, one out of three Belgian schools 
participating in battlefield tourism in the Westhoek consist of pupils between 6 and 11 years old (32.4%). 
 
More than 60% of the battlefield tourists do not spend the night in the Westhoek: after their trip they return 
home or to their accommodation located outside the Westhoek. Those who do spend the night in the 
Westhoek have an average length of stay of 2.6 nights. British battlefield tourists more frequently spend the 
night in the Westhoek than Belgian battlefield tourists. Especially British individuals (64.9%) and schools 
(55.1%) spend the night in the Westhoek. However, British – and Belgian – schools have a lower average 
length of stay in the Westhoek than British – and Belgian – individuals have.  
About half of the battlefield tourists in the Westhoek spend the night in a hotel. British battlefield tourists 
particularly stay in a hotel: 66.0% of the individuals, 73.8% of the groups and also 57.1% of the schools. 
Belgian battlefield tourists in the Westhoek also spend the night in a hotel, especially the individual tourists 
(54.8%). Next to hotels (32.4%), Belgian groups mainly spend the night in self catering accommodation 
(38.2%). Contrary to British schools, Belgian schools mainly spend the night in youth accommodation in the 
Westhoek (95.5%) . 
 
Sources of information  
In this research study, we are also interested in the type of information sources used by battlefield tourists 
before they come to the Westhoek. We make a distinction between printed tourist information, digital sources 
of information and other sources of information. Printed tourist information includes brochures, (travel) guides 
and maps. Digital sources of information mainly relate to regional websites or to WWI-related websites. The 
other sources of information include among other things television, articles, information from friends, family 
or acquaintances and travel exhibitions or fairs. Next to those three sources of information, school groups 
can also make use of a fourth source, i.e. educational packages from the school or from museums or 
attractions in the Westhoek. 
 
The most frequently used source of information for individuals and groups is the information received from 
friends, family or acquaintances. As such, information spread by previous visitors to the Westhoek is of vital 
importance to attract additional visitors to battlefield tourism in the Westhoek. Other important sources of 
information for individuals and groups are travel guides and brochures from a local tourist office.  
 
School groups also want to be informed before their visit to the Westhoek, as individual visitors and groups 
want. While individuals and groups mainly use information received from friends, family or acquaintances 
having visited the Westhoek in the past, school groups primarily make use of preparatory visits done by 
teachers. Next to those preparatory visits, school groups also use the website of the In Flanders Fields 
Museum and educational packages of a particular museum or attraction in the Westhoek to prepare the 
school visit. 
 
Activities 
Based on visitor counting we can analyze the visits to the 10 selected locations in this study on a monthly 
basis. Table 4 indicates the number of visits to these locations for each month.  
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TABLE 4: Total number of visits to the 10 WWI-related locations included in the study by month 
 
Month   Number of visits  Share in total  
January   9,418   1.0% 
February   42,906   4.7% 
March   82,348   9.0% 
April   96,734   10.5% 
May   120,800   13.1% 
June   97,869   10.7% 
July   85,387   9.3% 
August   78,197   8.5% 
September   92,731   10.1% 
October   105,721   11.5% 
November   86,849   9.4% 
December   20,641   2.2% 
Total   919,600   100.0% 
 
 
When analyzing the visits to the 10 selected locations in this research study by month, springtime (from April 
to June) appears to be the busiest period with more than one third of all visits (34.3%). The month with the 
highest number of visits is the month of May with 120,800 visits or 13.1% of all visits. Table 4 also indicates 
that the season for battlefield tourism is rather wide: from March to November the monthly visits are above 
75.000.  
 
Next to the 10 selected locations in this research study, a list of 34 WWI-related attractions and/or military 
cemeteries were included in the survey. The respondent was asked to indicate which locations he/she had 
visited during the visit to the Westhoek. As such, the number of visitors to one of those locations can be 
estimated in this research study, even though visitors were not actually counted. To estimate the number of 
visitors to one specific location on a yearly basis,  the frequency of that location (or the percentage of 
respondents who visited that location) is multiplied with the total number of battlefield tourists in the 
Westhoek.  
The results indicate that of the 44 locations included in the survey (the 10 selected locations and the 34 other 
locations) three locations have more than 200 000 visitors every year. Moreover, one location has more than 
100 000 visitors and five locations more than 50 000 visitors. 
 
Not only WWI-related activities were included in the survey: the respondent was also asked to indicate other, 
not WWI-related activities done during their stay in the Westhoek such as visiting a town or village in the 
Westhoek, visiting a not WWI-related attraction, visiting a park or woodland in the Westhoek (green 
recreation)  or cycling along the Westhoek cycling network. 
Belgian battlefield tourists do more not WWI-related activities than British or other battlefield tourists. The 
most popular not WWI-related activity is visiting a city or town in the Westhoek: this activity is done by about 
one out of five Belgian battlefield tourists. Visiting a tourist attraction – not related to WWI – is also frequently 
done by Belgian battlefield tourists. Belgian individual battlefield tourists also like to cycle along the cycling 
route network of the Westhoek. If British battlefield tourist do a not WWI-related activity, they mainly visit a 
town or village in the Westhoek. 
 
Based on the activities performed during the visit in the Westhoek, activity intensity of the battlefield tourist 
can be calculated. Activity intensity indicates the average number of activities done by a battlefield tourist 
during the visit in the Westhoek. The results indicate that activity intensity depends on type of tourist 
(individual, group and school) and on nationality. A battlefield tourist does on average 6.1 activities during 
the visit in the Westhoek, of which 5.5 activities are WWI-related and 0.6 are not. Schools do more activities, 
especially WWI-related activities, than individual visitors and groups. British battlefield tourist also do more 
activities than Belgian battlefield tourists, especially for WWI-related activities. However, Belgian battlefield 
tourists do more activities which are not related to World War One. Activity intensity also differs between 
excursionists and those who spend one or more nights in the Westhoek.  
 
Satisfaction 
In this research study, we are interested in general satisfaction with the visited attraction or military cemetery 
and in satisfaction with some specific aspects of the WWI-related location, such as signposting towards the 
location and parking facilities. In the survey, satisfaction items could be rated on a 5-point scale from 
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extremely satisfied to not at all satisfied. When analyzing the results, this scale was used to give a general 
satisfaction score on five points to the WWI-related locations included in this study and to give a satisfaction 
score for each item related to these WWI-related locations.   
 
Battlefield tourists are in general very satisfied with the WWI-related locations (average satisfaction score of 
4.1 on 5): only 1% of the battlefield tourists is not really satisfied. We note an important difference in 
satisfaction across nationalities: British battlefield tourists are more satisfied with the selected attractions and 
military cemeteries (average satisfaction score of 4.4 on 5) than Belgian battlefield tourists (average score of 
3.9 on 5).  
 
On the one hand, battlefield tourists are most satisfied with tidiness of the location, its educational value and 
friendliness of the personnel. On the other hand, battlefield tourists are less satisfied with availability of 
sufficient rest seating, toilet facilities, references to other World War One sites and parking facilities. These 
results indicate that the development and improvement of certain facilities at WWI-related attractions and 
military cemeteries need further attention.  
 
Expenditures 
To estimate the return generated by battlefield tourism in the Westhoek, we use information on expenditures 
gathered by this survey research, information from secondary research sources (Toerisme Vlaanderen, 
2005) and information from privileged witnesses. Spending by excursionism and spending by overnight 
tourism is estimated separately.   
 
Spending by excursionism is estimated by multiplying the average spending per person with the total number 
of excursionists in battlefield tourism in the Westhoek. The average spending per person is estimated for 
each type of tourist (individual, group and school) according to nationality (Belgian, British and other). 
Spending by excursionists in one year is estimated on 5.1 million Euro, of which half is spent in restaurants 
and cafés. 
 
Spending by overnight tourism is estimated by multiplying the average spending per person per night with 
the average length of stay in the Westhoek and with the total number of battlefield tourists spending the night 
in the Westhoek. The average spending per person per night and the average length of stay are estimated 
for each type of tourist (individual, group and school) according to nationality (Belgian, British, other) and 
according to type of residence (hotel, bed and breakfast, youth accommodation…). Spending by overnight 
tourism is estimated on 26.1 million Euro of which more than half is spent in the accommodation. 
 
The return generate by battlefield tourism in the Westhoek is the sum of spending by excursionism and 
spending by overnight tourism. In this study, this return is estimated on about 31.2 million Euro. The return 
generated by battlefield tourism in the Westhoek is then about 30% of the total return by tourism in this 
region. 
 
Conclusions and further research 
The results of this study indicate that battlefield tourism in the Westhoek has tourist relevance for this region: 
about 326 900 battlefield tourists visit the Westhoek on a yearly basis and about 31.2 million Euro is 
generated. 
Based on the results of this study we have made some interesting recommendations for product 
development around battlefield tourism in the Westhoek.  
First, the profile of battlefield tourists indicates some potential markets that could be further explored. Not 
only Belgian and British tourists visit the Westhoek: tourists from the Netherlands are also interested in WWI-
related themes when these are presented within the wider tourist diversity of the Westhoek. Moreover, 
marketing should focus more on Belgian and British schools from regions that are farther away from the 
Westhoek region as these are less represented in battlefield tourism. 
Second, battlefield tourism is not just directed at commemorating the armistice in November. Tourists also 
visit the Westhoek and its WWI-related locations during springtime and summer. This should be taken into 
account in the further touristic valorization of the Westhoek.  
Third, the success of battlefield tourism in the Westhoek is not related to one specific attraction or military 
cemetery. The strength of battlefield tourism is based on the combined action of several organizations. 
Therefore, the further touristic valorization in the Westhoek should focus on developing a network and 
cooperation between those organizations.  
Fourth, battlefield tourists are in general very satisfied with the WWI-related locations in the Westhoek – thus 
enabling positive feedback to potential battlefield tourists in their country of residence.  However, battlefield 
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tourists are less satisfied with toilet and parking facilities and with the availability of rest seating. Trying to 
fulfill these needs in the future could further enhance satisfaction of battlefield tourists and their positive 
feedback to others. 
 
This research study also gives some indications for further research. Recently, a project, co-financed by the 
Flemish government, to create a strong network and intense cooperation between several WWI-related 
locations, has been set up. Furthermore, the combined use of counting systems and survey methodology 
enables us to investigate the evolution of certain tourist parameters for the years to come. 
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Abstract 
 
One of the latest discussions in the field of heritage tourism focuses on inclusive planning which incorporates 
the linkage between heritage tourism and other sectors of the tourism industry such as sports or nature 
based tourism. Diving represents a nature based tourism activity that has a strong link to heritage tourism. 
Every wreck has a history, and the natural character of the underwater world has its own interesting past. 
Diving has become a popular activity among tourists all over the world. Active divers, whose main travel 
motive is the diving itself, have recently started to seek alternatives for the most popular warm-water 
destinations. This will open new opportunities for heritage related diving tourism business also at remote 
cold-water destinations. Through cross-border cooperation, Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa could offer 
diverse diving tourism sites that have strong potential to attract experienced divers who are seeking novel 
experiences related to underwater heritage. 
 
Keywords: cross-border cooperation, lake diving, heritage tourism, inclusive management 
 
 
Background 
 
Heritage tourism is one of the most common types of tourism at the global scale. The brief definition of 
heritage in the case of heritage tourism means the present-day use of the past. (Ashworth 2003; Timothy 
and Boyd 2006.) Diving, when based on exploring historical wrecks or natural features formed during past 
times, represents one sector of heritage tourism. Diving as a leisure or tourism activity has been increasing 
globally. (Treeck and Schuhmacher 1998; Jennings 2003; Dimmock 2007). As a result, more and more 
divers are searching for new and different dive destinations everywhere in the world. As tourism in general is 
growing fast, the demand for unique and not crowded destinations will also increase in the future. At the 
same time, tourist traffic between Finland and Russia has been heavy during the recent years and it is 
continuously increasing (Finnish Tourist Board 2007). This means more quality conscious customers, more 
tour operators and more transport services to carry the larger number of tourists on both sides of the border. 
This trend seems to be positive for the tourism development of Lake Saimaa in Finland and Lake Ladoga in 
Russia. The lakes that represent two totally different cold-water basins could together create a unique 
combination within a relatively small geographical area. Both lakes are generally perceived as Northern and 
remote, which forms an attractive image for active tourists who seek new experiences far from mass tourism 
centers. Diving represents one example of water related heritage tourism activity which could have potential 
for development in the Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa area. 
 
The University of Joensuu has developed heritage tourism and cross-border cooperation with Russian 
tourism actors in the project called “In the waves of the Saimaa Flotilla” during 2005–2007. One of the 
activities of the project was to outline diving tourism potential in the Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga area. 
Data gathered for this paper consist of participating in observation during a pilot diving tour from Finland to 
Lake Ladoga and interviews of diving tourism actors on both sides of the border. The paper examines 
Finnish-Russian cooperation in (water related) heritage tourism business trough an example of diving 
tourism development. 
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Diving as an opportunity to create heritage tourism business in the Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa 
area 
 
Heritage tourism is considered one of the most common and widespread forms of tourism activity. Recently, 
an interest has risen to develop traditional heritage tourism further from passive sightseeing of historical sites 
to interaction with other forms of tourism such as sports and nature based tourism. The crossover between 
traditional heritage tourism and modern tourism activities such as diving requires collaboration between 
private and public sectors as well as between the tourism actors at the destinations. The service providers 
have to set common goals and not operate at cross purposes. This inclusive management also covers cross-
border cooperation as well as information and tourism related data sharing between the actors and 
destinations. (Timothy and Boyd 2006.) Diving as a heritage based tourism activity in an area located on 
both sides of the border represents an example of heritage tourism that is developing towards a crossover 
with other sectors of the tourism industry as well as towards inclusive planning of an extensive cross-border 
touristic area.  
 
While the popularity of diving as a tourism activity has increased steadily, the cold-water areas, especially 
distant lakes that are difficult to reach, have also become more popular dive destinations in recent years. For 
many destinations, cold-water diving opportunities have opened up a totally new tourism business. Cold-
water destinations offer a different experience for the “hard-core” divers who are already too familiar with the 
more popular southern destinations. When warm waters offer colorful marine life, the strengths of cold-water 
destinations are wrecks and geological formations. (Garrod and Gössling 2008.) The Lake Ladoga and Lake 
Saimaa area offers novel and unconventional dive sites for experienced divers. While the profile of Lake 
Ladoga is based on real wilderness and rich underwater military history combined with aboveground 
Orthodox mystique, Lake Saimaa offers unique geological formations from the glacial period. 
 
Geographically, Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa are situated relatively close to each other and therefore 
have potential to create new tourism business in the field of cold-water diving. The lakes are not competing 
with each other as they are offering divergent diving opportunities. Even though Lake Ladoga and Lake 
Saimaa are closely linked to each other through history, geography, climate, etc., they at the same time 
represent totally different worlds. Since the 1940s, the lakes have been separated by a boundary between 
Finland and Russia, formerly known as the boundary between the East and the West. According to Timothy 
(1995), boundaries themselves can be tourist attractions. This is more significant if the boundary represents 
a particularly important era in history, as the Finnish-Russian border clearly does. Both sides of the border 
have their own distinctive culture. In addition to political and cultural differences, there is a great variance in 
the natural characteristics. Owing to their exceptional geological history, Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga form 
a universally unique lake region that is an attractive destination for travelers. (Nenonen et al. 2007.) 
 
Lake Saimaa as a dive destination 
 
Lake Saimaa was formed by glacial melting at the end of the Ice Age about 12,000 years ago. The 
geological and biological processes during the post Ice Age period have formed unique characteristics in the 
flora and fauna of Lake Saimaa. (Nenonen et al. 2007.) Because of this history, Lake Saimaa as a 
freshwater dive destination offers beautiful nature experiences all across the area. 
 
The Puruvesi area in the northeastern part of Lake Saimaa is an example of a freshwater destination with 
very good underwater visibility. Lake water in Finland is among the clearest and cleanest in Europe. In 
Finnish lakes, the visibility depends on the temperature of the water; colder water is always clearer. 
According to local dive experts, the best time for diving is during winter as the under-ice visibility is good due 
to the small amount of plankton. Conversely, the visibility is worst in the middle of summer, while autumn and 
spring are quite good depending on the temperature of the water. Ice diving could be an attractive product at 
Lake Saimaa because it is rarely offered in other parts of Europe. The equipment is the same that is used in 
normal diving during summertime but because of the water temperature (about 4°C), exposure suits are 
needed. (Lehtolainen 2007.) 
 
Lake Ladoga as a dive destination 
 
Combining the rich selection of underwater sites, such as military wrecks, with the exciting aboveground 
military history and ancient Orthodox culture makes Lake Ladoga a significant heritage site. The Russian 
wilderness, which Lake Ladoga clearly represents, is nothing less than “extreme” in itself. When adding into 
the context fascinating wrecks and aboveground destinations from the period of WW2 and the Cold War, 
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including all the stories related to them, there are many intriguing elements for war oriented heritage tourism. 
In addition to historical war destinations, Lake Ladoga is rich in Orthodox culture. The myths and legends 
attributed to the foundation of the monasteries and the life of the monks on the islands of the large lake 
provide great insight about the heritage aspect of the destination. Diving conditions, e.g. underwater visibility, 
in Lake Ladoga follow the same laws of water temperature as in Lake Saimaa. 
 
While Lake Saimaa is a shallow and broken-up body of water, Lake Ladoga is deep and wide with a small 
number of islands. The Lake Saimaa area can be considered a modern wilderness, whereas the northern 
parts of Lake Ladoga still represent a traditional wilderness with no services and few summer houses. This is 
mainly due to the rocky terrain and the natural conditions of the area, characterized by scattered settlements 
and paucity of arable land. (Isachenko 1996.) In regard to diving tourism, the most significant difference 
between the two lakes lies beneath the surface. There are only a few existing wrecks in Lake Saimaa, while 
in Lake Ladoga there are dozens of wrecks representing different periods from the 1800s to 2000. This fact, 
in addition to the extreme-image of the Russian wilderness, makes Lake Ladoga an intriguing place when 
considering heritage based adventure tourism, such as diving in the case of this article. 
 
Diving tourism potential in the Russian-Finnish lake area 
 
The lack of reliable worldwide statistics of active divers makes it difficult to figure out the total segment of 
potential customers for diving tourism products. According to Haden (2007), it is estimated that there are five 
to seven million active leisure divers at the global scale. Half of the divers are of the United States origin. In 
Europe, there are estimated to be almost two million divers. Haden points out that estimations show that half 
of the European divers made a diving trip in 2000. The total number of diving trips made annually is three to 
four million. Thus, the estimated figures clearly indicate a huge customer potential for diving tourism 
products. 
 
The difficulty of estimating the actual volume of diving tourism grounds on the various definitions of what 
constitutes a diving trip. Diving might be just one activity during the vacation, without being the main motive 
for traveling. (Lehtolainen 2007.) In the extended definition, also the tourists that try diving for the first time on 
their vacation are considered diving tourists. However, after an introductory dive in a warm-water destination, 
they are not necessarily potential customers for cold-water diving destinations. 
 
By combining the diver definitions of Jennings (2003) and Haden (2007), four diver profiles with varying 
behavior in dive traveling can be found: 

 
(1) Potential divers consist of tourists who could take an introductory diving course during their 
vacation.  
(2) Active recreational divers dive often but they prefer to do it in their home countries rather than 
travel abroad.  
(3) Leisure or tourist divers dive occasionally, usually during their vacation abroad, choosing the 
destination where diving is an available activity but it is not their main reason for traveling.  
(4) Hard-core divers consist of experienced divers who seek new and different dive sites to explore; 
their main motivation is diving in exotic and challenging destinations.  

 
In the case of Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa, the most important group among foreign diving tourists 
probably consists of hard-core divers who are interested in the unusual opportunities offered by these remote 
lakes. Active recreational divers may constitute an important local segment. For example, members of 
Finnish and Russian diving clubs could be interested in diving on the other side of the border. This should 
also be considered a good opportunity to create and deepen cooperation and partnership between the diving 
clubs. To attract potential divers, the model of impulsively booked introductory diving courses usually found 
in warm-water destinations would be useful. Introductory diving courses could be available during high 
season at the most popular tourist centers and in the big cities. The courses could also bring a useful 
addition to the activity menu of the tourist centers. 
 
Russian-Finnish cooperation – opportunities, challenges and difficulties 
 
One aspect Timothy and Boyd (2006) are advocating when considering inclusive management in the 
planning of heritage tourism is cross-border cooperation. Representing two rather different lake 
environments within a relatively small geographical area, Lake Ladoga and Lake Saimaa could benefit from 
Russian-Finnish cooperation by complementing their product selections. Cross-border cooperation and 
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partnership are essential also for the sustainable use and preservation of the heritage sites in areas where 
the natural and cultural tourism resources lie across international boundaries (Timothy 1999). 
 
Lake Ladoga would be of interest as a dive destination for divers from Central and Southern Europe, but it is 
rather difficult to arrange a diving tour to Russia direct from those areas. This allows good opportunities for 
Finnish and Russian operators to cooperate and get European divers to alternative Northern destinations. 
The opportunity to visit dive destinations on both sides of the border during the same trip could be a 
considerable attraction for foreign divers. The main customer segment would be, according to the 
classifications of Jennings (2003) and Haden (2007), the group of hard-core divers whose main motivation 
for traveling is to find new and exciting diving experiences. They are seasoned divers, divenuts in the 
vernacular, who have repeatedly visited popular Southern dive destinations and are thus ready to seek 
something new and different. Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga can offer this difference. 
 
Based on the experiences of the pilot tour, when developing cross-border diving tourism and considering 
taking tourist groups from Finland to Lake Ladoga, cooperation towards achieving a successful diving 
product involves six fundamental elements: 
 

(1) Professional Finnish dive-tour operator to take groups to Lake Ladoga 
 (2) Reliable transport from Finland to Russia 
 (3) Dependable dive-boat owner as a partner to execute the product in Russia 
 (4) Expert local dive guide 
 (5) Russian-speaking organizer and interpreter 
 (6) Comprehensively planned safety procedures 
 
Cross-border partnership can be time-consuming and expensive; the results are in many cases not worth the 
effort involved (Timothy 1999). When cooperating between two such different cultures as Finland and 
Russia, this may even be more predictable. Tourism developers have to deal with many misunderstandings 
and differences in local traditions. Patience is needed when the process takes time and quick advancements 
are not forthcoming. The most important goal when starting cross-border tourism activity between Finland 
and Russia is to ensure that everything on both sides of the border will work as planned. Misunderstandings 
between Finnish and Russian partners are mainly due to the different ways of thinking and organizing things, 
sometimes causing delays or changes to the original travel itinerary. Furthermore, adequate knowledge of 
both languages is one of the key issues for organizers and operators. 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Current border crossing points (1) Vaalimaa,  
(2) Nuijamaa, (3) Imatra, (4) Värtsilä, and a possible future crossing point (5) in Parikkala.  
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Crossing the border can constitute another problem area. Lately, there has been much discussion in the 
Finnish media about the border crossing in southeastern Finland. It is more likely to have to wait for hours at 
the border than to get through quickly and easily. The possibility of schedule changes may also cause 
trouble during a tour. An additional variable in this context could emerge at the customs: transferring huge 
amounts of diving equipment may cause thorough and time-consuming security checks by the customs crew. 
A solution for this is to choose a Russian transport company with a Russian driver who would be better able 
to explain the situation to the Russian customs personnel. 
 
There have been discussions about opening new border crossing points in southeastern Finland, which 
would facilitate faster process times at the border. Today, the crossing points are located in Vaalimaa, 
Nuijamaa, Imatra and Värtsilä (Figure 1). Between Imatra and Värtsilä there are about 160 kilometers of 
frontier line without a public border crossing point. The opening of Parikkala border crossing point would 
greatly benefit the purposes of touristic traffic to the best harbors of Lake Ladoga situated in Priozersk, 
Lakhdenpokh’ya and Sortavala. This advance would shorten the travel time from Finland’s southeastern 
towns (e.g. Lappeenranta, Imatra and Savonlinna) to Lake Ladoga by hours. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Diving tourism based on heritage sites in the Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga area is one example of a 
crossover between heritage tourism and active nature based sectors of the tourism business. It also 
represents a touristic activity which clearly has potential to extend its worldwide growth also to remote 
Northern regions. Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga together form a unique area that would attract travelers 
who are seeking new and unconventional experiences. Furthermore, the development of cross-border diving 
tourism products also provides an opportunity for the public and private sectors to collaborate and enables 
the tourism destinations and service providers on both sides of the border to deepen their cooperation. The 
research carried out for this paper calls for further development of inclusive planning in the field of heritage 
tourism. 
 
The development of diving tourism in the Lake Saimaa and Lake Ladoga area is one step in the process of 
coordinating the touristic use of the two basins that in fact are parts of the same water system connected via 
the Vuoksi River. Moreover, the lakes are directly linked to the Baltic Sea which is an important connection to 
the larger scale of water related tourism development. There is vast potential for further development in 
touristic cooperation between Finland and Russia and it can be realized more extensively in water related 
tourism on both sides of the border. 
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Abstract 

At 1:47 on the morning of September 21, 1999 an earthquake measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale jolted 
Taiwan. Centered on the town of Jiji in Nantou County, the earthquake left 2,415 dead and 11,305 injured, 
making it the worst natural disaster to strike Taiwan in a century. The Chiufen Erh Shan Earthquake 
Reservation Park is located in Nantou County’s Nankang Village, which was especially hard hit by the 921 
earthquake. A monument standing in the park tells the story on the victims who lost their lives in the 
earthquake. Still, the numerous residents who survived and continue to reside in the disaster zone are 
uniquely qualified to provide visitors with insight into the awesome power of nature, recollections of the 
human impact of the disaster, as well as an increased understanding of the topographical changes caused 
by the earthquake – all of which make this an ideal site for dark tourism. 

The main purpose of this research is to understand the experience and psychological reactions of 
visitors to the Chiufen Erh Shan disaster site, as well as the factors that influence their experience. In order 
to gain an understanding of the psychological impact and therapeutic results dark tourism has on visitors, 
such psychological concepts as trauma, memory, and recollection were used to interpret the various 
emotions and psychological reactions elicited in visitors to the disaster site. In particular, the technique of 
memory-work was used to help visitors explore their inner feelings, thus providing a detailed account of the 
psychological journey taken by visitors to the site. 
Keywords: Dark tourism, Past tragedy, Tourist experience, Traumatic memory, Memory-work 

1. Research Motivation 

The upsurge of interest amongst tourists over the past decade in sites associated with death, disaster 
and violence has begun to attract the interest of scholars (Foley and Lennon, 2004). In 1996 the term “dark 
tourism” was coined by Foley and Lennon, and defined as “a type of tourism focusing on real or simulated 
sites associated with death or disaster.” Seaton’s (1996) term for this phenomenon is “thanatourism,” which 
he defines as visits to sites associated with death which are wholly or partially motivated by the desire to face 
actual or simulated death (especially violent death). Thus the scope of research on dark tourism includes any 
sites or landmarks associated with the tragedies of human history, such as wars, massacres, human rights 
violations, political assassinations, and slavery.   

The main motivation for visiting dark tourism sites is a desire to have an experience of death and 
disaster. Stone (2006) believes that although life and death are simply natural phenomena, people invariably 
have a certain awe and fascination about death, thus providing the driving force behind dark tourism. 
According to Marcet (2003) people are commonly attracted to sites associated with the death of an important 
person or a large number of persons. Early pilgrimage sites, for example, were mostly places where a 
prominent religious figure died. Dann (1998) believes that the motivations of those who visit dark tourism 
sites include an awe of ghosts, desire to have a novel experience, and even a latent desire to kill. Rojeck 
(1993) asserts that it is this sort of morbid attraction which has turned dark tourism sites into places of 
pilgrimage for modern tourists. As Palmer (1993) states, death has become a marketable commodity, so that 
a visit to a site associated with death is now one of the important elements of a vacation. 
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Visiting a site associated with death normally requires a certain amount of self-motivation. Rojeck (1997) 
believes that one motivation for visiting a site associated with death is to seek or validate a sense of social or 
cultural identification with the people and events associated with the site. According to Foley and Lennon 
(2002), dark tourism is a manifestation of the commercialization of the anxiety and misgivings people have 
about certain events of modern times, a kind of tourist commodity especially for the postmodern world. This 
can be seen as demonstrating the importance the postmodern tourist places on his own subjectivity and 
imagination (Rojeck 1993). According to Seaton (1996), visitors to dark tourism sites possess two 
characteristics: 1) They visit sites associated with death mostly due to personal motivation, and not because 
of the special qualities of the site itself; and 2) Their reasons for visiting such places are complex and diverse, 
so that their interest in the site may be personal or it may simply be a way to face death. 

Dark tourism is not merely a recounting of the tragedies of history, but can also have a profound 
emotional and psychological impact on visitors (Mestrovic 1991). According to Tarlow (2005), those who visit 
dark tourism attractions often experience one or more of the following four types of complex emotions: 
agitation, gratitude, humility, and a sense of superiority. For example, all those who visit the Auschwitz 
Concentration Camp in Poland are invariably so shocked by the horrors of the Jewish Holocaust that a 
profound sense of sadness remains with them for quite some time.     Moreover, by visiting sites associated 
with suffering and death, travelers can gain an accurate understanding of the dark and tragic side of human 
history, giving rise to deep personal reflection. Since visitors are thus given the opportunity to empathize with 
the victims of such tragedies, they often come away with deepened insight into the valuable lessons to be 
learned from history, a kind of insight wholly lacking in conventional leisure tourism (Wang Yifeng 2003). As 
pointed out by Foley and Lennon (2004), dark tourism should be seen as not only a commercial opportunity, 
but, more importantly, as an educational one. 

Dark tourism is a relative newcomer to the world of leisure travel, and since it focuses on sites 
associated with death, disaster, human tragedy and violence, it is typically classified as “cultural heritage 
tourism.” The pioneering research in the field was done by Foley and Lennon (1995a, 1995b, 1996, 1997), 
who conducted fieldwork of dark tourism sites around the globe, including battlefields, war monuments, war 
museums, cemeteries, and concentration camps. They have also investigated a wide variety of topics related 
to dark tourism, including war, terrorism, slavery, assassinations and scandals. Seaton (1996) is another 
researcher in the field of dark tourism. Having coined the term “thanatourism,” his main research has been 
on sites associated with war deaths and concentration camps. A number of other researchers have also 
discussed topics relating to sites associated with death. Notable articles include “Holidays in Hell” (O’Rourke, 
1988), “Morbid Tourism” (Blom, 2000), and “Black-spot Tourism” (Rojeck, 1993). Stone (2005) points out that, 
although scholars employ different points of view and terminology to interpret dark tourism, they all give 
importance to how the history of a site is described and presented, and also offer interpretations of the 
significance and development of dark tourism. 

Despite the fact that scholars have begun to take note of dark tourism, the research undertaken thus far 
has mostly been descriptive, and very little qualitative or quantitative empirical research has been carried out 
(Stone, 2005). Moreover, the value and significance of visiting sites associated with death has rarely been 
discussed (Foley and Lennon, 2004). Thus it has been noted that research on dark tourism is still in its 
infancy, especially in regards to visitor motivation and consumer psychology (Sharpley, 2005). Although 
Reader’s (2003) research focused on visitor motivation, it is mainly relevant to the operation and 
management of dark tourism sites. Seaton (1999) argues that more research needs to be done on the 
differing motivations of ordinary tourists and dark tourists. Foley and Lennon (2000) have suggested that 
scholars should give more emphasis to the social, cultural, and psychological dimensions of dark tourism. 
Stone (2005) clearly states that, despite their efforts to shed light on how dark tourists view the places they 
visit; few scholars have thoroughly investigated the psychological effects of dark tourism and the related 
cultural and psychosocial factors. Tarlow (2005) and Rojek (1997) have both emphasized the importance of 
the sociocultural, emotional, and psychological levels, since such deeper dimensions of experience are 
essential to gaining a greater understanding of dark tourism. 

In light of the foregoing it is evident that the main focus of research on dark tourism should be the 
subjective and psychological reactions of visitors. Thus this research centers on the experience of the visitor, 
and has as its main goal a deeper understanding of the psychological reactions and experiences of visitors 
to dark tourism attractions, as well as how visiting such places affects the visitor’s way of thinking.  
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Early in the morning of September 21, 1999, an earthquake measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale jolted 
Taiwan. Centered on the town of Jiji in Nantou County, the earthquake left 2,415 dead and 11,305 injured, 
making it the worst natural disaster to strike Taiwan in a century. In the aftermath of the so-called “921 
Earthquake” the entire nation constantly monitored the devastation through the media reports from the 
disaster zones, leaving the nation with a vivid and painful collective memory. The numerous survivors who 
continue to reside in the disaster zone are uniquely qualified to provide visitors with insight into the awesome 
power of nature, recollections of the human impact of the disaster, and an increased understanding of the 
topographical changes caused by the earthquake–all of which make the area an ideal site for dark tourism. 
The site selected for this research is the Chiufen Erh Shan Earthquake Reservation Park in Nantou County’s 
Nankang Village, which was especially hard hit by the 921 Earthquake.  

2.  Research Design 

Even though scholars have begun to take note of the experience of visitors to dark tourism sites, the 
research undertaken thus far has mostly been descriptive, and very little qualitative or quantitative empirical 
research has been carried out (Stone, 2005). Thus it can be said that the research in this field is still in a 
preliminary stage. Moreover, the feelings elicited by a visit to a site associated with death are both complex 
and diverse (Tarlow, 2005) and need to be carefully measured. Thus the present research utilizes an 
interview methodology based on memory work, in which description and discussion of personal experiences 
are used to analyze the psychological reactions of visitors to a dark tourism site and how they are influenced 
by their visit. 

2.1 Research Methodology: Memory Work 

A series of memory work sessions were carried out with different groups of visitors and disaster victims 
to investigate the emotions and self-examination which result from a visit to a dark tourism site, as well as to 
probe into the related psychological and therapeutic effects. 

2.1.1 The Essence of Memory Work 

Memory work was first developed by the German sociologist and scholar of gender studies Frigga Haug. 
Originally an innovation which arose from feminist studies, memory work closely integrates the concrete and 
theoretical. Memory work emphasizes the process of socialization, and, as a research methodology, 
breaking down the barriers separating subject and object, casting aside class distinctions, the importance of 
the individual’s subjectivity, and fusing research and researcher into an organic whole (Haug, 1987). Thus 
the main characteristics of memory work are: 1) The research and the researcher are fused into an organic 
whole, in which the researcher and those being researched become research partners; and 2) The primary 
data comes from the memory of participants who share their memories in a group setting and discuss the 
meaning and value of their individual memories. Although memory work bears some superficial resemblance 
to both the critical incident method and oral history, it is unique in its use of recollection and discussion to 
encourage participants to reach a consensus, thus providing the researcher with relatively objective 
information. 

2.1.2. Research Steps and Procedures 

Memory work consists of three steps (Crawford, Kippax, Onyx, Gault and Benton, 1992), which can be 
described as follows: 

1) Step One: Writing Down Memories 

After participants are divided into small groups, they each write down their memories about a certain 
incident or event, including the emotions they experienced, causal factors, and turning points. The goal of 
this step is to collect data in the form of the memories of the members of each small group, which will be 
used as the basis of discussion in the next step. The main guidelines to be followed in the writing down of 
memories are as follows: 

1. Write down at least one or two memories. 
2. Write in the third person. This helps participants to be more objective in their descriptions and avoid 
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the phenomenon of defensiveness (Onyx and Small, 2001). 
3. Write down as many details as possible, including things that may seem trivial or inconsequential. 

This helps participants avoid making judgments as to what is important and what is not important 
(Onyx and Small, 2001). 

4. Describe your own experience, but don’t interpret it, and don’t try to explain or cover up anything that 
seems to be missing or inconsistent. 

Writing down their memories helps participants to uncover their inner feelings, and also has the following 
benefits (Markula and Friend, 2005):  

1. It helps participants establish a clear focal point and avoid frivolous chatter. 
2. It helps participants remember to write down detailed descriptions and then begin the discussion 

without delay. 
3. Every memory written down is important because they are all the personal interpretations of the 

event in question. 
4. Although memories are a type of personal information, they reflect how individuals establish 

relationships and their place in society. 

2)  Step Two: Assembling the Memories Written Down in Step One Followed by Discussion and 
Analysis 

1. Each participant reads out the memories he has written down, all of which are tape recorded. 
2. Group discussion of the memories which have been written down. The facilitator encourages all 

participants to join the discussion, at the same time making note of similar and dissimilar memories, 
as well as clichés, contradictions, gaps and memories which the participants neglected to write down. 

3. Each small group sums up the contents of the discussion. 

3)  Step Three: Examination, Analysis, and Application 

The main work of step three consists of analyzing the information independently gathered and organized 
by the researcher in the first two steps, and making use of related theories to stimulate meaningful 
discussion. In order to stimulate discussion, the researcher asks questions regarding how well the memories 
conform to common sense, how they relate to each other, and how they can be interpreted according to a 
given theoretical model. The analysis and conclusion of this step constitute the results of the investigation. 

2.2 Sampling Design and Data Collection 

The research participants mainly consisted of people who have visited the Chiufen Erh Shan Earthquake 
Reservation Park in Nankang Village, Nantou County, Taiwan during the past year. The research participants 
also carefully selected so as to include representatives of different professions, educational levels, ages, 
genders and regions. Moreover, the motivation for the visit also gave due consideration in selecting 
participants, in accordance with Seaton’s (1996) view that different people visit a site associated with death 
for different reasons, so that the visitor’s interest may be towards that particular site, or it may be simply a 
general interest in facing death.  

Participants were selected in three ways: 1) posting a notice inside the Chiufen Erh Shan Earthquake 
Reservation Park, and requesting the local vendors and residents to help publicize the project; 2) using the 
snowball sampling method with the assistance of those working in the travel industry; and 3) placing notices 
on travel-related websites and the bulletin board systems at colleges and universities. Finally, a diversity of 
views around 49 volunteers was recruited. In order to be more convenient and increase the likelihood of 
participation, two sessions each were carried out in the north, center, and south of Taiwan, each session 
lasting between 2 and 2.5 hours. 

3. Analysis of the research results 

The study included a total of 49 participants, approximately half men and half women. Nine were above 
55 years of age; seven were between 45 and 55; ten were between 35 and 45; 14 were between 25 and 35; 
and nine were under 25. Two separate memory work sessions were carried out in each of the main regions 
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of Taiwan---north, center, and south. Each session had between seven and ten participants and lasted 
between 2 and 2.5 hours. The data collected from the memory work sessions includes 49 sets memories 
written down by each of the participants and six word transcriptions of the tape recordings for the six 
sessions. The data was analyzed by the two researchers and a specialist in consumer behavior with an M.A. 
in business administration management. The content analysis method was used to analyze and code the 
data, with any differences of opinion being discussed until a consensus was reached. The final results of the 
analysis are summarized in figure 1, the main themes of which are the basis of the six propositions below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Personal motivation 

 

 

 

The main motivations for visiting the site were a friend’s invitation, leisure tourism, curiosity, a specially 
planned trip, and visiting as part of a larger journey. Most of the participants who visited in response to a 
friend’s invitation were invited by a friend living near the site. Those who visited as part of a larger journey 
stopped at the sight while on their way to somewhere else. The participants from both of these groups 
indicated that their visit was largely a matter of convenience, and would probably not make a special trip just 
to visit the site. This is because they felt that the site still had a kind of eeriness about it, and would be very 
unlikely to visit alone. Most of those visiting on a specially planned trip indicated that they had been affected 
by a similar tragedy in the past, or else were deeply moved by seeing the devastation depicted in 
documentaries, books, or magazines. The participants in this group reported experiencing a relatively deeper 
level of sadness in comparison to those who happened to be in the area, casual tourists, and those invited 
by a friend. This was probably due to having a stronger sense of identification with the victims, resulting in 
more intense emotions and a deeper sense of empathy. Participants whose motivation to visit was leisure 
tourism or curiosity were largely interested in having fun. Most of these visitors were mainly interested in the 
natural scenery and local facilities, so that in comparison to the other types of visitors they were more 
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 Friend’s invitation 
 Pleasure tour 
 Unplanned trip 
 Specially planned trip 
 Curiosity 
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 Natural scenery 
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 Interpretive plaques 
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 Past experience 
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Figure 1: The experience of visitors to a dark tourism 
site
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affected by the novelty and entertainment value of the experience. In view of the above, research proposition 
one has been formulated: 

 P1: The visitor’s motivation can influence his experience and emotions. The experience and emotional 
reaction of those who make a special trip to the site is characterized by a greater degree of empathy and 
sadness. Those who visit incidentally or on the invitation of a friend experience relatively stronger feelings of 
fear and agitation. Those who visit out of curiosity or on a pleasure tour are more interested in the novelty of 
having a brush with death or appreciating the awesome power of nature. 

3.2 Individual Characteristics 

 Past Experience The results of this research indicate that the visitor’s experience and emotions can be 
influenced by whether or not he had been affected by a similar disaster in the past. Those participants who 
reside in the earthquake zone, who were actual victims of the earthquake, or who went through a similar 
experience in the past, had a relatively deeper experience and a stronger emotional reaction, characterized 
by feelings of sadness and despair. Actual victims of the earthquake reported that when they returned to the 
site they were confronted by memories of the disaster so powerful and vivid that they experienced a deep 
sense of sorrow, fear, and agitation, and couldn’t help but weep. 

Age  Different age groups reported having different experiences and emotions at the site. Because of 
their greater exposure to the vicissitudes of life, older visitors experienced a relatively stronger sense of 
nostalgia. On the one hand, they felt sadness over the impermanence and uncertainty of life, and on the 
other hand, they experienced a feeling of relief and gratitude for having escaped relatively unharmed. 
Younger visitors reported a sense of shock at the tremendous destructive power of nature, as well as interest 
in the damaged buildings and other relics of the earthquake. Middle-aged visitors were relatively more 
rational in their view of the disaster site and in their evaluation of the reasons for the disaster. Their visit had 
a relatively sober mood, although they tended to express a sense of regret at the impossibility of preventing 
the disaster, giving rise to introspection and a sense of gratitude for all they have. 

Based on these findings, research proposition two has been formulated: 

P2: The visitor’s age and past experience can influence his experience and emotions. Visitors who were 
actual victims of the disaster, or who went through a similar disaster in the past, experience a relatively more 
intense sense of sorrow and anguish. Older visitors experience a relatively stronger sense of nostalgia, 
sorrow, and gratitude. Middle-aged visitors take a more rational and sober view of the disaster, experience a 
sense of regret, and also tend to actively introspect. Younger visitors tend to see the site as a kind of living 
natural science museum; although they are struck by a sense of awe, they also see their visit as a kind of 
entertainment. 

3.3 Time Frame 

Distance in time from the occurrence of the event The results indicate that visits made immediately 
after the earthquake were characterized by more uniformity of motivation and a greater depth of emotion. On 
the other hand, the greater the gap in time between the disaster and the visit, the more diverse the 
motivation for the visit, and the more rational the emotional response. Some visitors regard the site as just 
another tourist attraction; others visit out of curiosity or in order to gain a sense of the strength of the 
earthquake. All of these factors result in different experiences and emotions during a visit. 

Amongst the 49 participants, one-third have visited the site two or more times, four of whom indicated 
that shortly after the earthquake they made a special trip to the site in order to see the disaster zone for 
themselves, and that the emotions they experienced during their first trip were quite different from those they 
experienced when they came again a few years later. Just after the earthquake, they still had vivid memories 
of the event, so that their feelings of sorrow and fear were relatively deeper and more intense. During later 
visits, however, their sorrow had already begun to subside and the event had begun to fade from memory, so 
that their mood was relatively more tranquil.  

Before and after development of the site Three of the participants who visited the site more than once 
made their first visit when the site was still a government-designated reservation, and was just beginning to 
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be redeveloped. These visitors expressed that before rehabilitation got underway, even though the site had a 
sense of sadness about it, it also had the authentic appearance of a disaster site, making it easier for them to 
imagine what it must have been like during the earthquake and giving them a greater sense of empathy, 
resulting in a relatively deeper and more intense emotional reaction. But after rehabilitation had begun, and 
some of the damage had already been repaired, despite increased convenience and better facilities, the 
emotional reactions elicited by the site were much less intense than before. 

Thus the amount of time which had elapsed since the disaster and whether or not the site had already 
undergone repairs had a major bearing on the visitor’s experience. This holds true not only for those who 
visited more than once, but also those who visited only one time. Signs and explanatory plaques at the site, 
as well as tour guides, however, were all found to be very helpful in increasing the visitor’s understanding of 
the earthquake.   

Based on the above, the third research proposition has been formulated: 

P3: The experience and emotions of a visitor to the site can be influenced by proximity in time to the 
disaster, as well as by the later development of the site. The closer in time to the disaster, the deeper and 
more intense the visitor’s emotions are. The original appearance of the site before undergoing repairs can 
elicit a relatively more intense experience and emotional reaction. 

3.4 Environmental Configuration 

The results indicate that the participants were influenced by the environmental configuration of the site, 
several of whom mentioned that their experience and emotional reactions were enhanced by the visual aids, 
photos, stories, damaged buildings and relics they encountered at the site, all of which enabled them to gain 
a better understanding of the earthquake and its aftermath. In addition, signs and explanatory plaques at the 
site, as well as tour guides, were all found to be very helpful in increasing their understanding of the 
earthquake. The personal effects and stories of the disaster victims, documentaries made at the time of the 
disaster, and before-and-after photographs were especially effective in making the participants feel as 
though they had returned to the time of the earthquake, giving them a greater sense of empathy with the 
disaster victims, encouraging them to introspect, and enhancing their sense of nostalgia. Based on this, 
proposition four has been formulated:  

P4: The environmental configuration of the site has a significant influence on the visitor’s experience 
and emotions. The stories of disaster victims, relics of the disaster, visual aids, and maps are especially 
effective in enhancing the visitor’s experience and emotional reactions.  

3.5 Experiential Value 

Visitors to the site belong to various age groups and have a variety of motivations and backgrounds, so 
it is not surprising that different visitors have different experiences at the site. Nonetheless, there was one 
element common to all visitors: a complex emotional reaction characterized by a combination of both positive 
and negative emotions. For example, sorrow mixed with fear and agitation; regret mixed with appreciation 
and gratitude; and shock and awe mixed with lighthearted curiosity. Such complex emotional reactions led 
participants to have a wide variety of impressions and ideas during the course of their visit. Some of the 
participants reported experiencing a mixture of both sadness and happiness as a result of their visit; sadness 
over the fragility of life, and happiness over one’s good fortune in not dying in the disaster. Such a visitor 
feels as if he has gained an important lesson in life, giving him a new outlook on life and a greater 
appreciation for everything he has and the opportunity to be together with his loved ones. 

 Other participants experienced both fear and zeal in the course of their visit; fear over the tremendous 
destructive power of nature, and zealousness due to an increased understanding of the need to protect 
environmental resources and the importance of disaster prevention, as if one had just attended an informal 
class on natural science. A number of participants experienced a mixture of grief and aesthetic appreciation; 
grief over the great loss of life and property, coupled with an appreciation of the site’s unique natural scenery 
and the regenerative power of nature. There were also some participants who experienced both shock and 
fascination during the course of their visit. These visitors felt that the strange appearance of the earthquake-
damaged buildings and the aura of death in the aftermath of the earthquake made the site feel rather like a 
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terror theme park with a unique kind of entertainment value. Based on this, proposition five has been 
formulated: 

P5: The complex mixture of positive and negative emotions experienced by visitors to the site gives rise 
to a variety of ideas and impressions, resulting in a diversity of experiential value, including introspection, 
learning, aesthetics, and entertainment value.  

3.6 Revisiting intention 

  When asked if they would visit the site again, most participants responded that they were not very inclined 
to do so, mainly because returning would cause them to re-experience unpleasant emotions. Some 
expressed that they had already satisfied their curiosity, and that once was enough. A few participants 
expressed an interest in revisiting the site, but not alone. Such visitors indicated that they might want to bring 
their children to the site in order to teach them about protecting the natural environment, increase their 
understanding of the nature of impermanence, and the importance of appreciating what is most valuable in 
life, indicating the educational value of the site. Based on this, proposition six has been formulated: 

P6: Negative feelings experienced during the course of the first visit decrease the likelihood of visiting 
again, although many visitors are likely to recommend the site to others or accompany others to the site. 

4. Conclusion 

Memory work was used to analyze the experience and emotions of visitors to a dark tourism site. The 
results show that the visitor’s experience and emotions were influenced by the individual’s motivation, 
background, and age, as well as the environmental configuration of the site. Despite these individual 
differences, upon witnessing the devastating results of the disaster, all visitors to the site-regardless of 
whether or not they were actual victims of the disaster-had some kind of flashback experience, giving rise to 
a complex mixture of both positive and negative emotions, including agitation, fear, sadness, shock, zeal, 
and even lighthearted curiosity. It is this same complex of emotions which is a rich source of material for 
introspection, learning, aesthetic appreciation, and even a certain kind of entertainment. 

The value of nostalgia in relation to dark tourism also lies in its ability to help people reinterpret the past. 
In addition, the perspective of a third party at a dark tourism site encourages visitors to reflect on the past, 
leading to a critical examination of the present in light of one’s past experience, as well as a greater ability to 
face the future. As Boym (2001) described, the nostalgia associated with dark tourism as deep reflection on a 
tragedy of the past which enables one to face the future with optimism. Nonetheless, if a visitor to a dark 
tourism site lacks any sense of connection to the site, then the dark tourism site in question loses its true 
worth and meaning for this person, becoming nothing more than just another stop in the course of a journey.    
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Political boundaries function as both physical and psychological barriers for interactions between 
neighboring countries. The government's purposes in marking the limits of national territory are to control the 
movement of people, goods and services between countries. Borders influence tourism in various dynamic 
ways: they may be barriers to tourism, tourism attractions and modifiers of the tourism landscape. Tourism is 
influenced by political boundaries as well as by governmental policy towards the border, administrative 
management from both sides of the border and the physical barriers which borders create. Borders can have 
an impact on many aspects of tourism such as travel motivation and decision making, infrastructure 
development, marketing and promoting and place image. Timothy (2001) described border lines as a 
“fabrication of human reflections of socio-political values”. When the lines are marked on the ground with 
tangible objects, they have the potential to become tourist attractions.  
The age of globalization has caused tremendous changes in governmental policy towards borders, which 
have become much more open and free for passing instead of closed and fortified. This policy is reflected in 
the liberalization of trade agreements and economic cooperation that leads to border crossing agreements 
and the development of international tourism.  
 

It is possible to identify a process where borders are located in areas of important natural value but are 
exposed to prolonged political conflicts, resulting in their having been isolated and closed to passage. But 
with the cessation of conflicts they have been reopened for passage and economic, environmental and 
cooperative tourism ventures. This change leads to greater possibilities and desires for cooperation in 
matters of nature and environment and to the development of cross-border parks. A salient example is the 
‘Iron Curtain’ border, which separated the former USSR and Finland, and countries in Eastern and Western 
Europe. Today, as a result of the expansion and strengthening of the EU, there is a trend toward developing 
cross-border parks in Europe, such as the Friendship Park between Finland and Russia. The age of 
globalization, and especially the age of supra-nationalism as symbolized by organizations and treaties such 
as the EU, North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), which offer a slight alternative to absolute national sovereignty, have engendered far-reaching 
changes in border policies. As a result, state boundaries are becoming more open, rather than closed and 
fortified (Timothy 2003, 2004). There are exceptions to this modern trend, however, such as the US-Canada 
and US-Mexico borders, which have tightened and become more formidable travel barriers since September 
11, 2001. Other players contributing to the development of peace parks are global organizations such as the 
United Nations, UNESCO and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Among them, for example, is 
Friends of the Earth, an organization that works to promote projects in areas fraught with geopolitical 
obstacles, such as between Israel and its neighbors. When neighboring countries are suffering or have 
suffered from conflict, emphasis is placed on defining parks as promoters of peace and tools for 
strengthening good neighborly relations. On the other hand, when relations between neighboring countries 
are good, more conspicuous emphasis is placed on efforts to preserve ecological systems, such as the parks 
between the United States and Canada.    

During the last few decades changes have occurred in the relationships between geopolitical borders and 
tourism. Globalization, especially supranationalist processes, has played a significant role in decreasing 
barriers (Timothy and Teye 2004). Supranational associations, such as the EU or NAFTA, deal mostly with 
issues that affect tourism directly, even though tourism is not defined as their main concern (Timothy 2003, 
2004). Examples of the positive transformation trend towards more open borders can be seen in the opening 
of Tibet and some other parts of China to tourists since the 1990s, the opening of the borders between the 
Turkish and Greek enclaves on Cyprus since 2003, and even some signs of a less isolationist stance toward 
international tourists in North Korea (Timothy 2006).   
 
The varying effects of border openness on tourism development can be described as a process of change 
along a time axis. A closed and fortified border means an absence of tourism development and little if any 
tourism access to the border area for security and political reasons. At times, one-sided border attractions 
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develop, allowing tourists of one country to overlook the ‘other side’. With geopolitical changes, the border 
may undergo a transformation and become an open border. The boundary line can now become a tourist 
attraction that focuses mainly on the history and heritage of the place but also offers the possibility of 
developing more varied tourism products. 
 
The main aim of the study is to describe, analyze and compare tourism development at different border 
tourism attractions around the world, located in different regions and continents (The 'Golden Triangle' region 
of Southeast Asia, the Berlin Wall in Germany and the 'Island of Peace' on the Israeli-Jordanian border). All 
the case studies are located on boundaries which for many years were sites of conflicts and instability; 
formerly closed and fortified boundaries that have been transformed into open and free border for tourist 
passage.  
 
The geopolitical changes that have influenced the development of unique border tourism destinations in 
these three borderlands have created similarities among them. In all three cases unique attractions 
connected to the border have been developed. These are reflected in elements such as special demarcation 
of the border, observation points for looking across the border and commemoration of the historical heritage 
of the closed border or a symbolic representation of cooperation and renewed political relations with the 
neighbouring country.   

   
Globalization encourages the opening of borders that were formerly closed and with it a flow of tourists to 
these destinations. There may also be the potential for developing unique tourism attractions where borders 
meet, allowing tourists to experience the extraordinary emotions aroused by these sites, symbolizing the 
blatant contrast between international proximity and struggles of the past (Gelbman, 2008). From examining 
the development of intensive tourism at select border tourism sites, much can be learned about the 
development of border tourism sites in other places in the world. 
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